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INFORMATION ABOUT ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
General Information

The Administrative Rules Unit, Archives Division, Secretary 
of State publishes the Oregon Administrative Rules Compilation and
the online Oregon Bulletin. The Oregon Administrative Rules 
Compilation is an annual print publication containing complete text
of Oregon Administrative Rules (OARs) filed through November 15
of the previous year. The Oregon Bulletin is a monthly online sup-
plement that contains rule text adopted or amended after publication
of the print Compilation, as well as Notices of Proposed Rulemak-
ing and Rulemaking Hearing. The Bulletin also includes certain non-
OAR items when they are submitted, such as Executive Orders of the
Governor, Opinions of the Attorney General and Department of
Environmental Quality cleanup notices.

Background on Oregon Administrative Rules
ORS 183.310(9) defines “rule” as “any agency directive, standard,

regulation or statement of general applicability that implements,
interprets or prescribes law or policy, or describes the procedure or
practice requirements of any agency.” Agencies may adopt, amend,
repeal or renumber rules, permanently or temporarily (up to 180
days), using the procedures outlined in the Oregon Attorney 
General’s Administrative Law Manual. The Administrative Rules
Unit assists agencies with the notification, filing and publication
requirements of the administrative rulemaking process.

OAR Citations
Every Administrative Rule uses the same numbering sequence of

a three-digit chapter number followed by a three-digit division 
number and a four-digit rule number (000-000-0000). For example, 
Oregon Administrative Rules, chapter 166, division 500, rule 0020
is cited as OAR 166-500-0020.
Understanding an Administrative Rule’s “History”
State agencies operate in an environment of ever-changing laws,

public concerns and legislative mandates which necessitate ongoing
rulemaking. To track changes to individual rules and organize the
original rule documents for permanent retention, the Administrative
Rules Unit maintains history lines for each rule, located at the end
of the rule text. OAR histories contain the rule’s statutory authori-
ty, statutes implemented and dates of each authorized modification
to the rule text. Changes are listed chronologically in abbreviated
form, with the most recent change listed last. In the history line “OSA
4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-10-93,” for example, “OSA” is short for Ore-
gon State Archives; “4-1993” indicates this was 4th administrative
rule filing by the Archives in 1993; “f. & cert. ef. 11-10-93” means
the rule was filed and certified effective on November 10, 1993.
Locating Current Versions of Administrative Rules
The online version of the OAR Compilation is updated on the first

of each month to include all rule actions filed with the Administra-
tive Rules Unit by the 15th of the previous month. The annual print-
ed OAR Compilation volumes contain text for all rules filed through

November 15 of the previous year. Administrative Rules created or
changed after publication in the print Compilation will appear in a
subsequent edition of the online Bulletin. These are listed by rule
number in the Bulletin’s OAR Revision Cumulative Index, which is
updated monthly. The listings specify each rule’s effective date, rule-
making action, and the issue of the Bulletin that contains the full text
of the adopted or amended rule.

Locating Administrative Rule Publications
Printed volumes of the Compilation are deposited in Oregon’s

Public Documents Depository Libraries listed in OAR 543-070-
0000. Complete sets and individual volumes of the printed OAR
Compilation may be ordered from the Administrative Rules Unit,
Archives Division, 800 Summer Street NE, Salem, Oregon 97301,
(503) 373-0701.

Filing Adminstrative Rules and Notices
All hearing and rulemaking notices, and permanent and temporary

rules, are filed through the Administrative Rules Unit’s online filing
system. To expedite the rulemaking process, agencies are encouraged
to file a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Hearing specifying hearing
date, time and location, and to submit their filings early in the sub-
mission period. All notices and rules must be filed by the 15th of the
month to be included in the next month’s Bulletin and OAR 
Compilation postings. Filings must contain the date stamp from the
deadline day or earlier to be published the following month.

Administratrative Rules Coordinators and 
Delegation of Signing Authority

Each agency that engages in rulemaking must appoint a rules 
coordinator and file an Appointment of Agency Rules Coordinator
form with the Administrative Rules Unit. Agencies that delegate rule-
making authority to an officer or employee within the agency must
also file a Delegation of Rulemaking Authority form. It is the
agency’s responsibility to monitor the rulemaking authority of select-
ed employees and keep the forms updated. The Administrative Rules
Unit does not verify agency signatures as part of the rulemaking
process. 

Publication Authority
The Oregon Bulletin is published pursuant to ORS 183.360(3).

Copies of the original Administrative Orders may be obtained from
the Archives Division, 800 Summer Street, Salem, Oregon, 97310;
(503) 373-0701. The Archives Division charges for such copies. 

The official copy of an Oregon Administrative Rule is contained
in the Administrative Order filed at the Archives Division. Any 
discrepancies with the published version are satisfied in favor of the
Administrative Order.
© January 1, 2015 Oregon Secretary of State. All rights reserved.
Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited.
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EXECUTIVE ORDERS
EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 15 - 05
DETERMINATION OF A STATE OF DROUGHT EMER-
GENCY IN DESCHUTES, GRANT, JACKSON, JOSEPHINE,
LANE, MORROW, UMATILLA, AND WASCO COUNTIES
DUE TO DROUGHT, LOW SNOW PACK LEVELS, AND
LOW WATER CONDITIONS
At the request of Deschutes County (by Declaration 2015-038 dated
April 29, 2015), Grant County (by Resolution 2015-06 dated April
29, 2015), Jackson County (by Order 61-15 dated May 13, 2015),
Josephine County (by Resolution 2015-017 dated May 6, 2015),
Lane County (by Order 15-05-12-07 dated May 12, 2015), Morrow
County (by Resolution R-2015-4 dated May 6, 2015), Umatilla
County (by Order BCC2015-048 dated April 28, 2015), and Wasco
County (by Resolution 15-003 dated May 20, 2015), and based on
the recommendations of the Drought Council and the Water Avail-
ability Committee, and pursuant to ORS 401.165 and ORS 536.740,
I find that continuing dry conditions, low snowpack, and lack of pre-
cipitation have caused natural and economic disaster conditions in
Deschutes, Grant, Jackson, Josephine, Lane, Morrow, Umatilla, and
Wasco Counties.
Projected precipitation and climatic conditions are not expected to
alleviate the continuing drought conditions, and the drought is hav-
ing significant economic and other impacts on communities and on
agricultural, livestock, and natural resources in Deschutes, Grant,
Jackson, Josephine, Lane, Morrow, Umatilla, and Wasco Counties.
The dry conditions present hardships for these communities: crops,
agricultural and other economic interests are at risk; animals and
plants that rely on Oregon’s surface water supplies are threatened;
and the risk of wildfires across the state is greatly increased. Current
conditions are being monitored and analyzed by state agencies
including the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Water
Resources, and the Oregon Office of Emergency Management.
A timely response to the drought conditions is vital to the safety of
persons, property and economic security of the citizens and busi-
nesses of Deschutes, Grant, Jackson, Josephine, Lane, Morrow,
Umatilla, and Wasco Counties. I am therefore declaring that a con-
tinuing drought emergency exists in Deschutes, Grant, Jackson,

Josephine, Lane, Morrow, Umatilla, and Wasco Counties, and direct-
ing the following actions.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DIRECTED:
I. The Oregon Department of Agriculture is directed to coordinate
and provide assistance in seeking federal resources to mitigate
drought conditions and assist in agricultural recovery in
Deschutes, Grant, Jackson, Josephine, Lane, Morrow, Umatilla,
and Wasco Counties.
II. The Department of Water Resources and the Water Resources
Commission are directed to coordinate and provide assistance to
water users in Deschutes, Grant, Jackson, Josephine, Lane, Mor-
row, Umatilla, and Wasco Counties as they determine is necessary
and appropriate in accordance with ORS 536.700 to 536.780.
III. The Office of Emergency Management is directed to coordi-
nate and assist as needed with assessment and mitigation activi-
ties to address current and projected conditions in Deschutes,
Grant, Jackson, Josephine, Lane, Morrow, Umatilla, and Wasco
Counties.
IV. All other state agencies are directed to coordinate with the
above agencies and to provide appropriate state resources as deter-
mined necessary to assist affected political subdivisions, water
users and other affected interests including fish, wildlife and recre-
ational interest in Deschutes, Grant, Jackson, Josephine, Lane,
Morrow, Umatilla, and Wasco Counties.
V. This Executive Order expires on December 31, 2015.
Done at Salem, Oregon this 21st day of May, 2015.

/s/ Kate Brown
Kate Brown
GOVERNOR

ATTEST

/s/ Jeanne P. Atkins
Jeanne P. Atkins
SECRETARY OF STATE 
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REQUEST FOR COMMENTS

PROPOSAL TO SUBMIT 1915(B)(4) FREEDOM 
OF CHOICE WAIVER.

COMMENTS DUE: June 13, 2015
PROPOSAL: DMAP currently utilizes Wellpartner as the sole
source to provide prescription medications via mail. In order for
OHA to enroll a different mail order vendor for the purpose of coor-
dinating third party insurance benefits, OHA will need to submit a
1915(b)(4) freedom of choice waiver. This waiver allows OHA to
enroll and restrict other mail order vendors to Coordination of 
Benefit activities.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/1/15
HOW TO COMMENT: Send written comments by fax, mail or
email to:
Jesse S. Anderson, State Plan Manager
Oregon Health Authority, Medical Assistance Programs
Phone #(503)945-6958
Fax # (503)947-1119
jesse.anderson@state.or.us
NEXT STEPS: OHA will consider all comments received. A
1915(b)(4) waiver will be submitted to the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid.

REQUEST FOR COMMENTS
PROPOSED CLEANUP APPROVAL AT 

8440 AND 8520 N KERBY AVE. PRECISION 
EQUIPMENT SITES IN PORTLAND 

COMMENTS DUE: 5 p.m., Tuesday, June 30, 2015
PROJECT LOCATION: 8440 and 8520 N Kerby Ave., Portland,
OR
PROPOSAL: The Department of Environmental Quality is pro-
posing to issue a Conditional No Further Action determination for
the 8520 N Kerby property to site owners Dick F. and Joan L. Mor-
gan. This decision is based on results of the site investigation work
and remedial actions undertaken at the former Schnitzer Property site
(ECSI #1050) located at 8520 North Kerby Ave. in Portland, Oregon.
DEQ has determined that the engineering and institutional controls,
described in the recorded Easement and Equitable Servitudes for the
property, will prevent potential risks to human health and the envi-
ronment from exceeding the acceptable levels defined in ORS
465.315. DEQ is therefore proposing issuance of a Conditional No
Further Action determination for the property. 
DEQ is also proposing to issue site owners and lessee Precision
Equipment, Inc. a Certificate of Completion for remedial action obli-
gations completed at the property, as described in the Consent Judg-
ment with DEQ for both the 8440 and 8520 N Kerby Ave properties
(ESCI #s 152 and 1050).
HIGHLIGHTS: From at least the early 20th century, the 8520 N
Kerby Ave. property was part of a low area often inundated by waters
of the nearby Columbia Slough or local drainage. Fill, including
wood, glass, metal, brick, shredded tires and other construction
debris, was placed in the area between approximately 1925 and 1978.
From 1982 to1989, Metropolitan Disposal Corporation leased part
of the area for storage of equipment. During this time, the disposal
company added additional fill to the property. Around 1960, a metal
building was erected on part of the property by the Schnitzer Mar-
vin Machinery Company. The property was acquired in the 1990s by
the site owners. 
Soils from the ground surface to 20 feet below ground surface, the
approximate depth of fill, were found to be contaminated with met-
als including arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, and zinc,
and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), hydrocarbons and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
The site owner demolished the metal building in spring 2013 and
the resulting low area was filled with clean sand. A concrete Ultra-
blockTM wall was erected to keep sand fill from eroding and the
entire property was capped with soil to prevent direct contact with
contaminated fill soil. An Easement and Equitable Servitudes was
recorded for the property that restricts the use of groundwater below

the site, mandates the inspection and maintenance of the soil cap, and
prohibits land use for residential and agricultural purposes. Any
future building constructed on the property will require a vapor bar-
rier membrane sufficient to prevent methane gas infiltration. 
On Aug. 1, 2008 the site owners and Precision Equipment, Inc.
entered into a general judgment by consent with DEQ in order to set-
tle potential environmental liability for the Parties at the Facility
(ECSI #s 152 and 1050) and facility’s contribution to contaminated
sediments in the Columbia Slough. The environmental liability
release was contingent on the owners and Precision Equipment com-
pleting the DEQ-selected remedies for the facility. ECSI site #152
was closed in 2013.
Based on DEQ’s evaluation of the remedial actions described
above, DEQ is proposing that no further action be required at the
8520 N Kerby Ave property and that the Parties be issued a Certifi-
cate of Completion for remedial actions completed under the Mult-
nomah County Circuit Court, Consent Judgment, Case No. 0807-
10822. The properties are subject to separate Easement and Equitable
Servitude provisions that require the Parties to maintain engineering
controls at the site. 
HOW TO COMMENT: Comments are due to by 5 p.m., Tuesday,
June 30, 2015, to DEQ Project Manager Robert Williams, at 700 NE
Multnomah St., Suite #600, Portland, OR 97232;
williams.robert.k@deq.state.or.us or fax to 503-229-6899.
Find information about requesting a review of DEQ project files
at: http://www.deq.state.or.us/records/recordsRequestFAQ.htm
Find the File Review Application form at: http://www.deq.
state.or.us/records/RecordsRequestForm.pdf
To access site summary information and other documents in the
DEQ Environmental Cleanup Site Information database, go to
http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/ECSI/ecsi.htm, select “Search complete
ECSI database”, then enter 1050 in the Site ID box and click “Sub-
mit” at the bottom of the page. Next, click the link labeled 1050 in
the Site ID/Info column. Alternatively, you may go directly to the
database website for this page at: http://www.deq.state.or.us/
Webdocs/Forms/Output/FPController.ashx?SourceId=1050&Source
IdType=11
If you do not have web access and want to review the project file
contact the DEQ project manager.
THE NEXT STEP: DEQ will consider all public comments
received by the date and time stated above, before making a final
decision regarding the Conditional No Further Action determination
and Certificate of Completion. In the absence of comments, DEQ
will issue the CNFA and Certificate of Completion for the Schnitzer
Property site.
ACCESSIBILITY INFORMATION: DEQ is committed to
accommodating people with disabilities. If you need information in
another format, please contact DEQ toll free in Oregon at 800-
452-4011, email at deqinfo@deq.state.or.us, or 711 for people with
hearing impairments.

REQUEST FOR COMMENTS
PROPOSED CONTAMINATED SOIL REMOVAL 

AT WILLAMETTE COVE SITE IN NORTH PORTLAND
COMMENTS DUE: 5 p.m., June 30, 2015
PROJECT LOCATION: Foot of North Edgewater Street, Portland,
Oregon
PROPOSAL: The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
proposes to remove contaminated soil located in the upland portion
of the Willamette Cove site. The proposed removal will address the
highest concentrations of dioxins and metals in near surface soil. 
HIGHLIGHTS: Willamette Cove is located on the east bank of the
Willamette River between river miles 6 and 7, upriver of the St.
Johns Bridge. Soil contamination associated with past site activities
including wood products manufacturing and ship repair is present in
the site upland, and warrants immediate action. A large soil removal
action is planned for later in 2015 to address hot spot levels of diox-
ins and metals, with excavated soil to be transported off-site to a solid
waste landfill for disposal. More than 5,000 cubic yards of soil are
expected to be removed. Metro and the Port of Portland are per-
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forming this work as part of their continuing effort to clean up the
Willamette Cove property resulting from past industrial practices.
Oversight will be provided by multiple parties including Port con-
tractors and DEQ to ensure that contaminated soil is appropriately
managed during excavation, transport, and off-site disposal. 
HOW TO COMMENT: Send comments by 5 p.m., June 1, 2015
to DEQ Project Manager Daniel Hafley at 700 NE Multnomah St.,
Suite 600, Portland, Oregon, or hafley.dan@deq.state.or.us 
To review the project file, call Brent Funk at 503-229-5321 for a
file review appointment. 
To access site summary information and other documents in the
DEQ Environmental Cleanup Site Information database, go to
http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/ECSI/ecsi.htm, then enter ECSI#2066
in the Site ID box and click “Submit” at the bottom of the page. Next,
click the link labeled ECSI #2066 in the Site ID/Info column. 
THE NEXT STEP: Once the comment period closes, DEQ will
consider any comments before removal action proceeds.
ACCESSIBILITY INFORMATION: DEQ is committed to
accommodating people with disabilities. If you need information in
another format, please contact DEQ toll free in Oregon at 800-
452-4011, email at deqinfo@deq.state.or.us, or 711 for people with
hearing impairments.

REQUEST FOR COMMENTS 
PROPOSED CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETION AND

DECISION OF NO FURTHER ACTION FOR TOMAHAWK
COMMENTS DUE: 5 p.m., July 1, 2015.
PROJECT LOCATION: Marcola, Lane County
PROPOSAL: The Department of Environmental Quality is 
proposing to issue a certification of completion for a Prospective 
Purchaser Agreement with Tomahawk Investment Group, LLC con-
cerning its completion of work at the former Tomahawk Sports Bar
& Grill property located at 92178 Marcola Rd.. DEQ simultaneously
proposes to issue a No Further Action letter for completion of the
investigation and cleanup of an underground storage tank petroleum
release from the same property. 
Tomahawk purchased the property and has redeveloped the site as
a restaurant and community gathering center. Tomahawk entered into
a prospective purchaser agreement with DEQ on January 17, 2014,
which allowed DEQ 1) access to the former gas station property for
the purpose of environmental investigation of petroleum contami-
nation, 2) contribute $10,000 towards funding the investigation and
3) to enter into a formal agreement that would restrict certain future
uses of the property in order to prevent unacceptable exposure to any
remaining contamination. DEQ has confirmed that these three agree-
ments have been met and is therefore proposing to issue a certificate
of completion.
The issuance of a certification of completion confirms Tomahawk
Investment Group, LLC, liability release from claims by the State of
Oregon under ORS 465.200 to 465.545 and 465.990, 466.640, and
468B.310 regarding existing hazardous substance releases at or from
the property. The proposed certification of completion also confirms
Tomahawk Investment Group, LLC third party liability protection. 
DEQ completed the investigation of the petroleum release and 
proposes to issue a decision of No Further Action for the project.
Oregon Administrative Rules require an investigation to determine
the extent of the contamination and the appropriate cleanup of any
soil and/or groundwater affected by the release. Tank decommis-
sioning and release investigation work are now complete andDEQ
has reviewed the file for this project and concluded the investigation
and remedial actions are adequately protective of human health, safe-
ty, welfare and the environment and that no further action will be
required at this time. The DEQ leaking underground storage tank
project file number is LUST #20-13-1477.
HOW TO COMMENT: Send comments to DEQ Project Manag-
er Eric Clough at 381 N. 2nd St., Coos Bay, OR, 97420, or
clough.eric@deq.state.or.us. For more information contact the 
project manager at 541-269-2721 x231.
View information about requesting a review of DEQ project files
at: http://www.deq.state.or.us/records/recordsRequestFAQ.htm

View the File Review Application form at: http://www.deq.
state.or.us/records/RecordsRequestForm.pdf
To access site summary information and other documents in the
DEQ Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST) Cleanup database,
go to http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/tanks/lust/LustPublicLookup.asp,
then enter LUST# 20-13-1477 in the LUST Number boxes and click
“Lookup” at the bottom of the page. Next, click the link labeled
LUST#20-13-1477 in the Log Number column. Alternatively, you
may go directly to the database website for this page at
http://www.deq.state.or.us/WebDocs/Forms/Output/LustOutput.aspx
?SourceId=42437&SourceIdType=10
If you do not have web access and want to review the project file
contact the DEQ project manager.
THE NEXT STEP:DEQ will issue a certification of of the PPA and
issue a decision of No Further Action to the LUST site if no objec-
tions to closure are submitted by the noted deadline. Technical rea-
sons against closure will be evaluated and addressed.
ACCESSIBILITY INFORMATION: DEQ is committed to
accommodating people with disabilities. If you need information in
another format, please contact DEQ toll free in Oregon at 800-
452-4011, email at deqinfo@deq.state.or.us, or 711 for people with
hearing impairments.

REQUEST FOR COMMENTS
PROPOSED NO FURTHER ACTION

315 COMMERCIAL STREET SE, SALEM
FORMER BOISE CASCADE MILL

COMMENTS DUE: 5 p.m., Tuesday June 30, 2015
PROJECT LOCATION: 315 Commercial Street SE, Salem
PROPOSAL: DEQ is proposing to issue a No Further Action (NFA)
determination at an approximately 3 acre parcel of land on the down-
town Salem waterfront. Some residual contamination remains in soil
beneath the site, which is to be developed as commercial property.
The NFA would be conditional, requiring the proper handling and
safety measures when excavation activities involving the contami-
nated soil are conducted. The property is currently owned by Pringle
Square North, LLC.
HIGHLIGHTS: Concentrations of lead and polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) have been detected in shallow soil at the site,
which was part of the Boise Cascade paper mill that covered this and
several other adjacent parcels of land. The lead and PAH concen-
trations exceed DEQ’s acceptable risk levels for occupational set-
tings. Because of this, DEQ will require a deed restriction that 
prescribes how to safely manage the contaminated soil to limit expo-
sures to workers. The site is slated for commercial development like
other adjacent parcels.
HOW TO COMMENT: Send comments to DEQ Project Manag-
er Don Hanson at 165 E. 7th Avenue, Suite 100, Eugene, OR 97405,
or hanson.don@deq.state.or.us . For more information contact the
project manager at 541-687-7349.
Find information about requesting a review of DEQ project files
at: http://www.deq.state.or.us/records/recordsRequestFAQ.htm
Find the File Review Application form at: http://www.deq.
state.or.us/records/RecordsRequestForm.pdf
To access site summary information and other documents in the
DEQ Environmental Cleanup Site Information database, go to
http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/ECSI/ecsi.htm, select “Search complete
ECSI database”, then enter ECSI # 4427 in the Site ID box and click
“Submit” at the bottom of the page. Next, click the link labeled ECSI
# 4427 in the Site ID/Info column. Alternatively, you may go direct-
ly to the database website for this page at http://www.deq.
state.or.us/Webdocs/Forms/Output/FPController.ashx?Source
Id=4427&SourceIdType=11
If you do not have web access and want to review the project file
contact the DEQ project manager.
THE NEXT STEP: After the comment period has ended, DEQ will
respond to all comments received. DEQ will consider all substantive
comments prior to making a final decision. Prior to DEQ issuing an
NFA a deed restriction with the soil management requirements would
be negotiated with the property owner and recorded on the land.
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ACCESSIBILITY INFORMATION: DEQ is committed to
accommodating people with disabilities. Please notify DEQ of any
special physical or language accommodations or if you need infor-
mation in large print, Braille or another format. To make these
arrangements, call DEQ at 503-229-5696 or toll free in Oregon at
800-452-4011; fax to 503-229-6762; or email to deqinfo
@deq.state.or.us. People with hearing impairments may call 711.

REQUEST FOR COMMENTS
PROPOSED NO FURTHER ACTION FOR 
MEDFORD UNOCAL BULK PLANT

COMMENTS DUE: 5 p.m., June 30, 2015
PROJECT LOCATION: 103 W. McAndrews Rd., Medford, 
Jackson County
PROPOSAL: The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
proposes a No Further Action determination under Oregon Envi-
ronmental Cleanup Law ORS 465.200 for the property listed above.
Chevron currently owns the property, formerly used as a Unocal bulk
petroleum facility, and has requested No Further Action related to
historical spills at the site. 
HIGHLIGHTS: The site was included on the Confirmed Release
List and Inventory in November 1999 under DEQ’s Environmental
Cleanup Program, creating ECSI #734, and was based on an envi-
ronmental site assessment conducted in 1988. Petroleum products
were historically stored in large above-ground storage tanks since
bulk plan operations began in 1914. The plant also utilized an under-
ground storage tank and barrels, and multiple spills and leaks
occurred at the site until the facility was dismantled in 1991. Leak-
ing Underground Storage Tank site #15-88-0016 was also created for
this petroleum cleanup site.
Remediation involved removal of petroleum-contaminated soil in
2012 during test pit excavation. Soil sampling found low levels of
petroleum following removal actions. Groundwater monitoring
occurred between 2005 and 2012 that confirmed contamination
(gasoline and benzene) remains above risk-based concentrations for
construction or excavation workers through direct contact. 
Chevron requested No Further Action for the site with conditions,
including no drinking water wells and use of a vapor barrier and Con-
taminated Media Management Plan in future excavation or 
construction. DEQ proposes site closure with these restrictions, and
additionally recommends a health and safety plan to protect work-
ers from potential exposure to groundwater contamination. The site
(ECSI #734) will remain listed on the CRL and Inventory because
institutional and/or engineering controls are required to maintain pro-
tectiveness following regulatory closure.
HOW TO COMMENT: Send comments by 5 p.m., June 30 to DEQ
Project Manager Cathy Rodda at 165 E. 7th Ave., Suite 100, Eugene,
OR 97401, by fax 541-686-7551, or by email rodda.cathy@
deq.state.or.us. The project manager is available by phone at 541-
687-7325. 
Find information about requesting a review of DEQ project files
at: www.deq.state.or.us/records/recordsRequest FAQ.htm
Find the File Review Application form at: www.deq.state.or.us/
records/RecordsRequestForm.pdf
If you do not have web access and want to review the project file
contact the DEQ project manager. To access site summary informa-
tion and other documents in the DEQ Leaking Underground Storage
Tank database, go to http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/tanks/lust/Lust
PublicLookup.asp, enter 15-88-0016 in the “LUST Number” field
and click “Lookup” at the bottom of the page. Next, click the link
in the Log Number column. You can go directly to the database web-
site for this project at: http://www.deq.state.or.us/WebDocs/
Forms/Output/LustOutput.aspx?SourceId=3503&SourceIdType=10.
THE NEXT STEP: If no comments opposed to closure are
received, no further action (investigation or remedial action) will be
required by Chevron for the Unocal Bulk Plant cleanup site. 
ACCESSIBILITY INFORMATION: DEQ is committed to
accommodating people with disabilities. Please notify DEQ of any
special physical or language accommodations or if you need infor-
mation in large print, Braille or another format. To make these

arrangements, call DEQ at 503-229-5696 or toll free in Oregon at
800-452-4011; fax to 503-229-6762; or email to deqinfo@
deq.state.or.us. People with hearing impairments may call 711.

REQUEST FOR COMMENTS
PROPOSED PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER AGREEMENT
FOR THE SADRI PROPERTY ALONG HOQUARTEN

SLOUGH IN TILLAMOOK
COMMENTS DUE: 5 pm, Wednesday, July 1, 2015
PROJECT LOCATION: Sadri Property located along Hoquarten
Slough on the north side of the downtown area of Tillamook.
PROPOSAL: The Department of Environmental Quality seeks
comments on its proposed consent order for a prospective purchas-
er agreement with Tillamook County concerning its acquisition of
real property located along the Hoquarten Slough in Tillamook, 
Oregon (Property). 
Tillamook County is in the process of acquiring the Property as part
of the Southern Flow Corridor (SFC) Project. The purpose of the
SFC project is to provide flood level reduction benefits by remov-
ing man-made impediments to flood flow and to permanently restore
and protect tidal wetland habitats at the confluence of the Wilson and
Trask Rivers. The SFC project accomplishes this by extensive
removal of existing levees and fill around the rivers and sloughs
north and west of the city of Tillamook.
The Property is the site of two former plywood veneer mills that
previously operated on the property between around 1920 and 1965.
Soil sampling identified areas with elevated concentrations of heavy
oils, PAHs, and metals. Some of the contaminated soils meet risk-
based standards for re-use on site in a managed soil disposal cell or
off site with suitable controls to prevent exposure.
Tillamook County agrees under the Prospective Purchaser Agree-
ment to provide DEQ with a Contaminate Media Management Plan
covering proper soils management during excavation, development
and long term maintenance; to obtain DEQ approval of the final soil
cell design; and to establish soil or soil and vegetative cover over
excavated areas as determined by DEQ to be necessary to meet pro-
tective criteria for terrestrial or aquatic ecological species. In addi-
tion, Tillamook County agrees to place an Easement and Equitable
Servitude on the property with appropriate institutional controls.
DEQ created the prospective purchaser agreement program in 1995
through amendments to the state’s Environmental Cleanup Law. The
prospective purchaser agreement is a tool that expedites the cleanup
of contaminated property and encourages property transactions that
would otherwise not likely occur because of the liabilities associat-
ed with purchasing a contaminated site. 
The proposed consent order will provide Tillamook County with
a release from liability for claims by the State of Oregon under ORS
465.200 to 465.545 and 465.990, 466.640, and 468B.310 regarding
existing hazardous substance releases at or from the property. The
proposed consent order will also provide Tillamook County with
third party liability protection.
HOW TO COMMENT: Send comments to DEQ Project Manag-
er Rob Hood at 700 NE Multnomah St., Ste. 600, Portland, OR
97232 or hood.robert@deq.state.or.us. For more information contact
the project manager at 503-229-5617.
Find information about requesting a review of DEQ project files
at: http://www.deq.state.or.us/records/recordsRequestFAQ.htm
Find the file review application form at: http://www.deq.state.or.us/
records/RecordsRequestForm.pdf
To access site summary information and other documents in the
DEQ Environmental Cleanup Site Information database, go to
http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/ECSI/ecsi.htm, select “Search complete
ECSI database”, then enter ECSI# 5899 in the Site ID box and click
“Submit” at the bottom of the page. Next, click the link labeled ECSI
# 5899 in the Site ID/Info column. Alternatively, you may go direct-
ly to the database website for this page at http://www.deq.state.or.us/
lq/ECSI/ecsi.htm
If you do not have web access and want to review the project file
contact the DEQ project manager.
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OTHER NOTICES
THE NEXT STEP: DEQ will consider all public comments
received by the date and time stated above before making a final
decision regarding the proposed Prospective Purchaser Agreement.
A public notice of DEQ’s final decision will be issued.
ACCESSIBILITY INFORMATION: DEQ is committed to
accommodating people with disabilities. Please notify DEQ of any
special physical or language accommodations or if you need infor-
mation in large print, Braille or another format. To make these
arrangements, call DEQ at 503-229-5696 or toll free in Oregon at
800-452-4011; fax to 503-229-6762; or email to
deqinfo@deq.state.or.us. People with hearing impairments may call
711.
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Notices of Proposed Rulemaking and Proposed
Rulemaking Hearings

The following agencies provide Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
to offer interested parties reasonable opportunity to submit data or
views on proposed rulemaking activity. To expedite the rulemaking
process, many agencies have set the time and place for a hearing in
the notice. Copies of rulemaking materials may be obtained from the
Rules Coordinator at the address and telephone number indicated.
Public comment may be submitted in writing directly to an agency

or presented orally at the rulemaking hearing. Written comment must
be submitted to an agency by 5:00 p.m. on the Last Day for 
Comment listed, unless a different time of day is specified. Oral 
comments may be submitted at the appropriate time during a rule-
making hearing as outlined in OAR 137-001-0030. 
Agencies providing notice request public comment on whether

other options should be considered for achieving a proposed admin-
istrative rule’s substantive goals while reducing negative economic
impact of the rule on business.
In Notices of Proposed Rulemaking where no hearing has been set,

a hearing may be requested by 10 or more people or by an associa-
tion with 10 or more members. Agencies must receive requests for
a public rulemaking hearing in writing within 21 days following
notice publication in the Oregon Bulletin or 28 days from the date
notice was sent to people on the agency mailing list, whichever is
later. If sufficient hearing requests are received by an agency, notice
of the date and time of the rulemaking hearing must be published in
the Oregon Bulletin at least 14 days before the hearing.
*Auxiliary aids for persons with disabilities are available upon

advance request. Contact the agency Rules Coordinator listed in the
notice information.

Board of Nursing
Chapter 851

Rule Caption: Revise division to include Alternative to Discipline
and Public Discipline monitoring programs
Date: Time: Location:
6-18-15 9 a.m. 17938 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd.

Portland, OR 97224
Hearing Officer: Gary Hickmann, Board President                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 676.200 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 676.200
Proposed Adoptions: 851-070-0075
Proposed Amendments: 851-070-0000, 851-070-0005, 851-070-
0010, 851-070-0020, 851-070-0030, 851-070-0040, 851-070-0050,
851-070-0060, 851-070-0070, 851-070-0080, 851-070-0090, 851-
070-0100
Last Date for Comment: 6-18-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: To clarify the requirements and expectations for enter-
ing, complying, and successful completion of the Board’s alternative
to discipline program and the public discipline board orders.
Rules Coordinator: Peggy A. Lightfoot
Address: Board of Nursing, 17938 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd.,
Portland, OR 97224
Telephone: (971) 673-0638

Rule Caption: To bring language in line with previous proposed
revisions and intent of the Board
Date: Time: Location:
6-18-15 9 a.m. 17938 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd.

Portland, OR
Hearing Officer: Gary Hickmann, Board President                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 678.150 & 678.285 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 678.111, 678.370, 678.372, 678.375,
678.380, 678.385 & 678.390
Proposed Amendments: 851-056-0026
Last Date for Comment: 6-18-15, 5 p.m.

Summary: The purpose of the revisions to Division 56 is to bring
the language in line with previous proposed revisions and the intent
of the Board.
Rules Coordinator: Peggy A. Lightfoot
Address: Board of Nursing, 17938 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd.,
Portland, OR 97224
Telephone: (971) 673-0638

Board of Optometry
Chapter 852

Rule Caption: Rule revisions governing optometry and the
agency’s proposed 2015–17 budget.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 683
Other Auth.: ORS 58, 63, 181, 182, 408, 431, 646, 670, 676, 689 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 683.010–683.340, 683.990, ORS Chap-
ter 683.010–340; 683.990; 58.367; 63.074; 181.534; 182.460;
182.462; 182.466; 183.341; 183.413; 292.250; 292.495; 342.195,
408.450; 431.962; 431.972; 646.605; 670.350; 676.110; 676.150;
676.303; 676.306; 676.340; 676.345; 689.225
Proposed Amendments: 852-005-0005
Last Date for Comment: 6-23-15, 2 p.m.
Summary: The proposed rule changes reflect the agency’s proposed
2015-17 operating budget. These rules are necessary to ensure the
health and safety of the public and to protect them from harm from
the improper or unlicensed practice of optometry. There are no fee
increases proposed in this agency budget.
Rules Coordinator: Shelley Sneed
Address: Board of Optometry, 1500 Liberty St. SE, Suite 210,
Salem, OR 97302
Telephone: (503) 399-0662, ext. 3

Department of Agriculture
Chapter 603

Rule Caption: Amends the quarantine boundary for Phytophthora
ramrod in Curry County; updates the quarantine’s statutory author-
ity.
Date: Time: Location:
6-16-15 8:30 a.m. Dacia Sweet Exhibit Hall

29392 Ellensburg Ave.
Gold Beach, OR 97444

Hearing Officer: Tim Butler                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 561 & 570 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 561.510–561.545, 570.105–570.190 &
570.990–570.995
Proposed Amendments: 603-052-1230
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The most recent survey and detection data from the Ore-
gon Department of Forestry and epidemiology research from Ore-
gon State University indicate that Phytophthora ramorum has
increased its rate of spread within Curry County from 1- to 2-mi per
year pre-2011, to a current rate of 3- to 4-mi per year. In addition,
new infestations have been found near the border of and outside of
the existing quarantine boundary. In response, the ODA is propos-
ing to expand the quarantine boundary in the county to encompass
the new infestations and to address the increased rate of spread. The
ODA is also updating the statutory authorities used to promulgate this
rule.
Rules Coordinator: Sue Gooch
Address:Department of Agriculture, 635 Capitol St. NE, Salem, OR
97301
Telephone: (503) 986-4583

Rule Caption: Mandates field inspections for blackleg disease in
the Willamette Valley Protected District; clarifies enforcement
response.
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 11 a.m. 151 Hawthorne Ave. NE 

Salem, OR 97301

NOTICES OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING
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Hearing Officer: Gary McAninch                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 561 & 570; 561.190, 561.510–561.600, 570.305,
570.405, 570.410–570.415 & 570.450 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 561.990–561.995 & 570.170–570.190,
570.205–570.210, 570.305 & 570.405–570.415; 570.405–570.415
& 570.450
Proposed Adoptions: 603-052-0871
Proposed Amendments: 603-052-0921
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The proposed rule mandates inspection of crucifer fields
in the Willamette Valley Protected District (WVPD) for the disease
blackleg. Blackleg attacks all commercially grown members of the
Brassicaceae family, including crucifers grown for vegetable seed,
oil, forage, and the fresh market. In 2014, the Oregon State Univer-
sity Extension Service announced an outbreak of blackleg had been
detected in Oregon, with 70% of crop sites surveyed found with the
disease. While certain required mitigation activities have already
been mandated by the ODA, the industry and the ODA believe a lim-
ited time period (5-years) of mandatory inspections in the WVPD is
necessary to bring the blackleg epidemic back under control. The
proposed amendment to OAR 603-052-0921 clarifies the crops that
may be subject to enforcement activities.
Rules Coordinator: Sue Gooch
Address:Department of Agriculture, 635 Capitol St. NE, Salem, OR
97301
Telephone: (503) 986-4583

Department of Corrections
Chapter 291

Rule Caption: Transfers of Inmates in Department of Corrections
Facilities
Stat. Auth.: ORS 179.040, 423.020, 423.030 & 423.075
Stats. Implemented: ORS 137.124, 179.040, 423.020, 423.030 &
423.075
Proposed Amendments: 291-034-0005 – 291-034-0030
Last Date for Comment: 7-20-15, 4:30 p.m.
Summary:Amendments to these rules are necessary to update the
rules to align with current operational practices for the commitment
and orderly transfer of inmates from one Department of Corrections
facility to another. The rules have not been revised since 1991, and
several operational and organizational changes have occurred with-
in the department since that time.
Rules Coordinator: Janet R. Worley
Address: Department of Corrections, 2575 Center St. NE, Salem,
OR 97301-4667
Telephone: (503) 945-0933

Rule Caption: Transfer of Inmates Between the Oregon Youth
Authority and the Department of Corrections
Stat. Auth.: ORS 179.040, 423.020, 423.030 & 423.075
Stats. Implemented: ORS 137.124, 179.040, 420.011(2) & (3),
423.020, 423.030 & 423.075
Proposed Adoptions: 291-052-0100 – 291-052-0170
Proposed Repeals: 291-052-0005 – 291-052-0055
Last Date for Comment: 7-20-15, 4:30 p.m.
Summary: These rules are necessary to update the procedures for
the administrative transfer of certain inmates under the age of 20
from the Department of Corrections to the Oregon Youth Authori-
ty, update the procedures for requesting a court hearing under the pro-
visions of Second Look, and establish a process to admit a juvenile
sentenced as an adult directly to the Oregon Youth Authority. The
rules for transfer of inmates between the department and the Oregon
Youth Authority have not been revised since 1996.
Rules Coordinator: Janet R. Worley
Address: Department of Corrections, 2575 Center St. NE, Salem,
OR 97301-4667
Telephone: (503) 945-0933

Department of Fish and Wildlife
Chapter 635

Rule Caption: Amend Rules Relating to Greater Sage-Grouse
Conservation Strategy for Oregon to Address Mitigation
Date: Time: Location:
7-10-15 8 a.m. 4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE

Salem, OR 97302
Hearing Officer: ODFW Commission                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.012, 496.138, 496.146, 496.162, 498.500 &
498.502 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.012, 496.138, 496.146, 496.162,
498.500 & 498.502
Proposed Amendments: Rules in 635-140
Last Date for Comment: 7-10-15, Close of Hearing
Summary:Mitigation policy specific to addressing impact to sage
grouse habitat from actions authorized by local county or other gov-
ernmental authorities. Develop rules to implement new legislation
(ORS 498.500 and 498.502).
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate
Address:Department of Fish and Wildlife, 4034 Fairview Industrial
Dr. SE, Salem, OR 97302
Telephone: (503) 947-6044

Department of Human Services, 
Child Welfare Programs

Chapter 413
Rule Caption: Amending rules relating to child welfare
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 1 p.m. Human Services Bldg.

500 Court St. NE, Rm. 255
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Kris Skaro                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 409.050 & 418.005 
Other Auth.: Preventing Sex Trafficking and Strengthening Fami-
lies Act of 2014, 42 U.S.C. §671(a)(29), 42 U.S.C. §673(d)(3)(C),
42 U.S.C. §675(12) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 409.010, 409.050, 411.141, 418.005 &
418.015
Proposed Adoptions: 413-070-0005
Proposed Amendments: 413-070-0000 – 413-070-0974
Proposed Repeals: 413-070-0010, 413-070-0063, 413-070-0066,
413-070-0069(T), 413-070-0072(T), 413-070-0120, 413-070-0310,
413-070-0410, 413-070-0505, 413-070-0524, 413-070-0572, 413-
070-0620, 413-070-0655, 413-070-0810, 413-070-0905, 413-070-
0917(T), 413-070-0949(T)
Last Date for Comment: 6-24-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The Office of Child Welfare Programs is proposing to
amend rules in division 70 of OAR chapter 413 governing children
and young adults in substitute care. The amendments implement pro-
visions of the Preventing Sex Trafficking and Strengthening Fami-
lies Act of 2014. Specifically:
- OAR 413-070-0000 about definitions in division 70 is being

amended to add a definition for “incapacity” and “successor legal
guardian” and clarify that a “sibling” includes an individual who
would be considered a sibling, but for the disruption or dissolution
of parental rights; 
- OAR 413-070-0069 about the responsibilities to identify rela-

tives and persons with a caregiver relationship is being amended to
make permanent a temporary rule adopted on January 21, 2015, to
state that the Department may use a parent who has custody of a sib-
ling of a child in Department custody as a resource to identify or
locate a child or young adult’s relatives;
- OAR 413-070-0072 about contact with relatives or persons with

a caregiver relationship is being amended to make permanent a tem-
porary rule adopted on January 21, 2015, to state that the Department
must provide notice to a parent who has custody of a sibling of a
child taken into Department custody. The notice must include:
whether the child or young adult was removed from the custody of
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a parent or guardian to manage child safety or through a voluntary
placement agreement or voluntary custody agreement; whether the
child is currently residing with a relative; the opportunities and
requirements to be assessed as a safe and appropriate safety service
provider or relative caregiver; and the rights of relatives under
Department rules and state law;
- OAR 413-070-0917 about eligibility and extension of guardian-

ship assistance is being amended to make permanent a temporary
rule adopted on January 21, 2015, to state that a child eligible for
guardianship assistance remains eligible in the event of the incapacity
or death of the guardian if a successor legal guardian is named in the
guardianship agreement prior to the death or incapacity of the
guardian; and
- OAR 413-070-0949 about guardianship assistance requirements

is being amended to make permanent a temporary rule adopted on
January 21, 2015, to state the requirement that a successor legal
guardian must negotiate and enter into a guardianship assistance
agreement with the Department prior to receiving guardianship assis-
tance.
The Office of Child Welfare Programs is also proposing to repeal

the 12 separate definitions rules in division 70 and consolidate them
into one rule. Specifically:
- OAR 413-070-0010, 413-070-0063, 413-070-0120, 413-070-

0310, 413-070-0410, 413-070-0505, 413-070-0524, 413-070-0572,
413-070-0620, 413-070-0655, 413-070-0810, and 413-070-0905
relating to definitions are being repealed. The definitions in these
rules are being consolidated into OAR 413-070-0000, which will
serve as an overarching definitions rule for all division 70. 
- OAR 413-070-0005 is being adopted to state the purpose of mul-

tiethnic placements. The purpose of multiethnic placements is cur-
rently in OAR 413-070-0000. That rule is being amended to serve
as an overarching definitions rule for all division 70. Therefore, the
provision stating the purpose of multiethnic placements is being
moved in its entirety, without substantive amendment, into OAR
413-070-0005.
Additionally, non-substantive edits are being made throughout

these rules to: make general updates consistent with current Depart-
ment practices; update statutory and rule references; correct for-
matting and punctuation; remove redundant language; improve
organization and readability; and clarify Department rules and
processes consistent with current Department policies and practices.
Specifically:
- OAR 413-070-0060 about the purpose of these rules is being

amended to remove unnecessary language;
- OAR 413-070-0066 about legal obligations regarding placement

preference is being repealed. Section (1) is redundant and section (2),
which relates to the assessment of substitute caregivers, is more
appropriately addressed in OAR 413-070-0087 relating to the
Department’s substitute caregiver assessment process;
- OAR 413-070-0075 about the assessment of relatives or persons

with a caregiver relationship is being amended to remove unneces-
sary language;
- OAR 413-070-0081 about the review of a child or young adult’s

substitute care placement is being amended to reorganize provisions
to improve clarity and readability; and
- OAR 413-070-0087 about the assessment of a relative or person

with a caregiver relationship as a substitute caregiver is being amend-
ed to remove redundant language to improve clarify and readabili-
ty. Additionally, section (2) of OAR 413-070-0066 relating to the
order of preference in which substitute caregivers must be assessed
when the Department is unable to place the child or young adult with
a relative is being moved to this rule because it is directly relevant
to the assessment of substitute caregivers.
A copy of the draft rules can be accessed at the Child Welfare pol-

icy website: http://www.dhs.state.or.us/policy/childwelfare/drafts/
drafts.htm.
Rules Coordinator: Kris Skaro

Address:Department of Human Services, Child Welfare Programs,
500 Summer St. NE, E-48, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 945-6067

Department of Human Services, 
Self-Sufficiency Programs

Chapter 461
Rule Caption: Amending rule relating to calculations used in the
Employment Related Day Care (ERDC) program
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 10 a.m. 500 Summer St. NE, Rm. 255

Salem, OR 97301
Hearing Officer: Kris Skaro                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 409.050, 411.060 & 411.070 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 409.050, 409.610, 411.060 & 411.070
Proposed Amendments: 461-155-0150
Proposed Repeals: 461-155-0150(T)
Last Date for Comment: 6-24-15, 5 p.m.
Summary:OAR 461-155-0150 about eligibility standards, payment
rates, and copayments for child care assistance is being amended to
make permanent a temporary rule adopted on March 23, 2015, which
corrected an inadvertent error. The rule incorrectly stated the stan-
dard used to calculate the Employment Related Day Care (ERDC)
copayment for families with more than 8 individuals. The amend-
ment corrects the error.
Additionally, OAR 461-155-0150 is being amended to clarify the

steps involved in calculating a client’s child care copayment based
on the client’s income. This is not a change in the current calcula-
tion method; it is intended to make it easier for anyone to accurate-
ly calculate their copayment.
In addition, non-substantive edits may be made to: ensure con-

sistent terminology throughout self-sufficiency program rules and
policies; make general updates consistent with current Department
practices; update statutory and rule references; correct formatting and
punctuation; remove unnecessary language; improve ease of read-
ing; and clarify Department rules and processes.
The Department requests public comment on whether other

options should be considered for achieving the rule’s substantive
goals while reducing the negative economic impact of the rule on
business.
A copy of the draft rules can be accessed at the self-sufficiency

policy website: http://www.dhs.state.or.us/policy/selfsufficiency/
ar_proposed.htm.
Rules Coordinator: Kris Skaro
Address: Department of Human Services, Self-Sufficiency 
Programs, 500 Summer St. NE, E-48, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 945-6067

Rule Caption: Clarifying that some medical costs are not
deductible in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP)
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 10 a.m. Human Services Bldg., Rm. 255

500 Summer St. NE
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Kris Skaro                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 409.050, 411.060, 411.070 & 411.816 
Other Auth.: 7 CFR §273.9(d)(3) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 409.010, 409.050, 409.610, 411.060,
411.816 & 411.837
Proposed Amendments: 461-160-0055
Proposed Repeals: 461-160-0055(T)
Last Date for Comment: 6-24-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: OAR 461-160-0055 about medical deductions allowed
in the GA, GAM, OSIP, OSIPM, and SNAP programs is being
amended to add a provision that in the SNAP program, items relat-
ing to special diets that may be purchased with SNAP benefits
including, but not limited to, nutritional drinks and organic foods, are
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not allowable medical deductions, even if prescribed by a medical
professional. This makes permanent a temporary rule adopted on
March 10, 2015.
In addition, non-substantive edits may be made to: ensure con-

sistent terminology throughout self-sufficiency program rules and
policies; make general updates consistent with current Department
practices; update statutory and rule references; correct formatting and
punctuation; remove unnecessary language; improve ease of read-
ing; and clarify Department rules and processes.
Rules Coordinator: Kris Skaro
Address: Department of Human Services, Self-Sufficiency 
Programs, 500 Summer St. NE, E-48, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 945-6067

Rule Caption: Amending rules relating to overpayments in the
SNAP, TANF, and TA-DVS programs
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 10 a.m. Human Services Bldg. Rm. 255 

500 Summer St. NE, 
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Kris Skaro                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 409.050, 411.060, 411.070, 411.816, 412.001,
412.014, 412.049, 412.139 
Other Auth.: 42 U.S.C. 608(a)(12) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 409.010, 411.060, 411.070, 411.081,
411.117, 411.404, 411.620, 411.640, 411.690, 411.816, 411.892,
412.001, 412.014, 412.049, 414.025, 416.350
Proposed Amendments: 461-165-0010, 461-195-0501, 461-195-
0521, 461-195-0601, 461-195-0621
Last Date for Comment: 6-24-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: Federal law requires every state to implement policies
and practices to prevent access to Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) cash assistance through any Electronic Benefit
Transfer (EBT) transaction in an Automated Teller Machine (ATM)
or Point-of-Sale (POS) device located in any liquor store; any casi-
no, gambling casino, or gaming establishment; and in any retail
establishment that provides adult oriented entertainment in which
performers disrobe or perform in an unclothed state for entertain-
ment. (See Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012.)
As part of implementing policies and practices required by federal
law, a workgroup of Department staff and stakeholders recom-
mended that administrative rules be updated to treat use and access
of TANF cash benefits in an EBT transaction at a prohibited loca-
tion as a client error overpayment. To support the workgroup’s rec-
ommendation, administrative rules are being changed as follows:
- OAR 461-165-0010 about the legal status of benefit payments

is being changed to add the purpose of Refugee, SFPSS and TANF
program benefits.
- OAR 461-195-0501 about definitions and categories of over-

payments is being changed to add that use or access of REF, SFPSS,
or TANF benefits in an EBT transaction in a prohibited location is
a client error overpayment and there is no overpayment threshold for
these overpayments. In addition, language is being added to this rule
to state there is a rebuttable presumption that the full amount of REF,
SFPSS, or TANF benefits accessed in a prohibited location was spent
in violation of OAR 461-165-0010.
- OAR 461-195-0521 about calculation of overpayments is being

changed to add that in the REF, SFPSS, and TANF programs, the
amount of the overpayment is the amount of TANF cash benefits
used or accessed in a prohibited location.
- OAR 461-195-0501 about definitions and categories of over-

payments, OAR 461-195-0601 about Intentional Program Violation
(IPV) definitions, and OAR 461-195-0621 about penalties and lia-
bility for overpayments are being amended to remove the IPV
requirement to establish an overpayment in the Temporary Assistance
for Domestic Violence Survivors (TA-DVS) program. Specifically,
OAR 461-195-0501 is being amended to allow an overpayment in
the TA-DVS program when an individual intentionally and know-

ingly, without intimidation or coercion by an abuser, makes false or
misleading statements or withholds information for the purpose of
establishing eligibility, unless the overpayment would put the client
at a greater risk of domestic violence, in which case the overpayment
is waived. OAR 461-195-0601 and 461-195-0621 are being amend-
ed to remove reference to the TA-DVS program.
- OAR 461-195-0521 is being amended to clarify that when cal-

culating the overpayment in the SNAP program, the earned income
deduction is allowed only to the extent sources of income were time-
ly reported. 
In addition, non-substantive edits may be made to: ensure con-

sistent terminology throughout self-sufficiency program rules and
policies; make general updates consistent with current Department
practices; update statutory and rule references; correct formatting and
punctuation; remove unnecessary language; improve ease of read-
ing; and clarify Department rules and processes.
A copy of the draft rules can be accessed at the self-sufficiency

policy website: http://www.dhs.state.or.us/policy/selfsufficiency/
ar_proposed.htm. 
Rules Coordinator: Kris Skaro
Address: Department of Human Services, Self-Sufficiency 
Programs, 500 Summer St. NE, E-48, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 945-6067

Rule Caption: Amending rules relating to the start date of benefits
in the REF and TANF programs
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 10 a.m. Human Services Bldg.

500 Summer St. NE, Rm. 255
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Kris Skaro                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 409.050, 411.060, 411.070, 412.006 & 412.049 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 409.050, 411.060, 411.070, 411.081,
411.087, 412.054 & 412.064
Proposed Amendments: 461-115-0030, 461-115-0040, 461-180-
0070
Last Date for Comment: 6-24-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: OAR 461-180-0070 about effective dates and initial
month benefits is being amended to change policy in the Refugee
(REF) and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) pro-
grams regarding effective date for starting benefits. The current rule
states that benefits start the day the client meets and verifies all eli-
gibility requirements. The amendment will allow the effective start
date to be the filing date if all eligibility requirements, including a
TANF interview, are completed by 45 days from the filing date. This
amendment required two corresponding amendments: 
OAR 461-115-0030 about the date of request is being amended to

clarify that this rule no longer applies to the REF and TANF pro-
grams and directs readers to OAR 461-115-0040, which is also
amended to define the filing date in the REF and TANF programs as
when a signed and dated application for benefits is received by the
Department.
In addition, non-substantive edits may be made to: ensure con-

sistent terminology throughout self-sufficiency program rules and
policies; make general updates consistent with current Department
practices; update statutory and rule references; correct formatting and
punctuation; remove unnecessary language; improve ease of read-
ing; and clarify Department rules and processes.
A copy of the draft rules can be accessed at the self-sufficiency

policy website: http://www.dhs.state.or.us/policy/selfsufficiency/
ar_proposed.htm.
Rules Coordinator: Kris Skaro
Address: Department of Human Services, Self-Sufficiency 
Programs, 500 Summer St. NE, E-48, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 945-6067

Rule Caption: Amending rules relating to Aging and People with
Disabilities (APD) programs
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Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 10 a.m. Human Services Bldg. 

500 Summer St. NE, Rm. 255
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Kris Skaro                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 411.060, 411.070, 411.706 & 413.085 
Other Auth.: 42 U.S.C. §1396r-5(d)(3), S.3106 - Spousal Impov-
erishment Improvement Act & 42 CFR 435.725–435.735 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 411.060, 411.070, 411.706 & 413.085
Proposed Amendments: 461-155-0020, 461-160-0620
Proposed Repeals: 461-135-0825
Last Date for Comment: 6-24-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: OAR 461-135-0825 about continued eligibility for
clients under the age of 18 who no longer meet SSI disability crite-
ria is being repealed. The class of children to which the rule applies
no longer exists.
OAR 461-155-0020 about prorated standards and adjusted num-

ber in household is being amended to add the TANF program back
to section (4)(g)(B). On October 1, 2008, the TANF and SAC pro-
grams were inadvertently deleted from that section when other unre-
lated amendments were filed to this rule. This amendment adds the
TANF program back to section (4)(g)(B). (All references to the SAC
program were removed from chapter 461 on July 1, 2014, so that pro-
gram is not being added back.) 
OAR 461-160-0620 about income deductions and client liability

for long-term care services or home and community-based care in the
OSIPM (Oregon Supplemental Income Program Medical) program
is being amended to state that if an all-inclusive rate covers items that
are not allowable shelter expenses, including meals or housekeep-
ing in an assisted living facility, or the rate includes utilities, they are
deducted from the total shelter expense, to the extent that they can
be distinguished, when determining the allowable shelter expense for
the maintenance needs allowance of a community spouse. 
OAR 461-160-0620 is also being amended to update the minimum

community spouse income allowance (Minimum Monthly Mainte-
nance Needs Allowance) which is published by the federal govern-
ment each year. This amendment keeps Oregon in compliance with
current federal standards for Department Medicaid programs and
changes to the minimum monthly maintenance allowance under the
Spousal Impoverishment laws. These amendments will take effect
July 1, 2015.
In addition, non-substantive edits may be made to: ensure con-

sistent terminology throughout self-sufficiency program rules and
policies; make general updates consistent with current Department
practices; update statutory and rule references; correct formatting and
punctuation; remove unnecessary language; improve ease of read-
ing; and clarify Department rules and processes.
A copy of the draft rules can be accessed at the self-sufficiency

policy website: http://www.dhs.state.or.us/policy/selfsufficiency/
ar_proposed.htm. 
Rules Coordinator: Kris Skaro
Address: Department of Human Services, Self-Sufficiency 
Programs, 500 Summer St. NE, E-48, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 945-6067

Department of Public Safety Standards and Training
Chapter 259

Rule Caption: To clarify the Department’s process for handling
complaints and allegations regarding polygraph examiners or
trainees.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 703.230
Stats. Implemented: ORS 703.230
Proposed Amendments: 259-020-0030
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: This proposed rule change clarifies the Department’s
complaint procedure, clearly defining the Department’s process for
handling complaints and allegations regarding polygraph examiners

or trainees. Additionally, minor housekeeping has been performed for
consistency.
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432

Rule Caption: Amends the current rule language to clarify the
statutory requirements regarding private investigator inactive 
status.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 703.480
Stats. Implemented: ORS 703.445 & 703.480
Proposed Amendments: 259-061-0010, 259-061-0160
Proposed Repeals: 259-061-0170, 259-061-0250
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: The Private Investigator Subcommittee reviewed the
Oregon Revised Statutes regarding inactive status and determined
that “Inactive” is license status, rather than an actual license. Enter-
ing into inactive status has no effect on the licensure period or renew-
al timelines. A private investigator’s license expires two years after
the initial issuance date, as required by statute.
Further, the current rule language in OAR 259-061-0250 (1),

which states that the Department will review a licensee’s re-activa-
tion application and determine, on a case-by-case basis, the number
of continuing education hours that will be required prior to approv-
ing active status is beyond DPSST’s statutory authority. ORS
703.447 (1)(a) states that, “An investigator issued a private investi-
gator’s license must complete at least 32 hours of continuing edu-
cation every two years.” ORS 703.447 (1) (b) states, “An investigator
issued a provisional investigator’s license must complete at least 40
hours of continuing education every two years.” There is no provi-
sion in statute for pro-rating or adjusting the continuing education
requirements.
This proposed rule change amends the current language to clari-

fy the statutory requirements regarding inactive status. This
includes combining all the inactive status requirements under OAR
259-061-0160 and repealing 259-061-0170 and 259-061-0250, as
well as housekeeping.
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432

Rule Caption: Adds a two-year college degree as an option in the
education standard in OAR 259-060-0020.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 181.875, 181.878 & 181.883
Stats. Implemented: ORS 181.875 & 181.878
Proposed Amendments: 259-060-0020
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: In 2013, education requirements were added to the pri-
vate security rules to include that applicants for certification must
have a high school diploma, a General Education Development
(GED) certificate, or a four-year post-secondary degree issued by an
accredited degree-granting college or university. When the education
standard was implemented, the option for a two-year degree was
excluded to ensure that the applicant’s education was obtained from
a degree-granting, accredited college or university, rather than a
vocational school. Upon further review, the option for a two-year
degree is being added to rule, as long as the degree is issued by an
accredited degree-granting college or university.
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432
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Rule Caption: Updates OAR 259-008-0011 to reflect the current
date of the NENA Hearing Standards for Telecommunicators/
EMD’s.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 181.640 & 183.341
Stats. Implemented: ORS 181.640 & 183.341
Proposed Amendments: 259-008-0011
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: This proposed rule change updates OAR 259-008-0011
to reflect the current date of the adopted National Emergency Num-
ber Association (NENA) hearing standards for telecommunicators
and emergency medical dispatchers.
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432

Rule Caption: Adds liquor enforcement inspectors to the definition
of law enforcement officer; updates other affected rules.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 176.260 , 181.630, 181.640, 181.660, 181.679,
183.341 & 183.745
Stats. Implemented: ORS 176.260 , 181.630, 181.640, 181.644,
181.652, 181.653, 181.660, 181.679, 183.341 & 183.745
Proposed Amendments: 259-008-0000, 259-008-0005, 259-008-
0010, 259-008-0025, 259-008-0035, 259-008-0040, 259-008-0060,
259-008-0100, 259-008-0250
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: This proposed rule change adds liquor enforcement
inspectors to DPSST’s definition of law enforcement officer. As such,
except for the exclusions provided in statute, liquor enforcement
inspectors will be required to meet DPSST’s minimum standards for
employment for law enforcement officers, including medical stan-
dards, moral fitness and education, prior to being granted entry into
a basic training class or certification. The proposed rule change also
updates other areas of rule that are affected by the liquor enforcement
inspector certification requirements.
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432

Rule Caption: To adopt the NFPA Standard 1021, 2014 Edition,
Standards for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 181.640.
Stats. Implemented: ORS 181.640.
Proposed Amendments: 259-009-0062
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: This proposed rule change adopts the NFPA Standard
1021, 2014 Edition, Standards for Fire Officer Professional Quali-
fications. For further information regarding the new standards, please
review the NFPA Fire Officer 2014 Guide on DPSST’s website at
http://www.oregon.gov/dpsst/BD/Policy_Committee_Minutes/FPC_
Minutes/DraftFireOfficerCourseGuide2015.pdf.
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432

Rule Caption: Adds individuals utilized as volunteers to the fire
service background investigation rule; repeals temporary rule.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 181.640
Stats. Implemented: ORS 181.640
Proposed Amendments: 259-009-0015
Proposed Repeals: 259-009-0015(T)
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: Because of the nature of the fire service profession, the
Fire Policy Committee and the Board recognized the need to conduct
thorough background investigations on any applicant requesting to
become a career or volunteer fire service professional. A workgroup

was formed and created a background investigation rule for fire serv-
ice professionals. The proposed rule was approved by the Fire Police
Committee and the Board. The proposed rule was filed permanent-
ly on December 29, 2014.
Soon after filing the permanent rule, DPSST realized that the new

rule failed to extend the background investigation requirement to
agencies considering individuals who would be utilized as volun-
teers. The clear intent of the background investigation workgroup
was to include all fire service professionals, whether career or vol-
unteer. To eliminate any confusion amongst fire service constituents,
DPSST filed a temporary rule on January 15, 2015, to add to rule that
individuals who are utilized as volunteers are subject to the fire serv-
ice background investigation rule requirements. 
For further clarification, the background investigation rule is

intended to serve as a resource for fire service agencies and is not tied
to the DPSST certification process. It is meant to be used as a tool
for agencies when hiring any career or volunteer fire service pro-
fessional. The depth and thoroughness of each element of the back-
ground investigation is at the discretion of the hiring jurisdiction.
DPSST does not conduct background investigations, review back-
ground investigations, or determine which individuals a fire service
agency may hire or not hire.
Further, agencies are not required to perform any background

check on fire service professionals affiliated with their agencies prior
to December 29, 2014. The background investigation rule applies to
individuals applying for a career or volunteer position with a fire
service agency after December 29, 2014. 
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432

Rule Caption: Adds clarification that the fingerprint submission
requirement for fire service professionals is for certification 
\purposes.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 181.610 & 181.640
Stats. Implemented: ORS 181.610 & 181.640
Proposed Amendments: 259-009-0059
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: Current law and Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR)
requires that individuals applying for or holding DPSST fire service
certification not have convictions of certain crimes, including meas-
ure 11 crimes and the list of crimes that are dictated by the Board on
Public Safety Standards and Training (Board.) The only way for
DPSST to verify an applicant’s criminal history is to submit physi-
cal fingerprints to the Oregon State Police (OSP). Even if a fire 
service professional has previously submitted fingerprints to anoth-
er entity, by law, DPSST is not allowed access to another agency’s
fingerprint submission; therefore, DPSST must provide a new set of
fingerprints for fire service professionals seeking certification.
DPSST recently recognized that our OAR lacked the requirement

that applicants for fire service certification submit fingerprints to
DPSST if the individual has never been fingerprinted for certifica-
tion purposes. 
To remedy the oversight, The Fire Policy Committee approved a

rule change to OAR 259-009-0059. The Board affirmed the Fire Pol-
icy Committee’s recommendation. The rule change was open for
public comment from December 1 to December 22, 2014. No pub-
lic comments were received and the rule was filed permanently. 
After the rule became permanent, it quickly became apparent that

the number of individuals affected by the rule change was much
greater than originally anticipated and that the requirement was caus-
ing a great deal of confusion in the fire service. 
To address these issues, in February, 2015, DPSST addressed the

Fire Policy Committee and numerous fire service constituents to
answer questions and concerns about the fingerprint submission
requirement. The outcome of this meeting was that the Fire Policy
Committee requested that OAR 259-009-0059 be amended to clar-
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ify that the fingerprint submission requirement is for DPSST fire cer-
tification purposes. The Fire Policy Committee also requested that
the Board consider the potential for a fiscal impact to fire service
constituents. 
On April 23, 2015, The Board on Public Safety Standards and

Training met and reviewed the Fire Policy’s recommendation and
request. The Board asked that the rule language in OAR 259-009-
0059 be further amended to update the fingerprint process to include
electronic fingerprint capture services. The Board also discussed the
potential fiscal impact. They determined that there may be a fiscal
impact to fire service constituents; however, the fiscal impact is par-
tially mitigated by the voluntary nature of fire service certification
in Oregon. The Board also offered ways to mitigate the impact, such
as providing funding to assist agencies who want to pursue DPSST
certification, but can’t afford the fingerprint processing fee. 
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432

Rule Caption: To adopt the NFPA 1006 Technical Rescuer
Professional Qualifications, 2013 Edition.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 181.640
Stats. Implemented: ORS 181.640.
Proposed Amendments: 259-009-0005, 259-009-0062.
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: This proposed rule change adopts the 2013 edition of the
NFPA 1006, Technical Rescuer Professional Qualifications for the
Oregon fire service. For further information regarding the new stan-
dards, please review the NFPA Fire Protection Association 1006,
2013 Guide to Certification, NFPA Technical Rescuer, found on
DPSST’s website, at http://www.oregon.gov/dpsst/BD/Policy_
Committee_Minutes/FPC_Minutes/DraftNFPATechRescuer
Guide2013.pdf.
The revised text for OAR 259-009-0062, section (2) (x) includes

a correction in reference to the year of the NFPA 1006 Edition that
was inadvertently omitted in the original revised text. The edition
year has been updated to from 2008 to 2013.
Rules Coordinator: Sharon Huck
Address:Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190
Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Telephone: (503) 378-2432

Department of State Police, 
Office of State Fire Marshal

Chapter 837
Rule Caption: Adopt, by reference, the Hazardous Substance
Possession Fee schedule effective July 1, 2015.
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 1 p.m. 4760 Portland Rd NE

Salem, OR 97305-1760
Hearing Officer:Anita Phillips                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 453.367 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 453.307–453.414
Proposed Amendments: 837-090-1030
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, 3 p.m.
Summary: Fee schedules are established by Office of State Fire
Marshal for any person possessing a hazardous substance at a facil-
ity in this state. This rule amendment adopts, by reference, the Haz-
ardous Substance Possession Fee schedule effective July 1, 2015.
This rule amendment will take effect July 1, 2015.

Rules Coordinator: Valerie Abrahamson
Address: Department of State Police, Office of State Fire Marshal,
4760 Portland Rd. NE, Salem, OR 97305-1760
Telephone: (503) 934-8211

Oregon Board of Naturopathic Medicine
Chapter 850

Rule Caption: Amends and updates the Formulary Compendium
850-060-0226
Stat. Auth.: ORS 685.125
Other Auth.: ORS 685.145 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 685.145
Proposed Amendments: 850-060-0226
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, 2 p.m.
Summary: In OAR 850-060-0226 the amended language will:
Removes the restriction (8)(c) “does not include Barbiturates”. 
Barbiturates for anticonvulsant purposes only will be allowed.

Other uses such as anxiolytics, sedatives, or hypnotics are still
restricted per (8)(f).
Removes the restriction in (8)(d)(B) ...”to include only the fol-

lowing: Atypical antipsychotics.”
Corrects the spelling of (3)(f) Mercaptopurine; (26)(a)(B)

Dimethyl Fumarate and other spelling errors that are found.
Rules Coordinator:Anne Walsh
Address:Oregon Board of Naturopathic Medicine, 800 NE Oregon
St., Suite 407, Portland, OR 97232
Telephone: (971) 673-0193

Oregon Department of Aviation
Chapter 738

Rule Caption: Department of Aviation Implementation of its State
Agency Coordination Program
Date: Time: Location:
6-16-15 10 a.m. Deptartment of Aviation

3040 25th St. SE
Salem OR

Hearing Officer: Joy Howard                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 835.035 & 835.112 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 197.180
Proposed Adoptions: 738-130-0005, 738-130-0015, 738-130-
0025, 738-130-0035, 738-130-0045, 738-130-0055, 738-130-0065,
738-130-0075, 738-130-0086, 738-130-0095, 738-130-0105, 738-
130-0115, 738-130-0125, 738-130-0135
Last Date for Comment: 6-16-15, Close of Business
Summary: These rules are being adopted to establish the procedures
to be used by the Department of Aviation in implementing the pro-
visions of its State Agency Coordination Program and to provide
guidance to assure that Department land use programs are carried out
in compliance with the statewide planning goals and in a manner
compatible with acknowledged comprehensive plans.
A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Hearing was published 

February 1, 2015 and is being refiled to incorporate changes to the
proposed rules.
Rules Coordinator: Lauri Kunze
Address:Oregon Department of Aviation, 3040 25th St. SE, Salem,
OR 97302-1125
Telephone: (503) 986-3171

Rule Caption: Department of Aviation adoption of DOJ Model
Rules of Procedure for Public Contracting and Procurement
Stat. Auth.: ORS 835.035 & 835.112
Stats. Implemented: ORS 279A.050
Proposed Amendments: 738-001-0006
Proposed Repeals: 738-001-0025, 738-001-0030
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: The Department of Aviation is updating and streamlin-
ing its public contracting and procurement rules by adopting the DOJ
model rules of procedure in OAR 137, divisions 46 through 49 in
their entirety and repealing 738-001-0025 and 738-001-0030
because their provisions are now incorporated into 738-001-0006.
Rules Coordinator: Lauri Kunze
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Address:Oregon Department of Aviation, 3040 25th St. SE, Salem,
OR 97302-1125
Telephone: (503) 986-3171

Oregon Department of Education
Chapter 581

Rule Caption: Modifies definition of sheltered workshop for tran-
sition aged students
Date: Time: Location:
6-23-15 1 p.m. 255 Capital St. NE, Rm. 251A

Salem OR
Hearing Officer: Emily Nazarov                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 343.041, 343.045, 343.155 & 343.223 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 343.045, 343.155 & 343.223
Proposed Amendments: 581-015-2000
Last Date for Comment: 6-25-15, 9 a.m.
Summary:Modifies definition of sheltered workshops to fully align
with definition used by Department of Human Services.
Rules Coordinator: Cindy Hunt
Address: Oregon Department of Education, 255 Capitol St. NE,
Salem, OR 97310
Telephone: (503) 947-5651

Rule Caption: Long-term care and treatment education program
funding formula
Stat. Auth.: ORS 326.051 & 343.961
Stats. Implemented: ORS 343.243 & 343.961
Proposed Amendments: 581-015-2572
Last Date for Comment: 6-25-15, 9 a.m.
Summary: The rule amendments modify the current funding for-
mula for Long Term Care and Treatment program funding by
increasing the service level factor for psychiatric day treatment 
programs from 1.75 to 2.00 per student. This makes the factor iden-
tical to other programs.
Rules Coordinator: Cindy Hunt
Address: Oregon Department of Education, 255 Capitol St. NE,
Salem, OR 97310
Telephone: (503) 947-5651

Rule Caption: Educator Evaluation System
Stat. Auth.: ORS 342.805–342.937
Stats. Implemented: ORS 342.850
Proposed Amendments: 581-022-1723
Last Date for Comment: 6-25-15, 9 a.m.
Summary: The rule was amended to reference the Oregon Frame-
work for Teacher and Administrator Evaluation and Support systems
and the Oregon Matrix for educator evaluations.
Rules Coordinator: Cindy Hunt
Address: Oregon Department of Education, 255 Capitol St. NE,
Salem, OR 97310
Telephone: (503) 947-5651

Oregon Department of Education, 
Early Learning Division

Chapter 414
Rule Caption: Child Care Program for Special Populations under
Child Care and Development Block Grant
Date: Time: Location:
6-23-15 1 p.m. 255 Capitol St. NE, Rm. 251A

Salem OR
Hearing Officer: Emily Nazarov                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 329A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 329A
Proposed Adoptions: 414-150-0140, 414-150-0150, 414-150-
0160, 414-150-0170
Proposed Amendments: 414-150-0050, 414-150-0055, 414-150-
0060, 414-150-0070, 581-150-0100, 414-150-0110, 414-150-0120,
414-150-0130

Proposed Repeals: 414-150-0080, 414-150-0090
Last Date for Comment: 6-30-15, 5 p.m.
Summary:Modifies provisions relating to Special Populations Child
Care Subsidy Program administered by the Early Learning Division,
Oregon Department of Education.
Rules Coordinator: Cindy Hunt
Address: Oregon Department of Education, Early Learning 
Division, 255 Capitol St. NE, Salem, OR 97310
Telephone: (503) 947-5651

Oregon Health Authority, 
Division of Medical Assistance Programs

Chapter 410
Rule Caption: Clarifying Women, Infants and Children and
Oregon Health Plan Payer Responsibility of Enteral Nutritional
Formula
Date: Time: Location:
6-16-15 10:30 a.m. 500 Summer St. NE, Rm. 160

Salem, OR 97301 
Hearing Officer: Sandy Cafourek                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 413.042 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 414.065
Proposed Amendments: 410-148-0260
Last Date for Comment: 6-18-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The Division needs to provide clarification of payer
responsibility for coverage of Enteral Nutritional Formula.
Rules Coordinator: Sandy Cafourek
Address:Oregon Health Authority, Division of Medical Assistance
Programs, 500 Summer St. NE, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 945-6430

Oregon Health Authority, 
Health Licensing Office

Chapter 331
Rule Caption: Lowers registration and renewal fees; reduces the
late fee for a delinquent renewal of registration.
Date: Time: Location:
6-29-15 9 a.m. Health Licensing Office 

Rhoades Conference Rm.
700 Summer St. NE Suite 320
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer:Anne Thompson                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 688.705 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 688.705, 688.715
Proposed Amendments: 331-105-0030
Last Date for Comment: 6-29-15, 10 a.m.
Summary: The rule updates the Health Licensing name (it is an
Office now, not an agency), lowers the fee for registration and renew-
al, and reduces the late fee for a delinquent renewal of registration
from a sliding scale to a fixed rate per year up to three years.
Rules Coordinator: Samantha Patnode
Address: Health Licensing Office, 700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320,
Salem, OR 97301-1287
Telephone: (503) 373-1917

Rule Caption: Advisory Council on Hearing Aids rules reduce late
fee for a delinquent renewal of registration.
Date: Time: Location:
6-29-15 12 p.m. Health Licensing Office 

Rhoades Conference Rm.
700 Summer St. NE Suite 320
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer:Anne Thompson                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 694.015–694.165 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 676.592
Proposed Amendments: 331-601-0010
Last Date for Comment: 6-29-15, 1 p.m.
Summary: The proposed rules for the Advisory Council on Hear-
ing Aids update the Health Licensing name (it is an Office now, not
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an agency), and reduce the late fee for a delinquent renewal of 
registration.
Rules Coordinator: Samantha Patnode
Address: Health Licensing Office, 700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320,
Salem, OR 97301-1287
Telephone: (503) 373-1917

Rule Caption: Align delinquency fees for the Board of Denture
Technology with other Health Licensing Office programs.
Date: Time: Location:
6-25-15 9 a.m. Health Licensing Office 

Rhoades Conference Rm.
700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Samie Patnode                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 676.592, 676.586 & 676.625 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 676.592, 676.586 & 676.625
Proposed Amendments: 331-440-0000
Last Date for Comment: 6-29-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The proposed amendment would complete the stan-
dardization of current delinquent (late) fees for all Health Licensing
Office (HLO) programs. HLO has submitted multiple requests in
recent biennia to convert boards from a sliding scale fee for delin-
quent license renewals ($25 for the first month in delinquency, and
$10 per month thereafter up to three years) to a fixed rate per year
up to three years. The proposed reductions will complete this process,
bringing the Board of Denture Technology into alignment with the
rest of the programs administered by HLO.
Delinquency fees reflect only a small fraction of revenues charged

to applicants and licensees, and are optional by nature since they can
be avoided by the licensee if they renew licenses in a timely man-
ner, but there are a number of reasons why this shift in fee structure
remains important. Specifically, shifting from the sliding scale to a
fixed rate notably reduces the complexity of administering the fee,
and the proposed fixed rate avoids unusually large fees charged to
licensees who are unable to renew their license for an extended peri-
od of time (e.g., if a licensee did not renew for three years, the result-
ing total late fee based on the current sliding scale would be $375,
or $120 based on the proposed fixed rate) which is a $255 reduction
in delinquency fees.
Rules Coordinator: Samantha Patnode
Address: Health Licensing Office, 700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320,
Salem, OR 97301-1287
Telephone: (503) 373-1917

Oregon Health Authority, 
Health Licensing Office, Board of Cosmetology

Chapter 817
Rule Caption: Provide a discount to facility license holders and
independent contractors if they renew online.
Date: Time: Location:
6-25-15 10 a.m. Health Licensing Office 

Rhoades Conference Rm.
700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Samie Patnode                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 676.592, 676.586 & 676.625 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 676.592, 676.586 & 676.625
Proposed Amendments: 817-040-0003
Last Date for Comment: 6-28-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: Health Licensing Office is proposing an online renew-
al application discount. The reduction discounts the Board of Cos-
metology facility and independent contractor renewal fees when they
renew online from $100 to $90. Since this is a high volume licen-
sure group, it is less costly to administer than in-person renewals, and
is more convenient for both the licensee and for HLO staff.
Rules Coordinator: Samantha Patnode

Address: Health Licensing Office, Board of Cosmotology, 700 
Summer St. NE, Suite 320, Salem, OR 97301-1287
Telephone: (503) 373-1917

Oregon Health Authority, 
Health Licensing Office, Board of Direct Entry Midwifery

Chapter 332
Rule Caption: Reduce original and renewal license fees and apply
certain discounts if qualifications are met.
Date: Time: Location:
6-25-15 11 a.m. Health Licensing Office, 

Rhoades Conference Rm.
700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Samie Patnode                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 676.592, 676.586 & 676.625 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 676.592, 676.586 & 676.625
Proposed Amendments: 332-040-0000
Last Date for Comment: 6-28-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: Currently licensed direct entry midwives (LDM) pay a
$1200 annual renewal fee due to high litigation costs in 2009–11
biennium and continued through the 2013-15 biennium.
The Board of Direct Entry Midwifery (Board) continues in a

deficit despite the high license fee. In an effort to reduce barriers to
licensure the Health Licensing Office (HLO) been granting a $1200
discount for individuals seeking original licensure.
As litigation costs have decreased HLO, the Board and stake-

holders began a dialogue on how to best reduce fees for LDM’s
despite the negative cash balance.
As of July 1, 2015 the rules as proposed would allow an applicant

applying for an original license totaling $800 may be granted a $350
license fee discount for a total cost for the license $450 until July 1,
2019. An application fee of $150 must be paid in order to grant the
$350 license fee discount. The license fee discount is available to
individuals who meet all application requirements for direct entry
midwifery licensure under OAR 332-015-0030 and reside in Oregon.
Only applicants who have not held a direct entry midwifery license
in Oregon qualify for the discount. 
As of January 1, 2015, the rules as proposed would allow an appli-

cant applying to renew a license totaling $800 may be granted a $200
discount for a total cost for the license $600 until July 1, 2019. The
license fee discount is available to individuals who meet all renew-
al requirements for direct entry midwifery licensure under OAR 332-
020-0000 and reside in Oregon. 
Rules Coordinator: Samantha Patnode
Address:Health Licensing Office, Board of Direct Entry Midwifery,
700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320, Salem, OR 97304
Telephone: (503) 373-1917

Oregon Health Authority, 
Health Licensing Office, Board of Licensed Dietitians

Chapter 834
Rule Caption: Rules lower fees for license and renewal.
Date: Time: Location:
6-29-15 10 a.m. Health Licensing Office 

Rhoades Conference Rm.
700 Summer St. NE Suite 320
Salem, OR, 97301

Hearing Officer:Anne Thompson                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 691.405-691.485 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 676.592
Proposed Amendments: 834-040-0000
Last Date for Comment: 6-29-15, 11 a.m.
Summary: The rules update the Health Licensing name (it is an
Office now, not an agency) and lowers the fee for registration and
renewal.
Rules Coordinator: Samantha Patnode
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Address:Health Licensing Office, Board of Licensed Dietitians, 700
Summer St. NE, Suite 320, Salem, OR 97301-1287
Telephone: (503) 373-1917

Oregon Health Authority, 
Health Licensing Office, Environmental Health 

Registration Board
Chapter 338

Rule Caption: Rules reduce the late fee for a delinquent renewal of
registration.
Date: Time: Location:
6-29-15 11 a.m. Health Licensing Office, 

Rhoades Conference Rm.
700 Summer St. NE Suite 320
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer:Anne Thompson                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 700.210 & 700.240 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 700.240
Proposed Amendments: 338-005-0030
Last Date for Comment: 6-29-15, 12 p.m.
Summary: The rules update the Health Licensing name (it is an
Office now, not an agency) and reduce the late fee for a delinquent
renewal of registration from a sliding scale to a fixed rate per year
up to three years. 
Rules Coordinator: Samantha Patnode
Address:Health Licensing Office, Environmental Health Registra-
tion Board, 700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320, Salem, OR 97301-1287
Telephone: (503) 373-1917

Oregon Health Authority, 
Office for Oregon Health Policy and Research

Chapter 409
Rule Caption: Amendment of Administrative Standards for Health
Professional Student Clinical Training
Date: Time: Location:
6-24-15 1 p.m. Human Services Bldg., Room 554

500 Summer St. NE
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Zarie Haverkate                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 413.435 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 413.435
Proposed Amendments: 409-030-0110, 409-030-0140, 409-030-
0150, 409-030-0160, 409-030-0170, 409-030-0180, 409-030-0190,
409-030-0210, 409-030-0220, 409-030-0230
Last Date for Comment: 6-26-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The Administrative Standards for Health Professional
Student Clinical Training rules need to be amended to address issues
that were brought up by the advisory committee during the first year
of implementation. Issues include adding a time frame for drug 
testing and criminal background checks, adding specificity to the
training standards for CPR/BLS and removing the option for non-
medical exemptions from immunizations.
Rules Coordinator: Zarie Haverkate
Address: Oregon Health Authority, Office for Oregon Health 
Policy and Research, 1225 Ferry St. SE, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 931-6420

Rule Caption: Amendment of Ambulatory Surgical Reporting and
repeal relating to fee collection.
Date: Time: Location:
6-24-15 2 p.m. Human Services Bldg., Room 554

500 Summer St. NE
Salem, OR 97301

Hearing Officer: Zarie Haverkate                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 442.120 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 442.120
Proposed Adoptions: 409-022-0010, 409-022-0020, 409-022-
0060, 409-022-0070

Proposed Repeals: 409-022-0030, 409-022-0040, 409-022-0050,
409-022-0080
Last Date for Comment: 6-26-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The Oregon Health Authority is proposing to fulfill its
statutory requirements for collecting ambulatory surgical discharge
abstracts using the Oregon All-Payer All-Claims database, thus elim-
inating the need to collect fees from ambulatory surgical centers
(ASCs). The ASCs will no longer need to submit data relating to sur-
gical discharge abstracts. Sections of 409-022 relating to fees will be
repealed.
Rules Coordinator: Zarie Haverkate
Address: Oregon Health Authority, Office for Oregon Health 
Policy and Research, 1225 Ferry St. SE, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 931-6420

Oregon Health Authority, 
Public Health Division

Chapter 333
Rule Caption: New definitions and new disease reporting 
requirements
Date: Time: Location:
6-19-15 1 p.m. Portland State Office Bldg.

800 NE Oregon St., Rm. 1B
Portland, OR 97232

Hearing Officer: Jana Fussell                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 413.042, 431.110, 433.004, 433.006, 433.255,
433.260, 433.284, 433.329, 433.332, 437.010, 438.450, 459.395,
616.010, 616.745, 616.750, 624.005 & 624.080 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 431.110, 433.004, 433.255, 433.260,
433.273, 433.360, 433.407, 433.411, 433.419, 437.010, 437.030,
438.310, 459.395, 616.745 & 624.380
Proposed Amendments: 333-017-0000, 333-018-0010, 333-018-
0015, 333-018-0018, 333-019-0000, 333-019-0010, 333-019-0014,
333-056-0020
Proposed Repeals: 333-019-0010(T)
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The Oregon Health Authority, Public Health Division,
Acute and Communicable Disease Prevention section is proposing
to permanently amend rules in chapter 333, divisions 17, 18, 19 &
56 pertaining to new or modified definitions and to new disease
reporting requirements. The new and modified definitions assure that
Oregon’s definitions are harmonized with national definitions for
lead poisoning and carbapenem antibiotic resistance, standardized in
terms of laboratory specimen descriptors, and clarified with regard
to defining syringes and excluding susceptible individuals in out-
break settings. The new disease reporting requirements include the
addition of amebic infections of the central nervous system, coc-
cidioidomycosis, and isolate-submission requirements for Coccid-
ioides spp and novel influenza.
Rules Coordinator: Brittany Sande
Address:Oregon Health Authority, Public Health Division, 800 NE
Oregon St., Suite 930, Portland, OR 97232
Telephone: (971) 673-1291

Oregon Housing and Community Services Department
Chapter 813

Rule Caption: Establishes purpose for HomeOwnership Assistance
program funding and includes down-payment and other assistance
to veterans.
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 10 a.m. 725 Summer St. NE, Rm 124b

Salem OR 97301-1266
Hearing Officer: Sandy McDonnell                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 456.555 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 458.620 & 458.655
Proposed Adoptions: 813-044-0045
Proposed Amendments: 813-044-0040
Last Date for Comment: 7-6-15, 5 p.m.
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Summary: The rules are amended to incorporate language to pro-
vide veterans, as defined in ORS 408.225, with down-payment and
other funding assistance. 813-044-0045 has been adopted to estab-
lish how funds may be used within the Home Ownership Assistance
Program.
Rules Coordinator: Sandy McDonnell
Address: Oregon Housing and Community Services Department,
725 Summer St. NE, Suite B, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 986-2012

Rule Caption: Requires a permanent certificate of occupancy after
an application has been submitted to the department.
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 9 a.m. 725 Summer St. NE, Suite B

Salem OR 97301-1266
Hearing Officer: Sandy McDonnell                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 456.555 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 307.844 & 307.857
Proposed Amendments: 813-013-0035
Last Date for Comment: 7-6-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: The Vertical Housing Program encourages the con-
struction or rehabilitation of properties in targeted areas of commu-
nities in order to augment the availability of appropriate housing and
to revitalize such communities. These rules set forth relevant aspects
of the program, including processes and criteria for the designation
of Vertical Housing Development Zones (VHDZs), for the applica-
tion and approval of certified projects, for the calculation of any
applicable partial property tax exemptions, and for the monitoring
and maintenance of properties as qualifying certified projects. The
amendment would require a permanent certificate of occupancy once
an application has been delivered to the department for any new con-
struction projects.
Rules Coordinator: Sandy McDonnell
Address: Oregon Housing and Community Services Department,
725 Summer St. NE, Suite B, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 986-2012

Rule Caption: Amends the definition of ‘Cap’ for the Oregon
Affordable Housing Tax Credits Program.
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 9 a.m. 725 Summer St. NE, Suite B

Salem OR 97301-1266
Hearing Officer: Sandy McDonnell                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 317.097 & 456.555 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 317.097 & 456.625
Proposed Amendments: 813-110-0010
Last Date for Comment: 7-6-15, 5 p.m.
Summary:The Oregon Affordable Housing Tax Credit program cer-
tifies affordable multifamily rental housing development projects
sponsored by government entities, nonprofit corporations and cer-
tain persons (“sponsoring entities” or “sponsors”) to enable a lend-
ing institution to claim tax credits for loans during the construction,
acquisition or rehabilitation of projects. The proposed temporary
rules amend the definition of “cap” to clarify that the department 
calculates tax credit availability based on the actual number of tax
credits allocated at any time.
Rules Coordinator: Sandy McDonnell
Address: Oregon Housing and Community Services Department,
725 Summer St. NE, Suite B, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 986-2012

Oregon Patient Safety Commission
Chapter 325

Rule Caption: Updates agency rules for clarification including 
fee structure revisions. Establishes the Commission’s 2015–2017 
biennial budget.

Date: Time: Location:
6-17-15 10 a.m. 2501 SW 1st Ave., Suite 200

Portland, OR 97201
Hearing Officer: Ellen Mendoza                    
Stat. Auth.: ORS 442.820–442.850, 2013 OL Ch. 5, Sec. 9 
Other Auth.: ORS 182.462(1) & 183.341 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 442.819–442.850, 2013 OL Ch. 5, 
Sec. 9
Proposed Amendments: 325-001-0001, 325-001-0005, 325-005-
0015, 325-010-0001 – 325-010-0060, 325-015-0001 – 325-015-
0060, 325-020-0001 – 325-020-0055, 325-025-0001 – 325-025-
0060, 325-030-0001 – 325-030-0060, 325-035-0001 – 325-035-0045
Last Date for Comment: 6-17-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: In accordance with the rules governing semi-independ-
ent state agencies, this action amends the Oregon Patient Safety
Commission’s 2015–2017 biennial budget from $3,734,138 to
$4,434,280 by amending OAR 325-005-0015 and updates agency
administrative rules including fee structure revisions.
Rules Coordinator: Bethany A. Walmsley
Address:Oregon Patient Safety Commission, PO Box 285, Portland,
OR 97204
Telephone: (503) 224-9226

Oregon Public Employees Retirement System
Chapter 459

Rule Caption: Clarify the definition of qualifying position for
reemployed retired members of the OPSRP Pension Program.
Date: Time: Location:
6-23-15 2 p.m. PERS Boardroom.

11410 SW 68th Pkwy.
Tigard, OR 97223

Hearing Officer: Daniel Rivas                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 238A.450 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 238A.245
Proposed Amendments: 459-075-0300
Last Date for Comment: 7-1-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: Clarify the definition of qualifying position for 
reemployed retired members of the OPSRP Pension Program.
Rules Coordinator: Daniel Rivas
Address: Oregon Public Employees Retirement System, PO Box
23700, Tigard, OR 97281
Telephone: (503) 603-7713

Rule Caption: Clarify defined terms relating to filing an applica-
tion for a disability retirement.
Date: Time: Location:
6-23-15 2 p.m. PERS Boardroom

11410 SW 68th Pkwy.
Tigard, OR 97223

Hearing Officer: Daniel Rivas                   
Stat. Auth.: ORS 238.650, 238A.450 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 238.320–238.345, 238A.235
Proposed Amendments: 459-015-0020, 459-076-0020
Last Date for Comment: 7-1-15, 5 p.m.
Summary:Modifications were made to the rules since they were last
presented at the March 30, 2015 PERS Board meeting. The proposed
rule modifications are:
OAR 459-015-0020: This rule was reorganized to describe the dis-

ability application filing timelines for active and inactive members.
Subsection (6)(d) was moved to new section (4); from subsections
(6)(a) & (b), the sentence regarding continuous total disability was
moved to a new section (6); Section (5) was renumbered to (7) and
provides alternate timelines when membership status changes; Sec-
tion (6) was renumbered to section (9) and explains the timely fil-
ing requirements for an inactive member; Paragraph (6)(c)(A) was
moved to a new section (8); other sections were renumbered accord-
ingly.
OAR 459-076-0020: No modifications were made to this rule.

Rules Coordinator: Daniel Rivas
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Address: Oregon Public Employees Retirement System, PO Box
23700, Tigard, OR 97281
Telephone: (503) 603-7713

Oregon State Marine Board
Chapter 250

Rule Caption: Remove reference to “5 MPH” and improve rule
language readability.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110, 830.175, 830.195 & 830.250
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.195
Proposed Amendments: 250-021-0030, 250-021-0040, 250-021-
0100
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary:The agency is proposing to remove the words “maximum
5 mph” for consistency with other Chapter rules and improve the
readability of the rules in Division 021. Proposed changes will not
change the scope or the intent of the rules. 
Rules Coordinator: June LeTarte
Address: Oregon State Marine Board, P.O. Box 14145, Salem, OR
97309-5065
Telephone: (503) 378-2617

Rule Caption: Adopt, amend and consolidate rules regulating
right-of-way, lights and shapes, sound signals and Inland
Navigation.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.250
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110, 830.225, 830.230, 830.250,
830.335 & 830.340
Proposed Adoptions: Rules in 250-011, 250-012, 250-013
Proposed Amendments: Rules in 250-011, 250-012, 250-013
Proposed Repeals: Rules in 250-011, 250-012, 250-013
Proposed Renumberings: Rules in 250-011, 250-012, 250-013
Proposed Ren. & Amends: Rules in 250-011, 250-012, 250-013
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: This rulemaking process will adopt and amend rules to
conform with the US Coast Guard Inland Navigation Rules and con-
solidate Rules of Right-of-Way, Lights and Shapes, Sounds and Light
Signals into one rule Division.
Rules Coordinator: June LeTarte
Address: Oregon State Marine Board, P.O. Box 14145, Salem, OR
97309-5065
Telephone: (503) 378-2617

Oregon State Treasury
Chapter 170

Rule Caption: Modifies advance refunding rule to streamline
review and approval process and reduce local government costs.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 287A.365
Stats. Implemented: ORS 287A.360–287A.380
Proposed Amendments: 170-062-0000
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: The capital markets have evolved and increased in size
such that the issuance of advance refunding bonds do not hinder the
issuance or increase the costs of new money bond issues. Addition-
ally, the federal government limits the number of advance refundings
that are allowed to one, thus reducing a local government’s chance
of making uneconomic refunding bond issuances. The MSRB
encourages local governments retain a registered municipal advisor
in order to issue bonds. The municipal advisor should provide any
necessary capital markets expertise the local government may not
have when issuing advance refunding bonds.
Rules Coordinator: Dan McNally
Address: Oregon State Treasury, 350 Winter St. NE, Suite 100,
Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 373-1028

Rule Caption: Reducing fees for advance refunding plan applica-
tion and review.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 286A.014, 287A.370 & 287A.634
Stats. Implemented: ORS 287A & 286A
Proposed Amendments: 170-061-0015
Last Date for Comment: 6-22-15, Close of Business
Summary: Because of the following changes, there has been a
reduction of Oregon State Treasury staff time needed to review and
approve proposed advance refunding plans.
The capital markets have evolved and increased in size such that

the issuance of advance refunding bonds do not hinder the issuance
or increase the costs of new money bond issues. Additionally, the fed-
eral government limits the number of advance refundings that are
allowed to one, thus reducing a local government’s chance of mak-
ing uneconomic refunding bond issuances. The MSRB encourages
local governments retain a registered municipal advisor in order to
issue bonds. The municipal advisor should provide any necessary
capital markets expertise the local government may not have when
issuing advance refunding bonds.
Rules Coordinator: Dan McNally
Address: Oregon State Treasury, 350 Winter St. NE, Suite 100,
Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 373-1028

Oregon University System, 
Oregon Institute of Technology

Chapter 578
Rule Caption: Repeal of all Chapter 578 Oregon Administrative
Rules
Date: Time: Location:
6-22-15 3 p.m. 3201 Campus Dr., Sunset Rm.

Klamath Falls, OR 97601
6-22-15 3 p.m. 27500 SW Parkway Ave. Rm. 209

Wilsonville, OR 
(live video conferencing)

Hearing Officer: Erin Foley
Stat. Auth.: ORS 351 & 352 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 351 & 352
Proposed Repeals: 578-001-0000, 578-001-0015, 578-001-0020,
578-001-0060, 578-001-0080, 578-001-0090, 578-001-0100, 578-
012-0010, 578-015-0010, 578-015-0020, 578-033-0210, 578-033-
0220, 578-033-0230, 578-033-0240, 578-033-0241, 578-033-0242,
578-033-0243, 578-033-0244, 578-033-0245, 578-033-0246, 578-
033-0252, 578-033-0260, 578-034-0010, 578-034-0020, 578-034-
0025, 578-034-0030, 578-034-0035, 578-034-0040, 578-034-0045,
578-034-0050, 578-034-0055, 578-034-0060, 578-034-0065, 578-
034-0070, 578-034-0075, 578-041-0010, 578-041-0030, 578-041-
0040, 578-041-0050, 578-042-0050, 578-042-0710, 578-042-0720,
578-042-0730, 578-042-0740, 578-042-0750, 578-042-0760, 578-
045-0005, 578-045-0010, 578-045-0015, 578-045-0020, 578-045-
0025, 578-050-0005, 578-050-0010, 578-050-0020, 578-050-0050,
578-072-0010, 578-072-0020, 578-072-0030, 578-072-0040, 578-
072-0050, 578-072-0055, 578-072-0060, 578-072-0070, 578-072-
0080, 578-072-0090, 578-072-0091
Last Date for Comment: 6-23-15, 12 p.m.
Summary: The Oregon Institute of Technology is repealing all of
Chapter 578 Oregon Administrative Rules. These rules will be adopt-
ed as University Policies with the full force of law as of July 1, 2015.
Rules Coordinator: Denise Reid
Address: Oregon University System, Oregon Institute of Technol-
ogy, 3201 Campus Drive, Klamath Falls, OR 97601
Telephone: (541) 885-1227

Parks and Recreation Department
Chapter 736

Rule Caption: Establishes procedures and criteria for recommend-
ing Veterans and War Memorial Grants for funding.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 390.124
Stats. Implemented: ORS 390.180(1)(d)
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Proposed Amendments: 736-017-0005, 736-017-0010, 736-017-
0020
Last Date for Comment: 6-30-15, 5 p.m.
Summary: Provides process and procedures for the Oregon Parks
and Recreation Commission to award Veterans and War Memorial
Grants.
Rules Coordinator: Claudia Ciobanu
Address: Parks and Recreation Department, 725 Summer St. NE,
Suite C, Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503) 872-5295
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Board of Architect Examiners
Chapter 806

Rule Caption: Board of Architect Examiners 2015-17 Budget
Adm. Order No.: BAE 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-14-2015
Certified to be Effective: 7-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 806-001-0003
Subject:Adopts the Board of Architect Examiners 2015–17 Budg-
et of $1,156,384.00
Rules Coordinator:Maria Brown—(503) 763-0662
806-001-0003
Biennial Budget

Pursuant to the provisions of ORS 182.462, the Board adopts by ref-
erence the Oregon State Board of Architect Examiners’ 2015–2017
Biennial Budget of $1,156,384 covering the period July 1, 2015, through
June 30, 2017. The Board Administrator will amend budgeted accounts as
necessary, within the approved budget of $1,156,384, for the effective oper-
ation of the Board. The Board will not exceed the approved budget amount
without amending this rule, notifying holders of licenses, and holding a
public hearing. Copies of the budget are available from the Board’s office. 

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 671.120, 671.125, 182.462 & 183.705
Stats. Implemented: ORS 671.125 & 182.462
Hist.: AE 1-1997(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-25-97; AE 3-1997, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-97; BAE2-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 6-22-98; BAE 2-1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-99; BAE 2-2001, f. 6-6-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; BAE 2-2003, f. 4-11-03 cert. ef. 7-1-03; BAE 1-2005, f. 3-14-05, cert. ef. 7-1-05;
BAE 1-2007, f. 5-8-07, cert. ef. 7-1-07; BAE 2-2009, f. & cert. ef. 5-14-09; BAE 3-2009, f.
5-22-09, cert. ef. 7-1-09; BAE 1-2011, f. 6-6-11, cert. ef. 7-1-11; BAE 4-2012, f. 10-25-12,
cert. ef. 11-1-12; BAE 2-2013, f. 4-8-13, cert. ef. 7-1-13; BAE 1-2015, f. 5-14-15, cert. ef. 7-
1-15

Board of Medical Imaging
Chapter 337

Rule Caption: Allow two new imaging subspecialties to be recog-
nized on medical imaging licenses.
Adm. Order No.: BMI 2-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-8-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-8-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 337-010-0007
Subject: This rule adds two registry subspecialty credentials to the
list of recognized credentials that the Board could print on the license
of a licensee who earns the respective credential through one of the
national imaging registries. The subspecialty credentials to be added
by this rulemaking would be the computed tomography credential
that was recently developed and is now offered by the Nuclear Med-
icine Technology Certification Board, and the pediatric sonography
subspecialty credential that was recently developed and is now
offered by the American Registry of Diagnostic Medical Sonogra-
phers.
Rules Coordinator: Ed Conlow—(971) 673-0216
337-010-0007 
Recognized Credentialing Organizations and Credentials

Licensees will be recognized on their licenses with listing of their
major modality and all sub-specialties for which they have been certified.
Currently recognized subspecialties are listed as follows under each cre-
dentialing organization:

(1) American Registry for Diagnostic Medical Sonographers
(ARDMS)

(a) Registered Diagnostic Medical Sonographer — RDMS
(b) Registered Diagnostic Cardiac Sonographer — RDCS
(c) Registered Vascular Technologist — RVT
(d) The following specializations under the main three categories

above will also be listed as provided by the ARDMS, subject to change:
(A) AB — Abdomen.
(B) AE — Adult Echocardiography.
(C) BR — Breast Specialty.
(D) FE — Fetal Echocardiography.
(E) NE — Neurosonology.
(F) OB — Obstetrics & Gynecology.
(G) PE — Pediatric Echocardiography.

(H) VT — Vascular Technology.
(I) PS — Pediatric Sonography.
Example: John Doe, RDMS (AB, OB), RDCS (AE, PE).
(2) American Registry of Magnetic Resonance Imaging Technologists

(ARMRIT) Primary designation: MRI No sub-specialties
Example: John Doe MRIT (ARMRIT).
(3) American Registry of Radiologic Technologists (ARRT). An

ARRT certificate confers upon its holder the right to use the title
“Registered Technologist” and its abbreviation “R.T.(ARRT)” or
“Registered Radiologist Assistant” and its abbreviation “R.R.A. (ARRT)”
in connection with his or her name as long as the registration of the certifi-
cate is in effect. The category designation should be inserted between the
“R.T.” and the “(ARRT)” and should be shown as “R.T.(*)(ARRT)” where
the asterisk is replaced by the letter or letters indicated in the list below:

(a) (R) For Radiography.
(b) (N) For Nuclear Medicine Technology.
(c) (T) For Radiation Therapy.
(d) (MR) For Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
(e) (S) For Sonography.
(f) (CV) For Cardiovascular-Interventional Radiography.
(g) (M) For Mammography.
(h) (CT) For Computed Tomography.
(i) (QM) for Quality Management.
(j) (BD) For Bone Densitometry.
(k) (VS) For Vascular Sonography.
(l) (CI) For Cardiac-Interventional Radiography.
(m) (VI) For Vascular-Interventional Radiography.
(n) (BS) For Breast Sonography.
Example: Joe Doe RT (R) (ARRT).
(4) Certification Board of Radiology Practitioner Assistants (CBRPA)

“Radiology Practitioner Assistant” (R.P.A.) An RPA means an American
Registry of Radiologic Technologists (A.R.R.T.) technologist who has suc-
cessfully completed an advanced training program and is certified by the
CBRPA.

Example: Jane Doe RT (ARRT) (RPA) (CBRPA).
(5) Cardiovascular Credentialing International (CCI).
(a) CCT — Angiography — Certified Cardiographic Technician.
(b) RCCS — Sonography — Registered Congenital Cardiac

Sonographer.
(c) RCES — Angiography — Registered Cardiac Electrophysiology

Specialist.
(d) RCIS — Angiography — Registered Cardiovascular Invasive

Specialist.
(e) RCS — Sonography — Registered Cardiac Sonographer.
(f) RPhS — Sonography — Registered Phlebology Sonographer.
(g) RVS — Sonography — Registered Vascular Specialist.
Example: Jane Doe RCES (CCI).
(6) Nuclear Medicine Technology Certification Board (NMTCB)

Primary certification: Nuclear Medicine Technologist — CNMT. Sub-spe-
cialties:

(a) Nuclear Cardiology — NCT.
(b) Positron Emission Tomography — PET.
(c) Computed Tomography — CT.
Example: John Doe NMT, NCT (NMTCB).
Stat. Auth: ORS 688.555(1) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 688.425(1)
Hist.: BRT 1-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-15-10; BMI 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-8-15

Board of Nursing
Chapter 851

Rule Caption: Fees for Prescriptive Authority for Certified
Registered Nurse Anesthetists; Correct fees for Clinical Nurse
Specialists
Adm. Order No.: BN 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-21-2015
Certified to be Effective: 6-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Amended: 851-002-0010, 851-002-0020, 851-002-0030, 851-
002-0035
Subject: To apply fees to the request from Certified Nurse Anes-
thetists for prescriptive privileges. These fees are identical to the fees
currently being charged to Nurse Practitioners and Clinical Nurse
Specialists for the same privilege to be added to their license.
Removal of the Extension of Limited License fee of $95 from the

Clinical Nurse Specialist License type. This fee is not valid for any
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license type and appears only under the Clinical Nurse Specialist 
category.
Rules Coordinator: Peggy A. Lightfoot—(971) 673-0638
851-002-0010
RN/LPN Schedule of Fees

(1) License Renewal — $145. 
(2) Delinquent fee — $100.
(3) Workforce Data Analysis Fund at Renewal — $5. 
(4) License by Endorsement — $195. 
(5) Licensure by Examination — $160. 
(6) Written Verification of License — $12. 
(7) Limited Licenses: 
(a) Reentry — $95. 
(b) Extension of Reentry — $25. 
(8) Limited Licenses for Educational Experience: 
(a) International Graduate Nursing Students — $65. 
(b) Extension of International Graduate Nursing Students — $25. 
(c) International RN in Short-Term Educational Experience — $35. 
(d) International Exchange Students — $25. 
(e) U.S. RNs in Distance Learning — $15. 
(f) Extension of Distance Learning — $15. 
(9) Reexamination for Licensure — $25. 
(10) Reactivation — $160. 
(11) Reinstatement by Reactivation — $160. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 678.150 & 678.410
Stats. Implemented: ORS 678.410
Hist.: NER 26(Temp), f. & ef. 12-11-75; NER 32, f. & ef. 5-4-76; NER 5-1981, f. & ef. 11-
24-81; NER 2-1982, f. & ef. 8-25-82; NER 5-1983, f. 12-9-83, ef. 1-1-84; NER 5-1985, f. 7-
30-85, ef. 10-1-85; NER 6-1986, f. & ef. 12-3-86; NB 5-1987, f. & ef. 7-1-87; NB 7-1987,
f. & ef. 10-5-87; NB 1-1988, f. & cert. ef. 4-18-88; NB 2-1989, f. 6-22-89, cert. ef. 7-1-89;
NB 2-1991, f. 6-14-91, cert. ef. 7-1-91; NB 3-1991, f. & cert. ef. 9-25-91; NB 5-1993, f. 6-
15-93, cert. ef. 7-1-93; NB 7-1993, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-93; NB 13-1993, f. & cert. ef. 12-20-93;
NB 5-1994 f. & cert. ef. 9-15-94; Renumbered from 851-020-0295; NB 8-1994, f. & cert. ef.
12-7-94; NB 7-1995(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-23-95; NB 2-1996, f. & cert. ef. 3-12-96; NB 9-
1997, f. 7-22-97, cert. ef. 9-1-97; BN 6-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-15-98 thru 12-31-98;
Administrative correction 8-5-98; BN 10-1998, f. & cert. ef. 8-7-98; BN 11-1998, f. & cert.
ef. 9-22-98; BN 4-1999, f. 5-21-99, cert. ef. 7-1-99, Renumbered from 851-031-0200; BN
11-1999, f. & cert. ef. 12-1-99; BN 6-2000, f. & cert. ef. 4-24-00; BN 17-2002, f. & cert. ef.
10-18-02; BN 6-2003, f. & cert. ef. 7-7-03; BN 5-2007, f. 5-4-07, cert. ef. 7-1-07; BN 5-
2009, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-09; BN 6-2009, f. 12-17-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; BN 7-2010, f. & cert.
ef. 6-25-10; BN 16-2010, f. & cert. ef. 11-29-10; BN 10-2012, f. 7-6-12, cert. ef. 8-1-12; BN
1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

851-002-0020
Nurse Practitioner Schedule of Fees

(1) Initial Nurse Practitioner Certification — $150. 
(2) First Category Renewal (combined with Prescriptive Privilege

renewal) — $105. 
(3) Prescription Monitoring Fund (Biennial) — $50. 
(4) Additional Category Renewal — $50. 
(5) Delinquent fee — $100.
(6) Nurse Practitioner Prescriptive Authority Initial Application —

$75. 
(7) Reentry Limited License — $95. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 678.150 & 678.410
Stats. Implemented: ORS 678.410
Hist.: NER 26(Temp), f. & ef. 12-11-75; NER 32, f. & ef. 5-4-76; NER 5-1981, f. & ef. 11-
24-81; NER 2-1982, f. & ef. 8-25-82; NER 5-1983, f. 12-9-83, ef. 1-1-84; NER 5-1985, f. 7-
30-85, ef. 10-1-85; NER 6-1986, f. & ef. 12-3-86; NB 5-1987, f. & ef. 7-1-87; NB 7-1987,
f. & ef. 10-5-87; NB 1-1988, f. & cert. ef. 4-18-88; NB 2-1989, f. 6-22-89, cert. ef. 7-1-89;
NB 2-1991, f. 6-14-91, cert. ef. 7-1-91; NB 3-1991, f. & cert. ef. 9-25-91; NB 5-1993, f. 6-
15-93, cert. ef. 7-1-93; NB 7-1993, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-93; NB 13-1993, f. & cert. ef. 12-20-93;
NB 5-1994 f. & cert. ef. 9-15-94; Renumbered from 851-020-0295; NB 8-1994, f. & cert. ef.
12-7-94; NB 7-1995(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-23-95; NB 2-1996, f. & cert. ef. 3-12-96; NB 9-
1997, f. 7-22-97, cert. ef. 9-1-97; BN 6-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-15-98 thru 12-31-98;
Administrative correction 8-5-98; BN 10-1998, f. & cert. ef. 8-7-98; BN 11-1998, f. & cert.
ef. 9-22-98; BN 4-1999, f. 5-21-99, cert. ef. 7-1-99, Renumbered from 851-031-0200; BN
16-2006, f. & cert. ef. 11-29-06; BN 7-2009, f. 12-17-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; BN 10-2012, f. 7-
6-12, cert. ef. 8-1-12; BN 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

851-002-0030
Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist Schedule of Fees

(1) Initial Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist License — $150. 
(2) Prescriptive Authority, Initial Application — $75.
(3) Renewal of CRNA License — $55. 
(4) Renewal of Prescriptive Authority — $50.
(5) Prescription Monitoring Fund (Biennial) — $50.
(6) Delinquent fee of CRNA License — $100.
(7) Combined Limited and Initial License — $175. 
(8) Reentry Limited License — $95. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 678.150 & 678.410
Stats. Implemented: ORS 678.410

Hist.: NER 26(Temp), f. & ef. 12-11-75; NER 32, f. & ef. 5-4-76; NER 5-1981, f. & ef. 11-
24-81; NER 2-1982, f. & ef. 8-25-82; NER 5-1983, f. 12-9-83, ef. 1-1-84; NER 5-1985, f. 7-
30-85, ef. 10-1-85; NER 6-1986, f. & ef. 12-3-86; NB 5-1987, f. & ef. 7-1-87; NB 7-1987,
f. & ef. 10-5-87; NB 1-1988, f. & cert. ef. 4-18-88; NB 2-1989, f. 6-22-89, cert. ef. 7-1-89;
NB 2-1991, f. 6-14-91, cert. ef. 7-1-91; NB 3-1991, f. & cert. ef. 9-25-91; NB 5-1993, f. 6-
15-93, cert. ef. 7-1-93; NB 7-1993, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-93; NB 13-1993, f. & cert. ef. 12-20-93;
NB 5-1994 f. & cert. ef. 9-15-94; Renumbered from 851-020-0295; NB 8-1994, f. & cert. ef.
12-7-94; NB 7-1995(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-23-95; NB 2-1996, f. & cert. ef. 3-12-96; NB 9-
1997, f. 7-22-97, cert. ef. 9-1-97; BN 6-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-15-98 thru 12-31-98;
Administrative correction 8-5-98; BN 10-1998, f. & cert. ef. 8-7-98; BN 11-1998, f. & cert.
ef. 9-22-98; BN 4-1999, f. 5-21-99, cert. ef. 7-1-99, Renumbered from 851-031-0200; BN
10-2012, f. 7-6-12, cert. ef. 8-1-12; BN 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

851-002-0035
Clinical Nurse Specialist Schedule of Fees

(1) Initial Clinical Nurse Specialist Certification — $150. 
(2) Renewal of Certification without Prescriptive Authority — $75. 
(3) Prescription Monitoring Fund (Biennial) — $50. 
(4) Renewal of Certification with Prescriptive Authority — $105. 
(5) Clinical Nurse Specialist Prescriptive Authority Initial Application

— $75. 
(6) Delinquent fee — $100.
(7) Reentry Limited License — $95. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 678.150 & 678.410
Stats. Implemented: ORS 678.410
Hist.: BN 4-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-21-01; BN 16-2006, f. & cert. ef. 11-29-06; BN 7-2009, f.
12-17-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; BN 10-2012, f. 7-6-12, cert. ef. 8-1-12; BN 1-2015, f. 4-21-15,
cert. ef. 6-1-15

Bureau of Labor and Industries
Chapter 839

Rule Caption: Amending rule regarding agency response to objec-
tions to investigative subpoenas
Adm. Order No.: BLI 4-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-15-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-15-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Amended: 839-002-0065
Subject: The amended rule clarifies the procedure by which BOLI
enforcement divisions will respond to an objection filed by a person
served with an investigative subpoena by clarifying timelines for
objecting to subpoenas and for the division’s response to objections
and by cross referencing the administrative rule setting out permis-
sible grounds for objections. The amendment provides for division
discretion in responding to objections based on cost of compliance
with a subpoena, allowing the division to determine use of its
resources based on circumstances rather than mandatorily. The
amendment also clarifies that the division may engage in commu-
nication with a person objecting to a subpoena to determine whether
the division’s objective and objecting person’s concerns can be
addressed by mutual agreement, avoiding costly enforcement
actions.
Rules Coordinator:Marcia Ohlemiller—(971) 673-0784
839-002-0065
Response to Objections

(1) The Division serving a subpoena will respond in writing within
fourteen calendar days of receiving objection from a person receiving the
subpoena that: 

(a) Alleges grounds stated in OAR 839-002-0060(1); and
(b) Is timely received under the requirements of OAR 839-002-

0060(2).
(2) In its response the Division will address the specific objections

raised.
(3) The Division may at its discretion prior to or upon the fourteenth

calendar day to respond, engage in communication with the person object-
ing to the subpoena to determine whether the Division’s objective and the
objecting person’s concerns can be addressed without enforcing the sub-
poena as provided in OAR 839-002-0080.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 651.060, 658.220 & 659A.800
Stats. Implemented: ORS 279C, 651, 652, 653, 658 & 659A
Hist.: BLI 38-2007; f. 12-28-07, cert. ef. 1-1-08; BLI 33-2008, f. 10-22-08, cert. ef. 10-25-
08; BLI 13-2011, f. 12-30-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; BLI 1-2015(Temp), f. 1-5-15, cert. ef. 1-6-15
thru 7-4-15; BLI 4-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-15-15
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Department of Administrative Services
Chapter 125

Rule Caption: Repealing the Lease Non-Appropriation Rule in the
Leasing rules.
Adm. Order No.: DAS 2-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-28-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-4-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Repealed: 125-120-0180
Subject: The rule repeal updates the leasing office quarters rules to
align with statute and respond to contemporary best practice rec-
ommendations.
Rules Coordinator: Janet Chambers—(503) 378-5522

Department of Agriculture, 
Oregon Processed Vegetable Commission

Chapter 647
Rule Caption: Amend rules related to assessment rates.
Adm. Order No.: OPVC 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-15-2015
Certified to be Effective: 7-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Amended: 647-010-0010
Subject: The proposed rule amendments set the assessment rates for
the six processed vegetable crops governed by the commission.
Rules Coordinator:Misty Slagle—(503) 924-1181
647-010-0010
Assessments

(1) Any first purchaser shall deduct and withhold an assessment of the
following amounts from each of the above named vegetable crops:

(a) Beans — $.881 per ton based on the net weight of the beans deliv-
ered.

(b) Sweet Corn — $.425 per ton based on the gross weight of the
sweet corn delivered.

(c) Table Beets — $.204 per ton based on the net weight of the table
beets delivered.

(d) Carrots — $.054 per ton based on the net weight of the carrots
delivered.

(e) Broccoli — $2.238 per ton based on the net weight of the broccoli
delivered.

(f) Cauliflower — $1.836 per ton based on the net weight of the cau-
liflower delivered.

(2) From the price paid to the producer thereof, after July 1, 2015 for
all of the above named vegetables for processing and grown in Oregon.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 576.051 - 576.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 576.051 - 576.595
Hist.: PVC 2-1985, f. 7-17-85, ef. 7-22-85; PVC 1-1986, f. 5-30-86, ef. 6-1-86; PVC 2-1987,
f. & ef. 6-16-87; PVC 1-1988, f. 4-22-88, cert. ef. 6-1-88; PVC 1-1989, f. 5-4-89, cert. ef. 6-
1-89; PVC 1-1990, f. 4-24-90, cert. ef. 6-1-90; PVC 1-1991, f. 5-7-91, cert. ef. 6-1-91; PVC
1-1992, f. 4-15-92, cert. ef. 6-1-92; PVC 1-1993, f. 4-28-93, cert. ef. 6-21-93; PVC 1-1994,
f. 4-22-94, cert. ef. 6-21-94; PVC 2-1995, f. 5-24-95, cert. ef. 6-1-95; PVC 1-1996, f. 5-14-
96, cert. ef. 1-1-96; PVC 1-1997, f. 5-6-97, cert. ef. 6-1-97; OPVC 1-1998, f. 5-28-98, cert.
ef. 6-1-98; OPVC 2-1999 f. 4-26-99, cert. ef. 6-1-99; OPVC 1-2000, f. 5-2-00, cert. ef. 6-1-
00; OPVC 2-2001, f. 5-15-01, cert. ef. 6-1-01; OPVC 1-2002, f. 4-26-02, cert. ef. 6-1-02;
OPVC 1-2003, f. 5-8-03, cert. ef. 6-1-03; OPVC 2-2004, f. 5-11-04, cert. ef. 6-1-04; OPVC
1-2005, f. 5-13-05, cert. ef. 6-1-05; OPVC 1-2006, f. 5-9-06, cert. ef. 6-1-06; OPVC 1-2007,
f. 5-14-07, cert. ef. 6-1-07; OPVC 2-2008, f. 5-2-08, cert. ef. 6-1-08; OPVC 1-2009, f. 5-14-
09, cert. ef. 7-1-09; OPVC 1-2010, f. 4-26-10, cert. ef. 7-1-10; OPVC 1-2011, f. 5-3-11, cert.
ef. 7-1-11; OPVC 1-2012, f. 5-14-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12; OPVC 1-2013, f. & cert. ef. 5-10-13;
OPVC 1-2014, f. & cert. ef. 5-5-14; OPVC 1-2015, f. 5-15-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

Department of Consumer and Business Services, 
Building Codes Division

Chapter 918
Rule Caption: Clarifies division policy for program delegation
requirements.
Adm. Order No.: BCD 4-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-12-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-12-15 thru 11-1-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 918-020-0090
Rules Suspended: 918-020-0090(T)

Subject: This temporary rule clarifies division policy to require a
municipality that administers and enforces a building inspection pro-
gram to execute a memorandum of agreement and return a data
request form as provided by the division annually.
Rules Coordinator: Holly A. Tucker—(503) 378-5331
918-020-0090
Program Standards

Every municipality that administers and enforces a building inspec-
tion program must establish and maintain the minimum standards, policies,
and procedures set forth in this section. 

(1) Administrative Standards. A building inspection program must: 
(a) Provide adequate funds, equipment, and other resources necessary

to administer and enforce the building inspection program in conformance
with an approved operating plan; 

(b) Document in writing the authority and responsibilities of the
building official, plan reviewers, and inspectors based on an ordinance or
resolution that authorizes the building official on behalf of the municipali-
ty to administer and enforce a building inspection program; 

(c) Establish a local process to review appeals of technical and scien-
tific determinations made by the building official regarding any provision
of the specialty codes the municipality administers and enforces, to include
a method to identify the local building official or designee and notify the
aggrieved persons of the provisions of ORS 455.475; 

(d) Account for all revenues collected and expenditures made relating
to administration and enforcement of the building inspection program, and
account for the electrical program revenues and expenditures separately
when administered by the municipality. 

(A) Prepare income and expense projections for each code program it
will administer and enforce during the reporting period; and 

(B) Describe how general administrative overhead costs and losses or
surpluses, if any, will be allocated. 

(e) Establish policies and procedures for the retention and retrieval of
records relating to the administration and enforcement of the specialty
codes it administers and enforces; 

(f) Make its operating plan available to the public; 
(g) Establish a process to receive public inquiries, comments, and

complaints; 
(h) Adopt a process to receive and respond to customers’ questions

regarding permitting, plan review, and inspections; 
(i) Set reasonable time periods between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. on days its

permit office is open, weekends and holidays excluded, when it will receive
and respond to customers’ questions; 

(j) Post its jurisdictional boundary, types of permits sold and hours of
operation at each permit office it operates; 

(k) Identify all persons in addition to the building official to whom
notices issued pursuant to these rules should be sent; 

(l) Return a completed data request form to and as provided by the
division annually; and,

(m) Execute a memorandum of agreement with and as approved by
the division for initial building inspection program approval and assump-
tion and thereafter when seeking approval to renew a program under OAR
918-020-0105. A municipality is not required to execute a new agreement
if an agreement was executed within 18 months of the renewal date estab-
lished in OAR 918-020-0105.

(2) Permitting Standards. A building inspection program must:
(a) Provide at least one office within its jurisdictional boundary where

permits may be purchased; 
(b) Set reasonable time periods between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. on days its

permit office is open, weekends and holidays excluded, when it will make
permits available for purchase; 

(c) Establish policies and procedures for receiving permit applica-
tions, determining whether permit applications are complete and notifying
applicants what information, if any, is required to complete an application; 

(d) Set reasonable time periods within which the municipality will: 
(A) Advise permit applicants whether an application is complete or

requires additional information; and 
(B) Generally issue a permit after an application has been submitted

and approved. 
(e) Establish policies and procedure for issuing permits not requiring

plan review, emergency permits, temporary permits, master permits, and
minor labels; 

(f) Provide a means to receive permit applications via facsimile; and 
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(g) Require proof of licensing, registration, and certification of any
person who proposes to engage in any activity regulated by ORS chapters
446, 447, 455, 479, 693 and 701 prior to issuing any permit. 

(3) Plan Review Standards. A building inspection program must: 
(a) Establish policies and procedures for its plan review process to: 
(A) Assure compliance with the specialty codes it is responsible for

administering and enforcing, including any current interpretive rulings
adopted pursuant to ORS 455.060 or 455.475; 

(B) Make available checklists or other materials at each permitting
office it operates that reasonably apprises persons of the information
required to constitute a complete permit application or set of plans; 

(C) Inform applicants within three working days of receiving an
application, whether or not the application is complete and if it is for a sim-
ple residential plan. For the purposes of this rule and ORS 455.467, a “com-
plete application” is defined by the division, taking into consideration the
regional procedures in OAR chapter 918, division 50. If deemed a simple
residential plan, the jurisdiction must also inform the applicant of the time
period in which the plan review will generally be completed; 

(D) Establish a process that includes phased permitting and deferred
submittals for plan review of commercial projects for all assumed special-
ty codes, taking into consideration the regional procedures in OAR chapter
918, division 50. The process may not allow a project to proceed beyond
the level of approval authorized by the building official. The process must: 

(i) Require the building official to issue permits in accordance with
the state building code as defined in ORS 455.010 provided that adequate
information and detailed statements have been submitted and approved
with pertinent requirements of the appropriate code. Permits may include,
but not be limited to: excavation, shoring, grading and site utilities, con-
struction of foundations, structural frame, shell, or any other part of a build-
ing or structure. 

(ii) Allow deferred submittals to be permitted within each phase with
the approval of the building official; and 

(iii) Require the applicant to be notified of the estimated timelines for
phased plan reviews and that the applicant is proceeding without assurance
that a permit for the entire structure will be granted when a phased permit
is issued. 

(E) Verify that all plans have been stamped by a registered design pro-
fessional and licensed plan reviewer where required; 

(F) Verify for those architects and engineers requesting the use of
alternative one and two family dwelling plan review program that all plans
have been stamped by a registered professional who is also a residential
plans examiner. This process must require the building official to: 

(i) Establish policies and procedures in their operating plan for this
process; 

(ii) Waive building inspection program plan review requirements for
conventional light frame construction for detached one and two family
dwellings; and 

(iii) Establish an appropriate fee for processing plans submitted under
this rule. 

(G) Establish a process for plan review if non-certified individuals
review permit applications under OAR 918-098-1010. 

(b) Employ or contract with a person licensed, registered, or certified
to provide consultation and advice on plan reviews as deemed necessary by
the building official based on the complexity and scope of its customers’
needs; 

(c) Maintain a list of all persons it employs or contracts with to pro-
vide plan review services including licenses, registrations, and certifica-
tions held by each plan reviewer and evidence of compliance with all appli-
cable statutory or professional continuing education requirements; 

(d) Designate at least three licensed plan reviewers from whom the
municipality will accept plan reviews when the time periods in subsection
(e) of this section cannot be met; and 

(e) Allow an applicant to use a plan reviewer licensed under OAR
918-090-0210 and approved by the building official when the time period
for review of “simple one- or two-family dwelling plans” exceeds 10 days
where the population served is less than 300,000, or 15 days where the pop-
ulation served is 300,000 or greater. 

(4) For the purposes of these rules, “simple one- or two-family
dwelling plans” must: 

(a) Comply with the requirements for prescriptive construction under
the Oregon Residential Specialty Code; or 

(b) Comply with the Oregon Manufactured Dwelling Installation
Specialty Code and the requirements in OAR chapter 918, division 500;
and 

(c) Be a structure of three stories or less with an enclosed total floor
space of 4,500 square feet or less, inclusive of multiple stories and
garage(s). 

(5) “Simple one- or two-family dwelling plans” may: 
(a) Include pre-engineered systems listed and approved by nationally

accredited agencies in accordance with the appropriate specialty code, or by
state interpretive rulings approved by the appropriate specialty board, that
require no additional analysis; and 

(b) Be designed by an architect or engineer and be considered a sim-
ple one- and two-family dwelling if all other criteria in this rule are met. 

(6) The following are considered “simple one- or two-family dwelling
plans”: 

(a) Master plans approved by the division or municipality or under
ORS 455.685, which require no additional analysis; and 

(b) Plans that include an engineering soil report if the report allows
prescriptive building construction and requires no special systems or addi-
tional analysis. 

(7) A plan that does not meet the definition of “simple” in this rule is
deemed “complex”. In order to provide timely customer service, a building
official may accept a plan review performed by a licensed plan reviewer for
a complex one- or two-family dwelling. 

(8) Inspection Standards. A building inspection program must: 
(a) Set reasonable time periods between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. on days its

permit office is open, weekends and holidays excluded, when it will pro-
vide inspection services or alternative inspection schedules agreed to by the
municipality and permittee; 

(b) Unless otherwise specified by statute or specialty code, establish
reasonable time periods when inspection services will be provided follow-
ing requests for inspections; 

(c) Establish policies and procedures for inspection services; 
(d) Leave a written copy of the inspection report on site; 
(e) Make available any inspection checklists; 
(f) Maintain a list of all persons it employs or contracts with to pro-

vide inspection services including licenses, registrations, and certifications
held by persons performing inspection services and evidence of compliance
with all applicable statutory or professional continuing education require-
ments; 

(g) Vest the building official with authority to issue stop work orders
for failure to comply with the specialty codes the municipality is responsi-
ble for administering and enforcing; and 

(h) Require inspectors to perform license enforcement inspections as
part of routine installation inspections. 

(i) Where a municipality investigates and enforces violations under
ORS 455.156 or in accordance with the municipality’s local compliance
program, the municipality’s inspectors must require proof of compliance
with the licensing, permitting, registration, and certification requirements
of persons engaged in any activity regulated by ORS Chapters 446, 447,
455, 479, 693, and 701. Inspectors must report any violation of a licensing,
permitting, registration, or certification requirement to the appropriate
enforcement agency. 

(9) Compliance Programs. A municipality administering a building
inspection program may enact local regulations to create its own enforce-
ment program with local procedures and penalties; utilize the division’s
compliance program by submitting compliance reports to the division; elect
to act as an agent of a division board pursuant to ORS 455.156; or develop
a program that may include, but not be limited to, a combination thereof. A
building inspection program must establish in its operating plan: 

(a) Procedures to respond to public complaints regarding work per-
formed without a license or permit or in violation of the specialty codes the
municipality is responsible for administering and enforcing; 

(b) Procedures requiring proof of licensure for work being performed
under the state building code utilizing the approved citation process and
procedures in OAR 918-020-0091. 

(c) Policies and procedures to implement their compliance program; 
(d) Policies and procedures regarding investigation of complaints,

where the municipality chooses to investigate and enforce violations pur-
suant to ORS 455.156; and 

(e) Policies and procedures regarding issuance of notices of proposed
assessments of civil penalties, where the municipality chooses to act as an
agent of a board pursuant to ORS 455.156. Penalties under such a program
are subject to the limitations set in 455.156 and 455.895. 

(10) Electrical Programs. Municipalities that administer and enforce
an electrical program must demonstrate compliance with all applicable
electrical rules adopted pursuant to ORS 479.855.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 455.030, 455.467, 455.469, 455.156, 183.355, 455.148, 455.150 & 455.062
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Stats. Implemented: ORS 455.150, 455.467, 455.469, 455.156, 455.148 & 455.062
Hist.: BCD 9-1996, f. 7-1-96, cert. ef. 10-1-96; BCD 14-1998, f. 9-30-98, cert. ef. 10-1-98;
BCD 11-2000, f. 6-23-00, cert. ef. 7-1-00; BCD 10-2002(Temp), f. 5-14-02, cert. ef. 5-15-02
thru 11-10-02; BCD 16-2002, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-02; BCD 27-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-1-02; BCD
6-2004, f. 5-21-04, cert. ef. 7-1-04; BCD 11-2004, f. 8-13-04, cert. ef. 10-1-04; BCD 16-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-7-05 thru 12-31-05; BCD 24-2005, f. 9-30-05, cert. ef. 10-1-05;
BCD 31-2005, f. 12-30-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06; BCD 1-2010, f. 3-1-10, cert. ef. 4-1-10; BCD 7-
2013(Temp), f. 7-26-13, cert. ef. 8-1-13 thru 12-31-13; BCD 9-2013, f. 12-16-13, cert. ef. 1-
1-14; BCD 13-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-14-14 thru 5-12-15; BCD 4-2015(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-12-15 thru 11-1-15

Department of Consumer and Business Services, 
Insurance Division

Chapter 836
Rule Caption: Revising definition of mental or nervous condition
and clarifying exceptions and exclusions allowed.
Adm. Order No.: ID 3-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-12-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-12-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Adopted: 836-053-1407, 836-053-1408
Rules Amended: 836-053-1404
Subject:Many health care providers and insurers are transitioning
from using classification codes found in the “Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual of Mental Disorders, DSM-IV-TR, Fourth Edition”
(DSM-IV) to the coding in the “Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition” (DSM-5). Until all users have
transitioned entirely to the DSM-5, it is necessary to include appli-
cable diagnostic codes from both versions in defining mental or nerv-
ous condition for purposes of the mandatory requirements of Ore-
gon’s mental health parity statute. These rules add appropriate
diagnostic codes from the DSM-5 to the rule and clarify allowable
exceptions and exclusions to the mental health parity statute.
Rules Coordinator: Jenny Craig—(503) 947-7484
836-053-1404
Definitions; Noncontracting Providers; Co-Morbidity Disorders

(1) As used in ORS 743A.168, this rule and OAR 836-053-1405 to
836-053-1408:

(a) “Mental or nervous conditions” means any mental disorder cov-
ered by diagnostic categories listed in the “Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, DSM-IV-TR, Fourth Edition” (DSM-IV) or
the “Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition”
(DSM-5).

(b) “Chemical dependency” means an addictive relationship with any
drug or alcohol characterized by a physical or psychological relationship,
or both, that interferes on a recurring basis with an individual’s social, psy-
chological or physical adjustment to common problems.

(c) “Chemical dependency” does not mean an addiction to, or depend-
ency on:

(A) Tobacco;
(B) Tobacco products; or
(C) Foods.
(2) A non-contracting provider must cooperate with a group health

insurer’s requirements for review of treatment in ORS 743A.168(10) and
(11) to the same extent as a contracting provider in order to be eligible for
reimbursement.

(3) The exception of a disorder in the definition of “mental or nerv-
ous conditions” or “chemical dependency” in section (1) of this rule does
not include or extend to a co-morbidity disorder accompanying the except-
ed disorder.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 731.244 & 743A.168
Stats. Implemented: ORS 743A.168
Hist.: ID 13-2006, f. 7-14-06 cert. ef. 1-1-07; ID 19-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 12-20-12 thru
6-17-13; ID 3-2013, f. 6-10-13, cert. ef. 6-17-13; ID 19-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-14-14
thru 5-12-15; ID 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

836-053-1407
Prohibited Exclusions

(1) An insurer may not deny benefits for a medically necessary treat-
ment or service for a mental or nervous condition based solely upon:

(a) The enrollee’s interruption of or failure to complete a prior course
of treatment;

(b) The insurer’s categorical exclusion of such treatment or service
when applied to a class of mental or nervous conditions; or

(c) The fact that a court ordered the enrollee to receive or obtain the
treatment or service for a mental or nervous condition, unless otherwise
allowed by law.

(2) Nothing in this section:
(a) Requires coverage of a treatment or service that is or may be

specifically excluded from coverage under state law.
(b) Prohibits an insurer from including a provision in a contract relat-

ed to the insurer’s general responsibility to pay for any service under the
plan such as an exclusion for third party liability.

(c) Requires an insurer to pay for services provided to an enrollee by
a school or halfway house or received as part of an educational or training
program. However, an insurer may be required to provide coverage of treat-
ment or services related to the enrollee’s education that are provided by a
provider and that are included in a medically necessary treatment plan.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 731.244 & 743A.168
Stats. Implemented: ORS 743A.168
Hist.: ID 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

836-053-1408
Required Disclosures

(1) Insurers must provide an enrollee or an enrollee’s authorized rep-
resentative reasonable access to and copies of all documents, records, and
other information relevant to an enrollee’s claim or request for coverage.

(2) Insurers must provide the criteria, processes, standards and other
factors used to make medical necessity determinations of benefits for men-
tal or nervous conditions. This information must be made available free of
charge by the insurer to any current or potential enrollee, beneficiary, or
contracting provider upon request, within a reasonable time and in a man-
ner that provides reasonable access to the requestor.

(3) Compliance with these disclosure requirements is not determina-
tive of compliance with any other provisions of applicable federal or state
law.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 731.244 & 743A.168
Stats. Implemented: ORS 743A.168
Hist.: ID 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

Department of Environmental Quality
Chapter 340

Rule Caption: Grants Pass Carbon Monoxide and Particulate
Matter (PM10) Limited Maintenance Plans
Adm. Order No.: DEQ 6-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-16-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-16-15
Notice Publication Date: 1-1-2015
Rules Amended: 340-200-0040
Subject: Short summary :
The Environmental Quality Commission adopted rules to update

Oregon maintenance plans designed to protect air quality in Grants
Pass for carbon monoxide (CO) and for particulate matter 10 microns
and smaller (PM10) as required by federal law. Because CO and
PM10 pollution levels have been very low and the area is unlikely
to exceed health standards in the future, the area qualified for and
DEQ proposed limited maintenance plans that streamline require-
ments and eliminate costly computer modeling requirements for
transportation conformity analysis. 
DEQ proposed and EQC adopted the rules for incorporation into

the Oregon Clean Air Act State Implementation Plan. The rules will
be submitted to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency for its
approval under the federal Clean Air Act.
Brief history: 
Under the Clean Air Act, EPA sets air quality standards to protect

public health for six common air pollutants. EPA established the CO
standard at 35 parts per million for a 1-hour average and at 9 parts
per million for an 8-hour average. EPA established the PM10 stan-
dard at 150 micrograms per cubic meter for a 24-hour average and
at 50 micrograms per cubic meter for an annual average. The Clean
Air Act requires communities that exceed these health standards to
adopt plans to achieve and maintain good air quality. 
In addition to the PM10 standard, EPA adopted the PM2.5 stan-

dard in 1997, for smaller or fine particulate matter 2.5 microns in size
or less, since the smaller inhalable particles have been found to pose
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a greater health risk. Grants Pass has never violated the PM2.5 stan-
dard. 
In the mid to late 1980s, Grants Pass exceeded the 8-hour CO stan-

dard and the 24-hour PM10 standard. The area was designated as a
nonattainment area for CO in 1985 and for PM10 in 1990. In
response, EQC adopted attainment plans with CO and PM10 control
measures to reduce pollution levels within the urban growth bound-
ary to meet the federal standards. This resulted in significant
improvement in air quality and Grants Pass was reclassified to attain-
ment for CO in 2000 and PM10 in 2002. EQC adopted the first main-
tenance plans for Grants Pass at that time. 
EPA requires Oregon to establish second maintenance plans for the

Grants Pass area to ensure compliance with the standards through
2025. EPA provides an option for states to adopt simplified plans,
called limited maintenance plans, for low-risk areas like Grants Pass.
Over the last 25 years, Grants Pass’s CO and PM10 levels have
steadily declined and the area is unlikely to exceed these standards
again. 
Regulated parties:
The rules affect the Middle Rogue Metropolitan Planning

Organization. The amendment of OAR 340-200-0040 to incorporate
the limited maintenance plans into State of Oregon Clean Air Act
Implementation Plan did not change the regulated parties.
Rules Coordinator:Meyer Goldstein—(503) 229-6478
340-200-0040
State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan

(1) This implementation plan, consisting of Volumes 2 and 3 of the
State of Oregon Air Quality Control Program, contains control strategies,
rules and standards prepared by DEQ and is adopted as the state imple-
mentation plan (SIP) of the State of Oregon pursuant to the federal Clean
Air Act, 42 U.S.C.A 7401 to 7671q. 

(2) Except as provided in section (3), the Commission will revise the
SIP pursuant to the rulemaking procedures in division 11 of this chapter and
any other requirements contained in the SIP and will direct DEQ to submit
such revisions to the United States Environmental Protection Agency for
approval. The Commission last adopted revisions to the State
Implementation Plan on April 16, 2015. 

(3) Notwithstanding any other requirement contained in the SIP, DEQ
may: 

(a) Submit to the Environmental Protection Agency any permit con-
dition implementing a rule that is part of the federally-approved SIP as a
source-specific SIP revision after DEQ has complied with the public hear-
ings provisions of 40 CFR 51.102 (July 1, 2002); and 

(b) Approve the standards submitted by a regional authority if the
regional authority adopts verbatim any standard that the Commission has
adopted, and submit the standards to EPA for approval as a SIP revision. 

NOTE: Revisions to the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan become
federally enforceable upon approval by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency. If any provision of the federally approved Implementation Plan conflicts
with any provision adopted by the Commission, DEQ shall enforce the more stringent 
provision.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 35, f. 2-3-72, ef. 2-15-72; DEQ 54, f. 6-21-73, ef. 7-1-73; DEQ 19-1979, f. & ef.
6-25-79; DEQ 21-1979, f. & ef. 7-2-79; DEQ 22-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 11-1981, f. &
ef. 3-26-81; DEQ 14-1982, f. & ef. 7-21-82; DEQ 21-1982, f. & ef. 10-27-82; DEQ 1-1983,
f. & ef. 1-21-83; DEQ 6-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 18-1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 25-
1984, f. & ef. 11-27-84; DEQ 3-1985, f. & ef. 2-1-85; DEQ 12-1985, f. & ef. 9-30-85; DEQ
5-1986, f. & ef. 2-21-86; DEQ 10-1986, f. & ef. 5-9-86; DEQ 20-1986, f. & ef. 11-7-86; DEQ
21-1986, f. & ef. 11-7-86; DEQ 4-1987, f. & ef. 3-2-87; DEQ 5-1987, f. & ef. 3-2-87; DEQ
8-1987, f. & ef. 4-23-87; DEQ 21-1987, f. & ef. 12-16-87; DEQ 31-1988, f. 12-20-88, cert.
ef. 12-23-88; DEQ 2-1991, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-91; DEQ 19-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ
20-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 21-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 22-1991, f. &
cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 24-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-
91; DEQ 25-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 1-1992, f. & cert. ef. 2-4-92; DEQ 3-1992,
f. & cert. ef. 2-4-92; DEQ 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-30-92; DEQ 19-1992, f. & cert. ef. 8-11-
92; DEQ 20-1992, f. & cert. ef. 8-11-92; DEQ 25-1992, f. 10-30-92, cert. ef. 11-1-92; DEQ
26-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-2-92; DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 8-1993, f. & cert. ef. 5-11-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ
15-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 16-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 17-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 1-1994, f. & cert. ef. 1-3-94; DEQ 5-
1994, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-94; DEQ 14-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-31-94; DEQ 15-1994, f. 6-8-94,
cert. ef. 7-1-94; DEQ 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 11-2-94; DEQ 9-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ
10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 17-1995, f. & cert.
ef. 7-12-95; DEQ 19-1995, f. & cert. ef. 9-1-95; DEQ 20-1995 (Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-14-
95; DEQ 8-1996(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-3-96; DEQ 15-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 19-
1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 23-1996, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-96; DEQ 24-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96; DEQ 10-1998, f. & cert. ef. 6-22-98; DEQ
15-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 17-1998, f. & cert.
ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98;

DEQ 1-1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 5-1999, f. & cert. ef. 3-25-99; DEQ 6-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 5-21-99; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-020-0047; DEQ 15-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-99; DEQ 2-2000, f. 2-
17-00, cert. ef. 6-1-01; DEQ 6-2000, f. & cert. ef. 5-22-00; DEQ 8-2000, f. & cert. ef. 6-6-
00; DEQ 13-2000, f. & cert. ef. 7-28-00; DEQ 16-2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-25-00; DEQ 17-
2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-25-00; DEQ 20-2000 f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert.
ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-5-01; DEQ 4-2001, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-01; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 15-2001, f. & cert. ef. 12-26-01; DEQ 16-2001, f. &
cert. ef. 12-26-01; DEQ 17-2001, f. & cert. ef. 12-28-01; DEQ 4-2002, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-02;
DEQ 5-2002, f. & cert. ef. 5-3-02; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 5-2003, f. &
cert. ef. 2-6-03; DEQ 14-2003, f. & cert. ef. 10-24-03; DEQ 19-2003, f. & cert. ef. 12-12-03;
DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 10-2004, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-04; DEQ 1-2005, f.
& cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 4-2005, f. 5-13-05, cert. ef. 6-
1-05; DEQ 7-2005, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-05; DEQ 9-2005, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-05; DEQ 2-2006, f.
& cert. ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 4-2006, f. 3-29-06, cert. ef. 3-31-06; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-
12-07; DEQ 4-2007, f. & cert. ef. 6-28-07; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 5-2008,
f. & cert. ef. 3-20-08; DEQ 11-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-29-08; DEQ 12-2008, f. & cert. ef. 9-17-
08; DEQ 14-2008, f. & cert. ef. 11-10-08; DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 3-2009,
f. & cert. ef. 6-30-09; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 3-5-
10; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-10; DEQ 14-2010, f. & cert. ef. 12-10-10; DEQ 1-2011,
f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 2-2011, f. 3-10-11, cert. ef. 3-15-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert.
ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 18-2011, f. & cert. ef. 12-21-11; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ
7-2012, f. & cert.ef 12-10-12; DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert.
ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 11-2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13; DEQ 12-2013, f. & cert. ef. 12-19-13; DEQ
1-2014, f. & cert. ef. 1-6-14; DEQ 4-2014, f. & cert. ef. 3-31-14; DEQ 5-2014, f. & cert. ef.
3-31-14; DEQ 6-2014, f. & cert. ef. 3-31-14; DEQ 7-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 6-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

Rule Caption: Air quality permitting, Heat Smart and gasoline 
dispensing facility updates
Adm. Order No.: DEQ 7-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-16-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-16-15
Notice Publication Date: 7-1-2014
Rules Adopted: 340-200-0035, 340-202-0225, 340-204-0300,
340-204-0310, 340-204-0320, 340-206-8010, 340-206-8020, 340-
206-8030, 340-206-8040, 340-208-0005, 340-212-0005, 340-214-
0005, 340-222-0046, 340-222-0048, 340-222-0051, 340-224-0025,
340-224-0045, 340-224-0055, 340-224-0245, 340-224-0250, 340-
224-0255, 340-224-0260, 340-224-0270, 340-224-0500, 340-224-
0510, 340-224-0520, 340-224-0530, 340-224-0540, 340-226-0005,
340-226-8010, 340-234-0005, 340-234-0540, 340-236-0005, 340-
236-8010, 340-240-0050, 340-224-0038
Rules Amended: 340-200-0010, 340-200-0020, 340-200-0025, 340-
200-0030, 340-200-0040, 340-200-0050, 340-200-0100, 340-200-
0110, 340-200-0120, 340-202-0010, 340-202-0020, 340-202-0050,
340-202-0070, 340-202-0100, 340-202-0110, 340-202-0130, 340-
202-0200, 340-202-0210, 340-202-0220, 340-204-0010, 340-204-
0020, 340-204-0030, 340-204-0040, 340-204-0050, 340-204-0060,
340-204-0070, 340-204-0080, 340-204-0090, 340-206-0010, 340-
206-0020, 340-206-0030, 340-206-0040, 340-206-0050, 340-206-
0070, 340-208-0010, 340-208-0110, 340-208-0210, 340-208-0300,
340-208-0310, 340-208-0320, 340-208-0450, 340-209-0010, 340-
209-0020, 340-209-0030, 340-209-0040, 340-209-0050, 340-209-
0060, 340-209-0070, 340-209-0080, 340-210-0010, 340-210-0020,
340-210-0100, 340-210-0110, 340-210-0120, 340-210-0205, 340-
210-0215, 340-210-0225, 340-210-0230, 340-210-0240, 340-210-
0250, 340-212-0010, 340-212-0110, 340-212-0120, 340-212-0130,
340-212-0140, 340-212-0150, 340-212-0200, 340-212-0210, 340-
212-0220, 340-212-0230, 340-212-0240, 340-212-0250, 340-212-
0260, 340-212-0270, 340-212-0280, 340-214-0010, 340-214-0100,
340-214-0110, 340-214-0114, 340-214-0130, 340-214-0200, 340-
214-0210, 340-214-0220, 340-214-0300, 340-214-0310, 340-214-
0320, 340-214-0330, 340-214-0340, 340-214-0350, 340-214-0360,
340-216-0010, 340-216-0020, 340-216-0025, 340-216-0030, 340-
216-0040, 340-216-0052, 340-216-0054, 340-216-0056, 340-216-
0060, 340-216-0062, 340-216-0064, 340-216-0066, 340-216-0068,
340-216-0070, 340-216-0084, 340-216-0090, 340-216-0094, 340-
216-8010, 340-216-8020, 340-218-0010, 340-218-0020, 340-218-
0030, 340-218-0040, 340-218-0050, 340-218-0060, 340-218-0070,
340-218-0080, 340-218-0090, 340-218-0100, 340-218-0110, 340-
218-0120, 340-218-0140, 340-218-0150, 340-218-0160, 340-218-
0180, 340-218-0190, 340-218-0200, 340-218-0210, 340-218-0220,
340-218-0230, 340-218-0240, 340-220-0010, 340-220-0020, 340-
220-0060, 340-220-0070, 340-220-0080, 340-220-0090, 340-220-
0100, 340-220-0110, 340-220-0120, 340-220-0130, 340-220-0140,
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340-220-0150, 340-220-0160, 340-220-0170, 340-220-0180, 340-
220-0190, 340-222-0010, 340-222-0020, 340-222-0030, 340-222-
0040, 340-222-0041, 340-222-0042, 340-222-0060, 340-222-0080,
340-222-0090, 340-224-0010, 340-224-0020, 340-224-0030, 340-
224-0040, 340-224-0050, 340-224-0060, 340-224-0070, 340-225-
0010, 340-225-0020, 340-225-0030, 340-225-0040, 340-225-0045,
340-225-0050, 340-225-0060, 340-225-0070, 340-226-0010, 340-
226-0100, 340-226-0110, 340-226-0120, 340-226-0130, 340-226-
0140, 340-226-0210, 340-226-0310, 340-226-0320, 340-226-0400,
340-228-0010, 340-228-0020, 340-228-0100, 340-228-0110, 340-
228-0120, 340-228-0130, 340-228-0200, 340-228-0210, 340-228-
0300, 340-232-0010, 340-232-0020, 340-232-0030, 340-232-0040,
340-232-0050, 340-232-0060, 340-232-0080, 340-232-0090, 340-
232-0100, 340-232-0110, 340-232-0130, 340-232-0140, 340-232-
0150, 340-232-0160, 340-232-0170, 340-232-0180, 340-232-0190,
340-232-0200, 340-232-0210, 340-232-0220, 340-232-0230, 340-
234-0010, 340-234-0100, 340-234-0140, 340-234-0200, 340-234-
0210, 340-234-0220, 340-234-0240, 340-234-0250, 340-234-0270,
340-234-0500, 340-234-0510, 340-234-0520, 340-234-0530, 340-
236-0010, 340-236-0310, 340-236-0320, 340-236-0330, 340-236-
0400, 340-236-0410, 340-236-0420, 340-236-0440, 340-236-0500,
340-240-0010, 340-240-0020, 340-240-0030, 340-240-0100, 340-
240-0110, 340-240-0120, 340-240-0130, 340-240-0140, 340-240-
0150, 340-240-0160, 340-240-0180, 340-240-0190, 340-240-0210,
340-240-0220, 340-240-0250, 340-240-0300, 340-240-0320, 340-
240-0330, 340-240-0340, 340-240-0350, 340-240-0360, 340-240-
0400, 340-240-0410, 340-240-0420, 340-240-0430, 340-240-0440,
340-240-0510, 340-240-0550, 340-240-0560, 340-240-0610, 340-
242-0400, 340-242-0410, 340-242-0420, 340-242-0430, 340-242-
0440, 340-242-0500, 340-242-0510, 340-242-0520, 340-242-0600,
340-242-0610, 340-242-0620, 340-242-0630, 340-244-0040, 340-
244-0232, 340-244-0234, 340-244-0236, 340-244-0238, 340-244-
0239, 340-244-0240, 340-244-0242, 340-244-0244, 340-244-0246,
340-244-0248, 340-244-0250, 340-246-0230, 340-262-0450, 340-
264-0010, 340-264-0020, 340-264-0030, 340-264-0040, 340-264-
0050, 340-264-0060, 340-264-0070, 340-264-0075, 340-264-0078,
340-264-0080, 340-264-0100, 340-264-0110, 340-264-0120, 340-
264-0130, 340-264-0140, 340-264-0150, 340-264-0160, 340-264-
0170, 340-264-0175, 340-264-0180, 340-268-0010, 340-268-0020,
340-268-0030, 340-216-0082, 340-218-0170
Rules Repealed: 340-208-0100, 340-208-0200, 340-208-0600, 340-
214-0400, 340-214-0410, 340-214-0420, 340-214-0430, 340-218-
0250, 340-222-0070, 340-225-0090, 340-226-0200, 340-228-0400,
340-228-0410, 340-228-0420, 340-228-0430, 340-228-0440, 340-
228-0450, 340-228-0460, 340-228-0470, 340-228-0480, 340-228-
0490, 340-228-0500, 340-228-0510, 340-228-0520, 340-228-0530,
340-234-0300, 340-234-0310, 340-234-0320, 340-234-0330, 340-
234-0340, 340-234-0350, 340-234-0360, 340-234-0400, 340-234-
0410, 340-234-0420, 340-234-0430, 340-236-0100, 340-236-0110,
340-236-0120, 340-236-0130, 340-236-0140, 340-236-0150, 340-
236-0200, 340-236-0210, 340-236-0220, 340-236-0230, 340-236-
0430, 340-240-0170, 340-240-0230, 340-240-0310, 340-242-0700,
340-242-0710, 340-242-0720, 340-242-0730, 340-242-0740, 340-
242-0750, 340-242-0760, 340-242-0770, 340-242-0780, 340-242-
0790, 340-264-0190
Rules Ren. & Amend: 340-222-0043 to 340-222-0035, 340-222-
0045 to 340-222-0055, 340-224-0080 to 340-224-0034
Subject: Short summary: 
The Environmental Quality Commission adopted changes to

streamline, reorganize and update Oregon’s air quality permit rules.
The Source Sampling Manual Volumes I and II and Continuous
Monitoring Manual are part of the adopted rules. 
EQC also made changes to statewide particulate matter emission

standards and the preconstruction permitting program. These
changes will help Oregon comply with the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency’s ambient air quality standard for fine particulates,

commonly called PM2.5 and protect air quality through Oregon’s
permitting programs. 
In addition, EQC adopted rules to:
Remove certain greenhouse gas permitting requirements to align

with the June 23, 2014 Supreme Court decision;
Expand preconstruction permitting flexibility for small facilities; 
Allow DEQ to use technology such as teleconferencing for pub-

lic meetings to improve community outreach, and
Improve program implementation by amending:
- The woodstove replacement program called Heat Smart, and
- The gasoline dispensing facility rules.
The first bullet above is substantially similar to the temporary rules

that the Oregon Environmental Quality Commission adopted in Nov.
2014. The temporary rules, effective Nov. 12, 2014 through May 10,
2015, removed the greenhouse gas permitting requirements to align
with a recent United States Supreme Court decision.
The changes made by the adopted rules include:
1. Clarifying and updating air quality rules 
2. Updating particulate matter emission standards
3. Changing permitting requirements for emergency generators

and small natural gas or oil-fired equipment
4. Establishing two new state air quality area designations, “sus-

tainment” and “reattainment,” to help areas avoid and more quick-
ly end a federal nonattainment designation
5. Designating Lakeview as a state sustainment area while retain-

ing its federal attainment designation
6. Changing the New Source Review preconstruction permitting

program
7. Modernizing methods allowed for holding public hearings and

meetings 
8. Re-establishing the Heat Smart woodstove replacement pro-

gram exemption for small commercial solid fuel boilers regulated
under the permitting program
9. Removing annual reporting requirements for small gasoline dis-

pensing facilities
EQC approved the rules for incorporation into Oregon’s State

Implementation Plan. DEQ will submit the proposed rules to the U.
S. Environmental Protection Agency to be included in revisions to
the State Implementation Plan required under the Clean Air Act. See
DEQ’s crosswalk of rules changes at http://www.oregon.gov/deq/
RulesandRegulations/Documents/AQpermCrosswalk.pdf, and the
rules in the State Implementation Plan, for details. 
Regulated parties:
These rules affect:
All businesses, agencies, local governments and other entities

holding air quality permits; 
Businesses and other entities required to submit construction

approval notices;
Businesses and other entities that sell small solid fuel boilers; and 
Businesses and other entities that dispense less than 10,000 gal-

lons of gasoline a month. 
Rules Coordinator:Meyer Goldstein—(503) 229-6478
340-200-0010
Purpose and Application

(1) This division provides general air pollution procedures and defi-
nitions that apply to all air quality rules in OAR 340 divisions 200 through
268.

(2) Divisions 200 through 268 apply in addition to all other rules
adopted by the EQC. In cases of apparent conflict between rules within
these divisions, the most stringent rule applies unless otherwise expressly
stated.

(3) DEQ administers divisions 200 through 268 in all areas of the
State of Oregon except when the EQC has designated LRAPA to adminis-
ter rules within its area of jurisdiction. Subject to, and when provided in
divisions 200 through 268, LRAPA is authorized by the EQC as the agency
to implement these state rules, and must apply the requirements and proce-
dures contained in these state rules, within its area of jurisdiction. LRAPA
may apply any LRAPA rule in lieu of a state rule(s) provided that the
LRAPA rule is at least as strict as the state rule(s), LRAPA has submitted
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the rule to the EQC for its approval, and the EQC has not disapproved the
rule.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ
8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0020
General Air Quality Definitions

As used in OAR 340 divisions 200 through 268, unless specifically
defined otherwise:

(1) “Act” or “FCAA” means the Federal Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 7401 to 7671q. 

(2) “Activity” means any process, operation, action, or reaction (e.g.,
chemical) at a source that emits a regulated pollutant. 

(3) “Actual emissions” means the mass emissions of a regulated pol-
lutant from an emissions source during a specified time period as set forth
in OAR 340 divisions 214, 220 and 222. 

(4) “Adjacent”, as used in the definitions of major source and source
and in OAR 340-216-0070, means interdependent facilities that are nearby
to each other. 

(5) “Affected source” means a source that includes one or more
affected units that are subject to emission reduction requirements or limita-
tions under Title IV of the FCAA. 

(6) “Affected states” means all states: 
(a) Whose air quality may be affected by a proposed permit, permit

modification, or permit renewal and that are contiguous to Oregon; or 
(b) That are within 50 miles of the permitted source. 
(7) “Aggregate insignificant emissions” means the annual actual

emissions of any regulated pollutant from one or more designated activities
at a source that are less than or equal to the lowest applicable level speci-
fied in this section. The total emissions from each designated activity and
the aggregate emissions from all designated activities must be less than or
equal to the lowest applicable level specified: 

(a) One ton for total reduced sulfur, hydrogen sulfide, sulfuric acid
mist, any Class I or II substance subject to a standard promulgated under or
established by Title VI of the FCAA, and each criteria pollutant, except
lead; 

(b) 120 pounds for lead; 
(c) 600 pounds for fluorides; 
(d) 500 pounds for PM10 in a PM10 nonattainment area; 
(e) 500 pounds for direct PM2.5 in a PM2.5 nonattainment area; 
(f) The lesser of the amount established in 40 CFR 68.130 or 1,000

pounds; 
(g) An aggregate of 5,000 pounds for all hazardous air pollutants; 
(h) 2,756 tons CO2e for greenhouse gases. 
(8) “Air contaminant” means a dust, fume, gas, mist, odor, smoke,

vapor, pollen, soot, carbon, acid, particulate matter, regulated pollutant, or
any combination thereof. 

(9) “Air Contaminant Discharge Permit” or “ACDP” means written
authorization issued, renewed, amended, or revised by DEQ, pursuant to
OAR 340 division 216. 

(10) “Alternative method” means any method of sampling and ana-
lyzing for an air pollutant which is not a reference or equivalent method but
which has been demonstrated to DEQ’s satisfaction to, in specific cases,
produce results adequate for determination of compliance. The alternative
method must comply with the intent of the rules, is at least equivalent in
objectivity and reliability to the uniform recognized procedures, and is
demonstrated to be reproducible, selective, sensitive, accurate, and applica-
ble to the program. An alternative method used to meet an applicable fed-
eral requirement for which a reference method is specified must be
approved by EPA unless EPA has delegated authority for the approval to
DEQ. 

(11) “Ambient air” means that portion of the atmosphere, external to
buildings, to which the general public has access. 

(12) “Applicable requirement” means all of the following as they
apply to emissions units in an Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
source or ACDP program source, including requirements that have been
promulgated or approved by the EPA through rule making at the time of
issuance but have future-effective compliance dates: 

(a) Any standard or other requirement provided for in the applicable
implementation plan approved or promulgated by the EPA through rule-
making under Title I of the FCAA that implements the relevant require-
ments of the FCAA, including any revisions to that plan promulgated in 40
CFR part 52; 

(b) Any standard or other requirement adopted under OAR 340-200-
0040 of the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan that is more
stringent than the federal standard or requirement which has not yet been
approved by the EPA, and other state-only enforceable air pollution control
requirements; 

(c) Any term or condition in an ACDP, OAR 340 division 216, includ-
ing any term or condition of any preconstruction permits issued pursuant to
OAR 340 division 224, New Source Review, until or unless DEQ revokes
or modifies the term or condition by a permit modification; 

(d) Any term or condition in a Notice of Construction and Approval
of Plans, OAR 340-210-0205 through 340-210-0240, until or unless DEQ
revokes or modifies the term or condition by a Notice of Construction and
Approval of Plans or a permit modification; 

(e) Any term or condition in a Notice of Approval, OAR 340-218-
0190, issued before July 1, 2001, until or unless DEQ revokes or modifies
the term or condition by a Notice of Approval or a permit modification; 

(f) Any term or condition of a PSD permit issued by the EPA until or
unless the EPA revokes or modifies the term or condition by a permit mod-
ification; 

(g) Any standard or other requirement under section 111 of the
FCAA, including section 111(d); 

(h) Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of the
FCAA, including any requirement concerning accident prevention under
section 112(r)(7) of the FCAA; 

(i) Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain program under
Title IV of the FCAA or the regulations promulgated thereunder; 

(j) Any requirements established pursuant to section 504(b) or section
114(a)(3) of the FCAA; 

(k) Any standard or other requirement under section 126(a)(1) and(c)
of the FCAA; 

(l) Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste inciner-
ation, under section 129 of the FCAA; 

(m) Any standard or other requirement for consumer and commercial
products, under section 183(e) of the FCAA; 

(n) Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under section
183(f) of the FCAA; 

(o) Any standard or other requirement of the program to control air
pollution from outer continental shelf sources, under section 328 of the
FCAA; 

(p) Any standard or other requirement of the regulations promulgated
to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of the FCAA, unless the
Administrator has determined that such requirements need not be contained
in an Oregon Title V Operating Permit; and 

(q) Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or visibil-
ity requirement under part C of Title I of the FCAA, but only as it would
apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant to section 504(e) of the
FCAA. 

(13) “Attainment area” or “unclassified area” means an area that has
not otherwise been designated by EPA as nonattainment with ambient air
quality standards for a particular regulated pollutant. Attainment areas or
unclassified areas may also be referred to as sustainment or maintenance
areas as designated in OAR 340 division 204. Any particular location may
be part of an attainment area or unclassified area for one regulated pollu-
tant while also being in a different type of designated area for another reg-
ulated pollutant.

(14) “Attainment pollutant” means a pollutant for which an area is
designated an attainment or unclassified area. 

(15) “Baseline emission rate” means the actual emission rate during a
baseline period as determined under OAR 340 division 222. 

(16) “Baseline period” means the period used to determine the base-
line emission rate for each regulated pollutant under OAR 340 division 222. 

(17) “Best Available Control Technology” or “BACT” means an
emission limitation, including, but not limited to, a visible emission stan-
dard, based on the maximum degree of reduction of each air contaminant
subject to regulation under the FCAA which would be emitted from any
proposed major source or major modification which, on a case-by-case
basis, taking into account energy, environmental, and economic impacts
and other costs, is achievable for such source or modification through appli-
cation of production processes or available methods, systems, and tech-
niques, including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel combustion
techniques for control of such air contaminant. In no event may the appli-
cation of BACT result in emissions of any air contaminant that would
exceed the emissions allowed by any applicable new source performance
standard or any standard for hazardous air pollutant. If an emission limita-
tion is not feasible, a design, equipment, work practice, or operational stan-
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dard, or combination thereof, may be required. Such standard must, to the
degree possible, set forth the emission reduction achievable and provide for
compliance by prescribing appropriate permit conditions. 

(18) “Biomass” means non-fossilized and biodegradable organic
material originating from plants, animals, and microorganisms, including
products, byproducts, residues and waste from agriculture, forestry, and
related industries as well as the non-fossilized and biodegradable organic
fractions of industrial and municipal wastes, including gases and liquids
recovered from the decomposition of non-fossilized and biodegradable
organic matter. 

(19) “Capacity” means the maximum regulated pollutant emissions
from a stationary source under its physical and operational design. 

(20) “Capture efficiency” means the amount of regulated pollutant
collected and routed to an air pollution control device divided by the
amount of total emissions generated by the process being controlled. 

(21) “Capture system” means the equipment, including but not limit-
ed to hoods, ducts, fans, and booths, used to contain, capture and transport
a regulated pollutant to a control device. 

(22) “Carbon dioxide equivalent” or “CO2e” means an amount of a
greenhouse gas or gases expressed as the equivalent amount of carbon
dioxide, and is be computed by multiplying the mass of each of the green-
house gases by the global warming potential published for each gas at 40
CFR part 98, subpart A, Table A–1-Global Warming Potentials, and adding
the resulting value for each greenhouse gas to compute the total equivalent
amount of carbon dioxide. 

(23) “Categorically insignificant activity” means any of the following
listed regulated pollutant emitting activities principally supporting the
source or the major industrial group. Categorically insignificant activities
must comply with all applicable requirements. 

(a) Constituents of a chemical mixture present at less than 1 percent
by weight of any chemical or compound regulated under divisions 200
through 268 excluding divisions 248 and 262 of this chapter, or less than
0.1 percent by weight of any carcinogen listed in the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Service’s Annual Report on Carcinogens when usage of
the chemical mixture is less than 100,000 pounds/year; 

(b) Evaporative and tailpipe emissions from on-site motor vehicle
operation; 

(c) Distillate oil, kerosene, gasoline, natural gas or propane burning
equipment, provided the aggregate expected actual emissions of the equip-
ment identified as categorically insignificant do not exceed the de minimis
level for any regulated pollutant, based on the expected maximum annual
operation of the equipment. If a source’s expected emissions from all such
equipment exceed the de minimis levels, then the source may identify a
subgroup of such equipment as categorically insignificant with the remain-
der not categorically insignificant. The following equipment may never be
included as categorically insignificant:

(A) Any individual distillate oil, kerosene or gasoline burning equip-
ment with a rating greater than 0.4 million Btu/hour; 

(B) Any individual natural gas or propane burning equipment with a
rating greater than 2.0 million Btu/hour. 

(d) Distillate oil, kerosene, gasoline, natural gas or propane burning
equipment brought on site for six months or less for maintenance, con-
struction or similar purposes, such as but not limited to generators, pumps,
hot water pressure washers and space heaters, provided that any such equip-
ment that performs the same function as the permanent equipment, must be
operated within the source’s existing PSEL;

(e) Office activities; 
(f) Food service activities; 
(g) Janitorial activities; 
(h) Personal care activities; 
(i) Groundskeeping activities including, but not limited to building

painting and road and parking lot maintenance; 
(j) On-site laundry activities; 
(k) On-site recreation facilities; 
(l) Instrument calibration; 
(m) Maintenance and repair shop; 
(n) Automotive repair shops or storage garages; 
(o) Air cooling or ventilating equipment not designed to remove air

contaminants generated by or released from associated equipment; 
(p) Refrigeration systems with less than 50 pounds of charge of ozone

depleting substances regulated under Title VI, including pressure tanks
used in refrigeration systems but excluding any combustion equipment
associated with such systems; 

(q) Bench scale laboratory equipment and laboratory equipment used
exclusively for chemical and physical analysis, including associated vacu-
um producing devices but excluding research and development facilities; 

(r) Temporary construction activities; 
(s) Warehouse activities; 
(t) Accidental fires; 
(u) Air vents from air compressors; 
(v) Air purification systems; 
(w) Continuous emissions monitoring vent lines; 
(x) Demineralized water tanks; 
(y) Pre-treatment of municipal water, including use of deionized

water purification systems; 
(z) Electrical charging stations; 
(aa) Fire brigade training; 
(bb) Instrument air dryers and distribution; 
(cc) Process raw water filtration systems; 
(dd) Pharmaceutical packaging; 
(ee) Fire suppression; 
(ff) Blueprint making; 
(gg) Routine maintenance, repair, and replacement such as anticipat-

ed activities most often associated with and performed during regularly
scheduled equipment outages to maintain a plant and its equipment in good
operating condition, including but not limited to steam cleaning, abrasive
use, and woodworking; 

(hh) Electric motors; 
(ii) Storage tanks, reservoirs, transfer and lubricating equipment used

for ASTM grade distillate or residual fuels, lubricants, and hydraulic fluids; 
(jj) On-site storage tanks not subject to any New Source Performance

Standards (NSPS), including underground storage tanks (UST), storing
gasoline or diesel used exclusively for fueling of the facility’s fleet of vehi-
cles; 

(kk) Natural gas, propane, and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) storage
tanks and transfer equipment; 

(ll) Pressurized tanks containing gaseous compounds; 
(mm) Vacuum sheet stacker vents; 
(nn) Emissions from wastewater discharges to publicly owned treat-

ment works (POTW) provided the source is authorized to discharge to the
POTW, not including on-site wastewater treatment and/or holding facili-
ties; 

(oo) Log ponds; 
(pp) Stormwater settling basins; 
(qq) Fire suppression and training;
(rr) Paved roads and paved parking lots within an urban growth

boundary; 
(ss) Hazardous air pollutant emissions in fugitive dust from paved and

unpaved roads except for those sources that have processes or activities that
contribute to the deposition and entrainment of hazardous air pollutants
from surface soils; 

(tt) Health, safety, and emergency response activities; 
(uu) Emergency generators and pumps used only during loss of pri-

mary equipment or utility service due to circumstances beyond the reason-
able control of the owner or operator, or to address a power emergency, pro-
vided that the aggregate horsepower rating of all stationary emergency gen-
erator and pump engines is not more than 3,000 horsepower. If the aggre-
gate horsepower rating of all stationary emergency generator and pump
engines is more than 3,000 horsepower, then no emergency generators and
pumps at the source may be considered categorically insignificant; 

(vv) Non-contact steam vents and leaks and safety and relief valves
for boiler steam distribution systems; 

(ww) Non-contact steam condensate flash tanks; 
(xx) Non-contact steam vents on condensate receivers, deaerators and

similar equipment; 
(yy) Boiler blowdown tanks; 
(zz) Industrial cooling towers that do not use chromium-based water

treatment chemicals; 
(aaa) Ash piles maintained in a wetted condition and associated han-

dling systems and activities; 
(bbb) Uncontrolled oil/water separators in effluent treatment systems,

excluding systems with a throughput of more than 400,000 gallons per year
of effluent located at the following sources: 

(A) Petroleum refineries;
(B) Sources that perform petroleum refining and re-refining of lubri-

cating oils and greases including asphalt production by distillation and the
reprocessing of oils and/or solvents for fuels; or
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(C) Bulk gasoline plants, bulk gasoline terminals, and pipeline facili-
ties; 

(ccc) Combustion source flame safety purging on startup; 
(ddd) Broke beaters, pulp and repulping tanks, stock chests and pulp

handling equipment, excluding thickening equipment and repulpers; 
(eee) Stock cleaning and pressurized pulp washing, excluding open

stock washing systems; and 
(fff) White water storage tanks. 
(24) “Certifying individual” means the responsible person or official

authorized by the owner or operator of a source who certifies the accuracy
of the emission statement. 

(25) “Class I area” or “PSD Class I area” means any Federal, State or
Indian reservation land which is classified or reclassified as a Class I area
under OAR 340-204-0050 and 340-204-0060. 

(26) “Class II area” or “PSD Class II area’ means any land which is
classified or reclassified as a Class II area under OAR 340-204-0050 and
340-204-0060.

(27) “Class III area” or “PSD Class III area’ means any land which is
reclassified as a Class III area under OAR 340-204-0060.

(28) “Commence” or “commencement” means that the owner or
operator has obtained all necessary preconstruction approvals required by
the FCAA and either has: 

(a) Begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual on-site
construction of the source to be completed in a reasonable time; or 

(b) Entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which
cannot be canceled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or
operator, to undertake a program of construction of the source to be com-
pleted in a reasonable time. 

(29) “Commission” or “EQC” means Environmental Quality
Commission. 

(30) “Constant process rate” means the average variation in process
rate for the calendar year is not greater than plus or minus ten percent of the
average process rate. 

(31) “Construction”: 
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) means any physical change

including, but not limited to, fabrication, erection, installation, demolition,
or modification of a source or part of a source; 

(b) As used in OAR 340 division 224 means any physical change
including, but not limited to, fabrication, erection, installation, demolition,
or modification of an emissions unit, or change in the method of operation
of a source which would result in a change in actual emissions. 

(32) “Continuous compliance determination method” means a
method, specified by the applicable standard or an applicable permit con-
dition, which: 

(a) Is used to determine compliance with an emission limitation or
standard on a continuous basis, consistent with the averaging period estab-
lished for the emission limitation or standard; and 

(b) Provides data either in units of the standard or correlated directly
with the compliance limit. 

(33) “Continuous monitoring systems” means sampling and analysis,
in a timed sequence, using techniques which will adequately reflect actual
emissions or concentrations on a continuing basis as specified in the DEQ
Continuous Monitoring Manual, and includes continuous emission moni-
toring systems, continuous opacity monitoring system (COMS) and contin-
uous parameter monitoring systems. 

(34) “Control device” means equipment, other than inherent process
equipment that is used to destroy or remove a regulated pollutant prior to
discharge to the atmosphere. The types of equipment that may commonly
be used as control devices include, but are not limited to, fabric filters,
mechanical collectors, electrostatic precipitators, inertial separators, after-
burners, thermal or catalytic incinerators, adsorption devices, such as car-
bon beds, condensers, scrubbers, such as wet collection and gas absorption
devices, selective catalytic or non-catalytic reduction systems, flue gas
recirculation systems, spray dryers, spray towers, mist eliminators, acid
plants, sulfur recovery plants, injection systems, such as water, steam,
ammonia, sorbent or limestone injection, and combustion devices inde-
pendent of the particular process being conducted at an emissions unit, e.g.,
the destruction of emissions achieved by venting process emission streams
to flares, boilers or process heaters. For purposes of OAR 340-212-0200
through 340-212-0280, a control device does not include passive control
measures that act to prevent regulated pollutants from forming, such as the
use of seals, lids, or roofs to prevent the release of regulated pollutants, use
of low-polluting fuel or feedstocks, or the use of combustion or other
process design features or characteristics. If an applicable requirement
establishes that particular equipment which otherwise meets this definition

of a control device does not constitute a control device as applied to a par-
ticular regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit, then that definition will
be binding for purposes of OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280. 

(35) “Control efficiency” means the product of the capture and
removal efficiencies.

(36) “Criteria pollutant” means any of the following regulated pollu-
tants: nitrogen oxides, volatile organic compounds, particulate matter,
PM10, PM2.5, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and lead. 

(37) “Data” means the results of any type of monitoring or method,
including the results of instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring, emis-
sion calculations, manual sampling procedures, recordkeeping procedures,
or any other form of information collection procedure used in connection
with any type of monitoring or method. 

(38) “Day” means a 24-hour period beginning at 12:00 a.m. midnight
or a 24-hour period as specified in a permit.

(39) “De minimis emission level” means the level for the regulated
pollutants listed below: 

(a) Greenhouse Gases (CO2e) = 2,756 tons per year.
(b) CO = 1 ton per year.
(c) NOx = 1 ton per year.
(d) SO2 = 1 ton per year.
(e) VOC = 1 ton per year.
(f) PM = 1 ton per year.
(g) PM10 (except Medford AQMA) = 1 ton per year.
(h) PM10 (Medford AQMA) = 0.5 ton per year and 5.0 pounds/day.
(i) Direct PM2.5 = 1 ton per year.
(j) Lead = 0.1 ton per year.
(k) Fluorides = 0.3 ton per year.
(l) Sulfuric Acid Mist = 0.7 ton per year.
(m) Hydrogen Sulfide = 1 ton per year.
(n) Total Reduced Sulfur (including hydrogen sulfide) = 1 ton per

year.
(o) Reduced Sulfur = 1 ton per year.
(p) Municipal waste combustor organics (dioxin and furans) =

0.0000005 ton per year.
(q) Municipal waste combustor metals = 1 ton per year.
(r) Municipal waste combustor acid gases = 1 ton per year.
(s) Municipal solid waste landfill gases (measured as nonmethane

organic compounds) = 1 ton per year
(t) Single HAP = 1 ton per year
(u) Combined HAP (aggregate) = 1 ton per year
(40) “Department” or “DEQ”: 
(a) Means Department of Environmental Quality; except 
(b) As used in OAR 340 divisions 218 and 220 means Department of

Environmental Quality, or in the case of Lane County, LRAPA. 
(41) “DEQ method [#]” means the sampling method and protocols for

measuring a regulated pollutant as described in the DEQ Source Sampling
Manual.

(42) “Designated area” means an area that has been designated as an
attainment, unclassified, sustainment, nonattainment, reattainment, or
maintenance area under OAR 340 division 204 or applicable provisions of
the FCAA.

(43) “Destruction efficiency” means removal efficiency.
(44) “Device” means any machine, equipment, raw material, product,

or byproduct at a source that produces or emits a regulated pollutant. 
(45) “Direct PM2.5” has the meaning provided in the definition of

PM2.5. 
(46) “Director” means the Director of DEQ or the Director’s

designee. 
(47) “Draft permit” means the version of an Oregon Title V Operating

Permit for which DEQ or LRAPA offers public participation under OAR
340-218-0210 or the EPA and affected State review under 340-218-0230. 

(48) “Dry standard cubic foot” means the amount of gas that would
occupy a volume of one cubic foot, if the gas were free of uncombined
water at standard conditions. 

(49) “Effective date of the program” means the date that the EPA
approves the Oregon Title V Operating Permit program submitted by DEQ
on a full or interim basis. In case of a partial approval, the “effective date
of the program” for each portion of the program is the date of the EPA
approval of that portion. 

(50) “Emergency” means any situation arising from sudden and rea-
sonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of the owner or operator,
including acts of God, which situation requires immediate corrective action
to restore normal operation, and that causes the source to exceed a technol-
ogy-based emission limitation under the permit, due to unavoidable
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increases in emissions attributable to the emergency. An emergency does
not include noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly designed
equipment, lack of preventative maintenance, careless or improper opera-
tion, or operator error. 

(51) “Emission” means a release into the atmosphere of any regulat-
ed pollutant or any air contaminant.

(52) “Emission estimate adjustment factor” or “EEAF” means an
adjustment applied to an emission factor to account for the relative inaccu-
racy of the emission factor. 

(53) “Emission factor” means an estimate of the rate at which a regu-
lated pollutant is released into the atmosphere, as the result of some activi-
ty, divided by the rate of that activity (e.g., production or process rate). 

(54) “Emission limitation” or “Emission standard” or “Emission lim-
itation or standard” means: 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), a requirement established by
a state, local government, or the EPA which limits the quantity, rate, or con-
centration of emissions of regulated pollutants on a continuous basis,
including any requirements which limit the level of opacity, prescribe
equipment, set fuel specifications, or prescribe operation or maintenance
procedures for a source to assure continuous emission reduction. 

(b) As used in OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280, any appli-
cable requirement that constitutes an emission limitation, emission stan-
dard, standard of performance or means of emission limitation as defined
under the FCAA. An emission limitation or standard may be expressed in
terms of the pollutant, expressed either as a specific quantity, rate or con-
centration of emissions, e.g., pounds of SO2 per hour, pounds of SO2 per
million British thermal units of fuel input, kilograms of VOC per liter of
applied coating solids, or parts per million by volume of SO2, or as the rela-
tionship of uncontrolled to controlled emissions, e.g., percentage capture
and destruction efficiency of VOC or percentage reduction of SO2. An
emission limitation or standard may also be expressed either as a work
practice, process or control device parameter, or other form of specific
design, equipment, operational, or operation and maintenance requirement.
For purposes of 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280, an emission limita-
tion or standard does not include general operation requirements that an
owner or operator may be required to meet, such as requirements to obtain
a permit, operate and maintain sources using good air pollution control
practices, develop and maintain a malfunction abatement plan, keep
records, submit reports, or conduct monitoring. 

(55) “Emission Reduction credit banking” means to presently reserve,
subject to requirements of OAR 340 division 268, Emission Reduction
Credits, emission reductions for use by the reserver or assignee for future
compliance with air pollution reduction requirements. 

(56) “Emission reporting form” means a paper or electronic form
developed by DEQ that must be completed by the permittee to report cal-
culated emissions, actual emissions, or permitted emissions for interim
emission fee assessment purposes. 

(57) “Emissions unit” means any part or activity of a source that emits
or has the potential to emit any regulated pollutant. 

(a) A part of a source is any machine, equipment, raw material, prod-
uct, or byproduct that produces or emits regulated pollutants. An activity is
any process, operation, action, or reaction, e.g., chemical, at a stationary
source that emits regulated pollutants. Except as described in subsection
(d), parts and activities may be grouped for purposes of defining an emis-
sions unit if the following conditions are met: 

(A) The group used to define the emissions unit may not include dis-
crete parts or activities to which a distinct emissions standard applies or for
which different compliance demonstration requirements apply; and 

(B) The emissions from the emissions unit are quantifiable. 
(b) Emissions units may be defined on a regulated pollutant by regu-

lated pollutant basis where applicable. 
(c) The term emissions unit is not meant to alter or affect the defini-

tion of the term “unit” under Title IV of the FCAA. 
(d) Parts and activities cannot be grouped for determining emissions

increases from an emissions unit under OAR 340 divisions 210 and 224, or
for determining the applicability of any New Source Performance Standard. 

(58) “EPA” or “Administrator” means the Administrator of the United
States Environmental Protection Agency or the Administrator’s designee. 

(59) “EPA Method 9” means the method for Visual Determination of
the Opacity of Emissions From Stationary Sources described in 40 CFR
part 60, Appendix A–4.

(60) “Equivalent method” means any method of sampling and ana-
lyzing for a regulated pollutant that has been demonstrated to DEQ’s satis-
faction to have a consistent and quantitatively known relationship to the
reference method, under specified conditions. An equivalent method used

to meet an applicable federal requirement for which a reference method is
specified must be approved by EPA unless EPA has delegated authority for
the approval to DEQ. 

(61) “Event” means excess emissions that arise from the same condi-
tion and occur during a single calendar day or continue into subsequent cal-
endar days. 

(62) “Exceedance” means a condition that is detected by monitoring
that provides data in terms of an emission limitation or standard and that
indicates that emissions, or opacity, are greater than the applicable emission
limitation or standard, or less than the applicable standard in the case of a
percent reduction requirement, consistent with any averaging period speci-
fied for averaging the results of the monitoring. 

(63) “Excess emissions” means emissions in excess of a permit limit
or any applicable air quality rule. 

(64) “Excursion” means a departure from an indicator range estab-
lished for monitoring under OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280 and
340-218-0050(3)(a), consistent with any averaging period specified for
averaging the results of the monitoring. 

(65) “Federal Land Manager” means with respect to any lands in the
United States, the Secretary of the federal department with authority over
such lands. 

(66) “Federal Major Source” means any source listed in subsections
(a) or (d) below:

(a) A source with potential to emit:
(A) 100 tons per year or more of any individual regulated pollutant,

excluding greenhouse gases and hazardous air pollutants listed in OAR 340
division 244 if in a source category listed in subsection (c), or

(B) 250 tons per year or more of any individual regulated pollutant,
excluding greenhouse gases and hazardous air pollutants listed in OAR 340
division 244, if not in a source category listed in subsection (c).

(b) Calculations for determining a source’s potential to emit for pur-
poses of subsections (a) and (d) must include the following:

(A) Fugitive emissions and insignificant activity emissions; and 
(B) Increases or decreases due to a new or modified source. 
(c) Source categories:
(A) Fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million

BTU/hour heat input; 
(B) Coal cleaning plants with thermal dryers; 
(C) Kraft pulp mills; 
(D) Portland cement plants; 
(E) Primary zinc smelters; 
(F) Iron and steel mill plants; 
(G) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants; 
(H) Primary copper smelters; 
(I) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 50 tons of

refuse per day; 
(J) Hydrofluoric acid plants; 
(K) Sulfuric acid plants; 
(L) Nitric acid plants; 
(M) Petroleum refineries; 
(N) Lime plants; 
(O) Phosphate rock processing plants; 
(P) Coke oven batteries; 
(Q) Sulfur recovery plants; 
(R) Carbon black plants, furnace process; 
(S) Primary lead smelters; 
(T) Fuel conversion plants; 
(U) Sintering plants; 
(V) Secondary metal production plants;
(W) Chemical process plants, excluding ethanol production facilities

that produce ethanol by natural fermentation included in NAICS codes
325193 or 312140; 

(X) Fossil fuel fired boilers, or combinations thereof, totaling more
than 250 million BTU per hour heat input; 

(Y) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity
exceeding 300,000 barrels; 

(Z) Taconite ore processing plants; 
(AA) Glass fiber processing plants; 
(BB) Charcoal production plants. 
(d) A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I of the

FCAA, including: 
(A) For ozone nonattainment areas, sources with the potential to emit

100 tons per year or more of VOCs or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified
as “marginal” or “moderate,” 50 tons per year or more in areas classified as
“serious,” 25 tons per year or more in areas classified as “severe,” and 10
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tons per year or more in areas classified as “extreme”; except that the ref-
erences in this paragraph to 100, 50, 25, and 10 tons per year of nitrogen
oxides do not apply with respect to any source for which the Administrator
has made a finding, under section 182(f)(1) or (2) of the FCAA, that
requirements under section 182(f) of the FCAA do not apply; 

(B) For ozone transport regions established pursuant to section 184 of
the FCAA, sources with the potential to emit 50 tons per year or more of
VOCs; 

(C) For carbon monoxide nonattainment areas that are classified as
“serious” and in which stationary sources contribute significantly to carbon
monoxide levels as determined under rules issued by the Administrator,
sources with the potential to emit 50 tons per year or more of carbon
monoxide. 

(D) For PM10 nonattainment areas classified as “serious,” sources
with the potential to emit 70 tons per year or more of PM10. 

(67) “Final permit” means the version of an Oregon Title V Operating
Permit issued by DEQ or LRAPA that has completed all review procedures
required by OAR 340-218-0120 through 340-218-0240. 

(68) “Form” means a paper or electronic form developed by DEQ. 
(69) “Fuel burning equipment” means equipment, other than internal

combustion engines, the principal purpose of which is to produce heat or
power by indirect heat transfer. 

(70) “Fugitive emissions”: 
(a) Except as used in subsection (b), means emissions of any air con-

taminant which escape to the atmosphere from any point or area that is not
identifiable as a stack, vent, duct, or equivalent opening. 

(b) As used to define a major Oregon Title V Operating Permit pro-
gram source, means those emissions which could not reasonably pass
through a stack, chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent opening. 

(71) “General permit”: 
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), means an Oregon Air

Contaminant Discharge Permit established under OAR 340-216-0060; 
(b) As used in OAR 340 division 218 means an Oregon Title V

Operating Permit established under OAR 340-218-0090. 
(72) “Generic PSEL” means the levels for the regulated pollutants

listed below:
(a) Greenhouse Gases (CO2e) = 74,000 tons per year
(b) CO = 99 tons per year
(c) NOx = 39 tons per year
(d) SO2 = 39 tons per year
(e) VOC = 39 tons per year
(f) PM = 24 tons per year
(g) PM10 (except Medford AQMA) = 14 tons per year
(h) PM10 (Medford AQMA) = 4.5 tons per year and 49 pounds per

day
(i) PM2.5 = 9 tons per year
(j) Lead = 0.5 tons per year
(k) Fluorides = 2 tons per year
(l) Sulfuric Acid Mist = 6 tons per year
(m) Hydrogen Sulfide = 9 tons per year
(n) Total Reduced Sulfur (including hydrogen sulfide) = 9 tons per

year
(o) Reduced Sulfur = 9 tons per year
(p) Municipal waste combustor organics (Dioxin and furans) =

0.0000030 tons per year
(q) Municipal waste combustor metals = 14 tons per year
(r) Municipal waste combustor acid gases = 39 tons per year
(s) Municipal solid waste landfill gases (measured as nonmethane

organic compounds) = 49 tons per year
(t) Single HAP = 9 tons per year
(u) Combined HAPs (aggregate) = 24 tons per year
(73)(a) “Greenhouse gases” or “GHGs” means the aggregate group of

the following six gases: carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane, hydroflu-
orocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. Each gas is also
individually a greenhouse gas. 

(b) The definition of greenhouse gases in subsection (a) of this section
does not include, for purposes of division 216, 218, and 224, carbon diox-
ide emissions from the combustion or decomposition of biomass except to
the extent required by federal law. 

(74) “Growth allowance” means an allocation of some part of an air-
shed’s capacity to accommodate future proposed sources and modifications
of sources.

(75) “Hardboard” means a flat panel made from wood that has been
reduced to basic wood fibers and bonded by adhesive properties under pres-
sure. 

(76) “Hazardous Air Pollutant” or “HAP” means an air contaminant
listed by the EPA pursuant to section 112(b) of the FCAA or determined by
the EQC to cause, or reasonably be anticipated to cause, adverse effects to
human health or the environment.

(77) “Immediately” means as soon as possible but in no case more
than one hour after a source knew or should have known of an excess emis-
sion period. 

(78) “Indian governing body” means the governing body of any tribe,
band, or group of Indians subject to the jurisdiction of the United States and
recognized by the United States as possessing power of self-government.

(79) “Indian reservation” means any federally recognized reservation
established by Treaty, Agreement, Executive Order, or Act of Congress.

(80) “Inherent process equipment” means equipment that is necessary
for the proper or safe functioning of the process, or material recovery
equipment that the owner or operator documents is installed and operated
primarily for purposes other than compliance with air pollution regulations.
Equipment that must be operated at an efficiency higher than that achieved
during normal process operations in order to comply with the applicable
emission limitation or standard is not inherent process equipment. For the
purposes of OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280, inherent process
equipment is not considered a control device. 

(81) “Insignificant activity” means an activity or emission that DEQ
has designated as categorically insignificant, or that meets the criteria of
aggregate insignificant emissions. 

(82) “Insignificant change” means an off-permit change defined
under OAR 340-218-0140(2)(a) to either a significant or an insignificant
activity which: 

(a) Does not result in a re-designation from an insignificant to a sig-
nificant activity; 

(b) Does not invoke an applicable requirement not included in the per-
mit; and 

(c) Does not result in emission of regulated pollutants not regulated
by the source’s permit. 

(83) “Internal combustion engine” means stationary gas turbines and
reciprocating internal combustion engines.

(84) “Late payment” means a fee payment which is postmarked after
the due date. 

(85) “Liquefied petroleum gas” has the meaning given by the
American Society for Testing and Materials in ASTM D1835-82, “Standard
Specification for Liquid Petroleum Gases.” 

(86) “Lowest Achievable Emission Rate” or “LAER” means that rate
of emissions which reflects: the most stringent emission limitation which is
contained in the implementation plan of any state for such class or catego-
ry of source, unless the owner or operator of the proposed source demon-
strates that such limitations are not achievable; or the most stringent emis-
sion limitation which is achieved in practice by such class or category of
source, whichever is more stringent. The application of this term cannot
permit a proposed new or modified source to emit any air contaminant in
excess of the amount allowable under applicable New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS) or standards for hazardous air pollutants. 

(87) “Maintenance area” means any area that was formerly nonat-
tainment for a criteria pollutant but has since met the ambient air quality
standard, and EPA has approved a maintenance plan to comply with the
standards pursuant to 40 CFR 51.110. Maintenance areas are designated by
the EQC according to division 204.

(88) “Maintenance pollutant” means a regulated pollutant for which a
maintenance area was formerly designated a nonattainment area. 

(89) “Major Modification” means any physical change or change in
the method of operation of a source that results in satisfying the require-
ments of OAR 340-224-0025.

(90) “Major New Source Review” or “Major NSR” means the new
source review process and requirements under OAR 340-224-0010 through
340-224-0070 and 340-224-0500 through 340-224-0540 based on the loca-
tion and regulated pollutants emitted.

(91) “Major source”: 
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, means a

source that emits, or has the potential to emit, any regulated air pollutant at
a Significant Emission Rate. The fugitive emissions and insignificant activ-
ity emissions of a stationary source are considered in determining whether
it is a major source. Potential to emit calculations must include emission
increases due to a new or modified source and may include emission
decreases. 

(b) As used in OAR 340 division 210, Stationary Source Notification
Requirements, OAR 340 division 218, Oregon Title V Operating Permits,
OAR 340 division 220, Oregon Title V Operating Permit Fees, 340-216-
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0066, Standard ACDPs, and OAR 340 division 236, Emission Standards
for Specific Industries, means any stationary source or any group of sta-
tionary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties and are under common control of the same person or persons
under common control belonging to a single major industrial grouping or
supporting the major industrial group and that is described in paragraphs
(A), (B), or (C). For the purposes of this subsection, a stationary source or
group of stationary sources is considered part of a single industrial group-
ing if all of the regulated pollutant emitting activities at such source or
group of sources on contiguous or adjacent properties belong to the same
major group (i.e., all have the same two-digit code) as described in the
Standard Industrial Classification Manual (U.S. Office of Management and
Budget, 1987) or support the major industrial group. 

(A) A major source of hazardous air pollutants, which means: 
(i) For hazardous air pollutants other than radionuclides, any station-

ary source or group of stationary sources located within a contiguous area
and under common control that emits or has the potential to emit, in the
aggregate, 10 tons per year or more of any hazardous air pollutants that has
been listed pursuant to OAR 340-244-0040; 25 tons per year or more of any
combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or such lesser quantity as the
Administrator may establish by rule. Emissions from any oil or gas explo-
ration or production well, along with its associated equipment, and emis-
sions from any pipeline compressor or pump station will not be aggregated
with emissions from other similar units, whether or not such units are in a
contiguous area or under common control, to determine whether such units
or stations are major sources; or 

(ii) For radionuclides, “major source” will have the meaning specified
by the Administrator by rule. 

(B) A major stationary source of regulated pollutants, as defined in
section 302 of the FCAA, that directly emits or has the potential to emit 100
tons per year or more of any regulated pollutant, except greenhouse gases,
including any major source of fugitive emissions of any such regulated pol-
lutant. The fugitive emissions of a stationary source are not considered in
determining whether it is a major stationary source for the purposes of sec-
tion 302(j) of the FCAA, unless the source belongs to one of the following
categories of stationary sources: 

(i) Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers); 
(ii) Kraft pulp mills; 
(iii) Portland cement plants; 
(iv) Primary zinc smelters; 
(v) Iron and steel mills; 
(vi) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants; 
(vii) Primary copper smelters; 
(viii) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 50 tons of

refuse per day; 
(ix) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants; 
(x) Petroleum refineries; 
(xi) Lime plants; 
(xii) Phosphate rock processing plants; 
(xiii) Coke oven batteries; 
(xiv) Sulfur recovery plants; 
(xv) Carbon black plants (furnace process); 
(xvi) Primary lead smelters; 
(xvii) Fuel conversion plants; 
(xviii) Sintering plants; 
(xix) Secondary metal production plants; 
(xx) Chemical process plants, excluding ethanol production facilities

that produce ethanol by natural fermentation included in NAICS codes
325193 or 312140; 

(xxi) Fossil-fuel boilers, or combination thereof, totaling more than
250 million British thermal units per hour heat input; 

(xxii) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capac-
ity exceeding 300,000 barrels; 

(xxiii) Taconite ore processing plants; 
(xxiv) Glass fiber processing plants; 
(xxv) Charcoal production plants; 
(xxvi) Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million

British thermal units per hour heat input; or 
(xxvii) Any other stationary source category, that as of August 7, 1980

is being regulated under section 111 or 112 of the FCAA. 
(C) From July 1, 2011 through November 6, 2014, a major stationary

source of regulated pollutants, as defined by Section 302 of the FCAA, that
directly emits or has the potential to emit 100 tons per year or more of
greenhouse gases and directly emits or has the potential to emit 100,000
tons per year or more CO2e, including fugitive emissions. 

(92) “Material balance” means a procedure for determining emissions
based on the difference in the amount of material added to a process and the
amount consumed and/or recovered from a process. 

(93) “Modification,” except as used in the terms “major modification”
“permit modification” and “Title I modification,” means any physical
change to, or change in the method of operation of, a source or part of a
source that results in an increase in the source or part of the source’s poten-
tial to emit any regulated pollutant on an hourly basis. Modifications do not
include the following: 

(a) Increases in hours of operation or production rates that do not
involve a physical change or change in the method of operation; 

(b) Changes in the method of operation due to using an alternative
fuel or raw material that the source or part of a source was physically capa-
ble of accommodating during the baseline period; and 

(c) Routine maintenance, repair and like-for-like replacement of com-
ponents unless they increase the expected life of the source or part of a
source by using component upgrades that would not otherwise be necessary
for the source or part of a source to function.

(94) “Monitoring” means any form of collecting data on a routine
basis to determine or otherwise assess compliance with emission limita-
tions or standards. Monitoring may include record keeping if the records
are used to determine or assess compliance with an emission limitation or
standard such as records of raw material content and usage, or records doc-
umenting compliance with work practice requirements. Monitoring may
include conducting compliance method tests, such as the procedures in
appendix A to 40 CFR part 60, on a routine periodic basis. Requirements to
conduct such tests on a one-time basis, or at such times as a regulatory
authority may require on a non-regular basis, are not considered monitor-
ing requirements for purposes of this definition. Monitoring may include
one or more than one of the following data collection techniques as appro-
priate for a particular circumstance: 

(a) Continuous emission or opacity monitoring systems. 
(b) Continuous process, capture system, control device or other rele-

vant parameter monitoring systems or procedures, including a predictive
emission monitoring system. 

(c) Emission estimation and calculation procedures (e.g., mass bal-
ance or stoichiometric calculations). 

(d) Maintaining and analyzing records of fuel or raw materials usage. 
(e) Recording results of a program or protocol to conduct specific

operation and maintenance procedures. 
(f) Verifying emissions, process parameters, capture system parame-

ters, or control device parameters using portable or in situ measurement
devices. 

(g) Visible emission observations and recording. 
(h) Any other form of measuring, recording, or verifying on a routine

basis emissions, process parameters, capture system parameters, control
device parameters or other factors relevant to assessing compliance with
emission limitations or standards. 

(95) “Natural gas” means a naturally occurring mixture of hydrocar-
bon and nonhydrocarbon gases found in geologic formations beneath the
earth’s surface, of which the principal component is methane. 

(96) “Netting basis” means an emission rate determined as specified
in OAR 340-222-0046. 

(97) “Nitrogen oxides” or “NOx” means all oxides of nitrogen except
nitrous oxide. 

(98) “Nonattainment area” means a geographical area of the state, as
designated by the EQC or the EPA, that exceeds any state or federal pri-
mary or secondary ambient air quality standard. Nonattainment areas are
designated by the EQC according to division 204.

(99) “Nonattainment pollutant” means a regulated pollutant for which
an area is designated a nonattainment area. Nonattainment areas are desig-
nated by the EQC according to division 204.

(100) “Normal source operation” means operation that does not
include such conditions as forced fuel substitution, equipment malfunction,
or highly abnormal market conditions. 

(101) “Odor” means that property of an air contaminant that affects
the sense of smell. 

(102) “Offset” means an equivalent or greater emission reduction that
is required before allowing an emission increase from a source that is sub-
ject to Major NSR or State NSR. 

(103) “Opacity” means the degree to which emissions, excluding
uncombined water, reduce the transmission of light and obscure the view of
an object in the background as measured by EPA Method 9 or other method,
as specified in each applicable rule.
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(104) “Oregon Title V operating permit” or “Title V permit” means
written authorization issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to
OAR 340 division 218. 

(105) “Oregon Title V operating permit program” or “Title V pro-
gram” means the Oregon program described in OAR 340 division 218 and
approved by the Administrator under 40 CFR part 70. 

(106) “Oregon Title V operating permit program source” or “Title V
source” means any source subject to the permitting requirements, OAR 340
division 218. 

(107) “Ozone precursor” means nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds.

(108) “Ozone season” means the contiguous 3 month period during
which ozone exceedances typically occur, i.e., June, July, and August. 

(109) “Particleboard” means matformed flat panels consisting of
wood particles bonded together with synthetic resin or other suitable
binder.

(110) “Particulate matter” means all finely divided solid or liquid
material, other than uncombined water, emitted to the ambient air as meas-
ured by the test method specified in each applicable rule, or where not spec-
ified by rule, in the permit. 

(111) “Permit” means an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit or an
Oregon Title V Operating Permit. 

(112) “Permit modification” means a permit revision that meets the
applicable requirements of OAR 340 division 216, OAR 340 division 224,
or OAR 340-218-0160 through 340-218-0180. 

(113) “Permit revision” means any permit modification or adminis-
trative permit amendment. 

(114) “Permitted emissions” as used in OAR 340 division 220 means
each regulated pollutant portion of the PSEL, as identified in an ACDP,
Oregon Title V Operating Permit, review report, or by DEQ pursuant to
OAR 340-220-0090. 

(115) “Permittee” means the owner or operator of a source, authorized
to emit regulated pollutants under an ACDP or Oregon Title V Operating
Permit. 

(116) “Person” means individuals, corporations, associations, firms,
partnerships, joint stock companies, public and municipal corporations,
political subdivisions, the State of Oregon and any agencies thereof, and the
federal government and any agencies thereof. 

(117) “Plant Site Emission Limit” or “PSEL” means the total mass
emissions per unit time of an individual regulated pollutant specified in a
permit for a source. The PSEL for a major source may consist of more than
one permitted emission for purposes of Oregon Title V Operating Permit
Fees in OAR 340 division 220. 

(118) “Plywood” means a flat panel built generally of an odd number
of thin sheets of veneers of wood in which the grain direction of each ply
or layer is at right angles to the one adjacent to it. 

(119) “PM10”: 
(a) When used in the context of emissions, means finely divided solid

or liquid material, including condensable particulate, other than uncom-
bined water, with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to a nominal
10 micrometers, emitted to the ambient air as measured by the test method
specified in each applicable rule or, where not specified by rule, in each
individual permit; 

(b) When used in the context of ambient concentration, means air-
borne finely divided solid or liquid material with an aerodynamic diameter
less than or equal to a nominal 10 micrometers as measured under 40 CFR
part 50, Appendix J or an equivalent method designated under 40 CFR part
53. 

(120) “PM2.5”: 
(a) When used in the context of direct PM2.5 emissions, means fine-

ly divided solid or liquid material, including condensable particulate, other
than uncombined water, with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to
a nominal 2.5 micrometers, emitted to the ambient air as measured by the
test method specified in each applicable rule or, where not specified by rule,
in each individual permit. 

(b) When used in the context of PM2.5 precursor emissions, means
sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emitted to the ambient air
as measured by the test method specified in each applicable rule or, where
not specified by rule, in each individual permit. 

(c) When used in the context of ambient concentration, means air-
borne finely divided solid or liquid material with an aerodynamic diameter
less than or equal to a nominal 2.5 micrometers as measured under 40 CFR
part 50, Appendix L, or an equivalent method designated under 40 CFR
part 53. 

(121) “PM2.5 fraction” means the fraction of PM2.5 in relation to
PM10 for each emissions unit that is included in the netting basis and
PSEL. 

(122) “Pollutant-specific emissions unit” means an emissions unit
considered separately with respect to each regulated pollutant. 

(123) “Portable” means designed and capable of being carried or
moved from one location to another. Indicia of portability include, but are
not limited to, wheels, skids, carrying handles, dolly, trailer, or platform.

(124) “Potential to emit” or “PTE” means the lesser of: 
(a) The regulated pollutant emissions capacity of a stationary source;

or 
(b) The maximum allowable regulated pollutant emissions taking into

consideration any physical or operational limitation, including use of con-
trol devices and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
of material combusted, stored, or processed, if the limitation is enforceable
by the Administrator. 

(c) This definition does not alter or affect the use of this term for any
other purposes under the FCAA or the term “capacity factor” as used in
Title IV of the FCAA and the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Secondary emissions are not considered in determining the potential to
emit. 

(125) “ppm” means parts per million by volume unless otherwise
specified in the applicable rule or an individual permit. It is a dimension-
less unit of measurement for gases that expresses the ratio of the volume of
one component gas to the volume of the entire sample mixture of gases.

(126) “Predictive emission monitoring system” or “PEMS” means a
system that uses process and other parameters as inputs to a computer pro-
gram or other data reduction system to produce values in terms of the appli-
cable emission limitation or standard. 

(127) “Press/cooling vent” means any opening through which partic-
ulate and gaseous emissions from plywood, particleboard, or hardboard
manufacturing are exhausted, either by natural draft or powered fan, from
the building housing the process. Such openings are generally located
immediately above the board press, board unloader, or board cooling area. 

(128) “Process upset” means a failure or malfunction of a production
process or system to operate in a normal and usual manner. 

(129) “Proposed permit” means the version of an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit that DEQ or LRAPA proposes to issue and forwards to
the Administrator for review in compliance with OAR 340-218-0230. 

(130) “Reattainment area” means an area that is designated as nonat-
tainment and has three consecutive years of monitoring data that shows the
area is meeting the ambient air quality standard for the regulated pollutant
for which the area was designated a nonattainment area, but a formal redes-
ignation by EPA has not yet been approved. Reattainment areas are desig-
nated by the EQC according to division 204.

(131) “Reattainment pollutant” means a regulated pollutant for which
an area is designated a reattainment area. 

(132) “Reference method” means any method of sampling and ana-
lyzing for a regulated pollutant as specified in 40 CFR part 52, 60, 61 or 63. 

(133) “Regional agency” means Lane Regional Air Protection
Agency. 

(134) “Regulated air pollutant” or “Regulated pollutant”: 
(a) Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c), means: 
(A) Nitrogen oxides or any VOCs; 
(B) Any pollutant for which an ambient air quality standard has been

promulgated, including any precursors to such pollutants; 
(C) Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under

section 111 of the FCAA; 
(D) Any Class I or II substance subject to a standard promulgated

under or established by Title VI of the FCAA; 
(E) Any pollutant listed under OAR 340-244-0040 or 40 CFR 68.130;

and 
(F) Greenhouse gases. 
(b) As used in OAR 340 division 220, Oregon Title V Operating

Permit Fees, regulated pollutant means particulate matter, volatile organic
compounds, oxides of nitrogen and sulfur dioxide. 

(c) As used in OAR 340 division 222, Plant Site Emission Limits and
division 224, New Source Review, regulated pollutant does not include any
pollutant listed in OAR 340 divisions 244 and 246. 

(135) “Removal efficiency” means the performance of an air pollu-
tion control device in terms of the ratio of the amount of the regulated pol-
lutant removed from the airstream to the total amount of regulated pollutant
that enters the air pollution control device. 

(136) “Renewal” means the process by which a permit is reissued at
the end of its term. 
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(137) “Responsible official” means one of the following: 
(a) For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or vice-presi-

dent of the corporation in charge of a principal business function, or any
other person who performs similar policy or decision-making functions for
the corporation, or a duly authorized representative of such person if the
representative is responsible for the overall operation of one or more man-
ufacturing, production, or operating facilities applying for or subject to a
permit and either: 

(A) The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross annu-
al sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million (in second quarter 1980 dol-
lars); or 

(B) The delegation of authority to such representative is approved in
advance by DEQ or LRAPA.

(b) For a partnership or sole proprietorship: a general partner or the
proprietor, respectively; 

(c) For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public agency: either a
principal executive officer or ranking elected official. For the purposes of
this division, a principal executive officer of a Federal agency includes the
chief executive officer having responsibility for the overall operations of a
principal geographic unit of EPA (e.g., a Regional Administrator of the
EPA); or 

(d) For affected sources: 
(A) The designated representative in so far as actions, standards,

requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV of the FCAA or the regulations
promulgated there under are concerned; and 

(B) The designated representative for any other purposes under the
Oregon Title V Operating Permit program. 

(138) “Secondary emissions” means emissions that are a result of the
construction and/or operation of a source or modification, but that do not
come from the source itself. Secondary emissions must be specific, well
defined, quantifiable, and impact the same general area as the source asso-
ciated with the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include, but
are not limited to: 

(a) Emissions from ships and trains coming to or from a facility; 
(b) Emissions from off-site support facilities that would be construct-

ed or would otherwise increase emissions as a result of the construction or
modification of a source. 

(139) “Section 111” means section 111 of the FCAA, 42 U.S.C. §
7411, which includes Standards of Performance for New Stationary
Sources (NSPS). 

(140) “Section 111(d)” means subsection 111(d) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7411(d), which requires states to submit to the EPA plans that
establish standards of performance for existing sources and provides for
implementing and enforcing such standards. 

(141) “Section 112” means section 112 of the FCAA, 42 U.S.C. §
7412, which contains regulations for Hazardous Air Pollutants. 

(142) “Section 112(b)” means subsection 112(b) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7412(b), which includes the list of hazardous air pollutants to be
regulated. 

(143) “Section 112(d)” means subsection 112(d) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7412(d), which directs the EPA to establish emission standards for
sources of hazardous air pollutants. This section also defines the criteria to
be used by the EPA when establishing the emission standards. 

(144) “Section 112(e)” means subsection 112(e) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7412(e), which directs the EPA to establish and promulgate emis-
sions standards for categories and subcategories of sources that emit haz-
ardous air pollutants. 

(145) “Section 112(r)(7)” means subsection 112(r)(7) of the FCAA,
42 U.S.C. § 7412(r)(7), which requires the EPA to promulgate regulations
for the prevention of accidental releases and requires owners or operators
to prepare risk management plans. 

(146) “Section 114(a)(3)” means subsection 114(a)(3) of the FCAA,
42 U.S.C. § 7414(a)(3), which requires enhanced monitoring and submis-
sion of compliance certifications for major sources. 

(147) “Section 129” means section 129 of the FCAA, 42 U.S.C. §
7429, which requires the EPA to establish emission standards and other
requirements for solid waste incineration units. 

(148) “Section 129(e)” means subsection 129(e) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7429(e), which requires solid waste incineration units to obtain
Oregon Title V Operating Permits. 

(149) “Section 182(f)” means subsection 182(f) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7511a(f), which requires states to include plan provisions in the
SIP for NOx in ozone nonattainment areas. 

(150) “Section 182(f)(1)” means subsection 182(f)(1) of the FCAA,
42 U.S.C. § 7511a(f)(1), which requires states to apply those plan provi-

sions developed for major VOC sources and major NOx sources in ozone
nonattainment areas. 

(151) “Section 183(e)” means subsection 183(e) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7511b(e), which requires the EPA to study and develop regulations
for the control of certain VOC sources under federal ozone measures. 

(152) “Section 183(f)” means subsection 183(f) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7511b(f), which requires the EPA to develop regulations pertain-
ing to tank vessels under federal ozone measures. 

(153) “Section 184” means section 184 of the FCAA, 42 U.S.C. §
7511c, which contains regulations for the control of interstate ozone air pol-
lution. 

(154) “Section 302” means section 302 of the FCAA, 42 U.S.C. §
7602, which contains definitions for general and administrative purposes in
the FCAA. 

(155) “Section 302(j)” means subsection 302(j) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7602(j), which contains definitions of “major stationary source”
and “major emitting facility.” 

(156) “Section 328” means section 328 of the FCAA, 42 U.S.C. §
7627, which contains regulations for air pollution from outer continental
shelf activities. 

(157) “Section 408(a)” means subsection 408(a) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7651g(a), which contains regulations for the Title IV permit pro-
gram. 

(158) “Section 502(b)(10) change” means a change which contra-
venes an express permit term but is not a change that: 

(a) Would violate applicable requirements; 
(b) Would contravene federally enforceable permit terms and condi-

tions that are monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance certifi-
cation requirements; or 

(c) Is a FCAA Title I modification. 
(159) “Section 504(b)” means subsection 504(b) of the FCAA, 42

U.S.C. § 7661c(b), which states that the EPA can prescribe by rule proce-
dures and methods for determining compliance and for monitoring. 

(160) “Section 504(e)” means subsection 504(e) of the FCAA, 42
U.S.C. § 761c(e), which contains regulations for permit requirements for
temporary sources. 

(161) “Significant emission rate” or “SER,” except as provided in
subsections (v) and (w), means an emission rate equal to or greater than the
rates specified for the regulated pollutants below:

(a) Greenhouse gases (CO2e) = 75,000 tons per year
(b) Carbon monoxide = 100 tons per year except in a serious nonat-

tainment area = 50 tons per year, provided DEQ has determined that sta-
tionary sources contribute significantly to carbon monoxide levels in that
area.

(c) Nitrogen oxides (NOX) = 40 tons per year.
(d) Particulate matter = 25 tons per year.
(e) PM10 = 15 tons per year.
(f) Direct PM2.5 = 10 tons per year.
(g) PM2.5 precursors (SO2 or NOx) = 40 tons per year.
(h) Sulfur dioxide (SO2) = 40 tons per year.
(i) Ozone precursors (VOC or NOx) = 40 tons per year except:
(I) In a serious or severe ozone nonattainment area = 25 tons per year.
(II) In an extreme ozone nonattainment area = any emissions increase.
(j) Lead = 0.6 tons per year.
(k) Fluorides = 3 tons per year.
(l) Sulfuric acid mist = 7 tons per year.
(m) Hydrogen sulfide = 10 tons per year.
(n) Total reduced sulfur (including hydrogen sulfide) = 10 tons per

year.
(o) Reduced sulfur compounds (including hydrogen sulfide) = 10 tons

per year.
(p) Municipal waste combustor organics (measured as total tetra-

through octa- chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans) =
0.0000035 tons per year.

(q) Municipal waste combustor metals (measured as particulate mat-
ter) = 15 tons per year.

(r) Municipal waste combustor acid gases (measured as sulfur diox-
ide and hydrogen chloride) = 40 tons per year.

(s) Municipal solid waste landfill emissions (measured as non-
methane organic compounds) = 50 tons per year.

(t) Ozone depleting substances in aggregate = 100 tons per year.
(u) For the Medford-Ashland Air Quality Maintenance Area, the SER

for PM10 is defined as 5 tons per year on an annual basis and 50.0 pounds
per day on a daily basis. 
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(v) For regulated pollutants not listed in subsections (a) through (u),
the SER is zero unless DEQ determines the rate that constitutes a SER. 

(w) Any new source or modification with an emissions increase less
than the rates specified above and that is located within 10 kilometers of a
Class I area, and would have an impact on such area equal to or greater than
1 ug/m3 (24 hour average) is emitting at a SER. This subsection does not
apply to greenhouse gas emissions. 

(162) “Significant impact” means an additional ambient air quality
concentration equal to or greater than the significant impact level. For
sources of VOC or NOx, a source has a significant impact if it is located
within the ozone impact distance defined in OAR 340 division 224.

(163) “Significant impact level” or “SIL” means the ambient air qual-
ity concentrations listed below. The threshold concentrations listed below
are used for comparison against the ambient air quality standards and PSD
increments established under OAR 340 division 202, but do not apply for
protecting air quality related values, including visibility. 

(a) For Class I areas:
(A) PM2.5:
(i) Annual = 0.06 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 0.07 µg/m3.
(B) PM10:
(i) Annual = 0.20 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 0.30 µg/m3.
(C) Sulfur dioxide:
(i) Annual = 0.10 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 0.20 µg/m3.
(iii) 3-hour = 1.0 µg/m3.
(D) Nitrogen dioxide: annual = 0.10 µg/m3.
(b) For Class II areas:
(A) PM2.5:
(i) Annual = 0.3 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 1.2 µg/m3.
(B) PM10:
(i) Annual = 0.20 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 1.0 µg/m3.
(C) Sulfur dioxide:
(i) Annual = 1.0 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 5.0 µg/m3.
(iii) 3-hour =25.0 µg/m3.
(iv) 1-hour = 8.0 µg/m3.
(D) Nitrogen dioxide:
(i) Annual =1.0 µg/m3.
(ii) 1-hour = 8.0 µg/m3.
(E) Carbon monoxide:
(i) 8-hour = 0.5 mg/m3.
(ii) 1-hour = 2.0 mg/m3.
(c) For Class III areas:
(A) PM2.5:
(i) Annual = 0.3 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 1.2 µg/m3.
(B) PM10:
(i) Annual = 0.20 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 1.0 µg/m3.
(C) Sulfur dioxide:
(i) Annual = 1.0 µg/m3.
(ii) 24-hour = 5.0 µg/m3.
(iii) 3-hour = 25.0 µg/m3.
(D) Nitrogen dioxide: annual = 1.0 µg/m3
(E) Carbon monoxide:
(i) 8-hour = 0.5 mg/m3.
(ii) 1-hour = 2.0 mg/m3.
(164) “Significant impairment” occurs when DEQ determines that

visibility impairment interferes with the management, protection, preserva-
tion, or enjoyment of the visual experience within a Class I area. DEQ will
make this determination on a case-by-case basis after considering the rec-
ommendations of the Federal Land Manager and the geographic extent,
intensity, duration, frequency, and time of visibility impairment. These fac-
tors will be considered along with visitor use of the Class I areas, and the
frequency and occurrence of natural conditions that reduce visibility. 

(165) “Small scale local energy project” means:
(a) A system, mechanism or series of mechanisms located primarily in

Oregon that directly or indirectly uses or enables the use of, by the owner
or operator, renewable resources including, but not limited to, solar, wind,
geothermal, biomass, waste heat or water resources to produce energy,

including heat, electricity and substitute fuels, to meet a local community
or regional energy need in this state;

(b) A system, mechanism or series of mechanisms located primarily
in Oregon or providing substantial benefits to Oregon that directly or indi-
rectly conserves energy or enables the conservation of energy by the owner
or operator, including energy used in transportation;

(c) A recycling project; 
(d) An alternative fuel project; 
(e) An improvement that increases the production or efficiency, or

extends the operating life, of a system, mechanism, series of mechanisms
or project otherwise described in this section of this rule, including but not
limited to restarting a dormant project; 

(f) A system, mechanism or series of mechanisms installed in a facil-
ity or portions of a facility that directly or indirectly reduces the amount of
energy needed for the construction and operation of the facility and that
meets the sustainable building practices standard established by the State
Department of Energy by rule; or 

(g) A project described in subsections (a) to (f), whether or not the
existing project was originally financed under ORS 470, together with any
refinancing necessary to remove prior liens or encumbrances against the
existing project. 

(h) A project described in subsections (a) to (g) that conserves energy
or produces energy by generation or by processing or collection of a renew-
able resource. 

(166) “Source” means any building, structure, facility, installation or
combination thereof that emits or is capable of emitting air contaminants to
the atmosphere, is located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties
and is owned or operated by the same person or by persons under common
control. The term includes all air contaminant emitting activities that
belong to a single major industrial group, i.e., that have the same two-digit
code, as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, U.S.
Office of Management and Budget, 1987, or that support the major indus-
trial group. 

(167) “Source category”: 
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), means all the regulated pol-

lutant emitting activities that belong to the same industrial grouping, i.e.,
that have the same two-digit code, as described in the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual, U.S. Office of Management and Budget, 1987. 

(b) As used in OAR 340 division 220, Oregon Title V Operating
Permit Fees, means a group of major sources that DEQ determines are
using similar raw materials and have equivalent process controls and pol-
lution control device. 

(168) “Source test” means the average of at least three test runs con-
ducted under the DEQ Source Sampling Manual. 

(169) “Standard conditions” means a temperature of 68° Fahrenheit
(20° Celsius) and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch absolute (1.03
Kilograms per square centimeter). 

(170) “Startup” and “shutdown” means that time during which a
source or control device is brought into normal operation or normal opera-
tion is terminated, respectively. 

(171) “State Implementation Plan” or “SIP” means the State of
Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan as adopted by the EQC under
OAR 340-200-0040 and approved by EPA. 

(172) “State New Source Review” or “State NSR” means the new
source review process and requirements under OAR 340-224-0010 through
340-224-0038, 340-224-0245 through 340-224-0270 and 340-224-0500
through 340-224-0540 based on the location and regulated pollutants emit-
ted.

(173) “Stationary source” means any building, structure, facility, or
installation at a source that emits or may emit any regulated pollutant.
Stationary source includes portable sources that are required to have per-
mits under OAR 340 division 216. 

(174) “Substantial underpayment” means the lesser of 10 percent of
the total interim emission fee for the major source or five hundred dollars. 

(175) “Sustainment area” means a geographical area of the state for
which DEQ has ambient air quality monitoring data that shows an attain-
ment or unclassified area could become a nonattainment area but a formal
redesignation by EPA has not yet been approved. The presumptive geo-
graphic boundary of a sustainment area is the applicable urban growth
boundary in effect on the date this rule was last approved by the EQC,
unless superseded by rule. Sustainment areas are designated by the EQC
according to division 204.

(176) “Sustainment pollutant” means a regulated pollutant for which
an area is designated a sustainment area. 
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(177) “Synthetic minor source” means a source that would be classi-
fied as a major source under OAR 340-200-0020, but for limits on its
potential to emit regulated pollutants contained in an ACDP or Oregon Title
V permit issued by DEQ. 

(178) “Title I modification” means one of the following modifications
pursuant to Title I of the FCAA: 

(a) A major modification subject to OAR 340-224-0050,
Requirements for Sources in Nonattainment Areas or OAR 340-224-0055,
Requirements for Sources in Reattainment Areas; 

(b) A major modification subject to OAR 340-224-0060,
Requirements for Sources in Maintenance Areas; 

(c) A major modification subject to OAR 340-224-0070, Prevention
of Significant Deterioration Requirements for Sources in Attainment or
Unclassified Areas or 340-224-0045 Requirements for Sources in
Sustainment Areas; 

(d) A modification that is subject to a New Source Performance
Standard under Section 111 of the FCAA; or, 

(e) A modification under Section 112 of the FCAA. 
(179) “Total reduced sulfur” or “TRS” means the sum of the sulfur

compounds hydrogen sulfide, methyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide,
dimethyl disulfide, and any other organic sulfides present expressed as
hydrogen sulfide (H2S). 

(180) “Type A State NSR” means State NSR as specified in OAR
340-224-0010(2)(a).

(181) “Type B State NSR” means State NSR that is not Type A State
NSR.

(182) “Typically Achievable Control Technology” or “TACT” means
the emission limit established on a case-by-case basis for a criteria pollu-
tant from a particular emissions unit under OAR 340-226-0130. 

(183) “Unassigned emissions” means the amount of emissions that
are in excess of the PSEL but less than the netting basis. 

(184) “Unavoidable” or “could not be avoided” means events that are
not caused entirely or in part by design, operation, maintenance, or any
other preventable condition in either process or control device. 

(185) “Unclassified area” or “attainment area” means an area that has
not otherwise been designated by EPA as nonattainment with ambient air
quality standards for a particular regulated pollutant. Attainment areas or
unclassified areas may also be referred to as sustainment or maintenance
areas as designated in OAR 340 division 204. Any particular location may
be part of an attainment area or unclassified area for one regulated pollu-
tant while also being in a different type of designated area for another reg-
ulated pollutant.

(186) “Upset” or “Breakdown” means any failure or malfunction of
any pollution control device or operating equipment that may cause excess
emissions. 

(187) “Veneer” means a single flat panel of wood not exceeding 1/4
inch in thickness formed by slicing or peeling from a log. 

(188) “Veneer dryer” means equipment in which veneer is dried.
(189) “Visibility impairment” means any humanly perceptible change

in visual range, contrast or coloration from that which existed under natu-
ral conditions. Natural conditions include fog, clouds, windblown dust,
rain, sand, naturally ignited wildfires, and natural aerosols. 

(190) “Volatile organic compounds” or “VOC” means any compound
of carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid,
metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium carbonate, that participates
in atmospheric photochemical reactions. 

(a) This includes any such organic compound other than the follow-
ing, which have been determined to have negligible photochemical reactiv-
ity: 

(A) Methane; 
(B) Ethane; 
(C) Methylene chloride (dichloromethane); 
(D) 1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform); 
(E) 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113); 
(F) Trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11); 
(G) Dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12); 
(H) Chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22); 
(I) Trifluoromethane (HFC-23); 
(J) 1,2-dichloro 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114); 
(K) Chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115); 
(L) 1,1,1-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123); 
(M) 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a); 
(N) 1,1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b); 
(O) 1-chloro 1,1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b); 
(P) 2-chloro-1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124); 

(Q) Pentafluoroethane (HFC-125); 
(R) 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134); 
(S) 1,1,1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a); 
(T) 1,1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a); 
(U) Parachlorobenzotrifluoride (PCBTF); 
(V) Cyclic, branched, or linear completely methylated siloxanes; 
(W) Acetone; 
(X) Perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethylene); 
(Y) 3,3-dichloro-1,1,1,2,2-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225ca); 
(Z) 1,3-dichloro-1,1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225cb); 
(AA) 1,1,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-decafluoropentane (HFC 43-10mee); 
(BB) Difluoromethane (HFC-32); 
(CC) Ethylfluoride (HFC-161); 
(DD) 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236fa); 
(EE) 1,1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ca); 
(FF) 1,1,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ea); 
(GG) 1,1,1,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245eb); 
(HH) 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa); 
(II) 1,1,1,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236ea); 
(JJ) 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluorobutane (HFC-365mfc); 
(KK) chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31); 
(LL) 1 chloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a); 
(MM) 1,2-dichloro-1,1,2-trifluoroethane (HCFC-123a); 
(NN) 1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C4 F9 OCH3

or HFE-7100); 
(OO) 2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane

((CF3 )2 CFCF2 OCH3); 
(PP) 1-ethoxy-1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nonafluorobutane (C4 F9 OC2 H5 or

HFE-7200); 
(QQ) 2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane

((CF3 )2 CFCF2 OC2 H5); 
(RR) Methyl acetate; 
(SS) 1,1,1,2,2,3,3-heptafluoro-3-methoxy-propane (n-C3F7OCH3,

HFE-7000); 
(TT) 3-ethoxy- 1,1,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,6-dodecafluoro-2-(trifluo-

romethyl) hexane (HFE-7500); 
(UU) 1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane (HFC 227ea); 
(VV) Methyl formate (HCOOCH3); 
(WW) 1,1,1,2,2,3,4,5,5,5-decafluoro-3-methoxy-4-trifluoromethyl-

pentane (HFE-7300); 
(XX) Propylene carbonate; 
(YY) Dimethyl carbonate; 
(ZZ) Trans -1,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene (also known as HFO-1234ze); 
(AAA) HCF2 OCF2 H (HFE-134); 
(BBB) HCF2 OCF2 OCF2 H (HFE-236cal2); 
(CCC) HCF2 OCF2 CF2 OCF2 H (HFE-338pcc13); 
(DDD) HCF2 OCF2 OCF2 CF2 OCF2 H (H-Galden 1040x or H-

Galden ZT 130 (or 150 or 180)); 
(EEE) Trans 1-chloro-3,3,3-trifluoroprop-1-ene (also known as

SolsticeTM 1233zd(E)); 
(FFF) 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene (also known as HFO–1234yf); 
(GGG) 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol; and 
(HHH) perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no

unsaturations; 
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary

amines with no unsaturations; and 
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and

with sulfur bonds only to carbon and fluorine. 
(b) For purposes of determining compliance with emissions limits,

VOC will be measured by an applicable reference method in the DEQ
Source Sampling Manual. Where such a method also measures compounds
with negligible photochemical reactivity, these negligibly-reactive com-
pounds may be excluded as VOC if the amount of such compounds is accu-
rately quantified, and DEQ approves the exclusion. 

(c) DEQ may require an owner or operator to provide monitoring or
testing methods and results demonstrating, to DEQ’s satisfaction, the
amount of negligibly-reactive compounds in the source’s emissions. 

(d) The following compounds are VOC for purposes of all record-
keeping, emissions reporting, photochemical dispersion modeling and
inventory requirements which apply to VOC and must be uniquely identi-
fied in emission reports, but are not VOC for purposes of VOC emissions
limitations or VOC content requirements: t-butyl acetate. 
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(191) “Wood fired veneer dryer” means a veneer dryer, that is direct-
ly heated by the products of combustion of wood fuel in addition to or
exclusive of steam or natural gas or propane combustion. 

(192) “Wood fuel-fired device” means a device or appliance designed
for wood fuel combustion, including cordwood stoves, woodstoves and
fireplace stove inserts, fireplaces, wood fuel-fired cook stoves, pellet stoves
and combination fuel furnaces and boilers that burn wood fuels.

(193) “Year” means any consecutive 12 month period of time. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070,
468A.075, 468A.085, 468A.105, 468A.135, 468A.140, 468A.155, 468A.280, 468A.310,
468A.315, 468A.360, 468A.363, 468A.380, 468A.385, 468A.420, 468A.495, 468A.500,
468A.505, 468A.515, 468A.575, 468A.595, 468A.600, 468A.610, 468A.612, 468A.620,
468A.635, 468A.707, 468A.740, 468A.745, 468A.750, 468A.775, 468A.780, 468A.797,
468A.799, 468A.803, 468A.820, & Or. Laws 2009, chapter 754
Hist.: [DEQ 15-1978, f. & ef. 10-13-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 47, f. 8-
31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef. 1-6-76; Renumbered
from 340-020-0033.04; DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ
18-1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-31-88); DEQ
14-1989, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-89; DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91; DEQ 2-1992, f.
& cert. ef. 1-30-92; DEQ 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-30-92; DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-
92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered
from 340-020-0145, 340-020-0225, 340-020-0305, 340-020-0355, 340-020-0460 & 340-
020-0520; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ 21-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-94; DEQ 24-1994,
f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 12-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-23-
95; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996,
f. & cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 9-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-9-97; DEQ 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-14-
98; DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 1-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 6-1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-99]; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-
14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0205, 340-028-0110; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-
1-01; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 6-
2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ
10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-10; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f.
8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative correction 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-
29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11;
Administrative correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 4-2013, f. &
cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 11-2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13; DEQ 12-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-
12-14 thru 5-10-15; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0025
Abbreviations and Acronyms

(1) “AAQS” means ambient air quality standard.
(2) “ACDP” means Air Contaminant Discharge Permit.
(3) “ACT” means Federal Clean Air Act.
(4) “AE” means Actual Emissions.
(5) “AICPA” means Association of Independent Certified Public

Accountants.
(6) “AQCR” means Air Quality Control Region.
(7) “AQRV” means Air Quality Related Value
(8) “AQMA” means Air Quality Maintenance Area.
(9) “ASME” means American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
(10) “ASTM” means American Society for Testing & Materials.
(11) “ATETP” means Automotive Technician Emission Training

Program.
(12) “AWD” means all wheel drive.
(13) “BACT” means Best Available Control Technology.
(14) “BART” means Best Available Retrofit Technology.
(15) “BLS” means black liquor solids.
(16) “CAA” means Clean Air Act
(17) “CAR” means control area responsible party.
(18) “CBD” means central business district.
(19) “CCTMP” means Central City Transportation Management Plan.
(20) “CEM” means continuous emissions monitoring.
(21) “CEMS” means continuous emission monitoring system.
(22) “CERCLA” means Comprehensive Environmental Response

Compensation and Liability Act.
(23) “CFRMS” means continuous flow rate monitoring system.
(24) “CFR” means Code of Federal Regulations.
(25) “CMS” means continuous monitoring system.
(26) “CO” means carbon monoxide.
(27) “CO2e” means carbon dioxide equivalent.
(28) “COMS” means continuous opacity monitoring system.
(29) “CPMS” means continuous parameter monitoring system.
(30) “DEQ” means Department of Environmental Quality.
(31) “DOD” means Department of Defense.
(32) “EA” means environmental assessment.
(33) “ECO” means employee commute options.
(34) “EEAF” means emissions estimate adjustment factor.
(35) “EF” means emission factor.
(36) “EGR” means exhaust gas re-circulation.

(37) “EIS” means Environmental Impact Statement.
(38) “EPA” means Environmental Protection Agency.
(39) “EQC” means Environmental Quality Commission.
(40) “ESP” means electrostatic precipitator.
(41) “FCAA” means Federal Clean Air Act.
(42) “FHWA” means Federal Highway Administration.
(43) “FONSI” means finding of no significant impact.
(44) “FTA” means Federal Transit Administration.
(45) “GFA” means gross floor area.
(46) “GHG” means greenhouse gases.
(47) “GLA” means gross leasable area.
(48) “GPM” means grams per mile.
(49) “gr/dscf” means grains per dry standard cubic foot.
(50) “GTBA” means grade tertiary butyl alcohol.
(51) “GVWR” means gross vehicle weight rating.
(52) “HAP” means hazardous air pollutant.
(53) “HEPA” means high efficiency particulate air.
(54) “HMIWI” means hospital medical infectious waste incinerator.
(55) “I/M” means inspection and maintenance program.
(56) “IG” means inspection grade.
(57) “IRS” means Internal Revenue Service.
(58) “ISECP” means indirect source emission control program.
(59) “ISTEA” means Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency

Act.
(60) “LAER” means Lowest Achievable Emission Rate.
(61) “LDT2” means light duty truck 2.
(62) “LIDAR” means laser radar; light detection and ranging.
(63) “LPG” means liquefied petroleum gas.
(64) “LRAPA” means Lane Regional Air Protection Agency.
(65) “LUCS” means Land Use Compatibility Statement.
(66) “MACT” means Maximum Achievable Control Technology.
(67) “MPO” means Metropolitan Planning Organization.
(68) “MTBE” means methyl tertiary butyl ether.
(69) “MWC” means municipal waste combustor.
(70) “NAAQS” means National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
(71) “NAICS” means North American Industrial Classification

System.
(72) “NEPA” means National Environmental Policy Act.
(73) “NESHAP” means National Emissions Standard for Hazardous

Air Pollutants.
(74) “NIOSH” means National Institute of Occupational Safety &

Health.
(75) “NOx” means nitrogen oxides.
(76) “NSPS” means New Source Performance Standards.
(77) “NSR” means New Source Review.
(78) “NSSC” means neutral sulfite semi-chemical.
(79) “O3” means ozone.
(80) “OAR” means Oregon Administrative Rules.
(81) “ODOT” means Oregon Department of Transportation.
(82) “ORS” means Oregon Revised Statutes.
(83) “OSAC” means orifice spark advance control.
(84) “OSHA” means Occupational Safety & Health Administration.
(85) “PCDCE” means pollution control device collection efficiency.
(86) “PEMS” means predictive emission monitoring system.
(87) “PM” means particulate matter.
(88) “PM10” means particulate matter less than 10 microns.
(89) “PM2.5” means particulate matter less than 2.5 microns.
(90) “POTW” means Publicly Owned Treatment Works.
(91) “POV” means privately owned vehicle.
(92) “ppm” means parts per million.
(93) “PSD” means Prevention of Significant Deterioration.
(94) “PSEL” means Plant Site Emission Limit.
(95) “QIP” means quality improvement plan.
(96) “RACT” means Reasonably Available Control Technology.
(97) “ROI” means range of influence.
(98) “RVCOG” means Rogue Valley Council of Governments.
(99) “RWOC” means running weighted oxygen content.
(100) “scf” means standard cubic feet.
(101) “SCS” means speed control switch.
(102) “SD” means standard deviation.
(103) “SERP” means source emission reduction plan.
(104) “SIC” means Standard Industrial Classification from the

Standard Industrial Classification Manual (U.S. Office of Management and
Budget, 1987).

(105) “SIP” means State Implementation Plan.
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(106) “SKATS” means Salem-Kaiser Area Transportation Study.
(107) “SLAMS” means State or Local Air Monitoring Stations.
(108) “SO2” means sulfur dioxide.
(109) “SOCMI” means synthetic organic chemical manufacturing

industry.
(110) “SOS” means Secretary of State.
(111) “SPMs” means Special Purpose Monitors.
(112) “TAC” means thermostatic air cleaner.
(113) “TACT” means Typically Achievable Control Technology.
(114) “TCM” means transportation control measures.
(115) “TCS” means throttle control solenoid.
(116) “TIP” means Transportation Improvement Program.
(117) “tpy” means tons per year.
(118) “TRS” means total reduced sulfur.
(119) “TSP” means total suspended particulate matter.
(120) “UGA” means urban growth area.
(121) “UGB” means urban growth boundary.
(122) “USC” means United States Code.
(123) “US DOT” means United States Department of Transportation.
(124) “UST” means underground storage tanks.
(125) “UTM” means universal transverse mercator.
(126) “VIN” means vehicle identification number.
(127) “VMT” means vehicle miles traveled.
(128) “VOC” means volatile organic compounds.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 8-
2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-10; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert.
ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0030
Exceptions 

(1) Except as provided in section (2), OAR chapter 340 divisions 200
through 268 do not apply to:

(a) Agricultural operations, including but not limited to:
(A) Growing or harvesting crops;
(B) Raising fowl or animals;
(C) Clearing or grading agricultural land;
(D) Propagating and raising nursery stock;
(E) Propane flaming of mint stubble; and
(F) Stack or pile burning of residue from Christmas trees, as defined

in ORS 571.505, during the period beginning October 1 and ending May 31
of the following year.

(b) Equipment used in agricultural operations, except boilers used in
connection with propagating and raising nursery stock.

(c) Barbecue equipment used in connection with any residence.
(d) Heating equipment in or used in connection with residences used

exclusively as dwellings for not more than four families, except wood-
stoves which shall be subject to regulation under OAR 340 divisions 240
and 262, and as provided in ORS 468A.020(1)(d). Emissions from wood-
stoves can be used to create emission reduction credits in OAR 340 divi-
sion 268.

(e) Fires set or permitted by any public agency when such fire is set
or permitted in the performance of its official duty for the purpose of weed
abatement, prevention or elimination of a fire hazard, or instruction of
employees in the methods of fire fighting, which in the opinion of the
agency is necessary.

(f) Fires set pursuant to permit for the purpose of instruction of
employees of private industrial concerns in methods of fire fighting, or for
civil defense instruction.

(2) Section (1) does not apply to the extent:
(a) Otherwise provided in ORS 468A.555 to 468A.620, 468A.790,

468A.992, 476.380 and 478.960;
(b) Necessary to implement the federal Clean Air Act (P.L. 88-206 as

amended) under ORS 468A.025, 468A.030, 468A.035, 468A.040,
468A.045 and 468A.300 to 468A.330; or

(c) Necessary for the EQC, in the commission’s discretion, to imple-
ment a recommendation of the Task Force on Dairy Air Quality created
under section 3, chapter 799, Oregon Laws 2007, for the regulation of dairy
air contaminant emissions.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.020 

Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0003; DEQ
12-2008, f. & cert. ef. 9-17-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0035
Reference Materials

As used in divisions 200 through 268, the following materials refer to
the versions listed below. 

(1) “CFR” means Code of Federal Regulations and, unless otherwise
expressly identified, refers to the July 1, 2014 edition. 

(2) The DEQ Source Sampling Manual refers to the March 2015 edi-
tion.

(3) The DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual refers to the March
2015 edition.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0040
State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan

(1) This implementation plan, consisting of Volumes 2 and 3 of the
State of Oregon Air Quality Control Program, contains control strategies,
rules and standards prepared by DEQ and is adopted as the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) of the State of Oregon pursuant to the FCAA,
42 U.S.C.A 7401 to 7671q.

(2) Except as provided in section (3), revisions to the SIP will be
made pursuant to the EQC’s rulemaking procedures in OAR 340 division
11 of this chapter and any other requirements contained in the SIP and will
be submitted to the EPA for approval. The SIP was last modified by the
EQC on April 16, 2015.

(3) Notwithstanding any other requirement contained in the SIP, DEQ
may:

(a) Submit to the EPA any permit condition implementing a rule that
is part of the federally-approved SIP as a source-specific SIP revision after
DEQ has complied with the public hearings provisions of 40 CFR 51.102;
and

(b) Approve the standards submitted by LRAPA if LRAPA adopts ver-
batim, other than non-substantive differences, any standard that the EQC
has adopted, and submit the standards to EPA for approval as a SIP revi-
sion.

(4) Revisions to the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan become federally enforceable upon approval by the EPA. If any pro-
vision of the federally approved State Implementation Plan conflicts with
any provision adopted by the EQC, DEQ must enforce the more stringent
provision.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035 & 468A.135
Hist.: DEQ 35, f. 2-3-72, ef. 2-15-72; DEQ 54, f. 6-21-73, ef. 7-1-73; DEQ 19-1979, f. & ef.
6-25-79; DEQ 21-1979, f. & ef. 7-2-79; DEQ 22-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 11-1981, f. &
ef. 3-26-81; DEQ 14-1982, f. & ef. 7-21-82; DEQ 21-1982, f. & ef. 10-27-82; DEQ 1-1983,
f. & ef. 1-21-83; DEQ 6-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 18-1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 25-
1984, f. & ef. 11-27-84; DEQ 3-1985, f. & ef. 2-1-85; DEQ 12-1985, f. & ef. 9-30-85; DEQ
5-1986, f. & ef. 2-21-86; DEQ 10-1986, f. & ef. 5-9-86; DEQ 20-1986, f. & ef. 11-7-86; DEQ
21-1986, f. & ef. 11-7-86; DEQ 4-1987, f. & ef. 3-2-87; DEQ 5-1987, f. & ef. 3-2-87; DEQ
8-1987, f. & ef. 4-23-87; DEQ 21-1987, f. & ef. 12-16-87; DEQ 31-1988, f. 12-20-88, cert.
ef. 12-23-88; DEQ 2-1991, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-91; DEQ 19-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ
20-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 21-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 22-1991, f. &
cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 24-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-
91; DEQ 25-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 1-1992, f. & cert. ef. 2-4-92; DEQ 3-1992,
f. & cert. ef. 2-4-92; DEQ 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-30-92; DEQ 19-1992, f. & cert. ef. 8-11-
92; DEQ 20-1992, f. & cert. ef. 8-11-92; DEQ 25-1992, f. 10-30-92, cert. ef. 11-1-92; DEQ
26-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-2-92; DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 8-1993, f. & cert. ef. 5-11-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ
15-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 16-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 17-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 1-1994, f. & cert. ef. 1-3-94; DEQ 5-
1994, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-94; DEQ 14-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-31-94; DEQ 15-1994, f. 6-8-94,
cert. ef. 7-1-94; DEQ 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 11-2-94; DEQ 9-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ
10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 17-1995, f. & cert.
ef. 7-12-95; DEQ 19-1995, f. & cert. ef. 9-1-95; DEQ 20-1995 (Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-14-
95; DEQ 8-1996(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-3-96; DEQ 15-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 19-
1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 23-1996, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-96; DEQ 24-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96; DEQ 10-1998, f. & cert. ef. 6-22-98; DEQ
15-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 17-1998, f. & cert.
ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98;
DEQ 1-1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 5-1999, f. & cert. ef. 3-25-99; DEQ 6-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 5-21-99; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-020-0047; DEQ 15-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-99; DEQ 2-2000, f. 2-
17-00, cert. ef. 6-1-01; DEQ 6-2000, f. & cert. ef. 5-22-00; DEQ 8-2000, f. & cert. ef. 6-6-
00; DEQ 13-2000, f. & cert. ef. 7-28-00; DEQ 16-2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-25-00; DEQ 17-
2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-25-00; DEQ 20-2000 f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert.
ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-5-01; DEQ 4-2001, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-01; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 15-2001, f. & cert. ef. 12-26-01; DEQ 16-2001, f. &
cert. ef. 12-26-01; DEQ 17-2001, f. & cert. ef. 12-28-01; DEQ 4-2002, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-02;
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DEQ 5-2002, f. & cert. ef. 5-3-02; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 5-2003, f. &
cert. ef. 2-6-03; DEQ 14-2003, f. & cert. ef. 10-24-03; DEQ 19-2003, f. & cert. ef. 12-12-03;
DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 10-2004, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-04; DEQ 1-2005, f.
& cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 4-2005, f. 5-13-05, cert. ef. 6-
1-05; DEQ 7-2005, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-05; DEQ 9-2005, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-05; DEQ 2-2006, f.
& cert. ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 4-2006, f. 3-29-06, cert. ef. 3-31-06; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-
12-07; DEQ 4-2007, f. & cert. ef. 6-28-07; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 5-2008,
f. & cert. ef. 3-20-08; DEQ 11-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-29-08; DEQ 12-2008, f. & cert. ef. 9-17-
08; DEQ 14-2008, f. & cert. ef. 11-10-08; DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 3-2009,
f. & cert. ef. 6-30-09; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 3-5-
10; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-10; DEQ 14-2010, f. & cert. ef. 12-10-10; DEQ 1-2011,
f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 2-2011, f. 3-10-11, cert. ef. 3-15-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert.
ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 18-2011, f. & cert. ef. 12-21-11; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ
7-2012, f. & cert.ef 12-10-12; DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert.
ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 11-2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13; DEQ 12-2013, f. & cert. ef. 12-19-13; DEQ
1-2014, f. & cert. ef. 1-6-14; DEQ 4-2014, f. & cert. ef. 3-31-14; DEQ 5-2014, f. & cert. ef.
3-31-14; DEQ 6-2014, f. & cert. ef. 3-31-14; DEQ 7-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; ; DEQ 6-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0050
Compliance Schedules

(1) DEQ’s goal is to encourage voluntary cooperation of all persons
responsible for an air contamination source. To facilitate this cooperation
and provide for a progressive program of air pollution control, DEQ may
negotiate with such persons to establish a compliance schedule for meeting
the requirements contained in the applicable air quality rules or statutes.
The schedule will set forth the conditions with which the responsible per-
son must comply.

(a) The schedule may be accepted in lieu of a hearing. It must be in
writing and signed by the Director of DEQ or his designated officer and an
authorized agent of the responsible person. After the schedule is executed
by both parties, it must be confirmed by order of DEQ;

(b) Compliance schedules providing for final compliance at a date
later than 18 months from the date of execution must contain requirements
for periodic reporting and increments of progress toward compliance, at
intervals of less than 18 months;

(c) No compliance schedule may allow emissions on a permanent
basis in excess of applicable standards and rules.

(2) If a negotiated schedule of compliance cannot be established,
DEQ may commence enforcement proceedings as provided by ORS
468.090 or take such other authorized action as may be warranted.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0032; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-0700; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0100
Purpose

The purpose of OAR 340-200-0100 through 340-200-0120 is to com-
ply with the requirements of Section 128 of the FCAA regarding public
interest representation by a majority of the members of the EQC and by the
Director and disclosure by them of potential conflicts of interest.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15-1978, f. & ef. 10-13-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0200; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef.
7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0110
Public Interest Representation

At least a majority of the members of the EQC and the Director must
represent the public interest and may not derive any significant portion of
their respective incomes directly from persons subject in Oregon to permits
or enforcement orders under the FCAA.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: 468A.035 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15-1978, f. & ef. 10-13-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0210; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef.
7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-200-0120
Disclosure of Potential Conflicts of Interest

Each member of the EQC and the Director must disclose any poten-
tial conflict of interest.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A

Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15-1978, f. & ef. 10-13-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0215; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef.
7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0010
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

(1) “Approved method” means an analytical method for measuring air
contaminant concentrations described or referenced in 40 CFR part 50 and
Appendices. 

(2) “Oregon standard method” means any method of sampling and
analyzing for an air contaminant approved by DEQ. Oregon standard meth-
ods are kept on file by DEQ and include all methods described in the DEQ
Source Sampling Manual and the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual ref-
erenced in OAR 340-200-0035(2) and (3), respectively.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035 
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 18-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef.
9-8-81; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (corrected 9-30-88); DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef.
3-10-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93, Renumbered from 340-031-0105; DEQ 17-
1995, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
031-0005; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0020
Applicability and Jurisdiction

Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.035 
Stat. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035 & 468A.135
Hist.: DEQ 11-2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0050
Purpose and Scope of Ambient Air Quality Standards

(1) An ambient air quality standard is an established concentration,
exposure time, and frequency of occurrence of an air contaminant or mul-
tiple contaminants in the ambient air that must not be exceeded. The ambi-
ent air quality standards set forth in OAR 340-202-0050 through 340-202-
0130 were established to protect both public health and public welfare.

(2) Ambient air quality standards are not generally used to determine
the acceptability or unacceptability of emissions from a specific source of
air contamination. More commonly, the measured ambient air quality is
compared with the ambient air quality standards to determine the adequacy
or effectiveness of emission standards for all sources in a general area.
However, if a source or combination of sources are singularly responsible
for a violation of ambient air quality standards in a particular area, it may
be appropriate to impose emission standards that are more stringent than
those otherwise applied to the class of sources involved. Similarly, pro-
posed construction of new sources or expansions of existing sources, that
may prevent or interfere with the attainment and maintenance of ambient
air quality standards are grounds for issuing an order prohibiting such pro-
posed construction as authorized by ORS 468A.055 and pursuant to OAR
340-210-0205 through 340-210-0250, and OAR 340-218-0190. No source
may cause or contribute to a new violation of an ambient air quality stan-
dard or PSD increment even if the single source impact is less than the sig-
nificant impact level. 

(3) In adopting the ambient air quality standards in this division, the
EQC recognizes that one or more of the standards are currently being
exceeded in certain parts of the state. It is hereby declared to be the policy
of the EQC to achieve, by application of a timely but orderly program of
pollution abatement, full compliance with ambient air quality standards
throughout the state at the earliest possible date.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025& 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0010; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-
1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0070
Sulfur Dioxide

Concentrations of sulfur dioxide in ambient air as measured by an
approved method for each averaging time must not exceed the following
concentrations: 
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(1) Annual average: 0.02 ppm as an annual arithmetic mean for any
calendar year at any site as measured by the reference method described in
appendix A of 40 CFR part 50 or by an equivalent method designated in
accordance with 40 CFR part 53. 

(2) 24-hour average: 0.10 ppm as a 24-hour average concentration
more than once per calendar year at any site as measured by the reference
method described in appendix A of 40 CFR part 50 or by an equivalent
method designated in accordance with 40 CFR part 53. 

(3) 3-hour average: 0.50 ppm as a three-hour average concentration
more than once per calendar year at any site as measured by the reference
method described in appendix A of 40 CFR part 50. 

(4) 1-hour average: 0.075 ppm as a three-year average of the annual
99th percentile of the daily maximum 1-hour average concentration record-
ed at any monitoring site as determined by appendix T of 40 CFR part 50
as measured by a reference method based on appendix A or A-1 of 40 CFR
part 50, or by a Federal Equivalent Method (FEM) designated in accor-
dance with 40 CFR part 53.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (corrected 9-30-
88); DEQ 24-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0020; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0100
Nitrogen Dioxide

Concentrations of nitrogen dioxide in ambient air as measured by a
reference method based on appendix F to 40 CFR part 50 or by a Federal
equivalent method (FEM) designated in accordance with 40 CFR part 53
must not exceed: 

(1) 0.053 ppm as an annual average concentration for any calendar
year at any site. The standard is met when the annual average concentration
in a calendar year is less than or equal to 0.053 ppm, as determined in
accordance with appendix S of 40 CFR part 50 for the annual standard. 

(2) 0.100 ppm as a 3-year average of the annual 98th percentile of the
1-hour daily maximum concentrations recorded at any monitoring site. The
standards is met when the three-year average of the annual 98th percentile
of the daily maximum 1-hour average concentration is less than or equal to
0.100 ppm, as determined in accordance with appendix S of 40 CFR part
50 for the 1-hour standard. 

(3) 0.053 ppm as an annual arithmetic mean concentration as deter-
mined in accordance with Appendix S of 40 CFR part 50. The secondary
standard is attained when the annual arithmetic mean concentration in a cal-
endar year is less than or equal to 0.053 ppm, rounded to three decimal
places (fractional parts equal to or greater than 0.0005 ppm must be round-
ed up). To demonstrate attainment, an annual mean must be based upon
hourly data that are at least 75 percent complete or upon data derived from
manual methods that are at least 75 percent complete for the scheduled
sampling days in each calendar quarter. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (corrected 9-30-
88); DEQ 24-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0040; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0110
Particle Fallout

The particle fallout rate as measured by an Oregon standard method
at a location approved by DEQ must not exceed:

(1) 10 grams per square meter per month in an industrial area.
(2) 5.0 grams per square meter per month in an industrial area if visu-

al observations show a presence of wood waste or soot and the volatile frac-
tion of the sample exceeds 70 percent.

(3) 5.0 grams per square meter per month in residential and commer-
cial areas.

(4) 3.5 grams per square meter per month in residential and commer-
cial areas if visual observations show the presence of wood waste or soot
and the volatile fraction of the sample exceeds 70 percent.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025& 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (corrected 9-30-
88); DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0045; DEQ 6-2001,
f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0130
Lead

The concentration of lead and its compounds in ambient air must not
exceed: 

(1) 0.15 micrograms per cubic meter as a maximum arithmetic mean
averaged over a calendar quarter, as measured by a reference method based
on appendix G of 40 CFR part 53 or an equivalent method designated in
accordance with 40 CFR part 53. 

(2) The standard is met when the maximum arithmetic 3-month mean
concentration for a 3-year period, as determined in accordance with appen-
dix R of 40 CFR part, is less than or equal to 0.15 micrograms per cubic
meter.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 85, f. 1-29-75, ef. 2-25-75; DEQ 1-1983, f. & ef. 1-21-83; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert.
ef. 5-19-88 (corrected 9-30-88); DEQ 24-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0055;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-10; DEQ 11-2013,
f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0200
General

(1) The purpose of OAR 340-202-0200 through 340-202-0220 is to
implement a program to prevent significant deterioration of air quality in
the State of Oregon as required by the FCAA Amendments of 1977.

(2) DEQ will review the adequacy of the SIP on a periodic basis and
within 60 days of such time as information becomes available that an appli-
cable increment is being violated. Any SIP revision resulting from the
reviews will be subject to the opportunity for public hearing in accordance
with procedures established in the SIP.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035 
Hist.: DEQ 18-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0100; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0210
Ambient Air PSD Increments

(1) This rule defines significant deterioration. In areas designated as
Class I, II or III, emissions from new or modified sources must be limited
such that aggregate increases in regulated pollutant concentration over the
baseline concentration, as defined in OAR 340-225-0020, are less than the
following PSD increments or maximum allowable increases: 

(a) For Class I areas:
(A) PM2.5:
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 1 microgram per cubic meter.
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 2 micrograms per cubic meter.
(B) PM10:
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 4 micrograms per cubic meter
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 8 micrograms per cubic meter.
(C) Sulfur dioxide:
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 2 micrograms per cubic meter.
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 5 micrograms per cubic meter.
(iii) 3-hour maximum = 25 micrograms per cubic meter.
(D) Nitrogen dioxide: Annual arithmetic mean = 2.5 micrograms per

cubic meter.
(b) For Class II areas:
(A) PM2.5:
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 4 micrograms per cubic meter.
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 9 micrograms per cubic meter.
(B) PM10:
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 17 micrograms per cubic meter.
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 30 micrograms per cubic meter.
(C) Sulfur dioxide:
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 20 micrograms per cubic meter.
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 91 micrograms per cubic meter.
(iii) 3-hour maximum = 512 micrograms per cubic meter.
(D) Nitrogen dioxide: Annual arithmetic mean = 25 micrograms per

cubic meter.
(c) For Class III areas:
(A) PM2.5:
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 8 micrograms per cubic meter.
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 18 micrograms per cubic meter.
(B) PM10: 
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 34 micrograms per cubic meter.
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 60 micrograms per cubic meter.
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(C) Sulfur dioxide:
(i) Annual arithmetic mean = 40 micrograms per cubic meter.
(ii) 24-hour maximum = 182 micrograms per cubic meter.
(iii) 3-hour maximum= 700 micrograms per cubic meter.
(D) Nitrogen dioxide: Annual arithmetic mean = 50 micrograms per

cubic meter.
(2) For any period other than an annual period, the applicable maxi-

mum allowable increase or PSD increment may be exceeded during one
such period per year at any one location.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 18-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (corrected 9-30-
88); DEQ 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-30-92; DEQ 17-1995, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-95; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0110; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-
1-01; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative correc-
tion, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-202-0220
Ambient Air Ceilings

No concentration of a pollutant may exceed:
(1) The concentration permitted under the national secondary ambient

air quality standard; 
(2) The concentration permitted under the national primary ambient

air quality standard; or
(3) The concentration permitted under the state ambient air quality

standard, whichever concentration is lowest for the pollutant for a period of
exposure.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 18-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-031-0115; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-202-0225
Ambient Air Quality Impact Levels for Maintenance Areas

The following ambient air quality impact levels apply to the areas
specified for the purpose of the air quality analysis in OAR 340-224-0060
and 340-224-0260, if required. 

(1) In a carbon monoxide maintenance area, 0.5 mg/m3 (8 hour aver-
age) and 2 mg/m3 (1-hour average). 

(2) In a PM10 maintenance area: 
(a) 120 ug/m3 (24-hour average) in the Grants Pass PM10 mainte-

nance area; 
(b) 140 ug/m3 (24-hour average) in the Klamath Falls PM10 mainte-

nance area; or 
(c) 140 ug/m3 (24-hour average) in the Lakeview PM10 maintenance

area. In addition, a single source impact is limited to an increase of 5 ug/m3
(24-hour average) in the Lakeview PM10 maintenance area. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0010
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020 and this rule apply to this divi-
sion. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-0020, the defini-
tion in this rule applies to this division. Definitions of boundaries in this
rule also apply to OAR 340 divisions 200 through 268 and throughout the
State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan adopted under 340-
200-0040.

(1) “Eugene-Springfield UGB” means the area within the bounds
beginning at the Willamette River at a point due east from the intersection
of East Beacon Road and River Loop No.1; thence southerly along the
Willamette River to the intersection with Belt Line Road; thence easterly
along Belt Line Road approximately one-half mile to the intersection with
Delta Highway; thence northwesterly and then northerly along Delta
Highway and on a line north from the Delta Highway to the intersection
with the McKenzie River; thence generally southerly and easterly along the
McKenzie River approximately eleven miles to the intersection with
Marcola Road; thence southwesterly along Marcola Road to the intersec-
tion with 42nd Street; thence southerly along 42nd Street to the intersection
with the northern branch of US Highway 126; thence easterly along US
Highway 126 to the intersection with 52nd Street; thence north along 52nd
Street to the intersection with High Banks Road; thence easterly along High

Banks Road to the intersection with 58th Street; thence south along 58th
Street to the intersection with Thurston Road; thence easterly along
Thurston Road to the intersection with the western boundary of Section 36,
T17S, R2W; thence south to the southwest corner of Section 36, T17S,
R2W; thence west to the Springfield City Limits; thence following the
Springfield City Limits southwesterly to the intersection with the western
boundary of Section 2, T18S, R2W; thence on a line southwest to the
Private Logging Road approximately one-half mile away; thence south-
easterly along the Private Logging Road to the intersection with Wallace
Creek; thence southwesterly along Wallace Creek to the confluence with
the Middle Fork of the Willamette River; thence generally northwesterly
along the Middle Fork of the Willamette River approximately seven and
one-half miles to the intersection with the northern boundary of Section 11,
T18S, R3W; thence west to the northwest corner of Section 10, T18S,
R3W; thence south to the intersection with 30th Avenue; thence westerly
along 30th Avenue to the intersection with the Eugene City Limits; thence
following the Eugene City Limits first southerly then westerly then norther-
ly and finally westerly to the intersection with the northern boundary of
Section 5, T18S, R4W; thence west to the intersection with Greenhill Road;
thence north along Greenhill Road to the intersection with Barger Drive;
thence east along Barger Drive to the intersection with the Eugene City
Limits (Ohio Street); thence following the Eugene City Limits first north
then east then north then east then south then east to the intersection with
Jansen Drive; thence east along Jansen Drive to the intersection with Belt
Line Road; thence northeasterly along Belt Line Road to the intersection
with Highway 99; thence northwesterly along Highway 99 to the intersec-
tion with Clear Lake Road; thence west along Clear Lake Road to the inter-
section with the western boundary of Section 9, T17S, R4W; thence north
to the intersection with Airport Road; thence east along Airport Road to the
intersection with Highway 99; thence northwesterly along Highway 99 to
the intersection East Enid Road; thence east along East Enid Road to the
intersection with Prairie Road; thence southerly along Prairie Road to the
intersection with Irvington Road; thence east along Irvington Road to the
intersection with the Southern Pacific Railroad Line; thence southeasterly
along the Southern Pacific Railroad Line to the intersection with Irving
Road; thence east along Irving Road to the intersection with Kalmia Road;
thence northerly along Kalmia Road to the intersection with Hyacinth
Road; thence northerly along Hyancinth Road to the intersection with
Irvington Road; thence east along Irvington Road to the intersection with
Spring Creek; thence northerly along Spring Creek to the intersection with
River Road; thence northerly along River Road to the intersection with East
Beacon Drive; thence following East Beacon Drive first east then south
then east to the intersection with River Loop No.1; thence on a line due east
to the Willamette River and the point of beginning.

(2) “Grants Pass CBD” means the area within the City of Grants Pass
enclosed by “B” Street on the north, 8th Street to the east, “M” Street on
the south, and 5th Street to the west.

(3) Grants Pass Control Area means the area of the state beginning at
the northeast corner of Section 35, T35S, R5W; thence south to the south-
east corner of Section 11, T37S, R5W; thence west to the southwest corner
of Section 9, T37S, R6W; thence north to the northwest corner of Section
33, T35S, R6W; thence east to the point of beginning. 

(4) “Grants Pass UGB” as shown on the Plan and Zoning maps for the
City of Grants Pass as of Feb. 1, 1988 is the area within the bounds begin-
ning at the NW corner of Sec. 7, T36S, R5W; thence south to the SW cor-
ner of Sec. 7; thence west along the southern boundary of Sec. 12, T36S,
R5W approx. 2000 feet; thence south approx. 100 feet to the northern right
of way of the Southern Pacific Railroad Line (SPRR Line); thence south-
easterly along said right of way approx. 800 feet; thence south approx. 400
feet; thence west approx. 1100 feet; thence south approx. 700 feet to the
intersection with the Hillside Canal; thence west approx. 100 feet; thence
south approx. 550 feet to the intersection with Upper River Road; thence
southeasterly along Upper River Road and continuing east along Old Upper
River Road approx. 700 feet; thence south approx. 1550 feet; thence west
approx. 350 feet; thence south approx. 250 feet; thence west approx. 1000
feet; thence south approx. 600 feet to the north end of Roguela Lane; thence
east approx. 400 feet; thence south approx. 1400 feet to the intersection
with Lower River Road; thence west along Lower River Road approx. 1400
feet; thence south approx. 1350 feet; thence west approx. 25 feet; thence
south approx. 1200 feet to the south bank of the Rogue River; thence north-
westerly along said bank approx. 2800 feet; thence on a line southwesterly
and parallel to Parkhill Place approx. 600 feet; thence northwesterly at a 90
degree angle approximately 300 feet to the intersection with Parkhill Place;
thence southwesterly along Parkhill Place approx. 250 feet; thence on a line
southeasterly forming a 90 degree angle approximately 300 feet to a point
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even with Leonard Road; thence west approx. 1500 feet along Leonard
Road; thence north approx. 200 feet; thence west to the west side of
Schroeder Lane; thence north approx. 150 feet; thence west approx. 200
feet; thence south to the intersection with Leonard Road; thence west along
Leonard Road approx. 450 feet; thence north approx. 300 feet; thence east
approx. 150 feet; thence north approx. 400 feet; thence west approx. 500
feet; thence south approx. 300 feet; thence west to the intersection with
Coutant Lane; thence south along Coutant Lane to the intersection with
Leonard Road; thence west along Leonard Road to the intersection with
Buena Vista Lane; thence north along the west side of Buena Vista Lane
approx. 200 feet; thence west approx. 150 feet; thence north approx. 150
feet; thence west approx. 200 feet; thence north approx. 400 feet; thence
west approx. 600 feet to the intersection with the western boundary of Sec.
23, T36S, R6W; thence south to the intersection with Leonard Road; thence
west along Leonard Road approx. 300 feet; thence north approx. 600 feet
to the intersection with Darneille Lane; thence northwesterly along
Darneille Lane approx. 200 feet; thence west approx. 300 feet; thence south
approx. 600 feet to the intersection with Leonard Road; thence west along
Leonard Road approx. 700 feet; thence south approx. 1350 feet; thence east
approx. 1400 feet to the intersection with Darneille Lane; thence south
along Darneille Lane approx. 600 feet; thence west approx. 300 feet; thence
south to the intersection with Redwood Avenue; thence east along
Redwood Avenue to the intersection with Hubbard Lane and the western
boundary of Sec. 23, T36S, R6W; thence south along Hubbard Lane
approx. 1850 feet; thence west approx. 1350 feet ; thence south to the south
side of U.S. Highway 199; thence westerly along U.S. 199 approx. 1600
feet to the intersection with the north-south midpoint of Sec. 27, T36S,
R6W; thence south approx. 2200 feet; thence east approx. 1400 feet; thence
north approx. 1000 feet; thence east approx. 300 feet; thence north approx.
250 feet to the intersection with the Highline Canal; thence northerly along
the Highline Canal approx. 900 feet; thence east to the intersection with
Hubbard Lane; thence north along Hubbard Lane approximately 600 feet;
thence east approx. 200 feet; thence north approx. 400 feet to a point even
with Canal Avenue; thence east approx. 550 feet; thence north to the south
side of U.S. 199; thence easterly along the southern edge of U.S. 199 to the
intersection with Willow Lane; thence south along Willow Lane to the
intersection with Demaray Drive; thence easterly along Demaray Drive and
continuing along the southern edge of U.S. 199 to the intersection with
Dowell Road; thence south along Dowell Road approx. 550 feet; thence
easterly approx. 750 feet; thence north to the intersection with the South
Canal; thence easterly along the South Canal to the intersection with
Schutzwohl Lane; thence south approx. 1300 feet to a point even with West
Harbeck Road; thence east approx. 2000 feet to the intersection with Allen
Creek; thence southerly along Allen Creek approx. 1400 feet to a point even
with Denton Trail to the west; thence west to the intersection with Highline
Canal; thence southerly along Highline Canal to the intersection with the
southern boundary of Sec. 25, T36S, R6W; thence east to the intersection
with Allen Creek; thence southerly along Allen Creek to the intersection
with the western boundary of Sec. 31, T36S, R5W; thence south to the SW
corner of Sec. 31; thence east to the intersection with Williams Highway;
thence southeasterly along Williams Highway approx. 1300 feet; thence
east approx. 200 feet; thence north approx. 400 feet; thence east approx.
700 feet; thence north to the intersection with Espey Road; thence west
along Espey Road approx. 150 feet; thence north approx. 600 feet; thence
east approx. 300 feet; thence north approx. 2000 feet; thence west approx.
2100 feet; thence north approx. 1350 feet; thence east approx. 800 feet;
thence north approx. 2800 feet to the east-west midline of Sec. 30, T36S,
R5W; thence on a line due NE approx. 600 feet; thence north approx. 100
feet; thence east approx. 600 feet; thence north approx. 100 feet to the inter-
section with Highline Canal; thence easterly along Highline Canal approx.
1300 feet; thence south approx. 100 feet; thence east to the intersection with
Harbeck Road; thence north along Harbeck Road to the intersection with
Highline Canal; thence easterly along Highline Canal to a point approx. 250
feet beyond Skyway Road; thence south to the intersection with Skyway
Road; thence east to the intersection with Highline Canal; thence south-
easterly along Highline Canal approx. 1200 feet; thence on a line due SW
to the intersection with Bluebell Lane; thence southerly along Bluebell
Lane approx. 150 feet; thence east to the intersection with Sky Crest Drive;
thence southerly along Sky Crest Drive to the intersection with Harper
Loop; thence southeasterly along Harper Loop to the intersection with the
east-west midline of Sec. 29, T36S, R5W; thence east approx. 400 feet;
thence south approx. 1300 feet to a point even with Troll View Road to the
east; thence east to the intersection with Hamilton Lane; thence north along
Hamilton Lane to the intersection with the Highline Canal; thence north-
easterly along the Highline Canal to the northern boundary of Sec. 28,

T36S, R5W; thence east approx. 1350 feet to the transmission line; thence
north to the intersection with Fruitdale Drive; thence southwesterly along
Fruitdale Drive approx. 700 feet; thence north to the northern edge of U.S.
199; thence easterly along the northern edge of U.S. 199 approx. 50 feet;
thence north to the north bank of the Rogue River; thence northeasterly
along the north bank of the Rogue River approx. 2100 feet to a point even
with Ament Road; thence north to Ament Road and following Ament Road
to U.S. Interstate Highway 5 (U.S. I-5); thence continuing north to the 1200
foot contour line; thence following the 1200 foot contour line northwester-
ly approx. 7100 feet to the city limits and a point even with Savage Street
to the west; thence north following the city limits approx. 400 feet; thence
west to the intersection with Beacon Street; thence north along Beacon
Street and the city limits approx. 250 feet; thence east along the city limits
approx. 700 feet; thence north along the city limits approx. 2200 feet;
thence southwesterly along the city limits approximately 800 feet to the
intersection with the 1400 foot contour line; thence northerly and north-
westerly along the 1400 foot contour line approx. 900 feet to the intersec-
tion with the northern boundary of Sec. 9, T36S, R5W; thence west along
said boundary approx. 100 feet to the NW corner of Sec. 9; thence south
along the western boundary of Sec. 9 approx. 700 feet; thence west approx.
1400 feet; thence north approx. 2400 feet; thence west approx. 1350 feet;
thence north approx. 1100 feet to the city limits; thence following the city
limits first west approx. 1550 feet, then south approx. 800 feet, then west
approx. 200 feet, then south approx. 200 feet, then east approx. 200 feet,
then south approx. 300 feet, and finally westerly approx. 1200 feet to the
intersection with the western boundary of Sec. 5, T36S, R5W; thence south
along said boundary to the northern side of Vine Avenue; thence north-
westerly along the northern side of Vine Avenue approx. 3150 feet to the
intersection with the west fork of Gilbert Creek; thence north to the inter-
section with the southern right of way of U.S. I-5; thence northwesterly
along said right of way approx. 1600 feet; thence south to the intersection
with Old Highland Avenue; thence northwesterly along Highland Avenue
approx. 650 feet; thence west approx. 350 feet; thence south approx. 1400
feet; thence east approx. 700 feet; thence south approx. 1000 feet; thence
on a line SW approx. 800 feet; thence south approx. 1400 feet to the inter-
section with the northern boundary of Sec. 7, T36S, R5W; thence west to
the NW corner of Sec. 7, the point of beginning.

(5) “Klamath Falls control area” means the area of the state beginning
at the northeast corner of Section 8, T38S, R10E, thence south to the south-
east corner of Section 5, T40S, R10E; thence west to the southwest corner
of Section 3, T40S, R8E; thence north to the northwest corner of Section
10, T38S, R8E; thence east to the point of beginning.

(6) “Klamath Falls nonattainment area” means the area of the state
beginning at the northwest corner of Section 31, T37S, R9E; thence east
approximately two miles to the northeast corner of Section 32; thence south
approximately four miles to the southeast corner of Section 17, T38S, R9E;
thence east approximately one mile to the southwest corner of Section 15,;
thence north approximately one mile to the northwest corner of Section 15;
thence east approximately 2 miles to the northeast corner of Section 14;
thence south approximately one mile to the northwest corner of section 24;
thence east approximately one mile to the northeast corner of Section 24;
thence south approximately three miles to the southeast corner of Section
36; thence east approximately four miles to the northeast corner of Section
3, T39S, R10E; thence south approximately three miles to the southeast
corner of Section 15; thence west approximately two miles to the southwest
corner of Section16; thence south approximately two miles to the southeast
corner of Section 29; thence west approximately five miles to the southwest
corner of Section 27, T39S, R9E; thence north approximately one mile to
the northeast corner of Section 27; thence west approximately four miles to
the southwest corner of Section 24, T39S R8E; thence north approximate-
ly two miles to the northeast corner of Section 13; thence west approxi-
mately one mile to the southwest corner of Section 11; thence north approx-
imately four miles to the northwest corner of Section 26 T38S, R8E; thence
west one mile to the southwest corner of Section 22; thence north approxi-
mately one mile to the northwest corner of Section 22; thence west approx-
imately one mile to the southwest corner of Section 16; thence north
approximately one mile to the northeast corner of Section 16; thence west
approximately one mile to the southwest corner of Section 8; thence north
approximately two miles to the northwest corner of Section 5; thence east
to the northeast corner of Section 1; thence north approximately one mile
to the point of beginning.

(7) “Klamath Falls UGB” means the area within the bounds begin-
ning at the southeast corner of Section 36, Township 38 South, Range 9
East; thence northerly approximately 4500 feet; thence westerly approxi-
mately 1/4 mile; thence northerly approximately 3/4 mile into Section 25,
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T38S, R9E; thence westerly approximately 1/4 mile; thence northerly
approximately 1/2 mile to the southern boundary of Section 24, T38S, R9E;
thence westerly approximately 1/2 mile to the southeast corner of Section
23, T38S, R9E; thence northerly approximately 1/2 mile; thence westerly
approximately 1/4 mile; thence northerly approximately 1/2 mile to the
southern boundary of Section 14, T38S, R9E; thence generally northwest-
erly along the 5000 foot elevation contour line approximately 3/4 mile;
thence westerly 1 mile; thence north to the intersection with the northern
boundary of Section 15, T38S, R9E; thence west 1/4 mile along the north-
ern boundary of Section 15, T38S, R9E; thence generally southeasterly fol-
lowing the 4800 foot elevation contour line around the old Oregon Institute
of Technology Campus to meet with the westerly line of Old Fort Road in
Section 22, T38S, R9E; thence southwesterly along the westerly line of Old
Fort Road approximately 1 and 1/4 miles to Section 27, T38S, R9E; thence
west approximately 1/4 mile; thence southwesterly approximately 1/2 mile
to the intersection with Section 27, T38S, R9E; thence westerly approxi-
mately 1/2 mile to intersect with the Klamath Falls City Limits at the
northerly line of Loma Linda Drive in Section 28, T38S, R9E; thence north-
westerly along Loma Linda Drive approximately 1/4 mile; thence south-
westerly approximately 1/8 mile to the Klamath Falls City Limits; thence
northerly along the Klamath Falls City Limits approximately 1 mile into
Section 21, T38S, R9E; thence westerly approximately 1/4 mile; thence
northerly approximately 1 mile into Section 17, T38S, R9E; thence wester-
ly approximately 3/4 mile into Section 17, T38S, R9E; thence northerly
approximately 1/4 mile; thence westerly approximately 1 mile to the west
boundary of Highway 97 in Section 18, T38S, R9E; thence southeasterly
along the western boundary of Highway 97 approximately 1/2 mile; thence
southwesterly away from Highway 97; thence southeasterly to the intersec-
tion with Klamath Falls City Limits at Front Street; thence westerly approx-
imately 1/4 mile to the western boundary of Section 19, T38S, R9E; thence
southerly approximately 1 and 1/4 miles along the western boundary of
Section 19, T38S, R9E and the Klamath Falls City Limits to the south shore
line of Klamath Lake; thence northwesterly along the south shore line of
Klamath Lake approximately 1 and 1/4 miles across Section 25, T38S, R9E
and Section 26, T38S, R9E; thence westerly approximately 1/2 mile along
Section 26, T38S, R9E; thence southerly approximately 1/2 mile to Section
27, T38S, R9E to the intersection with eastern boundary of Orindale Draw,
thence southerly along the eastern boundary of Orindale Draw approxi-
mately 1 and 1/4 miles into Section 35, T38S, R9E; thence southerly
approximately 1/2 mile into Section 2, T39S, R8E; thence easterly approx-
imately 1/4 mile; thence northerly approximately 1/4 mile to the southeast
corner of Section 35, T38S, R8E and the Klamath Falls City Limits; thence
easterly approximately 1/2 mile to the northern boundary of Section 1,
T38S, R8E; thence southeasterly approximately 1/2 mile to Orindale Road;
thence north 500 feet along the west side of an easement; thence easterly
approximately 1 and 1/4 miles through Section 1, T38S, R8E to the west-
ern boundary of Section 6, T39S, R9E; thence southerly approximately 3/4
mile to the southwest corner of Section 6, T39S, R9E; thence easterly
approximately 1/8 mile to the western boundary of Highway 97; thence
southwesterly along the Highway 97 right-of-way approximately 1/4 mile;
thence westerly approximately 1/2 mile to Agate Street in Section 7, T39S,
R8E; thence northerly approximately 1/4 mile; thence westerly approxi-
mately 3/4 mile to Orindale Road in Section 12, T39S, R8E; thence norther-
ly approximately 1/4 mile into Section 1, T39S, R8E; thence westerly
approximately 3/4 mile to the Section 2, T39S, R8E boundary line; thence
southerly approximately 3/4 mile along the Section 2, T39S, R8E boundary
line to the northwest corner of Section 12, T39S, R8E; thence westerly
approximately 1/8 mile into Section 11, T39S, R8E; thence southerly
approximately 1/8 mile; thence northeasterly approximately 3/4 mile to the
southern boundary of Section 12, T39S, R8E at Balsam Drive; thence
southerly approximately 1/4 mile into Section 12, T39S, R8E; thence east-
erly approximately 1/4 mile to Orindale Road; thence southeasterly approx-
imately 500 feet to Highway 66; thence southwesterly approximately 1/2
mile along the boundary of Highway 66 to Holiday Road; thence southerly
approximately 1/2 mile into Section 13, T39S, R8E; thence northeasterly
approximately 1/4 mile to the eastern boundary of Section 13, T39S, R8E;
thence northerly approximately 1/4 mile along the eastern boundary of
Section 13, T39S, R8E; thence westerly approximately 1/4 mile to
Weyerhaeuser Road; thence northerly approximately 1/8 mile; thence east-
erly approximately 1/8 mile; thence northerly approximately 1/8 mile;
thence westerly approximately 1/8 mile to Farrier Avenue; thence norther-
ly approximately 1/4 mile; thence easterly approximately 1/4 mile to the
eastern boundary of Section 13, T39S, R8E; thence northerly approximate-
ly 1/8 mile along the eastern boundary of Section 13, T39S, R8E; thence
easterly approximately 1/4 mile along the northern section line of Section

18, T39S, R8E; thence southerly approximately 1/4 mile; thence easterly
approximately 1/2 mile to the boundary of Highway 97; thence southerly
approximately 1/3 mile to the Burlington Northern Right-of-Way; thence
northeasterly approximately 1 and 1/3 miles along the high water line of the
Klamath River to the Southside Bypass in Section 8, T39S, R9E; thence
southeasterly along the Southside Bypass to the Southern Pacific Right-of-
Way in Section 9, T39S, R9E; thence southerly approximately 1/2 mile
along the Southern Pacific Right-of-Way; thence southwesterly approxi-
mately 1/4 mile along the Midland Highway; thence southeasterly approx-
imately 1/4 mile to the old railroad spur; thence easterly 1/4 mile along the
old railroad spur; thence southerly approximately 1/4 mile in Section 16,
T39S, R9E; thence westerly approximately 1/3 mile; thence southerly
approximately 1/4 mile; thence easterly approximately 1/16 mile in Section
21, T39S, R9E; thence southerly approximately 1/8 mile to the Lost River
Diversion Channel; thence southeasterly approximately 1/4 mile along the
northern boundary of the Lost River Diversion Channel; thence easterly
approximately 3/4 mile along Joe Wright Road into Section 22, T39S, R9E;
thence southeasterly approximately 1/8 mile on the eastern boundary of the
Southern Pacific Right-of-Way; thence southeasterly approximately 1 mile
along the western boundary of the Southern Pacific Right-of-Way across
Section 22, T39S, R9E and Section 27, T39S, R9E to a point 440 yards
south of the northern boundary of Section 27, T39S, R9E; thence easterly
to Kingsley Field; thence southeasterly approximately 3/4 mile to the
southern boundary of Section 26, T39S, R9E; thence east approximately
1/2 mile along the southern boundary of Section 26, T39S, R9E to a pond;
thence north-northwesterly for 1/2 mile following the Klamath Falls City
Limits; thence north 840 feet; thence east 1155 feet to Homedale Road;
thence north along Homedale Road to a point 1/4 mile north of the south-
ern boundary of Section 23, T39S, R9E; thence west 1/4 mile; thence north
1 mile to the Southside Bypass in Section 14, T39S, R9E; thence east 1/2
mile along the Southside Bypass to the eastern boundary of Section 14,
T39S, R9E; thence north 1/2 mile; thence east 900 feet into Section 13,
T39S, R9E; thence north 1320 feet along the USBR 1-C 1-A to the south-
ern boundary of Section 12, T39S, R9E; thence north 500 feet to the USBR
A Canal; thence southeasterly 700 feet along the southern border of the
USBR A Canal back into Section 13, T39S, R9E; thence southeast 1600
feet to the northwest parcel corner of an easement for the Enterprise
Irrigation District; thence east-northeast 2200 feet to the eastern boundary
of Section 13, T39S, R9E; thence north to the southeast corner of Section
12, T39S, R9E; thence along the Enterprise Irrigation Canal approximately
1/2 mile to Booth Road; thence east 1/2 mile to Vale Road; thence north 1
mile to a point in Section 6, T39S, R10E that is approximately 1700 feet
north of the southern boundary of Section 6, T39S, R10E; thence west
approximately 500 feet; thence south approximately 850 feet; thence west
approximately 200 feet; thence north approximately 900 feet; thence west
approximately1600 feet to the western boundary of Section 6, T39S, R10E;
thence north approximately 1/2 mile to the southeast corner of Section 36,
T38S, R9E, the point of beginning.

(8) “La Grande UGB” means the area within the bounds beginning at
the point where U.S. Interstate 84 (I-84) intersects Section 31, Township 2
South, Range 38 East; thence east along I-84 to the Union County
Fairgrounds; thence north and then east on a line encompassing the Union
County Fairgrounds to the intersection with Cedar Street; thence further
east approximately 500 feet, encompassing two (2) residential properties;
thence on a line south to the intersection with the northern bank of the
Grande Ronde River; thence westerly along the northern bank of the
Grande Ronde River to the intersection with the western edge of Mount
Glenn Road and Riverside Park; thence north along the western edge of
Mount Glenn Road and Riverside Park to the intersection with Fruitdale
Road; thence east along Fruitdale Road and the northern boundary of
Riverside Park to the eastern boundary of Riverside Park; thence south
along the eastern boundary of Riverside Park to the north bank of the
Grande Ronde River; thence on a line southeast to the intersection with the
northern edge of I-84; thence easterly along the northern edge of I-84 to
May Street; thence easterly along May Street to the intersection with State
Highway 82; thence northeasterly along State Highway 82 to the a point
approximately 1/4 mile from the eastern edge of Section 4, T3S, R38E;
thence south to the intersection with Section 9, T3S, R38E, and the south-
ern edge of Buchanan Avenue; thence west along the southern edge of
Buchanan Avenue to the intersection with the northern edge of I-84; thence
on a line south to the southern edge of I-84; thence southeasterly along the
southern edge of I-84 approximately 2500 feet; thence on a line due west
approximately 1400 feet; thence on a line due south to the intersection with
the Union Pacific Railroad Line; thence southeasterly along the Union
Pacific Railroad Line to the intersection with Gekeler Lane; thence west
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along Gekeler Lane to the intersection with U.S. Highway 30; thence south-
east along U.S. Highway 30 to the intersection with the western boundary
of Section 15, T3S, R38E; thence on a line west following existing proper-
ty boundaries approximately 2900 feet; thence on a line north following
existing property boundaries approximately 250 feet; thence on a line east
following existing property boundaries approximately 650 feet; thence
north on a line to the intersection with Gekeler Lane; thence west along
Gekeler Lane to the intersection with 20th Avenue; thence south along 20th
Avenue to the intersection with Foothill Road; thence southeasterly along
Foothill Road approximately 2900 feet; thence on a line west following
existing property boundaries approximately 1250 feet; thence on a line
south following existing property boundaries approximately 1250 feet;
thence on a line west following existing property boundaries approximate-
ly 1250 feet; thence on a line north following existing property boundaries
approximately 450 feet to the intersection with the southernmost part of the
La Grande City Limits; thence westerly and northwesterly along the south-
ernmost part of the La Grande City Limits approximately 1100 feet to the
intersection with the 3000 foot elevation contour line; thence westerly fol-
lowing the 3000 foot elevation contour line and existing property bound-
aries approximately 2200 feet; thence on a line north following existing
property boundaries approximately 1900 feet; thence on a line west fol-
lowing existing property boundaries approximately 500 feet; thence on a
line north to the La Grande City Limits; thence west along the La Grande
City Limits and following existing property boundaries approximately 650
feet; thence on a line south following existing property boundaries approx-
imately 900 feet; thence on a line west following existing property bound-
aries approximately 1250 feet; thence on a line north to the intersection
with the La Grande City Limits; thence west along the southern boundary
of the La Grande City Limits to the intersection with the western boundary
of the La Grande City Limits; thence north along the western boundary of
the La Grande City Limits and following existing property lines approxi-
mately 500 feet; thence on a line west following existing property bound-
aries approximately 200 feet; thence on a line north following existing
property boundaries approximately 700 feet; thence east to the first 3000
foot elevation contour line west of the La Grande City Limits; thence
northerly following that 3000 foot elevation contour line to the intersection
with Deal Canyon Road; thence easterly along Deal Canyon Road to the
intersection with the western boundary of the La Grande City Limits;
thence northerly along the western boundary of the La Grande City Limits
to the intersection with U.S. Highway 30; thence northwesterly along U.S.
Highway 30 and following existing property boundaries approximately
1400 feet; thence on a line west to the intersection with the western bound-
ary of Section 6, T3S, R38E; thence north along the western boundaries of
Section 6, T3S, R38E and Section 31, T2S, R38E to the point of beginning.

(9) “Lakeview UGB” means the area beginning at the corner common
to sections 21, 22, 27, and 28, T39S, R20E; thence north on the section line
between section 21 and 22 to the section corner common to section 15, 16,
21, and 22; thence west along the section line between section 21 and 16 to
the section corner common to sections 16, 17, 20, and 21; thence north
along the section line between section 16 and 17 approximately 3550 feet
to the east branch of Thomas Creek; thence northwesterly along the east
branch of Thomas Creek to the center line of Highway 140; thence east
along the center line of Highway 140 to the section corner common to sec-
tions 8, 9, 16, and 17, T39S, R20E; thence north along the section line
between sections 8 and 9 to the section corner common to sections 4, 5, 8,
and 9, T39S, R20E; thence north along the section line between section 4
and 5 to the section corner common to section 4 and 5, T39S, R20E and
sections 32 and 33, T38S, R20E; thence east along the section line between
sections 4 and 33 to the section corner common to sections 3 and 4, T39S,
R20E and sections 33 and 34, T38S, R20E; thence south along the eastern
boundary of section 4 approximately 4,1318.6 feet; thence S 89 degrees, 11
minutes W 288.28 feet to the east right of way line of the old
Paisley/Lakeview Highway; thence S 21 degrees, 53 minutes E along the
eastern right of way of the old Paisley/Lakeview Highway 288.4 feet;
thence S 78 degrees, 45 minutes W 1375 feet; thence S 3 degrees, 6 min-
utes, and 30 seconds W 200 feet; thence S 77 degrees, 45 minutes W 136
feet to the east right of way line of U.S. Highway 395; thence southeaster-
ly along the east right of way line of U.S. Highway 395 53.5 feet; thence N
77 degrees, 45 minutes E 195.6 feet; thence S 38 degrees, 45 minutes E
56.8 feet; thence S 51 degrees, 15 minutes W 186.1 feet to the east right of
way of U.S. Highway 395; thence southeast along the eastern right of way
line of U.S. Highway 395 2310 feet; thence N 76 degrees, 19 minutes 544.7
feet; thence S 13 degrees, 23 minutes, 21 seconds E 400 feet; thence N 63
degrees, 13 minutes E 243.6 feet to the western line of the old American
Forest Products Logging Road; thence southeast along the old American

Forest Products Logging Road to the western line of the northeast quadrant
of the northwest quadrant of section 10, T39S, R20E; thence southeast to a
point on the south line of the northeast quadrant of the northwest quadrant
of Section 10, T39S, R20E (this point also bears N 89 degrees, 33 minutes
E 230 feet from the center line of U.S. Highway 395); thence south on a
line parallel to the east right of way line of U.S. Highway 395 to the south
line of the northwest quadrant of section 10, T39S, R20E; thence south 491
feet to the east right of way of U.S. Highway 395; thence southeasterly fol-
lowing the east right of way of U.S. Highway 395 255 feet to the south line
of the northeast quadrant of the northeast quadrant of the southwest quad-
rant of section 10, T39S, R20E; thence east along that south line to the cen-
ter line of section 10, T39S, R20E; thence continuing east along the same
south line to the eastern boundary of section 10, T39S, R20E; thence south
along the eastern boundary of section 10 to the section corner common to
sections 10, 11, 14, and 15, T39S, R20E; thence south along the section line
between section 14 and 15 to the section corner common to sections 14, 15,
22, and 23, T39S, R20E; thence west along the section line between sec-
tions 15 and 22 to the northwest corner of the northeast quadrant of the
northeast quadrant of section 22, T39S, R20E; thence south along the east-
ern line of the western half of the eastern half of section 22 to the southern
boundary of section 22, T39S, R20E; thence west along the southern
boundary of section 22 to the point of beginning.

(10) “Medford-Ashland Air Quality Maintenance Area” (AQMA)
means the area defined as beginning at a point approximately two and quar-
ter miles northeast of the town of Eagle Point, Jackson County, Oregon at
the northeast corner of Section 36, Township 35 South, Range 1 West
(T35S, R1W); thence South along the Willamette Meridian to the southeast
corner of Section 25, T37S, R1W; thence southeast along a line to the
southeast corner of Section 9, T39S, R2E; thence south-southeast along line
to the southeast corner of Section 22, T39S, R2E; thence South to the south-
east corner of Section 27, T39S, R2E; thence southwest along a line to the
southeast corner of Section 33, T39S, R2E; thence West to the southwest
corner of Section 31, T39S, R2E; thence northwest along a line to the north-
west corner of Section 36, T39S, R1E; thence West to the southwest corner
of Section 26, T39S, R1E; thence northwest along a line to the southeast
corner of Section 7, T39S, R1E; thence West to the southwest corner of
Section 12, T39S, R1W, T39S, R1W; thence northwest along a line to
southwest corner of Section 20, T38S, R1W; thence West to the southwest
corner of Section 24, T38S, R2W; thence northwest along a line to the
southwest corner of Section 4, T38S, R2W; thence West to the southwest
corner of Section 6, T38S, R2W; thence northwest along a line to the south-
west corner of Section 31, T37S, R2W; thence North and East along the
Rogue River to the north boundary of Section 32, T35S, R1W; thence East
along a line to the point of beginning. 

(11) “Medford-Ashland CBD” means the area beginning at the inter-
section of Crater Lake Highway (Highway 62) south on Biddle Road to the
intersection of Fourth Street, west on Fourth Street to the intersection with
Riverside Avenue (Highway 99), south on Riverside Avenue to the inter-
section with Tenth Street, west on Tenth Street to the intersection with
Oakdale Avenue, north on Oakdale Avenue to the intersection with Fourth
Street, east on Fourth Street to the intersection with Central Avenue, north
on Central Avenue to the intersection with Court Street, north on Court
Street to the intersection with Crater Lake Highway (Highway 62) and east
on Crater Lake Highway to the point of beginning, with extensions along
McAndrews Road east from Biddle Road to Crater Lake Avenue, and along
Jackson Street east from Biddle Road to Crater Lake Avenue. 

NOTE: This definition also marks the area where indirect sources are required to
have indirect source construction permits in the Medford area. See OAR 340-254-
0040. 
(12) “Medford UGB” means the area beginning at the line separating

Range 1 West and Range 2 West at a point approximately 1/4 mile south of
the northwest corner of Section 31, T36S, R1W; thence west approximate-
ly 1/2 mile; thence south to the north bank of Bear Creek; thence west to
the south bank of Bear Creek; thence south to the intersection with the
Medford Corporate Boundary; thence following the Medford Corporate
Boundary west and southwesterly to the intersection with Merriman Road;
thence northwesterly along Merriman Road to the intersection with the
eastern boundary of Section 10, T36S, R2W; thence south along said
boundary line approximately 3/4 mile; thence west approximately 1/3 mile;
thence south to the intersection with the Hopkins Canal; thence east along
the Hopkins Canal approximately 200 feet; thence south to Rossanely
Drive; thence east along Rossanely Drive approximately 200 feet; thence
south approximately 1200 feet; thence west approximately 700 feet; thence
south approximately 1400 feet; thence east approximately 1400 feet; thence
north approximately 100 feet; thence east approximately 700 feet; thence
south to Finley Lane; thence west to the end of Finley Lane; thence approx-
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imately 1200 feet; thence west approximately 1300 feet; thence north
approximately 150 feet; thence west approximately 500 feet; thence south
to Highway 238; thence west along Highway 238 approximately 250 feet;
thence south approximately 1250 feet to a point even with the end of
Renault Avenue to the east; thence east approximately 2200 feet; thence
south approximately 1100 feet to a point even with Sunset Court to the east;
thence east to and along Sunset Court to the first (nameless) road to the
south; thence approximately 850 feet; thence west approximately 600 feet;
thence south to Stewart Avenue; thence west along Stewart Avenue approx-
imately 750 feet; thence south approximately 1100 feet; thence west
approximately 100 feet; thence south approximately 800 feet; thence east
approximately 800 feet; thence south approximately 1000 feet; thence west
approximately 350 feet to a point even with the north-south connector street
between Sunset Drive and South Stage Road; thence south to and along
said connecting road and continuing along South Stage Road to Fairlane
Road; thence south to the end of Fairlane Road and extending beyond it
approximately 250 feet; thence east approximately 250 feet; thence south
approximately 250 feet to the intersection with Judy Way; thence east on
Judy Way to Griffin Creek Road; thence north on Griffin Creek Road to
South Stage Road; thence east on South Stage Road to Orchard Home
Drive; thence north on Orchard Home Drive approximately 800 feet;
thence east to Columbus Avenue; thence south along Columbus Avenue to
South Stage Road; thence east along South Stage Road to the first road to
the north after Sunnyview Lane; thence north approximately 300 feet;
thence east approximately 300 feet; thence north approximately 700 feet;
thence east to King’s Highway; thence north along King’s Highway to
Experiment Station Road; thence east along Experiment Station Road to
Marsh Lane; thence east along Marsh Lane to the northern boundary of
Section 6, T38S, R1W; thence east along said boundary approximately
1100 feet; thence north approximately 1200 feet; thence east approximate-
ly 1/3 mile; thence north approximately 400 feet; thence east approximate-
ly 1000 feet to a drainage ditch; thence following the drainage ditch south-
easterly approximately 500 feet; thence east to the eastern boundary of
Section 31, T37S, R1W; thence south along said boundary approximately
1900 feet; thence east to and along the loop off of Rogue Valley Boulevard,
following that loop to the Southern Pacific Railroad Line (SPRR); thence
following SPRR approximately 500 feet; thence south to South Stage Road;
thence east along South Stage Road to SPRR; thence southeasterly along
SPRR to the intersection with the west fork of Bear Creek; thence north-
easterly along the west fork of Bear Creek to the intersection with U.S.
Highway 99; thence southeasterly along U.S. Highway 99 approximately
250 feet; thence east approximately 1600 feet; thence south to East
Glenwood Road; thence east along East Glenwood Road approximately
1250 feet; thence north approximately 1/2 mile; thence west approximate-
ly 250 feet; thence north approximately 1/2 mile to the Medford City
Limits; thence east along the city limits to Phoenix Road; thence south
along Phoenix Road to Coal Mine Road; thence east along Coal Mine Road
approximately 9/10 mile to the western boundary of Section 35, T37S,
R1W; thence north to the midpoint of the western boundary of Section 35,
T37S, R1W; thence west approximately 800 feet; thence north approxi-
mately 1700 feet to the intersection with Barnett Road; thence easterly
along Barnett Road to the southeast corner of Section 27, T37S, R1W;
thence north along the eastern boundary line of said section approximately
1/2 mile to the intersection with the 1800 foot contour line; thence east to
the intersection with Cherry Lane; thence following Cherry Lane south-
easterly and then northerly to the intersection with Hillcrest Road; thence
east along Hillcrest Road to the southeast corner of Section 23, T37S, R1W;
thence north to the northeast corner of Section 23, T37S, R1W; thence west
to the midpoint of the northern boundary of Section 22; T37S, R1W; thence
north to the midpoint of Section 15, T37S, R1W; thence west to the mid-
point of the western boundary of Section 15, T37S, R1W; thence south
along said boundary approximately 600 feet; thence west approximately
1200 feet; thence north approximately 600 feet; thence west to Foothill
Road; thence north along Foothill Road to a point approximately 500 feet
north of Butte Road; thence west approximately 300 feet; thence south
approximately 250 feet; thence west on a line parallel to and approximate-
ly 250 feet north of Butte Road to the eastern boundary of Section 8, T37S,
R1W; thence north approximately 2200 feet; thence west approximately
1800 feet; thence north approximately 2000 feet; thence west approximate-
ly 500 feet; thence north to Coker Butte Road; thence east along Coker
Butte Road approximately 550 feet; thence north approximately 1250 feet;
thence west to U.S. Highway 62; thence north approximately 3000 feet;
thence east approximately 400 feet to the 1340 foot contour line; thence
north approximately 800 feet; thence west approximately 200 feet; thence
north approximately 250 feet to East Vilas Road; thence east along East

Vilas Road approximately 450 feet; thence north approximately 2000 feet
to a point approximately 150 feet north of Swanson Creek; thence east
approximately 600 feet; thence north approximately 850 feet; thence west
approximately 750 feet; thence north approximately 650 feet; thence west
approximately 2100 feet; thence on a line southeast approximately 600 feet;
thence east approximately 450 feet; thence south approximately 1600 feet;
thence west approximately 2000 feet to the continuance of the private log-
ging road north of East Vilas Road; thence south along said logging road
approximately 850 feet; thence west approximately 750 feet; thence south
approximately 150 feet; thence west approximately 550 feet to Peace Lane;
thence north along Peace Lane approximately 100 feet; thence west approx-
imately 350 feet; thence north approximately 950 feet; thence west approx-
imately 1000 feet to the western boundary of Section 31, T36S, R1W;
thence north approximately 1300 feet along said boundary to the point of
beginning.

(13) “Oakridge UGB” means the area enclosed by the following:
Beginning at the northwest corner of Section 17, T21S, R3E and the city
limits; thence south along the western boundary of Section 17, T21S, R3E
along the city limits approximately 800 feet; thence southwesterly follow-
ing the city limits approximately 750 feet; thence west along the city limits
approximately 450 feet; thence northwesterly along the city limits approx-
imately 450 feet; thence on a line south along the city limits approximate-
ly 250 feet; thence on a line east along the city limits approximately 100
feet; thence southwesterly along the city limits approximately 200 feet;
thence on a line east along the city limits approximately 400 feet; thence on
a line south along the city limits to the channel of the Willamette River
Middle Fork; thence south-easterly up the Willamette River Middle Fork
along the city limits approximately 7200 feet; thence exiting the Willamette
River Middle Fork with the city limits in a northerly manner and forming a
rough semicircle with a diameter of approximately one-half mile before
rejoining the Willamette River Middle Fork; thence diverging from the city
limits upon rejoining the Willamette River Middle Fork and moving south-
easterly approximately 5600 feet up the Willamette River Middle Fork to a
point on the river even with the point where Salmon Creek Road intersects
with U.S. Highway 58; thence on a line east from the channel of the
Willamette River Middle Fork across the intersection of Salmon Creek
Road and U.S. Highway 58 to the intersection with the Southern Pacific
Railroad Line; thence northerly along the Southern Pacific Railroad Line to
the intersection with the northern boundary of Section 22, T21S, R3E;
thence west along the northern boundary of Section 22, T21S, R3E to the
intersection with Salmon Creek Road; thence on a line north to the inter-
section with the Southern Pacific Railroad Line; thence east along the
Southern Pacific Railroad Line approximately 600 feet; thence on a line
north to the intersection with High Prairie Road; thence on a line west
approximately 400 feet; thence on a line north to the intersection with the
northern boundary of Section 15, T21S, R3E; thence west along the north-
ern boundary of Section 15, T21S, R3E to the intersection with the south-
eastern corner of Section 9, T21S, R3E; thence north along the eastern
boundary of Section 9, T21S, R3E approximately 1300 feet; thence on a
line west approximately 1100 feet; thence on a line south to the intersection
with West Oak Road; thence northwesterly along West Oak Road approxi-
mately 2000 feet; thence on a line south to the intersection with the north-
ern boundary line of the city limits; thence westerly and northwesterly
approximately 8000 feet along the city limits to the point of beginning. 

(14) “Portland AQMA” means the area within the bounds beginning
at the point starting on the Oregon-Washington state line in the Columbia
River at the confluence with the Willamette River, thence east up the
Columbia River to the confluence with the Sandy River, thence southerly
and easterly up the Sandy River to the point where the Sandy River inter-
sects the Clackamas County-Multnomah County line, thence west along the
Clackamas County-Multnomah County line to the point where the
Clackamas County-Multnomah County line is intersected by H. Johnson
Road (242nd), thence south along H. Johnson Road to the intersection with
Kelso Road (Boring Highway), thence west along Kelso Road to the inter-
section with Deep Creek Road (232nd), thence south along Deep Creek
Road to the point of intersection with Deep Creek, thence southeasterly
along Deep Creek to the confluence with Clackamas River, thence easterly
along the Clackamas River to the confluence with Clear Creek, thence
southerly along Clear Creek to the point where Clear Creek intersects
Springwater Road then to Forsythe Road, thence easterly along Forsythe
Road to the intersection with Bradley Road, thence south along Bradley
Road to the intersection with Redland Road, thence west along Redland
Road to the intersection with Ferguson Road, thence south along Ferguson
Road to the intersection with Thayler Road, thence west along Thayler
Road to the intersection with Beaver Creek Road, thence southeast along
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Beaver Creek Road to the intersection with Henrici Road, thence west
along Henrici Road to the intersection with State Highway 213 (Mollala
Avenue), thence southeast along State Highway 213 to the point of inter-
section with Beaver Creek, thence westerly down Beaver Creek to the con-
fluence with the Willamette River, thence southerly and westerly up the
Willamette River to the point where the Willamette River intersects the
Clackamas County-Yamhill County line, thence north along the Clackamas
County-Yamhill County line to the point where it intersects the Washington
County-Yamhill County line, thence west and north along the Washington
County-Yamhill County line to the point where it is intersected by Mount
Richmond Road, thence northeast along Mount Richmond Road to the
intersection with Patton Valley Road, thence easterly and northerly along
Patton Valley Road to the intersection with Tualatin Valley State Highway,
thence northerly along Tualatin Valley State Highway to the intersection
with State Highway 47, thence northerly along State Highway 47 to the
intersection with Dilley Road, thence northwesterly and northerly along
Dilley Road to the intersection with Stringtown Road, thence westerly and
northwesterly along Stringtown Road to the intersection with Gales Creek
Road, thence northwesterly along Gales Creek Road to the intersection
with Tinmmerman Road, thence northerly along Tinmmerman Road to the
intersection with Wilson River Highway, thence west and southwesterly
along Wilson River Highway to the intersection with Narup Road, thence
north along Narup Road to the intersection with Cedar Canyon Road,
thence westerly and northerly along Cedar Canyon Road to the intersection
with Banks Road, thence west along Banks Road to the intersection with
Hahn Road, thence northerly and westerly along Hahn Road to the inter-
section with Mountaindale Road, thence southeasterly along Mountaindale
Road to the intersection with Glencoe Road, thence east-southeasterly
along Glencoe Road to the intersection with Jackson Quarry Road, thence
north-northeasterly along Jackson Quarry Road to the intersection with
Helvetia Road, thence easterly and southerly along Helvetia Road to the
intersection with Bishop Road, thence southerly along Bishop Road to the
intersection with Phillips Road, thence easterly along Phillips Road to the
intersection with the Burlington Northern Railroad Track, thence north-
easterly along the Burlington Northern Railroad Line to the intersection
with Rock Creek Road, thence east-southeasterly along Rock Creek Road
to the intersection with Old Cornelius Pass Road, thence northeasterly
along Old Cornelius Pass Road to the intersection with Skyline Boulevard,
thence easterly and southerly along Skyline Boulevard to the intersection
with Newberry Road, thence northeasterly along Newberry Road to the
intersection with State Highway 30 (St. Helens Road), thence northeast on
a line over land across State Highway 30 to the Multnomah Channel, thence
east-southeasterly up the Multnomah Channel to the diffluence with the
Willamette River, thence north-northeasterly down the Willamette River to
the confluence with the Columbia River and the Oregon-Washington state
line (the point of beginning).

(15) “Portland metropolitan service district boundary” or “Portland
Metro” means the boundary surrounding the urban growth boundaries of
the cities within the Greater Portland Metropolitan Area. It is defined in the
Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 268.125 (1989).

(16) “Portland vehicle inspection area” means the area of the state
included within the following census tracts, block groups, and blocks as
used in the 1990 Federal Census. In Multnomah County, the following
tracts, block groups, and blocks are included: Tracts 1, 2, 3.01, 3.02, 4.01,
4.02, 5.01, 5.02, 6.01, 6.02, 7.01, 7.02, 8.01, 8.02, 9.01, 9.02, 10, 11.01,
11.02, 12.01, 12.02, 13.01, 13.02, 14, 15, 16.01, 16.02, 17.01, 17.02, 18.01,
18.02, 19, 20, 21, 22.01, 22.02, 23.01, 23.02, 24.01, 24.02, 25.01, 25.02,
26, 27.01, 27.02, 28.01, 28.02, 29.01, 29.02, 29.03, 30, 31, 32, 33.01,
33.02, 34.01, 34.02, 35.01, 35.02, 36.01, 36.02, 36.03, 37.01, 37.02, 38.01,
38.02, 38.03, 39.01, 39.02, 40.01, 40.02, 41.01, 41.02, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46.01, 46.02, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 57, 58, 59, 60.01. 60.02,
61, 62, 63, 64.01, 64.02, 65.01, 65.02, 66.01, 66.02, 67.01, 67.02, 68.01,
68.02, 69, 70, 71, 72.01, 72.02, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80.01, 80.02, 81,
82.01, 82.02, 83.01, 83.02, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92.01, 92.02, 93,
94, 95, 96.01, 96.02, 97.01, 97.02, 98.01, 98.02, 99.01, 99.02, 99.03, 100,
101, 102, 103.01, 103.02, 104.02, 104.04, 104. 05, 104.06, 104.07; Block
Groups 1, 2 of Tract 105; Blocks 360, 361, 362 of Tract 105; that portion
of Blocks 357, 399 of Tract 105 beginning at the intersection of the Oregon-
Washington State Line (“State Line”) and the northeast corner of Block
Group 1 of Tract 105, thence east along the State Line to the intersection of
the State Line and the eastern edge of Section 26, Township 1 North, Range
4 East, thence south along the section line to the centerline of State
Highway 100 to the intersection of State Highway 100 and the western
edge of Block Group 2 of Tract 105. In Clackamas County, the following
tracts, block groups, and blocks are included: Tracts 201, 202, 203.01,

203.02, 204.01, 204.02, 205.01, 205.02, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212,
213, 214, 215, 216.01, 216.02, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221.01, 221.02, 222.02,
223, 224, 225, 226, 227.01, 227.02, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234.01,
234.02, , 235, 236, 237; Block Groups 1, 2 of Tract 241; Block Groups 1,
2, 3, 4 of Tract 242; Block Groups 1, 2 of Tract 243.02. In Yamhill County,
the following tract is included: Tract 301, except those areas in Tract 301
that lie within the Newberg City Limits defined as of July 12, 1996, and the
following blocks within Tract 301: 102B, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114,
115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121D, 122B, 122C, 123, 126, and 127B. In
Washington County the following tracts, block groups, and blocks are
included: Tracts 301, 302, 303, 304.01, 304.02, 305.01, 305.02, 306, 307,
308.01, 308.02, 309, 310.03, 310.04, 310.05, 310.06, 311, 312, 313,
314.01, 314.02, 315.01, 315.04, 315.05, 315.06, 315.07, 315.08, 316.03,
316.04, 316.05, 316.06, 316.07, 317.02, 317.03, 317.04, 318.01, 318.02,
318.03, 319.01, 319.03, 319.04, 320, 321.01, 321.02, 322, 323, 324.02,
324.03, 324.04, 325, 326.01, 326.02, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333; Block
Groups 1, 2 of Tract 327; Block Group 1 of Tract 334; Block Group 2 of
Tract 335; Block Group 1 of Tract 336. In Columbia County the following
tracts, block groups, and blocks are included: Tract 9710.98; Block Groups
2, 3 of Tract 9709.98; Blocks 146B, 148, 152 of Tract 9709.98. 

(17) “Rogue Basin” means the area bounded by the following line:
Beginning at the NE corner of T32S, R2E, W.M., thence south along range
line 2E to the SE corner of T39S; thence west along township line 39S to
the NE corner of T40S, R7W; thence south to the SE corner of T40S, R7W;
thence west to the SE corner of T40S, R9W; thence north on range line 9W
to the NE corner of T39S, R9W; thence east to the NE corner of T39S,
R8W; thence north on range line 8W to the SE corner of Section 1, T33S,
R8W on the Josephine-Douglas County line; thence east on the Josephine-
Douglas and Jackson-Douglas County lines to the NE corner of T32S,
R1W; thence east along township line 32S to the NE corner of T32S, R2E
to the point of beginning. 

(18) “Salem-Keizer Area Transportation Study” or “SKATS” means
the area within the bounds beginning at the intersection of U.S. Interstate
Highway 5 (I-5) with Battle Creek Road SE and Wiltsey Road, south along
I-5 to the intersection with the western boundary of Section 24, T8S, R3W;
thence due south on a line to the intersection with Delaney Road; thence
easterly along Delaney Road to the intersection with Sunnyside Road;
thence north along Sunnyside Road to the intersection with Hylo Road SE;
thence west along Hylo Road SE to the intersection with Liberty Road;
thence north along Liberty Road to the intersection with Cole Road; thence
west along Cole Road to the intersection with Bates Road; thence norther-
ly and easterly along Bates Road to the intersection with Jory Hill Road;
thence west along Jory Hill Road to the intersection with Stone Hill
Avenue; thence north along Stone Hill Avenue to the intersection with Vita
Springs Road; thence westerly along Vita Springs Road to the Willamette
River; thence northeasterly downstream the Willamette River to a point
adjacent to where the western boundary of Section 30, T7S, R3W intersects
the Southern Pacific Railroad Line; thence westerly along the Southern
Pacific Railroad Line to the intersection with State Highway 51; thence
northeasterly along State Highway 51 to the intersection with Oak Grove
Road; thence northerly along Oak Grove Road to the intersection with State
Highway 22; thence west on State Highway 22 to the intersection with Oak
Grove Road; thence north along Oak Grove Road to the intersection with
Orchard Heights Road; thence east and north along Orchard Heights Road
to the intersection with Eagle Crest Drive; thence northerly along Eagle
Crest Drive to the intersection with Hunt Road; thence north along Hunt
Road to the intersection with Fourth Road; thence east along Fourth Road
to the intersection with Spring Valley Road; thence north along Spring
Valley to the intersection with Oak Knoll Road; thence east along Oak
Knoll Road to the intersection with Wallace Road; thence south along
Wallace Road to the intersection with Lincoln Road; thence east along
Lincoln Road on a line to the intersection with the Willamette River; thence
northeasterly downstream the Willamette River to a point adjacent to where
Simon Street starts on the East Bank; thence east and south along Simon
Street to the intersection with Salmon; thence east along Salmon to the
intersection with Ravena Drive; thence southerly and easterly along Ravena
Drive to the intersection with Wheatland Road; thence northerly along
Wheatland Road to the intersection with Brooklake Road; thence southeast
along Brooklake Road to the intersection with 65th Avenue; thence south
along 65th Avenue to the intersection with Labish Road; thence east along
Labish Road to the intersection with the West Branch of the Little Pudding
River; thence southerly along the West Branch of the Little Pudding River
to the intersection with Sunnyview Road; thence east along Sunnyview
Road to the intersection with 63rd Avenue; thence south along 63rd Avenue
to the intersection with State Street; thence east along State Street to the
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intersection with 62nd Avenue; thence south along 62nd Avenue to the
intersection with Deer Park Drive; thence southwest along Deer Park Drive
to the intersection with Santiam Highway 22; thence southeast along
Santiam Highway 22 to the point where it intersects the Salem Urban
Growth Boundary (SUGB); thence following the southeast boundary of the
SUGB generally southerly and westerly to the intersection with Wiltsey
Road; thence west along Wiltsey Road to the intersection with I-5 (the point
of beginning).

(19) “Umpqua Basin” means the area bounded by the following line:
Beginning at the SW corner of Section 2, T19S, R9W, on the Douglas-Lane
County lines and extending due south to the SW corner of Section 14,
T32S, R9W, on the Douglas-Curry County lines, thence easterly on the
Douglas-Curry and Douglas-Josephine County lines to the intersection of
the Douglas, Josephine, and Jackson County lines; thence easterly on the
Douglas-Jackson County line to the intersection of the Umpqua National
Forest boundary on the NW corner of Section 32, T32S, R3W; thence
northerly on the Umpqua National Forest boundary to the NE corner of
Section 36, T25S, R2W; thence west to the NW corner of Section 36, T25S,
R4W; thence north to the Douglas-Lane County line; thence westerly on the
Douglas-Lane County line to the starting point. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 18-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-19-96; DEQ 1-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
031-0500; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 5-
2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-10; DEQ 18-2011, f. & cert. ef. 12-21-11; DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert.
ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0020
Designation of Air Quality Control Regions

Oregon’s thirty-six counties are divided into five AQCRs. The AQCR
boundaries follow county lines, and there are no counties that belong to
more than one AQCR. The five AQCRs are as follows:

(1) Portland Interstate AQCR, containing ten counties:
(a) Benton County;
(b) Clackamas County;
(c) Columbia County;
(d) Lane County;
(e) Linn County;
(f) Marion County;
(g) Multnomah County;
(h) Polk County;
(i) Washington County;
(j) Yamhill County.
(2) Northwest Oregon AQCR, containing three counties:
(a) Clatsop County;
(b) Lincoln County;
(c) Tillamook County.
(3) Southwest Oregon AQCR, containing five counties:
(a) Coos County;
(b) Curry County;
(c) Douglas County;
(d) Jackson County;
(e) Josephine County.
(4) Central Oregon AQCR, containing eight counties:
(a) Crook County;
(b) Deschutes County;
(c) Hood River County;
(d) Jefferson County;
(e) Klamath County;
(f) Lake County;
(g) Sherman County;
(h) Wasco County.
(5) Eastern Oregon AQCR, containing ten counties:
(a) Baker County;
(b) Gilliam County;
(c) Grant County;
(d) Harney County;
(e) Malheur County;
(f) Morrow County;
(g) Umatilla County;
(h) Union County;
(i) Wallowa County;
(j) Wheeler County.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation

Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-031-0510; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0030
Designation of Nonattainment Areas

The following areas are designated as Particulate Matter
Nonattainment Areas:

(1) The Oakridge Nonattainment Area for PM10 is the Oakridge UGB
as defined in OAR 340-204-0010. 

(2) The Klamath Falls Nonattainment Area defined in OAR 340-204-
0010. 

(3) The Oakridge Nonattainment Area for PM2.5 is defined as a line
from Township 21 South, Range 2 East, Section 11 (northwest corner), east
to Township 21 South, Range 3 East, Section 11 (northeast corner), south
to Township 21 South, Range 3 East, Section 23 (southeast corner), west to
Township 21 South, Range 2 East, Section 23 (southwest corner) connect-
ing back to Township 21 South, Range 2 East, Section 11 (northwest cor-
ner). 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 18-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-19-96; DEQ 15-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 1-1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef.
10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0520; DEQ 15-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-99; DEQ 16-
2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-25-00; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. &
cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 9-2005, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-05; DEQ
3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 4-2007, f. & cert. ef. 6-28-07; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef.
5-21-10; DEQ 18-2011, f. & cert. ef. 12-21-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0040
Designation of Maintenance Areas

The following areas are designated as Maintenance Areas:
(1) Carbon Monoxide Maintenance Areas: 
(a) The Eugene Maintenance Area for carbon monoxide is the

Eugene-Springfield AQMA as defined in OAR 340-204-0010; 
(b) The Portland Maintenance Area for carbon monoxide is the

Portland Metropolitan Service District as referenced in OAR 340-204-
0010; 

(c) The Medford Maintenance Area for carbon monoxide is the
Medford UGB as defined in OAR 340-204-0010; 

NOTE: EPA maintenance plan approval and redesignation pending. 
(d) The Grants Pass Maintenance Area for carbon monoxide is the

Grants Pass CBD as defined in OAR 340-204-0010; 
(e) The Klamath Falls Maintenance Area for carbon monoxide is the

Klamath Falls UGB as defined in OAR 340-204-0010; 
(f) The Salem Maintenance Area for carbon monoxide is the Salem-

Keizer Area Transportation Study as defined in OAR 340-204-0010. 
(2) Ozone Maintenance Areas: 
(a) The Medford Maintenance Area for ozone is the Medford-Ashland

AQMA as defined in OAR 340-204-0010; 
(b) The Oregon portion of the Portland-Vancouver Interstate

Maintenance Area for ozone is the Portland AQMA, as defined in OAR
340-204-0010; 

(c) The Salem Maintenance Area for ozone is the Salem-Keizer Area
Transportation Study as defined in OAR 340-204-0010. 

(3) PM10 Maintenance Areas:
(a) The Grants Pass Maintenance Area for PM10 is the Grants Pass

UGB as defined in OAR 340-204-0010;
(b) The Klamath Falls Maintenance Area for PM10 is the Klamath

Falls UGB as defined in OAR 340-204-0010;
(c) The Medford-Ashland Maintenance Area for PM10 is the

Medford-Ashland AQMA as defined in OAR 340-204-0010; 
NOTE: EPA maintenance plan approval and redesignation pending. 
(d) The La Grande Maintenance Area for PM10 is the La Grande

UGB as defined in OAR 340-204-0010; 
NOTE: EPA maintenance plan approval and redesignation pending. 
(e) The Lakeview Maintenance Area for PM10 is the Lakeview UGB

as defined in OAR 340-204-0010. 
NOTE: EPA maintenance plan approval and redesignation pending. 
(f) The Eugene-Springfield Maintenance Area for PM10 is the Eugene-Springfield
UGB as defined in OAR 340-204-0010. 
NOTE: EPA maintenance plan approval and redesignation pending. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 18-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-19-96; DEQ 15-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 1-1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef.
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10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0530; DEQ 15-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-99; DEQ 16-
2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-25-00; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert.
ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 9-2005, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-05; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 4-
2007, f. & cert. ef. 6-28-07; DEQ 18-2011, f. & cert. ef. 12-21-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef.
4-16-15

340-204-0050
Designation of Prevention of Significant Deterioration Areas

(1) All of the following areas which were in existence on August 7,
1977, and for which the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments clarified, shall be
Class I Areas and may not be redesignated:

(a) Mt. Hood Wilderness, as established by Public Law 88-577;
(b) Eagle Cap Wilderness, as established by Public Law 88-577;
(c) Hells Canyon Wilderness, as established by Public Law 94-199;
(d) Mt. Jefferson Wilderness, as established by Public Law 90-548;
(e) Mt. Washington Wilderness, as established by Public Law 88-577;
(f) Three Sisters Wilderness, as established by Public Law 88-577;
(g) Strawberry Mountain Wilderness, as established by Public Law

88-577;
(h) Diamond Peak Wilderness, as established by Public Law 88-577;
(i) Crater Lake National Park, as established by Public Law 32-202 ;
(j) Kalmiopsis Wilderness, as established by Public Law 88-577;
(k) Mountain Lake Wilderness, as established by Public Law 88-577;
(l) Gearhart Mountain Wilderness, as established by Public Law 88-

577.
(2) All other areas, in Oregon are initially designated Class II, but may

be redesignated as provided in OAR 340-204-0060.
(3) The following areas may be redesignated only as Class I or II:
(a) An area which as of August 7, 1977, exceeded 10,000 acres in size

and was a national monument, a national primitive area, a national pre-
serve, a national recreational area, a national wild and scenic river, a nation-
al wildlife refuge, a national lakeshore or seashore; and

(b) A national park or national wilderness area established after
August 7, 1977, which exceeds 10,000 acres in size.

(4) The extent of the areas referred to in section (1) and (3) shall con-
form to any changes in the boundaries of such areas which occurred
between August 7, 1977, and April 16, 2015.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 18-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1995, f.
& cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 17-1995, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-
99, Renumbered from 340-031-0120; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0060
Redesignation of Prevention of Significant Deterioration Areas

(1)(a) All areas in Oregon, except as otherwise provided under OAR
340-204-0050, are designated Class II as of December 5, 1974;

(b) Redesignation, except as otherwise precluded by OAR 340-204-
0050, may be proposed by DEQ , as provided below, subject to approval by
the EPA Administrator as a revision to the SIP.

(2) DEQ may submit to the EPA Administrator a proposal to redesig-
nate areas of the state Class I or II provided that:

(a) At least one public hearing has been held in accordance with pro-
cedures established in the SIP;

(b) Other states, Indian Governing Bodies, and Federal Land
Managers whose lands may be affected by the proposed redesignation were
notified at least 30 days prior to the public hearing;

(c) A discussion of the reasons for the proposed redesignation, includ-
ing a satisfactory description and analysis of the health, environmental,
economic, social and energy effects of the proposed redesignation, was pre-
pared and made available for public inspection at least 30 days prior to the
hearing and the notice announcing the hearing contained appropriate noti-
fication of the availability of such discussion;

(d) Prior to the issuance of notice respecting the redesignation of an
area that includes any federal lands, DEQ has provided written notice to the
appropriate Federal Land Manager and afforded adequate opportunity, not
in excess of 60 days to confer with DEQ respecting the redesignation and
to submit written comments and recommendations. In redesignating any
area with respect to which any Federal Land Manager had submitted writ-
ten comments and recommendations, DEQ must have published a list of
any inconsistency between such redesignation and such comments and rec-
ommendations together with the reasons for making such redesignation
against the recommendation of the Federal Land Manager; and

(e) DEQ has proposed the redesignation after consultation with the
elected leadership of local general purpose governments in the area covered
by the proposed redesignation.

(3) Any area other than an area to which OAR 340-204-0050 refers
may be redesignated as Class III if:

(a) The redesignation would meet the requirements of section (2);
(b) The redesignation, except any established by an Indian Governing

Body, has been specifically approved by the Governor, after consultation
with the appropriate committees of the legislature, if it is in session, or with
the leadership of the legislature, if it is not in session, unless state law pro-
vides that the redesignation must be specifically approved by state legisla-
tion, and if general purpose units of local government representing a major-
ity of the residents of the area to be redesignated enact legislation or pass
resolutions concurring in the redesignation;

(c) The redesignation would not cause, or contribute to, a concentra-
tion of any regulated pollutant which would exceed any maximum allow-
able increase permitted under the classification of any other area or any
ambient air quality standard; and

(d) Any permit application for any major stationary source or major
modification, subject to review under section (1), which could receive a
permit under this section only if the area in question were redesignated as
Class III, and any material submitted as part of that application, were avail-
able insofar as was practicable for public inspection prior to any public
hearing on redesignation of the area as Class III.

(4) Lands within the exterior boundaries of Indian Reservations may
be redesignated only by the appropriate Indian Governing Body. 

(5) The EPA Administrator may disapprove, within 90 days of sub-
mission, a proposed redesignation of any area only if he finds, after notice
and opportunity for public hearing, that such redesignation does not meet
the procedural requirements of this paragraph or is inconsistent with OAR
340-204-0050. If any such disapproval occurs, the classification of the area
must be that which was in effect prior to the redesignation which was dis-
approved.

(6) If the EPA Administrator disapproves any proposed redesignation,
DEQ may resubmit the proposal after correcting the deficiencies noted by
the EPA Administrator.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 18-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-031-0130; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0070
Special Control Areas

The following areas are designated as Special Control Areas:
(1) The counties within the Willamette Valley, including Benton,

Clackamas, Columbia, Lane, Linn, Marion, Multnomah, Polk, Washington
and Yamhill Counties;

(2) Umpqua Basin;
(3) Rogue Basin;
(4) Within incorporated cities having a population of 4,000 or more,

and within three miles of the corporate limits of any such city.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 16, f. 6-12-70, ef. 7-11-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 10-1995, f.
& cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0010;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0080
Motor Vehicle Inspection Boundary Designations

In addition to the area specified in ORS 815.300, pursuant to
468A.390, the following geographical areas are designated as areas within
which motor vehicles are subject to the requirement under 815.300 to have
a Certificate of Compliance issued pursuant to 468A.380 to be registered or
have the registration of the vehicle renewed.

(1) Portland Vehicle Inspection Area;
(2) Medford-Ashland AQMA.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.390
Hist.: DEQ 11-1985, f. 9-30-85, ef. 1-1-86; DEQ 21-1988, f. & cert. ef. 9-12-88; DEQ 4-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 1-1995, f. & cert. ef. 1-10-95; DEQ 13-1996, f. & cert. ef.
8-12-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-024-0301; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0090
Oxygenated Gasoline Control Areas

The EQC may adopt or amend a CO maintenance plan that includes
contingency plan provisions that require use of oxygenated fuel. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
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Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035 & 468A.420
Hist.: DEQ 25-1992, f. 10-30-92, cert. ef. 11-1-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0470; DEQ 15-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-22-99; DEQ 16-2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-25-00; DEQ 4-2001, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-01; DEQ
10-2004, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-04; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0300
Designation of Sustainment Areas 

(1) The EQC may designate sustainment areas provided that DEQ
submits a request for designation that includes the following information:

(a) Monitoring data showing that an area is exceeding or has the
potential to exceed an ambient air quality standard; 

(b) A description of the affected area based on the monitoring data;
(c) A discussion and identification of the priority sources contributing

to the exceedance or potential exceedance of the ambient air quality stan-
dard; and 

(d) A discussion of the reasons for the proposed designation. 
(2) Designation of sustainment areas:
(a) The Lakeview UGB as defined in OAR 340-204-0010 is desig-

nated as a sustainment area for PM2.5.
(b) Reserved 
(3) An area designated as a sustainment area under section (2) will

automatically be reclassified immediately upon the EPA officially desig-
nating the area as a nonattainment area.

(4) The EQC may rescind the designation based on a request by DEQ.
DEQ will consider the following information for rescinding the designa-
tion:

(a) Whether at least three consecutive years of monitoring data shows
the area is meeting the ambient air quality standard; and

(b) A request by a local government. 
NOTE: This rule, except sections (2), (3) and (4), is included in the State of Oregon
Clean Air Act Implementation Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0310
Designation of Reattainment Areas

(1) The EQC may designate reattainment areas provided that DEQ
submits a request for designation that includes the following information:

(a) At least three consecutive years of monitoring data showing that
an area that is currently designated by EPA as nonattainment is attaining an
ambient air quality standard; and

(b) A discussion of the reasons for the proposed designation. 
(2) Reserved for list of reattainment areas. 
(3) An area designated as a reattainment area under section (2) will

automatically be reclassified immediately upon:
(a) The EQC designating the area as a maintenance area and EPA offi-

cially designating the area as an attainment area; or
(b) The EQC rescinding the designation based on a request by DEQ.

DEQ will consider the following information for rescinding the designa-
tion:

(A) Monitoring data that shows the area is not meeting the ambient air
quality standard; and

(B) A request by a local government. 
NOTE: This rule, except sections (2) and (3), is included in the State of Oregon Clean
Air Act Implementation Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025& 468A.035 
Hist.; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-204-0320
Priority Sources

For the purposes of division 224, priority sources are identified as fol-
lows:

(1) In the Lakeview sustainment area, uncertified residential wood
fuel-fired devices. The offset values for replacement of uncertified residen-
tial wood fuel-fired devices are specified in OAR 340-240-0560.

(2) In any other area, DEQ may identify priority sources during a spe-
cific permit action based on the sources addressed in the emission reduction
strategies that were included in the attainment or maintenance plans for the
area. The offset value for priority sources identified under this section must
be determined by DEQ. The offset values for replacement of uncertified
residential wood fuel-fired devices in OAR 340-240-0560 may only be
used if DEQ determines that the values reasonably apply to the geographi-
cal area in question.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-0010
Introduction

OAR 340-206-0030, 340-206-0050 and 340-206-0060 are effective
within priority I and II air quality control regions (AQCR) as defined in 40
CFR part 51, subpart H (1995), when the AQCR contains a nonattainment
area listed in 40 CFR part 81. All other rules in this division are equally
applicable to all areas of the state. Notwithstanding any other regulation or
standard, this division is designed to prevent the excessive accumulation of
air contaminants during periods of atmospheric stagnation or at any other
time, which if allowed to continue to accumulate unchecked could result in
concentrations of these contaminants reaching levels which could cause sig-
nificant harm to the health of persons. This division establishes criteria for
identifying and declaring air pollution episodes at levels below the level of
significant harm and are adopted pursuant to the requirements of the FCAA
as amended and 40 CFR part 51.151. Levels of significant harm for various
regulated pollutants listed in 40 CFR part 51.151 are:

(1) For sulfur dioxide (SO2) — 1.0 ppm, 24-hour average.
(2) For particulate matter:
(a) PM10 — 600 micrograms per cubic meter, 24-hour average.
(b) PM2.5 — 350.5 micrograms per cubic meter, 24-hour average.
(3) For carbon monoxide (CO):
(a) 50 ppm, 8-hour average.
(b) 75 ppm, 4-hour average.
(c) 125 ppm, 1-hour average.
(4) For ozone (O3) — 0.6 ppm, 2-hour average.
(5) For nitrogen dioxide (NO2):
(a) 2.0 ppm, 1-hour average.
(b) 0.5 ppm, 24-hour average.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025& 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 9-1-72; DEQ 18-1983, f. & ef. 10-24-83; DEQ 8-1988, f. &
cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-31-88); DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 19-1996,
f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-027-
0005; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-10; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-0020
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025& 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-0030
Episode Stage Criteria for Air Pollution Emergencies

Three stages of air pollution episode conditions and a pre-episode
standby condition are established to inform the public of the general air pol-
lution status and provide a management structure to require preplanned
actions designed to prevent continued accumulation of regulated pollutants
to the level of significant harm. The three episode stages are: Alert, Warning,
and Emergency. DEQ is responsible to enforce the provisions of this divi-
sion which requires actions to reduce and control emissions during air pol-
lution episode conditions. An air pollution alert or air pollution warning
must be declared by the Director or appointed representative when the
appropriate air pollution conditions are deemed to exist. When conditions
exist which are appropriate to an air pollution emergency, DEQ must notify
the Governor and declare an air pollution emergency pursuant to ORS
468.115. The statement declaring an air pollution Alert, Warning or
Emergency must define the area affected by the air pollution episode where
corrective actions are required. Conditions justifying the proclamation of an
air pollution alert, air pollution warning, or air pollution emergency must be
deemed to exist whenever DEQ determines that the accumulation of air con-
taminants in any place is increasing or has increased to levels which could,
if such increases are sustained or exceeded, lead to a threat to the health of
the public. In making this determination, DEQ will be guided by the fol-
lowing criteria for each regulated pollutant and episode stage:

(1) “Pre-episode standby” condition, indicates that ambient levels of
regulated pollutants are within standards or only moderately exceed stan-
dards. In this condition, there is no imminent danger of any ambient regu-
lated pollutant concentrations reaching levels of significant harm. DEQ must
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maintain at least a normal monitoring schedule but may conduct additional
monitoring. An air stagnation advisory issued by the National Weather
Service, an equivalent local forecast of air stagnation or observed ambient
air levels in excess of ambient air standards may be used to indicate the need
for increased sampling frequency. The pre-episode standby condition is the
lowest possible air pollution episode condition and may not be terminated.

(2) “Air pollution alert” condition indicates that air pollution levels are
significantly above standards but there is no immediate danger of reaching
the level of significant harm. Monitoring must be intensified and readiness
to implement abatement actions must be reviewed. At the air pollution alert
level the public is to be kept informed of the air pollution conditions and of
potential activities to be curtailed should it be necessary to declare a warn-
ing or higher condition. An air pollution alert condition is a state of readi-
ness. When the conditions in both subsections (a) and (b) are met, an air pol-
lution alert will be declared and all appropriate actions described in OAR
340-206-8010 and 340-206-8040 must be implemented:

(a) Meteorological dispersion conditions are not expected to improve
during the next 24 or more hours;

(b) Monitored regulated pollutant levels at any monitoring site exceed
any of the following:

(A) Sulfur dioxide — 0.3 ppm — 24-hour average;
(B) Particulate matter:
(i) PM10 — 350 micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3) — 24-hour

average;
(ii) PM2.5 — 140.5 micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3) — 24-hour

average;
(C) Carbon monoxide — 15 ppm — 8-hour average;
(D) Ozone — 0.2 ppm — 1-hour average;
(E) Nitrogen dioxide:
(i) 0.6 ppm — 1-hour average; or
(ii) 0.15 ppm — 24-hour average.
(3) “Air pollution warning” condition indicates that pollution levels

are very high and that abatement actions are necessary to prevent these lev-
els from approaching the level of significant harm. At the air pollution warn-
ing level substantial restrictions may be required limiting motor vehicle use
and industrial and commercial activities. When the conditions in both sub-
sections (a) and (b) are met, an air pollution warning will be declared by
DEQ and all appropriate actions described in OAR 340-206-8020 and 340-
206-8040 must be implemented:

(a) Meteorological dispersion conditions are not expected to improve
during the next 24 or more hours;

(b) Monitored regulated pollutant levels at any monitoring site exceed
any of the following:

(A) Sulfur dioxide — 0.6 ppm — 24-hour average;
(B) Particulate matter:
(i) PM10 — 420 ug/m3 — 24-hour average;
(ii) PM2.5 — 210.5 ug/m3 — 24-hour average;
(C) Carbon monoxide — 30 ppm — 8-hour average;
(D) Ozone — 0.4 ppm — 1-hour average;
(E) Nitrogen dioxide:
(i) 1.2 ppm — 1-hour average; or
(ii) 0.3 ppm — 24-hour average.
(4) “Air pollution emergency” condition indicates that regulated pol-

lutants have reached an alarming level requiring the most stringent actions
to prevent these levels from reaching the level of significant harm to the
health of persons. At the air pollution emergency level extreme measures
may be necessary involving the closure of all manufacturing, business oper-
ations and vehicle traffic not directly related to emergency services.
Pursuant to ORS 468.115, when the conditions in both subsections (a) and
(b) are met, an air pollution emergency will be declared by DEQ and all
appropriate actions described in OAR 340-206-8030 and 340-206-8040
must be implemented:

(a) Meteorological dispersion conditions are not expected to improve
during the next 24 or more hours;

(b) Monitored regulated pollutant levels at any monitoring site exceed
any of the following:

(A) Sulfur dioxide 0.8 ppm — 24-hour average;
(B) Particulate matter:
(i) PM10 — 500 ug/m3 — 2-hour average;
(ii) PM2.5 — 280.5 ug/m3 — 2-hour average;
(C) Carbon monoxide 40 ppm — 8-hour average;
(D) Ozone 0.5 ppm — 1-hour average;
(E) Nitrogen dioxide:
(i) 1.6 ppm — 1-hour average; or
(ii) 0.4 ppm — 24-hour average.

(5) “Termination”: Any air pollution episode condition (alert, warning
or emergency) established by these criteria may be reduced to a lower con-
dition when the elements required for establishing the higher conditions are
no longer observed.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025& 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 9-1-72; DEQ 18-1983, f. & ef. 10-24-83; DEQ 8-1988, f. &
cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-31-88); DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-027-0010; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-10;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-0040
Special Conditions

(1) DEQ must issue an “ozone advisory” to the public when monitored
ozone values at any site exceed the ambient air quality standard of 0.12 ppm
but are less than 0.2 ppm for a one hour average. The ozone advisory must
clearly identify the area where the ozone values have exceeded the ambient
air standard and must state that significant health effects are not expected at
these levels, however, sensitive individuals may be affected by some symp-
toms.

(2) Where particulate is primarily soil from windblown dust or fallout
from volcanic activity, episodes dealing with such conditions must be treat-
ed differently than particulate episodes caused by other controllable sources.
In making a declaration of air pollution alert, warning, or emergency for
such particulate, DEQ must be guided by the following criteria:

(a) “Air pollution alert for particulate from volcanic fallout or wind-
blown dust” means particulate values are significantly above a standard but
the source is a volcanic eruption or dust storm. In this condition there is no
significant danger to public health but there may be a public nuisance creat-
ed from the dusty conditions. It may be advisable under these circumstances
to voluntarily restrict traffic volume and/or speed limits on major thorough-
fares and institute cleanup procedures. DEQ will declare an air pollution
alert for particulate from volcanic fallout or wind-blown dust when particu-
late values at any monitoring site exceed or are projected to exceed 800
ug/m3 — 24-hour average and the particulate is primarily from volcanic
activity or dust storms, meteorological conditions not withstanding;

(b) “Air pollution warning for particulate from volcanic fallout or
windblown dust” means particulate values are very high but the source is
volcanic eruption or dust storm. Prolonged exposure over several days at or
above these levels may produce respiratory distress in sensitive individuals.
Under these conditions staggered work hours in metropolitan areas, man-
dated traffic reduction, speed limits and cleanup procedures may be
required. DEQ will declare an air pollution warning for particulate from vol-
canic fallout or wind-blown dust when particulate values at any monitoring
site exceed or are expected to exceed 2,000 ug/m3 — 24-hour average and
the particulate is primarily from volcanic activity or dust storms, meteoro-
logical conditions not withstanding;

(c) “Air pollution emergency for particulate from volcanic fallout or
windblown dust” means particulate values are extremely high but the source
is volcanic eruption or dust storm. Prolonged exposure over several days at
or above these levels may produce respiratory distress in a significant num-
ber of people. Under these conditions cleaning procedures must be accom-
plished before normal traffic can be permitted. An air pollution emergency
for particulate from volcanic fallout or wind-blown dust will be declared by
the Director, who must keep the Governor advised of the situation, when
particulate values at any monitoring site exceed or are expected to exceed
5,000 ug/m3 — 24-hour average and the particulate is primarily from vol-
canic activity or dust storms, meteorological conditions notwithstanding.

(3) Termination: Any air pollution condition for particulate established
by these criteria may be reduced to a lower condition when the criteria for
establishing the higher condition are no longer observed.

(4) Action: Municipal and county governments or other governmental
agency having jurisdiction in areas affected by an air pollution alert, warn-
ing or emergency for particulate from volcanic fallout or windblown dust
must place into effect the actions pertaining to such episodes which are
described in OAR 340-206-8040.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 18-1983, f. & ef. 10-24-83; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-
31-88); DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-027-0012; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-206-0050
Source Emission Reduction Plans

(1) OAR 340-206-8010 through 340-206-8030 set forth specific emis-
sion reduction measures which must be taken upon the declaration of an air
pollution alert, air pollution warning, or air pollution emergency. Any per-
son responsible for a source of air contamination within a Priority I AQCR
must, upon declaration of any air pollution episode condition affecting the
locality of the air contamination source, take all appropriate actions speci-
fied in the applicable rule and must take appropriate actions specified in an
approved source emission reduction plan which has been submitted and is
on file with DEQ.

(2) Any person responsible for the operation of any point source of air
pollution which is located in a Priority I AQCR, located within an AQMA
or located within a nonattainment area listed in 40 CFR, Part 81, and emits
100 tons or more of any regulated pollutant specified by subsection (a) or (b)
must file a Source Emission Reduction Plan (SERP) with DEQ in accor-
dance with the schedule described in section (4). Persons responsible for
other point sources of air pollution located in a Priority I AQCR may option-
ally file a SERP with DEQ for approval. Such plans must specify procedures
to implement the actions required by OAR 340-206-8010 through 340-206-
8030 and must be consistent with good engineering practice and safe oper-
ating procedures. Source emission reduction plans specified by this section
are mandatory only for those sources which:

(a) Emit 100 tons per year or more of any regulated pollutant for which
the nonattainment area, AQMA, or any portion of the AQMA is designated
nonattainment; or

(b) Emit 100 tons per year or more of volatile organic compounds
when the nonattainment area, AQMA or any portion of the AQMA is desig-
nated nonattainment for ozone.

(3) Municipal and county governments or other governmental body
having jurisdiction in nonattainment areas where ambient levels of carbon
monoxide, ozone or nitrogen dioxide qualify for Priority I ACQR classifica-
tion, must cooperate with DEQ in developing a traffic control plan to be
implemented during air pollution episodes of motor vehicle related emis-
sions. Such plans must implement the actions required by OAR 340-206-
8010 through 340-206-8030 and must be consistent with good traffic man-
agement practice and public safety.

(4) DEQ must periodically review the source emission reduction plans
to assure that they meet the requirements of this division. If deficiencies are
found, DEQ must notify the persons responsible for the source. Within 60
days of such notice the person responsible for the source must prepare a cor-
rected plan for approval by DEQ. Source emission reduction plans must not
be effective until approved by DEQ.

(5) During an air pollution alert, warning or emergency episode,
source emission reduction plans required by this rule must be available on
the source premises for inspection by any person authorized to enforce the
provisions of this division.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 9-1-72; DEQ 18-1983, f. & ef. 10-24-83; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-027-0015;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-0060
Regional Air Pollution Authorities

(1) DEQ and LRAPA must cooperate to the fullest extent possible to
insure uniformity of enforcement and administrative action necessary to
implement this division. With the exception of sources of air contamination
where jurisdiction has been retained by DEQ, all persons within the terri-
torial jurisdiction of LRAPA must submit the source emission reduction
plans prescribed in OAR 340-206-0050 to the regional air pollution author-
ity. LRAPA must submit copies of approved source emission reduction
plans to DEQ.

(2) Declarations of air pollution alert, air pollution warning, and air
pollution emergency must be made by LRAPA. In the event such a decla-
ration is not made by LRAPA, DEQ must issue the declaration and LRAPA
must take appropriate remedial actions as set forth in this division.

(3) Additional responsibilities of LRAPA include, but are not limited
to:

(a) Securing acceptable source emission reduction plans;
(b) Measurement and reporting of air quality data to DEQ;
(c) Informing the public, news media, and persons responsible for air

contaminant sources of the various levels set forth in this division and
required actions to be taken to maintain air quality and the public health;

(d) Surveillance and enforcement of source emission reduction plans.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 9-1-72; DEQ 18-1983, f. & ef. 10-24-83; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-027-0025;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-0070
Operations Manual

The DEQ must maintain an operations manual to administer the pro-
visions of this division. This manual must be available to the Department
Emergency Action office at all times. At a minimum the operations manual
must contain the following elements:

(1) A copy of this division.
(2) A chapter on communications which must include:
(a) Telephone lists naming public officials, public health and safety

agencies, local government agencies, emission sources, news media agen-
cies and individuals who need to be informed about the episode status and
information updates. These telephone lists must be specific to episode con-
ditions and will be used when declaring and cancelling episode conditions;

(b) Example and sample messages to be released to the news media for
declaring or modifying an episode status.

(3) A chapter on data gathering and evaluation which must include:
(a) A description of ambient air monitoring activities to be conducted

at each episode stage including “standby”;
(b) Assignment of responsibilities and duties for ascertaining ambient

air levels of specified regulated pollutants and notification when levels reach
the predetermined episode levels;

(c) Assignment of responsibilities and duties for monitoring meteoro-
logical developments from teletype reports and National Weather Service
contacts. Part of this responsibility must be to evaluate the meteorological
conditions for their potential to affect ambient regulated pollutant levels.

(4) A chapter defining responsibilities and duties for conducting appro-
priate source compliance inspections during episode stages requiring cur-
tailment of regulated pollutant emissions.

(5) A chapter establishing the duties and responsibilities of the emer-
gency action center personnel to assure coordinated operation during an air
pollution episode established in accordance with this division.

(6) An appendix containing individual source emission reduction plans
required by this division plus any approved voluntary plans.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 18-1983, f. & ef. 10-24-83; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-027-0035; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-8010
Air Pollution Episode ALERT Conditions Source Emission Reduction
Plan Emission Control Actions to be Taken as Appropriate in Alert
Episode Area 

[Table not included. See ED. NOTE.]
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-8020
Air Pollution Episode WARNING Conditions Emission Reduction
Plan

[Table not included. See ED. NOTE.]
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-206-8030
Air Pollution Episode EMERGENCY Conditions Emission Reduction
Plan
Pollution Episode Conditions for all Pollutants (Except Particulate
from Volcanic Activity or Windblown Dust.)

[Table not included. See ED. NOTE.]
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-206-8040
Air pollution episode conditions due to Particulate which is primarily
fallout from volcanic activity or windblown dust. Ambient Particulate
control measures to be taken as appropriate in episode area.

[Table not included. See ED. NOTE.]
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-208-0005
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies in all areas of the state; except rules OAR
340-208-0500 through 340-208-0610, which apply in all areas of
Clackamas, Columbia, Multnomah and Washington counties. 

(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025& 468A.035 
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-208-0010
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

(1) “Abate” means to eliminate the nuisance or suspected nuisance by
reducing or managing the emissions using reasonably available practices.
The degree of abatement will depend on an evaluation of all of the circum-
stances of each case and does not necessarily mean completely eliminating
the emissions.

(2) “Nuisance” means a substantial and unreasonable interference
with another’s use and enjoyment of real property, or the substantial and
unreasonable invasion of a right common to members of the general pub-
lic.

(3) “Special control area” means an area designated in OAR 340-204-
0070.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: [DEQ 16, f. 6-12-70, ef. 7-11-70; DEQ 1-1984, f. & ef. 1-16-84; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96]; [DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ
4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96]; [DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-
7-78; DEQ 9-1979, f. & ef. 5-3-79; DEQ 3-1980, f. & ef. 1-28-80; DEQ 14-1981, f. & ef. 5-
6-81; DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef.
2-17-95; DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96]; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0005, 340-021-0050, 340-030-
0010; DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef 2-5-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-208-0110
Visible Air Contaminant Limitations

(1) The emissions standards in this rule do not apply to fugitive emis-
sions from a source or part of a source.

(2) The visible emissions standards in this rule are based on the aver-
age of 24 consecutive observations recorded at 15-second intervals, or
more frequently as allowed under subsection (b), which comprise a six-
minute block. Six-minute blocks need not be consecutive in time and in no
case may two blocks overlap. For each set of 24 observations, the six-
minute block average is calculated by summing the opacity of the 24 obser-
vations and dividing the sum by 24. Six-minute block averages are meas-
ured by:

(a) EPA Method 9;
(b) A continuous opacity monitoring system (COMS) installed and

operated in accordance with the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual or 40
CFR part 60; or

(c) An alternative monitoring method approved by DEQ that is equiv-
alent to EPA Method 9.

(3) For sources, other than wood-fired boilers, installed, constructed
or modified prior to June 1, 1970:

(a) If located outside a special control area, no person may emit or
allow to be emitted any visible emissions that equal or exceed:

(A) An average of 40 percent opacity through December 31, 2019;
and

(B) An average of 20 percent opacity on and after January 1, 2020.

(b) If located inside a special control area, no person may emit or
allow to be emitted any visible emissions that equal or exceed an average
of 20 percent opacity.

(4) For sources, other than wood-fired boilers, installed, constructed,
or modified on or after June 1, 1970, no person may emit or allow to be
emitted any visible emissions that equal or exceed an average of 20 percent
opacity.

(5) For wood-fired boilers installed, constructed or modified prior to
June 1, 1970, no person may emit or allow to be emitted any visible emis-
sions that equal or exceed:

(a) An average of 40 percent opacity through December 31, 2019,
with the exception that visible emissions may equal or exceed an average
of 40 percent opacity for up to two independent six-minute blocks in any
hour, as long as the average opacity during each of these two six-minute
blocks is less than 55 percent.

(b) An average of 20 percent opacity on or after January 1, 2020, with
one or more of the following exceptions:

(A) Visible emissions may equal or exceed an average of 20 percent
opacity for up to two independent six-minute blocks in any hour, as long as
the average opacity during each of these two six-minute blocks is less than
40 percent;

(B) Visible emissions may equal or exceed an average of 20 percent
opacity but may not equal or exceed 40 percent opacity, as the average of
all six-minute blocks during grate cleaning operations provided the grate
cleaning is performed in accordance with a grate cleaning plan approved by
DEQ; or

(C) DEQ may approve, at the owner’s or operator’s request, a boiler
specific limit greater than an average of 20 percent opacity, but not to equal
or exceed an average of 40 percent opacity, based on the opacity measured
during a source test that demonstrates compliance with 340-228-0210(2)(d)
as provided below:

(i) Opacity must be measured for at least 60 minutes during each com-
pliance source test run using any method included in section (2);

(ii) The boiler specific limit will be the average of at least 30 six-
minute block averages obtained during the compliance source test; 

(iii) The boiler specific limit will include a higher limit for one six
minute period during any hour based on the maximum six-minute block
average measured during the compliance source test;

(iv) Specific opacity limits will be included in the permit for each
affected source as a minor permit modification (simple fee) for sources
with an Oregon Title V Operating Permit or a Basic Technical Modification
for sources with an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit; and

(v) If an alternative limit is established in accordance with this para-
graph, the exception provided in paragraph (A) does not apply.

(6) For wood-fired boilers installed, constructed, or modified after
June 1, 1970 but before April 16, 2015, no person may emit or allow to be
emitted any visible emissions that equal or exceed an average of 20 percent
opacity with the exception that visible emissions may equal or exceed an
average of 20 percent opacity for up to two independent six-minute blocks
in any hour, as long as the average opacity during each of these two six-
minute blocks is less than 40 percent. 

(7) For all wood-fired boilers installed, constructed, or modified after
April 16, 2015, no person may emit or allow to be emitted any visible emis-
sions that equal or exceed an average of 20 percent opacity.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 16, f. 6-12-70, ef. 7-11-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 3-1996, f.
& cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0015;
DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef 2-5-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-208-0210
Requirements for Fugitive Emissions

(1) No person may cause or permit any materials to be handled, trans-
ported, or stored; or a building, its appurtenances, or a road to be used, con-
structed, altered, repaired or demolished; or any equipment to be operated,
without taking reasonable precautions to prevent particulate matter from
becoming airborne. Such reasonable precautions may include, but not be
limited to the following:

(a) Use, where possible, of water or chemicals for control of dust in
the demolition of existing buildings or structures, construction operations,
the grading of roads or the clearing of land;

(b) Application of water or other suitable chemicals on unpaved
roads, materials stockpiles, and other surfaces which can create airborne
dusts;
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(c) Full or partial enclosure of materials stockpiles in cases where
application of water or other suitable chemicals are not sufficient to prevent
particulate matter from becoming airborne;

(d) Installation and use of hoods, fans, and fabric filters to enclose and
vent the handling of dusty materials;

(e) Adequate containment during sandblasting or other similar opera-
tions;

(f) Covering, at all times when in motion, open bodied trucks trans-
porting materials likely to become airborne;

(g) The prompt removal from paved streets of earth or other material
that does or may become airborne.

(2) When fugitive particulate emissions escape from an air contami-
nant source, DEQ may order the owner or operator to abate the emissions.
In addition to other means, DEQ may order that a building or equipment in
which processing, handling and storage are done be tightly closed and ven-
tilated in such a way that air contaminants are controlled or removed before
being emitted to the open air.

(a) For purposes of this section, fugitive emissions are visible emis-
sions that leave the property of a source for a period or periods totaling
more than 18 seconds in a six minute period. The minimum observation
time must be at least six minutes unless otherwise specified in a permit. 

(b) Fugitive emissions are determined by EPA Method 22 at the
downwind property boundary.

(3) If requested by DEQ, the owner or operator must develop a fugi-
tive emission control plan, including but not limited to the work practices
in section (1), that will prevent any visible emissions from leaving the prop-
erty of a source for more than 18 seconds in a six-minute period following
the procedures of EPA Method 22.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0060; DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef 2-5-01;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-208-0300
Nuisance Prohibited

(1) No person may cause or allow air contaminants from any source
subject to regulation by DEQ to cause a nuisance.

(2) Upon determining a nuisance may exist, DEQ will provide writ-
ten notice to the person creating the suspected nuisance. DEQ will endeav-
or to resolve observed nuisances in keeping with the policy outlined in
OAR 340-012-0026. If DEQ subsequently determines a nuisance exists
under 340-208-0310 and proceeds with a formal enforcement action, pur-
suant to OAR 340 division 12, the first day for determining penalties will
be no earlier than the date of this notice.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.010 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.010 & 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-5-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-208-0310
Determining Whether A Nuisance Exists

(1) In determining whether a nuisance exists, DEQ may consider fac-
tors including, but not limited to, the following:

(a) Frequency of the emission;
(b) Duration of the emission;
(c) Strength or intensity of the emissions, odors or other offending

properties;
(d) Number of people impacted;
(e) The suitability of each party’s use to the character of the locality

in which it is conducted;
(f) Extent and character of the harm to complainants;
(g) The source’s ability to prevent or avoid harm.
(2) Compliance with a best work practices agreement that identifies

and abates a suspected nuisance constitutes compliance with OAR 340-
208-0300 for the identified nuisance. For sources subject to 340-216-0020
or 340-218-0020, compliance with specific permit conditions that results in
the abatement of a nuisance associated with an operation, process or other
pollutant emitting activity constitutes compliance with 340-208-0300 for
the identified nuisance. For purposes of this section, “permit condition”
does not include the general condition prohibiting the creation of nuisances.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468, 468A.010 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.010 & 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-5-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-208-0320
Best Work Practices Agreement

(1) A person may voluntarily enter into an agreement with DEQ to
implement specific practices to abate the suspected nuisance. This agree-

ment may be modified by mutual consent of both parties. This agreement
will be an Order for the purposes of enforcement under OAR 340 division
12.

(2) For any source subject to OAR 340-216-0020 or 340-218-0020,
the conditions outlined in the best work practices agreement will be incor-
porated into the permit at the next permit renewal or modification.

(3) This agreement will remain in effect unless or until DEQ provides
written notification to the person subject to the agreement that:

(a) The agreement is superseded by conditions and requirements
established later in a permit;

(b) DEQ determines the activities that were the subject of the agree-
ment no longer occur; or

(c) DEQ determines that further reasonably available practices are
necessary to abate the suspected nuisance.

(4) The agreement will include one or more specific practices to abate
the suspected nuisance. The agreement may contain other requirements
including, but not limited to:

(a) Monitoring and tracking the emission of air contaminants;
(b) Logging complaints and the source’s response to the complaint;
(c) Conducting a study to propose further refinements to best work

practices.
(5) DEQ will consult, as appropriate, with complainants with stand-

ing in the matter throughout the development, preparation, implementation,
modification and evaluation of a best work practices agreement. DEQ will
not require that complainants identify themselves to the source as part of
the investigation and development of the best work practices agreement.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468, 468A.010 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.010 & 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-5-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-208-0450
Particle Fallout Limitation

No person may cause or permit the emission of particulate matter
larger than 250 microns in size at sufficient duration or quantity as to cre-
ate an observable deposition upon the real property of another person.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468, 468A.010 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.010 & 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 61, f. 12-5-73, ef. 12-25-73; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93, Renumbered
from 340-028-0080; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0520;
DEQ 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-5-01, Renumbered from 340-208-0620; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-209-0010
Purpose

The purpose of this division is to specify the requirements for notify-
ing the public of certain permit actions and providing an opportunity for the
public to participate in those permit actions.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065, 468A.035, 468A.040 & ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-209-0020
Applicability

This division applies to permit actions requiring public notice as spec-
ified in OAR 340, divisions 216 and 218.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065, 468A.035, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-209-0030
Public Notice Categories and Timing

(1) DEQ categorizes permit actions according to potential environ-
mental and public health significance and the degree to which DEQ has dis-
cretion for implementing the applicable regulations. Category I is for per-
mit actions with low environmental and public health significance so they
have less public notice and opportunity for public participation. Category
IV is for permit actions with potentially high environmental and public
health significance so they have the greatest level of public notice and
opportunity for participation.

(2) Permit actions are assigned to specific categories in OAR 340,
divisions 216 and 218. If a permit action is uncategorized, the permit action
will be processed under Category III.

(3) The following describes the public notice or participation require-
ments for each category:
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(a) Category I — No prior public notice or opportunity for participa-
tion. However, DEQ will maintain a list of all permit actions processed
under Category I and make the list available for public review.

(b) Category II — DEQ will provide public notice of the proposed
permit action and a minimum of 30 days to submit written comments.

(c) Category III — DEQ will provide public notice of the proposed
permit action and a minimum of 35 days to submit written comments. DEQ
will provide a minimum of 30 days notice for a hearing, if one is scheduled.
DEQ will schedule a hearing at a reasonable time and place to allow inter-
ested persons to submit oral or written comments if:

(A) DEQ determines that a hearing is necessary; or
(B) Within 35 days of the mailing of the public notice, DEQ receives

written requests from ten persons, or from an organization representing at
least ten persons, for a hearing.

(d) Category IV — Once an application is considered complete under
OAR 340-216-0040, DEQ will:

(A)(i) Provide notice of the completed application and requested per-
mit action; and

(ii) Schedule an informational meeting within the community where
the facility will be or is located and provide public notice at least 14 days
before the meeting. During the meeting, DEQ will describe the requested
permit action and accept comments from the public. DEQ will consider any
information gathered in this process in its drafting of the proposed permit,
but will not maintain an official record of the meeting and will not provide
a written response to the comments;

(B) Once a draft permit is completed, provide public notice of the pro-
posed permit and a minimum of 40 days to submit written comments; and

(C) Schedule a public hearing at a reasonable time and place to allow
interested persons to submit oral or written comments and provide a mini-
mum of 30 days public notice for the hearing.

(4) Except for actions regarding Oregon Title V Operating Permits,
DEQ may move a permit action to a higher category under section (3)
based on, but not limited to the following factors:

(a) Anticipated public interest in the facility;
(b) Compliance and enforcement history of the facility or owner; 
(c) Potential for significant environmental or public harm due to loca-

tion or type of facility; or
(d) Federal requirements.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065 & 468A.035, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-209-0040
Public Notice Information

(1) The following information is required in public notices for all pro-
posed ACDP and draft Oregon Title V Operating Permit actions, except for
General Permit actions:

(a) Name of applicant and location of the facility;
(b) Type of facility, including a description of the facility’s processes

subject to the permit;
(c) Description of the air contaminant emissions including, the type of

regulated pollutants, quantity of emissions, and any decreases or increases
since the last permit action for the facility;

(d) Location and description of documents relied upon in preparing
the draft permit;

(e) Other permits required by DEQ;
(f) Date of previous permit actions;
(g) Opportunity for public comment and a brief description of the

comment procedures, whether in writing or in person, including the proce-
dures for requesting a hearing (unless a hearing has already been scheduled
or is not an option for the public notice category);

(h) Compliance, enforcement, and complaint history along with reso-
lution of the same;

(i) A summary of the discretionary decisions made by DEQ in draft-
ing the permit;

(j) Type and duration of the proposed or draft permit action;
(k) Basis of need for the proposed or draft permit action;
(l) Any special conditions imposed in the proposed or draft permit

action;
(m) Whether each proposed permitted emission is a criteria pollutant

and whether the area in which the source is located is designated as attain-
ment/unclassified, sustainment, nonattainment, reattainment or mainte-
nance for that pollutant;

(n) If the proposed permit action is for a federal major source,
whether the proposed permitted emission would have a significant impact
on a Class I airshed;

(o) If the proposed permit action is for a major source for which dis-
persion modeling has been performed, an indication of what impact each
proposed permitted emission would have on the ambient air quality stan-
dard and PSD increment consumption within an attainment area;

(p) Other available information relevant to the permitting action;
(q) The name and address of DEQ office processing the permit;
(r) The name, address, and telephone number and e-mail address of a

person from whom interested persons may obtain additional information,
including copies of the permit draft, the application, all relevant supporting
materials, including any compliance plan, permit, and monitoring and com-
pliance certification report, except for information that is exempt from dis-
closure, and all other materials available to DEQ that are relevant to the
permit decision; and

(s) If applicable, a statement that an enhanced NSR process under
OAR 340 division 224, including the external review procedures required
under OAR 340-218-0210 and 340-218-0230, is being used to allow for
subsequent incorporation of the operating approval into an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit as an administrative amendment.

(2) General Permit Actions. The following information is required for
General ACDP and General Oregon Title V Operating Permit actions:

(a) The name and address of potential or actual facilities assigned to
the General Permit;

(b) Type of facility, including a description of the facility’s process
subject to the permit;

(c) Description of the air contaminant emissions including, the type of
regulated pollutants, quantity of emissions, and any decreases or increases
since the last permit action for the potential or actual facilities assigned to
the permit;

(d) Location and description of documents relied upon in preparing
the draft permit;

(e) Other permits required by DEQ;
(f) Date of previous permit actions;
(g) Opportunity for public comment and a brief description of the

comment procedures, whether in writing or in person, including the proce-
dures for requesting a hearing (unless a hearing has already been scheduled
or is not an option for the Public Notice category);

(h) Compliance, enforcement, and complaint history along with reso-
lution of the same;

(i) A summary of the discretionary decisions made by DEQ in draft-
ing the permit;

(j) Type and duration of the proposed or draft permit action;
(k) Basis of need for the proposed or draft permit action;
(l) Any special conditions imposed in the proposed or draft permit

action;
(m) Whether each proposed permitted emission is a criteria pollutant

and whether the area in which the sources are located are designated as
attainment or non-attainment for that pollutant;

(n) If the proposed permit action is for a federal major source,
whether the proposed permitted emission would have a significant impact
on a Class I airshed;

(o) Other available information relevant to the permitting action; and
(p) The name and address of DEQ office processing the permit;
(q) The name, address, and telephone number and e-mail address of a

person from whom interested persons may obtain additional information,
including copies of the permit draft, the application, all relevant supporting
materials, including any compliance plan, permit, and monitoring and com-
pliance certification report, except for information that is exempt from dis-
closure, and all other materials available to DEQ that are relevant to the
permit decision.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065 & 468A.035, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef.
1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-0033; DEQ 13-1988, f. & cert. ef. 6-17-88; DEQ 34-
1990, f. 8-20-90, cert. ef. 9-1-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0150; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1710; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbererd
from 340-216-0050; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-209-0050
Public Notice Procedures

(1) All notices. DEQ will mail or email a notice of proposed permit
actions to the persons identified in OAR 340-209-0060.
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(2) NSR, Oregon Title V Operating Permit and General ACDP
actions. In addition to section (1), DEQ will provide notice of NSR, Oregon
Title V Operating Permit and General ACDP actions as follows:

(a) Advertisement in a newspaper of general circulation in the area
where the source or sources are or will be located or a DEQ publication
designed to give general public notice; and

(b) Other means, if necessary, to assure adequate notice to the affect-
ed public.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065, 468A.035, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-209-0060
Persons Required to Be Notified

(1) All notices. For all types of public notice, DEQ will provide notice
to the following persons:

(a) The applicant;
(b) Persons on a mailing list maintained by DEQ, including those who

request in writing to be notified of air quality permit actions;
(c) Local news media; and
(d) Interested state and federal agencies.
(2) General ACDP or General Oregon Title V Operating Permit

actions. In addition to section (1), DEQ will notify the following:
(a) Potential applicants; and
(b) All existing permit holders in the source category in the case

where a General Permit is being issued to a category of sources already per-
mitted.

(3) Oregon Title V Operating Permit actions. DEQ will provide notice
to affected states and the EPA in addition to the persons identified in sec-
tions (1) and (2).

(4) NSR actions. For NSR actions excluding Type B State NSR
actions (OAR 340 division 224), DEQ will provide notice to the following
officials and agencies having jurisdiction over the location where the pro-
posed construction would occur in addition to the persons identified in sec-
tion (1):

(a) The chief executives of the city and county where the source or
modification would be located;

(b) Any comprehensive regional land use planning agency;
(c) Any state, federal land manager, or Indian governing body whose

land may be affected by emissions from the source or modification; and
(d) The EPA.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065, 468A.035, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-209-0070
Hearing Procedures

When a public hearing is required or requested, DEQ will provide the
hearing at a reasonable place and time before taking the final permit action.

(1) Notice of the hearing may be given either in the notice accompa-
nying the proposed or draft permit action or in such other manner as is rea-
sonably calculated to inform interested persons. DEQ will provide notice of
the hearing at least 30 days before the hearing.

(2) Presiding Officer. A Presiding Officer will preside over the public
hearing and ensure that proper procedures are followed to allow for the
public to comment on the proposed permit action.

(a) Before accepting oral or written comments by members of the
public, the Presiding Officer or DEQ representative will present a summa-
ry of the proposed permit action DEQ’s preliminary decision. During this
period, there may be an opportunity to ask questions about the proposed or
draft permit action.

(b) The Presiding Officer will then provide an opportunity for inter-
ested persons to submit oral or written comments regarding the proposed
permit action. Interested persons are encouraged to submit written com-
ments because time constraints may be imposed, depending on the level of
participation. While public comment is being accepted, discussion of the
proposed or draft permit action will not be allowed.

(c) After the public hearing, the Presiding Officer will prepare a report
of the hearing that includes the date and time of the hearing, the permit
action, names of persons attending the hearing, written comments, and a
summary of the oral comments. The Presiding Officer’s report will be
entered into the permit action record.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 

Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 78, f. 9-6-74, ef. 9-25-74; DEQ 122, f. & ef. 9-13-76; DEQ 7-1988, f. & cert. ef.
5-6-88 (and corrected 9-30-88); DEQ 34-1990, f. 8-20-90, cert. ef. 9-1-90; DEQ 9-1996, f.
& cert. ef. 7-10-96; DEQ 15-2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-11-00, Renumbered from 340-011-0007;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-014-0022; DEQ 8-2007, f.
& cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-209-0080
Issuance or Denial of a Permit

(1) Following the public comment period and public hearing, if one is
held, DEQ will take action upon the matter as expeditiously as possible.
Before taking such action, DEQ will prepare a written response to address
each relevant, distinct issue raised during the comment period and during
the hearing record.

(2) DEQ will make a record of the public comments, including the
names and affiliation of persons who commented, and the issues raised dur-
ing the public participation process. The public comment records may be in
summary form rather than a verbatim transcript. The public comment
records are available to the public at the DEQ office processing the permit.

(3) The applicant may submit a written response to any comments
submitted by the public within 10 working days after DEQ provides the
applicant with a copy of the written comments received by DEQ. DEQ will
consider the applicant’s response in making a final decision.

(4) After considering the comments, DEQ may adopt or modify the
provisions requested in the permit application.

(5) Issuance of permit: DEQ will promptly notify the applicant in
writing of the final action as provided in OAR 340-011-0525 and will
include a copy of the permit. If the permit conditions are different from
those contained in the proposed permit, the notification will identify the
affected conditions and include the reasons for the changes.

(6) Denial of a permit: DEQ will promptly notify the applicant in
writing of the final action as provided in OAR 340-011-0525. If DEQ
denies a permit application, the notification will include the reasons for the
denial.

(7) DEQ’s decision under sections (5) and (6) is effective 20 days
from the date of service of the notice unless, within that time, DEQ receives
a request for a hearing from the applicant. The request for a hearing must
be in writing and state the grounds for the request. The hearing will be con-
ducted as a contested case hearing in accordance with ORS 183.413
through 183.470 and OAR 340 division 11.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 183.413, 183.415, 468.065, 468A.035, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 42, f. 4-5-72, ef. 4-15-72; DEQ 13-1988, f. & cert. ef. 6-17-88; DEQ 4-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-014-
0025 & 340-014-0035; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-
15; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0010
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies to air contaminant sources, to stationary
sources, and to modifications of existing portable sources that are required
to have permits under OAR 340 division 216.

(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.035 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.070 &
468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-0200; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-210-0020
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0100
Registration in General

(1) Any air contaminant source not subject to Air Contaminant
Discharge Permits, OAR 340 division 216, or Oregon Title V Operating
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Permits, OAR 340 division 218, must register with DEQ upon request pur-
suant to OAR 340-210-0110 through 340-210-0120.

(2) The owner or operator of an air contaminant source listed in sub-
section (2)(a) that is certified through a DEQ approved environmental cer-
tification program and subject to an Area Source NESHAP may register the
source with DEQ pursuant to OAR 340-210-0110 through 340-210-0120 in
lieu of obtaining a permit according to with OAR 340-216-0020, unless
DEQ determines that the source has not complied with the requirements of
the environmental certification program. 

(a) The following sources may be registered under this section: 
(A) Motor vehicle surface coating operations. 
(B) Dry cleaners using perchloroethylene. 
(b) Approved environmental certification program. To be approved,

the environmental certification program must, at a minimum, require certi-
fied sources to comply with all applicable state and federal rules and regu-
lations and require additional measures to increase environmental protec-
tion. 

(c) Fees. In order to obtain and maintain registration, owners and
operators of sources registered pursuant to this section must pay the fol-
lowing annual fees by March 1 of each year: 

(A) Motor vehicle surface coating operations — $288.00. 
(B) Dry cleaners using perchloroethylene — $216.00. 
(C) Late fees. 
(i) 8–30 days late: 5% of annual fee. 
(ii) 31–60 days late: 10% of annual fee. 
(iii) 61 or more days late: 20% of annual fee. 
(D) Failure to pay fees. Registration is automatically terminated upon

failure to pay annual fees within 90 days of invoice by DEQ, unless prior
arrangements for payment have been approved in writing by DEQ. 

(d) Recordkeeping. In order to maintain registration, owners and
operators of sources registered pursuant to this section must maintain
records required by the approved environmental performance program
under subsection (2)(b). The records must be kept on site and in a form suit-
able and readily available for expeditious inspection and review. 

(3) The owner or operator of an air contaminant source that is subject
to a federal NSPS or NESHAP in 40 CFR part 60 or 40 CFR part 3 and that
is not located at a source that is required to obtain a permit under OAR 340
division 216 (Air Contaminant Discharge Permits) or OAR 340 division
218 (Oregon Title V Operating Permits), must register and maintain regis-
tration with DEQ pursuant to OAR 340-210-0110 through 340-210-0120 if
requested in writing by DEQ (or by EPA at DEQ’s request). 

(4) Revocation. DEQ may revoke a registration if a source fails to
meet any requirement in OAR 340-210-0110. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310 
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0005; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-0500; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2009, f.
& cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 7-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative
correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13;
DEQ 9-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-24-13 thru 4-22-14; Administrative correction, 5-21-14;
DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0110
Registration Requirements

(1) Registration pursuant to OAR 340-210-0100(1) or (3) must be
completed within 30 days following the mailing date of the request by
DEQ.

(2) Registration must be completed by the owner, lessee of the source,
or agent on forms made available by DEQ. If a form is not available from
DEQ, the registrant may provide the information using a format approved
by DEQ. 

(3) In order to obtain registration pursuant to OAR 340-210-0100(1),
the following information must be reported by registrants: 

(a) Name, address, and nature of business; 
(b) Name of local person responsible for compliance with these rules; 
(c) Name of person authorized to receive requests for data and infor-

mation; 
(d) A description of the production processes and a related flow chart; 
(e) A plot plan showing the location and height of all air contaminant

sources. The plot plan must also indicate the nearest residential or com-
mercial property; 

(f) Type and quantity of fuels used; 
(g) Amount, nature, and duration of air contaminant emissions; 
(h) Estimated efficiency of air pollution control devices under present

or anticipated operating conditions; 

(i) Any other information requested by DEQ. 
(4) In order to obtain registration pursuant to OAR 340-210-0100(2),

the following information must be submitted by a registrant: 
(a) Name, address, and nature of business; 
(b) Name of local person responsible for compliance with these rules; 
(c) Name of person authorized to receive requests for data and infor-

mation; 
(d) Information demonstrating that the air contaminant source is oper-

ating in compliance with all applicable state and federal rules and regula-
tions, as requested by DEQ; 

(e) Information demonstrating that the source is certified through an
approved environmental certification program; 

(f) A signed statement that the submitted information is true, accurate,
and complete. This signed statement must state that, based on information
and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and information
in the document are true, accurate, and complete; 

(g) Any other information requested by DEQ. 
(5) In order to obtain registration pursuant to OAR 340-210-0100(3),

the following information must be submitted by a registrant: 
(a) Name, address and nature of business or institution; 
(b) Name of local person responsible for compliance with these rules; 
(c) Name of person authorized to receive requests for data and infor-

mation; 
(d) A description of the air contaminant source subject to regulation; 
(e) Identification of the applicable regulation; 
(f) Confirmation that approval to construct and operate the air con-

taminant source was obtained in accordance with OAR 340-210-0205
through 340-0210-0250; 

(g) Confirmation that the air contaminant source is operating in com-
pliance with all applicable state rules and regulations, including but not lim-
ited to OAR 340-208-0110 (visible air contaminant limitations) and 340-
226-0210 or 340-228-0210 (grain loading standards);

(h) Confirmation that the air contaminant source is operating in com-
pliance with all applicable federal rules and regulations, including but not
limited to 40 CFR part 60 and part 63 standards and work practice require-
ments, such as routine tune-up for boilers; and

(i) Any other information requested by DEQ. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0010; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-0510; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2009, f.
& cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 7-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative
correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0120
Re-Registration and Maintaining Registration 

(1) In order to re-register or maintain registration pursuant to OAR
340-210-0100, a person responsible for an air contaminant source must
reaffirm in writing, by March 1 of each year, the correctness and current
status of the information furnished to DEQ.

(2) In order to re-register or maintain registration pursuant to OAR
340-210-0100(3): 

(a) The registrant must report any change in any of the factual infor-
mation reported under OAR 340-210-0110 to DEQ on a form made avail-
able by DEQ; and 

(b) The registrant must confirm the compliance status of the air con-
taminant source, including but not limited to compliance with any work
practice requirements such as routine tune-ups. Confirmation must be made
in writing on a form furnished by DEQ. 

(3) In order to re-register, or maintain registration, a person must not
have had their registration terminated or revoked within the last 3 years,
unless the air contaminant source has changed ownership since termination
or revocation, in which case the person must not have had their registration
terminated or revoked since the change in ownership. 

(4) If a registered air contaminant source is sold or transferred, the
sale or transfer must be reported to DEQ by either the former owner or the
new owner within 30 days of the date of sale or transfer. The new owner of
the registered air contaminant source must register the air contaminant
source within 30 days of the date of sale or transfer in accordance with
OAR 340-210-0110(2) and (5). 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310 
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0015; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
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Renumbered from 340-028-0520; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2009, f.
& cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 7-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative
correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0205
Applicability

(1) Except as provided in section (2), OAR 340-210-0200 through
340-210-0250 apply to the following:

(a) All new sources not otherwise required to obtain a permit under
OAR 340, division 216 or 218. Sources that are required to submit a permit
application under OAR 340, division 216 or 218 are not required to submit
a Notice of Construction application under this rule; 

(b) Modifications at existing sources, including sources that have per-
mits under OAR 340 division 216 or 218; and

(c) All sources that use air pollution control devices to comply with
emissions limits, or to avoid the requirement to obtain an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit (OAR 340 division 218) or Major NSR or Type A State
NSR (OAR 340 division 224) requirements, or MACT standards (OAR 340
division 244).

(2) OAR 340-210-0205 through 340-210-0250 do not apply to the
following sources:

(a) Agricultural operations or equipment that is exempted by OAR
340-200-0030;

(b) Heating equipment in or used in connection with residences used
exclusively as dwellings for not more than four families;

(c) Other activities associated with residences used exclusively as
dwellings for not more than four families, including, but not limited to bar-
becues, house painting, maintenance, and groundskeeping; 

(d) Portable sources, except modifications of portable sources that
have permits under OAR 340 division 216 or 218; and

(e) Categorically insignificant activities as defined in OAR 340-200-
0020 unless they are subject to NESHAP or NSPS requirements. This
exemption applies to all categorically insignificant activities whether or not
they are located at major or non-major sources.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.055
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035 & 468A.055
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0025; DEQ 19-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-0810; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01,
Renumbered from 340-210-0210; DEQ 12-2008, f. & cert. ef. 9-17-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0215
Requirement

(1) New Sources. No person is allowed to construct, install, or estab-
lish a new source that will cause an increase in any regulated pollutant
emissions without first notifying DEQ in writing.

(2) Modifications to existing sources. No person is allowed to make a
physical change or change in operation of an existing source that will cause
an increase, on an hourly basis at full production, in any regulated pollutant
emissions without first notifying DEQ in writing.

(3) Air Pollution Control Devices. No person is allowed to construct
or modify any air pollution control device without first notifying DEQ in
writing.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.055
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035 & 468A.055
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0020; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-0800; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-210-0200; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0225
Types of Construction/Modification Changes

For the purpose of OAR 340-210-0200 through 340-210-0250,
changes that involve new construction or modifications of sources or air
pollution control devices are divided into the following Types:

(1) Type 1 changes include construction or modification of sources or
air pollution control devices where such a change meets the criteria in sub-
sections (a) through (f):

(a) Would not increase emissions from the source above the PSEL by
more than the de minimis emission level defined in OAR 340-200-0020 for
sources required to have a permit;

(b) Would not increase emissions from the source above the netting
basis by more than or equal to the SER;

(c) Would not increase emissions from any new, modified, or replaced
device, activity or process, or any combination of devices, activities or
processes at the source by more than the de minimis levels defined in OAR
340-200-0020;

(d) Would not be used to establish a federally enforceable limit on the
potential to emit; and

(e) Would not require a TACT determination under OAR 340-226-
0130 or a MACT determination under OAR 340-244-0200; and

(f) Is not required to obtain a permit under OAR 340 division 216.
(2) Type 2 changes include construction or modification of sources or

air pollution control devices where such a change meets the criteria in sub-
sections (a) through (f):

(a) Would not increase emissions from the source above the PSEL by
more than the de minimis level defined in OAR 340-200-0020 for sources
required to have a permit;

(b) Would not increase emissions from the source above the netting
basis by more than or equal to the SER;

(c) Would not increase emissions from any new, modified, or replaced
device, activity or process, or any combination of devices, activities or
processes at the source by more than or equal to the SER;

(d) Would not be used to establish a federally enforceable limit on the
potential to emit; 

(e) Would not require a TACT determination under OAR 340-226-
0130 or a MACT determination under OAR 340-244-0200; and

(f) Is not required to obtain a permit under OAR 340 division 216. 
(3) Type 3 changes include construction or modification of sources or

air pollution control devices where such a change does not qualify as a Type
4 change under section (4) and:

(a) Would increase emissions from the source above the PSEL by
more than the de minimis emission level defined in OAR 340-200-0020
before applying unassigned emissions or emissions reduction credits avail-
able to the source but less than the SER after applying unassigned emis-
sions or emissions reduction credits available to the source for sources
required to have a permit;

(b) Would increase emissions from any new, modified, or replaced
device, activity or process, or any combination of devices, activities or
processes at the source by more than the SER but are not subject to OAR
340-222-0041(4);

(c) Would be used to establish a federally enforceable limit on the
potential to emit; or

(d) Would require a TACT determination under OAR 340-226-0130
or a MACT determination under 340-244-0200.

(4) Type 4 changes include construction or modification of sources or
air pollution control devices where such a change or changes would
increase emissions from the source above the PSEL, after applying unas-
signed emissions or emissions reduction credits available to the source, or
netting basis of the source by more than the SER.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050, ORS 468A.055, 468A.070 &
468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070
& 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 5-1989, f. 4-24-89, cert. ef. 5-1-89; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0030;
DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-028-0820; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-210-
0220; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0230
Notice to Construct

(1) Any person proposing a Type 1 or 2 change must provide notice
to DEQ before constructing or modifying a stationary source or air pollu-
tion control device. The notice must be in writing on a form supplied by
DEQ and include the following information as applicable:

(a) Name, address, and nature of business;
(b) Name of local person responsible for compliance with these rules;
(c) Name of person authorized to receive requests for data and infor-

mation;
(d) The type of construction or modification as defined in OAR 340-

210-0220;
(e) A description of the constructed or modified source;
(f) A description of the production processes and a related flow chart

for the constructed or modified source;
(g) A plot plan showing the location and height of the constructed or

modified source. The plot plan must also indicate the nearest residential or
commercial property;

(h) Type and quantity of fuels used;
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(i) The change in the amount, nature and duration of regulated pollu-
tant emissions;

(j) Plans and specifications for air pollution control devices and facil-
ities and their relationship to the production process, including estimated
efficiency of air pollution control devices under present or anticipated oper-
ating conditions;

(k) Any information on pollution prevention measures and cross-
media impacts the owner or operator wants DEQ to consider in determin-
ing applicable control requirements and evaluating compliance methods;

(l) A list of any requirements applicable to the new construction or
modification;

(m) Where the operation or maintenance of air pollution control
devices and emission reduction processes can be adjusted or varied from
the highest reasonable efficiency and effectiveness, information necessary
for DEQ to establish operational and maintenance requirements under OAR
340-226-0120(1) and (2); and

(n) Amount and method of refuse disposal; and
(o) Land Use Compatibility Statement signed by a local (city or coun-

ty) planner either approving or disapproving construction or modification
to the source if required by the local planning agency.

(2) Any person proposing a Type 3 or 4 change must submit an appli-
cation for either a construction ACDP, new permit, or permit modification,
whichever is appropriate.

(3) The owner of operator must notify DEQ of any corrections and
revisions to the plans and specifications upon becoming aware of the
changes.

(4) Where a permit issued in accordance with OAR 340 divisions 216
or 218 includes construction approval for future changes for operational
flexibility, the notice requirements in this rule are waived for the approved
changes.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 &
468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070
& 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0240
Construction Approval

(1) Approval to Construct:
(a) For Type 1 changes, the owner or operator may proceed with the

construction or modification 10 calendar days after DEQ receives the
notice required in OAR 340-210-0230 or on the date that DEQ approves the
proposed construction in writing, whichever is sooner, unless DEQ notifies
the owner or operator in writing that the proposed construction or modifi-
cation is not a Type 1 change.

(b) For Type 2 changes, the owner or operator may proceed with the
construction or modification 60 calendar days after DEQ receives the
notice required in OAR 340-210-0230 or on the date that DEQ approves the
proposed construction in writing, whichever is sooner, unless DEQ notifies
the owner or operator in writing that the proposed construction or modifi-
cation is not a Type 2 change.

(c) For Type 3 changes, the owner or operator must obtain either a
Construction ACDP or a new or modified Standard ACDP in accordance
with OAR 340 division 216 before proceeding with the construction or
modification.

(d) For Type 4 changes, the owner or operator must obtain a new or
modified Standard ACDP before proceeding with the construction or mod-
ification. Type 4 changes may also be subject to OAR 340 division 224,
New Source Review requirements.

(2) Approval to construct does not relieve the owner of the obligation
of complying with applicable requirements.

(3) Notice of Completion. Unless otherwise specified in the construc-
tion ACDP or approval, the owner or operator must notify DEQ in writing
that the construction or modification has been completed using a form fur-
nished by DEQ. Unless otherwise specified, the notice is due 30 days after
completing the construction or modification. The notice of completion
must include the following:

(a) The date of completion of construction or modification; and
(b) The date the stationary source, device, activity, process, or air pol-

lution control device was or will be put in operation.
(4) Order Prohibiting Construction or Modification. If at any time,

DEQ determines that the proposed construction is not in accordance with
applicable statutes, rules, regulations, and orders, DEQ will issue an order
prohibiting the construction or modification. The order prohibiting con-

struction or modification will be forwarded to the owner or operator by cer-
tified mail.

(5) Hearing. A person against whom an order prohibiting construction
or modification is directed may request a contested case hearing within 20
days from the date of mailing the order. The request must be in writing,
state the grounds for hearing, and be mailed to the Director of DEQ. The
hearing will be conducted pursuant to the applicable provisions in division
11 of this chapter. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 &
468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A. 025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070
& 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-210-0250
Approval to Operate

(1) The approval to construct does not provide approval to operate the
constructed or modified stationary source or air pollution control device
unless otherwise allowed by section (2) or (3) or under the applicable
ACDP or Oregon Title V Operating Permit programs (OAR 340 divisions
216 and 218).

(2) Type 1 and 2 changes: 
(a) For sources that are not required to obtain a permit in accordance

with OAR 340-216-0020, Type 1 and 2 changes may be operated without
further approval subject to the conditions of DEQ’s approval to construct
provided in accordance with OAR 340-210-0240. 

(A) Approval to operate does not relieve the owner of the obligation
of complying with applicable requirements that may include but are not
limited to the general opacity standards in OAR 340-208-0110 and general
particulate matter standards in OAR 340-226-0210 and OAR 340-228-
0210. 

(B) If required by DEQ as a condition of the approval to construct or
at any other time in accordance with OAR 340-212-0120, the owner or
operator must conduct testing or monitoring to verify compliance with
applicable requirements. All required testing must be performed in accor-
dance with OAR 340-212-0140. 

(C) The owner or operator must register the air contaminant source
with DEQ if required as a condition of the approval to construct or at any
other time in accordance with OAR 340-210-0100. 

(b) For new sources that are required to obtain an ACDP in accor-
dance with OAR 340-216-0020, the ACDP, which allows operation, is
required before operating the newly constructed equipment. 

(c) For sources currently operating under an ACDP, Type 1 and 2
changes may be operated without further approval unless the ACDP specif-
ically prohibits the operation. 

(d) For sources currently operating under an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit, Type 1 and 2 changes may only be operated in accor-
dance with OAR 340-218-0190(2). 

(3) Type 3 and 4 changes: 
(a) For new sources, Type 3 or 4 changes require a standard ACDP

before operation of the changes. 
(b) For sources currently operating under an ACDP, approval to oper-

ate Type 3 or 4 changes will require a new or modified standard ACDP. All
ACDP terms and conditions remain in effect until the ACDP is modified. 

(c) For sources currently operating under an Oregon Title V Operating
Permit, approval to operate Type 3 or 4 changes must be in accordance with
OAR 340-218-0190(2). 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 &
468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A. 025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070
& 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0005
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies in all areas of the state. 
(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-

0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070, 468A.135 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070, 468A.135 &
468A.310
Hist.; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-212-0010
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and OAR 340-
200-0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this divi-
sion.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0110
Applicability

OAR 340-212-0110 through 340-212-0150 apply to all stationary
sources in the state. Stationary source includes portable sources that are
required to have permits under division 216. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-
1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
028-0900; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0120
Program

(1) As part of its coordinated program of air quality control and pre-
venting and abating air pollution, DEQ may:

(a) Require the owner or operator of a stationary source to determine
the type, quantity, quality, and duration of the emissions from any air con-
tamination source;

(b) Require full reporting in writing of all test procedures and signed
by the person or persons responsible for conducting the tests;

(c) Require continuous monitoring of specified air contaminant emis-
sions or parameters and periodic regular reporting of the results of such
monitoring.

(2) DEQ may require an owner or operator of a source to provide
emission testing facilities as follows:

(a) Sampling ports, safe sampling platforms, and access to sampling
platforms adequate for test methods applicable to such source; and

(b) Utilities for sampling and testing equipment.
(3) Testing must be conducted in accordance with the DEQ Source

Sampling Manual, the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual, or an applica-
ble EPA Reference Method unless DEQ, if allowed under applicable feder-
al requirements:

(a) Specifies or approves minor changes in methodology in specific
cases;

(b) Approves the use of an equivalent or alternative method as defined
in division 200;

(c) Waives the testing requirement because the owner or operator has
satisfied DEQ that the affected facility is in compliance with applicable
requirements; or

(d) Approves shorter sampling times and smaller sample volumes
when necessitated by process variables or other factors.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020 0035; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1100; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0130
Stack Heights and Dispersion Techniques

(1) 40 CFR parts 51.100(ff) through 51.100(kk), and 51.118, 51.160
through 51.166, concerning stack heights and dispersion techniques, are
adopted and incorporated herein. The federal rule generally prohibits the use
of excessive stack height and certain dispersion techniques when calculating
compliance with ambient air quality standards. The rule forbids neither the
construction and actual use of excessively tall stacks, nor the use of disper-
sion techniques. It only forbids their use in noted calculations. The rule gen-
erally applies as follows. Stacks 65 meters high or greater that were con-
structed after December 31, 1970, and major modifications made after
December 31, 1970 to existing plants with stacks 65 meters high or greater
which were constructed before that date are subject to this rule. Certain
stacks at federally owned, coal-fired steam electric generating units con-
structed under a contract awarded before February 8, 1974 are exempt. Any
dispersion technique implemented after December 31, 1970 at any plant is

subject to this rule. However, if the plant’s total allowable emissions of sul-
fur dioxide are less than 5,000 tons per year, then certain dispersion tech-
niques to increase final exhaust gas plume rise may be used when calculat-
ing compliance with ambient air quality standards for sulfur dioxide.

(2) Where found in the federal rule, the following terms apply:
(a) “Reviewing agency” means DEQ, LRAPA, or the EPA, as applica-

ble;
(b) “Authority administering the State Implementation Plan” means

DEQ, LRAPA, or EPA;
(c) The “procedures” referred to in 40 CFR 51.164 are the DEQ Major

NSR procedures (OAR 340-224-0010 through 340-224-0070 and OAR 340-
224-0500 through 340-224-0540 or Title 38 of LRAPA rules), and the
review procedures for new, or modifications to, minor sources, at the DEQ
review procedures for new or modified minor sources (OAR 340-210-0205
to 340-210-0250, OAR 340 division 216, OAR 340-224-0010 through 340-
224-0038, OAR 340-224-0200 through 340-224-0270 and OAR 340-224-
0500 through 340-224-0540, or LRAPA Title 34).

(d) “The state” or “state, or local control agency” as referred to in 40
CFR 51.118, means DEQ or LRAPA;

(e) “Applicable state implementation plan” and “plan” refer to the
DEQ or LRAPA programs and rules, as approved by the EPA, or any regu-
lations promulgated by EPA (see 40 CFR part 52, subpart MM).

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070, 468A.135 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035, 468A..050, 468A.055, 468A.070, 468A.135 &
468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 11-1986, f. & ef. 5-12-86; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0037; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-028-1110; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-212-0140
Methods

(1) Any sampling, testing, or measurement performed pursuant to this
division must conform to methods contained in the DEQ Source Sampling
Manual or to recognized applicable standard methods approved in advance
by DEQ. 

(2) DEQ may approve an equivalent or alternative method as defined
in division 200.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020,468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035, 468A..050, 468A.055, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-11-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0040; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1120; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0150
Department Testing

Instead of asking for tests and sampling of emissions from the owner
or operator of a source, DEQ may conduct such tests alone or in conjunc-
tion with the owner or operator. If DEQ conducts the testing or sampling,
the agency will provide a copy of the results to the owner or operator.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.035, 468A..050, 468A.055, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15, f. 6-12-70, ef. 9-1-70; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0045; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1130; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0200
Purpose and Applicability

(1) The purpose of OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280 is to
require, as part of the issuance of a permit under Title V of the FCAA,
improved or new monitoring at those emissions units where monitoring
requirements do not exist or are inadequate to meet the requirements of
340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280. Except for backup utility units that
are exempt under subsection (2)(b), the requirements of 340-212-0200
through 340-212-0280 apply to a regulated pollutant-specific emissions
unit at a major source that is required to obtain an Oregon Title V Operating
Permit if the unit meets all of the following criteria:

(a) The unit is subject to an emission limitation or standard for the
applicable regulated pollutant (or a surrogate thereof), other than an emis-
sion limitation or standard that is exempt under subsection (2)(a);

(b) The unit uses a control device to achieve compliance with any
such emission limitation or standard; and
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(c) The unit has potential pre-control device emissions of the applica-
ble regulated pollutant that are equal to or greater than 100 percent of the
amount, in tons per year, required for a source to be classified as a major
source. For purposes of this subsection, “potential pre-control device emis-
sions” has the same meaning as “potential to emit,” as defined in 340-200-
0020, except that emission reductions achieved by the applicable control
device are not taken into account.

(2) Exemptions:
(a) Exempt emission limitations or standards. The requirements of

OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280 do not apply to any of the fol-
lowing emission limitations or standards:

(A) Emission limitations or standards proposed by the Administrator
after November 15, 1990 pursuant to section 111 or 112 of the FCAA;

(B) Stratospheric ozone protection requirements under title VI of the
FCAA;

(C) Acid Rain Program requirements pursuant to sections 404, 405,
406, 407(a), 407(b), or 410 of the FCAA;

(D) Emission limitations or standards or other applicable require-
ments that apply solely under an emissions trading program approved or
promulgated by the Administrator under the FCAA that allows for trading
emissions within a source or between sources;

(E) An emissions cap that meets the requirements specified in 40 CFR
70.4(b)(12), 71.6(a)(13)(iii), or OAR 340 division 222 (Stationary Source
Plant Site Emission Limits);

(F) Emission limitations or standards for which an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit specifies a continuous compliance determination method,
as defined in OAR 340-200-0020. The exemption does not apply if the
applicable compliance method includes an assumed control device emis-
sion reduction factor that could be affected by the actual operation and
maintenance of the control device. For example a certain surface coating
line is controlled by an incinerator whose continuous compliance is deter-
mined by calculating emissions on the basis of coating records and an
assumed control device efficiency factor based on an initial performance
test. In this example, OAR 340-212-0200 through 212-0280 apply to the
control device and capture system, but not to the remaining elements of the
coating line, such as raw material usage.

(b) Exemption for backup utility power emissions units. The require-
ments of OAR 340-212-0200 through 212-0280 do not apply to a utility
unit, as defined in 40 CFR 72.2, that is municipally owned if the owner or
operator provides documentation in an Oregon Title V Operating Permit
application that:

(A) The utility unit is exempt from all monitoring requirements in 40
CFR part 75, including the appendices thereto;

(B) The utility unit is operated solely for providing electricity during
periods of peak electrical demand or emergency situations and will be oper-
ated consistent with that purpose throughout the Oregon Title V Operating
Permit term. The owner or operator must provide historical operating data
and relevant contractual obligations to document that this criterion is satis-
fied; and

(C) The actual emissions from the utility unit, based on the average
annual emissions over the last three calendar years of operation, or such
shorter time period that is available for units with fewer than three years of
operation, are less than 50 percent of the amount in tons per year required
for a source to be classified as a major source and are expected to remain
so.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1200; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0210
Monitoring Design Criteria

(1) General criteria. To provide a reasonable assurance of compliance
with emission limitations or standards for the anticipated range of opera-
tions at a regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit, monitoring under
OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280 must meet the following gener-
al criteria:

(a) The owner or operator must design the monitoring to obtain data
for one or more indicators of emission control performance for the control
device, any associated capture system and, if necessary to satisfy subsec-
tion (1)(b), processes at a regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit.
Indicators of performance may include, but are not limited to, direct or pre-
dicted emissions, including visible emissions or opacity, process and con-
trol device parameters that affect control device and capture system effi-
ciency or emission rates, or recorded findings of inspection and mainte-
nance activities conducted by the owner or operator;

(b) The owner or operator must establish an appropriate range or des-
ignated condition for the selected indicator such that operation within the
ranges provides a reasonable assurance of ongoing compliance with emis-
sion limitations or standards for the anticipated range of operating condi-
tions. Such range or condition must reflect the proper operation and main-
tenance of the control device and associated capture system, in accordance
with applicable design properties, for minimizing emissions over the antic-
ipated range of operating conditions at least to the level required to achieve
compliance with the applicable requirements. The reasonable assurance of
compliance will be assessed by maintaining performance within the indica-
tor range or designated condition. The ranges must be established in accor-
dance with the design and performance requirements in this rule and docu-
mented in accordance with the requirements in OAR 340-212-0220. If nec-
essary to assure that the control device and associated capture system can
satisfy this criterion, the owner or operator must monitor appropriate
process operational parameters, such as total throughput where necessary to
stay within the rated capacity for a control device. In addition, unless
specifically stated otherwise by an applicable requirement, the owner or
operator must monitor indicators to detect any bypass of the control device
or capture system to the atmosphere, if such bypass can occur based on the
design of the regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit;

(c) The design of indicator ranges or designated conditions may be:
(A) Based on a single maximum or minimum value if appropriate,

e.g., maintaining condenser temperatures a certain number of degrees
below the condensation temperature of the applicable compound being
processed, or at multiple levels that are relevant to distinctly different oper-
ating conditions, e.g., high versus low load levels;

(B) Expressed as a function of process variables, e.g., an indicator
range expressed as minimum to maximum pressure drop across a venturi
throat in a particulate control scrubber;

(C) Expressed as maintaining the applicable parameter in a particular
operational status or designated condition, e.g., position of a damper con-
trolling gas flow to the atmosphere through a by-pass duct;

(D) Established as interdependent between more than one indicator.
(2) Performance criteria. The owner or operator must design the mon-

itoring to meet the following performance criteria:
(a) Specifications that provide for obtaining data that are representa-

tive of the emissions or parameters being monitored, such as detector loca-
tion and installation specifications, if applicable;

(b) For new or modified monitoring equipment, verification proce-
dures to confirm the operational status of the monitoring prior to the date
by which the owner or operator must conduct monitoring under OAR 340-
212-0200 through 340-212-0280 as specified in OAR 340-212-0250(1).
The owner or operator must consider the monitoring equipment manufac-
turer’s requirements or recommendations for installation, calibration, and
start-up operation;

(c) Quality assurance and control practices that are adequate to ensure
the continuing validity of the data. The owner or operator must consider
manufacturer recommendations or requirements applicable to the monitor-
ing in developing appropriate quality assurance and control practices;

(d) Specifications for the frequency of the monitoring, the data col-
lection procedures that will be used (e.g., computerized data acquisition
and handling, alarm sensor, or manual log entries based on gauge readings),
and, if applicable, the period over which discrete data points will be aver-
aged for the purpose of determining whether an excursion or exceedance
has occurred:

(A) At a minimum, the owner or operator must design the period over
which data are obtained and, if applicable, averaged consistent with the
characteristics and typical variability of the regulated pollutant-specific
emissions unit, including the control device and associated capture system.
Such intervals must be commensurate with the time period over which a
change in control device performance that would require actions by owner
or operator to return operations within normal ranges or designated condi-
tions is likely to be observed;

(B) For all regulated pollutant-specific emissions units with the
potential to emit, calculated including the effect of control devices, the
applicable regulated pollutant in an amount equal to or greater than 100
percent of the amount, in tons per year, required for a source to be classi-
fied as a major source, for each parameter monitored, the owner or opera-
tor must collect four or more data values equally spaced over each hour and
average the values, as applicable, over the applicable averaging period as
determined in accordance with paragraph (2)(d)(A). DEQ may approve a
reduced data collection frequency based on information presented by the
owner or operator concerning the data collection mechanisms available for
a particular parameter for the particular regulated pollutant-specific emis-
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sions unit, e.g., integrated raw material or fuel analysis data, noninstru-
mental measurement of waste feed rate or visible emissions, use of a
portable analyzer or an alarm sensor;

(C) For other regulated pollutant-specific emissions units, the fre-
quency of data collection may be less than the frequency specified in para-
graph (2)(d)(B), but the monitoring must include some data collection at
least once per 24-hour period, e.g., a daily inspection of a carbon adsorber
operation in conjunction with a weekly or monthly check of emissions with
a portable analyzer.

(3) Evaluation factors. In designing monitoring to meet the require-
ments in sections (1) and (2), the owner or operator must take into account
site-specific factors including the applicability of existing monitoring
equipment and procedures, the ability of the monitoring to account for
process and control device operational variability, the reliability and lati-
tude built into the control technology, and the level of actual emissions rel-
ative to the compliance limitation.

(4) Special criteria for the use of continuous emission, opacity or pre-
dictive monitoring systems:

(a) If a continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS), continuous
opacity monitoring system (COMS), or predictive emission monitoring
system (PEMS) is required by other authority under the FCAA or state or
local law, the owner or operator must use such system to satisfy the require-
ments of OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280;

(b) The use of a CEMS, COMS, or PEMS that satisfies any of the fol-
lowing monitoring requirements satisfies the general design criteria in sec-
tions (1) and (2). However, a COMS may be subject to the criteria for estab-
lishing indicator ranges under section (1):

(A) Section 51.214 and Appendix P of 40 CFR part 51;
(B) Section 60.13 and Appendix B of 40 CFR part 60;
(C) Section 63.8 and any applicable performance specifications

required pursuant to the applicable subpart of 40 CFR part 63;
(D) 40 CFR part 75;
(E) Subpart H and Appendix IX of 40 CFR part 266; or
(F) If an applicable requirement does not otherwise require compli-

ance with the requirements listed in paragraphs (4)(b)(A) through (E), com-
parable requirements and specifications established by DEQ.

(c) The owner or operator must design the monitoring system subject
to section (4) to:

(A) Allow for reporting exceedances, or excursions if applicable to a
COMS used to assure compliance with a particulate matter standard, con-
sistent with any period for reporting of exceedances in an underlying
requirement. If an underlying requirement does not contain a provision for
establishing an averaging period for the reporting of exceedances or excur-
sions, the criteria used to develop an averaging period in section (2)(d)
applies; and

(B) Provide an indicator range consistent with section (1) for a COMS
used to assure compliance with a particulate matter standard. If an opacity
standard applies to the regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit, such
limit may be used as the appropriate indicator range unless the opacity limit
fails to meet the criteria in section (1) after considering the type of control
device and other site-specific factors applicable to the regulated pollutant-
specific emissions unit.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1210; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0220
Submittal Requirements

(1) The owner or operator must submit to DEQ monitoring plans that
satisfy the design requirements in OAR 340-212-0210. The submission must
include the following information:

(a) The indicators to be monitored to satisfy OAR 340-212-0210(1)(a)
and (b);

(b) The ranges or designated conditions for such indicators, or the
process by which such indicator ranges or designated conditions will be
established;

(c) The performance criteria for the monitoring to satisfy OAR 340-
212-0210(2); and

(d) If applicable, the indicator ranges and performance criteria for a
CEMS, COMS or PEMS pursuant to OAR 340-212-0210(4).

(2) As part of the information submitted, the owner or operator must
submit a justification for the proposed elements of the monitoring plans. If
the performance specifications proposed to satisfy OAR 340-212-
0210(2)(b) or (c) include differences from manufacturer recommendations,
the owner or operator must explain the reasons for the differences. The

owner or operator also must submit any data supporting the justification and
may refer to generally available sources of information used to support the
justification, such as generally available air pollution engineering manuals,
or EPA or DEQ publications on appropriate monitoring for various types of
control devices or capture systems. To justify the appropriateness of the
monitoring elements proposed, the owner or operator may rely in part on
existing applicable requirements that establish the monitoring for the appli-
cable regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit or a similar unit. If an
owner or operator relies on presumptively acceptable monitoring, no further
justification for the appropriateness of that monitoring should be necessary
other than an explanation of the applicability of such monitoring to the unit
in question, unless data or information is brought forward to rebut the
assumption. Presumptively acceptable monitoring includes:

(a) Presumptively acceptable or required monitoring approaches,
established by DEQ in a rule that constitutes part of the applicable imple-
mentation plan required pursuant to title I of the FCAA, that are designed to
achieve compliance with OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280 for
particular regulated pollutant-specific emissions units;

(b) Continuous emission, opacity, or predictive emission monitoring
systems that satisfy applicable monitoring requirements and performance
specifications contained in OAR 340-212-0210(d);

(c) Excepted or alternative monitoring methods allowed or approved
pursuant to 40 CFR part 75;

(d) Monitoring included for standards exempt from OAR 340-212-
0200 through 340-212-0280 pursuant to OAR 340-212-0200(2)(a)(A)
through (F) to the extent such monitoring is applicable to the performance
of the control device and associated capture system for the regulated pollu-
tant-specific emissions unit; and

(e) Presumptively acceptable monitoring methods identified in guid-
ance by EPA.

(3)(a) Except as provided in section (4), the owner or operator must
submit control device and process and capture system, if applicable, operat-
ing parameter data obtained during the conduct of the applicable compliance
or performance test conducted under conditions specified by the applicable
rule. If the applicable rule does not specify testing conditions or only par-
tially specifies test conditions, the performance test generally must be con-
ducted under conditions representative of maximum emissions potential
under anticipated operating conditions at the regulated pollutant-specific
emissions unit. Such data may be supplemented by engineering assessments
and manufacturer’s recommendations to justify the indicator ranges or, if
applicable, the procedures for establishing such indicator ranges. Emission
testing is not required to be conducted over the entire indicator range or
range of potential emissions;

(b) The owner or operator must document that no changes to the reg-
ulated pollutant-specific emissions unit, including the control device and
capture system, have taken place that could result in a significant change in
the control system performance or the selected ranges or designated condi-
tions for the indicators to be monitored since the performance or compliance
tests were conducted.

(4) If existing data from unit-specific compliance or performance test-
ing specified in section (3) are unavailable, the owner or operator:

(a) Must submit a test plan and schedule for obtaining such data in
accordance with section (5); or

(b) May submit indicator ranges, or procedures for establishing indi-
cator ranges, that rely on engineering assessments and other data, if the
owner or operator demonstrates that factors specific to the type of monitor-
ing, control device, or regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit make com-
pliance or performance testing unnecessary to establish indicator ranges at
levels that satisfy the criteria in OAR 340-212-0210(1).

(5) If the monitoring plans submitted by the owner or operator require
installation, testing, or other necessary activities before conducting the mon-
itoring for purposes of OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280, the
owner or operator must include an implementation plan and schedule for
installing, testing and performing any other appropriate activities before
conducting the monitoring. The implementation plan and schedule must pro-
vide for conducting the monitoring as expeditiously as practicable after
DEQ approves the monitoring plans in the Oregon Title V Operating Permit
pursuant to OAR 340-212-0240. In no case may the schedule for complet-
ing installation and beginning operation of the monitoring exceed 180 days
after approval of the permit.

(6) If a control device is common to more than one regulated pollutant-
specific emissions unit, the owner or operator may submit monitoring plans
for the control device and identify the regulated pollutant-specific emissions
units affected and any process or associated capture device conditions that
must be maintained or monitored in accordance with OAR 340-212-0210(1)
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rather than submit separate monitoring plans for each regulated pollutant-
specific emissions unit.

(7) If a single regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit is controlled
by more than one control device that is similar in design and operation, the
owner or operator may submit monitoring plans that apply to all the control
devices and identify the control devices affected and any process or associ-
ated capture device conditions that must be maintained or monitored in
accordance with OAR 340-212-0210(1) rather than submit a separate
description for each control device.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1220; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0230
Deadlines for Submittals

(1) Large regulated pollutant-specific emissions units. For all regulat-
ed pollutant-specific emissions units with the potential to emit the applica-
ble regulated pollutant in an amount equal to or greater than 100 percent of
the amount, in tons per year, required for a source to be classified as a major
source, the owner or operator must submit the information required under
OAR 340-212-0220 at the following times:

(a) The owner or operator must submit information as part of an appli-
cation for an initial Oregon Title V Operating Permit if, by that date, the
application either:

(A) Has not been filed; or
(B) Has not yet been determined to be complete by DEQ.
(b) The owner or operator must submit information as part of an

application for a significant permit revision under OAR 340-218-0080, but
only with respect to those regulated pollutant-specific emissions units for
which the proposed permit revision applies;

(c) The owner or operator must submit any information not submitted
under the deadlines set forth in subsections (1)(a) and (b) as part of the
application for the renewal of an Oregon Title V Operating Permit.

(2) Other regulated pollutant-specific emissions units. For all other
regulated pollutant-specific emissions units subject to OAR 340-212-0220
through 340-212-0280 and not subject to section (1), the owner or operator
must submit the information required under 340-212-0220 as part of an
application for a renewal of an Oregon Title V Operating Permit.

(3) A permit reopening to require the submittal of information under
this rule is not required by OAR 340-218-0200(1)(a)(A). If, however, an
Oregon Title V Operating Permit is reopened for cause by EPA or DEQ pur-
suant to OAR 340-218-0200(1)(a)(C), (D), or (E), the applicable agency
may require the submittal of information under this rule for those regulat-
ed pollutant-specific emissions units that are subject to OAR 340-212-0200
through 340-212-0280 and that are affected by the permit reopening.

(4) Until DEQ approves monitoring plans that satisfy the require-
ments of OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280, the owner or operator
is subject to the requirements of OAR 340-218-0050(3)(a)(C).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1230; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0240
Approval of Monitoring Plans

(1) Based on an application that includes the information submitted in
accordance with OAR 340-212-0230, DEQ will approve the monitoring
plans submitted by the owner or operator by confirming that the plans sat-
isfy the requirements in OAR 340-212-0210.

(2) DEQ may condition its approval on the owner or operator collect-
ing additional data on the indicators to be monitored for a regulated pollu-
tant-specific emissions unit, including required compliance or performance
testing, to confirm that the monitoring will provide data sufficient to satis-
fy the requirements of OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280 and to
confirm the appropriateness of an indicator range or designated condition
proposed to satisfy OAR 340-212-0210(1)(b) and (c) and consistent with
the schedule in OAR 340-212-0220(4).

(3) If DEQ approves the proposed monitoring, DEQ will establish one
or more permit terms or conditions that specify the required monitoring in
accordance with OAR 340-218-0050(3)(a). At a minimum, the permit will
specify:

(a) The approved monitoring approach that includes all of the follow-
ing:

(A) The indicator to be monitored (such as temperature, pressure
drop, emissions, or similar parameter);

(B) The means or device to be used to measure the indicator (such as
temperature measurement device, visual observation, or CEMS); and

(C) The performance requirements established to satisfy OAR 340-
212-0210(2) or (4), as applicable.

(b) The means by which the owner or operator will define an
exceedance or excursion for purposes of responding to and reporting
exceedances or excursions under OAR 340-212-0250 and 340-212-0260.
The permit will specify the level at which an excursion or exceedance will
be deemed to occur, including the appropriate averaging period associated
with such exceedance or excursion. For defining an excursion from an indi-
cator range or designated condition, the permit may either include the spe-
cific value or condition at which an excursion occurs, or the specific pro-
cedures that will be used to establish that value or condition. If the latter,
the permit will specify appropriate notice procedures for the owner or oper-
ator to notify DEQ upon any establishment or reestablishment of the value;

(c) The obligation to conduct the monitoring and fulfill the other obli-
gations specified in OAR 340-212-0250 through 340-212-0270;

(d) If appropriate, a minimum data availability requirement for valid
data collection for each averaging period, and, if appropriate, a minimum
data availability requirement for the averaging periods in a reporting peri-
od.

(4) If the monitoring proposed by the owner or operator requires
installation, testing or final verification of operational status, the Oregon
Title V Operating Permit will include an enforceable schedule with appro-
priate milestones for completing such installation, testing, or final verifica-
tion consistent with the requirements in OAR 340-212-0220(5).

(5) If DEQ disapproves the proposed monitoring, the following
applies:

(a) The draft or final permit will include, at a minimum, monitoring
that satisfies the requirements of OAR 340-218-0050(3)(a)(C);

(b) The draft or final permit will include a compliance schedule for
the owner or operator to submit monitoring plans that satisfy OAR 340-
212-0210 and OAR 340-212-0220. In no case may the owner or operator
submit revised monitoring more than 180 days from the date of issuance of
the draft or final permit; and

(c) If the owner or operator does not submit the monitoring plans in
accordance with the compliance schedule contained in the draft or final per-
mit or if DEQ disapproves the proposed monitoring plans, the owner or
operator is not in compliance with OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-
0280, unless the source owner or operator successfully challenges the dis-
approval.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1240; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0250
Operation of Approved Monitoring

(1) Commencement of operation. The owner or operator must con-
duct the monitoring required under OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-
0280 upon issuance of an Oregon Title V Operating Permit that includes
such monitoring, or by any later date specified in the permit pursuant to
340-212-0240(4).

(2) Proper maintenance. The owner or operator must at all times
maintain the monitoring equipment, including but not limited to, maintain-
ing necessary parts for routine repairs of the monitoring equipment.

(3) Continued operation. Except for monitoring malfunctions, associ-
ated repairs, and required quality assurance or control activities including,
as applicable, calibration checks and required zero and span adjustments,
the owner or operator must conduct all monitoring in continuous operation,
or must collect data at all required intervals, at all times that the regulated
pollutant-specific emissions unit is operating. Data recorded during moni-
toring malfunctions, associated repairs, and required quality assurance or
control activities cannot be used for purposes of OAR 340-212-0200
through 340-212-0280, including data averages and calculations, or fulfill-
ing a minimum data availability requirement, if applicable. The owner or
operator must use all the data collected during all other periods in assess-
ing the operation of the control device and associated control system. A
monitoring malfunction is any sudden, infrequent, not reasonably prevent-
able failure of the monitoring to provide valid data. Monitoring failures that
are caused in part by poor maintenance or careless operation are not mal-
functions.

(4) Response to excursions or exceedances:
(a) Upon detecting an excursion or exceedance, the owner or operator

must restore operation of the regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit,
including the control device and associated capture system, to its normal or
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usual manner of operation as expeditiously as practicable in accordance
with good air pollution control practices for minimizing emissions. The
response must include minimizing the period of any startup, shutdown or
malfunction and taking any necessary corrective actions to restore normal
operation and prevent the likely recurrence of the cause of an excursion or
exceedance, other than those caused by excused startup or shutdown con-
ditions. Such actions may include initial inspection and evaluation, record-
ing that operations returned to normal without operator action, such as
through response by a computerized distribution control system, or any
necessary follow-up actions to return operation to within the indicator
range, designated condition, or below the applicable emission limitation or
standard, as applicable;

(b) Determination of whether the owner or operator has used accept-
able procedures in response to an excursion or exceedance will be based on
information available, which may include but is not limited to, monitoring
results, review of operation and maintenance procedures and records, and
inspection of the control device, associated capture system, and the process;

(c) Documentation of need for improved monitoring. After DEQ
approves the monitoring plans under OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-
0280, if the owner or operator identifies a failure to achieve compliance
with an emission limitation or standard for which the approved monitoring
did not indicate an excursion or exceedance while providing valid data, or
if the results of compliance or performance testing document a need to
modify the existing indicator ranges or designated conditions, the owner or
operator must promptly notify DEQ and, if necessary, submit a proposed
modification to the Oregon Title V Operating Permit to address the neces-
sary monitoring changes. Such a modification may include, but is not lim-
ited to, reestablishing indicator ranges or designated conditions, modifying
the frequency of conducting monitoring and collecting data, or the moni-
toring of additional parameters.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1250; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0260
Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) Requirements

(1) Based on the results of a determination made under OAR 340-
212-0250(4)(b), the Administrator or DEQ may require the owner or oper-
ator to develop and implement a QIP. Consistent with 340-212-0240(3)(c),
the Oregon Title V Operating Permit may specify an appropriate threshold,
such as an accumulation of exceedances or excursions exceeding 5 percent
duration of a regulated pollutant-specific emissions unit’s operating time
for a reporting period, for requiring the implementation of a QIP. The
threshold may be set at a higher or lower percent or may rely on other cri-
teria for purposes of indicating whether a regulated pollutant-specific emis-
sions unit is being maintained and operated in a manner consistent with
good air pollution control practices.

(2) Elements of a QIP:
(a) The owner or operator must maintain a written QIP, if required,

and have it available for inspection;
(b) The plan initially must include procedures for evaluating the con-

trol performance problems and, based on the results of the evaluation pro-
cedures, the owner or operator must modify the plan to include procedures
for conducting one or more of the following actions, as appropriate:

(A) Improved preventive maintenance practices;
(B) Process operation changes;
(C) Appropriate improvements to control methods;
(D) Other steps appropriate to correct control performance;
(E) More frequent or improved monitoring, only in conjunction with

one or more steps under paragraphs (A) through (D) above.
(3) If a QIP is required, the owner or operator must develop and

implement a QIP as expeditiously as practicable and notify DEQ if the peri-
od for completing the improvements contained in the QIP exceeds 180 days
from the date on which the need to implement the QIP was determined.

(4) Following implementation of a QIP, upon any subsequent deter-
mination pursuant to OAR 340-212-0250(4)(b) the Administrator or DEQ
may require that an owner or operator make reasonable changes to the QIP
if the QIP is found to have:

(a) Failed to address the cause of the control device performance
problems; or

(b) Failed to provide adequate procedures for correcting control
device performance problems as expeditiously as practicable in accordance
with good air pollution control practices for minimizing emissions.

(5) Implementation of a QIP does not excuse the owner or operator of
a source from compliance with any existing emission limitation or stan-

dard, or any existing monitoring, testing, reporting or recordkeeping
requirement that may apply under federal, state, or local law, or any other
applicable requirements under the FCAA.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1260; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0270 
Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements

(1) General reporting requirements:
(a) On and after the date specified in OAR 340-212-0250(1) by which

the owner or operator must conduct monitoring that meets the requirements
of 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280, the owner or operator must sub-
mit monitoring reports to DEQ in accordance with 340-218-0050(3)(c);

(b) A report for monitoring under OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-
218-0280 must include, at a minimum, the information required under 340-
218-0050(3)(c) and the following information, as applicable:

(A) Summary information on the number, duration and cause, includ-
ing unknown cause, of excursions or exceedances, as applicable, and the
corrective actions taken;

(B) Summary information on the number, duration and cause, includ-
ing unknown cause, for monitor downtime incidents, other than downtime
associated with zero and span or other daily calibration checks; and

(C) A description of the actions taken to implement a QIP during the
reporting period as specified in OAR 340-212-0260. Upon completion of a
QIP, the owner or operator must include in the next summary report docu-
mentation that the implementation of the plan has been completed and has
reduced the likelihood of similar levels of excursions or exceedances occur-
ring.

(2) General recordkeeping requirements:
(a) The owner or operator must comply with the recordkeeping

requirements specified in OAR 340-218-0050(3)(b). The owner or operator
must maintain records of monitoring data, performance data, corrective
actions taken, any written quality improvement plan required pursuant to
340-212-0260 and any activities undertaken to implement a quality
improvement plan, and other supporting information required by 340-212-
0200 through 340-212-0280, such as data used to document the adequacy
of monitoring, or records of monitoring maintenance or corrective actions;

(b) Instead of paper records, the owner or operator may maintain
records on alternative media, such as microfilm, computer files, magnetic
tape disks, or microfiche, if the use of such alternative media allows for
expeditious inspection and review and does not conflict with other applica-
ble recordkeeping requirements.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1270; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-212-0280
Savings Provisions

Nothing in OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280:
(1) Excuses the owner or operator of a source from complying with

any existing emission limitation or standard, or with any existing monitor-
ing, testing, reporting, or recordkeeping requirement that may apply under
federal, state, or local law, or any other applicable requirements under the
FCAA. The requirements of OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280
may not be used to justify the approval of monitoring less stringent than the
monitoring required under separate legal authority. Nor are they intended to
establish minimum requirements for the purpose of determining the moni-
toring to be imposed under separate authority under the FCAA, including
monitoring in permits issued pursuant to title I of the FCAA.

(2) Restricts or abrogates the authority of the Administrator or DEQ
to impose additional or more stringent monitoring, recordkeeping, testing,
or reporting requirements on any owner or operator of a source under any
provision of the FCAA, including but not limited to sections 114(a)(1) and
504(b), or state law, as applicable;

(3) Restricts or abrogates the authority of the Administrator or DEQ
to take any enforcement action under the FCAA for any violation of an
applicable requirement or of any person to take action under section 304 of
the FCAA.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1280; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-214-0005
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies in all areas of the state. 
(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-

0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050 & 468A.135
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.135
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0010
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

(1) “Large source”, as used in OAR 340-214-0300 through 340-214-
0350, means any stationary source required to maintain a Title V Operating
Permit or whose actual emissions or potential controlled emissions while
operating full time at the design capacity are equal to or exceed 100 tons
per year of any regulated pollutant other than GHG.

(2) “Small source” means any other stationary source that is not a
large source and that operates under a basic, general, simple or standard
ACDP.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ
8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0100
Applicability

OAR 340-214-0100 through 340-214-0130 apply to all stationary
sources in the state. Stationary source includes portable sources that are
required to have permits under division 216.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-0200; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-214-0110
Request for Information

All stationary sources must provide in a reasonably timely manner
any and all information that DEQ reasonably requires for the purpose of
regulating stationary sources. Such information may be required on a one-
time, periodic, or continuous basis and may include, but is not limited to,
information necessary to:

(1) Issue a permit and ascertain compliance or noncompliance with
the permit terms and conditions;

(2) Ascertain applicability of any requirement;
(3) Ascertain compliance or noncompliance with any applicable

requirement; and
(4) Incorporate monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting, and compliance

certification requirements into a permit.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-0300; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0114
Records; Maintaining and Reporting

(1) When notified by DEQ, any person owning or operating a source
within the state must keep and maintain written records of the nature, type,
and amounts of emissions from such source and other information DEQ
may require in order to determine whether the source is in compliance with
applicable emission rules, limitations, or control measures.

(2) The records must be prepared in the form of a report and submit-
ted to DEQ on an annual, semi-annual, or more frequent basis, as request-
ed in writing by DEQ. Submittals must be filed at the end of the first full
period after DEQ’s notification to such persons owning or operating a sta-
tionary air contaminant source of these recordkeeping requirements. Unless
otherwise required by rule or permit, semi-annual periods are Jan. 1 to June
30, and July 1 to Dec. 31. A more frequent basis for reporting may be

required due to noncompliance or if necessary to protect human health or
the environment.

(3) The required reports must be completed on forms approved by
DEQ and submitted within 30 days after the end of the reporting period,
unless otherwise authorized by permit.

(4) All reports and certifications submitted to DEQ under divisions
200 to 264 must accurately reflect the monitoring, record keeping and other
documentation held or performed by the owner or operator.

(5) The owner or operator of any source required to obtain a permit
under OAR 340 division 216 or 218 must retain records of all required
monitoring data and supporting information for a period of at least five
years from the date of the monitoring sample, measurement, report, or
application. For the owner or operator of a source permitted under OAR
340 division 216, this requirement takes effect on July 1, 2015. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 44(Temp), f. & ef. 5-5-72; DEQ 48, f. 9-20-72, ef. 10-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0046;
DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from
340-028-1140; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-212-0160;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0130
Information Exempt from Disclosure

(1) Pursuant to the provisions of ORS 192.410 to 192.505, all infor-
mation submitted to DEQ is subject to inspection upon request by any per-
son unless such information is determined to be exempt from disclosure
pursuant to section (2) or (3).

(2) If an owner or operator claims that any writing, as that term is
defined in ORS 192.410, is confidential or otherwise exempt from disclo-
sure, in whole or in part, the owner or operator must comply with the fol-
lowing procedures:

(a) The writing must be clearly marked with a request for exemption
from disclosure. For a multi-page writing, each page must be so marked.

(b) The owner or operator must state the specific statutory provision
under which it claims exemption from disclosure and explain why the writ-
ing meets the requirements of that provision.

(c) For writings that contain both exempt and non-exempt material,
the proposed exempt material must be clearly distinguishable from the non-
exempt material. If possible, the exempt material must be arranged so that
it is placed on separate pages from the non-exempt material.

(3) For a writing to be considered exempt from disclosure as a “trade
secret,” it must meet all of the following criteria:

(a) The information cannot be patented;
(b) It must be known only to a limited number of individuals within a

commercial concern who have made efforts to maintain the secrecy of the
information;

(c) It must be information that derives actual or potential economic
value from not being disclosed to other persons; 

(d) It must give its users the chance to obtain a business advantage
over competitors not having the information; and

(e) It must not be emissions data.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 192.430, 468.020 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 192.410 - 192.505, 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-
1996, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
028-0400; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0200
Purpose and Applicability

(1) The purpose of these rules is to obtain data on actual emissions of
VOCs and NOx from sources in ozone nonattainment areas, in accordance
with FCAA requirements, for the purpose of monitoring progress toward
attainment of the ozone ambient air quality standards.

(2) OAR 340-214-0200 through 340-214-0220 apply to sources of
VOC and NOx in ozone nonattainment areas that have a PSEL equal to or
greater than 25 tons per year for either regulated pollutant, or whose actual
emissions are equal to or greater than 25 tons per year for either regulated
pollutant.

(3) For purposes of establishing consistent emission reporting
requirements, owners or operators of VOC and NOx sources already sub-
ject to Oregon Title V Operating Permit Fees, OAR 340 division 220, and
electing to pay fees based on actual emissions must report emission data to
DEQ, utilizing procedures identified in those rules to calculate actual VOC
and NOx emissions, to the extent applicable. Owners or operators of other
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sources must use current and applicable emission factors and actual pro-
duction data to estimate and report actual emissions.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93,
Renumbered from 340-020-0450; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. &
cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1500;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0210
Requirements

(1) Owners or operators of VOC and NOx sources subject to the
requirements of OAR 340-214-0200 through 340-214-0220 must submit
data annually on the average actual emissions during the ozone season to
DEQ. These Emission Statements must contain the following information:

(a) Certification that the information contained in the statement is
accurate to the best of the certifying individual’s knowledge;

(b) Source identification information: full name, physical location,
mailing address of the facility, and permit number; and

(c) Emissions information:
(A) The VOC and NOx actual emissions on an average operating day

basis during the preceding year’s ozone season, by source category. For the
purpose of this requirement, actual emissions include, but are not limited to
routine process emissions, fugitive emissions, excess emissions from main-
tenance, startups and shutdowns, equipment malfunction, and other activi-
ties; and

(B) Each emission factor used and the reference source for the emis-
sion factor, if applicable, or an explanation of any other method or proce-
dure used to calculate emissions, e.g., material balance, source test, or con-
tinuous monitoring.

(2) Owners or operators of sources subject to these rules must keep at
the plant site records of the information used to calculate actual emissions
pursuant to these rules. These records must contain all applicable operating
data, process rate data, control device efficiency information, and other
information used to calculate or estimate actual emissions. The information
must be available for DEQ’s review or submitted upon request. Such
records must be kept by the owner or operator for three years after the date
of the submittal of the emission statement.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93,
Renumbered from 340-020-0470; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1510; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-
01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0220
Submission of Emission Statement

The owner or operator of any facility meeting the applicability
requirements stated in OAR 340-214-0200 must submit annual Emission
Statements to DEQ. The Emission Statement for the preceding calendar
year is due to DEQ no later than the due date for the annual permit report
specified in the source’s ACDP or Oregon Title V Operating Permit.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.050, 468A.070 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93,
Renumbered from 340-020-0480; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1520; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-
01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0300
Purpose and Applicability

Emissions of air contaminants in excess of applicable standards or
permit conditions are unauthorized and subject to enforcement action. OAR
340-214-0300 through 340-214-0360 apply to any source that emits air
contaminants in excess of any applicable air quality rule or permit condi-
tion, including but not limited to excess emissions resulting from the break-
down of air pollution control devices or operating equipment, process
upset, startup, shutdown, or scheduled maintenance. Sources that do not
emit air contaminants in excess of any applicable air quality rule or permit
condition are not subject to the recordkeeping and reporting requirements
in 340-214-0300 through 340-214-0360. Emissions in excess of applicable
standards are not excess emissions if the standard is in an NSPS or
NESHAP and the NSPS or NESHAP exempts startups, shutdowns and mal-
functions as defined in the applicable NSPS or NESHAP. The purpose of
these rules is to:

(1) Require that, where applicable, the owner or operator immediate-
ly report all excess emissions to DEQ;

(2) Require the owner or operator to submit information and data
regarding conditions that resulted or could result in excess emissions;

(3) Identify criteria for DEQ to use in determining whether it will take
enforcement action against an owner or operator for an excess emission;
and

(4) Provide owners and operators of sources with Oregon Title V
Operating Permits an affirmative defense to a penalty action when non-
compliance with technology-based emission limits is due to an emergency,
as provided in OAR 340-214-0360.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.050 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91,
Renumbered from 340-021-0065; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0350; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1400; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f.
& cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0310
Planned Startup and Shutdown

(1) This rule applies to any source where startup or shutdown of a pro-
duction process or system may result in excess emissions, and

(a) That is a major source; or
(b) That is in a non-attainment or maintenance area for the regulated

pollutant which may constitute excess emissions; or
(c) From which DEQ requires the application in section (2).
(2) The owner or operator must obtain prior DEQ authorization of

startup and shutdown procedures. The owner or operator must submit to
DEQ a written application for approval of new procedures or modifications
to existing procedures. The application must be submitted in time for DEQ
to receive it at least 72 hours before the first occurrence of a startup or shut-
down event to which the procedures apply. The application must:

(a) Explain why the excess emissions during startup and shutdown
cannot be avoided;

(b) Identify the specific production process or system that will cause
the excess emissions;

(c) Identify the nature of the air contaminants likely to be emitted and
estimate the amount and duration of the excess emissions; and

(d) Identify specific procedures to be followed that will minimize
excess emissions at all times during startup and shutdown.

(3) DEQ will approve the procedures if it determines that they are
consistent with good pollution control practices, will minimize emissions
during such period to the extent practicable, and that no adverse health
impact on the public will occur. The owner or operator must record all
excess emissions in the excess emissions log, as required in OAR 340-214-
0340(3). Approval of the procedures does not shield the owner or operator
from an enforcement action, but DEQ will consider whether the procedures
were followed in determining whether an enforcement action is appropri-
ate.

(4) Once DEQ approves startup and shutdown procedures, the owner
or operator does not have to notify DEQ of a planned startup or shutdown
event unless it results in excess emissions.

(5) When notice is required by section (4), it must be made in accor-
dance with OAR 340-214-0330(1)(a).

(6) DEQ may revoke or require modifications to previously approved
procedures at any time by written notification to the owner or operator.

(7) No startups or shutdowns that may result in excess emissions asso-
ciated with the approved procedures in section (3) are allowed during any
period in which an Air Pollution Alert, Air Pollution Warning, or Air
Pollution Emergency has been declared, or during an announced yellow or
red woodstove curtailment period in areas designated by DEQ as PM2.5 or
PM10 nonattainment areas.

(8) The owner or operator is subject to the requirements under All
Other Excess Emissions in OAR 340-214-0330 if the owner or operator
fails to obtain DEQ approval of start-up and shutdown procedures in accor-
dance with section (2).

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0360; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1410; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f.
& cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-214-0320
Scheduled Maintenance

(1) If the owner or operator anticipates that scheduled maintenance of
air contaminant sources or air pollution control devices may result in excess
emissions, the owner or operator must obtain prior DEQ authorization of
procedures that will be used. The owner or operator must submit a written
application for approval of new procedures or modifications to existing
procedures. The application must be submitted in time for DEQ to receive
it at least 72 hours before the first occurrence of a maintenance event to
which the procedures apply. The application must:

(a) Explain the need for maintenance, including but not limited to:
(A) Why the maintenance activity is necessary;
(B) Why it would be impractical to shut down the source operation

during the maintenance activity;
(C) If applicable, why air pollution control devices must be by-passed

or operated at reduced efficiency during the maintenance activity; and
(D) Why the excess emissions could not be avoided through better

scheduling for maintenance or through better operation and maintenance
practices.

(b) Identify the specific production or emission control device or sys-
tem to be maintained;

(c) Identify the nature of the air contaminants likely to be emitted dur-
ing the maintenance period and the estimated amount and duration of the
excess emissions, including measures such as the use of overtime labor and
contract services and equipment, that will be taken to minimize the length
of the maintenance period;

(d) Identify specific procedures to be followed that will minimize
excess emissions at all times during the scheduled maintenance.

(2) DEQ will approve the procedures if it determines that they are
consistent with good pollution control practices, will minimize emissions
during such period to the extent practicable, and that no adverse health
impact on the public will occur. The owner or operator must record all
excess emissions in the excess emissions log, as required in OAR 340-214-
0340(3). Approval of the above procedures does not shield the owner or
operator from an enforcement action, but DEQ will consider whether the
procedures were followed in determining whether an enforcement action is
appropriate.

(3) Once DEQ approves the maintenance procedures the owner or
operator does not have to notify DEQ of a scheduled maintenance event
unless it results in excess emissions.

(4) When required by section (3), notification must be made in accor-
dance with OAR 340-214-0330(1)(a).

(5) DEQ may revoke or require modifications to previously approved
procedures at any time by written notification to the owner or operator.

(6) No scheduled maintenance associated with the approved proce-
dures in section (2), that is likely to result in excess emissions, may occur
during any period in which an Air Pollution Alert, Air Pollution Warning,
or Air Pollution Emergency has been declared, or during an announced yel-
low or red woodstove curtailment period in areas designated by DEQ as
PM2.5 or PM10 nonattainment areas.

(7) The owner or operator is subject to the requirements under All
Other Excess Emissions in OAR 340-214-0330 if the owner or operator
fails to obtain DEQ approval of maintenance procedures in accordance with
section (1).

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0365; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1420; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0330
All Other Excess Emissions

(1) For all other excess emissions not addressed in OAR 340-214-
310, 340-214-320, or 340-214-360, the following requirements apply:

(a) The owner or operator of a large source, as defined by OAR 340-
214-0010, must immediately notify DEQ of the first onset per calendar day
of any excess emissions event, unless otherwise specified by a permit con-
dition.

(b) The owner or operator of a small source, as defined by OAR 340-
214-0010, need not immediately notify DEQ of excess emissions events
unless otherwise required by a permit condition, written notice by DEQ, or
if the excess emission is of a nature that could endanger public health.

(c) Additional reporting and recordkeeping requirements are specified
in OAR 340-214-0340.

(2) During any period of excess emissions, DEQ may require that an
owner or operator immediately reduce or cease operation of the equipment
or facility until the condition causing the excess emissions has been cor-
rected or brought under control. DEQ will consider the following factors:

(a) The potential risk to the public or environment;
(b) Whether shutdown could result in physical damage to the equip-

ment or facility, or cause injury to employees;
(c) Whether any Air Pollution Alert, Warning, Emergency, or yellow

or red woodstove curtailment period exists; and
(d) Whether continued excess emissions were avoidable.
(3) If there is an on-going period of excess emissions, the owner or

operator must cease operation of the equipment or facility no later than 48
hours after the beginning of the excess emission period, if the condition
causing the emissions is not corrected within that time. The owner or oper-
ator does not have to cease operation if DEQ approves procedures to min-
imize excess emissions until the condition causing the excess emissions is
corrected or brought under control. DEQ will consider the following before
approving the procedures:

(a) Why the condition causing the excess emissions cannot be cor-
rected or brought under control, including equipment availability and diffi-
culty of repair or installation; and

(b) Information as required in OAR 340-214-0310(2)(b), (c), and (d)
or 340-214-0320(1)(b), (c), and (d), as appropriate.

(4) DEQ will approve the procedures if it determines that they are
consistent with good pollution control practices, will minimize emissions
during such period to the extent practicable, and that no adverse health
impact on the public will occur. The owner or operator must record all
excess emissions in the excess emissions log as required in OAR 340-214-
0340(3). At any time during the period of excess emissions DEQ may
require the owner or operator to cease operation of the equipment or facil-
ity, in accordance with section (2). Approval of these procedures does not
shield the owner or operator from an enforcement action, but DEQ will
consider whether the procedures were followed in determining whether an
enforcement action is appropriate.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0370; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 24-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1430; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01,
cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0340
Reporting Requirements

(1) For any excess emissions event at a source with an Oregon Title
V Operating Permit and for any other source as required by permit, the
owner or operator must submit a written report of excess emissions for each
calendar day of the event. The report must be submitted within 15 days of
the date of the event and include the following:

(a) The date and time of the beginning of the excess emissions event
and the duration or best estimate of the time until return to normal opera-
tion;

(b) The date and time the owner or operator notified DEQ of the
event;

(c) The equipment involved;
(d) Whether the event occurred during planned startup, planned shut-

down, scheduled maintenance, or as a result of a breakdown, malfunction,
or emergency;

(e) Steps taken to mitigate emissions and corrective actions taken,
including whether the approved procedures for a planned startup, shut-
down, or maintenance activity were followed;

(f) The magnitude and duration of each occurrence of excess emis-
sions during the course of an event and the increase over normal rates or
concentrations as determined by continuous monitoring or a best estimate,
supported by operating data and calculations;

(g) The final resolution of the cause of the excess emissions; and
(h) Where applicable, evidence supporting any claim that emissions

in excess of technology-based limits were due to an emergency pursuant to
OAR 340-214-0360.

(2) Based on the severity of event, DEQ may specify a shorter time
period for report submittal.

(3) All source owners or operators must keep an excess emissions log
of all planned and unplanned excess emissions. The log must include all
pertinent information as required in section (1) and be kept by the owner or
operator for five calendar years.
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(4) At each annual reporting period specified in a permit, or sooner if
DEQ requires, the owner or operator must submit:

(a) A copy of the excess emissions log entries for the reporting peri-
od; unless previously submitted in accordance with section (1); and

(b) Where applicable, current procedures to minimize emissions dur-
ing startup, shutdown, or maintenance as outlined in OAR 340-214-0310
and 340-214-0320. The owner or operator must specify in writing whether
these procedures are new, modified, or have already been approved by
DEQ.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.050 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0375; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1440; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0350
Enforcement Action Criteria

In determining whether to take enforcement action for excess emis-
sions, DEQ considers, based upon information submitted by the owner or
operator, the following:

(1) Whether the owner or operator met the notification, recordkeep-
ing and reporting requirements of OAR 340-214-0330 and 340-214-0340;

(2) Whether during the period of the excess emissions event the
owner or operator took all reasonable steps to minimize levels of emissions
that exceeded the emission standards, or other permit requirements;

(3) Whether the owner or operator took the appropriate remedial
action;

(4) Whether the event was due to the owner’s or operator’s negligent
or intentional operation. For DEQ to find that an incident of excess emis-
sions was not due to the owner’s or operator’s negligent or intentional oper-
ation, DEQ may ask the owner or operator to demonstrate that all of the fol-
lowing conditions were met:

(a) The process or handling equipment and the air pollution control
device were at all times maintained and operated in a manner consistent
with good practice for minimizing emissions;

(b) Repai3rs or corrections were made in an expeditious manner when
the owner or operator knew or should have known that emission limits were
being or were likely to be exceeded. “Expeditious manner” may include
activities such as use of overtime labor or contract labor and equipment that
would reduce the amount and duration of excess emissions; and

(c) The event was not one in a recurring pattern of incidents that indi-
cate inadequate design, operation, or maintenance;

(5) Whether the owner or operator was following procedures
approved in OAR 340-214-0310 or 340-214-0320 at the time of the excess
emissions;

(6) Whether any federal New Source Performance Standard or
National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants applies and
whether the excess emission event caused a violation of the federal stan-
dard; and

(7) Whether the excess emissions event was due to an emergency. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0380; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1450; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01;
DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-214-0360
Emergency as an Affirmative Defense for Title V Permitted Sources

(1) An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to penalty
actions due to noncompliance with technology-based emission limits in an
Oregon Title V Operating Permit if the owner or operator notifies DEQ
immediately of the emergency condition and provides and demonstrates
through properly signed, contemporaneous operating logs, excess emission
logs, or other relevant evidence that:

(a) An emergency occurred and caused the excess emissions;
(b) The cause of the emergency;
(c) The facility was at the time being properly operated;
(d) During the occurrence of the emergency, the owner or operator

took all reasonable steps to minimize levels of excess emissions; and
(e) The notification to DEQ contained a description of the emergency,

any steps taken to mitigate emissions, and corrective actions taken.

(2) The person seeking to establish the occurrence of an emergency
has the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence.

(3) This provision is in addition to any emergency or any other excess
emissions provision contained in any applicable requirement.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1460; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0010
Purpose

This division prescribes the requirements and procedures for obtain-
ing Air Contaminant Discharge Permits (ACDPs) pursuant to ORS
468A.040 through 468A.060 and related statutes for sources of air contam-
inants. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef.
1-6-86; Renumbered from 340-020-0033.02, DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0140; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef.
10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1700; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0020
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies to all sources listed in OAR 340-216-8010.
This division also applies to Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
sources when an ACDP is required by 340-218-0020 or 340-224-0010.
Sources referred to in 340-216-8010 are subject to fees in 340-216-8020.

(2) Sources in any one of the categories in OAR 340-216-8010 must
obtain a permit. If a source meets the requirements of more than one of the
source categories and the source is not eligible for a Basic ACDP or a
General ACDP that has been authorized by DEQ, then the source must
obtain a Simple or Standard ACDP. Source categories are not listed in
alphabetical order.

(a) The commercial and industrial sources in OAR 340-216-8010 Part
A must obtain a Basic ACDP under 340-216-0056 unless the source choos-
es to obtain a General, Simple or Standard ACDP. For purposes of Part A,
production and emission parameters are based on the latest consecutive 12
month period, or future projected operation, whichever is higher. Emission
cutoffs are based on actual emissions. 

(b) Sources in any one of the categories in OAR 340-216-8010 Part B
must obtain one of the following unless otherwise allowed in Part B:

(A) A General ACDP, if one is available for the source classification
and the source qualifies for a General ACDP under OAR 340-216-0060;

(B) A Simple ACDP under OAR 340-216-0064; or
(C) A Standard ACDP under OAR 340-216-0066 if the source fits one

of the criteria of Part C or does not qualify for a Simple ACDP.
(c) Sources in any one of the categories in OAR 340-216-8010 Part C

must obtain a Standard ACDP under the procedures set forth in OAR 340-
216-0066.

(3) No person may construct, install, establish, develop or operate any
air contaminant source listed in OAR 340-216-8010 without first obtaining
an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit (ACDP) from DEQ or LRAPA and
keeping a copy onsite at all times, unless otherwise deferred from the
requirement to obtain an ACDP in subsection (1)(b) or DEQ has granted an
exemption from the requirement to obtain an ACDP under subsection (1)(e
). No person may continue to operate an air contaminant source if the
ACDP expires, or is terminated or revoked; except as provided in 340-216-
0082.

(a) For portable sources, a single permit may be issued for operating
at any area of the state if the permit includes the requirements from both
DEQ and LRAPA. DEQ or LRAPA, depending where the portable source’s
corporate offices are located, will be responsible for issuing the permit. If
the corporate office of a portable source is located outside of the state, DEQ
will be responsible for issuing the permit.

(b) An air contaminant source required to obtain an ACDP or ACDP
Attachment pursuant to a NESHAP under OAR division 244 or NSPS
under OAR division 238 is not required to submit an application for an
ACDP or ACDP Attachment until four months after the effective date of the
EQC’s adoption of the NESHAP or NSPS, and is not required to obtain an
ACDP or ACDP Attachment until six months after the EQC’s adoption of
the NESHAP or NSPS. In addition, DEQ may defer the requirement to sub-
mit an application for, or to obtain an ACDP or ACDP Attachment, or both,
for up to an additional twelve months.
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(c) Deferrals of Oregon permitting requirements do not relieve an air
contaminant source from the responsibility of complying with federal
NESHAP or NSPS requirements.

(d) OAR 340-216-0060(1)(b)(A), 340-216-0062(2)(b)(A), 340-216-
0064(4)(a), and 340-216-0066(3)(a), do not relieve a permittee from the
responsibility of complying with federal NESHAP or NSPS requirements
that apply to the source even if DEQ has not incorporated such require-
ments into the permit.

(e) DEQ may exempt a source from the requirement to obtain an
ACDP if it determines that the source is subject to only procedural require-
ments, such as notification that the source is affected by an NSPS or
NESHAP.

(4) No person may construct, install, establish, or develop any source
that will be subject to the Oregon Title V Operating Permit program with-
out first obtaining an ACDP from DEQ or LRAPA.

(5) No person may modify any source that has been issued an ACDP
without first complying with the requirements of OAR 340-210-0205
through 340-210-0250.

(6) No person may modify any source required to have an ACDP such
that the source becomes subject to the Oregon Title V Operating Permit
program without complying with the requirements of OAR 340-210-0205
through 340-210-0250.

(7) No person may increase emissions above the PSEL by more than
the de minimis emission levels specified in OAR 340-200-0020 without
first applying for and obtaining a modified ACDP.

(8) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-211-0040. 
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.] 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.155 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.135 - 468A.155 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef.
1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-0033; DEQ 125, f. & ef. 12-16-76; DEQ 20-1979, f. &
ef. 6-29-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 13-1981, f. 5-6-81, ef. 7-1-81; DEQ 11-
1983, f. & ef. 5-31-83; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 12-1987, f. & ef. 6-15-87; DEQ
27-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-29-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0155; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-
1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-4-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert.
ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1720; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 4-2002, f.
& cert. ef. 3-14-02; DEQ 7-2007, f. & cert. ef. 10-18-07; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07;
DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 9-
2009(Temp), f. 12-24-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10 thru 6-30-10; Administrative correction 7-27-10;
DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; DEQ 12-2010, f. & cert. ef.
10-27-10; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ
11-2011, f. & cert. ef. 7-21-11; DEQ 13-2011, f. & cert. ef. 7-21-11; DEQ 14-2011, f, & cert.
ef. 7-21-11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 9-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-24-13
thru 4-22-14; Administrative correction, 5-21-14; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0025
Types of Permits

(1) Construction ACDP:
(a) A Construction ACDP may be used for approval of Type 3 changes

specified in OAR 340-210-0225 at a source subject to the ACDP permit
requirements in this division.

(b) A Construction ACDP is required for Type 3 changes specified in
OAR 340-210-0225 at sources subject to the Oregon Title V Operating
Permit requirements.

(2) General ACDP. A General ACDP is a permit for a category of
sources for which individual permits are unnecessary in order to protect the
environment, as determined by DEQ. An owner or operator of a source may
be assigned to a General ACDP if DEQ has issued a General ACDP for the
source category and:

(a) The source meets the qualifications specified in the General ACDP;
(b) DEQ determines that the source has not had ongoing, recurring, or

serious compliance problems; and
(c) DEQ determines that a General ACDP would appropriately regu-

late the source.
(3) Short Term Activity ACDP. A Short Term Activity ACDP is a let-

ter permit that authorizes the activity and includes any conditions placed
upon the method or methods of operation of the activity. DEQ may issue a
Short Term Activity ACDP for unexpected or emergency activities, opera-
tions, or emissions.

(4) Basic ACDP. A Basic ACDP is a permit that authorizes the regu-
lated source to operate in conformance with the rules contained in OAR 340
divisions 200 to 268.

(a) Owners and operators of sources and activities listed in Part A of
OAR 340-216-8010 must at a minimum obtain a Basic ACDP.

(b) Any owner or operator of a source required to obtain a Basic ACDP
may obtain either a Simple or Standard ACDP.

(5) Simple ACDP. 
(a) Owners and operators of sources and activities listed in OAR 340-

216-8010 Part B that do not qualify for a General ACDP and are not required
to obtain a Standard ACDP must, at a minimum, obtain a Simple ACDP. Any
source required to obtain a Simple ACDP may obtain a Standard ACDP.
DEQ may determine that a source is ineligible for a Simple ACDP and must
obtain a Standard ACDP based upon, but not limited to, the following con-
siderations:

(A) The nature, extent, and toxicity of the source’s emissions;
(B) The complexity of the source and the rules applicable to that

source;
(C) The complexity of the emission controls and potential threat to

human health and the environment if the emission controls fail;
(D) The location of the source; and
(E) The compliance history of the source.
(b) A Simple ACDP is a permit that contains:
(A) All relevant applicable requirements for source operation, includ-

ing general ACDP conditions for incorporating generally applicable require-
ments;

(B) Generic PSELs for all regulated pollutants emitted at more than the
de minimis emission level according to OAR 340 division 222;

(C) Testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements
sufficient to determine compliance with the PSEL and other emission limits
and standards, as necessary; and

(D) A permit duration not to exceed 5 years.
(6) Standard ACDP:
(a) Applicability.
(A) The owner or operator of a source listed in Part C of OAR 340-

216-8010 must obtain a Standard ACDP.
(B) The owner or operator of a source listed in Part B of OAR 340-

216-8010 that does not qualify for a General ACDP or Simple ACDP must
obtain a Standard ACDP.

(C) The owner or operator of a source not required to obtain a Standard
ACDP may obtain a Standard ACDP.

(b) A Standard ACDP is a permit that contains:
(A) All applicable requirements, including general ACDP conditions

for incorporating generally applicable requirements;
(B) Source specific PSELs or Generic PSEL levels, whichever are

applicable, as specified in OAR 340 division 222;
(C) Testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements

sufficient to determine compliance with the PSEL and other emission limits
and standards, as necessary; and

(D) A permit duration not to exceed 5 years.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-211-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef.
1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-0033; DEQ 125, f. & ef. 12-16-76; DEQ 20-1979, f. &
ef. 6-29-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 13-1981, f. 5-6-81, ef. 7-1-81; DEQ 11-
1983, f. & ef. 5-31-83; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 12-1987, f. & ef. 6-15-87; DEQ
27-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-29-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0155; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-
1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-4-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert.
ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1720; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 4-2002, f.
& cert. ef. 3-14-02; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-
26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0030
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

(1) “Basic technical modification” includes, but is not limited to
changing source test dates if the equipment is not being operated, and sim-
ilar changes.

(2) “Complex technical modification” includes, but is not limited to
incorporating a complex new compliance method into a permit, adding a
complex compliance method or monitoring for an emission point or control
device not previously addressed in a permit, adding a complex new appli-
cable requirement into a permit due to a change in process or change in
rules, and similar changes.

(3) “Moderate technical modification” includes, but is not limited to
adding a simple compliance method or monitoring for an emission point or
control device not previously addressed in a permit, revising monitoring
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and reporting requirements other than dates and frequency, adding a new
applicable requirement into a permit due to a change in process or change
in rules , incorporating NSPS and NESHAP requirements, and similar
changes.

(4) “Non-technical modification” means name changes, change of
ownership, correction of typographical errors and similar administrative
changes.

(5) “Simple technical modification” includes, but is not limited to
modifying a compliance method to use different emission factors or process
parameters, changing reporting dates or frequency, and similar changes.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-211-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0040
Application Requirements

(1) New Permits. 
(a) Except for Short Term Activity ACDPs, any person required to

obtain a new ACDP must provide the following general information, as
applicable, using forms provided by DEQ in addition to any other informa-
tion required for a specific permit type:

(A) Identifying information, including the name of the company, the
mailing address, the facility address, and the nature of business, Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) code;

(B) The name and phone number of a local person responsible for
compliance with the permit;

(C) The name of a person authorized to receive requests for data and
information;

(D) A description of the production processes and related flow chart;
(E) A plot plan showing the location and height of air contaminant

sources. The plot plan must also indicate the nearest residential or com-
mercial property;

(F) The type and quantity of fuels used;
(G) An estimate of the amount and type of each air contaminant emit-

ted by the source in terms of hourly, daily, or monthly and yearly rates,
showing calculation procedures;

(H) Any information on pollution prevention measures and cross-
media impacts the applicant wants DEQ to consider in determining appli-
cable control requirements and evaluating compliance methods;

(I) Estimated efficiency of air pollution control devices under present
or anticipated operating conditions;

(J) Where the operation or maintenance of air pollution control
devices and emission reduction processes can be adjusted or varied from
the highest reasonable efficiency and effectiveness, information necessary
for DEQ to establish operational and maintenance requirements in OAR
340-226-0120(1) and (2);

(K) A Land Use Compatibility Statement signed by a local, city or
county, planner either approving or disapproving construction or modifica-
tion of the source, if required by the local planning agency; 

(L) Any information required by OAR 340 divisions 224 and 225,
including but not limited to control technology and analysis, air quality
impact analysis; and information related to offsets and net air quality ben-
efit, if applicable; and

(M) Any other information requested by DEQ.
(b) Applications for new permits must be submitted at least 60 days

prior to when a permit is needed. When preparing an application, the appli-
cant should also consider the timelines provided in paragraph (2)(b), as well
as OAR 340-224-0030, permit applications subject to NSR, to allow DEQ
adequate time to process the application and issue a permit before it is
needed.

(2) Renewal Permits. Except for Short Term Activity ACDPs, any
person required to renew an existing permit must submit the information
identified in section (1) using forms provided by DEQ, unless there are no
significant changes to the permit. If there are significant changes, the appli-
cant must provide the information identified in section (1) only for those
changes. 

(a) Where there are no significant changes to the permit, the applicant
may use a streamlined permit renewal application process by providing the
following information:

(A) Identifying information, including the name of the company, the
mailing address, the facility address, and the nature of business, Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) code, using a form provided by DEQ; and

(B) A marked up copy of the previous permit indicating minor
changes along with an explanation for each requested change.

(b) The owner or operator must submit an application for renewal of
the existing permit by no later than:

(A) 30 days prior to the expiration date of a Basic ACDP;
(B) 120 days prior to the expiration date of a Simple ACDP; or
(C) 180 days prior to the expiration date of a Standard ACDP.
(c) DEQ must receive an application for reassignment to General

ACDPs and attachments within 30 days prior to expiration of the General
ACDPs or attachment.

(3) Permit Modifications. For Simple and Standard ACDP modifica-
tions, the applicant must provide the information in section (1) relevant to
the requested changes to the permit and a list of any new requirements
applicable to those changes. When preparing an application, the applicant
should also consider the timelines provided in subsection (2)(b), as well as
OAR 340-224-0030, permit applications subject to NSR, to allow DEQ
adequate time to process the application and issue a permit before it is
needed. 

(4) Any owner or operator who fails to submit any relevant facts or
who has submitted incorrect information in a permit application must, upon
becoming aware of such failure or incorrect submittal, promptly submit
such supplementary facts or corrected information.

(5) The application must be completed in full and signed by the appli-
cant or the applicant’s legally authorized representative.

(6) Two copies of the application are required, unless otherwise
requested by DEQ. At least one of the copies must be a paper copy, but the
others may be in any other format, including electronic copies, upon
approval by DEQ.

(7) A copy of permit applications subject to Major NSR under OAR
340 division 224, including all supplemental and supporting information,
must also be submitted directly to the EPA.

(8) The name of the applicant must be the legal name of the facility
or the owner’s agent or the lessee responsible for the operation and main-
tenance of the facility. The legal name must be registered with the Secretary
of State Corporations Division.

(9) All applications must include the appropriate fees as specified in
OAR 340-216-8020.

(10) Applications that are obviously incomplete, unsigned, improper-
ly signed, or lacking the required exhibits or fees will be rejected by DEQ
and returned to the applicant for completion.

(11) Within 15 days after receiving the application, DEQ will prelim-
inarily review the application to determine the adequacy of the information
submitted:

(a) If DEQ determines that additional information is needed, DEQ
will promptly ask the applicant for the needed information. The application
will not be considered complete for processing until the requested informa-
tion is received. The application will be considered withdrawn if the appli-
cant fails to submit the requested information within 90 days of the request;

(b) If, in the opinion of DEQ, additional measures are necessary to
gather facts regarding the application, DEQ will notify the applicant that
such measures will be instituted along with the timetable and procedures to
be followed. The application will not be considered complete for process-
ing until the necessary additional fact-finding measures are completed.
When the information in the application is deemed adequate for processing,
DEQ will so notify the applicant.

(12) If at any time while processing the application, DEQ determines
that additional information is needed, DEQ will promptly ask the applicant
for the needed information. The application will not be considered com-
plete for processing until the requested information is received. The appli-
cation will be considered withdrawn if the applicant fails to submit the
requested information within 90 days of the request.

(13) If, upon review of an application, DEQ determines that a permit
is not required, DEQ will so notify the applicant in writing. Such notifica-
tion is a final action by DEQ on the application.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 42, f. 4-5-72, ef. 4-15-72; DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73,
ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef. 1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-0033; DEQ 20-1979, f. &
ef. 6-29-79; DEQ 13-1988, f. & cert. ef. 6-17-88; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0175; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1770; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-014-0020 & 340-014-0030; DEQ 5-
2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15
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340-216-0052
Construction ACDP

(1) Purpose. A Construction ACDP is a permit for approval of Type 3
construction or modification changes as specified in OAR 340-210-0225
and 340-210-0240. The Construction ACDP includes requirements for the
construction or modification of stationary sources or air pollution control
devices and does not by itself provide authorization to operate the new con-
struction or modification. A new or modified Standard ACDP or Oregon
Title V Operating Permit is required before operation of the new construc-
tion or modification. A Construction ACDP may be used for the following
situations:

(a) For complex construction or modification projects that require an
extended period of time to construct, the Construction ACDP may provide
construction approval faster than issuance of a Standard ACDP or modified
Standard ACDP because the operating requirements would not need to be
included in the permit.

(b) For Oregon Title V Operating Permit sources, the Construction
ACDP may include the requirements of OAR 340-218-0050 and follow the
external review procedures in OAR 340-218-0210 and 340-218-0230 so
that the requirements may later be incorporated into the Oregon Title V
Operating Permit by an administrative amendment. If the applicant elects
to incorporate the Construction ACDP by administrative amendment, all of
the application submittal, permit content, and permit issuance requirements
of OAR 340 division 218 must be met for the Construction ACDP.

(2) Application requirements. Any person requesting a Construction
ACDP must:

(a) Submit an application according to OAR 340-216-0040 and pro-
vide the information specified in 340-216-0040(1) as it relates to the pro-
posed new construction or modification; and

(b) Provide a list of any applicable requirements related to the new
construction or modification.

(3) Fees. Applicants for a Construction ACDP must pay the fees in
OAR 340-216-8020.

(4) Permit content. A Construction ACDP must include at least the
following:

(a) A requirement that construction must commence within 18 months
after the permit is issued if required by OAR 340-224-0030(4);

(b) A requirement to construct according to approved plans;
(c) A requirement to comply with all applicable requirements;
(d) Emission limits for affected stationary sources;
(e) Performance standards for affected stationary sources and air pol-

lution control devices;
(f) Performance test requirements;
(g) Monitoring requirements, if specialized equipment is required

(e.g., continuous monitoring systems);
(h) Notification and reporting requirements (construction status

reports, startup dates, source test plans, CEMS performance specification
testing plans, etc.);

(i) General ACDP conditions for incorporating generally applicable
requirements;

(j) A requirement to modify the operating permit before commencing
operation of the new construction or modification;

(k) A permit expiration date of no more than 5 years; and
(l) Oregon Title V Permit requirements as specified in OAR 340-218-

0050, if the applicant requests the external review procedures in 340-218-
0210 and 340-218-0230.

(5) Permit issuance procedures:
(a) A Construction ACDP requires that DEQ provide public notice

according to OAR 340 division 209 as a Category III permit action.
(b) For sources subject to the Oregon Title V Operating Permit pro-

gram, the applicant may ask for the external review procedures in OAR
340-218-0210 and 340-218-0230 in addition to the requirements of OAR
340 division 209 to allow the Construction ACDP to be incorporated into
the Oregon Title V Operating Permit at a later date by an administrative
amendment provided the requirements of subsection (1)(b) are met.

(c) Issuance of a modified Construction ACDP requires the following
public notice, as applicable:

(A) Public notice as a Category I permit action under OAR 340 divi-
sion 209 for non-technical modifications and basic and simple technical
modifications; or

(B) Public notice as a Category II permit action under OAR 340 divi-
sion 209 for moderate and complex technical modifications.

(6) Construction ACDPs may not be renewed. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11;
DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0054
Short Term Activity ACDPs

(1) Application requirements. Any person requesting a Short Term
Activity ACDP must apply in writing, fully describing the unexpected or
emergency activity requiring an ACDP and the proposed activities, opera-
tions, and emissions. The application must include the fees specified in sec-
tion (2).

(2) Fees. Applicants for a Short Term Activity ACDP must pay the
fees in OAR 340-216-8020.

(3) Permit content:
(a) A Short Term Activity ACDP must include conditions that ensure

adequate protection of property and preservation of public health, welfare,
and resources.

(b) A Short Term Activity ACDP may not include a PSEL for any air
contaminants discharged as a result of the permitted activity.

(c) A Short Term Activity ACDP will automatically terminate 60 days
from the date of issuance and may not be renewed.

(4) Permit issuance public notice procedures. A Short Term Activity
ACDP requires public notice as a Category I permit action under OAR 340
division 209.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 42, f. 4-5-72, ef. 4-15-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 22-1996, f.
& cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-014-
0050; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0056
Basic ACDPs

(1) Application requirements. Any person requesting a Basic ACDP
must submit an application according to OAR 340-216-0040 and provide
the information specified in OAR 340-216-0040(1).

(2) Fees. Applicants for a new Basic ACDP must pay the fees in OAR
340-216-8020.

(3) Permit content:
(a) A Basic ACDP will contain only the most significant and relevant

rules applicable to the source;
(b) A Basic ACDP may not contain a PSEL;
(c) A Basic ACDP will require that a simplified annual report be sub-

mitted to DEQ; and
(d) A Basic ACDP may be issued for a period not to exceed ten years.
(4) Permit issuance public notice procedures. A Basic ACDP requires

public notice as a Category I permit action according to OAR 340 division
209.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 5-
2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0060
General Air Contaminant Discharge Permits

(1) Applicability.
(a) DEQ may issue a General ACDP under the following circum-

stances:
(A) There are multiple sources that involve the same or substantially

similar types of operations;
(B) All requirements applicable to the covered operations can be con-

tained in a General ACDP;
(C) The emission limitations, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting

and other enforceable conditions are the same for all operations covered by
the General ACDP; and

(D) The regulated pollutants emitted are of the same type for all cov-
ered operations.

(b) Permit content. Each General ACDP must include the following:
(A) All relevant requirements for the operations covered by the

General ACDP, excluding any federal requirements not adopted by the
EQC;

(B) Generic PSELs for all regulated pollutants emitted at more than
the de minimis emission level according to OAR 340 division 222;
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(C) Testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements
necessary to ensure compliance with the PSEL and other applicable emis-
sions limits and standards; and

(D) A permit expiration date not to exceed 10 years from the date of
issuance.

(c) Permit issuance public notice procedures: A new General ACDP
requires public notice as a Category III permit action according to OAR
340 division 209. A reissued General ACDP or a modification to a General
ACDP requires public notice as a Category II permit action according to
OAR 340 division 209. 

(d) DEQ will retain all General ACDPs on file and make them avail-
able for public review at DEQ’s headquarters.

(2) Source assignment:
(a) Application requirements. Any person requesting that a source be

assigned to a General ACDP must submit a written application according to
OAR 340-216-0040 that includes the information in 340-216-0040(1),
specifies the General ACDP source category, and shows that the source
qualifies for the General ACDP.

(b) Fees. Applicants must pay the fees in OAR 340-216-8020. The fee
class for each General ACDP is Fee Class One unless otherwise specified
as follows:

(A) Hard chrome platers — Fee Class Three;
(B) Decorative chrome platers — Fee Class Two;
(C) Halogenated solvent degreasers — batch cold, batch vapor, and

in-line — Fee Class Two;
(D) Perchloroethylene dry cleaners — Fee Class Six;
(E) Asphalt plants — Fee Class Three;
(F) Rock crushers — Fee Class Two;
(G) Ready-mix concrete — Fee Class One;
(H) Sawmills, planing mills, millwork, plywood manufacturing and

veneer drying — Fee Class Three;
(I) Boilers — Fee Class Two;
(J) Crematories — Fee Class One;
(K) Grain elevators — Fee Class One;
(L) Prepared feeds, flour, and cereal — Fee Class One;
(M) Seed cleaning — Fee Class One;
(N) Coffee roasters — Fee Class One;
(O) Bulk gasoline plants — Fee Class One;
(P) Electric power generators — Fee Class Two;
(Q) Clay ceramics — Fee Class One;
(R) Hospital sterilizers — Fee Class Four;
(S) Secondary nonferrous metals — Fee Class One;
(T) Gasoline dispensing facilities — stage I — Fee Class Five;
(U) Gasoline dispensing facilities — stage II — Fee Class Four;
(V) Wood preserving — Fee Class Four;
(W) Metal fabrication and finishing — with two or more of the fol-

lowing operations — Fee Class Two;
(i) Dry abrasive blasting performed in a vented enclosure or of objects

greater than 8 feet (2.4 meters) in any one dimension that uses materials
that contain MFHAP or has the potential to emit MFHAP;

(ii) Spray-applied painting operation using MFHAP containing
paints;

(iii) Welding operation that uses materials that contain MFHAP or has
the potential to emit MFHAP and uses 2,000 pounds or more per year of
MFHAP containing welding wire and rod (calculated on a rolling 12-month
basis);

(X) Metal fabrication and finishing — with only one of the operations
listed in subparagraphs (2)(b)(W)(i) through (iii)— Fee Class One;

(Y) Metal fabrication and finishing — with none of the operations
listed in subparagraphs (2)(b)(W)(i) through (iii) — Fee Class Four;

(Z) Plating and polishing — Fee Class One;
(AA) Surface coating operations — Fee Class One;
(BB) Paint stripping — Fee Class One;
(CC) Aluminum, copper, and nonferrous foundries — Fee Class Two;
(DD) Paints and allied products manufacturing — Fee Class Two; and
(EE) Emergency generators and firewater pumps, if a permit is

required – Fee Class Two.
(c) Source assignment procedures:
(A) Assignment of a source to a General ACDP is a Category I permit

action and is subject to the Category I public notice requirements accord-
ing to OAR 340 division 209.

(B) A person is not a permittee under the General ACDP until DEQ
assigns the General ACDP to the person.

(C) Assignments to General ACDPs and attachments terminate when
the General ACDP or attachment expires or is modified, terminated or
revoked.

(D) Once a source has been assigned to a General ACDP, if the
assigned General ACDP does not cover all requirements applicable to the
source, excluding any federal requirements not adopted by the EQC, the
other applicable requirements must be covered by assignment to one or
more General ACDP Attachments according to OAR 340-216-0062, other-
wise the source must obtain a Simple or Standard ACDP.

(E) A source requesting to be assigned to a General ACDP
Attachment, according to OAR 340-216-0062, for a source category in a
higher annual fee class than the General ACDP to which the source is cur-
rently assigned, must be reassigned to the General ACDP for the source cat-
egory in the higher annual fee class.

(3) DEQ Initiated Modification. If DEQ determines that the condi-
tions have changed such that a General ACDP for a category needs to be
modified, DEQ may issue a new General ACDP for that category and
assign all existing General ACDP permit holders to the new General ACDP.

(4) Rescission. DEQ may rescind an individual source’s assignment
to a General ACDP if the source no longer meets the requirements of the
permit. In such case, the source must submit an application within 60 days
for a Simple or Standard ACDP upon notification by DEQ of DEQ’s intent
to rescind the General ACDP. Upon issuance of the Simple or Standard
ACDP, or if the source fails to submit an application for a Simple or
Standard ACDP, DEQ will rescind the source’s assignment to the General
ACDP. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-1725; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 10-2001, f.
& cert. ef. 8-30-01; DEQ 4-2002, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-02; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-06;
DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. &
cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-
11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0062
General ACDP Attachments

(1) Purpose. This rule allows a source to be assigned to one General
ACDP and one or more General ACDP Attachments, as long as the General
ACDP and General ACDP Attachment contain all requirements applicable
to the source. This would allow a source to avoid having to obtain a more
costly Simple or Standard ACDP if there are no General ACDPs that con-
tain all requirements applicable to the source.

(2) Applicability.
(a) DEQ may issue a General ACDP Attachment under the following

circumstances:
(A) There are multiple sources that involve the same or substantially

similar types of operations;
(B) All requirements applicable to the covered operations can be con-

tained in a General ACDP Attachment;
(C) The emission limitations, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting

and other enforceable conditions are the same for all operations covered by
the General ACDP Attachment;

(D) The regulated pollutants emitted are of the same type for all cov-
ered operations. If a General ACDP and a General ACDP Attachment can-
not address all activities at a source, the owner or operator of the source
must apply for a Simple or Standard ACDP according to this division.

(b) Attachment content. Each General ACDP Attachment must
include the following:

(A) All relevant requirements for the operations covered by the
General ACDP Attachment, excluding any federal requirements not adopt-
ed by the EQC;

(B) Testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements
necessary to ensure compliance with the applicable emissions limits and
standards; and

(C) An attachment expiration date not to exceed 10 years from the
date of issuance.

(c) Attachment issuance public notice procedures: A General ACDP
Attachment requires public notice as a Category II permit action according
to OAR 340 division 209. 

(d) DEQ will retain all General ACDP Attachments on file and make
them available for public review at DEQ’s headquarters.

(3) Source assignment:
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(a) Application requirements. Any person requesting to be assigned to
a General ACDP Attachment must submit a written application for each
requested General ACDP Attachment that specifies the requested General
ACDP Attachment and shows that the source qualifies for the requested
General ACDP Attachment.

(b) Fees. Applicants must pay the fees in OAR 340-216-8020 for each
assigned General ACDP Attachment. The fee class for each General ACDP
Attachment is Fee Class Five.

(c) Assignment procedures:
(A) Assignment to a General ACDP Attachment is a Category I per-

mit action and is subject to the Category I public notice requirements under
OAR 340 division 209.

(B) A person is not a permittee under the General ACDP Attachment
until DEQ assigns the General ACDP Attachment to the person.

(C) Assignment to a General ACDP Attachment terminates when the
General ACDP Attachment expires or is modified, terminated or revoked.

(D) A source may not be assigned to a General ACDP Attachment for
a source category in a higher annual fee class than the General ACDP to
which the source is currently assigned. Instead a source must be reassigned
to the General ACDP for the source category in the higher annual fee class
according to OAR 340-216-0060(2)(c)(E) and may be assigned to one or
more General ACDP Attachments associated with source categories in an
equal or lower annual fee class.

(d) If all activities at a source cannot be addressed by a General ACDP
and General ACDP Attachments, the owner or operator of the source must
apply for a Simple or Standard ACDP according to this division.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan as
adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 9-
2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-24-13 thru 4-22-14; Administrative correction, 5-21-14; DEQ
9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0064
Simple ACDP

(1) Application Requirements. Any person requesting a new, modi-
fied, or renewed Simple ACDP must submit an application according to
OAR 340-216-0040.

(2) Fees. Applicants for a new or modified Simple ACDP must pay
the fees in OAR 340-216-8020. Applicants for a new Simple ACDP must
initially pay the High Annual Fee. Once the initial permit is issued, annual
fees for Simple ACDPs will be assessed based on the following:

(a) Low Fee — A source may qualify for the low fee if:
(A) The source is, or will be, permitted under only one of the follow-

ing categories in OAR 340-216-8010 Part B:
(i) Category 7. Asphalt felt and coatings;
(ii) Category 13. Boilers and other fuel burning equipment (can be

combined with category 27. Electric power generation);
(iii) Category 27. Electric power generation;
(iv) Category 33. Galvanizing & pipe coating;
(v) Category 39. Gray iron and steel foundries, malleable iron

foundries, steel investment foundries, steel foundries 100 or more tons/yr.
metal charged (not elsewhere identified);

(vi) Category 40. Gypsum products;
(vii) Category 45. Liquid storage tanks subject to OAR 340 division

232;
(viii) Category 56. Non-ferrous metal foundries 100 or more tons/year

of metal charged;
(ix) Category 57. Organic or inorganic industrial chemical manufac-

turing;
(x) Category 62. Perchloroethylene dry cleaning;
(xi) Category 73. Secondary smelting and/or refining of ferrous and

non-ferrous metals; or
(xii) Category 85. All other sources not listed in OAR 340-216-8010

(can be combined with category 27. Electric Power Generation); and
(B) The actual emissions from the calendar year immediately preced-

ing the invoice date are less than five tons/year of PM10 in a PM10 nonat-
tainment or maintenance area or PM2.5 in a PM2.5 nonattainment or main-
tenance area, and less than 10 tons/year for each criteria pollutant; and

(C) The source is not creating a nuisance under OAR 340-208-0310
or 340-208-0450.

(b) High Fee — Any source required to have a Simple ACDP (OAR
340-216-8010 Part B) that does not qualify for the low fee under subsection
(2)(a) will be assessed the high fee.

(c) If DEQ determines that a source was invoiced for the low annual
fee but does not meet the low fee criteria outlined above, the source will be

required to pay the difference between the low and high fees, plus applica-
ble late fees in OAR 340-216-8020 Part 4. Late fees start upon issuance of
the initial invoice. In this case, DEQ will issue a new invoice specifying
applicable fees.

(3) Permit Content. Each Simple ACDP must include the following:
(a) All relevant applicable requirements for source operation, includ-

ing general ACDP conditions for incorporating generally applicable
requirements, but excluding any federal requirements not adopted by the
EQC;

(b) Generic PSELs for all regulated pollutants emitted at more than
the de minimis emission level according to OAR 340 division 222;

(c) Testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements
sufficient to determine compliance with the PSEL and other emission lim-
its and standards, as necessary; and

(d) A permit duration not to exceed 5 years.
(4) Permit issuance public notice procedures:
(a) Issuance of a new or renewed Simple ACDP requires public notice

as a Category II permit according to OAR 340 division 209.
(b) Issuance of a modification to a Simple ACDP requires one of the

following procedures, as applicable:
(A) Public notice as a Category I permit action for non-technical and

basic and simple technical modifications according to OAR 340 division
209; or

(B) Public notice as a Category II permit action for moderate and
complex technical modifications according to OAR 340 division 209.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan as
adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 4-2002, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-02; DEQ 8-
2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11,
cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 9-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-24-
13 thru 4-22-14; Administrative correction, 5-21-14; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0066
Standard ACDPs

(1) Application requirements. Any person requesting a new, modified,
or renewed Standard ACDP must submit an application according to OAR
340-216-0040 and include the following additional information as applica-
ble:

(a) New or modified Standard ACDPs that are not subject to Major
NSR, but have emissions increases above the significant emissions rate are
subject to the requirements of State NSR. The application must include an
analysis of the air quality and, for federal major sources only, the visibility
impacts of the source or modification, including meteorological and topo-
graphical data, specific details of models used, and other information nec-
essary to estimate air quality impacts.

(b) For new or modified Standard ACDPs that are subject to Major
NSR, , the application must include the following information as applica-
ble:

(A) A detailed description of the air pollution control devices and
emission reductions processes that are planned for the major source or
major modification, and any other information necessary to determine that
BACT or LAER technology, whichever is applicable, would be applied;

(B) An analysis of the air quality and, for federal major sources only,
the visibility impacts of the major source or major modification, including
meteorological and topographical data, specific details of models used, and
other information necessary to estimate air quality impacts; and

(C) An analysis of the air quality and, for federal major sources only,
the visibility impacts, and the nature and extent of all commercial, residen-
tial, industrial, and other source emission growth, which has occurred since
the baseline concentration year in the area the major source or major mod-
ification would affect.

(2) Fees. Applicants for a Standard ACDP must pay the fees in OAR
340-216-8020.

(3) Permit content. Each Standard ACDP must include the following:
(a) All applicable requirements, including general ACDP conditions

for incorporating generally applicable requirements, but excluding any fed-
eral requirements not adopted by the EQC;

(b) Source specific PSELs or Generic PSEL levels, whichever are
applicable, under OAR 340 division 222;

(c) Testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements
sufficient to determine compliance with the PSEL and other emission lim-
its and standards, as necessary; and

(d) A permit duration not to exceed 5 years.
(4) Permit issuance procedures.
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(a) Issuance of a new or renewed Standard ACDP requires public
notice under OAR 340 division 209 as follows:

(A) Public notice as a Category III permit action for permit actions
that will increase allowed emissions but that are not Major NSR or Type A
State NSR permit actions under OAR 340 division 224, or as a Category II
permit action if the permit will not increase allowed emissions.

(B) Public notice as a Category IV permit action for permit actions
that are Major NSR or Type A State NSR permit actions under OAR 340
division 224.

(b) Issuance of a modified Standard ACDP requires public notice
under OAR 340 division 209 as follows:

(A) Public notice as a Category I permit action for non-technical mod-
ifications and basic and simple technical modifications according to OAR
340 division 209.

(B) Public notice as a Category II permit action for moderate and
complex technical modifications if there will be no increase in allowed
emissions, or as a Category III permit action if there will be an increase in
emissions; or

(C) Public notice as a Category IV permit action for major modifica-
tions subject to NSR under OAR 340 division 224.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan as
adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 4-2002, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-02; DEQ 5-
2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert.
ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0068
Simple and Standard ACDP Attachments

(1) Purpose. This rule allows DEQ to add new requirements to exist-
ing Simple or Standard ACDPs by assigning the source to an ACDP
Attachment issued under section (2). An ACDP Attachment would apply to
an affected source until the new requirements are incorporated into the
source’s Simple or Standard ACDP at the next permit renewal or at the time
of permit modification.

(2) ACDP Attachment issuance procedures: 
(a) An ACDP Attachment requires public notice as a Category II per-

mit action under OAR 340 division 209, except that ACDP Attachments to
Simple or Standard ACDPs require notice as Category I permit actions. 

(b) DEQ may issue an ACDP Attachment when there are multiple
sources that are subject to the new requirements.

(c) Attachment content. Each ACDP Attachment must include the fol-
lowing:

(A) Testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements
necessary to ensure compliance with the applicable emissions limits and
standards; and

(B) An attachment expiration date not to exceed 5 years from the date
of issuance.

(3) Assignment to ACDP Attachment:
(a) A source is not a permittee under the ACDP Attachment until DEQ

assigns the ACDP Attachment to the source.
(b) The ACDP Attachment is removed from the Simple or Standards

ACDP when the requirements of the ACDP Attachment are incorporated
into the source’s Simple or Standard ACDP at the time of renewal or of a
modification.

(c) If an EPA or DEQ action causes a source to be subject to the
requirements in an ACDP Attachment, assignment to the ACDP Attachment
is a DEQ initiated modification to the Simple or Standard ACDP and the
permittee is not required to submit an application or pay fees for the permit
action. In such case, DEQ would notify the permittee of the proposed per-
mitting action and the permittee may object to the permit action if the per-
mittee demonstrates that the source is not subject to the requirements of the
ACDP Attachment.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0070
Permitting Multiple Sources at a Single Adjacent or Contiguous Site

A single or contiguous site containing activities or processes that are
covered by more than one General ACDP, or a source that contains process-
es or activities listed in more than one part of OAR 340-216-8010 may
obtain a Standard ACDP, even if not otherwise required to obtain a
Standard ACDP under this division.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310

Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef.
1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-0033, DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0160; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1730; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef.
6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0082
Termination or Revocation of an ACDP

(1) Expiration.
(a) A source may not be operated after the expiration date of a permit,

unless any of the following occur prior to the expiration date of the permit:
(A) A timely and complete application for renewal has been submit-

ted; or
(B) Another type of permit, ACDP or Oregon Title V Operating

Permit, has been issued authorizing operation of the source.
(b) If a timely and complete renewal application has been submitted,

the existing permit will remain in effect until final action has been taken on
the renewal application to issue or deny a permit.

(c) For a source operating under an ACDP or Oregon Title V
Operating Permit, a requirement established in an earlier ACDP remains in
effect notwithstanding expiration of the ACDP, unless the provision expires
by its terms or unless the provision is modified or terminated according to
the procedures used to establish the requirement initially.

(2) Automatic Termination. A permit is automatically terminated
upon:

(a) Issuance of a renewal or new ACDP for the same activity or oper-
ation;

(b) Written request of the permittee, if DEQ determines that a permit
is no longer required;

(c) Failure to submit a timely application for permit renewal.
Termination is effective on the permit expiration date; or

(d) Failure to pay annual fees within 90 days of invoice by DEQ,
unless prior arrangements for payment have been approved in writing by
DEQ.

(3) Reinstatement of Terminated Permit: A permit automatically ter-
minated under any of subsections (2)(b) through (2)(d) may only be rein-
stated by the permittee by applying for a new permit. The permittee must
also pay the applicable new source permit application fees in this division,
unless the owner or operator submits the renewal application within three
months of the permit expiration date.

(4) Revocation:
(a) If DEQ determines that a permittee is in noncompliance with the

terms of the permit, submitted false information in the application or other
required documentation, or is in violation of any applicable rule or statute,
DEQ may revoke the permit. DEQ will provide notice of the intent to
revoke the permit to the permittee under OAR 340-011-0525. The notice
will include the reasons why the permit will be revoked, and include an
opportunity for the permittee to request a contested case hearing prior to the
revocation. A permittee’s written request for hearing must be received by
DEQ within 60 days from service of the notice on the permittee, and must
state the grounds of the request. The hearing will be conducted as a con-
tested case hearing under ORS 183.413 through 183.470 and OAR 340
division 011. The permit will continue in effect until the 60th day after serv-
ice of the notice on the permittee, if the permittee does not timely request a
hearing, or until a final order is issued if the permittee timely requests a
hearing.

(b) If DEQ finds there is a serious danger to the public health, safety
or the environment caused by a permittee’s activities, DEQ may immedi-
ately revoke or refuse to renew the permit without prior notice or opportu-
nity for a hearing. If no advance notice is provided, notification will be pro-
vided to the permittee as soon as possible under OAR 340-011-0525. The
notification will set forth the specific reasons for the revocation or refusal
to renew and will provide an opportunity for the permittee to request a con-
tested case hearing for review of the revocation or refusal to renew. A per-
mittee’s written request for hearing must be received by DEQ within 90
days of service of the notice on the permittee and must state the grounds for
the request. The hearing will be conducted as a contested case hearing
under ORS 183.413 through 183.470 and OAR 340 division 011. The rev-
ocation or refusal to renew becomes final without further action by DEQ if
a request for a hearing is not received within the 90 days. If a request for a
hearing is timely received, the revocation or refusal to renew will remain in
place until issuance of a final order.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 183.468 & 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 42, f. 4-5-72, ef. 4-15-72; DEQ 125, f. & ef. 12-16-76; DEQ 21-1990, f. & cert.
ef. 7-6-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01,
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Renumbered from 340-014-0015 & 340-014-0045; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0084
Department Initiated Modification

If DEQ determines it is appropriate to modify an ACDP, other than a
General ACDP, DEQ will notify the permittee by regular, registered or cer-
tified mail of the modification and will include the proposed modification
and the reasons for the modification. The modification will become effec-
tive upon mailing unless the permittee requests a contested case hearing
within 20 days. A request for hearing must be made in writing and must
include the grounds for the request. The hearing will be conducted as a con-
tested case hearing under ORS 183.413 through 183.470 and OAR 340
division 011. If a hearing is requested, the existing permit will remain in
effect until after a final order is issued following the hearing.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 183 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 42, f. 4-5-72, ef. 4-15-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-014-0040; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0090
Sources Subject to ACDPs and Fees

All air contaminant discharge sources listed in OAR 340-216-8010
must obtain a permit from DEQ and are subject to fees in OAR 340-216-
8020.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan as
adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Hist.: DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef.
1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-0033.12; DEQ 125, f. & ef. 12-16-76; DEQ 20-1979, f.
& ef. 6-29-79; DEQ 11-1983, f. & ef. 5-31-83; DEQ 6-1986, f. & ef. 3-26-86; DEQ 12-1987,
f. & ef. 6-15-87; DEQ 17-1990, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-90; DEQ 27-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-29-91;
DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from
340-020-0165; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-
4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ 21-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-94; DEQ 22-
1994. f. & cert. ef. 10-14-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 18-1997, f. 8-27-97,
cert. ef. 10-1-97; DEQ 7-1998, f. & cert. ef. 5-5-98; DEQ 12-1998, f. & cert. ef. 6-30-98;
DEQ 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-14-98; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1750; DEQ 8-2000, f. & cert. ef. 6-6-00;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 9-
2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-0094
Temporary Closure

(1) A permittees that temporarily suspends activities for which an
ACDP is required may apply for a fee reduction due to temporary closure.
However, the anticipated period of closure must exceed six months and
must not be due to regular maintenance or seasonal limitations.

(2) DEQ will prorate annual fees for temporary closure based on the
length of the closure in a calendar year, but will not be less than one half of
the regular annual fee for the source.

(3) A source who has received Department approval for payment of
the temporary closure fee must obtain authorization from DEQ prior to
resuming permitted activities. An owner or operator of the source must sub-
mit written notification, together with the prorated annual fee for the
remaining months of the year, to DEQ at least thirty (30) days before start-
up and specify in the notification the earliest anticipated startup date.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.040, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-8010
Table 1 — Activities and Sources

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
NOTE: See history of these tables under OAR 340-216-0020
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 12-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-12-14 thru
5-10-15; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-216-8020
Table 2 — Air Contaminant Discharge Permits

Sources referred to in Table 1 of OAR 340-216-8010 are subject to air
contaminant discharge permit fees in Table 2. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
NOTE: See history of this table under OAR 340-216-0020.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0010
Policy and Purpose

These rules establish a program to implement Title V of the FCAA for
the State of Oregon as part of the overall industrial source control program:

(1) All sources subject to this division shall have an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit that assures compliance by the source with all applicable
requirements in effect as of the date of permit issuance.

(2) The requirements of the Oregon Title V Operating Permit pro-
gram, including provisions regarding schedules for submission and
approval or disapproval of permit applications, shall apply to the permitting
of affected sources under the national acid rain program, except as provid-
ed herein.

(3) All sources subject to this division are exempt from the following:
(a) Registration as required by ORS 468A.050 and OAR 340-210-

0100 through 340-210-0120; and
(b) Air Contaminant Discharge Permits, OAR 340 division 216,

unless required by 340-216-0020(2) or (4), or 340-224-0010(1).
(A) Oregon Title V Operating Permits do not replace requirements in

an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit issued to the source even if the
ACDP has expired. For a source operating under a Title V Permit, require-
ments established in an earlier ACDP remain in effect notwithstanding
expiration of the ACDP or the Title V permit, unless a provision expires by
its terms or unless a provision is modified or terminated following the pro-
cedures used to establish the requirement initially.

(B) Source specific requirements, including, but not limited to TACT,
RACT, BACT, and LAER requirements, established in an ACDP must be
incorporated into the Oregon Title V Operating Permit and any revisions to
those requirements must follow the procedures used to establish the
requirements initially.

(4) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.155 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2100; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0020
Applicability

(1) Except as provided in section (4), this division applies to the fol-
lowing sources:

(a) Any major source;
(b) Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard, limi-

tation, or other requirement under section 111 of the FCAA;
(c) Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard or other

requirement under section 112 of the FCAA, except that a source is not
required to obtain a permit solely because it is subject to regulations or
requirements under section 112(r) of the FCAA;

(d) Any affected source under Title IV; and
(e) Any source in a source category designated by the EQC pursuant

to this rule.
(2) The owner or operator of a source with an Oregon Title V

Operating Permit whose potential to emit later falls below the emission
level that causes it to be a major source, and which is not otherwise required
to have an Oregon Title V Operating Permit, may submit a request for rev-
ocation of the Oregon Title V Operating Permit. Granting of the request for
revocation does not relieve the source from compliance with all applicable
requirements or ACDP requirements.

(3) Synthetic minor sources.
(a) A source which would otherwise be a major source subject to this

division may choose to become a synthetic minor source by limiting its
emissions below the emission level that causes it to be a major source
through limits contained in an ACDP issued by DEQ under 340 division
216.

(b) The reporting and monitoring requirements of the emission limit-
ing conditions contained in the ACDPs of synthetic minor sources issued by
DEQ under OAR 340-216 must meet the requirements of OAR 340-212-
0010 through 340-212-0150 and division 214.

(c) Synthetic minor sources who request to increase their potential to
emit above the major source emission rate thresholds will become subject
to this division and must submit a permit application under OAR 340-218-
0040 and obtain an Oregon Title V Operating Permit before increasing
emissions above the major source emission rate thresholds.

(d) Synthetic minor sources that exceed the limitations on potential to
emit are in violation of OAR 340-218-0020(1)(a).

(4) Source category exemptions.
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(a) All sources listed in 340-218-0020(1) that are not major sources,
affected sources, or solid waste incineration units required to obtain a per-
mit pursuant to section 129(e) of the FCAA are not required to obtain a Title
V permit, except non-major sources subject to a standard under section 111
or section 112 of the FCAA promulgated after July 21, 1992 are required to
obtain a Title V permit unless specifically exempted from the requirement
to obtain a Title V permit in section 111 or 112 standards.

(b) The following source categories are exempted from the obligation
to obtain an Oregon Title V Operating Permit:

(A) All sources and source categories that would be required to obtain
a permit solely because they are subject to 40 CFR part 60, subpart AAA
— Standards of Performance for New Residential Wood Heaters; and

(B) All sources and source categories that would be required to obtain
a permit solely because they are subject to 40 CFR part 61, subpart M —
National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Asbestos, sec-
tion 61.145, Standard for Demolition and Renovation.

(c) Any source listed in OAR 340-218-0020(1) exempt from the
requirement to obtain a permit under this rule may opt to apply for an
Oregon Title V Operating Permit.

(5) Emissions units and Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
sources. DEQ will include in the permit all applicable requirements for all
relevant emissions units in the Oregon Title V Operating Permit source,
including any equipment used to support the major industrial group at the
site.

(6) Fugitive emissions. Fugitive emissions from an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit program source must be included in the permit applica-
tion and the permit in the same manner as stack emissions, regardless of
whether the source category in question is included in the list of sources
contained in the definition of major source.

(7) Insignificant activity emissions. All emissions from insignificant
activities, including categorically insignificant activities and aggregate
insignificant emissions, must be included in the determination of the appli-
cability of any requirement.

(8) Oregon Title V Operating Permit program sources that are
required to obtain an ACDP, OAR 340 division 216, or a Notice of
Approval, OAR 340-210-0205 through 340-210-0250, because of a Title I
modification, must operate in compliance with the Oregon Title V
Operating Permit until the Oregon Title V Operating Permit is revised to
incorporate the ACDP or the Notice of Approval for the Title I modifica-
tion.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 24-1994, f. & ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995,
f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 24-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-11-95; DEQ 1-1997, f. & cert. ef. 1-21-
97; DEQ 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-14-98; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2110; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-
1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0030
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0040
Permit Applications

(1) Duty to apply. For each Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
source, the owner or operator must submit a timely and complete permit
application using this rule:

(a) Timely application:
(A) A timely application for a source that is in operation as of the

effective date of the Oregon Title V Operating Permit program is one that
is submitted 12 months after the effective date of the Oregon Title V
Operating Permit program in Oregon or on or before such earlier date as
DEQ may establish. If an earlier date is established, DEQ will provide at
least six (6) months for the owner or operator to prepare an application. A
timely application for a source that is not in operation or that is not subject
to the Oregon Title V Operating Permit program as of the effective date of
the Oregon Title V Operating Permit program is one that is submitted with-
in 12 months after the source becomes subject to the Oregon Title V
Operating Permit program.

(B) Any Oregon Title V Operating Permit program source required to
have obtained a permit prior to construction under the ACDP program,
OAR 340 division 216; New Source Review program, OAR 340 division

224; or the Notice of Construction and Approval of Plans rules, 340-210-
0205 through 340-210-0250, must file a complete application to obtain the
Oregon Title V Operating Permit or permit revision within 12 months after
commencing operation. Commencing operation will be considered initial
startup. Where an existing Oregon Title V Operating Permit would prohib-
it such construction or change in operation, the owner or operator must
obtain a permit revision before commencing operation;

(C) Any Oregon Title V Operating Permit program source owner or
operator must follow the appropriate procedures under this division prior to
commencement of operation of a source permitted under the Notice of
Construction and Approval of Plans rules, OAR 340-210-0205 through
340-0210-0250;

(D) For purposes of permit renewal, a timely application is one that is
submitted at least 12 months prior to the date of permit expiration, or such
other longer time as may be approved by DEQ that ensures that the term of
the permit will not expire before the permit is renewed. If more than 12
months is required to process a permit renewal application, DEQ will pro-
vide no less than six (6) months for the owner or operator to prepare an
application. In no event will this time be greater than 18 months;

(E) Applications for initial phase II acid rain permits must be submit-
ted to DEQ by January 1, 1996 for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1, 1998
for nitrogen oxides;

(F) Applications for Compliance Extensions for Early Reductions of
HAP must be submitted before proposal of an applicable emissions stan-
dard issued under section 112(d) of the FCAA and must comply with OAR
340-244-0100.

(b) Complete application:
(A) To be deemed complete, an application must provide all informa-

tion required pursuant to section (3), except applications for permit renew-
al only need to include information that has changed since issuance of the
last permit and applications for permit revision only need to include infor-
mation related to proposed changes. The application must include three (3)
copies of all required forms and exhibits in hard copy and one (1) copy in
electronic format as specified by DEQ. Information required under section
(3) must be sufficient to evaluate the subject source and its application and
to determine all applicable requirements. A responsible official must certi-
fy the submitted information under section (5);

(B) Applications which are obviously incomplete, unsigned, or which
do not contain the required exhibits, clearly identified, will not be accepted
by DEQ for filing and will be returned to the applicant for completion;

(C) If DEQ determines that additional information is necessary before
making a completeness determination, it may request such information in
writing and set a reasonable deadline for a response. The application will
not be considered complete for processing until the adequate information
has been received. When the information in the application is deemed ade-
quate, the applicant will be notified that the application is complete for pro-
cessing;

(D) Unless DEQ determines that an application is not complete with-
in 60 days of receipt of the application, such application will be deemed to
be complete, except as otherwise provided in OAR 340-218-0120(1)(e). If,
while processing an application that has been determined or deemed to be
complete, DEQ determines that additional information is necessary to eval-
uate or take final action on that application, it may request such informa-
tion in writing and set a reasonable deadline for a response. If the addition-
al information is not provided by the deadline specified, the application will
be determined to be incomplete, and the application shield will cease to
apply;

(E) Applications determined or deemed to be complete will be sub-
mitted by DEQ to the EPA as required by OAR 340-218-0230(1)(a);

(F) The source’s ability to operate without a permit, as set forth in
340-218-0120(2), will be in effect from the date the application is deter-
mined or deemed to be complete until the final permit is issued, provided
that the applicant submits any requested additional information by the
deadline specified by DEQ.

(2) Duty to supplement or correct application. Any applicant who fails
to submit any relevant facts or who has submitted incorrect information in
a permit application must, upon becoming aware of such failure or incor-
rect submittal, promptly submit such supplementary facts or corrected
information. In addition, an applicant must provide additional information
as necessary to address any requirements that become applicable to the
source after the date it filed a complete application but prior to release of a
draft permit.

(3) Standard application form and required information. Applications
must be submitted on forms and in electronic formats specified by DEQ.
Information as described below for each emissions unit at an Oregon Title
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V Operating Permit program source must be included in the application. An
application may not omit information needed to determine the applicabili-
ty of, or to impose, any applicable requirement, including those require-
ments that apply to categorically insignificant activities, or to evaluate the
fee amount required. The application must include the elements specified
below:

(a) Identifying information, including company name and address,
plant name and address if different from the company’s name, owner’s
name and agent, and telephone number and names of plant site
manager/contact;

(b) A description of the source’s processes and products by Standard
Industrial Classification Code including any associated with each alterna-
tive operating scenario identified by the owner or operator and related flow
chart;

(c) The following emissions-related information for all requested
alternative operating scenarios identified by the owner or operator:

(A) All emissions of regulated pollutants for which the source is
major, all emissions of regulated pollutants and all emissions of regulated
pollutants listed in OAR 340-244-0040. A permit application must describe
all emissions of regulated pollutants emitted from any emissions unit,
except where such units are exempted under section(3). DEQ may require
additional information related to the emissions of regulated pollutants suf-
ficient to verify which requirements are applicable to the source, and other
information necessary to collect any permit fees owed;

(B) Identification and description of all points of emissions described
in paragraph (3)(c)(A) in sufficient detail to establish the basis for fees and
applicability of requirements of the FCAA and state rules;

(C) Emissions rates in tons per year and in such terms as are neces-
sary to establish compliance consistent with the applicable standard refer-
ence test method and to establish PSELs for all regulated pollutants except
as restricted by OAR 340-222-0035 and 340-222-0060:

(i) If a short term PSEL is required, an applicant may request that a
period longer than daily be used for the short term PSEL provided that the
requested period is consistent with the means for demonstrating compliance
with any other applicable requirement and the PSEL requirement, and:

(I) The requested period is no longer than the shortest period of the
Ambient Air Quality Standards for the regulated pollutant or daily for VOC
and NOx; or

(II) The applicant demonstrates that the requested period, if longer
than the shortest period of the Ambient Air Quality Standards for the regu-
lated pollutant, is the shortest period compatible with source operations but
no longer than monthly.

(ii) The requirements of the applicable rules must be satisfied for any
requested increase in PSELs, establishment of baseline emissions rates,
requested emission reduction credit banking, or other PSEL changes.

(D) Additional information as determined to be necessary to establish
any alternative emission limit under OAR 340-226-0400, if the permit
applicant requests one;

(E) The application must include a list of all categorically insignifi-
cant activities and an estimate of all emissions of regulated pollutants from
those activities which are designated insignificant because of aggregate
insignificant emissions. Owners or operators that use more than 100,000
pounds per year of a mixture that contains not greater than 1% by weight
of any chemical or compound regulated under divisions 200 through 268 of
this chapter, and not greater than 0.1% by weight of any carcinogen listed
in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Service’s Annual Report on
Carcinogens must contact the supplier and manufacturer of the mixture to
try and obtain information other than Material Safety Data Sheets in order
to quantify emissions;

(F) The following information to the extent it is needed to determine
or regulate emissions: fuels, fuel sulfur content, fuel use, raw materials,
production rates, and operating schedules;

(G) Any information on pollution prevention measures and cross-
media impacts the owner or operator wants DEQ to consider in determin-
ing applicable control requirements and evaluating compliance methods;
and

(H) Where the operation or maintenance of air pollution control
devices and emission reduction processes can be adjusted or varied from
the highest reasonable efficiency and effectiveness, information necessary
for DEQ to establish operational and maintenance requirements under OAR
340-226-0120(1) and (2);

(I) Identification and description of air pollution control devices,
including estimated efficiency of the control devices, and compliance mon-
itoring devices or activities;

(J) Limitations on source operation affecting emissions or any work
practice standards, where applicable, for all regulated pollutants at the
Oregon Title V Operating Permit program source;

(K) Other information required by any applicable requirement,
including information related to stack height limitations developed pur-
suant to OAR 340-212-0130;

(L) Calculations on which the information in items (A) through (K) is
based.

(d) A plot plan showing the location of all emissions units identified
by Universal Transverse Mercator or “UTM” as provided on United States
Geological Survey maps and the nearest residential or commercial proper-
ty;

(e) The following air pollution control requirements:
(A) Citation and description of all applicable requirements; and
(B) Description of or reference to any applicable test method for

determining compliance with each applicable requirement.
(f) The following monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting require-

ments:
(A) All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods

required under the applicable requirements, including OAR 340-212-0200
through 340-212-0280;

(B) Proposed periodic monitoring to determine compliance where an
applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or monitoring;

(C) The proposed use, maintenance, and installation of monitoring
equipment or methods, as necessary;

(D) Documentation of the applicability of the proposed monitoring
protocol, such as test data and engineering calculations;

(E) Proposed consolidation of reporting requirements, where possi-
ble;

(F) A proposed schedule of submittal of all reports; and
(G) Other similar information as determined by DEQ to be necessary

to protect human health or the environment or to determine compliance
with applicable requirements.

(g) Other specific information that may be necessary to implement
and enforce other applicable requirements of the FCAA or state rules or of
this division or to determine the applicability of such requirements;

(h) An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise appli-
cable requirements.

(i) A copy of any existing permit attached as part of the permit appli-
cation. Owners or operators may request that DEQ make a determination
that an existing permit term or condition is no longer applicable by supply-
ing adequate information to support such a request. The existing permit
term or condition will remain in effect unless or until DEQ determines that
the term or condition is no longer applicable by permit modification.

(j) Additional information as determined to be necessary by DEQ to
define permit terms and conditions implementing off-permit changes for
permit renewals;

(k) Additional information as determined to be necessary by DEQ to
define permit terms and conditions implementing section 502(b)(10)
changes for permit renewals;

(l) Additional information as determined to be necessary by DEQ to
define permit terms and conditions implementing emissions trading under
the PSEL including but not limited to proposed replicable procedures and
permit terms that ensure the emissions trades are quantifiable and enforce-
able if the applicant requests such trading;

(m) Additional information as determined to be necessary by DEQ to
define permit terms and conditions implementing emissions trading, to the
extent that the applicable requirements provide for trading without a case-
by-case approval of each emissions trade if the applicant requests such trad-
ing;

(n) A compliance plan that contains all the following:
(A) A description of the compliance status of the source with respect

to all applicable requirements.
(B) A description as follows:
(i) For applicable requirements with which the source is in compli-

ance, a statement that the source will continue to comply with such require-
ments.

(ii) For applicable requirements that will become effective during the
permit term, a statement that the source will meet such requirements on a
timely basis.

(iii) For requirements for which the source is not in compliance at the
time of permit issuance, a narrative description of how the source will
achieve compliance with such requirements.

(C) A compliance schedule as follows:
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(i) For applicable requirements with which the source is in compli-
ance, a statement that the source will continue to comply with such require-
ments;

(ii) For applicable requirements that will become effective during the
permit term, a statement that the source will meet such requirements on a
timely basis. A generic statement that the source will meet in a timely man-
ner applicable requirements that become effective during the permit term
will satisfy this provision, unless a more detailed schedule is expressly
required by the applicable requirement;

(iii) A schedule of compliance for sources that are not in compliance
with all applicable requirements at the time of permit issuance. Such a
schedule will include a schedule of remedial measures, including an
enforceable sequence of actions with milestones, leading to compliance
with any applicable requirements for which the source will be in noncom-
pliance at the time of permit issuance and interim measures to be taken by
the source to minimize the amount of excess emissions during the sched-
uled period. This compliance schedule must resemble and be at least as
stringent as that contained in any judicial consent decree or administrative
order to which the source is subject. Any such schedule of compliance must
be supplemental to, and must not sanction noncompliance with, the appli-
cable requirements on which it is based.

(D) A schedule for submission of certified progress reports no less fre-
quently than every 6 months for sources required to have a schedule of
compliance to remedy a violation.

(E) The compliance plan content requirements specified in this sec-
tion will apply and be included in the acid rain portion of a compliance plan
for an affected source, except as specifically superseded by regulations
promulgated under Title IV of the FCAA with regard to the schedule and
method the source will use to achieve compliance with the acid rain emis-
sions limitations.

(o) Requirements for compliance certification, including the follow-
ing:

(A) A certification of compliance with all applicable requirements by
a responsible official consistent with section (5) and section 114(a)(3) of
the FCAA;

(B) A statement of methods used for determining compliance, includ-
ing a description of monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements
and test methods;

(C) A schedule for submission of compliance certifications during the
permit term, to be submitted no less frequently than annually, or more fre-
quently if specified by the underlying applicable requirement or by DEQ;
and

(D) A statement indicating the source’s compliance status with any
applicable compliance assurance monitoring and compliance certification
requirements of the FCAA or state rules.

(p) A Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS), if applicable, to
assure that the type of land use and activities in conjunction with that use
have been reviewed and approved by local government before a permit is
processed and issued.

(q) The use of nationally standardized forms for acid rain portions of
permit applications and compliance plans, as required by regulations prom-
ulgated under Title IV of the FCAA.

(r) For purposes of permit renewal, the owner or operator must sub-
mit all information as required in section (3). The owner or operator may
identify information in its previous permit or permit application for emis-
sions units that should remain unchanged and for which no changes in
applicable requirements have occurred and provide copies of the previous
permit or permit application for those emissions units.

(4) Quantifying Emissions:
(a) When quantifying emissions for purposes of a permit application,

modification, or renewal an owner or operator must use the most represen-
tative data available or required in a permit condition. DEQ will consider
the following data collection methods as acceptable for determining air
emissions:

(A) Continuous emissions monitoring system data obtained using the
DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual;

(B) Source testing data obtained using the DEQ Source Sampling
Manual except where material balance calculations are more accurate and
more indicative of an emission unit’s continuous operation than limited
source test results (e.g. a volatile organic compound coating operation);

(C) Material balance calculations;
(D) Emission factors subject to Department review and approval; and
(E) Other methods and calculations subject to Department review and

approval.

(b) When continuous monitoring or source test data has previously
been submitted to and approved by DEQ for a particular emissions unit,
that information must be used for quantifying emissions. Material balance
calculations may be used as the basis for quantifying emissions when con-
tinuous monitoring or source test data exists if it can be demonstrated that
the results of material balance calculations are more indicative of actual
emissions under normal continuous operating conditions. Emission factors
or other methods may be used for calculating emissions when continuous
monitoring data, source test data, or material balance data exists if the
owner or operator can demonstrate that the existing data is not representa-
tive of actual operating conditions. When an owner or operator uses emis-
sion factors or other methods as the basis of calculating emissions, a brief
justification for the validity of the emission factor or method must be sub-
mitted with the calculations. DEQ will review the validity of the emission
factor or method during the permit application review period. When an
owner or operator collects emissions data that is more representative of
actual operating conditions, either as required under a specific permit con-
dition or for any other requirement imposed by DEQ, the owner or opera-
tor must use that data for calculating emissions when applying for a permit
modification or renewal. Nothing in this provision requires owners or oper-
ators to conduct monitoring or testing solely for the purpose of quantifying
emissions for permit applications, modifications, or renewals.

(5) Any application form, report, or compliance certification submit-
ted pursuant to this division must contain certification by a responsible offi-
cial of truth, accuracy, and completeness. This certification and any other
certification required under this division must state that, based on informa-
tion and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and infor-
mation in the document are true, accurate, and complete.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 24-1994, f. &
ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-2120; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f.
& cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0050
Standard Permit Requirements

Each permit issued under this division must include the following ele-
ments:

(1) Emission limitations and standards, including those operational
requirements and limitations that assure compliance with all applicable
requirements at the time of permit issuance:

(a) The permit must specify and reference the origin of and authority
for each term or condition, and identify any difference in form as compared
to the applicable requirement upon which the term or condition is based;

(b) For sources regulated under the national acid rain program, the per-
mit must state that, where an applicable requirement of the FCAA or state
rules is more stringent than an applicable requirement of regulations prom-
ulgated under Title IV of the FCAA, both provisions must be incorporated
into the permit and will be enforceable by the EPA;

(c) For any alternative emission limit established using OAR 340-226-
0400, the permit must contain an equivalency determination and provisions
to ensure that any resulting emissions limit has been demonstrated to be
quantifiable, accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable procedures.

(2) Permit duration. DEQ will issue permits for a fixed term of 5 years
in the case of affected sources, and for a term not to exceed 5 years in the
case of all other sources.

(3) Monitoring and related recordkeeping and reporting requirements:
(a) Each permit must contain the following requirements with respect

to monitoring:
(A) A monitoring protocol to provide accurate and reliable data that:
(i) Is representative of actual source operation;
(ii) Is consistent with the averaging time in the permit emission limits;
(iii) Is consistent with monitoring requirements of other applicable

requirements; and
(iv) Can be used for compliance certification and enforcement.
(B) All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods

required under applicable monitoring and testing requirements, including
OAR 340-212-0200 through 340-212-0280 and any other procedures and
methods that may be promulgated pursuant to sections 504(b) or 114(a)(3)
of the FCAA. If more than one monitoring or testing requirement applies,
the permit may specify a streamlined set of monitoring or testing provisions
provided the specified monitoring or testing is adequate to assure compli-
ance at least to the same extent as the monitoring or testing applicable
requirements that are not included in the permit as a result of such stream-
lining;
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(C) Where the applicable requirement does not require periodic testing
or instrumental or noninstrumental monitoring (which may consist of
recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring), periodic monitoring suffi-
cient to yield reliable data from the relevant time period that are representa-
tive of the source’s compliance with the permit, as reported pursuant to OAR
340-218-0050(3)(c). Such monitoring requirements must assure use of
terms, test methods, units, averaging periods, and other statistical conven-
tions consistent with the applicable requirement. Continuous monitoring and
source testing must be conducted using the DEQ Continuous Monitoring
Manual and the Source Sampling Manual, respectively. Other monitoring
must be conducted using DEQ approved procedures. The monitoring
requirements may include but are not limited to any combination of the fol-
lowing:

(i) Continuous emissions monitoring systems (CEMS);
(ii) Continuous opacity monitoring systems (COMS);
(iii) Continuous parameter monitoring systems (CPMS);
(iv) Continuous flow rate monitoring systems (CFRMS);
(v) Source testing;
(vi) Material balance;
(vii) Engineering calculations;
(viii) Recordkeeping; or
(ix) Fuel analysis; and
(D) As necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and,

where appropriate, installation of monitoring equipment or methods;
(E) A condition that prohibits any person from knowingly rendering

inaccurate any required monitoring device or method;
(F) Methods used in OAR 340 division 220 to determine actual emis-

sions for fee purposes must also be used for compliance determination and
can be no less rigorous than the requirements of OAR 340-218-0080. The
compliance monitoring protocol must include the method used to determine
the amount of actual emissions;

(G) Monitoring requirements must commence on the date of permit
issuance unless otherwise specified in the permit.

(b) With respect to recordkeeping, the permit must incorporate all
applicable recordkeeping requirements and require, where applicable, the
following:

(A) Records of required monitoring information that include the fol-
lowing:

(i) The date, place as defined in the permit, and time of sampling or
measurements;

(ii) The date analyses were performed;
(iii) The company or entity that performed the analyses;
(iv) The analytical techniques or methods used;
(v) The results of such analyses;
(vi) The operating conditions as existing at the time of sampling or

measurement; and
(vii) The records of quality assurance for continuous monitoring sys-

tems (including but not limited to quality control activities, audits, calibra-
tions drifts).

(B) Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support
information for a period of at least 5 years from the date of the monitoring
sample, measurement, report, or application. Support information includes
all calibration and maintenance records and all original strip-chart record-
ings for continuous monitoring instrumentation, and copies of all reports
required by the permit;

(C) Recordkeeping requirements must commence on the date of per-
mit issuance unless otherwise specified in the permit.

(c) With respect to reporting, the permit must incorporate all applica-
ble reporting requirements and require the following:

(A) Submittal of three (3) copies of reports of any required monitoring
at least every 6 months, completed on forms approved by DEQ. Unless oth-
erwise approved in writing by DEQ, six month periods are January 1 to June
30, and July 1 to December 31. The reports required by this rule must be
submitted within 30 days after the end of each reporting period, unless oth-
erwise approved in writing by DEQ. One copy of the report must be sub-
mitted to the EPA, and two copies to DEQ’s regional office identified in the
permit. All instances of deviations from permit requirements must be clear-
ly identified in such reports:

(i) The semi-annual report will be due on July 30, unless otherwise
approved in writing by DEQ, and must include the semi-annual compliance
certification, OAR 340-218-0080;

(ii) The annual report will be due on February 15, unless otherwise
approved in writing by DEQ, but may not be due later than March 15, and
must consist of the annual reporting requirements as specified in the permit;
the emission fee report; the emission statement, if applicable, OAR 340-214-

0220; the annual certification that the risk management plan is being prop-
erly implemented, 340-218-0050; and the semi-annual compliance certifica-
tion, 340-218-0080.

(B) Prompt reporting of deviations from permit requirements that do
not cause excess emissions, including those attributable to upset conditions,
as defined in the permit, the probable cause of such deviations, and any cor-
rective actions or preventive measures taken. “Prompt” means within fifteen
(15) days of the deviation. Deviations that cause excess emissions, as spec-
ified in OAR 340-214-0300 through 340-214-0360 must be reported under
340-214-0340;

(C) Submittal of any required source test report within 30 days after
the source test unless otherwise approved in writing by DEQ or specified in
a permit;

(D) All required reports must be certified by a responsible official con-
sistent with OAR 340-218-0040(5);

(E) Reporting requirements must commence on the date of permit
issuance unless otherwise specified in the permit.

(d) DEQ may incorporate more rigorous monitoring, recordkeeping, or
reporting methods than required by applicable requirements in an Oregon
Title V Operating Permit if they are contained in the permit application, are
determined by DEQ to be necessary to determine compliance with applica-
ble requirements, or are needed to protect human health or the environment.

(4) A permit condition prohibiting emissions exceeding any
allowances that the source lawfully holds under Title IV of the FCAA or the
regulations promulgated there under:

(a) No permit revision will be required for increases in emissions that
are authorized by allowances acquired pursuant to the acid rain program,
provided that such increases do not require a permit revision under any other
applicable requirement;

(b) No limit may be placed on the number of allowances held by the
source. The source may not, however, use allowances as a defense to non-
compliance with any other applicable requirement;

(c) Any such allowance must be accounted for according to the proce-
dures established in regulations promulgated under Title IV of the FCAA.

(5) A severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the various
permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any portions of the per-
mit.

(6) Provisions stating the following:
(a) The permittee must comply with all conditions of the Oregon Title

V Operating Permit, including keeping a copy of the permit onsite at the
source. Any permit condition noncompliance constitutes a violation of the
FCAA and state rules and is grounds for enforcement action; for permit ter-
mination, revocation and reissuance, or modification; or for denial of a per-
mit renewal application;

(b) The need to halt or reduce activity will not be a defense. It will not
be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been
necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain com-
pliance with the conditions of this permit;

(c) The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened and reissued, or
terminated for cause as determined by DEQ. The filing of a request by the
permittee for a permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or termina-
tion, or of a notification of planned changes or anticipated noncompliance
does not stay any permit condition;

(d) The permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any
exclusive privilege;

(e) The permittee must furnish to DEQ, within a reasonable time, any
information that DEQ may request in writing to determine whether cause
exists for modifying, revoking and reissuing, or terminating the permit or to
determine compliance with the permit. Upon request, the permittee must
also furnish to DEQ copies of records required to be kept by the permit or,
for information claimed to be confidential, the permittee may furnish such
records directly to the EPA along with a claim of confidentiality.

(7) A provision to ensure that an Oregon Title V Operating Permit pro-
gram source pays fees to DEQ consistent with the fee schedule in OAR 340
division 220.

(8) Terms and conditions for reasonably anticipated alternative operat-
ing scenarios identified by the owner or operator in its application as
approved by DEQ. Such terms and conditions:

(a) Must require the owner or operator, contemporaneously with mak-
ing a change from one operating scenario to another, to record in a log at the
permitted facility a record of the scenario under which it is operating;

(b) Must extend the permit shield described in OAR 340-218-0110 to
all terms and conditions under each such alternative operating scenario; and
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(c) Must ensure that the terms and conditions of each such alternative
operating scenario meet all applicable requirements and the requirements of
this division.

(9) Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, for the
trading of emissions increases and decreases in the permitted facility solely
for the purpose of complying with the PSELs. Such terms and conditions:

(a) Must include all terms required under OAR 340-218-0050 and
340-218-0080 to determine compliance;

(b) Must extend the permit shield described in OAR 340-218-0110 to
all terms and conditions that allow such increases and decreases in emis-
sions;

(c) Must ensure that the trades are quantifiable and enforceable;
(d) Must ensure that the trades are not Title I modifications;
(e) Must require a minimum 7-day advance, written notification to

DEQ and the EPA of the trade that must be attached to DEQ’s and the
source’s copy of the permit. The written notification must state when the
change will occur and must describe the changes in emissions that will result
and how these increases and decreases in emissions will comply with the
terms and conditions of the permit; and

(f) Must meet all applicable requirements and requirements of this
division.

(10) Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, for
the trading of emissions increases and decreases in the permitted facility, to
the extent that the applicable requirements provide for trading such increas-
es and decreases without a case-by-case approval of each emission trade.
Such terms and conditions:

(a) Must include all terms required under OAR 340-218-0050 and
340-218-0080 to determine compliance;

(b) Must extend the permit shield described in OAR 340-218-0110 to
all terms and conditions that allow such increases and decreases in emis-
sions; and

(c) Must meet all applicable requirements and requirements of this
division.

(11) Terms and conditions allowing for off-permit changes, OAR 340-
218-0140(2).

(12) Terms and conditions allowing for section 502(b)(10) changes,
OAR 340-218-0140(3).

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 24-1994, f. & ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. &
cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-
99, Renumbered from 340-028-2130; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 6-
2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ
10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0060
State-Enforceable Requirements

DEQ will specifically designate as not being federally enforceable
any terms and conditions included in the permit that are not required under
the FCAA or under any of its applicable requirements. Terms and condi-
tions so designated are subject to the requirements of OAR 340-218-0040
through 340-218-0220, other than those contained in 340-218-0070. All
terms and conditions in an Oregon Title V Operating Permit are enforceable
by DEQ.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & ORS 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2140; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0070
Federally Enforceable Requirements

DEQ will specifically designate as being federally enforceable under
the FCAA any terms and conditions included in the permit that are required
under the FCAA or under any of its applicable requirements. Federally
enforceable conditions are subject to enforcement actions by the EPA and
citizens.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-2150; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0080
Compliance Requirements

All Oregon Title V Operating Permits must contain the following ele-
ments with respect to compliance:

(1) Consistent with OAR 340-218-0050(3), compliance certification,
testing, monitoring, reporting, and recordkeeping requirements sufficient to
assure compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit.

(2) A requirement that any document (including but not limited to
reports) required by an Oregon Title V Operating Permit must contain a cer-
tification by a responsible official or the designated representation for the
acid rain portion of the permit that meets the requirements of OAR 340-
218-0040(5).

(3) Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon presen-
tation of credentials and other documents as may be required by law, the
permittee must allow DEQ or an authorized representative to perform the
following:

(a) Enter upon the permittee’s premises where an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit program source is located or emissions-related activity is
conducted, or where records must be kept under the conditions of the per-
mit;

(b) Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that
must be kept under the conditions of the permit;

(c) Inspect at reasonable times any facilities, equipment (including
monitoring and air pollution control devices), practices, or operations reg-
ulated or required under the permit; and

(d) As authorized by the FCAA or state rules, sample or monitor at
reasonable times substances or parameters for the purpose of assuring com-
pliance with the permit or applicable requirements.

(4) A schedule of compliance consistent with OAR 340-218-
0040(3)(n)(c).

(5) Progress reports consistent with an applicable schedule of com-
pliance and OAR 340-218-0040(3)(n)(c) to be submitted at least semi-
annually, or at a more frequent period if specified in the applicable require-
ment or by DEQ. Such progress reports must contain the following:

(a) Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or compliance
required in the schedule of compliance, and dates when such activities,
milestones or compliance were achieved; and

(b) An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of compliance
were not or will not be met, and any preventive or corrective measures
adopted.

(6) Requirements for compliance certification with terms and condi-
tions contained in the permit, including emission limitations, standards, or
work practices. Permits must include each of the following:

(a) The frequency (not less than annually or such more frequent peri-
ods as specified in the applicable requirement or by DEQ) of submissions
of compliance certifications;

(b) Under OAR 340-218-0050(3), a means for monitoring the com-
pliance of the source with its emissions limitations, standards, and work
practices;

(c) A requirement that the compliance certification include all of the
following (provided that the identification of applicable information may
cross-reference the permit or previous reports, as applicable):

(A) The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is
the basis of the certification;

(B) The identification of the method or other means used by the
owner or operator for determining the compliance status with each term and
condition during the certification period. Such methods and other means
must include, at a minimum, the methods and means required under OAR
340-218-0050(3). If necessary, the owner or operator also must identify any
other material information that must be included in the certification to com-
ply with section 113(c)(2) of the FCAA, which prohibits knowingly mak-
ing a false certification or omitting material information;

(C) The status of compliance with the terms and conditions of the per-
mit for the period covered by the certification, including whether compli-
ance during the period was continuous or intermittent. The certification
must be based on the method or means designated in paragraph (6)(c)(B).
The certification must identify each deviation and take it into account in the
compliance certification. The certification must also identify as possible
exceptions to compliance any periods during which compliance is required
and in which an excursion or exceedance as defined under OAR 340-200-
0020 and 40 CFR part 64 occurred; and

(D) Such other facts as DEQ may require to determine the compliance
status of the source.

(d) A requirement that all compliance certifications be submitted to
the EPA as well as to DEQ; and

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision contained in any applicable
requirement, the owner or operator may use monitoring as required under
OAR 340-218-0050(3) and incorporated into the permit, in addition to any
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specified compliance methods, for the purpose of submitting compliance
certifications.

(7) Annual certification that the risk management plan is being prop-
erly implemented, OAR 340-244-0230.

(8) Such other provisions as DEQ may require in order to protect
human health or the environment.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 21-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
028-2160; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0090
General Permits

(1) DEQ may, after notice and opportunity for public participation
provided under OAR 340-218-0210, issue general permits covering numer-
ous similar sources in specific source categories as defined in section (2).
General permits must comply with all requirements applicable to other
Oregon Title V Operating Permits.

(2) The owner or operator of an existing major HAP source which
meets all of the following criteria may apply to be covered under the terms
and conditions of a general permit:

(a) The source is a major source under section 112 of the FCAA only;
(b) No emissions standard for existing sources, promulgated pursuant

to section 112(d) of the FCAA or adopted under OAR 340-244-0200
through 340-244-0220, applies to the source; and

(c) DEQ does not consider the source to be a problem source based
on its complaint record and compliance history.

(3) Notwithstanding the shield provisions of OAR 340-218-0110, the
source will be subject to enforcement action for operation without an
Oregon Title V Operating Permit if the source is later determined not to
qualify for the conditions and terms of the general permit. General permits
will not be authorized for affected sources under the national acid rain pro-
gram unless provided in regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
FCAA.

(4)(a) Oregon Title V Operating Permit program sources that would
qualify for a general permit must apply to DEQ for coverage under the
terms of the general permit or must apply for an Oregon Title V Operating
Permit consistent with OAR 340-218-0040.

(b) DEQ may, in the general permit, provide for applications which
deviate from the requirements of OAR 340-218-0040, provided that such
applications meet the requirements of Title V of the FCAA and include all
information necessary to determine qualification for, and compliance with,
the general permit.

(c) Without repeating the public participation procedures required
under OAR 340-218-0210, DEQ may grant an owner’s or operator’s
request for authorization to operate under a general permit if the source
meets the applicability criteria for the general permit, but such a grant will
not be a final permit action for purposes of judicial review.

(5) When an emissions limitation applicable to a general permit
source is promulgated by the EPA pursuant to 112(d), or adopted by the
state pursuant to OAR 340-244-0200 through 340-244-0220, the source
must:

(a) Immediately comply with the provisions of the applicable emis-
sions standard; and

(b)(A) Within 12 months of standard promulgation, apply for an oper-
ating permit, pursuant to OAR 340-218-0040, if three (3) or more years are
remaining on the general permit term; or

(B) Apply for an operating permit at least 12 months prior to permit
expiration, pursuant to OAR 340-218-0040, if less than three (3) years
remain on the general permit term.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 24-1994, f. & ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. &
cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2170;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0100
Temporary Sources

DEQ may issue a single permit authorizing emissions from similar
operations by the same source owner or operator at multiple temporary
locations. The operation must be temporary and involve at least one change
of location during the term of the permit. An affected source may not be
permitted as a temporary source. Permits for temporary sources must
include the following:

(1) Conditions that will assure compliance with all applicable require-
ments at all authorized locations;

(2) Requirements that the owner or operator notify DEQ at least ten
days in advance of each change in location;

(3) Conditions that assure compliance with land use compatibility;
and

(4) Conditions that assure compliance with all other provisions of this
division.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-2180; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0110
Permit Shield

(1) Except as provided in this division, DEQ must expressly include
in an Oregon Title V Operating Permit a provision stating that compliance
with the conditions of the permit will be deemed compliance with any
applicable requirements as of the date of permit issuance, provided that:

(a) Such applicable requirements are included and are specifically
identified in the permit; or

(b) DEQ, in acting on the permit application or revision, determines
in writing that other requirements specifically identified are not applicable
to the source, and the permit includes the determination or a concise sum-
mary thereof.

(2) An Oregon Title V Operating Permit that does not expressly state
that a permit shield exists will be presumed not to provide such a shield.

(3) Changes made to a permit using OAR 340-218-0150(1)(h) and
340-218-0180 will be shielded.

(4) Nothing in this rule or in any Oregon Title V Operating Permit
may alter or affect the following:

(a) The provisions of ORS 468.115 (enforcement in cases of emer-
gency) and ORS 468.035;

(b) The liability of an owner or operator of a source for any violation
of applicable requirements prior to or at the time of permit issuance;

(c) The applicable requirements of the national acid rain program,
consistent with section 408(a) of the FCAA; or

(d) The ability of DEQ to obtain information from a source pursuant
to ORS 468.095 (investigatory authority, access to records).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2190; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0120
Permit Issuance

(1) Action on application:
(a) A permit, permit modification, or permit renewal may be issued

only if all of the following conditions have been met:
(A) DEQ has received a complete application for a permit, permit

modification, or permit renewal, except that a complete application need
not be received before issuance of a general permit under OAR 340-218-
0090;

(B) Except for modifications qualifying for minor permit modifica-
tion procedures under OAR 340-218-0170, DEQ has complied with the
requirements for public participation under OAR 340-218-0210;

(C) DEQ has complied with the requirements for notifying and
responding to affected States under OAR 340-218-0230(2);

(D) The conditions of the permit provide for compliance with all
applicable requirements and the requirements of this division; and

(E) The EPA has received a copy of the proposed permit and any
notices required under OAR 340-218-0230(1) and (2), and has not object-
ed to issuance of the permit under 340-218-0230(3) within the time period
specified therein or such earlier time as agreed to with DEQ if no changes
were made to the draft permit.

(b) When a multiple-source permit includes air contaminant sources
subject to the jurisdiction of DEQ and LRAPA, DEQ may require that it
will be the permit issuing agency. In such cases, DEQ and LRAPA will oth-
erwise maintain and exercise all other aspects of their respective jurisdic-
tions over the permittee;

(c) Denial of a Permit. If DEQ proposes to deny issuance of a permit,
permit renewal, permit modification, or permit amendment, it must notify
the applicant by registered or certified mail of the intent to deny and the rea-
sons for denial. The denial will become effective 60 days from the date of
mailing of such notice unless within that time the applicant requests a hear-
ing. Such a request for hearing must be made in writing to the Director and
must state the grounds for the request. Any hearing held will be conducted
pursuant to the applicable provisions of ORS Chapter 183;
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(d) DEQ or LRAPA is the permitting authority for purposes of the 18
month requirement contained in 42 USC § 7661b(c) and this subsection.
Except as provided under the initial transition plan or under regulations
promulgated under Title IV of the FCAA or under this division for the per-
mitting of affected sources under the national acid rain program, DEQ will
take final action on each permit application (including a request for permit
modification or renewal) within 18 months after receiving a complete
application. In the case of any complete permit application containing an
early reductions demonstration pursuant to OAR 340-244-0100, DEQ will
take final action within 9 months of receipt;

(e) DEQ will promptly provide notice to the applicant of whether the
application is complete. Unless DEQ requests additional information or
otherwise notifies the applicant of incompleteness within 60 days of receipt
of an application, the application will be deemed complete. For modifica-
tions processed through minor permit modification procedures, OAR 340-
218-0170(2), DEQ will not require a completeness determination;

(f) DEQ will provide a review report that sets forth the legal and fac-
tual basis for the draft permit conditions (including references to the appli-
cable statutory or regulatory provisions). DEQ will send this report to the
EPA and to any other person who requests it;

(g) The submittal of a complete application will not affect the require-
ment that any source have a Notice of Approval under OAR 340-210-0205
through 340-0210-0250 or a preconstruction permit under OAR 340 divi-
sion 216 or 340 division 224;

(h) Failure of DEQ to take final action on a complete application or
failure of DEQ to take final action on an EPA objection to a proposed per-
mit within the appropriate time will be considered to be a final order for
purposes of ORS Chapter 183;

(i) If the final permit action being challenged is DEQ’s failure to take
final action, a petition for judicial review may be filed any time before DEQ
denies the permit or issues the final permit.

(2) Requirement for a permit:
(a) Except as provided in OAR 340-218-0120(2)(b), 340-218-

0140(3), and 340-218-0170(2)(d), no Oregon Title V Operating Permit pro-
gram source may operate after the time that it is required to submit a time-
ly and complete application after the effective date of the program, except
in compliance with a permit issued under an Oregon Title V Operating
Permit program;

(b) If an Oregon Title V Operating Permit program source submits a
timely and complete application for permit issuance (including for renew-
al), the source’s failure to have an Oregon Title V Operating Permit is not
a violation of this division until DEQ takes final action on the permit appli-
cation, except as noted in this rule. This protection will cease to apply if,
subsequent to the completeness determination made pursuant to OAR 340-
218-0120(1)(e), and as required by OAR 340-218-0040(1)(b), the applicant
fails to submit by the deadline specified in writing by DEQ any additional
information identified as being needed to process the application. If the
final permit action being challenged is DEQ’s failure to take final action, a
petition for judicial review may be filed any time before DEQ denies the
permit or issues the final permit.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.155 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 183 & 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ
13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ 24-1994, f. & ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef.
10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2200; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0140
Operational Flexibility

Operational flexibility provisions allow owners or operators to make
certain changes at their facility without a permit modification. The follow-
ing sections describe the provisions and the procedures owners or operators
must follow to utilize operational flexibility:

(1) Alternative Operating Scenarios. Owners or operators may identi-
fy as many reasonably anticipated alternative operating scenarios in the
permit application as possible and request the approval of DEQ for incor-
poration of the scenarios in the permit:

(a) Alternative operating scenarios mean the different conditions,
including equipment configurations or process parameters, under which a
source can operate that:

(A) Require different terms and conditions in the permit to determine
compliance; or

(B) Trigger different applicable requirements.
(b) Alternative operating scenarios must be identified in the permit

application, approved by DEQ; and listed in the permit;

(c) Changes between approved alternative operating scenarios listed
in the permit can be made at any time. Owners or operators must contem-
poraneously record in a log at the permitted facility any change from one
alternative operating scenario to another.

(d) Owners or operators are not required to submit the record of
changes of alternative operating scenarios on a periodic basis but must
make the record available or submit the record upon the request of DEQ.

(e) The permit shield extends to all alternative operating scenarios
listed in the permit.

(2) Off-permit Changes. Changes that qualify as off-permit do not
require Department approval:

(a) Off-permit changes mean changes to a source that:
(A) Are not addressed or prohibited by the permit;
(B) Are not Title I modifications;
(C) Are not subject to any requirements under Title IV of the FCAA;
(D) Meet all applicable requirements;
(E) Do not violate any existing permit term or condition; and
(F) May result in emissions of regulated pollutants subject to an appli-

cable requirement, but not otherwise regulated under the permit or may
result in insignificant changes as defined in OAR 340-200-0020.

(b) Off-permit changes can be made at any time. Owners or operators
must contemporaneously submit written notice to DEQ and the EPA,
except for changes that qualify as insignificant under OAR 340-200-0020.
The written notice must contain:

(A) A description of the change;
(B) The date on which the change will occur;
(C) Any change in emissions within the PSELs;
(D) Regulated pollutants emitted;
(E) Any applicable requirement that would apply as a result of the

change;
(F) Verification that the change is not addressed or prohibited by the

permit;
(G) Verification that the change is not a Title I modification, such as

an explanation that the change does not meet any of the Title I modification
criteria;

(H) Verification that the change is not subject to any requirements
under Title IV of the FCAA; and

(I) Verification that the change does not violate any existing permit
term or condition.

(c) The permittee must keep a record describing off-permit changes
made at the facility that result in emissions of a regulated pollutant subject
to an applicable requirement, but not otherwise regulated under the permit,
and the emissions resulting from those off-permit changes.

(d) Written notifications of off-permit changes must be attached to
DEQ’s and the source’s copy of the permit.

(e) Terms and conditions that result from off-permit changes will be
incorporated into the permit upon permit renewal, if applicable.

(f) The permit shield of OAR 340-218-0110 will not extend to off-
permit changes.

(3) Section 502(b)(10) Changes. Changes that qualify as section
502(b)(10) changes do not require permit revision.

(a) Section 502(b)(10) changes mean changes that contravene an
express permit term. Such changes do not include:

(A) Changes that would violate applicable requirements (including
but not limited to increases in PSELs);

(B) Changes that contravene federally enforceable permit terms and
conditions that are monitoring (including test methods), recordkeeping,
reporting, or compliance certification requirements; and

(C) Changes that are Title I modifications.
(b) Section 502(b)(10) changes can be made at any time. Owners or

operators must submit a minimum 7-day advance, written notification to
DEQ and the EPA. The written notice must contain:

(A) A description of the change;
(B) The date on which the change will occur;
(C) Any change in emissions within the PSELs;
(D) Any permit term or condition that is no longer applicable as a

result of the change;
(E) Any new terms or conditions applicable to the change;
(F) Verification that the change does not cause or contribute to a vio-

lation of any applicable requirements, such as an explanation that the per-
mit term or condition that is being contravened is not based on an applica-
ble requirement;

(G) Verification that the change does not cause or contribute to an
exceedance of the PSELs, such as calculations of emissions resulting from
the change in relation to the PSEL; and
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(H) Verification that the change is not a Title I modification, such as
an explanation that the change does not meet any of the Title I modification
criteria.

(c) Written notifications of section 502(b)(10) changes must be
attached to DEQ’s and the source’s copy of the permit.

(d) Terms and conditions that result from section 502(b)(10) changes
will be incorporated into the permit upon permit renewal, if applicable.

(e) The permit shield does not extend to section 502(b)(10) changes.
(4) DEQ may initiate enforcement if a change under operational flex-

ibility has been initiated and does not meet the applicable operational flex-
ibility criteria.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 24-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2220; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0150
Administrative Permit Amendments

(1) An “administrative permit amendment” is a permit revision that:
(a) Corrects typographical errors;
(b) Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number of the

responsible official identified in the permit, or provides a similar minor
administrative change at the source;

(c) Allows for a change in the name of the permittee;
(d) Allows for a change in ownership or operational control of a

source where DEQ determines that no other change in the permit is neces-
sary, provided that a written agreement containing a specific date for trans-
fer of permit responsibility, coverage, and liability between the current and
new permittee has been submitted to DEQ;

(e) Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the permittee;
(f) Allows for a change in the date for reporting or source testing

requirements for a source or emissions unit that is temporarily shutdown or
would otherwise have to be operated solely for the purposes of conducting
the source test, except when required by a compliance schedule;

(g) Relaxes monitoring, reporting or recordkeeping due to a perma-
nent source shutdown for only the emissions unit being shutdown; or

(h) Incorporates into the Oregon Title V Operating Permit the require-
ments from preconstruction review permits authorized under OAR 340
division 224 or OAR 340-210-0205 through 340-210-0250, provided that
the procedural requirements followed in the preconstruction review are
substantially equivalent to the requirements of 340-218-0120 through 340-
218-0210 and 340-218-0230 that would be applicable to the change if it
were subject to review as a permit modification, compliance requirements
are substantially equivalent to those contained in 340-218-0050 through
340-218-0110, and no changes in the construction or operation of the facil-
ity that would require a permit modification under 340-218-0160 through
340-218-0180 have taken place.

(2) Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the national
acid rain portion of the permit will be governed by regulations promulgat-
ed under Title IV of the FCAA.

(3) Administrative permit amendment procedures. An administrative
permit amendment will be made by DEQ consistent with the following:

(a) The owner or operator must promptly submit an application for an
administrative permit amendment upon becoming aware of the need for one
on forms provided by DEQ along with a copy of the draft amendment;

(b) DEQ will take no more than 60 days from receipt of a request for
an administrative permit amendment to take final action on such request,
and may incorporate such changes without providing notice to the public or
affected States provided that it designates any such permit revisions as hav-
ing been made pursuant to this rule;

(c) DEQ will issue the administrative permit amendment in the form
of a permit addendum for only those conditions that will change;

(d) DEQ will submit a copy of the permit addendum to the EPA;
(e) The source may implement the changes addressed in the request

for an administrative amendment immediately upon submittal of the
request;

(f) If the source fails to comply with its draft permit terms and condi-
tions upon submittal of the application and until DEQ takes final action, the
existing permit terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced
against it.

(4) DEQ must, upon taking final action granting a request for an
administrative permit amendment, allow coverage by the permit shield in
OAR 340-218-0110 only for administrative permit amendments made pur-
suant to 340-218-0150(1)(h) which meet the relevant requirements of 340-
218-0050 through 340-218-0240 for significant permit modifications.

(5) If it becomes necessary for DEQ to initiate an administrative
amendment to the permit, DEQ will notify the permittee of the intended
action by certified or registered mail. The action will become effective 20
days after the date of mailing unless within that time the permittee makes a
written request for a hearing. The request must state the grounds for the
hearing. Any hearing held will be conducted pursuant to the applicable pro-
visions of ORS 183.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 24-1994, f. & ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995,
f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-
2230; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0160
Permit Modification

A permit modification is any revision to an Oregon Title V Operating
Permit that cannot be accomplished under DEQ’s provisions for adminis-
trative permit amendments under OAR 340-218-0150. A permit modifica-
tion for purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit will be governed by
regulations promulgated under Title IV of the FCAA.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2240; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0170
Minor Permit Modifications

(1) Criteria:
(a) Minor permit modification procedures may be used only for those

permit modifications that:
(A) Do not violate any applicable requirement;
(B) Do not involve significant changes to existing monitoring, report-

ing, or recordkeeping requirements in the permit;
(C) Do not require or change a case-by-case determination of an emis-

sion limitation or other standard, or a source-specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility or increment analysis;

(D) Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or condition for
which there is no corresponding underlying applicable requirement and that
the source has assumed to avoid an applicable requirement to which the
source would otherwise be subject. Such terms and conditions include:

(i) A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to avoid classifica-
tion as a Title I modification; and

(ii) An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant to OAR 340-
244-0100 through 340-244-0180.

(E) Do not increase emissions over the PSEL;
(F) Are not Title I modifications; and
(G) Are not required by OAR 340-218-0180 to be processed as a sig-

nificant modification.
(b) Notwithstanding subsection (1)(a), minor permit modification

procedures may be used for permit modifications involving the use of emis-
sions trading and other similar approaches, to the extent that such minor
permit modification procedures are explicitly provided for in the Oregon
SIP or in applicable requirements promulgated by the EPA.

(2) Minor permit modification procedures. A minor permit modifica-
tion will be made by DEQ consistent with the following:

(a) Application. An application requesting the use of minor permit
modification procedures must meet the requirements of OAR 340-218-
0040(3), must be submitted on forms and electronic formats provided by
DEQ, and must include the following additional information:

(A) A description of the change, the change in emissions resulting
from the change, and any new applicable requirements that will apply if the
change occurs;

(B) The source’s suggested draft permit;
(C) Certification by a responsible official, consistent with OAR 340-

218-0040(5), that the proposed modification meets the criteria for use of
minor permit modification procedures and a request that such procedures
be used; and

(D) Completed forms for DEQ to use to notify the EPA and affected
states as required under OAR 340-218-0230.

(b) EPA and affected state notification. Within five working days of
receipt of a complete minor permit modification application, DEQ will
meet its obligation under OAR 340-218-0230(1)(a) and (2)(a) to notify the
EPA and affected states of the requested permit modification. DEQ prompt-
ly will send any notice required under OAR 340-218-0230(2)(b) to the
EPA;
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(c) Timetable for issuance. DEQ will not issue a final permit modifi-
cation until after the EPA’s 45-day review period or until the EPA has noti-
fied DEQ that the EPA will not object to issuance of the permit modifica-
tion, whichever is first, although DEQ can approve the permit modification
prior to that time. Within 90 days of DEQ’s receipt of an application under
minor permit modification procedures or 15 days after the end of the EPA’s
45-day review period under OAR 340-218-0230(3), whichever is later,
DEQ will:

(A) Issue the permit modification as proposed for only those condi-
tions that will change;

(B) Deny the permit modification application;
(C) Determine that the requested modification does not meet the

minor permit modification criteria and must be reviewed under the signifi-
cant modification procedures; or

(D) Revise the draft permit modification and transmit to the EPA the
new proposed permit modifications as required by OAR 340-218-0230(1).

(d) Source’s ability to make change. The source may make the change
proposed in its minor permit modification application immediately after it
files an application. After the source makes the change, and until the per-
mitting authority takes any of the actions specified in paragraphs (2)(c)(A)
through (C), the source must comply with both the applicable requirements
governing the change and the draft permit terms and conditions. During this
time period, the source need not comply with the existing permit terms and
conditions it seeks to modify. However, if the source fails to comply with
its draft permit terms and conditions during this time period, the existing
permit terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced against it;

(e) DEQ may initiate enforcement if the modification has been initi-
ated and does not meet the minor permit modification criteria;

(f) Permit shield. The permit shield under OAR 340-218-0110 does
not extend to minor permit modifications.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-2250; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0180
Significant Permit Modifications

(1) Criteria. Significant modification procedures must be used for
applications requesting permit modifications that do not qualify as minor
permit modifications or as administrative amendments. Significant modifi-
cations must include:

(a) Increases in PSELs except those increases subject to OAR 340-
210-0205 through 340-210-0250; or OAR 340 division 224;

(b) Every significant change in existing monitoring permit terms or
conditions;

(c) Every relaxation of reporting or recordkeeping permit terms or
conditions;

(d) Incorporation into the Oregon Title V Operating Permit the
requirements from pre-construction review permits authorized under OAR
340 division 224 unless the incorporation qualifies as an administrative
amendment;

(e) Incorporation into the Oregon Title V Operating Permit the
requirements from preconstruction review permits authorized under OAR
340-210-205 through 340-210-0250 unless otherwise specified in 340-218-
0190(2); and

(f) Nothing herein may be construed to preclude the permittee from
making changes consistent with this division that would render existing
permit compliance terms and conditions irrelevant.

(2) Significant permit modifications will be subject to all require-
ments of this division, including those for applications, public participation,
review by affected States, and review by the EPA, as they apply to permit
issuance and permit renewal.

(3) Major modifications, as defined in OAR 340-200-0020, require an
ACDP under OAR 340 division 224.

(4) Constructed and reconstructed major hazardous air pollutant
sources are subject to OAR 340 210-0205 through 340-210-0250 and 340-
244-0200.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2260; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0190
Construction/Operation Modifications

(1) Notice of Approval. The owner or operator of a major stationary
source must obtain approval from DEQ prior to construction or modifica-

tion of any stationary source or air pollution control devices using OAR
340-210-0205 through 340-210-0250.

(2) Incorporation into an Oregon Title V Operating Permit:
(a) Where an Oregon Title V Operating Permit would allow incorpo-

ration of such construction or modification as an off-permit change (OAR
340-218-0140(2)) or a FCAA section 502(b)(10) change (340-218-
0140(3)):

(A) The owner or operator of the stationary source or air pollution
control device listed in section (1) must submit to DEQ the applicable
notice; and

(B) DEQ will incorporate the construction or modification at permit
renewal, if applicable.

(b) Where an Oregon Title V Operating Permit would allow incorpo-
ration of such construction or modification as an administrative amendment
(OAR 340-218-0150), the owner or operator of the stationary source or air
pollution control device listed in section (1) may:

(A) Submit the permit application information required under OAR
340-218-0150(3) with the information required under OAR 340-210-
0225(2) upon becoming aware of the need for an administrative amend-
ment; and

(B) Request that the external review procedures required under OAR
340-218-0210 and 340-218-0230 be used in addition to the public notice
procedures of OAR 340 division 209 for Category III permit actions to
allow for subsequent incorporation of the construction permit as an admin-
istrative amendment.

(c) Where an Oregon Title V Operating Permit would require incor-
poration of such construction or modification as a minor permit modifica-
tion (OAR 340-218-0170) or a significant permit modification (340-218-
0180), the owner or operator of the stationary source or air pollution con-
trol device listed in section (1) must submit the permit application infor-
mation required under 340-218-0040(3) within one year of initial startup of
the construction or modification, except as prohibited in paragraph(2)(d).

(d) Where an existing Oregon Title V Operating Permit would pro-
hibit such construction or change in operation, the owner or operator must
obtain a permit revision before commencing operation.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 24-
1994, f. & ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-
14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2270; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 8-
2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0200
Reopenings

(1) Reopening for cause:
(a) Each issued permit must include provisions specifying the condi-

tions under which the permit will be reopened prior to the expiration of the
permit. A permit will be reopened and revised under any of the following
circumstances:

(A) Additional applicable requirements under the FCAA or state rules
become applicable to a major Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
source with a remaining permit term of 3 or more years. Such a reopening
will be completed not later than 18 months after promulgation of the appli-
cable requirement. No such reopening is required if the effective date of the
requirement is later than the date on which the permit is due to expire,
unless the original permit or any of its terms and conditions has been
extended pursuant to OAR 340-218-0130;

(B) Additional requirements (including excess emissions require-
ments) become applicable to an affected source under the national acid rain
program. Upon approval by the EPA, excess emissions offset plans will be
deemed to be incorporated into the permit;

(C) DEQ or the EPA determines that the permit contains a material
mistake or that inaccurate statements were made in establishing the emis-
sions standards or other terms or conditions of the permit;

(D) DEQ or the EPA determines that the permit must be revised or
revoked to assure compliance with the applicable requirements;

(E) DEQ determines that the permit must be revised or revoked to
assure compliance with the ambient air quality standards.

(b) Proceedings to reopen and issue a permit must follow the same
procedures as apply to initial permit issuance and affect only those parts of
the permit for which cause to reopen exists. Such reopening will be made
as expeditiously as practicable;

(c) Reopenings under subsection (1)(a) may not be initiated before a
notice of such intent is provided to the source by DEQ at least 30 days in
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advance of the date that the permit is to be reopened, except that DEQ may
provide a shorter time period in the case of an emergency.

(2) Reopening for cause by the EPA:
(a) DEQ will, within 90 days after receipt of a notification from the

EPA of reopening for cause, forward to the EPA a proposed determination
of termination, modification, or revocation and reissuance, as appropriate.
The EPA may extend this 90-day period for an additional 90 days if the EPA
finds that a new or revised permit application is necessary or that the per-
mittee must submit additional information;

(b) DEQ will have 90 days from receipt of an EPA objection to
resolve any objection that the EPA makes and to terminate, modify, or
revoke and reissue the permit in accordance with the EPA’s objection or
determine not to reissue the permit in accordance with the EPA’s objection;

(c) DEQ will provide at least 30 days’ notice to the permittee in writ-
ing of the reasons for any such action and provide an opportunity for a hear-
ing;

(d) Proceedings to terminate, revoke, or modify and reissue a permit
initiated by the EPA must follow the same procedures as apply to initial per-
mit issuance and affect only those parts of the permit for which cause to
reopen exists. Such reopening will be made as expeditiously as practicable
by DEQ.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2280; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0210
Public Participation

(1) Except for modifications qualifying for minor permit modification
procedures and administrative amendments, all permit proceedings, includ-
ing initial permit issuance, significant modifications, Notice of
Construction and Approval of Plans when there is an increase of emissions
above the PSEL, and renewals, must provide adequate procedures for pub-
lic notice including offering an opportunity for public comment and a hear-
ing on the draft permit using the procedures in OAR 340 division 209 for
Category III permit actions.

(2) Any person who submitted written or oral comments during the
public participation process described in OAR 340 division 209 will be an
adversely affected or aggrieved person for purposes of ORS 183.484.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 183 & ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2290; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0220
Contested Permits

(1) A final permit issued by DEQ will become effective upon the date
it was signed by the Air Quality Division Administrator or his or her desig-
nated representative, unless the applicant requests a hearing before the
EQC or its authorized representative. A final permit issued by LRAPA will
become effective upon the date it was signed by the LRAPA Director or his
or her designated representative, unless the applicant requests a hearing
before LRAPA’s Board of Directors.

(2) The request for hearing must be in writing within 20 days of the
date of mailing of the notification of issuance of the permit. The applicant
must specify which permit conditions are being challenged and why,
including each alleged factual or legal objection.

(3)(a) Permit conditions that are not contested, including any condi-
tions that are severable from those contested, will remain in effect upon the
date the permit was signed by the Air Quality Division Administrator or the
LRAPA Director;

(b) Upon such request for review, the effect of the contested condi-
tions, as well as any conditions that are not severable from those contested,
will be stayed only upon a showing that, during the pendency of the appeal,
compliance with the contested conditions would require substantial expen-
ditures or losses that would not be incurred if the applicant prevails on the
merits of the review; and also that there exists a reasonable likelihood of
success on the merits. DEQ may require that the contested conditions not
be stayed if it finds that substantial endangerment of public health or wel-
fare would result from the staying of the conditions. DEQ must deny or
grant the stay within 30 days.

(4) If an applicant requests a hearing pursuant to this section, then any
adversely affected or aggrieved person, as those terms have been construed
under ORS Chapter 183, may petition the EQC to be allowed to intervene
in the contested case hearing to challenge any permit condition. This peti-
tion must be in writing and must be filed with the EQC at least 21 days

before the date set for hearing. The petition must specify which permit con-
ditions are being challenged and the reasons for those challenges, including
each alleged factual or legal objection.

(5) Any hearing held under this section will be conducted pursuant to
the applicable provisions of ORS Chapter 183 and OAR 340 division 11.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.155 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 183 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-2300; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0230
Permit Review by the EPA and Affected States

(1) Transmission of information to the EPA:
(a) DEQ will provide to the EPA a copy of each permit application

(including any application for permit modification), each proposed permit
except when a draft permit has been submitted and the EPA determines that
the submittal of the draft permit is adequate, and each final Oregon Title V
Operating Permit;

(b) The requirements of OAR 340-218-0230(1)(a) and (2)(a) may be
waived for any category of sources (including any class, type, or size with-
in such category) other than major sources if allowed by the EPA;

(c) DEQ will keep for 5 years such records and submit to the EPA
such information as the EPA may reasonably require to ascertain whether
DEQ program complies with the requirements of the FCAA or state rules
or of this division.

(2) Review by affected states:
(a) DEQ will give notice of each draft permit to any affected State on

or before the time that DEQ provides this notice to the public under OAR
340-218-0210, except to the extent that 340-218-0170 requires the timing
of the notice to be different;

(b) DEQ, as part of the submittal of the proposed permit to the EPA
(or as soon as possible after the submittal for minor permit modification
procedures allowed under OAR 340-218-0170), will notify the EPA and
any affected State in writing of any omission by DEQ of any recommenda-
tions for the proposed permit that the affected State submitted during the
public or affected State review period. The notice will include DEQ's rea-
sons for not accepting any such recommendation. DEQ is not required to
accept recommendations that are not based on applicable requirements or
the requirements of this division.

(3) EPA objection:
(a) No permit for which an application must be transmitted to the EPA

under section (1) may be issued as drafted if the EPA objects to its issuance
in writing within 45 days of receipt of the proposed permit and all neces-
sary supporting information or such earlier time as agreed to by the EPA;

(b) DEQ will, within 90 days after the date of an objection under sub-
section (3)(a), revise and submit a proposed permit in response to the objec-
tion, or determine not to issue the permit;

(c) If DEQ determines not to issue the permit, notice of the determi-
nation will be provided to the source by certified or registered mail.

(4) Public petitions to the EPA:
(a) If the EPA does not object in writing under section (3), any person

may petition the EPA within 60 days after the expiration of the EPA's 45-
day review period to make such objection. Any such petition must be based
only on objections to the permit that were raised with reasonable specifici-
ty during the public comment period provided for in OAR 340-218-0210,
unless the petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such
objections within such period, or unless the grounds for such objection
arose after such period;

(b) If the EPA objects to the permit as a result of a petition filed under
this section, DEQ may not issue the permit until the EPA's objection has
been resolved, except that a petition for review does not stay the effective-
ness of a permit or its requirements if the permit was issued after the end of
the 45-day review period and prior to an EPA objection;

(c) If DEQ has issued a permit prior to receipt of an EPA objection
under OAR 340-218-0230, the EPA will modify, terminate, or revoke such
permit, and must do so consistent with the procedures in 340-218-
0200(2)(b) except in unusual circumstances, and DEQ may thereafter issue
only a revised permit that satisfies the EPA's objection. In any case, the
source will not be in violation of the requirement to have submitted a time-
ly and complete application.

(5) Prohibition on default issuance. DEQ may not issue an Oregon
Title V Operating Permit (including a permit renewal or modification) until
affected States and the EPA have had an opportunity to review the proposed
permit as required under this rule.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.310
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Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2310; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef.
7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-218-0240
Enforcement

(1) Whenever it appears to DEQ that any activity in violation of a per-
mit that results in air pollution or air contamination is presenting an immi-
nent and substantial endangerment to the public health, DEQ may enter a
cease and desist order pursuant to ORS 468.115 or seek injunction relief
pursuant to 468.100.

(2)(a) Whenever DEQ has good cause to believe that any person is
engaged in or about to engage in acts or practices that constitute a violation
of any part of the stationary source air permitting rules or any provision of
a permit issued pursuant to these rules, DEQ may seek injunctive relief in
court to enforce compliance thereto or to restrain further violations;

(b) The proceedings authorized by subsection (a) may be instituted
without the necessity of prior agency revocation of the permit or during a
permit revocation proceeding if one has been commenced.

(3) In addition to the enforcement authorities contained in sections (1)
and (2) and any other penalty provided by law, any person who violates any
of the following will incur a civil penalty as authorized under ORS 468.140
and established pursuant to OAR 340 division 12:

(a) Any applicable requirement;
(b) Any permit condition;
(c) Any fee or filing requirements;
(d) Any duty to allow or carry out inspection, entry or monitoring

activities; or
(e) Any rules or orders issued by DEQ.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-2320; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0010
Purpose, Scope And Applicability

(1) The purpose of this division is to provide owners and operators of
Oregon Title V Operating Permit program sources and DEQ with the crite-
ria and procedures to determine emissions and fees based on air emissions
and specific activities. 

(2) This division applies to Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
sources as defined in OAR 340-200-0020. 

(3) The owner or operator may elect to pay emission fees for each reg-
ulated pollutant on either actual emissions or permitted emissions. 

(4) Sources subject to the Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
defined in OAR 340-200-0020, are subject to both an annual base fee estab-
lished under 340-220-0030 and an emission fee calculated pursuant to 340-
220-0040. 

(5) Sources subject to the Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
may also be subject to user fees (OAR 340-220-0050 and 340-216-0090). 

(6) DEQ will credit owners and operators of new Oregon Title V
Operating Permit program sources for the unused portion of paid Annual
Fees. The credit will begin from the date DEQ receives the Title V permit
application. 

(7) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065 & 468A.315
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 7-1996, f. & cert. ef. 5-31-96; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2560; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08;
Administrative correction 2-22-08; DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0020
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.
Particulates. For purposes of this division, particulates mean PM10; or if a
source’s permit specifies particulate matter (PM) and not PM10, then PM;
or if a source’s permit specifies PM2.5 and neither PM10 nor PM, then
PM2.5. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065 & 468A.315

Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ
6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08; DEQ
10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0060
Pollutants Subject to Emission Fees

(1) DEQ will assess emission fees on emissions of regulated pollu-
tants up to and including 7,000 tons per year of all regulated pollutants for
each source each calendar year thereafter. 

(2) The owner or operator must pay emission fees for all regulated
pollutants emitted from the source, except as limited in section (1). 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065 & 468A.315
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2610; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01;
DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08;
DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 10-2014, f. & cert. ef. 9-4-14; DEQ 7-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0070
Exclusions

(1) DEQ will not assess emission fees on newly permitted major
sources that have not begun initial operation. 

(2) DEQ will not assess emission fees on carbon monoxide. However,
sources that emit or are permitted to emit 100 tons or more per year of car-
bon monoxide are subject to the emission fees on all other regulated pollu-
tants pursuant to OAR 340-220-0010. 

(3) DEQ will not assess emission fees on any device or activity that
did not operate at any time during the calendar year. 

(4) If an owner or operator of an Oregon Title V Operating Permit
program source operates a device or activity for less than 5% of the per-
mitted operating schedule, the owner or operator may elect to report emis-
sions based on a proration of the permitted emissions for the actual operat-
ing time. 

(5) DEQ will not assess emission fees on emissions categorized as
credits or unassigned emissions within an Oregon Title V Operating Permit. 

(6) DEQ will not assess emission fees on categorically insignificant
emissions as defined in OAR 340-200-0020. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065 & 468A.315
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
24-1994, f. & ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef.
9-24-96; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-2620; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 6-
2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08; DEQ 10-
2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0080
References

Reference documents used in this division include the DEQ Source
Sampling Manual and the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 13-1994, f. & ef. 5-19-94; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-028-2630; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0090
Election for Each Regulated Pollutant

(1) The owner or operator must elect to pay emission fees on
either actual emissions, permitted emissions, or a combination of
both for the previous calendar year for each regulated pollutant and
notify DEQ using OAR 340-220-0110. 

(2) If an owner or operator fails to notify DEQ of the election
for a regulated pollutant, DEQ will assess emission fees based on
permitted emissions. 

(3) If the permit or review report does not identify permitted
emissions for a regulated pollutant, DEQ will develop representa-
tive permitted emissions. 

(4) An owner or operator may elect to pay emission fees on
the aggregate limit for insignificant emissions that are not categor-
ically insignificant activity emissions. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.065 & 468A.315
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
12-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-23-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2640; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01;
DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08;
DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-220-0100
Emission Reporting

(1) Using a form developed by DEQ the owner or operator must
report the following emissions: 

(a) Particulates; 
(b) Sulfur Dioxide as SO2; 
(c) Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) as Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2); 
(d) Volatile Organic Compounds as: 
(A) VOC for material balance emission reporting; or 
(B) Propane (C3H8), unless otherwise specified by permit, OAR 340,

or a method approved by DEQ, for emissions verified by source testing. 
(2) The owner or operator must report emissions in tons per year and

as follows: 
(a) Round up to the nearest whole ton for emission values 0.5 and

greater; and 
(b) Round down to the nearest whole ton for emission values less than

0.5. 
(3) The owner or operator electing to pay emission fees on actual

emissions for a regulated pollutant must submit documentation necessary to
support the actual emissions using OAR 340-220-0120. 

(4) The owner or operator electing to pay on actual emissions must
report total emissions, including those emissions in excess of 4,000 tons for
each regulated pollutant and in excess of 7,000 tons for all regulated pollu-
tants. 

(5) The owner or operator electing to pay on permitted emissions for
a regulated pollutant must identify such an election on the form developed
by DEQ. 

(6) If more than one permit is in effect for a calendar year for an
Oregon Title V Operating Permit program source, the owner or operator
electing to pay on permitted emissions must pay on the most current per-
mitted or actual emissions. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.050, 468A.070, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 20-1993(T), f. & ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f.
& ef. 5-19-94; DEQ 24-1994, f. & ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 12-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-23-95; DEQ
19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2650; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01;
DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08;
DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0110
Emission Reporting and Fee Procedures

(1) The owner or operator must submit the required form, including
the election to pay on permitted or actual emissions for each regulated pol-
lutant, to DEQ with the annual permit report using annual reporting proce-
dures. 

(2) The owner or operator may request that information, other than
emission information, submitted pursuant to this division be exempt from
disclosure under OAR 340-214-0130. 

(3) Records developed using these rules are subject to inspection and
entry requirements in OAR 340-218-0080. The owner or operator must
retain records for at least five years under 340-218-0050(3)(b)(B). 

(4) DEQ may accept the information submitted or request additional
information from the owner or operator. The owner or operator must sub-
mit additional actual emission information requested by DEQ within 30
days of the date of the request. DEQ may approve a request for additional
time, up to 30 days, to submit the requested information. 

(5) If DEQ determines the actual emission information submitted for
any regulated pollutant does not meet the criteria in this division, DEQ will
assess the emission fee on the permitted emission for that regulated pollu-
tant. 

(6) The owner or operator must submit emission fees payable to DEQ
by the later of: 

(a) August 1 for emission fees from the previous calendar year; or 
(b) Thirty days after DEQ mails the fee invoice. 
(7) DEQ acceptance of emission fees does not indicate approval of

data collection methods, calculation methods, or information reported on
Emission Reporting Forms. If DEQ determines initial emission fee assess-
ments were inaccurate or inconsistent with this division, DEQ may assess
or refund emission fees up to two years after emission fees are received by
DEQ. 

(8) DEQ will not revise a PSEL solely due to an emission fee pay-
ment. 

(9) Owners or operators operating sources pursuant to OAR 340 divi-
sion 218 must submit the emission reporting information with the annual
permit report. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.050, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A

Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
028-2660; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-
07 thru 2-12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08; DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0120
Actual Emissions

(1) Actual emissions include, but are not limited to, routine process
emissions, fugitive emissions, and excess emissions from maintenance,
startups and shutdowns, equipment malfunction, and other activities, but do
not include categorically insignificant activities and secondary emissions.

(2) Actual emissions must be directly measured with a continuous
monitoring system or calculated using a material balance or verified emis-
sion factor determined under division 220 in combination with the source’s
actual operating hours, production rates, or types of materials processed,
stored, or combusted during the specified time period. 

(3) An owner or operator electing to pay on actual emissions must
obtain emission data and determine regulated pollutant emissions using one
of the following methods: 

(a) Continuous monitoring systems used in OAR 340-220-0130; 
(b) Verified emission factors developed for a particular source or a

combination of sources venting to a common stack using OAR 340-220-
0170; 

(c) Material balances determined using OAR 340-220-0140, 340-
220-0150, or 340-220-0160; or 

(d) Verified emission factors for source categories developed using
OAR 340-220-0170(11). 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.070, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
12-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-23-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2670; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01;
DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08;
DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0130
Determining Emissions from Continuous Monitoring Systems

(1) The owner or operator must use data collected under Oregon Title
V Operating Permit conditions, applicable rules in OAR 340, or the DEQ
Continuous Monitoring Manual. 

(2) If the owner or operator has continuous monitoring data from less
than 90% of the plant operating time, the emissions during the period when
the continuous monitoring system was not operating must be determined
from the 90th percentile of the continuous monitoring data. 

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.070, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 20-1993(T), f. & ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f.
& ef. 5-19-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-2680; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0140
Determining Emissions Using Material Balance

The owner or operator may elect to use material balance to determine
actual emissions: 

(1) If the amount of material added to a process, less the amount con-
sumed and recovered in a process, can be documented using DEQ approved
permit conditions and this division. 

(2) The owner or operator may only apply material balance calcula-
tions to VOC or sulfur dioxide emissions using OAR 340-220-0150 and
340-220-0160 respectively.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.070, 468A.310 & 468A.315 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2690; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01,
cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0150
Determining VOC Emissions Using Material Balance 

The owner or operator may determine the amount of VOC emissions
for emissions of a regulated pollutant by using material balance. The owner
or operator using material balance to calculate VOC emissions must deter-
mine the amount of VOC added to the process, the amount of VOC con-
sumed in the process, and the amount of VOC recovered in the process, if
any, by testing using 40 CFR part 60 Appendix A EPA Method 18, 24, 25,
a material balance method, or an equivalent plant specific method specified
in the Oregon Title V Operating Permit using the following equation:
[Equation not included. See ED. NOTE.] 

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
[ED. NOTE: Equations referenced are available from the agency.]
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Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.070, 468A.310 & 468A.315 
Stats Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 2-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2700; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01;
DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08;
DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0160
Determining Sulfur Dioxide Emissions Using Material Balance

(1) The owner or operator may determine sulfur dioxide emissions for
Oregon Title V Operating Permit program sources by measuring the sulfur
content of fuels and assuming that all of the sulfur in the fuel is oxidized to
sulfur dioxide. 

(2) The owner or operator must ensure that ASTM methods were used
to measure the sulfur content in fuel for each quantity of fuel burned. 

(3) The owner or operator must determine sulfur dioxide emissions
for each quantity of fuel burned, determining quantity by a method that is
reliable for the source, by performing the following calculation: [Equation
not included. See ED. NOTE.] 

(4) For coal-fired steam generating units, owners or operators of
major sources must use the following equation to account for sulfur reten-
tion: [Equation not included. See ED. NOTE.] 

(5) Total sulfur dioxide emissions for the year must be the sum of
each quantity burned, calculated using section (3) and reported in units of
tons per year.

[ED. NOTE: Equations referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.070, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
2-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2710; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0170
Verified Emission Factors

(1) The owner or operator must verify emission factors before using
them to determine emissions of regulated pollutants. To verify emission
factors, the owner or operator must perform either source testing using the
DEQ Source Sampling Manual or use other methods approved by DEQ for
source tests. Source tests must be conducted using testing procedures on
file at DEQ and DEQ approved pretest plan which must be submitted at
least 15 days before the testing. All test data and results must be submitted
for review to DEQ within 30 days after testing, unless DEQ approves oth-
erwise or a different time period is specified in a permit. 

NOTE: DEQ recommends that the owner or operator notify DEQ and
obtain pre-approval of the emission factor source testing program before or
as part of the first source test notification. 

(2) The owner or operator must conduct or have conducted at least
three compliance source tests. Each test must consist of at least three indi-
vidual test runs for a total of at least nine test runs. 

(3) The owner or operator must monitor and record applicable process
and control device operating data. 

(4) The owner or operator must perform a source test either: 
(a) In each of three quarters of the year with no two successive source

tests performed any closer than 30 days apart; or 
(b) At equal intervals over the operating period if the owner or oper-

ator demonstrates and DEQ agrees that the device or activity operates or
has operated for part of the year; or 

(c) At any time during the year if the owner or operator demonstrates,
and DEQ agrees, that the process is or was not subject to seasonal varia-
tions. 

(5) The owner or operator must conduct the source tests to test the
entire range of operating levels. At least one test must be conducted at min-
imum operating conditions, at normal or average operating levels, and at
anticipated maximum operating levels. If the process rate is constant, all
tests must be conducted at that rate. The owner or operator must submit
documentation to DEQ demonstrating a constant process rate. 

(6) The owner or operator must determine an emission factor for each
source test by dividing each test run, in pounds of emission per hour, by the
applicable process rate during the source test run. At least nine emission
factors must be plotted against the respective process rates and a regression
analysis performed to determine the best fit equation and the correlation
coefficient. If the correlation coefficient is less than 0.50, which indicates
that there is a relatively weak relationship between emissions and process
rates, the arithmetic average and standard deviation of at least nine emis-
sion factors must be determined. 

(7) The owner or operator must determine the Emissions Estimate
Adjustment Factor (EEAF) as follows: 

(a) If the correlation coefficient (R2) of the regression analysis is
greater than 0.50, the EEAF will be 1+(1-R2). 

(b) If the correlation coefficient (R2) is less than 0.50, the EEAF will
be: [Equation not included. See ED. NOTE.] 

(8) The owner or operator must determine actual emissions for emis-
sion fee purposes using one of the following methods: 

(a) If the regression analysis correlation coefficient is less than 0.50,
the actual emissions is the average emission factor determined from at least
nine test runs multiplied by the EEAF multiplied by the total production for
the entire year; or [Equation not included. See ED. NOTE.] 

(b) If the regression analysis correlation coefficient is greater than
0.50, perform the following calculations : 

(A) Determine the average emission factor (EF) for each production
rate category (maximum = EFmax, normal = EFnorm, and minimum =
EFmin); 

(B) Determine the total annual production and operating hours, pro-
duction time (PTtot), for the calendar year; 

(C) Determine the total hours operating within the maximum produc-
tion rate category (PTmax). The maximum production rate category is any
operation rate greater than the average of at least three maximum operating
rates during the source testing plus the average of at least three normal
operating rates during the source testing divided by 2; 

(D) Determine the total hours while operating within the normal pro-
duction rate category (PTnorm). The normal production rate category is
defined as any operating rate less than the average of at least three maxi-
mum operating rates during the source testing plus the average of at least
three normal operating rates during the source testing divided by 2 and any
operating rate greater than the average of at least three minimum operating
rates during the source testing plus the average of at least three normal
operating rates during the source testing divided by 2; 

(E) Determine the total hours while operating within the minimum
production rate category (PTmin). The minimum production rate category
is defined as any operating rate less than the average of at least three min-
imum operating rates during the source testing plus the average of at least
three normal operating rates during the source testing divided by 2; 

(F) Actual emissions equals EEAF x ((PTmax/PTtot) x EFmax +
(PTnorm/PTtot) x EFnorm + (PTmin/PTtot) x EFmin.) 

(9) The owner or operator must determine emissions during startup
and shutdown, and for emissions greater than normal, during conditions
that are not accounted for in the procedure otherwise used to document
actual emissions. The owner or operator must apply OAR 340-220-
0170(9)(a) or 340-220-0170(9)(b), (c) and (d) in developing emission fac-
tors. The owner or operator must apply the emission factor obtained to the
total time the device or activity operated under these conditions. 

(a) All emissions during startup and shutdown, and emissions greater
than normal are assumed equivalent to operation without an air pollution
control device, unless the owner or operator accurately demonstrates other-
wise under OAR 340-220-0170(9)(b), (9)(c), (9)(d), and (9)(e), and
approved by DEQ. The emission factor plus the EEAF must be adjusted by
the air pollution control device collection efficiency as follows: [Equation
not included. See ED. NOTE.] 

(b) During process startups a DEQ approved source test may be per-
formed to determine an average startup factor. The average of at least three
tests runs plus the standard deviation will be used to determine actual emis-
sions during startups. 

(c) During process shutdowns a DEQ approved source test may be
performed to determine an emission factor for shutdowns. The average of
at least three test runs plus the standard deviation will be used to determine
actual emissions during shutdowns. 

(d) During routine maintenance activity the owner or operator may: 
(A) Perform routine maintenance activity during source testing for

verified emission factors; or 
(B) Determine emissions using section (a). 
(e) The emission factor need not be adjusted if the owner or operator

demonstrates to DEQ that the regulated pollutant emissions do not increase
during startup and shutdown, and for conditions that are not accounted for
in the procedure otherwise used to document actual emissions (e.g. NOx
emissions during an ESP failure). 

(10) A verified emission factor developed pursuant to this division
and approved by DEQ cannot be used if a process change occurs that would
affect the accuracy of the verified emission factor. 

(11) The owner or operator may elect to use verified emission factors
for source categories if DEQ determines the following criteria are met: 
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(a) The verified emission factor for a source category must be based
on verified emission factors from at least three individual sources within
the source category; 

(b) Verified emission factors from sources within a source category
must be developed using this rule; 

(c) The verified emission factors from the sources must not differ
from the mean by more than twenty percent; and 

(d) The source category verified emission factor must be the mean of
the source verified emission factors plus the average of the source emission
estimate adjustment factors. 

[ED. NOTE: Equations referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.070, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
24-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2720;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-
12-08; Administrative correction 2-22-08; DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 7-2015,
f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0180
Late and Underpayment of Fees

(1) Notwithstanding any enforcement action, the owner or operator
will be subject to a late payment fee of:

(a) Two hundred dollars for payments postmarked more than seven or
less than 30 days late; and

(b) Four hundred dollars for payments postmarked on or after 30 days
late.

(2) Notwithstanding any enforcement action, DEQ may assess an
additional fee of the greater of $400 or 20 percent of the amount underpaid
for substantial underpayment.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468.065, 468A.310 & 468A.315
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2730; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01,
cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-220-0190
Failure to Pay Fees

Any owner or operator that fails to pay fees imposed by DEQ under
this division must pay a penalty of 50 percent of the fee amount, plus inter-
est on the fee amount computed using Section 6621(a)(2) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (as amended).

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2740; DEQ 8-2000, f. & cert.
ef. 6-6-00; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0010
Policy

The EQC recognizes the need to establish a more definitive method
for regulating increases and decreases in air emissions of permit holders.
However, except as needed to protect ambient air quality standards, PSD
increments and visibility, the EQC does not intend to: limit the use of exist-
ing production capacity of any air quality permittee; cause any undue hard-
ship or expense to any permittee who wishes to use existing unused pro-
ductive capacity; or create inequity within any class of permittees subject
to specific industrial standards that are based on emissions related to pro-
duction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0300; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1000; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0020
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) Plant Site Emission Limits (PSELs) will be included in all Air
Contaminant Discharge Permits (ACDP) and Oregon Title V Operating
Permits, except as provided in section (3), as a means of managing airshed
capacity by regulating increases and decreases in air emissions. Except as
provided in OAR 340-222-0035(5) and 340-222-0060, all ACDP and Title
V sources are subject to PSELs for all regulated pollutants listed in the def-
inition of SER in 340-200-0020. DEQ will incorporate PSELs into permits
when issuing a new permit or renewing or modifying an existing permit. 

(2) The emissions limits established by PSELs provide the basis for: 

(a) Assuring reasonable further progress toward attaining compliance
with ambient air quality standards; 

(b) Assuring compliance with ambient air quality standards and PSD
increments; 

(c) Administering offset and banking programs; and 
(d) Establishing the baseline for tracking the consumption of PSD

increments. 
(3) PSELs are not required for: 
(a) Regulated pollutants that will be emitted at less than the de min-

imis emission level listed in OAR 340-200-0020 from the entire source; 
(b) Short Term Activity and Basic ACDPs; 
(c) Hazardous air pollutants as listed in OAR 340-244-0040 Table 1;

high-risk pollutants listed in 40 CFR 63.74; or accidental release substances
listed in 40 CFR 68.130; or air toxics listed in OAR 340 division 246;
except that PSELs are required for pollutants identified in this subsection
that are also listed in the definition of SER, 340-200-0020.

(4) PSELs may be generic PSELs, source specific PSELs set at the
generic PSEL levels, or source specific PSELs set at source specific levels. 

(a) A source with a generic PSEL cannot maintain a netting basis for
that regulated pollutant.

(b) A source with a source specific PSEL that is set at the generic
PSEL level may maintain a netting basis for that regulated pollutant pro-
vided the source is operating under a Standard ACDP or Title V Operating
permit. 

(5) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0301; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1998,
f. & cert. ef. 9-14-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-
1010; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 4-2008(Temp). f. 3-4-08, cert. ef. 3-6-
08 thru 9-1-08; DEQ 11-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-29-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0030
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0035
General Requirements for Establishing All PSELs

(1) PSELs may not exceed limits established by any applicable feder-
al or state regulation or by any specific permit conditions unless the source
meets the specific provisions of OAR 340-226-0400 (Alternative Emission
Controls). 

(2) DEQ may change source specific PSELs at the time of a permit
renewal, or if DEQ modifies a permit pursuant to OAR 340-216-0084,
Department Initiated Modifications, or 340-218-0200, Reopenings, if: 

(a) DEQ determines errors were made in calculating the PSELs or
more accurate and reliable data is available for calculating PSELs; or

(b) More stringent control is required by a rule adopted by the EQC. 
(3) PSEL reductions required by rule, order or permit condition will

be effective on the compliance date of the rule, order, or permit condition. 
(4) Annual PSELs apply on a rolling 12 consecutive month basis and

limit the source’s potential to emit. 
(5) PSELs do not include emissions from categorically insignificant

activities. Emissions from categorically insignificant activities must be
considered when determining Major NSR or Type A State NSR applicabil-
ity under OAR 340 division 224. 

(6) PSELs must include aggregate insignificant emissions, if applica-
ble. 

NOTE: This rule was moved verbatim from OAR 340-222-0043 and 340-222-0070
and amended on 04-16-15. Previous rule history for OAR 340-222-0043: DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01. Previous rule history for OAR 340-222-0070: DEQ
12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 2-1996, f.
& cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
028-1060; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
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Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; Renumbered from 340-222-0043, DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0040
Generic Annual PSEL 

(1) Sources with capacity less than the SER will receive a generic
PSEL unless they have a netting basis and request a source specific PSEL
under OAR 340-222-0041. 

(2) A generic PSEL may be used for any regulated pollutant that will
be emitted at less than the SER. 

(3) The netting basis for a source with a generic PSEL is zero for that
regulated pollutant.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0310; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-028-1020; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-222-0041
Source Specific Annual PSEL

(1) For sources with potential to emit less than the SER that request a
source specific PSEL, the source specific PSEL will be set equal to the
generic PSEL level. 

(2) For sources with potential to emit greater than or equal to the SER,
the source specific PSEL will be set equal to the source’s potential to emit,
netting basis or a level requested by the applicant, whichever is less, except
as provided in section (3) or (4). 

(3) The initial source specific PSEL for PM2.5 for a source that was
permitted on or before May 1, 2011 with potential to emit greater than or
equal to the SER will be set equal to the PM2.5 fraction of the PM10 PSEL
in effect on May 1, 2011. 

(a) Any source with a permit in effect on May 1, 2011 is eligible for
an initial PM2.5 PSEL without being otherwise subject to OAR 340-222-
0041(4). 

(b) For a source that had a permit in effect on May 1, 2011 but later
needs to correct its PM10 PSEL that was in effect on May 1, 2011 due to
more accurate or reliable information, the corrected PM10 PSEL will be
used to correct the initial PM2.5 PSEL. 

(A) Correction of a PM10 PSEL will not by itself trigger OAR 340-
222-0041(4) for PM2.5. 

(B) Correction of a PM10 PSEL could result in further requirements
for PM10 in accordance with all applicable regulations. 

(c) If after establishing the initial PSEL for PM2.5 in accordance with
this rule and establishing the initial PM2.5 netting basis in accordance with
OAR 340-222-0046, the PSEL is more than nine tons above the netting
basis, any future increase in the PSEL for any reason would be subject to
340-222-0041(4). 

(4) If an applicant wants an annual PSEL at a rate greater than the net-
ting basis, the applicant must, consistent with OAR 340-222-0035: 

(a) Demonstrate that the requested increase over the netting basis is
less than the SER; or 

(b) For increases equal to or greater than the SER over the netting
basis, demonstrate that the applicable Major NSR or State NSR require-
ments in OAR 340 division 224 have been satisfied, except that an increase
in the PSEL for GHGs is subject to the requirements of NSR specified in
340-224-0010(1)(c) only if the criteria in 340-224-0010(1)(c) are met. 

(5) If the netting basis is adjusted in accordance with OAR 340-222-
0051(3), then the source specific PSEL is not required to be adjusted.

(6) For sources that meet the criteria in subsections (a), (b) and (c),
the requirements of OAR 340-222-0041(4) do not immediately apply, but
any future increase in the PSEL greater than or equal to the de minimis
level for any reason is subject to OAR 340-222-0041(4).

(a) A PSEL is established or revised to include emissions from activ-
ities that both existed at a source and were defined as categorically insignif-
icant activities prior to April 16, 2015;

(b) The PSEL exceeds the netting basis by more than or equal to the
SER solely as a result of a revision described in subsection (a); and

(c) The source would not have been subject to Major NSR or Type A
State NSR under the applicable requirements of division 224 prior to April
16, 2015 if categorically insignificant activities had been considered. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A

Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0042
Short Term PSEL

(1) For sources located in areas with an established short term SER
that is measured over an averaging period less than a full year, PSELs are
required on a short term basis for those regulated pollutants that have a
short term SER. The short term averaging period is daily, unless emissions
cannot be monitored on a daily basis. The averaging period for short term
PSELs can never be greater than monthly. 

(a) For new and existing sources with potential to emit less than the
short term SER, the short term PSEL will be set equal to the level of the
short term generic PSEL. 

(b) For existing sources with potential to emit greater than or equal to
the short term SER, a short term PSEL will be set equal to the source’s short
term potential to emit or to the current permit’s short term PSEL, whichev-
er is less.

(c) For new sources with potential to emit greater than or equal to the
short term SER, the initial short term PSEL will be set at the level request-
ed by the applicant provided the applicant meets the requirements of (2)(b). 

(2) If a permittee requests an increase in a short term PSEL that will
exceed the short term netting basis by an amount equal to or greater than
the short term SER, the permittee must satisfy the requirements of subsec-
tions (a) or (b). In order to satisfy the requirements of subsection (a) or (b),
the short term PSEL increase must first be converted to an annual increase
by multiplying the short term increase by 8,760 hours, 365 days, or 12
months, depending on the term of the short term PSEL. 

(a) Obtain offsets in accordance with the offset provisions for the des-
ignated area as specified in OAR 340-224-0510 through 340-224-0530, as
applicable; or

(b) Obtain an allocation from an available growth allowance in accor-
dance with the applicable maintenance plan. 

(3) Once the short term PSEL is increased pursuant to section (2), the
increased level becomes the basis for evaluating future increases in the
short term PSEL. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0046
Netting Basis

(1) A netting basis will only be established for those regulated pollu-
tants that could subject a source to NSR under OAR 340 division 224. 

(a) The initial PM2.5 netting basis for a source that was permitted
prior to May 1, 2011 will be established with the first permitting action
issued after July 1, 2011, provided the permitting action involved a public
notice period that began after July 1, 2011. 

(b) The initial greenhouse gas netting basis for a source will be estab-
lished with the first permitting action issued after July 1, 2011, provided the
permitting action involved a public notice period that began after July 1,
2011. 

(2) A source’s netting basis is established as specified in subsection
(a), (b), or (c) and will be adjusted according to section (3):

(a) For all regulated pollutants except for PM2.5, a source’s initial
netting basis is equal to the baseline emission rate.

(b) For PM2.5, a source’s initial netting basis is equal to the overall
PM2.5 fraction of the PM10 PSEL in effect on May 1, 2011 multiplied by
the PM10 netting basis in effect on May 1, 2011. DEQ may increase the ini-
tial PM2.5 netting basis by not more than 5 tons to ensure that the PM2.5
PSEL does not exceed the PM2.5 netting basis by more than the PM2.5
SER. 

(A) Any source with a permit in effect on May 1, 2011 is eligible for
a PM2.5 netting basis without being otherwise subject to OAR 340-222-
0041(4). 

(B) For a source that had a permit in effect on May 1, 2011 but later
needs to correct its PM10 netting basis that was in effect on May 1, 2011,
due to more accurate or reliable information, the corrected PM10 netting
basis will be used to correct the initial PM2.5 netting basis. 

(i) Correction of a PM10 netting basis will not by itself trigger OAR
340-222-0041(4) for PM2.5. 

(ii) Correction of a PM10 netting basis could result in further require-
ments for PM10 in accordance with all applicable regulations. 

(c) A source’s netting basis is zero for: 
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(A) Any regulated pollutant emitted from a source that first obtained
permits to construct and operate after the applicable baseline period for that
regulated pollutant, and has not undergone NSR for that regulated pollu-
tant, except as provided in subsection (2)(b) for PM2.5; 

(B) Any regulated pollutant that has a generic PSEL in a permit; or
(C) Any source permitted as portable. 
(3) A source’s netting basis will be adjusted as follows:
(a) The netting basis will be reduced by any emission reductions

required under a rule, order, or permit condition issued by the EQC or DEQ
and required by the SIP or used to avoid any state (e.g., NSR) or federal
requirements (e.g., NSPS, NESHAP), as of the effective date of the rule,
order or permit condition;

(A) Netting basis reductions are effective on the effective date of the
rule, order or permit condition that requires the reductions;

(B) Netting basis reductions may only apply to sources that are per-
mitted, on the effective date of the applicable rule, order or permit condi-
tion, to operate the affected devices or emissions units that are subject to the
rule, order, or permit condition requiring emission reductions; 

(C) Netting basis reductions will include reductions for unassigned
emissions for devices or emissions units that are affected by the rule, order
or permit condition, if the shutdown or over control that created the unas-
signed emissions occurred within five years prior to the adoption of the
rule, order or permit condition that required an emission reduction unless
the unassigned emissions have been used for internal netting actions. This
provision applies to emission reductions that have been placed in unas-
signed emissions or that are eligible to be placed in unassigned emissions
but the permit that would place them in unassigned emissions has not been
issued. 

(D) Netting basis reductions will not affect emission reduction cred-
its established under division 268. 

(E) Netting basis reductions for the affected devices or emissions
units will be determined consistent with the approach used to determine the
netting basis prior to the regulatory action reducing the emissions. The net-
ting basis reduction is the difference between the emissions calculated
using the previous emission rate and the emission rate established by rule,
order, or permit using appropriate conversion factors when necessary. 

(F) The netting basis reductions will not include emission reductions
achieved under OAR 340-226-0110, 340-226-0120, or OAR 340 division
244;

(b) The netting basis will be reduced by any unassigned emissions
that are reduced under OAR 340-222-0055(3)(a);

(c) The netting basis will be reduced by the amount of emission
reduction credits transferred off site in accordance with OAR 340 division
268;

(d) The netting basis will be reduced when actual emissions are
reduced according to OAR 340-222-0051(3); 

(e) The netting basis will be increased by any of the following:
(A) For sources that obtained a permit on or after April 16, 2015, any

emission increases approved through Major NSR or Type A State NSR
action under OAR 340 division 224;

(B) For sources that obtained a permit prior to April 16, 2015, any
emission increases approved through the NSR regulations in OAR 340
division 224 in effect at the time; or 

(C) For sources where the netting basis was increased in accordance
with the DEQ PSD rules that were in effect prior to July 1, 2001, the net-
ting basis may include emissions from emission units that were not subject
to both an air quality analysis and control technology requirements if the
netting basis had been increased following the rules in effect at the time.

(f) The netting basis will be increased by any emissions from activi-
ties previously classified as categorically insignificant prior to April 16,
2015, provided the activities existed during the baseline period or at the
time of the last NSR permitting action that changed the netting basis under
subsection (e).

(4) In order to maintain the netting basis, permittees must maintain
either a Standard ACDP or an Oregon Title V Operating Permit. A request
to be assigned any other type of ACDP sets the netting basis at zero upon
issuance of the other type of permit and remains at zero unless an increase
is approved under subsection (3)(e). 

(5) If a source relocates to a different site that DEQ determines is
within or affects the same airshed, and the time between operation at the old
and new sites is less than six months, the source may retain the netting basis
from the old site. 

(6) A source’s netting basis for a regulated pollutant with a revised
definition will be corrected if the source is emitting the regulated pollutant

at the time the definition is revised, and the regulated pollutant is included
in the source’s netting basis. 

(7) Where EPA requires an attainment demonstration based on dis-
persion modeling, the netting basis must not be more than the level used in
the dispersion modeling to demonstrate attainment with the ambient air
quality standard (i.e., the attainment demonstration is an emission reduction
required by rule). 

NOTE: This rule was moved verbatim from OAR 340-200-0020(76) and amended
on 04-16-15. Previous rule history for OAR 340-200-0020: [DEQ 15-1978, f. & ef.
10-13-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ
63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef. 1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-
0033.04; DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 18-
1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-31-88);
DEQ 14-1989, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-89; DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91;
DEQ 2-1992, f. & cert. ef. 1-30-92; DEQ 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-30-92; DEQ 27-
1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0145, 340-020-0225, 340-020-0305,
340-020-0355, 340-020-0460 & 340-020-0520; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94;
DEQ 21-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-94; DEQ 24-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ
10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 12-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-23-95; DEQ 22-1995, f.
& cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef.
10-22-96; DEQ 9-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-9-97; DEQ 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-14-98;
DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 1-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 6-1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-99]; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0205, 340-028-0110; DEQ 6-2001, f.
6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert.
ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; DEQ 8-2007, f.
& cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef.
5-21-10; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11;
Administrative correction 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative correction, 2-6-12;
DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 11-
2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0048
Baseline Period and Baseline Emission Rate

(1) The baseline period used to calculate the baseline emission rate is
either: 

(a) For any regulated pollutant other than greenhouse gases and
PM2.5, any consecutive 12 calendar month period during the calendar
years 1977 or 1978. DEQ may allow the use of a prior time period upon a
determination that it is more representative of normal source operation. 

(b) For greenhouse gases, any consecutive 12 calendar month period
during the calendar years 2000 through 2010. 

(c) For a pollutant that becomes a regulated pollutant subject to OAR
340 division 224 after May 1, 2011, any consecutive 12 calendar month
period within the 24 months immediately preceding the pollutant’s desig-
nation as a regulated pollutant if a baseline period has not been defined for
the regulated pollutant. 

(2) A baseline emission rate will be established only for those regu-
lated pollutants subject to OAR 340 division 224.

(3) A baseline emission rate will not be established for PM2.5. 
(4) The baseline emission rate for greenhouse gases, on a CO2e basis,

will be established with the first permitting action issued after July 1, 2011,
provided the permitting action involved a public notice period that began
after July 1, 2011.

(5) For a pollutant that becomes a regulated pollutant subject to OAR
340 division 224 after May 1, 2011, the initial baseline emission rate is the
actual emissions of that regulated pollutant during the baseline period. 

(6) The baseline emission rate will be recalculated only under the fol-
lowing circumstances:

(a) For greenhouse gases, if actual emissions are reset in accordance
with OAR 340-222-0051(3);

(b) If a material mistake or an inaccurate statement was made in
establishing the production basis for the baseline emission rate; 

(c) If a more accurate or reliable emission factor is available; or 
(d) If emissions units that were previously not included in baseline

emission rate must be included as a result of rule changes. 
(7) The baseline emission rate is not affected if emission reductions

are required by rule, order, or permit condition. 
NOTE: This rule was moved verbatim from OAR 340-200-0020(13) and (14) and
amended on 04-16-15. Previous rule history for OAR 340-200-0020: [DEQ 15-1978,
f. & ef. 10-13-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-
72; DEQ 63, f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef. 1-6-76; Renumbered from
340-020-0033.04; DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ
18-1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-31-
88); DEQ 14-1989, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-89; DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91;
DEQ 2-1992, f. & cert. ef. 1-30-92; DEQ 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-30-92; DEQ 27-
1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
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cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0145, 340-020-0225, 340-020-0305,
340-020-0355, 340-020-0460 & 340-020-0520; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94;
DEQ 21-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-94; DEQ 24-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ
10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 12-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-23-95; DEQ 22-1995, f.
& cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef.
10-22-96; DEQ 9-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-9-97; DEQ 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-14-98;
DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 1-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 6-1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-99]; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0205, 340-028-0110; DEQ 6-2001, f.
6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert.
ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; DEQ 8-2007, f.
& cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef.
5-21-10; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11;
Administrative correction 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative correction, 2-6-12;
DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 11-
2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0051
Actual Emissions

(1) A source’s actual emissions as of the baseline period are the sum
total of the actual emissions from each part of the source for each regulat-
ed pollutant. The actual emissions as of the baseline period will be deter-
mined to be: 

(a) Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c) and section (2), the
average rate at which the source actually emitted the regulated pollutant
during normal source operations over an applicable baseline period; 

(b) The source specific mass emissions limit included in a source’s
permit that was effective on Sep. 8, 1981 if such emissions are within 10%
of the actual emissions calculated under subsection (a); or 

(c) The potential to emit of the source or part of a source as specified
in paragraphs (A) and (B). The actual emissions will be reset if required in
accordance with section (3). 

(A) Any source or part of a source that had not begun normal opera-
tions during the applicable baseline period but was approved to construct
and operate before or during the baseline period in accordance with OAR
340 division 210 or 216, or was not required to obtain approval to construct
and operate before or during the applicable baseline period; or 

(B) Any source or part of a source that will emit greenhouse gases that
had not begun normal operations prior to Jan. 1, 2010, but was approved to
construct and operate prior to Jan. 1, 2011 in accordance with OAR 340
division 210 or 216. 

(2) For any source or part of a source or any modification of a source
or part of a source that had not begun normal operations during the appli-
cable baseline period, but was approved to construct and operate in accor-
dance with OAR 340 division 210, 216 or 224, actual emissions of the
source or part of the source equal the potential to emit of the source or part
of the source on the date the source or part of the source was approved to
construct and operate. 

(3) For any source or part of a source whose actual emissions of
greenhouse gases were determined pursuant to paragraph (1)(c)(B), and for
all other sources of all other regulated pollutants that are permitted in accor-
dance with the Major NSR rules in OAR 340 division 224 on or after May
1, 2011, the potential to emit of the source or part of the source will be reset
to actual emissions as follows: 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), ten years from the end of the
applicable baseline period under paragraph (1)(c)(B) or ten years from the
date the permit is issued under section (2), or an earlier time if requested by
the source in a permit application involving public notice, DEQ will reset
actual emissions of the source or part of the source to equal the highest
actual emission rate during any consecutive 12-month period during the ten
year period or any shorter period if requested by the source. Actual emis-
sions are determined as follows: 

(A) The owner or operator must select a consecutive 12-month peri-
od and the same 12-month period must be used for all affected regulated
pollutants and all affected devices or emissions units; and

(B) The owner or operator must determine the actual emissions dur-
ing that 12-month period for each device or emissions unit that was subject
to Major NSR or Type A State NSR action under OAR 340 division 224, or
for which the baseline emission rate is equal to the potential to emit.

(b) DEQ may extend the date of resetting by five additional years
upon satisfactory demonstration by the source that construction is ongoing
or normal operation has not yet been achieved.

(c) Any emission reductions achieved due to enforceable permit con-
ditions based on OAR 340-226-0110 and 340-226-0120 are not included in
the reset calculation required in subsection (a). 

(4) Regardless of the PSEL compliance requirements specified in a
permit, actual emissions from a source or part of a source may be calculat-
ed for any given 12 consecutive month period using data that is considered
valid and representative of the source’s or part of a source’s emissions.
Actual emissions must be calculated using the unit’s actual operating hours,
production rates, and types of materials processed, stored, or combusted
during the selected time period. 

NOTE: This rule was moved verbatim from OAR 340-200-0020(3) and amended on
04-16-15. Previous rule history for OAR 340-200-0020: [DEQ 15-1978, f. & ef. 10-
13-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63,
f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef. 1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-
0033.04; DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 18-
1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-31-88);
DEQ 14-1989, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-89; DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91;
DEQ 2-1992, f. & cert. ef. 1-30-92; DEQ 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-30-92; DEQ 27-
1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0145, 340-020-0225, 340-020-0305,
340-020-0355, 340-020-0460 & 340-020-0520; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94;
DEQ 21-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-94; DEQ 24-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ
10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 12-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-23-95; DEQ 22-1995, f.
& cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef.
10-22-96; DEQ 9-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-9-97; DEQ 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-14-98;
DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 1-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 6-1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-99]; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0205, 340-028-0110; DEQ 6-2001, f.
6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert.
ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; DEQ 8-2007, f.
& cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef.
5-21-10; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11;
Administrative correction 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative correction, 2-6-12;
DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 11-
2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0055
Unassigned Emissions

(1) Purpose. The purpose of unassigned emissions is to track and
manage the difference in the quantity of emissions between the netting
basis and what the source could emit based on the facility’s current physi-
cal and operational design. 

(2) Establishing unassigned emissions. 
(a) Unassigned emissions equal the netting basis minus the source’s

current PTE, minus any banked emission reduction credits. Unassigned
emissions are zero if this result is negative. 

(b) Unused capacity created after the effective date of this rule due to
reduced potential to emit that is not banked or expired emission reduction
credits (OAR 340-268-0030), increase unassigned emissions on a ton for
ton basis. 

(3) Maximum unassigned emissions. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (c), unassigned emissions will be

reduced to not more than the SER (OAR 340-200-0020) on July 1, 2007
and at each permit renewal following that date. 

(b) The netting basis is reduced by the amount that unassigned emis-
sions are reduced. 

(c) In an AQMA where the EPA requires an attainment demonstration
based on dispersion modeling, unassigned emissions are not subject to
reduction under this rule. 

(4) Using unassigned emissions. 
(a) An existing source may use unassigned emissions for internal net-

ting to allow an emission increase in accordance with the permit. 
(b) A source may not bank unassigned emissions or transfer them to

another source. 
(c) A source may not use emissions that are removed from the netting

basis, including emission reductions required by rule, order or permit con-
dition under OAR 340-222-0046(3)(a)(C), for netting in any future permit
actions. 

(5) Upon renewal, modification or other reopening of a permit after
July 1, 2002 the unassigned emissions will be established with an expira-
tion date of July 1, 2007 for all unassigned emissions in excess of the SER.
Each time the permit is renewed after July 1, 2007 the unassigned emis-
sions will be established again and reduced upon the following permit
renewal to no more than the SER for each regulated pollutant.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
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Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11;
Renumbered from 340-222-0045, DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0060
Plant Site Emission Limits for Sources of Hazardous Air Pollutants

(1) DEQ may establish PSELs for hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) if
an owner or operator requests that DEQ: 

(a) Establish a PSEL for combined HAPs emitted for purposes of
determining emission fees as prescribed in OAR 340 division 220; or 

(b) Create an enforceable PTE limit. 
(2) PSELs will be set only for individual or combined HAPs and will

not list HAPs by name. The PSEL will be set on a rolling 12 month basis
and will be either: 

(a) The generic PSEL if the permittee proposes a limit less than that
level; or 

(b) The level the permittee establishes necessary for the source if
greater than the generic PSEL. 

(3) The alternative emissions controls (bubble) provisions of OAR
340-226-0400 do not apply to emissions of HAPs. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-
1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
028-1050; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0080
Plant Site Emission Limit Compliance

(1) The permittee must monitor regulated pollutant emissions or other
parameters that are sufficient to produce the records necessary for demon-
strating compliance with the PSEL. 

(2) The frequency of the monitoring and associated averaging periods
must be as short as possible and consistent with that used in the compliance
method. 

(3)(a) For annual PSELs, the permittee must monitor appropriate
parameters and maintain all records necessary for demonstrating compli-
ance with the annual PSEL at least monthly and be able to determine emis-
sions on a rolling 12 consecutive month basis. 

(b) For short term PSELs, the permittee must monitor appropriate
parameters and maintain all records necessary for demonstrating compli-
ance with any short term PSEL at least as frequently as the short term PSEL
averaging period. 

(4) The applicant must specify in the permit application the method
that will be used to determine compliance with the PSEL. DEQ will review
the method and approve or modify, as necessary, to assure compliance with
the PSEL. DEQ will include PSEL compliance monitoring methods in all
permits that contain PSELs. Depending on source operations, one or more
of the following methods may be acceptable: 

(a) Continuous emissions monitors; 
(b) Material balance calculations; 
(c) Emissions calculations using approved emission factors and

process information; 
(d) Alternative production or process limits; and 
(e) Other methods approved by DEQ. 
(5) When annual reports are required, the permittee must include the

emissions total for each consecutive 12 month period during the calendar
year, unless otherwise specified by a permit condition. 

(6) Regardless of the PSEL compliance requirements specified in a
permit, actual emissions may be calculated in accordance with OAR 340-
222-0051(4). 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-222-0090 
Combining and Splitting Sources and Changing Primary SIC Code

(1) Two or more sources may combine into one source if the criteria
in subsection (a) are met. When two or more sources combine into one
source under this rule, the combined source is subject to the criteria in sub-
section (b).

(a) Two or more sources may combine into one source only if all of
the following criteria are met: 

(A) All individual sources that are being combined must be located
within or impact the same airshed; and

(B) The combined source must have the same primary 4-digit SIC
code as at least one of the individual sources that are being combined.

(b) The combined source is regulated as one source, subject to the fol-
lowing: 

(A) The combined source netting basis is the sum of the individual
sources’ netting basis, provided that the netting basis of any individual
source being combined may only be included in the combined source’s net-
ting basis if that individual source has a primary or secondary 2-digit SIC
code that is the same as the primary or a secondary 2-digit SIC code of the
combined source.

(B) The simple act of combining sources, without an increase over the
combined PSEL, does not subject the combined source to Major or State
NSR. 

(C) If the combined source PSEL, without a requested increase over
the existing combined PSEL, exceeds the combined netting basis plus the
SER, the source may continue operating at the existing combined source
PSEL without becoming subject to NSR until such time that the source
requests an increase in the PSEL or the source is modified. If a source
requests an increase in the PSEL or the source is modified, DEQ will eval-
uate whether NSR will be required. 

(2) When one source is split into two or more separate sources, or
when a source changes its primary activity (primary 2-digit SIC code): 

(a) The netting basis and SER may be transferred to one or more
resulting source or sources only if:

(A) The primary 2-digit SIC code of the resulting source is the same
as one of the primary or secondary 2-digit SIC codes that applied at the
original source; or

(B) The resulting source and the original source have different pri-
mary 2-digit SIC codes but DEQ determines the activities described by the
two different primary 2-digit SIC codes are essentially the same. 

(b) The netting basis and the SER for the original source are split
amongst the resulting sources as requested by the original permittee. 

(c) The amount of the netting basis that is transferred to the resulting
source or sources may not exceed the potential to emit of the existing
devices or emissions units involved in the split. 

(d) The split of netting basis and SER must either: 
(A) Be sufficient to avoid NSR for each of the newly created sources;

or 
(B) The newly created source that becomes subject to NSR must com-

ply with the requirements of OAR 340 division 224 before beginning oper-
ation under the new arrangement. 

(3) The owner or operator of the source, device or emissions unit must
maintain records of physical changes and changes in the method operation
occurring since the baseline period or most recent Major NSR or Type A
State NSR action under OAR 340 division 224. These records must be
included in any future evaluation under OAR 340-224-0025 (major modi-
fication). 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-0 ; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0010
Applicability, General Prohibitions, General Requirements and
Jurisdiction

(1) Except as provided in subsection (c), the owner or operator of a
source undertaking one of the following actions must comply with the
applicable Major New Source Review requirements of OAR 340-224-0010
through 340-224-0070 and 340-224-0500 through 340-224-0540 for such
actions prior to construction or operation:

(a) In an attainment, unclassified or sustainment area:
(A) Construction of a new federal major source;
(B) Major modification at an existing federal major source; or 
(C) Major modification at an existing source that will become a fed-

eral major source because emissions of a regulated pollutant are increased
to the federal major source level or more. 

(b) In a nonattainment, reattainment or maintenance area:
(A) Construction of a new source that will emit 100 tons per year or

more of the nonattainment, reattainment or maintenance pollutant;
(B) A major modification for the nonattainment, reattainment or

maintenance pollutant, at an existing source that emits 100 tons per year or
more of the nonattainment, reattainment or maintenance pollutant; or

(C) A major modification for the nonattainment, reattainment or
maintenance pollutant, at an existing source that will increase emissions of
the nonattainment, reattainment or maintenance pollutant to 100 tons per
year or more.
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(c) The owner or operator of a source is subject to Prevention of
Significant Deterioration for GHGs under OAR 340-224-0070 if the owner
or operator is first subject to OAR 340-224-0070 for a pollutant other than
GHGs, and the source meets the criteria in paragraph (A) or (B);

(A) The source is a new source which will emit GHGs at a rate equal
to or greater than the SER; or

(B) The source is an existing source which is undertaking a major
modification for GHGs.

(2) Except as provided in subsection (c), the owner or operator of a
source that is undertaking an action that is not subject to Major NSR under
section (1) and is one of the actions identified in subsections (a) or (b) must
comply with the applicable State New Source Review requirements of
OAR 340-224-0010 through 340-224-0038, 340-224-0245 through 340-
224-0270 and 340-224-0500 through 340-224-0540 for such action prior to
construction or operation.

(a) In a nonattainment, reattainment or maintenance area:
(A) Construction of a new source that will have emissions of the

nonattainment, reattainment or maintenance pollutant equal to or greater
than the SER; or

(B) Major modification for the nonattainment, reattainment or main-
tenance pollutant, at an existing source that will have emissions of the
nonattainment, reattainment or maintenance pollutant equal to or greater
than the SER over the netting basis.

(b) In any designated area, for actions other than those identified in
subsection (a):

(A) Construction of a new source that will have emissions of a regu-
lated pollutant equal to or greater than the SER; or

(B) Increasing emissions of a regulated pollutant to an amount that is
equal to or greater than the SER over the netting basis. 

(c) GHGs are not subject to State NSR.
(d) Type A and Type B State NSR: State NSR actions are categorized

as follows:
(A) Actions under subsection (a), and actions for which the source

must comply with OAR 340-224-0245(2), are categorized as Type A State
NSR actions; and

(B) Actions under subsection (b) are categorized as Type B State NSR
unless the source must comply with OAR 340-224-0245(2).

(3) The owner or operator of a source subject to section (1) or (2)
must apply this division based on the type of designated area where the
source is located for each regulated pollutant, taking the following into con-
sideration:

(a) The source may be subject to this division for multiple pollutants;
(b) Some pollutants, including but not limited to NOx, may be subject

to multiple requirements in this division both as pollutants and as precur-
sors to other pollutants;

(c) Every location in the state carries an area designation for each cri-
teria pollutant and the entire state is treated as an unclassified area for reg-
ulated pollutants that are not criteria pollutants; and

(d) Designated areas may overlap.
(4) Where this division requires the owner or operator of a source to

conduct analysis under or comply with a rule in OAR 340 division 225, the
owner or operator must complete such work in compliance with OAR 340-
225-0030 and 340-225-0040. 

(5) Owners and operators of all sources may be subject to other DEQ
rules, including, but not limited to, Notice of Construction and Approval of
Plans (OAR 340-210-0205 through 340-210-0250), ACDPs (OAR 340
division 216), Title V permits (OAR 340 division 218), Highest and Best
Practicable Treatment and Control (OAR 340-226-0100 through 340-226-
0140), Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Contaminants (OAR 340
division 244), and Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources
(OAR 340 division 238), as applicable. 

(6) An owner or operator of a source that meets the applicability cri-
teria of sections (1) or (2) may not begin actual construction, continue con-
struction or operate the source without complying with the requirements of
this division and obtaining an air contaminant discharge permit (ACDP)
issued by DEQ authorizing such construction or operation. 

(7) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the EQC under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055, 468A.135 &
468A.155
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0220; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-028-1900; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-

14-04; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative cor-
rection, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 12-2014(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 11-12-14 thru 5-10-15; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0020
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020& 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0025
Major Modification

(1) Except as provided in sections (3) and (4), “major modification”
means a change at a source described in section (2) for any regulated pol-
lutant subject to NSR since the later of:

(a) The baseline period for all regulated pollutants except PM2.5; 
(b) May 1, 2011 for PM2.5; or
(c) The most recent Major or Type A State NSR action for that regu-

lated pollutant.
(2)(a) Any physical change or change in the method of operation of a

source that results in emissions described in paragraphs (A) and (B):
(A) A PSEL or actual emissions that exceed the netting basis by an

amount that is equal to or greater than the SER; and 
(B) The accumulation of emission increases due to all physical

changes and changes in the method of operation that is equal to or greater
than the SER. For purposes of this paragraph, emission increases shall be
calculated as follows: For each unit with a physical change or change in the
method of operation occurring at the source since the later of the dates in
subsections (1)(a) through (1)(c) as applicable for each pollutant, subtract
the unit’s portion of the netting basis from its post-change potential to emit
taking into consideration any federally enforceable limits on potential to
emit. Emissions from categorically insignificant activities, aggregate
insignificant emissions, and fugitive emissions must be included in the cal-
culations. 

(b) For purposes of this section:
(A) “The unit’s portion of the netting basis” means the portion of the

netting basis assigned to or associated with the unit in question, taking into
consideration the following, as applicable:

(i) The unit’s portion of the netting basis when the netting basis is
established under OAR 340-222-0046(2); and

(ii) Any adjustments under OAR 340-222-0046(3) that affect the
unit’s portion of the netting basis.

(B) Emission increases due solely to increased use of equipment or
facilities that existed or were permitted or approved to construct in accor-
dance with OAR 340 division 210 during the applicable baseline period are
not included, except if the increased use is to support a physical change or
change in the method of operation. 

(C) If a portion of the netting basis or PSEL or both was set based on
PTE because the source had not begun normal operations but was permit-
ted or approved to construct and operate, that portion of the netting basis or
PSEL or both must be excluded until the netting basis is reset as specified
in OAR 340-222-0046(3)(d) and 340-222-0051(3). 

(3) “Major modification” means any change including production
increases, at a source that obtained a permit to construct and operate after
the applicable baseline period but has not undergone Major NSR or Type A
State NSR, that meets the criteria in subsections (a) or (b):

(a) The change would result in a PSEL increase of the de minimis
level or more for any regulated pollutant at a federal major source in attain-
ment, unclassified or sustainment areas; or

(b) The change would result in a PSEL increase of the de minimis
level or more for the sustainment, nonattainment, reattainment or mainte-
nance pollutant if the source emits such pollutant at the SER or more in a
sustainment, nonattainment, reattainment, or maintenance area.

(c) This section does not apply to PM2.5 and greenhouse gases. 
(d) Changes to the PSEL solely due to the availability of more accu-

rate and reliable emissions information are exempt from being considered
an increase under this section. 

(4) Major modifications for ozone precursors or PM2.5 precursors
also constitute major modifications for ozone and PM2.5, respectively. 

(5) Except as provided in sections (1), (3), and (4), the following are
not major modifications:

(a), Increases in hours of operation or production rates that would
cause emission increases above the levels allowed in a permit but would not
involve a physical change or change in method of operation of the source.
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(b) Routine maintenance, repair, and replacement of components. 
(c) Temporary equipment installed for maintenance of the permanent

equipment if the temporary equipment is in place for less than six months
and operated within the permanent equipment’s existing PSEL. 

(d) Use of alternate fuel or raw materials, that were available during,
and that the source would have been capable of accommodating in the base-
line period. 

(6) When more accurate or reliable emissions information becomes
available, a recalculation of the PSEL, netting basis, and increases/decreas-
es in emissions must be performed to determine whether a major modifica-
tion has occurred. 

NOTE: This rule was moved verbatim from OAR 340-200-0020(71) and amended on
04-16-15. Previous rule history for OAR 340-200-0020: [DEQ 15-1978, f. & ef. 10-
13-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 47, f. 8-31-72, ef. 9-15-72; DEQ 63,
f. 12-20-73, ef. 1-11-74; DEQ 107, f. & ef. 1-6-76; Renumbered from 340-020-
0033.04; DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 18-
1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-31-88);
DEQ 14-1989, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-89; DEQ 42-1990, f. 12-13-90, cert. ef. 1-2-91;
DEQ 2-1992, f. & cert. ef. 1-30-92; DEQ 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-30-92; DEQ 27-
1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0145, 340-020-0225, 340-020-0305,
340-020-0355, 340-020-0460 & 340-020-0520; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 20-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 13-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-94;
DEQ 21-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-94; DEQ 24-1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ
10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 12-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-23-95; DEQ 22-1995, f.
& cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 19-1996, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-96; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef.
10-22-96; DEQ 9-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-9-97; DEQ 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-14-98;
DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 21-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-98; DEQ 1-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 6-1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-99]; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-020-0205, 340-028-0110; DEQ 6-2001, f.
6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert.
ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 6-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-17-07 thru 2-12-08; DEQ 8-2007, f.
& cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 10-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-08; DEQ 5-2010, f. & cert. ef.
5-21-10; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11;
Administrative correction 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative correction, 2-6-12;
DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 11-
2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-7-13
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0030
New Source Review Procedural Requirements

(1) Information Required. The owner or operator of a source subject
to Major NSR or State NSR must submit an application and all information
DEQ needs to perform any analysis or make any determination required
under this division and OAR 340 division 225. The information must be in
writing on forms supplied or approved by DEQ and include the information
required to apply for a permit or permit modification under:

(a) OAR 340 division 216 for Major NSR or Type A State NSR
action; or

(b) OAR 340 division 216 or 218, whichever is applicable, for Type
B State NSR actions.

(2) Application Processing:
(a) For Type B State NSR, DEQ will review applications and issue

permits using the procedures in OAR 340 division 216 or 218, whichever
is applicable.

(b) For Major NSR and Type A State NSR:
(A) Notwithstanding the requirements of OAR 340-216-0040(11),

within 30 days after receiving an ACDP permit application to construct, or
any additional information or amendment to such application, DEQ will
advise the applicant whether the application is complete or if there is any
deficiency in the application or in the information submitted. For purposes
of this section, an application is complete as of the date on which DEQ
received all required information;

(B) Upon determining that an application is complete, DEQ will
undertake the public participation procedures in OAR 340 division 209 for
a Category IV permit action; and

(C) DEQ will make a final determination on the application within
twelve months after receiving a complete application.

(3) An owner or operator that obtained approval of a project under this
division must obtain approval for a revision to the project according to the
permit application requirements in this division and OAR 340 division 216
or 218, whichever is applicable, prior to initiating the revision. If construc-
tion has commenced, the owner or operator must temporarily halt con-
struction until a revised permit is issued. The following are considered revi-
sions to the project that would require approval:

(a) A change that would increase permitted emissions;

(b) A change that would require a re-evaluation of the approved con-
trol technology; or 

(c) A change that would increase air quality impacts.
(4) For major NSR and Type A State NSR permit actions, an ACDP

that approves construction must require construction to commence within
18 months of issuance. Construction approval terminates and is invalid if
construction is not commenced within 18 months after DEQ issues such
approval, or by the deadline approved by DEQ in an extension under sec-
tion (5). Construction approval also terminates and is invalid if construction
is discontinued for a period of 18 months or more or if construction is not
completed within 18 months of the scheduled time. An ACDP may approve
a phased construction project with separate construction approval dates for
each subsequent phase and, for purposes of applying this section, the con-
struction approval date for the second and subsequent phases will be treat-
ed as the construction approval issuance date.

(5) For major NSR and Type A State NSR permit actions, DEQ may
grant for good cause two 18-month construction approval extensions as fol-
lows: 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (i), for the first extension, the
owner or operator must submit an application to modify the permit that
includes the following:

(A) A detailed explanation of why the source could not commence
construction within the initial 18-month period; and

(B) Payment of the simple technical permit modification fee in OAR
340-216-8020 Part 3. 

(b) Except as provided in subsection (i), for the second extension, the
owner or operator must submit an application to modify the permit that
includes the following for the original regulated pollutants subject to Major
NSR or Type A State NSR:

(A) A detailed explanation of why the source could not commence
construction within the second 18-month period;

(B) A review of the original LAER or BACT analysis for potentially
lower limits and a review of any new control technologies that may have
become commercially available since the original LAER or BACT analy-
sis; 

(C) A review of the air quality analysis to address any of the follow-
ing:

(i) All ambient air quality standards and PSD increments that were
subject to review under the original application;

(ii) Any new competing sources or changes in ambient air quality
since the original application was submitted;

(iii) Any new ambient air quality standards or PSD increments for the
regulated pollutants that were subject to review under the original applica-
tion; and

(iv) Any changes to EPA approved models that would affect modeling
results since the original application was submitted, and

(D) Payment of the moderate technical permit modification fee plus
the modeling review fee in OAR 340-216-8020 Part 3. 

(c) Except as provided in subsection (i), the permit will be terminat-
ed 54 months after it was initially issued if construction does not commence
during that 54 month period. If the owner or operator wants approval to
construct beyond the termination of the permit, the owner or operator must
submit an application for a new Major NSR or Type A State NSR permit. 

(d) If construction is commenced prior to the date that construction
approval terminates, the permit can be renewed or the owner or operator
may apply for a Title V permit as required in OAR 340-218-0190; 

(e) To request a construction approval extension under subsection (a)
or (b), the owner or operator must submit an application to modify the per-
mit at least 30 days but not more than 90 days prior to the end of the cur-
rent construction approval period.

(f) Construction may not commence during the period from the end of
the preceding construction approval to the time DEQ approves the next
extension. 

(g) DEQ will make a proposed permit modification available using
the following public participation procedures in OAR 340 division 209:

(A) Category II for an extension that does not require an air quality
analysis; or

(B) Category III for an extension that requires an air quality analysis.
(h) DEQ will grant a permit modification extending the construction

approval for 18 months from the end of the first or second 18-month con-
struction approval period, whichever is applicable, if:

(A) Based on the information required to be submitted under subsec-
tion (a) or (b), DEQ determines that the proposed source will continue to
meet NSR requirements; and
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(B) For any extension, the area impacted by the source has not been
redesignated to sustainment or nonattainment prior to the granting of the
extension.

(i) If the area where the source is located is redesignated to sustain-
ment or nonattainment before any extension is approved, the owner or oper-
ator must demonstrate compliance with the redesignated area requirements
if the source is subject to Major or Type A State NSR for the redesignated
pollutant, and must obtain the appropriate permit or permit revision before
construction may commence. The new permit or permit revision under this
subsection will be considered to start a new initial 18-month construction
approval period.

(6) Approval to construct does not relieve any owner or operator of
the responsibility to comply fully with applicable provisions of the SIP and
any other requirements under local, state or federal law;

(7) Sources that are subject to OAR 340 division 218, Oregon Title V
Permits, are subject to the following:

(a) Except as prohibited in subsection (b), approval to construct a
source under an ACDP issued under OAR 340 division 216 authorizes con-
struction and operation of the source, until the later of:

(A) One year from the date of initial startup of operation of the source
subject to Major NSR or Type A State NSR; or

(B) If a timely and complete application for an Oregon Title V
Operating Permit is submitted, the date of final action by DEQ on the
Oregon Title V Operating Permit application.

(b) Where an existing Oregon Title V Operating Permit prohibits con-
struction or a change in operation, the owner or operator must obtain a Title
V permit revision before commencing the construction, continuing the con-
struction or making the change in operation.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 18-1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 13-1988, f. &
cert. ef. 6-17-88; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93,
Renumbered from 340-020-0230; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 24-1994, f. &
cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-
96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1910; DEQ 6-2001, f.
6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-224-0034
Exemptions

Temporary emission sources that would be in operation at a site for
less than two years, such as pilot plants and portable facilities, and emis-
sions resulting from the construction phase of a source subject to Major
NSR or Type A State NSR must comply with only the control technology
requirements in the applicable section, but are exempt from the remaining
requirements of the applicable sections provided that the source subject to
Major NSR or Type A State NSR would not impact a Class I area or an area
with a known violation of a ambient air quality standard or a PSD incre-
ment.

NOTE: This rule was moved verbatim from OAR 340-224-0080 and amended on 04-
16-15. Previous rule history for OAR 340-224-0080: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81;
DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; Renumbered
from 340-020-0250; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef.
10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1950;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2004, f.& cert. ef. 4-14-04
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055  &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0250; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-028-1950; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-
14-04; Renumbered from 340-224-0080 by DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0038 
Fugitive and Secondary Emissions

For sources subject to Major NSR or Type A State NSR, fugitive
emissions are included in the calculation of emission rates of all air con-
taminants. Fugitive emissions are subject to the same control requirements
and analyses required for emissions from identifiable stacks or vents.
Secondary emissions are not included in calculations of potential emissions
that are made to determine if a source or modification is subject to Major
or Type A State NSR. Once a source is subject to Major or Type A State
NSR, secondary emissions also become subject to the air quality impact
analysis requirements in this division and OAR 340 division 225.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan that
EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055  &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468
Hist.: ; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0040
Review of Sources Subject to Major NSR or Type A State NSR for
Compliance With Regulations

The owner or operator of a source subject to Major NSR or Type A
State NSR must demonstrate the ability of the source to comply with all
applicable air quality requirements of DEQ.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0235; DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1920; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0045
Requirements for Sources in Sustainment Areas

Within a designated sustainment area, a source subject to Major NSR
must meet the requirements listed below for each sustainment pollutant: 

(1) OAR 340-224-0070; and
(2) Net Air Quality Benefit: Satisfy OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-

0520 for ozone sustainment areas or 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0530(2)
and (4) for non-ozone sustainment areas, whichever is applicable, unless
the source can demonstrate that the impacts are less than the significant
impact levels at all receptors within the sustainment area.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: ; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0050
Requirements for Sources in Nonattainment Areas

Within a designated nonattainment area, and when referred to this rule
by other rules in this division, a source subject to Major NSR must meet the
requirements listed below for each nonattainment pollutant: 

(1) Lowest Achievable Emission Rate (LAER). The owner or opera-
tor of the source must apply LAER for each nonattainment pollutant emit-
ted at or above the SER. LAER applies separately to the nonattainment pol-
lutant if emitted at or above a SER over the netting basis. 

(a) For a major modification, the requirement for LAER applies to the
following: 

(A) Each emissions unit that emits the nonattainment pollutant and is
not included in the most recent netting basis established for that pollutant;
and 

(B) Each emissions unit that emits the nonattainment pollutant and is
included in the most recent netting basis and contributed to the emissions
increase calculated in OAR 340-224-0025(2)(a)(B) for the nonattainment
pollutant or precursor. 

(b) For phased construction projects, the LAER determination must
be reviewed at the latest reasonable time before commencing construction
of each independent phase. 

(c) When determining LAER for a change that was made at a source
before the current Major NSR application, DEQ will consider technical fea-
sibility of retrofitting required controls provided: 

(A) The physical change or change in the method of operation at a
unit that contributed to the emissions increase calculated in OAR 340-224-
0025(2)(a)(B) was made in compliance with Major NSR requirements in
effect when the change was made, and 

(B) No limit will be relaxed that was previously relied on to avoid
Major NSR. 

(d) Physical changes or changes in the method of operation to indi-
vidual emissions units that contributed to the emissions increase calculated
in OAR 340-224-0025(2)(a)(B) but that increased the potential to emit less
than 10 percent of the SER are exempt from this section unless: 

(A) They are not constructed yet; 
(B) They are part of a discrete, identifiable, larger project that was

constructed within the previous 5 years and that resulted in emission
increases equal to or greater than 10 percent of the SER; or 

(C) They were constructed without, or in violation of, DEQ’s
approval. 

(2) Air Quality Protection: 
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(a) Air Quality Analysis: The owner or operator of a federal major
source must comply with OAR 340-225-0050(4) and 340-225-0070.

(b) Net Air Quality Benefit: The owner or operator of the source must
satisfy OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone nonattainment
areas or 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0530(2) and (4) for non-ozone nonat-
tainment areas, whichever is applicable.

(3) Sources Impacting Other Designated Areas: The owner or opera-
tor of any source that will have a significant impact on air quality in a des-
ignated area other than the one the source is locating in must also meet the
following requirements, as applicable: 

(a) The owner or operator of any source that emits an ozone precur-
sor (VOC or NOx) at or above the SER over the netting basis is considered
to have a significant impact if located within 100 kilometers of a designat-
ed ozone area, and must also meet the requirements for demonstrating net
air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone
designated areas. 

(b) The owner or operator of any source that emits any criteria pollu-
tant, other than NOx as an ozone precursor, at or above the SER over the
netting basis and has an impact equal to or greater than the Class II SIL on
another designated area must also meet the requirements for demonstrating
net air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and OAR 340-224-0540
for designated areas other than ozone designated areas. 

(4) The owner or operator of the source must: 
(a) Evaluate alternative sites, sizes, production processes, and envi-

ronmental control techniques for the proposed source or major modification
and demonstrate that benefits of the proposed source or major modification
will significantly outweigh the environmental and social costs imposed as
a result of its location, construction or modification. 

(b) Demonstrate that all federal major sources owned or operated by
such person (or by an entity controlling, controlled by, or under common
control with such person) in the state are in compliance, or are on a sched-
ule for compliance, with all applicable emission limitations and standards
under the FCAA.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert.
ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93,
Renumbered from 340-020-0240; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 10-1995, f. &
cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96;
DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 1-1999, f. & cert. ef.1-25-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1930; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-
01; DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 10-
2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative correction, 3-29-11;
DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0055
Requirements for Sources in Reattainment Areas

Within a designated reattainment area, a source subject to Major NSR
must meet the requirements listed below for each reattainment pollutant: 

(1) OAR 340-224-0050, treating the reattainment pollutant as a nonat-
tainment pollutant for that rule; and 

(2) The owner or operator must demonstrate that it will not cause or
contribute to a new violation of an ambient air quality standard or PSD
increment in OAR 340 division 202 by conducting the analysis under 340-
225-0050.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0060
Requirements for Sources in Maintenance Areas

Within a designated maintenance area, a source subject to Major NSR
must meet the requirements listed below for each maintenance pollutant: 

(1) OAR 340-224-0070; and
(2) Net Air Quality Benefit: Except for sources described in section

(7), the owner or operator of the source must satisfy one of the requirements
listed below:

(a) OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone maintenance
areas or 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0530(3) and (4) for non-ozone mainte-
nance areas, whichever is applicable;

(b) Demonstrate that the source or modification will not cause or con-
tribute to an air quality impact in excess of the impact levels in OAR 340-
202-0225 by performing the analysis specified in 340-225-0045; or

(c) Obtain an allocation from a growth allowance. The requirements
of this section may be met in whole or in part in an ozone or carbon monox-
ide maintenance area with an allocation by DEQ from a growth allowance,
if available, under the applicable maintenance plan in the SIP adopted by
the EQC and approved by EPA. Procedures for allocating the growth
allowances for the Oregon portion of the Portland-Vancouver Interstate
Maintenance Area for Ozone and the Portland Maintenance Area for
Carbon Monoxide are contained in OAR 340-242-0430 and 340-242-0440. 

(3) Sources Impacting Other Designated Areas: The owner or opera-
tor of any source that will have a significant impact on air quality in a des-
ignated area other than the one the source is locating in must also meet the
following requirements, as applicable: 

(a) The owner or operator of any source that emits an ozone precur-
sor (VOC or NOx) at or above the SER over the netting basis is considered
to have a significant impact if located within 100 kilometers of a designat-
ed ozone area, and must also meet the requirements for demonstrating net
air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone
designated areas. 

(b) The owner or operator of any source that emits any criteria pollu-
tant, other than NOx as an ozone precursor, at or above the SER over the
netting basis and has an impact equal to or greater than the Class II SIL on
another designated area must also meet the requirements for demonstrating
net air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0540 for des-
ignated areas other than ozone designated areas. 

(4) Contingency Plan Requirements. If the contingency plan in an
applicable maintenance plan is implemented due to a violation of an ambi-
ent air quality standard, this section applies in addition to other require-
ments of this rule until the EQC adopts a revised maintenance plan and EPA
approves it as a SIP revision. 

(a) The source must comply with the LAER requirement in OAR 340-
224-0050(1) in lieu of the BACT requirement in section (1); and 

(b) The source must comply with the net air quality benefit require-
ment in subsection (2)(a) and may not apply the alternatives provided in
subsections (2)(b) and (2)(c). 

(5) Medford-Ashland AQMA: A source that would emit PM10 with-
in the Medford-Ashland AQMA must meet the LAER emission control
technology requirements in OAR 340-224-0050. 

(6) Pending Redesignation Requests. This rule does not apply to a
source for which a complete application to construct was submitted to DEQ
before the maintenance area was redesignated from nonattainment to attain-
ment by EPA. Such a source is subject to OAR 340-224-0050 or 340-224-
0055, whichever is applicable. 

(7) The following sources are exempt from net air quality benefit
under section (2) as follows:

(a) Sources within or affecting the Medford Ozone Maintenance Area
are exempt from the requirement for NOx offsets relating to ozone forma-
tion; and 

(b) Sources within or affecting the Salem Ozone Maintenance Area
are exempt from the requirement for VOC and NOx offsets relating to
ozone formation. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96; DEQ 15-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 1-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
028-1935; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02;
DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 9-2005, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-05; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert.
ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0070
Prevention of Significant Deterioration Requirements for Sources in
Attainment or Unclassified Areas

Within a designated attainment or unclassified area, and when
referred to this rule by other rules in this division, a source that is subject
to Major NSR for any regulated pollutant, other than nonattainment pollu-
tants and reattainment pollutants, must meet the requirements listed below
for each such pollutant, except that GHGs are only subject to subsection
(2): 

(1)(a) Preconstruction Air Quality Monitoring: 
(A) The owner or operator of a source must submit with the applica-

tion an analysis of ambient air quality in the area impacted by the proposed
project for each regulated pollutant subject to this rule except as allowed by
paragraph (B). 
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(i) The analysis must include continuous air quality monitoring data
for any regulated pollutant subject to this rule that may be emitted by the
source, except for volatile organic compounds. 

(ii) The data must relate to the year preceding receipt of the complete
application and must have been gathered over the same time period. 

(iii) DEQ may allow the owner or operator to demonstrate that data
gathered over some other time period would be adequate to determine that
the source would not cause or contribute to a violation of an ambient air
quality standard or any applicable PSD increment. 

(iv) When PM10/PM2.5 preconstruction monitoring is required by
this section, at least four months of data must be collected, including the
season DEQ judges to have the highest PM10/PM2.5 levels. PM10/PM2.5
must be measured using 40 CFR part 50, Appendices J and L. In some
cases, a full year of data will be required. 

(v) The owner or operator must submit a written preconstruction air
quality monitoring plan at least 60 days prior to the planned beginning of
monitoring. The applicant may not commence monitoring under the plan
until DEQ approves the plan in writing.

(vi) Required air quality monitoring must comply with 40 CFR part
58 Appendix A, “Quality Assurance Requirements for SLAMS, SPMs and
PSD Air Monitoring” and with other methods on file with DEQ. 

(vii) With DEQ’s approval, the owner or operator may use represen-
tative or conservative background concentration data in lieu of conducting
preconstruction air quality monitoring if the source demonstrates that such
data is adequate to determine that the source would not cause or contribute
to a violation of an ambient air quality standard or any applicable PSD
increment.

(B) DEQ may exempt the owner or operator of a source from pre-
construction monitoring for a specific regulated pollutant if the owner or
operator demonstrates that the air quality impact from the emissions
increase would be less than the amounts listed below, or that modeled com-
peting source concentration plus the general background concentration of
the regulated pollutant within the source impact area, as defined in OAR
340 division 225, are less than the following significant monitoring con-
centrations:

(i) Carbon monoxide; 575 ug/m3, 8 hour average; 
(ii) Nitrogen dioxide; 14 ug/m3, annual average; 
(iii) PM10; 10 ug/m3, 24 hour average; 
(iv) PM2.5; 0 ug/m3, 24-hour average; 
(v) Sulfur dioxide; 13 ug/m3, 24 hour average; 
(vi) Ozone; Any net increase of 100 tons/year or more of VOCs from

a source requires an ambient impact analysis, including the gathering of
ambient air quality data unless the existing representative monitoring data
shows maximum ozone concentrations are less than 50 percent of the ozone
ambient air quality standards based on a full season of monitoring; 

(vii) Lead; 0.1 ug/m3, 24 hour average; 
(viii) Fluorides; 0.25 ug/m3, 24 hour average; 
(ix) Total reduced sulfur; 10 ug/m3, 1 hour average; 
(x) Hydrogen sulfide; 0.04 ug/m3, 1 hour average; 
(xi) Reduced sulfur compounds; 10 ug/m3, 1 hour average. 
(b) Post-Construction Air Quality Monitoring: DEQ may require

post-construction ambient air quality monitoring as a permit condition to
establish the effect of actual emissions, other than volatile organic com-
pounds, on the air quality of any area that such emissions could affect. 

(2) Best Available Control Technology (BACT). For a source under
the applicability criteria in OAR 340-224-0010(1)(a)(A), the owner or
operator must apply BACT for each regulated pollutant emitted at or above
a SER. For a source under the applicability criteria in 340-224-
0010(1)(a)(B) or (C), BACT applies to each regulated pollutant that is emit-
ted at or above a SER over the netting basis and meets the criteria of major
modification in OAR 340-224-0025. In the Medford-Ashland AQMA, the
owner or operator of any PM10 source must comply with the LAER emis-
sion control technology requirement in OAR 340-224-0050(1), and is
exempt from the BACT provision of this section. 

(a) For a major modification, the requirement for BACT applies to the
following: 

(A) Each emissions unit that emits the regulated pollutant and is not
included in the most recent netting basis established for that regulated pol-
lutant; and 

(B) Each emissions unit that emits the regulated pollutant and is
included in the most recent netting basis and contributed to the emissions
increase calculated in OAR 340-224-0025(2)(a)(B) for the regulated pollu-
tant. 

(b) For phased construction projects, the BACT determination must
be reviewed at the latest reasonable time before commencement of con-
struction of each independent phase. 

(c) When determining BACT for a change that was made at a source
before the current Major NSR application, any additional cost of retro-
fitting required controls may be considered provided: 

(A) The change was made in compliance with Major NSR require-
ments in effect at the time the change was made, and 

(B) No limit is being relaxed that was previously relied on to avoid
Major NSR. 

(d) Modifications to individual emissions units that have an emission
increase, calculated per OAR 340-224-0025(2)(a)(B), that is less than 10
percent of the SER are exempt from this section unless: 

(A) They are not constructed yet; 
(B) They are part of a discrete, identifiable larger project that was

constructed within the previous 5 years and that is equal to or greater than
10 percent of the SER; or 

(C) They were constructed without, or in violation of, DEQ’s
approval. 

(3) Air Quality Protection:
(a) Air Quality Analysis: 
(A) The owner or operator of the source must comply with OAR 340-

225-0050 and 340-225-0060 for each regulated pollutant for which emis-
sions will exceed the netting basis by the SER or more due to the proposed
source or modification. 

(B) The owner or operator of a federal major source must comply
with OAR 340-225-0050(4) and 340-225-0070.

(b) For increases of direct PM2.5 or PM2.5 precursors equal to or
greater than the SERs, the owner or operator must provide an analysis of
PM2.5 air quality impacts based on all increases of direct PM2.5 and
PM2.5 precursors. 

(c) The owner or operator of the source must demonstrate that it will
not cause or contribute to a new violation of an ambient air quality standard
or PSD increment even if the single source impact is less than the signifi-
cant impact level under OAR 340-225-0050(1). 

(4) Sources Impacting Other Designated Areas: The owner or opera-
tor of any source that will have a significant impact on air quality in a des-
ignated area other than the one the source is locating in must also meet the
following requirements, as applicable: 

(a) The owner or operator of any source that emits an ozone precur-
sor (VOC or NOx) at or above the SER over the netting basis is considered
to have a significant impact if located within 100 kilometers of a designat-
ed ozone area, and must also meet the requirements for demonstrating net
air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone
designated areas. 

(b) The owner or operator of any source that emits any criteria pollu-
tant, other than NOx as an ozone precursor, at or above the SER over the
netting basis and has an impact equal to or greater than the Class II SIL on
another designated area must also meet the requirements for demonstrating
net air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0540 for des-
ignated areas other than ozone designated areas. 

NOTE: Section (1) of this rule was moved verbatim from OAR 340-225-0050(4) and
amended on 04-16-15. Previous rule history for OAR 340-225-0050: DEQ 6-2001, f.
6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert.
ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11;
Administrative correction, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 18-1984, f. & ef.
10-16-84; DEQ 14-1985, f. & ef. 10-16-85; DEQ 5-1986, f. & ef. 2-21-86; DEQ 8-1988, f.
& cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected 5-31-88); DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92, Section
(8) Renumbered from 340-020-0241; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0245; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93;
DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96; DEQ 16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 1-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 1-25-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1940;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 1-2004,
f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10,
cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative correction, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11,
cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0245
Requirements for Sources in Sustainment Areas

Within a designated sustainment area, a source subject to State NSR
must meet the following requirements for each sustainment pollutant: 

(1) Air Quality Protection: The owner or operator must comply with
subsection (a) or (b): 
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(a) Air Quality Analysis: The owner or operator must comply with
OAR 340-225-0050(1) and (2) and 340-225-0060 for each regulated pollu-
tant for which emissions will exceed the netting basis by the SER or more
due to the proposed source or modification. For increases of direct PM2.5
or PM2.5 precursors equal to or greater than the SER, the owner or opera-
tor must provide an analysis of PM2.5 air quality impacts based on all
increases of direct PM2.5 and PM2.5 precursors; or 

(b) Net Air Quality Benefit: The owner or operator of the source must
satisfy the requirements of paragraph (A), (B), or (C), as applicable:

(A) For ozone sustainment areas, OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-
0520;

(B) For sources located in non-ozone sustainment areas, that will emit
100 tons per year or more of the sustainment pollutant, OAR 340-224-0510
and 340-224-0530(2) and (4);

(C) For sources located in non-ozone sustainment areas, that will emit
less than 100 tons per year of the sustainment pollutant, OAR 340-224-
0510 and 340-224-0530(3) and (4).

(2) If the owner or operator complied with subsection (1)(b) and the
increase in emissions is the result of a major modification, then the owner
or operator must apply BACT under OAR 340-224-0070(2). 

(3) The owner or operator of a federal major source must comply with
OAR 340-225-0050(4) and 340-225-0070.

(4) The owner or operator must demonstrate that it will not cause or
contribute to a new violation of an ambient air quality standard or PSD
increment even if the single source impact is less than the significant
impact level under OAR 340-225-0050(1). 

(5) Sources Impacting Other Designated Areas: The owner or opera-
tor of any source that will have a significant impact on air quality in a des-
ignated area other than the one the source is locating in must also meet the
following requirements, as applicable: 

(a) The owner or operator of any source that emits an ozone precur-
sor (VOC or NOx) at or above the SER over the netting basis is considered
to have a significant impact if located within 100 kilometers of a designat-
ed ozone area, and must also meet the requirements for demonstrating net
air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone
designated areas. 

(b) The owner or operator of any source that emits any criteria pollu-
tant, other than NOx as an ozone precursor, at or above the SER over the
netting basis and has an impact equal to or greater than the Class II SIL on
another designated area must also meet the requirements for demonstrating
net air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and OAR 340-224-0540
for designated areas other than ozone designated areas. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0250
Requirements for Sources in Nonattainment Areas

Within a designated nonattainment area, a source subject to State
NSR must meet the following requirements for each nonattainment pollu-
tant:

(1) If the increase in emissions is the result of a major modification,
the owner or operator must apply BACT under OAR 340-224-0070(2).

(2) Air Quality Protection:
(a) Air Quality Analysis: An air quality analysis is not required except

that the owner or operator of a federal major source must comply with OAR
340-225-0050(4) and 340-225-0070.

(b) Net Air Quality Benefit: The owner or operator of the source must
satisfy the requirements of paragraph (A), (B), or (C), as applicable:

(A) For ozone nonattainment areas, OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-
0520;

(B) For sources located in non-ozone nonattainment areas, that will
emit 100 tons per year or more of the nonattainment pollutant, OAR 340-
224-0510 and 340-224-0530(2) and (4);

(C) For sources located in non-ozone nonattainment areas, that will
emit less than 100 tons per year of the nonattainment pollutant, OAR 340-
224-0510 and 340-224-0530(3) and (4).

(3) Sources Impacting Other Designated Areas: The owner or opera-
tor of any source that will have a significant impact on air quality in a des-
ignated area other than the one the source is locating in must also meet the
following requirements, as applicable: 

(a) The owner or operator of any source that emits an ozone precur-
sor (VOC or NOx) at or above the SER over the netting basis is considered
to have a significant impact if located within 100 kilometers of a designat-

ed ozone area, and must also meet the requirements for demonstrating net
air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone
designated areas. 

(b) The owner or operator of any source that emits any criteria pollu-
tant, other than NOx as an ozone precursor, at or above the SER over the
netting basis and has an impact equal to or greater than the Class II SIL on
another designated area must also meet the requirements for demonstrating
net air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0540 for des-
ignated areas other than ozone designated areas. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0255
Requirements for Sources in Reattainment Areas

Within a designated reattainment area, a source subject to State NSR
must comply with the requirements in OAR 340-224-0260 for each reat-
tainment pollutant treating the reattainment pollutant as a maintenance pol-
lutant for that rule, except that 340-224-0260(2)(b)(C) and (4) are not appli-
cable unless DEQ has approved a contingency plan for the reattainment
area. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0260
Requirements for Sources in Maintenance Areas

Within a designated maintenance area, a source subject to State NSR
must meet the following requirements for each maintenance pollutant:

(1) If the increase in emissions is the result of a major modification,
the owner or operator of the source must apply BACT under OAR 340-224-
0070(2), except for a PM10 source in the Medford/Ashland AQMA where
the owner or operator of the source must apply LAER under 340-224-
0050(1). 

(2) Air Quality Protection: The owner or operator of the source must
satisfy the requirements of either subsections (a), (c), and (d) or of subsec-
tions (b), (c) and (d):

(a) Air Quality Analysis: The owner or operator of the source must
comply with OAR 340-225-0050(1) and (2) and 340-225-0060 for each
regulated pollutant for which emissions will exceed the netting basis by the
SER or more due to the proposed source or modification. For emissions
increases of direct PM2.5 or PM2.5 precursors equal to or greater than the
SER, the owner or operator must provide an analysis of PM2.5 air quality
impacts based on all increases of direct PM2.5 and PM2.5 precursors. 

(b) Net Air Quality Benefit: The owner or operator of the source must
satisfy the requirements of paragraph (A), (B) or (C), as applicable:

(A) OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone maintenance
areas or OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0530(3) and (4) for non-ozone
maintenance areas, whichever is applicable;

(B) Demonstrate that the source or modification will not cause or con-
tribute to an air quality impact equal to or greater than the impact levels in
OAR 340-202-0225 by performing the analysis specified in OAR 340-225-
0045; or

(C) Obtain an allocation from a growth allowance. The requirements
of this section may be met in whole or in part in an ozone or carbon monox-
ide maintenance area with an allocation by DEQ from a growth allowance,
if available, under the applicable maintenance plan in the SIP adopted by
the EQC and approved by EPA. Procedures for allocating the growth
allowances for the Oregon portion of the Portland-Vancouver Interstate
Maintenance Area for Ozone and the Portland Maintenance Area for
Carbon Monoxide are contained in OAR 340-242-0430 and 340-242-0440. 

(c) The owner or operator of a federal major source must comply with
OAR 340-225-0050(4) and 340-225-0070. 

(d) The owner or operator of the source must demonstrate that it will
not cause or contribute to a new violation of an ambient air quality standard
or PSD increment even if the single source impact is less than the signifi-
cant impact level under OAR 340-225-0050(1). 

(3) Sources Impacting Other Designated Areas: The owner or opera-
tor of any source that will have a significant impact on air quality in a des-
ignated area other than the one the source is locating in must also meet the
following requirements, as applicable: 
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(a) The owner or operator of any source that emits an ozone precur-
sor (VOC or NOx) at or above the SER over the netting basis is considered
to have a significant impact if located within 100 kilometers of a designat-
ed ozone area, and must also meet the requirements for demonstrating net
air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone
designated areas. 

(b) The owner or operator of any source that emits any criteria pollu-
tant, other than NOx as an ozone precursor, at or above the SER over the
netting basis and has an impact equal to or greater than the Class II SIL on
another designated area must also meet the requirements for demonstrating
net air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0540 for des-
ignated areas other than ozone designated areas. 

(4) Contingency Plan Requirements. If the contingency plan in an
applicable maintenance plan is implemented due to a violation of an ambi-
ent air quality standard, this section applies in addition to other require-
ments of this rule until the EQC adopts a revised maintenance plan and EPA
approves it as a SIP revision. 

(a) The source must comply with the LAER requirement in OAR 340-
224-0050(1) in lieu of the BACT requirement in section (1); and

(b) The owner or operator must comply with paragraph (2)(b)(A). 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0270
Requirement for Sources in Attainment and Unclassified Areas

Within a designated attainment or unclassified area, a source subject
to State NSR must meet the following requirements for each attainment
pollutant:

(1) Air Quality Protection:
(a) Air Quality Analysis: The owner or operator of the source must

comply with OAR 340-225-0050(1) and (2) and 340-225-0060 for each
regulated pollutant other than GHGs for which emissions will exceed the
netting basis by the SER or more due to the proposed source or modifica-
tion. 

(b) For increases of direct PM2.5 or PM2.5 precursors equal to or
greater than the SER, the owner or operator of the source must provide an
analysis of PM2.5 air quality impacts based on all increases of direct PM2.5
and PM2.5 precursors. 

(c) The owner or operator of a federal major source must comply with
OAR 340-225-0050(4) and 340-225-0070.

(d) The owner or operator of the source must demonstrate that it will
not cause or contribute to a new violation of an ambient air quality standard
or PSD increment even if the single source impact is less than the signifi-
cant impact level under OAR 340-225-0050(1). 

(2) Sources Impacting Other Designated Areas: The owner or opera-
tor of any source that will have a significant impact on air quality in a des-
ignated area other than the one the source is locating in must also meet the
following requirements, as applicable: 

(a) The owner or operator of any source that emits an ozone precur-
sor (VOC or NOx) at or above the SER over the netting basis is considered
to have a significant impact if located within 100 kilometers of a designat-
ed ozone area, and must also meet the requirements for demonstrating net
air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone
designated areas. 

(b) The owner or operator of any source that emits any criteria pollu-
tant, other than NOx as an ozone precursor, at or above the SER over the
netting basis and has an impact equal to or greater than the Class II SIL on
another designated area must also meet the requirements for demonstrating
net air quality benefit under OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0540 for des-
ignated areas other than ozone designated areas. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0500
Net Air Quality Benefit for Sources Locating Within or Impacting
Designated Areas

OAR 340-224-0510 through 340-224-0540 are the requirements for
demonstrating net air quality benefit using offsets. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0510 
Common Offset Requirements 

The purpose of these rules is to demonstrate reasonable further
progress toward achieving or maintaining the ambient air quality standards
for sources locating within or impacting designated areas. A source may
make such demonstration by providing emission offsets to balance the level
of projected emissions by the source at the applicable ratios described in
this division.

(1) Unless otherwise specified in the rules, offsets required under this
rule must meet the requirements of OAR 340 division 268, Emission
Reduction Credits. 

(2) Except as provided in section (3), the emission reductions used as
offsets must be of the same type of regulated pollutant as the emissions
from the new source or modification. Sources of PM10 must be offset with
particulate in the same size range. 

(3) Offsets for direct PM2.5 may be obtained from NO2 and SO2
emissions as precursors to secondary PM2.5. The interpollutant trading
ratios for these emissions will be approved by DEQ on a case by case basis.
Offsets for SO2 and NO2 emissions from direct PM2.5 emissions will be
determined in the same manner.

(4) Offset ratios specified in these rules are the minimum require-
ment. All offsets obtained by a source, including any that exceed the mini-
mum requirement, may be used for the purpose of OAR 340-224-0530(4).

(5) Emission reductions used as offsets must meet at least one of the
following criteria:

(a) They must be equivalent to the emissions being offset in terms of
short term, seasonal, and yearly time periods to mitigate the effects of the
proposed emissions; or

(b) They must address the air quality problem in the area, such as but
not limited to woodstove replacements to address winter-time exceedances
of short term PM2.5 standards. 

(6) If the complete permit application or permit that is issued based
on that application is amended due to changes to the proposed project, the
owner or operator may continue to use the original offsets and any addi-
tional offsets that may become necessary for the project provided that the
changes to the project do not result in a change to the two digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) code associated with the source and that the
offsets will continue to satisfy the offset criteria. 

NOTE: This rule, except section (3), is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act
Implementation Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0520
Requirements for Demonstrating Net Air Quality Benefit for Ozone
Areas

When directed by the Major or State NSR rules or OAR 340-222-
0042, the owner or operator must comply with this rule. 

(1) Offsets for VOC and NOx are required if the source will be locat-
ed within an ozone designated area or closer to the nearest boundary of an
ozone designated area than the ozone impact distance as defined in section
(2). 

(2) Ozone impact distance is the distance in kilometers from the near-
est boundary of an ozone designated area within which a source of VOC or
NOx is considered to significantly affect that designated area. The determi-
nation of significance is made by either the formula method or the demon-
stration method. 

(a) The Formula Method. 
(A) For sources with complete permit applications submitted before

Jan. 1, 2003: D = 30 km.
(B) For sources with complete permit applications submitted on or

after Jan. 1, 2003: D = (Q/40) x 30 km.
(C) D is the ozone impact distance in kilometers. The value for D is

100 kilometers when D is calculated to exceed 100 kilometers. Q is the
larger of the NOx or VOC emissions increase above the netting basis from
the source being evaluated in tons per year. 

(D) If a source is located closer than D from the nearest ozone desig-
nated area boundary, the source must obtain offsets under sections (3) and
(4). If the source is located at a distance equal to or greater than D from the
nearest ozone designated area boundary then the source is not required to
obtain offsets. 
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(b) The Demonstration Method. An applicant may demonstrate to
DEQ that the source or proposed source would not have a material effect
on an ozone designated area other than attainment or unclassified areas.
This demonstration may be based on an analysis of major topographic fea-
tures, dispersion modeling, meteorological conditions, or other factors. If
DEQ determines that the source or proposed source would not have a mate-
rial effect on the designated area under high ozone conditions, the ozone
impact distance is zero kilometers. 

(3) The required ratio of offsetting emissions reductions from other
sources (offsets) to the emissions increase from the proposed source or
modification (emissions) and the location of sources that may provide off-
sets is as follows: 

(a) For new or modified sources locating within an ozone nonattain-
ment area, the offset ratio is 1.1:1 (offsets:emissions). These offsets must
come from sources within either the same designated area as the new or
modified source or from sources in another ozone nonattainment area with
equal or higher nonattainment classification that contributes to a violation
of the ozone ambient air quality standards in the same ozone designated
area as the new or modified source. 

(b) For new or modified sources locating within an ozone mainte-
nance area, the offset ratio is 1.1:1 (offsets:emissions). These offsets may
come from sources within either the maintenance area or from a source that
is closer to the nearest maintenance area boundary than that source’s ozone
impact distance. 

(c) For new or modified sources locating outside the designated area
not including attainment or unclassified areas, but closer than the ozone
impact distance of the nearest boundary of the designated area, the offset
ratio is 1:1 (offsets:emissions). These offsets may come from within either
the designated area or from a source that is closer to the nearest mainte-
nance area boundary than that source’s ozone impact distance. 

(4) The amount of required offsets and the amount of provided offsets
from contributing sources varies based on whether the proposed source or
modification and the sources contributing offsets are located outside the
ozone designated area other than attainment or unclassified areas. The
required offsets and the provided offsets are calculated using either the for-
mula method or the demonstration method, as follows, except that sources
located inside an ozone nonattainment area must use the formula method. 

(a) The Formula Method. 
(A) Required offsets (RO) for new or modified sources are deter-

mined as follows: 
(i) For sources with complete permit applications submitted before

January 1, 2003: RO = SQ; and 
(ii) For sources with complete permit applications submitted on or

after January 1, 2003: RO = (SQ minus (SD multiplied by 40/30)).
(B) Contributing sources may provide offsets (PO) calculated as fol-

lows: PO = CQ minus (CD multiplied by 40/30).
(C) Multiple sources may contribute to the required offsets of a new

source. For the formula method to be satisfied, total provided offsets (PO)
must equal or exceed required offsets (RO) by the ratio described in section
(3). 

(D) Definitions of factors used in paragraphs (A) (B) and (C): 
(i) RO is the required offset of NOx or VOC in tons per year as a

result of the source emissions increase. If RO is calculated to be negative,
RO is set to zero. 

(ii) SQ (source quantity) is the source’s emissions increase of NOx or
VOC in tons per year above the netting basis. 

(iii) SD is the source distance in kilometers to the nearest boundary of
the designated area except attainment or unclassified areas. SD is zero for
sources located within the designated area except attainment or unclassified
areas. 

(iv) PO is the provided offset from a contributing source and must be
equal to or greater than zero; 

(v) CQ (contributing quantity) is the contributing source’s emissions
reduction in tons per year calculated as the contemporaneous pre-reduction
actual emissions less the post-reduction allowable emissions from the con-
tributing source (as provided in OAR 340-268-0030(1)(b)). 

(vi) CD is the contributing source’s distance in kilometers from the
nearest boundary of the designated area except attainment or unclassified
areas. For a contributing source located within the designated area except
attainment or unclassified areas, CD equals zero. 

(b) The Demonstration Method. An applicant may demonstrate to
DEQ using dispersion modeling or other analyses the level and location of
offsets that would be sufficient to provide actual reductions in concentra-
tions of VOC or NOx in the designated area during high ozone conditions
as the ratio described in section (3). The modeled reductions of ambient

VOC or NOx concentrations resulting from the emissions offset must be
demonstrated over a greater area and over a greater period of time within
the designated area as compared to the modeled ambient VOC or NOx con-
centrations resulting from the emissions increase from the source subject to
this rule. If DEQ determines that the demonstration is acceptable, then
DEQ will approve the offsets proposed by the applicant. 

(c) Offsets obtained for a previous PSEL increase that did not involve
resetting the netting basis can be credited toward offsets currently required
for a PSEL increase. 

(5) In lieu of obtaining offsets, the owner or operator may obtain an
allocation at the rate of 1:1 from a growth allowance, if available, in an
applicable maintenance plan. 

NOTE: This rule was moved verbatim from OAR 340-225-0020(10) and (11) and
OAR 340-225-0090(1) and amended on 04-16-15. Previous rule history for OAR
340-225-0020: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef.
10-8-02; DEQ 12-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02 thru 4-6-03; Administrative cor-
rection 11-10-03; DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-
4-05; DEQ 9-2005, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-05; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-
1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative correction, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert.
ef. 5-1-11. Previous rule history for OAR 340-225-0090: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-
81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 8-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88 (and corrected
5-31-88); DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert. ef. 11-12-92;
DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered
from 340-020-0260; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef.
2-17-95; DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-
99, Renumbered from 340-028-1970; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-030-0111; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01,
Renumbered from 340-224-0090 & 340-240-0260; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-
02; DEQ 12-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02 thru 4-6-03; Administrative correc-
tion 11-10-03; DEQ 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05;
DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10
thru 2-28-11; Administrative correction, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-
1-11; DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0530
Requirements for Demonstrating Net Air Quality Benefit for Non-
Ozone Areas

(1) When directed by the Major or State NSR rules or OAR 340-222-
0042, the owner or operator of the source must comply with sections (2)
through (6), as applicable. For purposes of this rule, priority sources are
sources identified under OAR 340-204-0320 for the designated area.

(2) The ratio of offsets compared to the source’s potential emissions
increase is 1.2:1 (offsets:emissions). If the offsets include offsets from pri-
ority sources, the ratio will be decreased by the offsets obtained from pri-
ority sources as a percentage of the source’s potential emissions increase.
For example, if the owner or operator obtains offsets from priority sources
equal to 10% of its potential emissions increase, then the offset ratio is
reduced by 0.10, to 1.1:1. In no event, however, will the offset ratio be less
than 1.0:1, even if more than 20% of offsets are from priority sources. 

(3) The ratio of offsets compared to the source’s potential emissions
increase is 1.0:1 (offsets:emissions), except as allowed by subsection (a) or
required by subsection (b). 

(a) For State NSR only, if the offsets include offsets from priority
sources, the ratio will be decreased by the offsets obtained from priority
sources as a percentage of the source’s potential emissions increase. For
example, if the owner or operator obtains offsets from priority sources
equal to 20% of its potential emissions increase, then the offset ratio is
reduced by 0.2, to 0.8:1. In no event, however, will the offset ratio be less
than 0.5:1, even if more than 50% of offsets are from priority sources. 

(b) In the Medford-Ashland AQMA, proposed new PM10 major
sources or PM10 major modifications locating within the AQMA that are
required to provide emission offsets under OAR 340-224-0060(2)(a) must
provide reductions in PM10 emissions equal to 1.2 times the emissions
increase over the netting basis from the new or modified source.

(4) Except as provided in sections (5) and (6), the owner or operator
must conduct an air quality analysis of the impacts from the proposed new
emissions and comply with subsections (a) and (b) using the procedures
specified in subsections (c) through (e):

(a) Demonstrate that the offsets obtained result in a reduction in con-
centrations at a majority of modeled receptors within the entire designated
area; and

(b) Comply with paragraph (A) or paragraphs (B):
(A) Demonstrate that the impacts from the emission increases above

the source’s netting basis are less than the Class II SIL at all receptors with-
in the entire designated area; or
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(B) Demonstrate that the impacts from the emission increases above
the source’s netting basis: 

(i) Are less than the Class II SIL at an average of receptors within an
area designated by DEQ as representing a neighborhood scale, as specified
in 40 CFR part 58, Appendix D, a reasonably homogeneous urban area with
dimensions of a few kilometers that represent air quality where people
commonly live and work in a representative neighborhood, centered on the
DEQ approved ambient monitoring sites; and 

(ii) Plus the impacts of emission increases or decreases since the date
of the current area designation of all other sources within the designated
area or having a significant impact on the designated area, are less than 10
percent of the AAQS at all receptors within the designated area;

(c) The air quality analysis must comply with OAR 340-225-0030 and
340-225-0040;

(d) The air quality analysis must use a uniform receptor grid over the
entire modeled area for the analyses required in subsections (a) and (b). The
spacing of the receptor grids will be determined by DEQ for each analysis;

(e) For the purpose of subsection (a) and paragraph (b)(B):
(A) Subtract the priority source offsets from the new or modified

source’s emission increase if the priority sources identified are area
sources. Area source emissions are spatially distributed emissions that can
be generated from activities such as, but not limited to, residential wood
heating, unpaved road dust, and non-road mobile sources;

(B) If the source’s emissions are not offset 100 percent by priority
sources that are area sources, conduct dispersion modeling of the source’s
remaining emission increases after subtracting any priority source offsets
allowed in subparagraph (A); and in addition, model all other sources with
emission increases or decreases in or impacting the designated area since
the date the area was designated, including offsets used for the proposed
project, but excluding offsets from priority sources that are area sources;
and

(C) If the source’s emissions are offset 100 percent by priority sources
that are area sources, no further analysis is required.

(5) Small scale local energy projects and any infrastructure related to
that project located in the same area are not subject to the requirements in
section (4) provided that the proposed source or modification would not
cause or contribute to a violation of an ambient air quality standard or oth-
erwise pose a material threat to compliance with air quality standards in a
nonattainment area.

(6) Offsets obtained in accordance with OAR 340-240-0550 and 340-
240-0560 for sources locating within or causing significant air quality
impact on the Klamath Falls PM2.5 nonattainment or PM10 maintenance
areas are exempt from the requirements of OAR 340-224-0510 and section
(4) provided that the proposed major source or major modification would
not cause or contribute to a new violation of the national ambient air qual-
ity standard. This exemption only applies to the direct PM2.5 or PM10 off-
sets obtained from residential wood-fired devices in accordance with 340-
240-0550 and 340-240-0560. Any remaining emissions from the source
that are offset by emission reductions from other sources are subject to the
requirements of OAR 340-224-0510 or section (4), as applicable.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-224-0540
Sources in a Designated Area Impacting Other Designated Areas

(1) When directed by the Major and State NSR rules, the owner or
operator of a source locating outside, but impacting any designated area
other than an attainment or unclassified area must meet one of the follow-
ing requirements:

(a) Obtain offsets sufficient to reduce impacts to less than the Class II
SIL at all receptors within the designated area as demonstrated using an air
quality analysis under OAR 340 division 225; or

(b) Meet the following Net Air Quality Benefit requirements for the
designated area that is impacted by the source, as applicable:

(A) For sources subject to Major NSR for the pollutant for which the
area is designated:

(i) A source impacting a sustainment area must meet the requirements
of OAR 340-224-0045(2);

(ii) A source impacting a nonattainment area must meet the require-
ments of OAR 340-224-0050(2)(b);

(iii) A source impacting a reattainment area must meet the require-
ments of OAR 340-224-0050(2)(b), treating the reattainment pollutant as a
nonattainment pollutant for that rule; or

(iv) A source impacting a maintenance area must meet the require-
ments of OAR 340-224-0060(2).

(B) For sources subject to State NSR for the pollutant for which the
area is designated:

(i) A source impacting a sustainment area must meet the requirements
of OAR 340-224-0245(1)(b);

(ii) A source impacting a nonattainment area must meet the require-
ments of OAR 340-224-0250(2)(b);

(iii) A source impacting a reattainment area must meet the require-
ments of OAR 340-224-0260(2)(b) treating the reattainment pollutant as a
maintenance pollutant for that rule; or

(iv) A source impacting a maintenance area must meet the require-
ments of OAR 340-224-0260(2)(b).

(2) When directed by the Major and State NSR rules, sources impact-
ing any attainment and unclassified areas, but not directly subject to OAR
340-224-0070 or 340-224-0270, must comply with 340-225-0050(1) and
(2) for each regulated pollutant, other than GHGs, for which emissions will
exceed the netting basis by the SER or more due to the proposed source or
modification.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035, 468A.040, 468A.050, 468A.055 &
468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-225-0010
Purpose and Jurisdiction

(1) This division contains the definitions and requirements for air
quality analysis. This division does not apply unless a rule in another divi-
sion refers to this division or a rule in this division. For example, division
224, New Source Review, refers to provisions in this division for specific
air quality analysis requirements.

(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-225-0020
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Allowable emissions” means the emissions rate of a stationary
source calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source (unless
the source is subject to federally enforceable limits which restrict the oper-
ating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and the most stringent of the fol-
lowing: 

(a) The applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR parts 60, 61, 62
and 63; 

(b) The applicable SIP emissions limitation, including those with a
future compliance date; or 

(c) The emissions rate specified as a federally enforceable permit con-
dition. 

(2) “Baseline concentration” means: 
(a) Except as provided in subsection (c), the ambient concentration

level for sulfur dioxide and PM10 that existed in an area during the calen-
dar year 1978. Actual emission increases or decreases occurring before
January 1, 1978 must be included in the baseline calculation, except that
actual emission increases from any major source or major modification on
which construction commenced after January 6, 1975 must not be included
in the baseline calculation; 

(b) The ambient concentration level for nitrogen oxides that existed in
an area during the calendar year 1988. 

(c) For the area of northeastern Oregon within the boundaries of the
Umatilla, Wallowa-Whitman, Ochoco, and Malheur National Forests, the
ambient concentration level for PM10 that existed during the calendar year
1993. DEQ may allow the source to use an earlier time period if DEQ deter-
mines that it is more representative of normal emissions. 

(d) For PM10 in the Medford-Ashland AQMA: the ambient PM10
concentration levels that existed during the calendar year 2006, the year
that EPA redesignated that AQMA to attainment for PM10. 

(e) The ambient concentration level for PM2.5 that existed in an area
during the calendar year 2007. 
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(f) If no ambient air quality data is available in an area, the baseline
concentration may be estimated using modeling based on actual emissions
for the years specified in subsections (a) through (e). 

(3) “Baseline concentration year” means the calendar year used to
determine the baseline concentration for a particular regulated pollutant in
a particular designated area.

(4) “Competing PSD increment consuming source impacts” means
the total modeled concentration above the modeled baseline concentration
resulting from increased and decreased emissions of all other sources since
the baseline concentration year that are expected to cause a significant con-
centration gradient in the vicinity of the source. Determination of signifi-
cant concentration gradient may take into account factors including but not
limited to ROI formula, spatial distribution of existing emission sources,
topography, and meteorology. Allowable emissions may be used as a con-
servative estimate of increased emissions, in lieu of actual emissions, in this
analysis. 

(5) “Competing AAQS source impacts” means total modeled concen-
trations of the subject pollutant resulting from allowable emissions of all
other sources expected to cause a significant concentration gradient in the
vicinity of the source or sources under consideration. Determination of sig-
nificant concentration gradient may take into account factors including but
not limited to ROI formula, spatial distribution of existing emission
sources, topography, and meteorology.

(6) “FLAG” refers to the Federal Land Managers’ Air Quality Related
Values Work Group Phase I Report — REVISED, published at 75 Federal
Register 66125, Oct. 27, 2010. 

(7) “General background concentration” means impacts from natural
sources and unidentified sources that were not explicitly modeled, and may
be determined based on either site-specific ambient monitoring or, with
DEQ approval, on representative ambient monitoring from another loca-
tion. 

(8) “Nitrogen deposition” means the sum of anion and cation nitrogen
deposition expressed in terms of the mass of total elemental nitrogen being
deposited. As an example, nitrogen deposition for NH4NO3 is 0.3500 times
the weight of NH4NO3 being deposited. 

(9) “Predicted maintenance area concentration” means the future year
ambient concentration predicted by DEQ in the applicable maintenance
plan as follows: 

(a) The future year (2015) PM10 concentrations for the Grants Pass
UGB are 89 µg/m3 (24-hour average) and 21 µg/m3 (annual average). 

(b) The future year (2015) PM10 concentrations for the Klamath Falls
UGB are 114 µg/m3 (24-hour average) and 25 µg/m3 (annual average). 

(c) The future year (2025) PM10 concentrations for the Lakeview
UGB are 126 µg/m3 (24-hour average) and 27 µg/m3 (annual average). 

(10) “Range of influence formula or “ROI formula” means the calcu-
lation of the distance in kilometers from the source impact area of the new
or modified source to other emission sources that could impact that area. If
there is no source impact area, the distance is calculated from the new or
modified source. Any location that is closer to the source than the ROI may
be considered to be “within the range of influence” of the source. The ROI
formula is as follows: 

(a) For PSD Class II and Class III areas, the Range of Influence for-
mula of a competing source (in kilometers) is defined by: 

(A) ROI (km) = Q (tons/year) / K (tons/year km). 
(B) Definition of factors used in paragraph (a): 
(i) Maximum ROI is 50 km. 
(ii) Q is the emission rate of the potential competing source in tons per

year. 
(iii) K (tons/year km) is a regulated pollutant specific constant as fol-

lows: 
(I) For PM2.5, PM10, SOx and NOx, K = 5;
(II) For CO, K = 40; and
(III) For lead, K = 0.15.
(b) For PSD Class I areas, the Range of Influence formula of a com-

peting source includes emissions from all sources that occur within the
modeling domain of the source being evaluated. DEQ determines the mod-
eling domain on a case-by-case basis. 

(11) “Single source impact” means the modeled impacts from an
increase in emissions of regulated pollutants from a source without includ-
ing the impacts from other sources.

(12) “Source impact area” means an area, or locations, where pre-
dicted impacts from the source or modification equal or exceed the Class II
significant impact levels set out in OAR 340-200-0020. This definition only
applies to PSD Class II areas and is not intended to limit the distance for
PSD Class I modeling. 

(13) “Sulfur deposition” means the sum of anion and cation sulfur
deposition expressed in terms of the total mass of elemental sulfur being
deposited. As an example, sulfur deposition for (NH4)2SO4 is 0.2427 times
the weight of (NH4)2SO4 being deposited. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ
12-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02 thru 4-6-03; Administrative correction 11-10-03; DEQ
1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 9-2005, f. & cert. ef.
9-9-05; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative cor-
rection, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-
15

340-225-0030
Procedural Requirements

When required to conduct an air quality analysis under this division:
(1) The owner or operator of a source must submit a modeling proto-

col to DEQ and have it approved before submitting a permit application;
and 

(2) In addition to the requirements defined in OAR 340-216-0040 for
permit applications, the owner or operator of a source must submit all infor-
mation necessary to perform any analysis or make any determination
required under this division. Such information may include, but is not lim-
ited to: 

(a) Emissions data for all existing and proposed emission points from
the source or modification. This data must represent maximum emissions
for the averaging times by regulated pollutant consistent with the ambient
air quality standards in OAR 340 division 202. 

(b) Stack parameter data, height above ground, exit diameter, exit
velocity, and exit temperature, for all existing and proposed emission points
from the source or modification;

(c) An analysis of the air quality and visibility impact of the source or
modification, including meteorological and topographical data, specific
details of models used, and other information necessary to estimate air
quality impacts; and 

(d) An analysis of the air quality and visibility impacts, and the nature
and extent of all commercial, residential, industrial, and other source emis-
sion growth, that has occurred since the baseline concentration year in the
area the source or modification would significantly affect.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-
1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative correction, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-
11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-225-0040
Air Quality Models

All modeled estimates of ambient concentrations required under this
division must be based on the applicable air quality models, data bases, and
other requirements specified in 40 CFR part 51, Appendix W, “Guidelines
on Air Quality Models (Revised).” Where an air quality impact model spec-
ified in 40 CFR part 51, Appendix W is inappropriate, the methods pub-
lished in the FLAG are generally preferred for analyses in PSD Class I
areas. Where an air quality impact model other than that specified in 40
CFR part 51, Appendix W is appropriate in PSD Class II and III areas, the
model may be modified or another model substituted. Any change or sub-
stitution from models specified in 40 CFR part 51, Appendix W is subject
to notice and opportunity for public comment and must receive prior writ-
ten approval from DEQ and the EPA. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-225-0045
Requirements for Analysis in Maintenance Areas

Modeling: For determining compliance with the maintenance area
impact levels established in OAR 340-202-0225, the following methods
must be used: 

(1) For each maintenance pollutant, a single source impact analysis is
sufficient to show compliance with the maintenance area maximum impact
levels if: 

(a) The modeled impacts from emission increases equal to or greater
than a SER above the netting basis due to the proposed source or modifi-
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cation being evaluated are less than the Class II Significant Impact Levels
specified in OAR 340-200-0020; and

(b) The owner or operator provides an assessment of factors that may
impact the air quality conditions in the area showing that the SIL by itself
is protective of the maintenance area impact levels. The assessment must
take into consideration but is not limited to the emission increases and
decreases since the baseline concentration year from other sources that are
expected to cause a significant concentration gradient in the vicinity of the
source. Determination of significant concentration gradient may take into
account factors including but not limited to ROI formula, spatial distribu-
tion of existing emission sources, topography, and meteorology.

(2) If the requirement in section (1) is not satisfied, the owner or oper-
ator of a proposed source or modification must complete a competing
source analysis to demonstrate that modeled impacts from the proposed
increased emissions plus competing source impacts, plus the predicted
maintenance area concentration are less than the maintenance area impact
levels in OAR 340-202-0225 for all averaging times. 

(3) Any analyses performed under this section must be done in com-
pliance with OAR 340-225-0030 and 340-225-0040, as applicable.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 10-
2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative correction, 3-29-11;
DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-225-0050
Requirements for Analysis in PSD Class II and Class III Areas

Modeling: For determining compliance with the AAQS, PSD incre-
ments, and other requirements in PSD Class II and Class III areas, the fol-
lowing methods must be used: 

(1) For each regulated pollutant, a single source impact analysis is
sufficient to show compliance with the AAQS and PSD increments if:

(a) The modeled impacts from emission increases equal to or greater
than a SER above the netting basis due to the proposed source or modifi-
cation being evaluated are less than the Class II significant impact levels
specified in OAR 340-200-0020; and 

(b) The owner or operator provides an assessment of factors that may
impact the air quality conditions in the area to show that the SIL by itself
ensures that the proposed source or modification will not cause or con-
tribute to a new violation of an AAQS and PSD increment. The assessment
must take into consideration but is not limited to the following factors:

(A) The background ambient concentration relative to the AAQS;
(B) The emission increases and decreases since the baseline concen-

tration year from other sources that are expected to cause a significant con-
centration gradient in the vicinity of the source. Determination of signifi-
cant concentration gradient may take into account factors including but not
limited to ROI formula, spatial distribution of existing emission sources,
topography, and meteorology. 

(2) If the requirement in section (1) is not satisfied, the owner or oper-
ator of a proposed source being evaluated must complete a competing
source analysis as follows: 

(a) For demonstrating compliance with the PSD Class II and III incre-
ments (as defined in OAR 340-202-0210), the owner or operator of the
source or modification must show that modeled impacts from the proposed
increased emissions, above the modeled baseline concentration, plus com-
peting PSD increment consuming source impacts above the modeled base-
line concentration are less than the PSD increments for all averaging times;
and 

(b) For demonstrating compliance with the AAQS, the owner or oper-
ator of the source must show that the total modeled impacts plus total com-
peting source impacts plus general background concentrations are less than
the AAQS for all averaging times. 

(3) The owner or operator of a source or modification must also pro-
vide an analysis of:

(a) The impairment to visibility, soils and vegetation that would occur
as a result of the source or modification, and general commercial, residen-
tial, industrial and other growth associated with the source or modification.
As a part of this analysis, deposition modeling analysis is required for
sources emitting heavy metals above the SERs as defined in OAR 340-200-
0020. Concentration and deposition modeling may also be required for
sources emitting other compounds on a case-by-case basis; and

(b) The air quality concentration projected for the area as a result of
general commercial, residential, industrial and other growth associated with
the source or modification. 

(4) Any analyses performed under this section must be done in com-
pliance with OAR 340-225-0030 and 340-225-0040, as applicable.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ 1-
2004, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-04; DEQ 10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11;
Administrative correction, 3-29-11; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-225-0060
Requirements for Demonstrating Compliance with Standards and
Increments in PSD Class I Areas

For determining compliance with AAQS and PSD increments in PSD
Class I areas, the following methods must be used: 

(1) Before Jan. 1, 2003, the owner or operator of a source must model
impacts and demonstrate compliance with standards and increments on all
PSD Class I areas that may be affected by the source or modification. 

(2) On or after Jan. 1, 2003, the owner or operator of a source must
meet the following requirements: 

(a) For each regulated pollutant, a single source impact analysis is
sufficient to show compliance with PSD increments if modeled impacts
from emission increases equal to or greater than a SER above the netting
basis due to the proposed source or modification being evaluated are
demonstrated to be less than the Class I significant impact levels specified
in OAR 340-200-0020. If this requirement is not satisfied, the owner or
operator must complete a competing source analysis to demonstrate that the
increased source impacts above baseline concentration plus competing PSD
increment consuming source impacts are less than the PSD Class I incre-
ments for all averaging times. 

(b) For each regulated pollutant, a single source impact analysis is
sufficient to show compliance with AAQS if modeled impacts from emis-
sion increases equal to or greater than a SER above the netting basis due to
the proposed source or modification being evaluated are demonstrated to be
less than the Class I significant impact levels specified in OAR 340-200-
0020. If this requirement is not satisfied, the owner or operator must com-
plete a competing source analysis to demonstrate compliance with the
AAQS by showing that its total modeled impacts plus total modeled com-
peting source impacts plus general background concentrations are less than
the AAQS for all averaging times. 

(c) The owner or operator also must demonstrate that the proposed
source or modification will not cause or contribute to a new violation of an
ambient air quality standard or PSD increment even if the single source
impact is less than the significant impact levels under subsections (a) and
(c), in accordance with OAR 340-202-0050(2).

(3) Any analyses performed under this section must be done in com-
pliance with OAR 340-225-0030 and 340-225-0040, as applicable.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-020-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 11-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-8-02; DEQ
10-2010(Temp), f. 8-31-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 2-28-11; Administrative correction, 3-29-11;
DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-225-0070
Requirements for Demonstrating Compliance with Air Quality
Related Values Protection

(1) Sources that are not federal major sources are exempt from the
requirements of this rule. 

(2) When directed by OAR 340 division 224, the requirements of this
rule apply to each emissions unit that increases the actual emissions of a
regulated pollutant above the portion of the netting basis attributable to that
emissions unit.

(3) DEQ must provide notice of permit applications involving AQRV
analysis to EPA and Federal Land Managers as follows:

(a) If a proposed source could impact air quality related values,
including visibility, deposition, and ozone impacts within a Class I area,
DEQ will provide written notice to the EPA and to the appropriate Federal
Land Manager within 30 days of receiving such permit application. The
notice will include a copy of all information relevant to the permit applica-
tion, including analysis of anticipated impacts on Class I area air quality
related values. DEQ will also provide at least 30 days notice to EPA and the
appropriate Federal Land Manager of any scheduled public hearings and
preliminary and final actions taken on the application;
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(b) If DEQ receives advance notice of a permit application for a
source that may affect Class I area visibility, DEQ will notify all affected
Federal Land Managers within 30 days of receiving the advance notice;

(c) During its review of source impacts on Class I area air quality
related values, pursuant to this rule, DEQ will consider any analysis per-
formed by the Federal Land Manager that is received by DEQ within 30
days of the date that DEQ sent the notice required by subsection (a). If DEQ
disagrees with the Federal Land Manager’s demonstration, DEQ will
include a discussion of the disagreement in the Notice of Public Hearing;

(d) As a part of the notification required in OAR 340-209-0060, DEQ
will provide the Federal Land Manager an opportunity to demonstrate that
the emissions from the proposed source would have an adverse impact on
air quality related values, of any federal mandatory Class I area. This
adverse impact determination may be made even if there is no demonstra-
tion that a Class I PSD increment has been exceeded. If DEQ agrees with
the demonstration, it will not issue the permit.

(4) Visibility impact analysis requirements:
(a) If division 224 requires a visibility impact analysis, the owner or

operator must demonstrate that the potential to emit any regulated pollutant
at a SER in conjunction with all other applicable emission increases or
decreases, including secondary emissions, permitted since January 1, 1984
and other increases or decreases in emissions, will not cause or contribute
to significant impairment of visibility on any Class I area. 

(b) The owner or operator must conduct a visibility analysis on the
Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area if it is affected by the source;

(c) The owner or operator must submit all information necessary to
perform any analysis or demonstration required by these rules.

(d) Determination of significant impairment: The results of the mod-
eling must be sent to the affected Federal Land Managers and DEQ. The
land managers may, within 30 days following receipt of the source’s visi-
bility impact analysis, determine whether or not significant impairment of
visibility in a Class I area would result. DEQ will consider the comments
of the Federal Land Manager in its consideration of whether significant
impairment of visibility in a Class I area will result. If DEQ determines that
significant impairment of visibility in a Class I area would result, it will not
issue a permit for the proposed source.

(5) In consultation with the Federal Land Managers under FLAG,
DEQ may require a plume blight analysis or regional haze analysis, or both.

(6) Criteria for visibility impacts:
(a) The owner or operator of a source, where required by division 224,

is encouraged to demonstrate that its impacts on visibility satisfy the guid-
ance criteria as referenced in the FLAG.

(b) If visibility impacts are a concern, DEQ will consider comments
from the Federal Land Manager when deciding whether significant impair-
ment will result. Emission offsets may also be considered. If DEQ deter-
mines that significant impairment of visibility in a Class I area would result,
it will not issue a permit for the proposed source.

(7) Deposition modeling is required for receptors in PSD Class I areas
and the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area where visibility mod-
eling is required. This may include, but is not limited to an analysis of nitro-
gen deposition and sulfur deposition.

(8) Visibility monitoring:
(a) If division 224 requires visibility monitoring data, the owner or

operator must use existing data to establish existing visibility conditions
within Class I areas as summarized in the FLAG Report.

(b) After construction has been completed the owner or operator must
conduct such visibility monitoring if DEQ requires visibility monitoring as
a permit condition to establish the effect of the regulated pollutant on visi-
bility conditions within the impacted Class I area.

(9) Additional impact analysis: The owner or operator subject to OAR
340-224-0060(2) or 340-224-0070(3) must provide an analysis of the
impact to visibility that would occur as a result of the proposed source and
general commercial, residential, industrial, and other growth associated
with the source.

(10) If the Federal Land Manager recommends and DEQ agrees, DEQ
may require the owner or operator to analyze the potential impacts on other
Air Quality Related Values and how to protect them. Procedures from the
FLAG report must be used in this recommendation. Emission offsets may
also be used. If the Federal Land Manager finds that significant impairment
of visibility in a Class I area would result from the proposed activities and
DEQ agrees, DEQ will not issue a permit for the proposed source.

(11) Any analyses performed under this section must be done in com-
pliance with OAR 340-225-0030 and 340-225-0040, as applicable.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A

Hist.: DEQ 18-1984, f. & ef. 10-16-84; DEQ 14-1985, f. & ef. 10-16-85; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0276;
DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert. ef. 11-26-96; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-2000; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef.
7-1-01, Renumbered from 340-224-0110; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0005
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies in all areas of the state. 
(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-

0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0010
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Refuse” means unwanted matter. 
(2) “Refuse burning equipment” means a device designed to reduce

the volume of solid, liquid, or gaseous refuse by combustion. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 16, f. 6-12-70, ef. 7-11-70; DEQ 1-1984, f. & ef. 1-16-84; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-021-0005; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0100
Policy and Application

(1) As specified in OAR 340-226-0110 through 340-226-0140 and
sections (2) through (5), the highest and best practicable treatment and con-
trol of air contaminant emissions must in every case be provided so as to
maintain overall air quality at the highest possible levels, and to maintain
contaminant concentrations, visibility reduction, odors, soiling and other
deleterious factors at the lowest possible levels. In the case of sources
installed, constructed, or modified after June 1, 1970, particularly those
located in areas with existing high air quality, the degree of treatment and
control provided must be such that degradation of existing air quality is
minimized to the greatest extent possible. 

(2) A source is in compliance with section (1) if the source is in com-
pliance with all other applicable emission standards and requirements con-
tained in OAR 340 divisions 200 through 268. 

(3) The EQC may adopt additional rules as necessary to ensure that
the highest and best practicable treatment and control is provided as speci-
fied in section (1). Such rules may include, but are not limited to, require-
ments: 

(a) Applicable to a source category, regulated pollutant or geographic
area of the state; 

(b) Necessary to protect public health and welfare for air contami-
nants that are not otherwise regulated by the EQC; or 

(c) Necessary to address the cumulative impact of sources on air qual-
ity. 

(4) The EQC encourages the owner or operator of a source to further
reduce emissions from the source beyond applicable control requirements
where feasible. 

(5) Nothing in OAR 340-226-0100 through 340-226-0140 revokes or
modifies any existing permit term or condition unless or until DEQ revokes
or modifies the term or condition by a permit revision.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0001; DEQ 19-1993, f. 11-4-93 & cert. ef. 1-
1-94; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-0600; DEQ 6-2001,
f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0110
Pollution Prevention

The owner or operator of a source is encouraged to take into account
the overall impact of the control methods selected, considering risks to all
environmental media and risks from all affected products and processes.
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The owner or operator of a source is encouraged, but not required, to use
the following hierarchy in controlling air contaminant emissions: 

(1) Modify the process, raw materials or product to reduce the toxic-
ity and quantity of air contaminants generated; 

(2) Capture and reuse air contaminants; 
(3) Treat to reduce the toxicity and quantity of air contaminants

released; or 
(4) Otherwise control emissions. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 19-1993, f. 11-4-93 & cert. ef. 1-1-94; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-0610; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0120
Operating and Maintenance Requirements

(1) Operational, Maintenance and Work Practice Requirements: 
(a) Where DEQ has determined that specific operational, mainte-

nance, or work practice requirements are appropriate to ensure that the
owner or operator of a source is operating and maintaining air pollution
control devices and emission reduction processes at the highest reasonable
efficiency and effectiveness to minimize emissions, DEQ will establish
such requirements by permit condition or notice of construction approval; 

(b) Operational, maintenance, and work practice requirements
include: 

(A) Flow rates, temperatures, pressure drop, ammonia slip, and other
physical or chemical parameters related to the operation of air pollution
control devices and emission reduction processes; 

(B) Monitoring, record-keeping, testing, and sampling requirements
and schedules; 

(C) Maintenance requirements and schedules; and 
(D) Requirements that components of air pollution control devices be

functioning properly. 
(2) Emission Action Levels: 
(a) Where DEQ has determined that specific operational, mainte-

nance, or work practice requirements considered or required under section
(1) are insufficient to ensure that the owner or operator is operating and
maintaining air pollution control devices and emission reduction processes
at the highest reasonable efficiency and effectiveness, DEQ may establish,
by permit or Notice of Construction approval, specific emission action lev-
els in addition to applicable emission standards. An emission action level
will be established that ensures an air pollution control device or emission
reduction process is operated at the highest reasonable efficiency and effec-
tiveness to minimize emissions; 

(b) If emissions from a source equal or exceed the applicable emis-
sion action level, the owner or operator of the source must: 

(A) Take corrective action as expeditiously as practical to reduce
emissions to below the emission action level; 

(B) Maintain records at the plant site for two years which document
the exceedance, the cause of the exceedance, and the corrective action
taken; 

(C) Make such records available for inspection by DEQ during nor-
mal business hours; and 

(D) Submit such records to DEQ upon request. 
(c) DEQ will revise an emission action level if it finds that such level

does not reflect the highest reasonable efficiency and effectiveness of air
pollution control devices and emission reduction processes; 

(d) An exceedance of an emission action level that is more stringent
than an applicable emission standard is not a violation of such emission
standard. 

(3) In determining the highest reasonable efficiency and effectiveness
for purposes of this rule, DEQ considers operational variability and the
capability of air pollution control devices and emission reduction process-
es. If the performance of air pollution control devices and emission reduc-
tion processes during startup or shutdown differs from the performance
under normal operating conditions, DEQ determines the highest reasonable
efficiency and effectiveness separately for these operating modes. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.055
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.055
Hist.: DEQ 19-1993, f. 11-4-93 & cert. ef. 1-1-94; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-0620; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0130
Typically Achievable Control Technology (TACT)

For existing sources, the emission limit established will be typical of
the emission level achieved by emissions units similar in type and size. For
new and modified sources, the emission limit established will be typical of
the emission level achieved by well controlled new or modified emissions
units similar in type and size that were recently installed. TACT determi-
nations will be based on information known to DEQ while considering pol-
lution prevention, impacts on other environmental media, energy impacts,
capital and operating costs, cost effectiveness, and the age and remaining
economic life of existing emission control devices. DEQ may consider
emission control technologies typically applied to other types of emissions
units where such technologies could be readily applied to the emissions
unit. If an emission limitation is not feasible, a design, equipment, work
practice, operational standard, or combination thereof, may be required. 

(1) Existing Sources. An existing emissions unit must meet TACT for
existing sources if: 

(a) The emissions unit is not already subject to emission standards for
the regulated pollutant under OAR 340 divisions 224, 230, 340-232-0010
through 340-232-0240, OAR 340 divisions 234, 236, or 238, 340-240-0110
through 340-240-0180, 340-240-0310(1), 340-240-0320 through 340-240-
0430; 

(b) The source is required to have a permit; 
(c) The emissions unit has emissions of criteria pollutants equal to or

greater than 5 tons per year of particulate or 10 tons per year of any gaseous
pollutant; and 

(d) DEQ determines that air pollution control devices and emission
reduction processes in use for the emissions unit do not represent TACT,
and that further emission control is necessary to address documented nui-
sance conditions, address an increase in emissions, ensure that the source is
in compliance with other applicable requirements, or protect public health
or welfare or the environment. 

(2) New and Modified Sources. A new or modified emissions unit
must meet TACT for new or modified sources if: 

(a) The new or modified emissions unit is not subject to Major NSR
in OAR 340 division 224, a Type A State NSR action under OAR 340 divi-
sion 224, an applicable Standard of Performance for New Stationary
Sources in OAR 340 division 238, 340-240-0110 through 340-240-0180,
340-240-0310(1), 340-240-320 through 340-240-0430, or any other stan-
dard applicable only to new or modified sources in OAR 340 divisions 230,
234, 236, or 238 for the regulated pollutant emitted; 

(b) The source is required to have a permit; 
(c) The emissions unit: 
(A) If new, would have emissions of any criteria pollutant equal to or

greater than 1 ton per year in any area, or of PM10 equal to or greater than
500 pounds per year in a PM10 nonattainment area; or 

(B) If modified, would have an increase in emissions from the per-
mitted level for the emissions unit of any criteria pollutant equal to or
greater than 1 ton per year in any area, or of PM10 equal to or greater than
500 pounds per year in a PM10 nonattainment area; and 

(d) DEQ determines that the proposed air pollution control devices
and emission reduction processes do not represent TACT. 

(3) Before making a TACT determination, DEQ will notify the owner
or operator of a source that it intends to make such a determination using
information known to DEQ. The owner or operator of the source may sup-
ply DEQ with additional information by a reasonable date set by DEQ. 

(4) The owner or operator of a source subject to TACT must submit,
by a reasonable date established by DEQ, compliance plans and specifica-
tions for DEQ’s approval. The owner or operator of the source must demon-
strate compliance in accordance with a method and compliance schedule
approved by DEQ. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 19-1993, f. 11-4-93 & cert. ef. 1-1-94; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. ef. 10-22-96;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-0630; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0140
Additional Control Requirements for Stationary Sources of Air
Contaminants

In addition to other applicable requirements, DEQ may establish con-
trol requirements by permit if necessary as specified in sections (1) through
(5): 

(1) Requirements will be established to prevent violation of an ambi-
ent air quality standard caused or projected to be caused substantially by
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emissions from the source as determined by modeling, monitoring, or a
combination thereof. For existing sources, DEQ will conduct monitoring to
confirm a violation of an ambient air quality standard. 

(2) Requirements will be established to prevent significant impair-
ment of visibility in Class I areas caused or projected to be caused substan-
tially by a source as determined by modeling, monitoring, or a combination
thereof. For existing sources, DEQ will conduct monitoring to confirm vis-
ibility impairment. 

(3) A requirement applicable to a major source will be established if
it has been adopted by EPA but has not otherwise been adopted by the EQC. 

(4) An additional control requirement will be established if requested
by the owner or operator of a source. 

(5) Requirements will be established if necessary to protect public
health or welfare for the following air contaminants and sources not other-
wise regulated under OAR 340 divisions 200 through 268: 

(a) Chemical weapons; and 
(b) Combustion and degradation by-products of chemical weapons. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.040
Hist.: DEQ 19-1993, f. 11-4-93 & cert. ef. 1-1-94; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-028-0640; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 15-2001, f.
& cert. ef. 12-26-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0210
Particulate Emission Limitations for Sources Other Than Fuel
Burning Equipment, Refuse Burning Equipment and Fugitive
Emissions

(1) This rule does not apply to fugitive emissions sources, fuel burn-
ing equipment, refuse burning equipment, or to solid fuel burning devices
certified under OAR 340-262-0500. 

(2) No person may cause, suffer, allow, or permit particulate matter
emissions from any air contaminant source in excess of the following lim-
its:

(a) For sources installed, constructed, or modified before June 1,
1970:

(A) 0.10 grains per dry standard cubic foot provided that all repre-
sentative compliance source test results collected prior to April 16, 2015,
demonstrate emissions no greater than 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic
foot; 

(B) If any representative compliance source test results collected prior
to April 16, 2015 demonstrate emissions greater than 0.080 grains per dry
standard cubic foot, or if there are no representative compliance source test
results, then:

(i) 0.24 grains per dry standard cubic foot prior to Dec. 31, 2019; and
(ii) 0.15 grains per dry standard cubic foot on or after Jan. 1, 2020;

and 
(C) In addition to the limits in paragraphs (A) or (B), for equipment

or a mode of operation that is used less than 876 hours per calendar year,
0.24 grains per dry standard cubic foot from April 16, 2015 through
December 31, 2019, and 0.20 grains per dry standard cubic foot on or after
Jan. 1, 2020.

(b) For sources installed, constructed, or modified on or after June 1,
1970 but prior to April 16, 2015:

(A) 0.10 grains per dry standard cubic foot provided that all repre-
sentative compliance source test results prior to April 16, 2015 demonstrate
emissions no greater than 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot; or; 

(B) If any representative compliance source test results prior to April
16, 2015 are greater than 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot, or if
there are no representative compliance source test results, then 0.14 grains
per dry standard cubic foot. 

(c) For sources installed, constructed or modified after April 16, 2015,
0.10 grains per dry standard cubic foot.

(d) The owner or operator of a source installed, constructed, or mod-
ified before June 1, 1970 who is unable to comply with the standard in sub-
paragraph (a)(B)(ii) may request that DEQ grant an extension allowing the
source up to one additional year to comply with the standard. The request
for an extension must be submitted no later than Oct. 1, 2019. 

(3) Compliance with the emissions standards in section (2) is deter-
mined using: 

(a) Oregon Method 5;
(b) DEQ Method 8, as approved by DEQ for sources with exhaust

gases at or near ambient conditions; 
(c) DEQ Method 7 for direct heat transfer sources; or
(d) An alternative method approved by DEQ.

(e) For purposes of this rule, representative compliance source test
results are data that was obtained:

(A) No more than ten years before April 16, 2015; and 
(B) When a source is operating and maintaining air pollution control

devices and emission reduction processes at the highest reasonable effi-
ciency and effectiveness to minimize emissions based on the current con-
figuration of the emissions unit and pollution control equipment.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 3-1996, f. &
cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0030;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0310
Emission Standard

No person may cause, suffer, allow, or permit the emissions of partic-
ulate matter in any one hour from any process in excess of the amount
shown in OAR 340-226-8010, for the process weight rate allocated to such
process. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0040; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-
1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0320
Determination of Process Weight

(1) Process weight is the total weight of all materials introduced into
a piece of process equipment. Solid fuels charged are considered part of the
process weight, but liquid and gaseous fuels and combustion air are not. 

(a) For a cyclical or batch operation, the process weight per hour is
derived by dividing the total process weight by the number of hours in one
complete operation, excluding any time during which the equipment is idle. 

(b) For a continuous operation, the process weight per hour is derived
by dividing the process weight by a typical period of time, as approved by
DEQ. 

(2) Where the nature of any process or operation or the design of any
equipment permits more than one interpretation of this rule, the interpreta-
tion that results in the minimum value for allowable emission applies. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 3-1996, f. &
cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0045;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-0400
Alternative Emission Controls (Bubble)

(1) DEQ may approve alternative emission controls for VOC and
NOx emissions in a Standard ACDP or Oregon Title V Operating Permit for
use within a single source such that a specific emission limit is exceeded,
provided that: 

(a) Such alternatives are not specifically prohibited by a rule or per-
mit condition. 

(b) Net total emissions for each regulated pollutant from all emissions
units involved (i.e., “under the bubble”) are not increased above the PSEL. 

(c) The owner or operator of the source demonstrates the net air qual-
ity benefit under OAR 340-224-0520. 

(d) No other air contaminants including malodorous, toxic or haz-
ardous pollutants are substituted. 

(e) BACT and LAER, where required by a previously issued permit
pursuant to OAR 340 division 224 (NSR), OAR 340 division 238 (NSPS),
and OAR 340 division 244 (NESHAP), where required, are not relaxed; 

(f) Specific emission limits are established for each emission unit
involved (“under the bubble”) such that compliance with the PSEL can be
readily determined; 

(g) The owner or operator of the source applies for a permit or permit
modification and such application is approved by DEQ. 

(h) The emissions unit that reduces its emissions achieves the reduc-
tions by reducing its allowable emission rate, and not by reducing produc-
tion, throughput, or hours of operation. 

(2) The permit will include a net emissions limit on total emissions
from all devices or emissions units involved (“under the bubble”). 
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(3) Alternative emission controls, in addition to those allowed in sec-
tion (1), may be approved by DEQ and EPA as a source specific SIP amend-
ment. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 9-24-93, Renumbered from 340-020-0315; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1030; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-0 ; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-226-8010
Table-Particulate Matter Emissions Standards for Process Equipment

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are not included in rule text. Click here for PDF copy of
tables.] 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0010
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies in all areas of the state.
(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-

0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-021-0012; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0020
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Distillate fuel oil” means any oil meeting the specifications of
ASTM Grade 1 or 2 fuel oils; 

(2) “Residual fuel oil” means any oil meeting the specifications of
ASTM Grade 4, 5, or 6 fuel oils. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 
Hist.: [DEQ 16, f. 6-12-70, ef. 7-11-70; DEQ 1-1984, f. & ef. 1-16-84; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96]; [DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ
4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93]; [DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef.
3-10-93]; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0005, 340-022-
0005, 340-022-0050; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
6-24-11 thru 12-19-11; Administrative correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-
12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0100
Residual Fuel Oils

No person may sell, distribute, use, or make available for use, any
residual fuel oil containing more than 1.75 percent sulfur by weight.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the Environmental Quality Commission under OAR 340-200-
0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 87, f. 3-25-75, ef. 4-25-75; DEQ 141, f. & ef. 8-
25-77; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-022-0010; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0110
Distillate Fuel Oils

No person shall sell, distribute, use, or make available for use, any
distillate fuel oil containing more than the following percentages of sulfur:

(1) ASTM Grade 1 fuel oil — 0.3 percent by weight.
(2) ASTM Grade 2 fuel oil — 0.5 percent by weight.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0015; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0120
Coal

(1) Except as provided in section (2), no person may sell, distribute,
use, or make available for use, any coal containing greater than 1.0 percent
sulfur by weight.

(2) No person may sell, distribute, use or make available for use any
coal or coal containing fuel with greater than 0.3 percent sulfur and five per-
cent volatile matter as defined in ASTM Method D3175 for direct space
heating within the Portland, Salem, Eugene-Springfield, and Medford-
Ashland Air Quality Maintenance Areas. For coals subjected to a
devolatilization process, compliance with the sulfur limit may be demon-
strated on the sulfur content of coal prior to the devolatilization process.

(3) Distributors of coal or coal containing fuel destined for direct res-
idential space heating use must keep records for a five year period which
must be available for DEQ inspection and which:

(a) Specify quantities of coal or coal containing fuels sold;
(b) Contain name and address of customers who are sold coal or coal

containing fuels;
(c) Specify the sulfur and volatile content of coal or the coal contain-

ing fuel sold to residences in the Portland, Salem, Eugene-Springfield, and
Medford-Ashland Air Quality Maintenance Areas.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 3-1982, f. & ef. 1-29-82; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0020; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0130
Exemptions

Exempted from the requirements of OAR 340-228-0100 through 340-
228-0120 are:

(1) Fuels used exclusively for the propulsion and auxiliary power
requirements of vessels, railroad locomotives, and diesel motor vehicles.

(2) With prior approval of DEQ, fuels used in such a manner or con-
trol provided such that sulfur dioxide emissions can be demonstrated to be
equal to or less than those resulting from the combustion of fuels comply-
ing with the limitations of OAR 340-228-0100 through 340-228-0120.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0025; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0200
Sulfur Dioxide Standards

The following emission standards are only applicable to sources
installed, constructed, or modified after January 1, 1972 except recovery
furnaces regulated in OAR 340 division 234: 

(1) For fuel burning equipment having a heat input capacity between
150 million BTU per hour and 250 million BTU, no person may cause, suf-
fer, allow, or permit the emission into the atmosphere of sulfur dioxide in
excess of: 

(a) 1.4 pounds per million BTU heat input, maximum three-hour
average, when liquid fuel is burned; 

(b) 1.6 pounds per million BTU heat input, maximum three-hour
average, when solid fuel is burned. 

(2) For fuel burning equipment having a heat input capacity of more
than 250 million BTU per hour, no person may cause, suffer, allow, or per-
mit the emission into the atmosphere of sulfur dioxide in excess of: 

(a) 0.8 pound per million BTU heat input, maximum three-hour aver-
age, when liquid fuel is burned; 

(b) 1.2 pounds per million BTU heat input, maximum three-hour
average, when solid fuel is burned. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 22-1996, f.
& cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0055;
DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11;
Administrative correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0210
Grain Loading Standards

(1) This rule applies to fuel burning equipment, except solid fuel
burning devices that have been certified under OAR 340-262-0500. 
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(2) No person may cause, suffer, allow, or permit particulate matter
emissions from any fuel burning equipment in excess of the following lim-
its:

(a) For sources installed, constructed, or modified before June 1,
1970:

(A) 0.10 grains per dry standard cubic foot provided that all repre-
sentative compliance source test results collected prior to April 16, 2015
demonstrate emissions no greater than 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic
foot;

(B) If any representative compliance source test results collected prior
to April 16, 2015 demonstrate emissions greater than 0.080 grains per dry
standard cubic foot, or if there are no representative compliance source test
results, then:

(i) 0.24 grains per dry standard cubic foot until Dec. 31, 2019; and
(ii) 0.15 grains per dry standard cubic foot on and after Jan. 1, 2020;

and 
(C) In addition to the limits in paragraph (A) or (B), for equipment or

a mode of operation (e.g., backup fuel) that is used less than 876 hours per
calendar year, 0.24 grains per dry standard cubic foot from April 16, 2015
through December 31, 2019, and 0.20 grains per dry standard cubic foot on
and after Jan. 1, 2020.

(b) For sources installed, constructed, or modified on or after June 1,
1970 but prior to April 16, 2015:

(A) 0.10 grains per dry standard cubic foot provided that all repre-
sentative compliance source test results prior to April 16, 2015 demonstrate
emissions no greater than 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot; or

(B) If any representative compliance source test results collected prior
to April 16, 2019 demonstrate emissions greater than 0.080 grains per dry
standard cubic foot, or if there are no representative compliance source test
results, then 0.14 grains per dry standard cubic foot. 

(c) For sources installed, constructed or modified on or after April 16,
2015, 0.10 grains per dry standard cubic foot.

(d)(A) The owner or operator of a source installed, constructed or
modified before June 1, 1970 who is unable to comply with the standard in
subparagraph (a)(B)(ii) may request that DEQ set a source specific limit of
0.17 grains per dry standard cubic foot. The owner or operator must submit
an application for a permit modification to request the alternative limit by
no later than Oct. 1, 2019 that demonstrates, based on a signed report pre-
pared by a registered professional engineer that specializes in boiler/multi-
clone operation, that the fuel burning equipment will be unable to comply
with the standard in subparagraph (a)(B)(ii) after either:

(i) Maintenance or upgrades to an existing multiclone system; or 
(ii) Conducting a boiler tune-up if the boiler does not have a particu-

late matter emission control system.
(B) If a source qualifies under paragraph (A), DEQ will add the 0.17

grains per dry standard cubic foot source specific limit as a significant per-
mit modification (simple fee) for sources with an Oregon Title V Operating
Permit or a Simple Technical Modification for sources with an Air
Contaminant Discharge Permit. 

(e) The owner or operator of a source installed, constructed or modi-
fied before June 1, 1970 may request that DEQ grant an extension allowing
the source up to one additional year to comply with the standard in para-
graph (d)(A) provided that the owner or operator demonstrates, based on an
engineering report signed by a registered professional engineer that spe-
cializes in boiler/multiclone operation, that the source cannot comply with
the source specific limit established in OAR 340-228-0210(2)(d)(A) with-
out making significant changes to the equipment or control equipment or
adding control equipment. The request for an extension must be submitted
no later than Oct. 1, 2019.

(3) Compliance with the emissions standards in section (2) is deter-
mined using Oregon Method 5, or an alternative method approved by DEQ.

(a) For fuel burning equipment that burns wood fuel by itself or in
combination with any other fuel, the emission results are corrected to 12%
CO2. 

(b) For fuel burning equipment that burns fuels other than wood, the
emission results are corrected to 50% excess air. 

(c) For purposes of this rule, representative compliance source test
results are data that was obtained:

(A) No more than ten years before April 16, 2015; and 
(B) When a source is operating and maintaining air pollution control

devices and emission reduction processes at the highest reasonable effi-
ciency and effectiveness to minimize emissions based on the current con-
figuration of the fuel burning equipment and pollution control equipment.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070

Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 16, f. 6-12-70, ef. 7-11-70; DEQ 12-1979, f. & ef. 6-8-79; DEQ 6-1981, f. & ef.
2-17-81; DEQ 18-1982, f. & ef. 9-1-82; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 3-1996, f.
& cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-021-0020;
DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11 thru 12-19-11;
Administrative correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-228-0300
Federal Regulations Adopted by Reference

(1) 40 CFR parts 72, 75, and 76 are by this reference adopted and
incorporated herein, for purposes of implementing an acid rain program that
meets the requirements of title IV of the FCAA. The term “permitting
authority” means the Oregon DEQ and the term “Administrator” means the
Administrator of the United States EPA. 

(2) If the provisions or requirements of 40 CFR part 72 conflict with
or are not included in OAR 340 divisions 218 or 220, the part 72 provisions
and requirements must apply and take precedence. 

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 32-1994, f. & cert. ef. 12-22-94; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-022-0075; DEQ 22-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-18-00; DEQ 13-2006, f. &
cert. ef. 12-22-06; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-
15

340-232-0010
Introduction

(1) This division regulates sources of VOC which contribute to the
formation of photochemical oxidant, mainly ozone. 

(2) Since ozone standards are not violated in Oregon from October
through April because of insufficient solar energy, natural gas-fired after-
burners may be permitted, on a case-by-case basis, to lay idle during the
winter months. 

(3) Sources regulated by this division are new and existing sources
located in the Portland and Medford AQMAs and in Salem-Keizer in the
SKATS and listed in subsections (a) through (q) below: 

(a) Bulk gasoline plants including transfer of gasoline;
(b) Gasoline delivery vessels;
(c) Bulk gasoline terminals including truck and trailer loading;
(d) Testing vapor transfer and collection systems;
(e) Loading gasoline and volatile organic liquids onto marine tank

vessels;
(f) Cutback and emulsified asphalt;
(g) Petroleum refineries;
(h) Petroleum refinery leaks;
(i) VOC liquid storage;
(j) Surface coating in manufacturing;
(k) Aerospace component coating operations;
(l) Degreasers;
(m) Open top vapor degreasers;
(n) Conveyorized degreasers;
(o) Asphaltic and coal tar pitch used for roofing coating;
(p) Flat wood coating; and
(q) Rotogravure and flexographic printing.
(4) Emissions units not covered by the source categories listed in sec-

tion (3) which emit or have the potential to emit over 100 tons of VOC per
year before add-on controls are subject to OAR 340-232-0040. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-
14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0100; DEQ 15-2001, f. & cert. ef. 12-26-01; DEQ 3-2007,
f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-
15

340-232-0020
Applicability

(1) All new and existing sources inside the following areas must com-
ply with the applicable requirements in this division: 

(a) Portland-Vancouver Air Quality Maintenance Area; 
(b) Medford-Ashland Air Quality Maintenance Area; 
(c) Salem-Keizer Area Transportation Study (SKATS) Area. 
(2) VOC sources located outside the areas cited in section (1) are

exempt from the requirements in this division. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 
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Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 13-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 7-1997(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
4-28-97; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-022-0104; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0030
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

(1) “Aerospace component” means the fabricated part, assembly of
parts, or completed unit of any aircraft, helicopter, missile or space vehicle.

(2) “Air dried coating” means coatings which are dried by the use of
air at ambient temperature.

(3) “Applicator” means a device used in a coating line to apply coat-
ing.

(4) “Bulk gasoline plant” means a gasoline storage and distribution
facility which receives gasoline from bulk terminals by railroad car or trail-
er transport, stores it in tanks, and subsequently dispenses it via account
trucks to local farms, businesses, and gasoline dispensing facilities.

(5) “Bulk gasoline terminal” means a gasoline storage facility which
receives gasoline from refineries primarily by pipeline, ship, or barge, and
delivers gasoline to bulk gasoline plants or to commercial or retail accounts
primarily by tank truck.

(6) “Can coating” means any coating applied by spray, roller, or other
means to the inside and/or outside surfaces of metal cans, drums, pails, or
lids.

(7) “Carbon bed breakthrough” means the initial indication of deplet-
ed adsorption capacity characterized by a sudden measurable increase in
VOC concentration exiting a carbon adsorption bed or column.

(8) “Certified storage device” means vapor recovery equipment for
gasoline storage tanks as certified by the State of California Air Resources
Board Executive Orders, copies of which are on file with DEQ, or which has
been certified by other air pollution control agencies and approved by DEQ.

(9) “Class II hardboard paneling finish” means finishers which meet
the specifications of Voluntary Product Standard PS-59-73 as approved by
the American National Standards Institute.

(10) “Clear coat” means a coating which lacks color and opacity or is
transparent and uses the undercoat as a reflectant base or undertone color.

(11) “Coating” means a material applied to a surface which forms a
continuous film and is used for protective and/or decorative purposes.

(12) “Coating line” means one or more apparatus or operations which
include a coating applicator, flash-off area, and oven or drying station
wherein a surface coating is applied, dried, and/or cured.

(13) “Condensate” means hydrocarbon liquid separated from natural
gas which condenses due to changes in the temperature and/or pressure and
remains liquid at standard conditions.

(14) “Crude oil” means a naturally occurring mixture which consists
of hydrocarbons and/or sulfur, nitrogen, and/or oxygen derivatives of hydro-
carbons and which is a liquid at standard conditions.

(15) “Custody transfer” means the transfer of produced petroleum
and/or condensate after processing and/or treating in the producing opera-
tions, from storage tanks or automatic transfer facilities to pipelines or any
other forms of transportation.

(16) “Cutback asphalt” means a mixture of a base asphalt with a sol-
vent such as gasoline, naphtha, or kerosene. Cutback asphalts are rapid,
medium, or slow curing (known as RC, MC, SC), as defined in ASTM
D2399.

(17) “Delivery vessel” means any tank truck or trailer used for the
transport of gasoline from sources of supply to stationary storage tanks.

(18) “External floating roof” means a cover over an open top storage
tank consisting of a double deck or pontoon single deck which rests upon
and is supported by the volatile organic liquid being contained, and is
equipped with a closure seal or seals to close the space between the roof
edge and tank shell.

(19) “Extreme performance coatings” means coatings designed for
extreme environmental conditions such as exposure to any one of the fol-
lowing: continuous ambient weather conditions, temperature consistently
above 95°C, detergents, abrasive and scouring agents, solvents, corrosive
atmosphere, or similar environmental conditions.

(20) “Extreme performance interior topcoat” means a topcoat used in
interior spaces of aircraft areas requiring a fluid, stain or nicotine barrier.

(21) “Fabric coating” means any coating applied on textile fabric.
Fabric coating includes the application of coatings by impregnation.

(22) “Flexographic printing” means the application of words, designs
and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing technique in which the
pattern to be applied is raised above the printing roll and the image carrier is
made of rubber or other elastomeric materials.

(23) “Freeboard ratio” means the freeboard height divided by the
width (not length) of the degreaser’s air/solvent area.

(24) “Forced air dried coating” means a coating which is dried by the
use of warm air at temperatures up to 90°C (194°F).

(25) “Gas freed” means a marine vessel’s cargo tank has been certified
by a Marine Chemist as “Safe for Workers” according to the requirements
outlined in the National Fire Protection Association Rule 306.

(26) “Gasoline” means any petroleum distillate having a Reid vapor
pressure of 27.6 kPa (4.0 psi) or greater which is used to fuel internal com-
bustion engines.

(27) “Gasoline dispensing facility” means any site where gasoline is
dispensed to motor vehicle, boat, or airplane gasoline tanks from stationary
storage tanks.

(28) “Gaseous service” means equipment which processes, transfers or
contains a VOC or mixture of VOCs in the gaseous phase.

(29) “Hardwood plywood” is plywood whose surface layer is a veneer
of hardwood.

(30) “High performance architectural coating” means coatings applied
to aluminum panels and moldings being coated away from the place of
installation.

(31) “Internal floating roof” means a cover or roof in a fixed roof tank
which rests upon or is floating upon the petroleum liquid being contained,
and is equipped with a closure seal or seals to close the space between the
roof edge and tank shell.

(32) “Large appliance” means any residential and commercial wash-
ers, dryers, ranges, refrigerators, freezers, water heaters, dish washers, trash
compactors, air conditioners, and other similar products.

(33) “Leaking component” means any petroleum refinery source
which has a VOC concentration exceeding 10,000 parts per million (ppm)
when tested in the manner described in method 31 and 33 on file with DEQ.
These sources include, but are not limited to, pumping seals, compressor
seals, seal oil degassing vents, pipeline valves, flanges and other connec-
tions, pressure relief devices, process drains, and open-ended pipes.
Excluded from these sources are valves which are not externally regulated.

(34) “Lightering” means the transfer of a liquid product identified in
OAR 340-232-0110(1)(a) or (1)(b), as applicable, into a cargo tank from one
marine tank vessel to another. 

(35) “Liquid-mounted” means a primary seal mounted so the bottom
of the seal covers the liquid surface between the tank shell and the floating
roof.

(36) “Liquid service” means equipment which processes, transfers or
contains a VOC or mixture of VOCs in the liquid phase.

(37) “Loading event” means the loading or lightering of a liquid prod-
uct identified in OAR 340-232-0110(1)(a) or (1)(b), as applicable, into a
marine tank vessel’s cargo tank, or the loading of any product into a marine
tank vessel’s cargo tank where the prior cargo was a liquid product identi-
fied in OAR 340-232-0110(1)(a) or (1)(b), as applicable. The event begins
with the connection of a marine tank vessel to a storage or cargo tank by
means of piping or hoses for the transfer of a fuel product from the storage
or cargo tank into the receiving marine tank vessel. The event ends with dis-
connection of the pipes and/or hoses upon completion of the loading
process.

(38) “Marine tank vessel” means any marine vessel constructed or
converted to carry liquid bulk cargo that transports a liquid product identi-
fied in OAR 340-232-0110(1)(a) or (1)(b), as applicable.

(39) “Marine terminal” means any facility or structure used to load or
unload any fuel product cargo into or from marine tank vessels.

(40) “Marine vessel” means any tugboat, tanker, freighter, passenger
ship, barge or other boat, ship or watercraft.

(41) “Maskant for chemical processing” means a coating applied
directly to an aerospace component to protect surface areas when chemical
milling, anodizing, aging, bonding, plating, etching and/or performing other
chemical operations on the surface of the component.

(42) “Miscellaneous metal parts and products” means any metal part
or metal product, even if attached to or combined with a nonmetal part or
product, except cans, coils, metal furniture, large appliances, magnet wires,
automobiles, ships, and airplane bodies.

(43) “Natural finish hardwood plywood panels” means panels whose
original grain pattern is enhanced by essentially transparent finishes fre-
quently supplemented by fillers and toners.
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(44) “Operator” means any person who leases, operates, controls, or
supervises a facility at which gasoline is dispensed.

(45) “Oven dried” means a coating or ink which is dried, baked, cured,
or polymerized at temperatures over 90°C (194°F).

(46) “Packaging rotogravure printing” means rotogravure printing
upon paper, paper board, metal foil, plastic film, and other substrates, which
are, in subsequent operations, formed into packaging products and labels for
articles to be sold.

(47) “Paper coating” means any coating applied on paper, plastic film,
or metallic foil to make certain products, including but not limited to adhe-
sive tapes and labels, book covers, post cards, office copier paper, drafting
paper, or pressure sensitive tapes. Paper coating includes the application of
coatings by impregnation and/or saturation.

(48) “Petroleum refinery” means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline, aromatics, kerosene, distillate fuel oils, residual fuel oils, lubri-
cants, asphalt, or other products through distillation of petroleum, crude oil,
or through redistillation, cracking, or reforming of unfinished petroleum
derivatives. “Petroleum refinery” does not mean a re-refinery of used motor
oils or other waste chemicals. “Petroleum refinery” does not include asphalt
blowing or separation of products shipped together.

(49) “Pretreatment wash primer” means a coating which contains a
minimum of 0.5% acid by weight for surface etching and is applied directly
to bare metal surfaces to provide corrosion resistance and adhesion.

(50) “Prime coat” means the first of two or more films of coating
applied in an operation.

(51) “Printed interior panels” means panels whose grain or natural sur-
face is obscured by fillers and basecoats upon which a simulated grain or
decorative pattern is printed.

(52) “Printing” means the formation of words, designs and pictures,
usually by a series of application rolls each with only partial coverage.

(53) “Publication rotogravure printing” means rotogravure printing
upon paper which is subsequently formed into books, magazines, cata-
logues, brochures, directories, newspaper supplements, and other types of
printed materials.

(54) “Reasonably available control technology” or “RACT” means the
lowest emission limitation that a particular source or source category is
capable of meeting by the application of control technology that is reason-
ably available considering technological and economic feasibility.

(55) “Roll printing” means the application of words, designs and pic-
tures to a substrate by means of hard rubber or steel rolls.

(56) “Sealant” means a coating applied for the purpose of filing voids
and providing a barrier against penetration of water, fuel or other fluids or
vapors.

(57) “Specialty printing” means all gravure and flexographic opera-
tions which print a design or image, excluding publication gravure and pack-
aging printing. Specialty Printing includes printing on paper plates and cups,
patterned gift wrap, wallpaper, and floor coverings.

(58) “Submerged fill” means any fill pipe or hose, the discharge open-
ing of which is entirely submerged when the liquid is 6 inches above the bot-
tom of the tank; or when applied to a tank which is loaded from the side,
means any fill pipe, the discharge of which is entirely submerged when the
liquid level is 18 inches, or is twice the diameter of the fill pipe, whichever
is greater, above the bottom of the tank.

(59) “Thirty-day rolling average” means any value arithmetically aver-
aged over any consecutive thirty days.

(60) “Tileboard” means paneling that has a colored waterproof surface
coating.

(61) “Topcoat” means a coating applied over a primer or intermediate
coating for purposes such as appearance, identification or protection.

(62) “True vapor pressure” means the equilibrium pressure exerted by
a petroleum liquid as determined in accordance with methods described in
American Petroleum Institute Bulletin 2517, “Evaporation Loss from
Floating Roof Tanks,” February, 1980.

(63) “Vapor balance system” means a combination of pipes or hoses
which create a closed system between the vapor spaces of an unloading tank
and a receiving tank such that vapors displaced from the receiving tank are
transferred to the tank being unloaded.

(64) “Vapor-mounted” means a primary seal mounted so there is an
annular vapor space underneath the seal. The annular vapor space is bound-
ed by the primary seal, the tank shell, the liquid surface, and the floating
roof.

(65) “Vapor tight” means, as used in OAR 340-232-0110, a condition
that exists when the concentration of a VOC, measured one centimeter from
any source, does not exceed 10,000 ppm (expressed as methane) above
background.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation

Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 13-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 6-1996, f. & cert. ef. 3-29-
96; DEQ 9-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-9-97; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 6-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 5-21-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-
0102; DEQ 2-2000, f. 2-17-00, cert. ef. 6-1-01; DEQ 15-2001, f. & cert. ef. 12-26-01; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0040
General Non-Categorical Requirements

(1) All existing sources operating prior to November 15, 1990, locat-
ed inside the areas cited in OAR 340-232-0020(1)(a) or (1)(c), containing
emissions units or devices for which no categorical RACT requirements
exist and which have potential emissions before add-on controls of over
100 tons per year of VOC from aggregated, non-regulated emission units,
must have RACT requirements developed on a case-by-case basis by DEQ.
Sources that have complied with NSR requirements per OAR 340 division
224 and are subject to Best Available Control Technology (BACT) or
Lowest Achievable Emission Rate (LAER) requirements are presumed to
have met RACT requirements. A source may request RACT not be applied
by demonstrating to DEQ that its potential emissions before add-on con-
trols are less than 100 tons per year. Once a source becomes subject to
RACT requirements under this section, it will continue to be subject to
RACT, unless VOC emissions fall less than 100 tons per year and the
source requests that RACT be removed, by demonstrating to DEQ that their
potential VOC emissions before add-on controls are below 100 tons per
year.

(2) Within 3 months of written notification by DEQ of the applicabil-
ity of this rule, or, for good cause shown, up to an additional three months
as approved by DEQ, the source must submit to DEQ a complete analysis
of RACT for each category of emissions unit at the source, taking into
account technical and economic feasibility of available control technology,
and the emission reductions each technology would provide. This analysis
does not need to include any emissions units subject to a specific categori-
cal RACT requirement under this division. These RACT requirements
approved by DEQ will be incorporated in the source’s Air Contaminant
Discharge Permit, and will be effective upon approval by EPA as a source
specific SIP revision. The source must comply with the applicable RACT
requirements beginning one year from the date of notification by DEQ of
EPA approval.

(3) Failure by a source to submit a RACT analysis required by section
(2) does not excuse the source from the obligation to comply with a RACT
determination established by DEQ.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 13-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 7-1997(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
4-28-97; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-022-0104; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0050
Exemptions

Natural gas-fired afterburners needed to comply with this division
shall be operated during the months of May, June, July, August, and
September. During other months, the afterburners may be turned off with
prior written DEQ approval, provided that the operation of such devices is
not required for purposes of occupational health or safety, or for the control
of toxic substances, malodors, or other regulated pollutants, or for comply-
ing with visual air contaminant limitations.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 20-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
022-0106; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0060
Compliance Determination

(1) Certification and test procedures required by this division must be
conducted using the DEQ Source Sampling Manual. 

(2) DEQ approval by of alternative methods for demonstrating com-
pliance where specified and allowed in this division, including approval of
equivalent testing methods for determining compliance, is subject to review
and approval by EPA.
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NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; Renumbered from
340-022-0106(3) & (4); DEQ 23-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 12-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 4-29-
81; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-
99, Renumbered from 340-022-0107; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0080
Bulk Gasoline Plants Including Transfer of Gasoline

(1) No person may transfer or allow the transfer of gasoline to or from
a bulk gasoline plant unless:

(a) Each stationary storage tank uses submerged fill when transferring
gasoline; and

(b) The displaced vapors from filling each tank are prevented from
being released to the atmosphere through use of a vapor tight vapor balance
system. All equipment associated with the vapor balance system must be
maintained to be vapor tight and in good working order.

(2) Each stationary gasoline storage tank may release vapor to the
atmosphere through a pressure relief valve set to release at the highest pos-
sible pressure in accordance with state or local fire codes, or the National
Fire Prevention Association guidelines and no less than 3.4 kPa (0.50 psi).

(3) Gasoline must be handled in a manner to prevent spillage, dis-
charging into sewers, storage in open containers, or handled in any other
manner that would result in evaporation. If more than five gallons are
spilled, the operator must report the spillage in accordance with OAR 340-
214-0300 to 340-214-0350.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 12-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 4-29-81; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-
1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef.
10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0120; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0085
Gasoline Delivery Vessel(s)

(1) No person may transfer or allow the transfer of gasoline to a deliv-
ery vessel from a bulk gasoline terminal; or a bulk gasoline plant, with a
daily throughput of 4,000 or more gallons based on a 30-day rolling aver-
age, located in the Portland-Vancouver AQMA, unless:

(a) Each delivery vessel uses submerged fill when receiving gasoline;
and

(b) The displaced vapors from filling each tank are prevented from
being released to the atmosphere through use of a vapor tight vapor balance
system. All equipment associated with the vapor balance system must be
maintained to be vapor tight and in good working order.

(2) Gasoline must be handled in a manner to prevent spillage, dis-
charge into sewers, storage in open containers, or handled in any other man-
ner that would result in evaporation. If more than five gallons are spilled,
the operator must report the spillage in accordance with OAR 340-214-
0300 to 340-214-0350.

(3) Compliance with subsection (1)(a) and section (2) must be deter-
mined by visual inspection to ensure minimal spillage of gasoline and prop-
er installation of bottom loading couples.

(4) Compliance with subsection (1)(b) must be determined by verifi-
cation of use of equipment approved by DEQ and/or by testing and moni-
toring in accordance with applicable portions of OAR 340-232-0100 and/or
Method 31 and/or 32 on file with DEQ.

(5) The owner or operator of a gasoline delivery vessel must maintain
the vessel to be vapor tight at all times, in accordance with OAR 340- 232-
0100(1), if such vessel is part of a vapor balance system required by sub-
section (1)(b).

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-022-0125; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0090
Bulk Gasoline Terminals Including Truck and Trailer Loading

(1) No terminal owner or operator, may allow VOCs to be emitted into
the atmosphere in excess of 80 milligrams of VOC per liter of gasoline
loaded from the operation of loading truck tanks, and truck trailers at bulk
gasoline terminals with a daily throughputs of greater than 76,000 liters

(20,000 gallons) per day of gasoline, determined by a thirty-day rolling aver-
age:

(a) The owner or operator of a gasoline loading terminal must only
allow the transfer of gasoline between the facility and a truck tank or a truck
trailer when a current leak test certification for the delivery vessel is on file
with the terminal or a valid permit as required by OAR 340-232-0100(1)(c)
is displayed on the delivery vessel;

(b) The owner or operator of a truck tank or a truck trailer must not
make any connection to the terminal’s gasoline loading rack unless the gaso-
line delivery vessel has been tested in accordance with OAR 340-232-
0100(1);

(c) The truck driver or other operator who fills a delivery truck tank
and/or trailer tank must not take on a load of gasoline unless the vapor return
hose is properly connected;

(d) All equipment associated with the vapor balance system must be
maintained to be vapor tight and in good working order.

(2) Compliance with section (1) must be determined by testing in
accordance with Method 33 on file with DEQ. The method for determining
compliance with section (1) are delineated in 40 CFR part 60, subpart XX,
§60.503.

(3) Bulk Gasoline terminals must comply with the following within
the limits of section (1):

(a) All displaced vapors and gases during tank truck gasoline loading
operations must be vented only to the vapor control system;

(b) The loading device must not leak when in use. The loading device
must be designed and operated to allow no more than 10 cubic centimeters
drainage per disconnect on the basis of 5 consecutive disconnects;

(c) All loading liquid lines must be equipped with fittings which make
vapor-tight connections and which close automatically and immediately
when disconnected;

(d) All vapor lines must be equipped with fittings which make vapor-
tight connections and which close automatically and immediately when dis-
connected or which contain vapor tight unidirectional valves;

(e) Gasoline must be handled in a manner to prevent its being discard-
ed in sewers or stored in open containers or handled in any manner that
would result in evaporation. If more than 5 gallons are spilled, the operator
must report the spillage in accordance with OAR 340-214-0300 through
340-214-0350;

(f) The vapor balance system must be operated in a manner to prevent
the pressure therein from exceeding the tank truck or trailer pressure relief
settings.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 12-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 4-29-81; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-
1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91, Sections (2) and (3) renumbered from 340-022-0133 and 340-
022-0136; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 11-22-94; DEQ
26-1995, f. & cert. ef. 12-6-95; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0130; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0100
Testing Vapor Transfer and Collection Systems

(1) No person may allow a vapor-laden delivery vessel subject to OAR
340-232-0080(5) to be filled or emptied unless the delivery vessel:

(a) Is tested annually according to the test Method 32 on file with
DEQ, or CFR part 60, EPA Method 21 or 27, or California Air Resources
Board Method 2-5;

(b) Sustains a pressure change of no more than 750 pascals (3 inches
of H2O) in five minutes when pressurized to a gauge pressure of 4,500 pas-
cals (18 inches of H2O) or evacuated to a gauge pressure of 1,500 pascals
(6 inches of H2O) during the testing required in subsection (1)(a); and

(c) Displays a valid permit near the Department of Transportation test
date markings required by 49 CFR 177.824h, which:

(A) Shows the year and month that the gasoline tank truck last passed
the test required in subsections (1)(a) and (b);

(B) Shows the identification of the permit; and
(C) Expires not more than one year from the date of the leak-test test,

or if tested in California, on the expiration date so specified.
(d) Has its vapor return hose connected by the truck operator so that

gasoline vapor is not expelled to the atmosphere.
(2) The owner or operator of a vapor collection system subject to this

regulation must design and operate the vapor collection system and the gaso-
line loading equipment in a manner that prevents:

(a) Gauge pressure from exceeding 4,500 pascals (18 inches of H2O)
and vacuum from exceeding 1,500 pascals (6 inches of H2O) in the gasoline
tank truck being loaded;
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(b) A reading equal to or greater than 100 percent of the lower explo-
sive limit (LEL, measured as propane) at 2.5 centimeters from all points on
the perimeter of a potential leak source when measured by the Method 31
and 33 on file with DEQ, or unloading operations at gasoline dispensing
facilities, bulk plants and bulk terminals; and

(c) Visible liquid leaks during loading or unloading operations at gaso-
line dispensing facilities, bulk plants and bulk terminals.

(3) DEQ may, at any time, monitor a gasoline tank truck, vapor col-
lection system, or vapor control system, by the methods on file with DEQ,
to confirm continuing compliance with section (1) or (2).

(4) Recordkeeping and Reporting:
(a) The owner or operator of a source of VOCs subject to this rule must

maintain records of all certification testing and repairs. The records must
identify the gasoline tank truck, vapor collection system, or vapor control
system; the date of the test or repair; and if applicable, the type of repair and
the date of retest. The records must be maintained in a legible, readily avail-
able condition for at least two years after the date of testing or repair was
completed;

(b) Copies of all records and reports under subsection (4)(a) must be
submitted to DEQ within 30 days of certification testing.

(c) Persons applying for a permit required by this rule must at the time
of application pay a fee of $25.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 23-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 12-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 4-29-81; DEQ 3-1986,
f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93;
DEQ 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 11-2-94; DEQ 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 11-22-94; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0137; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0110
Loading Gasoline and Volatile Organic Liquids onto Marine Tank
Vessels

(1) Applicability. This rule applies to loading events at any location
within the Portland ozone air quality maintenance area when a liquid prod-
uct identified in subsection (a) or (b), as applicable, is placed into a marine
tank vessel cargo tank; or where any liquid is placed into a marine tank ves-
sel cargo tank that had previously held a liquid product identified in sub-
section (a) or (b), as applicable. The owner or operator of each marine ter-
minal and marine tank vessel is responsible for and must comply with this
rule.

(a) Prior to July 1, 2018, liquid product means gasoline;
(b) On and after July 1, 2018, liquid product means all of the follow-

ing:
(A) Gasoline;
(B) Any other volatile organic liquid with a Reid vapor pressure of

27.6 kPa (4.0 psi) or more; and
(C) Any other organic liquid if the liquid is purposely heated, the liq-

uid temperature is 110 degrees Fahrenheit or more at the time of loading,
and the liquid has a Reid vapor pressure of 20.7 kPa (3.0 psi) or more.

(2) Exemptions. The following activities are exempt from the marine
vapor control emission limits of this rule:

(a) Marine vessel bunkering;
(b) Lightering when neither vessel is berthed at a marine terminal

dock,
(c) Loading when both of the following conditions are met:
(A) The vessel has been gas freed (regardless of the prior cargo), and
(B) When loading any products other than a liquid product identified

in subsection (1)(a) or (1)(b), as applicable; and
(d) Loading organic liquids that are stored in pressurized tanks, such

as but not limited to liquefied natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, butane
and propane.

(3) Vapor Collection System. The owner or operator of a marine ter-
minal subject to this rule must equip each loading berth with a vapor col-
lection system that is designed to collect all displaced VOC vapors during
the loading of marine tank vessels. The owner or operator of a marine tank
vessel subject to this rule must equip each marine tank vessel with a vapor
collection system that is designed to collect all displaced VOC vapors dur-
ing the loading of marine tank vessels. The collection system must be
designed such that all displaced VOC vapors collected during any loading
event are vented only to the control device.

(4) Marine Vapor Control Emission Limits. Vapors that are displaced
and collected during marine tank vessel loading events must be reduced
from the uncontrolled condition by at least 95 percent by weight, as deter-
mined by EPA Method 25 or other methods approved under OAR 340-212-

0140, or limited to 5.7 grams per cubic meter (2 pounds per 1000 barrels)
of liquid loaded.

(5) Operating Practice and Maintenance.
(a) All hatches, pressure relief valves, connections, gauging ports and

vents associated with the loading of liquid product identified in subsection
(1)(a) or (1)(b), as applicable, into marine tank vessels must be maintained
to be leak free and vapor tight.

(b) The owner or operator of any marine tank vessel must certify to
DEQ that the vessel is leak free, vapor tight, and in good working order
based on an annual inspection using EPA Method 21 or other method
approved under OAR 340-212-0140.

(c) Gaseous leaks must be detected using EPA Method 21 or other
methods approved under OAR 340-212-0140.

(d) Loading must cease anytime gas or liquid leaks are detected.
Loading may continue only after leaks are repaired or if documentation is
provided to DEQ that the repair of leaking components is technically infea-
sible without dry-docking the vessel or cannot otherwise be undertaken
safely. Subsequent loading events involving the leaking components are
prohibited until the leak is repaired. Any liquid or gaseous leak detected by
DEQ staff is a violation of this rule.

(6) Monitoring and recordkeeping. Marine terminal operators must
maintain operating records for at least five years of each loading event at
their terminal. Marine tank vessel owners and operators are responsible for
maintaining operating records for at least five years for all loading events
involving each of their vessels. Records must be made available to DEQ
upon request. These records must include but are not limited to:

(a) The location of each loading event.
(b) The date of arrival and departure of the vessel.
(c) The name, registry and legal owner of each marine tank vessel par-

ticipating in the loading event.
(d) The type and amount of liquid product loaded into the marine tank

vessel.
(e) The prior cargo carried by the marine tank vessel. If the marine

tank vessel has been gas freed, then the prior cargo can be recorded as gas
freed.

(f) The description of any gaseous or liquid leak, date and time of leak
detection, leak repair action taken and screening level after completion of
the leak repair.

(7) Lightering exempted from controls by subsection (2)(b) must be
curtailed from 2:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. when DEQ declares a Clean Air
Action day. If DEQ declares a second clean air action day before 2:00 p.m.
of the first curtailment period, then such uncontrolled lightering must be
curtailed for an additional 24 hours until 2:00 p.m. on the second day. If a
third clean air action day in a row is declared, then uncontrolled lightering
is permissible for a 12-hour period starting at 2 p.m. on the second clean air
action day and ending at 2 a.m. on the third clean air action day.
Uncontrolled lightering must be curtailed from 2 a.m. until 2 p.m. on the
third clean air action day. If DEQ continues to declare clean air action days
consecutively after the third day, the curtailment and loading pattern used
for the third clean air action day will apply.

(8) Safety/Emergency Operations. Nothing in this rule is intended to:
(a) Require any act or omission that would be in violation of any reg-

ulation or other requirement of the United States Coast Guard; or
(b) Prevent any act that is necessary to secure the safety of a vessel or

the safety of passengers or crew.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.035 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 2-2000, f. 2-17-00, cert. ef. 6-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0120
Cutback and Emulsified Asphalt

(1) Use of any cutback asphalts for paving roads and parking areas is
prohibited during the months of April, May, June, July, August, September,
and October, except as provided for in section (2).

(2) Slow curing (SC) and medium curing (MC) cutback asphalts are
allowed during all months for the following uses and applications:

(a) Solely as a penetrating prime coat for aggregate bases prior to
paving;

(b) For the manufacture of medium-curing patching mixes to provide
long-period storage stockpiles used exclusively for pavement maintenance;
or

(c) For all uses when the National Weather Service forecast of the high
temperature during the 24-hour period following application is below 10° C.
(50° F.).
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(3) Rapid curing (RC) grades of cutback asphalt are always prohibit-
ed.

(4)(a) Use of emulsified asphalts is unrestricted if solvent content is
kept at or less than the limits listed below. If these limits are exceeded, then
the asphalt shall be classified as medium curing (MC) cutback asphalts, and
shall be limited to only the uses permitted by section (2). (Grades of
Emulsion Per AASHTO Designation M 208-72 — Maximum Solvent
Content by Weight.):

(A) CRS-1 — 3%;
(B) CRS-2 — 3%;
(C) CSS-1 — 3%;
(D) CSS-1h — 3%;
(E) CMS-2 — 8%;
(F) CMS-2h — 8%;
(G) CMS-2S —12%.
(b) Solvent content is determined by ASTM distillation test D-244.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-
0140; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0130
Petroleum Refineries

This rule shall apply to all petroleum refineries:
(1) Vacuum-Producing Systems:
(a) Noncondensable VOC from vacuum producing systems shall be

piped to an appropriate firebox, incinerator or to a closed refinery system;
(b) Hot wells associated with contact condensers shall be tightly cov-

ered and the collected VOC introduced into a closed refinery system.
(2) Wastewater Separators:
(a) Wastewater separators’ forebays shall incorporate a floating pon-

toon or fixed solid cover with all openings sealed totally enclosing the com-
partmented liquid contents, or a floating pontoon or double deck-type cover
equipped with closure seals between the cover edge and compartment wall;

(b) Accesses for gauging and sampling shall be designed to minimize
VOC emissions during actual use. All access points shall be closed with
suitable covers when not in use.

(3) Process Unit Turnaround:
(a) The VOC contained in a process unit to be depressurized for turn-

around shall be introduced to a closed refinery system, combusted by a
flare, or vented to a disposal system;

(b) The pressure in a process unit following depressurization for turn-
around shall be less than 5 psig before venting to the ambient air.

(4) Maintenance and Operation of Emission Control Equipment:
Equipment for the reduction, collection or disposal of VOC shall be main-
tained and operated in a manner commensurate with the level of mainte-
nance and housekeeping of the overall plant.

(5) Recordkeeping: The owner or operator shall maintain a record of
process unit turnarounds including an approximation of the quantity of
VOC emitted to the atmosphere. Records shall be maintained for two years.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0150; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0140
Petroleum Refinery Leaks

(1) All persons operating petroleum refineries must comply with this
section concerning leaks:

(a) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery complex, upon
detection of a leaking component, which has a VOC concentration exceed-
ing 10,000 ppm when tested in the manner described below must:

(A) Include the leaking component on a written list of scheduled
repairs; and

(B) Repair and retest the component within 15 days.
(b) Except for safety pressure relief valves, no owner or operator of a

petroleum refinery may install or operate a valve at the end of a pipe or line
containing VOCs unless the pipe or line is sealed with a second valve, a
blind flange, a plug, or a cap. The sealing device may be removed only
when a sample is being taken during maintenance operations;

(c) Pipeline valves and pressure relief valves in gaseous VOC service
must be marked in some manner that will be readily obvious to both refin-
ery personnel performing monitoring and DEQ.

(2) Testing Procedures: Testing and calibration procedures to deter-
mine compliance with this rule must be done in accordance with EPA
Method 21.

(3) Monitoring, Recordkeeping, Reporting:
(a) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery must maintain, as a

minimum, records of all testing conducted under this rule; plus records of
all monitoring conducted under subsections (b) and (c);

(b) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery subject to this rule
must:

(A) Monitor yearly by the methods referenced in section (2) all:
(i) Pump seals;
(ii) Pipeline valves in liquid service; and
(iii) Process drains.
(B) Monitor quarterly by the methods referenced in section (2) all:
(i) Compressor seals;
(ii) Pipeline valves in gaseous service; and
(iii) Pressure relief valves in gaseous service.
(C) Monitor weekly by visual methods all pump seals;
(D) Monitor immediately any pump seal from which liquids are

observed dripping;
(E) Monitor any relief valve within 24 hours after it has vented to the

atmosphere; and
(F) Monitor immediately after repair of any component that was

found leaking.
(c) Pressure relief devices which are connected to an operating flare

header, vapor recovery device, inaccessible valves, storage tank valves, or
valves that are not externally regulated are exempt from the monitoring
requirements in subsection (b);

(d) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, upon the detection
of a leaking component, must affix a weatherproof and readily visible tag
bearing an identification number and the date the leak is located to the leak-
ing component. This tag must remain in place until the leaking component
is repaired;

(e) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, upon the comple-
tion of each yearly and/or quarterly monitoring procedure, must:

(A) Submit a report to DEQ on the 15th day of January, April, July,
and September, listing the leaking components that were located but not
repaired within the required time limit in subsection (1)(a);

(B) Submit a signed statement attesting to the fact that, with the
exception of those leaking components listed in paragraph (A), all moni-
toring and repairs were performed as stipulated.

(f) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery must maintain a
leaking component monitoring log that contains, at a minimum, the fol-
lowing data:

(A) The name of the process unit where the component is located;
(B) The type of component, e.g., valve, seal;
(C) The tag number of the component;
(D) The date on which a leaking component is discovered;
(E) The date on which a leaking component is repaired;
(F) The date and instrument reading of the recheck procedure after a

leaking component is repaired;
(G) A record of the calibration of the monitoring instrument;
(H) Those leaks that cannot be repaired until turnaround, exceptions

to the 15-day requirement of paragraph (1)(a)(B); and
(I) The total number of components checked and the total number of

components found leaking.
(g) Copies of all records and reports required by this section must be

retained by the owner or operator for a minimum of five years after the date
on which the record was made or the report submitted;

(h) Copies of all records and reports required by this section must
immediately be made available to DEQ upon verbal or written request at
any reasonable time;

(i) DEQ may, upon written notice, modify the monitoring, record-
keeping and reporting requirements.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 23-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert.
ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-022-0153; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-232-0150
VOC Liquid Storage

(1) Owners or operators which have tanks storing methanol or other
VOC liquids with a true vapor pressure, as stored, greater than 10.5 kPa
(kilopascals) (1.52 psia), at actual monthly average storage temperatures,
and having a capacity greater than 150,000 liters (approximately 39,000 gal-
lons) must comply with one of the following:

(a) Meet the equipment specifications and maintenance requirements
of the federal standards of performance for new stationary sources —
Storage Vessels for Petroleum Liquids, 40 CFR part 60 subpart K and Ka;
or

(b) Be retrofitted with a floating roof or internal floating cover using
at least a nonmetallic resilient seal as the primary seal meeting the equip-
ment specifications in the federal standards referred to in subsection (a) or
its equivalent.

(2) All seals used in subsections (1)(b) and (c) are to be maintained in
good operating condition and the seal fabric may not contain visible holes,
tears or other openings.

(3) All openings, except stub drains and those related to safety, such as
slotted gage wells, are to be sealed with suitable closures. All tank gauging
and sampling devices must be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is
taking place; except for slotted gage wells which must have floating seals
with one-half inch edge gaps or less.

(4) Secondary Seals:
(a) Applicability: Subsection (c) applies to all VOC liquid storage ves-

sels equipped with external floating roofs, having capacities greater than
150,000 liters (39,000 gallons) except as indicated in subsection (c) and
paragraph (c)(H);

(b) Exemptions: Subsection (c) does not apply to petroleum liquid
storage vessels which:

(A) Are used to store waxy, heavy pour crude oil;
(B) Have capacities less than 1,600,000 liters (420,000 gallons) and

are used to store produced crude oil and condensate prior to lease custody
transfer;

(C) Contain a VOC liquid with a true vapor pressure of less than 10.5
kPa (1.5 psia) where the vapor pressure is measured at the storage tempera-
ture;

(D) Contain a VOC liquid with a true vapor pressure less than 27.6 kPa
(4.0 psia); that

(i) Are of welded construction; and
(ii) Presently possess a metallic-type shoe seal, a liquid-mounted foam

seal, a liquid-mounted liquid filled type seal, or other closure device of
demonstrated equivalence approved by DEQ; or

(E) Are of welded construction, equipped with a metallic-type shoe
primary seal and has a secondary seal from the top of the shoe seal to the
tank wall (shoemounted secondary seal).

(c) No owner of a VOC liquid storage vessel subject to this rule may
store VOC liquid in that vessel unless:

(A) The vessel has been fitted with:
(i) A continuous secondary seal extending from the floating roof to the

tank wall (rim-mounted secondary seal); or
(ii) A closure or other device which controls VOC emissions with an

effectiveness equal to or greater than a seal required under subparagraph
(A)(i) as approved in writing by DEQ.

(B) All seal closure devices meet the following requirements:
(i) There are no visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seals or

seal fabric;
(ii) The seals are intact and uniformly in place around the circumfer-

ence of the floating roof between the floating roof and the tank wall; and
(iii) For vapor mounted seals, the accumulated area of gaps exceeding

0.32 cm (1/8 inch) in width between the secondary seal and the tank wall are
determined by the method in subsection (d) and must not exceed 21.2 cm2
per meter of tank diameter (1.0 in2 per foot of tank diameter).

(C) All openings in the external floating roof, except for automatic
bleeder vents, rim space vents, and leg sleeves, are:

(i) Equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed position except
when the openings are in actual use; and

(ii) Equipped with projections into the tank which remain below the
liquid surface at all times.

(D) Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except when the
roof is floated off or landed on the roof leg supports;

(E) Rim vents are set to open only when the roof is being floated off
the leg supports or at the manufacturer’s recommended setting;

(F) Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane fabric
covers or equivalent covers which cover at least 90 percent of the area of the
opening; and

(G) The owner or operator of a VOC liquid storage vessel with an
external floating roof subject to subsection (c) must:

(i) Perform routine inspections semi-annually in order to ensure com-
pliance with paragraphs (A) through (F) and the inspections must include a
visual inspection of the secondary seal gap;

(ii) Measure the secondary seal gap annually in accordance with sub-
section (d) when the floating roof is equipped with a vapor-mounted primary
seal; and

(iii) Maintain records of the types of VOC liquids stored, the maxi-
mum true vapor pressure of the liquid as stored, and the results of the inspec-
tions performed in subparagraphs (G)(i) and (ii).

(H) The owner or operator of a VOC liquid storage vessel having a
capacity equal to or less than 150,000 liters (39,000 gallons) with an exter-
nal floating roof, but containing a VOC liquid with a true vapor pressure
greater than 7.00 kPa (1.0 psi), must maintain records of the average month-
ly storage temperature, the type of liquid, and the maximum true vapor pres-
sure for all VOC liquids with a true vapor pressure greater than 7.0 kPa;

(I) The owner or operator of a VOC liquid storage vessel subject to this
rule, must submit to DEQ, as a minimum, annual reports summarizing the
inspections;

(J) Copies of all records and reports under paragraphs (G) (H), and (I)
must be retained by the owner or operator for a minimum of five years after
the date on which the record was made or the report submitted;

(K) Copies of all records and reports under this section must immedi-
ately be made available to DEQ, upon verbal or written request, at any rea-
sonable time;

(L) DEQ may, upon written notice, require more frequent reports or
modify the monitoring and recordkeeping requirements, when necessary to
accomplish the purposes of this rule.

(d) Secondary Seal Compliance Determination:
(A) The owner or operator of any VOC source required to comply with

section (4) must demonstrate compliance by the methods of this section or
an alternative method;

(B) A person proposing to conduct a VOC emissions test must notify
DEQ of the intent to test not less than 30 days before the proposed initiation
of the tests so DEQ may observe the test. The notification must contain the
information required by, and be in a format approved by DEQ;

(C) Compliance with subparagraph (4)(c)(B)(iii) is determined by:
(i) Physically measuring the length and width of all gaps around the

entire circumference of the secondary seal in each place where a 0.32 cm
(1/8 inch) uniform diameter probe passes freely (without forcing or binding
against the seal) between the seal and tank wall; and

(ii) Summing the area of the individual gaps.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-
0160; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0160
Surface Coating in Manufacturing

(1) No person may operate a coating line which emits into the atmos-
phere VOCs in excess of the limits in section (5), expressed as pounds VOC
per gallon of coating applied, excluding water and exempt solvents, unless
an alternative emission limit is approved by DEQ pursuant to section (3) or
emissions are controlled to an equivalent level pursuant to section (7).

(2) Exemptions:
(a) This rule does not apply to airplanes painted out of doors in open

air; automobile and truck refinishing; customized top coating of automobiles
and trucks, if production is less than 35 vehicles per day; marine vessels and
vessel parts painted out in the open air; flat wood coating; wood furniture
and wood cabinets; wooden doors, mouldings, and window frames; machine
staining of exterior wood siding; high temperature coatings (for service
above 500° F.); lumber marking coatings; potable water tank inside coat-
ings; high performance inorganic zinc coatings, air dried, applied to fabri-
cated steel; and markings by stencil for railroad cars;

(b) This rule does not apply to:
(A) Sources whose VOC potential to emit before add on controls from

activities identified in section (5) are less than 10 tons per year (or 3 pounds
VOC/hour or 15 pounds actual VOC/day); or
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(B) Sources used exclusively for chemical or physical analysis or
determination of product quality and commercial acceptance, such as
research facilities, pilot plant operations, and laboratories, unless:

(i) The operation of the source is an integral part of the production
process; or

(ii) The emissions from the source exceed 363 kilograms (800 pounds)
in any calendar month.

(3) Exceptions:
(a) On a case-by-case basis, DEQ may approve exceptions to the emis-

sion limits specified in section (5), upon documentation by the source that
an alternative emission limit would satisfy the federal criteria for RACT;

(b) Included in this documentation must be a complete analysis of
technical and economic factors which:

(A) Prevent the source from using both compliance coatings and pol-
lution control devices; and

(B) Justify the alternative emission limit sought by the source.
(c) The alternative emission limit approved by DEQ will be incorpo-

rated into the source’s Air Contaminant Discharge Permit, or Title V operat-
ing permit, and will be effective upon approval by EPA as a source specific
SIP revision.

(4) Applicability: This rule applies to each coating line, which includes
the application area, flashoff area, air and forced air dryer, and oven used in
the surface coating of the parts and products in subsections (5)(a) through
(j).

(5) Process and Limitation: These emission limitations must be based
on a daily average except subsection (5)(e) must be based on a monthly
average. If more than one emission limitation in this rule applies to a spe-
cific coating, then the most stringent emission limitation must be applied:

(a) Can Coating:
(A) Sheet basecoat, exterior and interior, and over-varnish; two-piece

can exterior, basecoat and over-varnish, 2.8 pounds/gallon;
(B) Two- and three-piece can interior and exterior body spray, two-

piece can exterior end, spray or roll coat, 4.2 pounds/gallon;
(C) Three-piece can side-seam spray 5.5 pounds/gallon;
(D) End sealing compound 3.7 pounds/gallon;
(E) End Sealing Compound for fatty foods 3.7 pounds/gallon.
(b) Fabric Coating 2.9 pounds/gallon;
(c) Vinyl Coating 3.8 pounds/gallon;
(d) Paper Coating 2.9 pounds/gallon;
(e) Existing Coating of Paper and Film in the Medford-Ashland

AQMA 55 pounds VOC per 1000 square yards of material per pass;
(f) Auto and Light Duty Truck Coating:
(A) Prime 1.9 pounds/gallon;
(B) Topcoat 2.8 pounds/gallon;
(C) Repair 4.8 pounds/gallon;
(g) Metal Furniture Coating 3.0 pounds/gallon;
(h) Magnet Wire Coating 1.7 pounds/gallon;
(i) Large Appliance Coating 2.8 pounds/gallon;
(j) Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products:
(A) Clear Coatings 4.3 pounds/gallon;
(B) Forced Air Dried or Air Dried 3.5 pounds/gallon;
(C) Extreme Performance Coatings 3.5 pounds/gallon;
(D) Other Coatings, i.e., powder, oven dried, 3.0 pounds/gallon;
(E) High Performance Architectural Coatings 3.5 pounds/gallon.
(6) Compliance Determination: Compliance with this rule must be

determined by testing in accordance with 40 CFR part 60 EPA Method 18,
24, 25, a material balance method, or an equivalent plant specific method
approved by and on file with DEQ. The limit in section (1) of VOC in the
coating is based upon an assumed solvent density, and other assumptions
unique to a coating line; where conditions differ, such as a different solvent
density, a plant specific limit developed pursuant to the applicable Control
Technology Guideline document may be submitted to DEQ for approval.

(7) Reduction Method: Compliance with the emission limits of sec-
tions (3) and (5) must be achieved by:

(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology;
(b) An incineration system which oxidizes at least 90.0 percent of the

nonmethane VOCs entering the incinerator, VOC measured as total com-
bustible carbon, to carbon dioxide and water; or

(c) An equivalent means of VOC removal. The equivalent means must
be approved by DEQ and will be incorporated in the source’s Air
Contaminant Discharge Permit or Title V Permit, and will be effective upon
approval by EPA as a source-specific SIP revision. Other alternative emis-
sion controls approved by DEQ and allowed by EPA may be used to provide
an equivalent means of VOC removal.

(8) Recordkeeping Requirements:

(a) A current list of coatings must be maintained which provides all the
coating data necessary to evaluate compliance, including the following
information, where applicable:

(A) Coating catalyst and reducer used;
(B) Mix ratio of components used;
(C) VOC content of coating as applied; and
(D) Oven temperature.
(b) Where applicable, a monthly record must be maintained indicating

the type and amount of solvent used for cleanup and surface preparation;
(c) Such records must be retained and available for inspection by DEQ

for a period of five years.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; Section (5)
Renumbered from 340-022-0173, DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 22-1996, f. &
cert. ef. 10-22-96; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-
99, Renumbered from 340-022-0170; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0170
Aerospace Component Coating Operations

(1) No owner or operator of an aerospace component coating facility
may emit into the atmosphere VOCs in excess of the following limits,
expressed as pounds VOC per gallon of coating applied, excluding water
and exempt solvents, unless an alternative emission limit is approved by
DEQ pursuant to section (4) or emissions to the atmosphere are controlled
to an equivalent level pursuant to section (10):

(a) Primer — 2.9 pounds/gallon;
(b) Interior Topcoat — 2.8 pounds/gallon;
(c) Electric or Radiation Effect Coating — 6.7 pounds/gallon;
(d) Extreme Performance Interior Topcoat — 3.5 pounds/gallon;
(e) Fire Insulation Coating — 5.0 pounds/gallon;
(f) Fuel Tank Coating — 6.0 pounds/gallon;
(g) High Temperature Coating for conditions between 350° F. –500° F.

— 6.0 pounds/gallon;
(h) Sealant — 5.0 pounds/gallon;
(i) Self-Priming Topcoat — 3.5 pounds/gallon;
(j) Topcoat — 3.5 pounds/gallon;
(k) Pretreatment Wash Primer — 3.5 pounds/gallon;
(l) Sealant Bonding Primer — 6.0 pounds/gallon;
(m) Temporary Protective Coating — 2.1 pounds/gallon;
(2) Exemptions: This rule does not apply to the following:
(a) The exterior of fully assembled airplanes painted out of doors, high

temperature coatings (for conditions over 500° F.), adhesive bonding primer,
flight test coatings, and space vehicle coatings;

(b) Sources whose potential emit from activities identified in section
(1) before add on controls of VOCs are less than ten tons per year (or 3
pounds VOC/hour or 15 pounds VOC/day actual);

(c) The use of separate coating formulations in volumes of less than 20
gallons per calendar year. No source may use more than a combined total of
250 gallons per calendar year of exempt coatings. Records of coating usage
must be maintained as per section (8); or

(d) Sources used exclusively for chemical or physical analysis or
determination of product quality and coating performance (such as research
facilities and laboratories) unless:

(A) The operation of the source is an integral part of the production
process; or

(B) The emissions from the source exceed 363 kilograms (800 pounds)
in any calendar month.

(3) Exceptions:
(a) On a case-by-case basis, DEQ may approve exceptions to the emis-

sion limits specified in section (1), upon documentation by the source that
an alternative emission limit would satisfy the federal criteria for RACT;

(b) Included in this documentation must be a complete analysis of
technical and economic factors which:

(A) Prevent the source from using both compliance coatings and pol-
lution control devices; and

(B) Justify the alternative emission limit sought by the source.
(c) The alternative emission limit approved by DEQ will be incorpo-

rated into the source’s Air Contaminant Discharge Permit and will be effec-
tive upon approval by EPA as a source-specific SIP revision.

(4) Applicability: This rule applies to each coating line, which includes
the application area, flashoff area, air and forced air dryer, and oven used in
the surface coating of aerospace components in subsections (1)(a) through
(m) . If more than one emission limitation in this rule applies to a specific
coating, then the most stringent emission limitation must be applied.
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(5) Solvent Evaporation Minimization:
(a) Closed containers must be used for the storage or disposal of cloth

or paper used for solvent surface preparation and cleanup;
(b) Fresh and spent solvent must be stored in closed containers;
(c) Organic compounds may not be used for the cleanup of spray

equipment unless equipment is used to collect the cleaning compounds and
to minimize their evaporation;

(d) Containers of coating, catalyst, thinner, or solvent may not be left
open to the atmosphere when not in use.

(6) Stripper Limitations: No stripper may be used which contains more
than 400 grams/liter (3.3 lbs./gal.) of VOC or which has a true vapor pres-
sure of 1.3 kPa (0.19 psia) at actual usage temperature.

(7) Maskant for Chemical Processing Limitation: No maskant may be
applied for chemical processing unless the VOC emissions from coating
operations are reduced by 85 percent, or the coating contains less than 600
grams of VOC per liter (5.0 pounds/gallon) of coating excluding water, as
applied.

(8) Compliance determination: Compliance with this rule must be
determined by testing in accordance with 40 CFR part 60, Appendix A,
Method 24 for determining the VOC content of the coating materials.
Emissions from the coating processes and/or VOC emissions control effi-
ciencies must be determined by testing in accordance with 40 CFR part 60,
Appendix A, Method 18, 25, California Method ST-7, a material balance
method, or an equivalent plant specific method approved by EPA and DEQ
and on file with DEQ. The limit in section (1) of VOC in the coating is based
upon an assumed solvent density, and other assumptions unique to a coating
line; where conditions differ, such as a different solvent density, a plant spe-
cific limit may be submitted to DEQ and EPA for approval.

(9) Reduction Method: The emission limits of section (1) must be
achieved by:

(a) The application of a low solvent content coating technology;
(b) A vapor collection and disposal system; or
(c) An equivalent means of VOC removal. The equivalent means must

be approved by DEQ and will be incorporated in the source’s Air
Contaminant Discharge Permit or Title V Operating Permit, and will be
effective upon approval by EPA as a source-specific SIP revision. Other
alternative emission controls approved by DEQ and allowed by EPA may be
used to provide an equivalent means of VOC removal.

(10) Recordkeeping Requirements:
(a) A current list of coatings must be maintained which provides all of

the coating data necessary to evaluate compliance, including the following
information, where applicable:

(A) A daily record indicating the mix ratio of components used; and
(B) The VOC content of the coating as applied.
(b) A monthly record must be maintained indicating the type and

amount of solvent used for cleanup and surface preparation;
(c) A monthly record must be maintained indicating the amount of

stripper used;
(d) Such records must be retained and available for inspection by DEQ

for a period of five years.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 20-1998,
f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-
0175; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0180
Degreasers

Cold cleaners, open top vapor degreasers, and conveyorized
degreasers are exempt from this rule if they use fluids which are not photo-
chemically reactive. These fluids are defined in the definition of VOC under
OAR 340-200-0020.

(1) The owner or operator of dip tank cold cleaners must comply with
the equipment specifications in this section:

(a) Be equipped with a cover that is readily opened and closed. This is
required of all cold cleaners, whether a dip tank or not;

(b) Be equipped with a drain rack, suspension basket, or suspension
hoist that returns the drained solvent to the solvent bath;

(c) Have a freeboard ratio of at least 0.5;
(d) Have a visible fill line.
(2) An owner or operator of a cold cleaner must follow the required

operating parameters and work practices. The owner must post and maintain
in the work area of each cold cleaner a pictograph or instructions clearly
explaining the work practices in this section:

(a) The solvent level may not be above the fill line;

(b) The spraying of parts to be cleaned must be performed only with-
in the confines of the cold cleaner;

(c) The cover of the cold cleaner must be closed when not in use or
when parts are being soaked or cleaned by solvent agitation;

(d) Solvent-cleaned parts must be rotated to drain cavities or blind
holes and then set to drain until dripping has stopped;

(e) Waste solvent must be stored in covered containers and returned to
the supplier or a disposal firm handling solvents for final disposal, such that
no greater than 20 percent of the waste by weight can evaporate into the
atmosphere. Handling of the waste must also be done in accordance with
DEQ’s solid and Hazardous Waste Rules, OAR 340 division 100.

(3) The owner or operator must maintain cold cleaners in good work-
ing condition and free of solvent leaks.

(4) If the solvent has a volatility greater than 2.0 kPa (0.3 psi) meas-
ured at 38° C. (100° F.), or if the solvent is agitated or heated, then the cover
must be designed so that it can be easily operated with one hand or foot.

(5) If the solvent has a volatility greater than 4.3 kPa (0.6 psi) meas-
ured at 38° C. (100° F.), then the drainage facility must be internal, so that
parts are enclosed under the cover while draining. The drainage facility may
be external for applications where an internal type cannot fit into the clean-
ing system.

(6) If the solvent has a volatility greater than 4.3 kPa (0.6 psi) meas-
ured at 38° C. (100° F.), or if the solvent is heated above 50° C. (120° F.),
then one of the following solvent vapor control systems must be used:

(a) The freeboard ratio must be equal to or greater than 0.70; or
(b) Water must be kept over the solvent, which must be insoluble in

and heavier than water; or
(c) Other systems of equivalent control, such as a refrigerated chiller.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-
14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0180; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0190
Open Top Vapor Degreasers

(1) The owner or operator of all open top vapor degreasers must com-
ply with the following equipment specifications:

(a) Be equipped with a cover that may be readily opened and closed.
When a degreaser is equipped with a lip exhaust, the cover must be located
below the lip exhaust. The cover must move horizontally or slowly so as not
to agitate and spill the solvent vapor. The degreaser must be equipped with
at least the following three safety switches:

(A) Condenser flow switch and thermostat to shut off sump heat if
coolant is either not circulating or too warm;

(B) Spray safety switch to shut off spray pump or conveyor if the vapor
level drops excessively, (e.g., greater than 10 cm (4 inches));

(C) Vapor level control thermostat to shut off sump heat when vapor
level rises too high.

(b)(A) A closed design such that the cover opens only when the part
enters or exits the degreaser and when the degreaser starts up, forming a
vapor layer, the cover may be opened to release the displaced air, and either;

(B) A freeboard ratio equal to or greater than 0.75; or
(C) A freeboard, refrigerated or cold water, chiller.
(c) Post a permanent and conspicuous pictograph or instructions clear-

ly explaining the following work practices:
(A) Do not degrease porous or absorbent materials such as cloth,

leather, wood or rope;
(B) The cover of the degreaser must be closed at all times except when

processing workloads;
(C) When the cover is open the lip of the degreaser must not be

exposed to steady drafts greater than 15.3 meters per minute (50
feet/minute);

(D) Rack parts so as to facilitate solvent drainage from the parts;
(E) Workloads must not occupy more than one-half of the vapor-air

interface area;
(F) When using a powered hoist, the vertical speed of parts in and out

of the vapor zone must be less than 3.35 meters per minute (11 feet/minute);
(G) Degrease the workload in the vapor zone until condensation ceas-

es;
(H) Spraying operations must be done within the vapor layer;
(I) Hold parts in the degreaser until visually dry;
(J) When equipped with a lip exhaust, the fan must be turned off when

the cover is closed;
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(K) The condenser water must be turned on before the sump heater
when starting up a cold vapor degreaser. The sump heater must be turned off
and the solvent vapor layer allowed to collapse before closing the condens-
er water when shutting down a hot vapor degreaser;

(L) Water may not be visible in the solvent stream from the water sep-
arator.

(2) A routine inspection and maintenance program must be imple-
mented for the purpose of preventing and correcting solvent losses, as for
example, from dripping drain taps, cracked gaskets, and malfunctioning
equipment. Leaks must be repaired immediately.

(3) Sump drainage and transfer of hot or warm solvent must be carried
out using threaded or other leakproof couplings.

(4) Still and sump bottoms must be kept in closed containers.
(5) Waste solvent must be stored in covered containers and returned to

the supplier or a disposal firm handling solvents for final disposal, such that
no greater than 20 percent of the waste (by weight) can evaporate into the
atmosphere. Handling of the waste must also be done in accordance with
DEQ’s Solid and Hazardous Waste Rules, OAR 340 division 100.

(6) Exhaust ventilation may not exceed 20 cubic meters/minute per
square meter (65 cubic feet per minute per square foot) of degreaser open
area, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements. Ventilation fans may not
be used near the degreaser opening.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79: DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-
0183; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0200
Conveyorized Degreasers

(1) The owner or operator of conveyorized cold cleaners and convey-
orized vapor degreasers must comply with the following operating require-
ments:

(a) Exhaust ventilation must not exceed 20 cubic meters per minute per
square meter (65 cubic feet per minute per square foot) of degreaser open-
ing, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements. Workplace fans must not
be used near the degreaser opening;

(b) Post in the immediate work area a permanent and conspicuous pic-
tograph or instructions clearly explaining the following work practices:

(A) Rack parts for best drainage;
(B) Maintain vertical speed of conveyored parts to less than 3.35

meters per minute (11 feet/minute);
(C) The condenser water must be turned on before the sump heater

when starting up a cold vapor degreaser. The sump heater must be turned off
and the solvent vapor layer allowed to collapse before closing the condens-
er water when shutting down a hot vapor degreaser.

(2) A routine inspection and maintenance program must be imple-
mented for the purpose of preventing and correcting solvent losses, as for
example, from dripping drain taps, cracked gaskets, and malfunctioning
equipment. Leaks must be repaired immediately.

(3) Sump drainage and transfer of hot or warm solvent must be carried
out using threaded or other leakproof couplings.

(4) Still and sump bottoms must be kept in closed containers.
(5) Waste solvent must be stored in covered containers and returned to

the supplier or a disposal firm handling solvents for final disposal, such that
no greater than 20 percent of the waste by weight can evaporate into the
atmosphere. Handling of the waste must also be done in accordance with
DEQ’s Solid and Hazardous Waste Rules, OAR 340 division 100.

(6) All conveyorized cold cleaners and conveyorized vapor degreasers
with air/vapor interfaces of 2.0 m2 or greater must have one of the follow-
ing major control devices installed and operating:

(a) Carbon adsorption system, exhausting less than 25 ppm of solvent
averaged over a complete adsorption cycle, based on exhaust ventilation of
15 m3/minutes per m2 of air/vapor area, when down-time covers are open;
or

(b) Refrigerated chiller with control effectiveness equal to or better
than subsection (a); or

(c) A system with control effectiveness equal to or better than subsec-
tion (a).

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993,

f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-
0186; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0210
Asphaltic and Coal Tar Pitch Used for Roofing Coating

(1) No person shall operate or use equipment for melting, heating or
holding asphalt or coal tar pitch for the on-site construction, installation, or
repair of roofs unless the gas-entrained effluents from such equipment are
contained by close fitting covers.

(2) A person operating equipment subject to this rule shall maintain the
temperature of the asphaltic or coal tar pitch below 285° C. (550° F.), or 17°
C. (30° F.) below the flash point whichever is the lower temperature, as indi-
cated by a continuous reading thermometer.

(3) The provisions of this rule shall not apply to equipment having a
capacity of 100 liters (26 gallons) or less; or to equipment having a capaci-
ty of 600 liters (159 gallons) or less provided it is equipped with a tightly fit-
ted lid or cover.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 21-1978, f. & ef. 12-28-78; DEQ 17-1979, f. & ef. 6-22-79; DEQ 23-1980, f. &
ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0190; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0220
Flat Wood Coating

(1) This rule applies to all flat wood manufacturing and surface finish-
ing facilities that manufacture the following products:

(a) Printed interior panels made of hardwood plywood and thin parti-
cleboard;

(b) Natural finish hardwood plywood panels; or
(c) Hardboard paneling with Class II finishes.
(2) This rule does not apply to the manufacture of exterior siding, tile-

board, particleboard used as a furniture component, or paper or plastic lam-
inates on wood or wood-derived substrates.

(3) No owner or operator of a flat wood manufacturing facility subject
to this rule may emit VOCs from a coating application system in excess of:

(a) 2.9 kilograms per 100 square meters of coated finished product (6.0
pounds/1,000 square feet) from printed interior panels, regardless of the
number of coats applied;

(b) 5.8 kilograms per 100 square meters of coated finished product
(12.0 pounds/1,000 square feet) from natural finish hardwood plywood pan-
els, regardless of the number of coats applied; and

(c) 4.8 kilograms per 100 square meters of coated finished product
(10.0 pounds/1,000 square feet) from Class II finishes on hardboard panels,
regardless of the number of coats applied.

(4) The emission limits in section (3) must be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology; or
(b) An incineration system which oxidizes at least 90.0 percent of the

nonmethane VOCs entering the incinerator (VOC measured as total com-
bustible carbon) to carbon dioxide and water; or

(c) An equivalent means of VOC removal. The equivalent means must
be approved in writing by DEQ. The time period used to determine equiva-
lency may not exceed 24 hours.

(5) A capture system must be used in conjunction with the control
devices in subsections (4)(b) and (c). The design and operation of a capture
system must be consistent with good engineering practice and must provide
for an overall emission reduction sufficient to meet the emission limitations
in section (3).

(6) Compliance Demonstration:
(a) The owner or operator of a VOC source required to comply with

this rule must demonstrate compliance by the methods of subsection (c), or
an alternative method approved by DEQ;

(b) A person proposing to conduct a VOC emissions test must notify
DEQ of the intent to test not less than 30 days before the proposed initiation
of the tests so DEQ may observe the test;

(c) Test procedures in 40 CFR part 60, EPA Method 18, 24, or 25 must
be used to determine compliance with section (3);

(d) DEQ may accept, instead of the coating analysis required by para-
graph (c)(A), a certification by the coating manufacturer of the composition
of the coating, if supported by actual batch formulation records. In the event
of any inconsistency between a Method 18, 24, or 25 test and a facility’s for-
mulation data, the Method 18, 24, or 25 test will govern;

(e) If an add-on control device is used, continuous monitors of the fol-
lowing parameters must be installed, periodically calibrated, and operated at
all times that the associated control device is operating:
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(A) Exhaust gas temperature of all incinerators;
(B) Temperature rise across a catalytic incinerator bed; and
(C) Breakthrough of VOC on a carbon absorption unit.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 23-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0200;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-232-0230
Rotogravure and Flexographic Printing

(1) No owner or operator of a packaging rotogravure, publication
rotogravure, flexographic or specialty printing facility, with the potential to
emit before add on controls greater than 100 tons/year, employing ink con-
taining solvent may operate, cause, allow or permit the operation of the press
unless:

(a) The volatile fraction of ink, as it is applied to the substrate contains
25.0 percent by volume or less of organic solvent and 75 percent by volume
or more of water; 

(b) The ink as it is applied to the substrate, less water, contains 60.0
percent by volume or more nonvolatile material; or

(c) The owner or operator installs and operates:
(A) A carbon absorption system which reduces the volatile organic

emissions from the capture system by at least 90.0 percent by weight; 
(B) An incineration system which oxidizes at least 90.0 percent of the

nonmethane VOCs, VOC measured as total combustible carbon, to carbon
dioxide and water; or

(C) An alternative VOC pollution control device demonstrated to have
at least a 90.0 percent removal efficiency, measured across the air pollution
control device, that has been approved by DEQ.

(2) A capture system must be used in conjunction with the air pollution
control devices in subsection (1)(c). The design and operation of a capture
system must be consistent with good engineering practice, and must provide
for a control efficiency in VOC emissions of at least:

(a) 75.0 percent where a publication rotogravure process is employed;
(b) 65.0 percent where a packaging rotogravure process is employed;

or
(c) 60.0 percent where a flexographic printing process is employed.
(3) Compliance Demonstration:
(a) Upon request of DEQ, the owner or operator of a VOC source must

demonstrate compliance by the methods of this section or an alternative
method approved by DEQ. All tests must be made by, or under the direction
of, a person qualified by training and/or experience in the field of air pollu-
tion testing;

(b) A person proposing to conduct a VOC emissions test must notify
DEQ of the intent to test not less than 30 days before the proposed initiation
of the tests so DEQ may observe the test. The notification must contain the
information required by, and be in a format approved by, DEQ;

(c) Test procedures to determine compliance with this rule must be
approved by DEQ and consistent with:

(A) EPA Test Method 18, 24, or 25, 40 CFR part 60; or California
Method ST-7; or

(B) DEQ may accept, instead of ink-solvent analysis, a certification by
the ink manufacturer of the composition of the ink-solvent, if supported by
actual batch formulation records. In the event of any inconsistency between
an EPA Method test and a facility’s formulation data, the EPA Method test
will govern.

(d) If an add-on control device is used, continuous monitors of the fol-
lowing parameters must be installed, periodically calibrated, and operated at
all times that the associated control device is operating:

(A) Exhaust gas temperature of all incinerators;
(B) Breakthrough of VOC on a carbon adsorption unit; and
(C) Temperature rise across a catalytic incinerator bed.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 23-1980, f. & ef. 9-26-80; DEQ 3-1986, f. & ef. 2-12-86; DEQ 8-1991, f. & cert.
ef. 5-16-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-022-0210; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0005
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies in all areas of the state. 
(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-

0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.135
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.135
Hist.; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0010
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Baseline emissions rate” means a source’s actual emissions rate
during the baseline period, as defined in OAR 340-200-0020, expressed as
pounds of emissions per thousand square feet of finished product, on a 1/8”
basis. 

(2) “BLS” means black liquor solids, dry weight. 
(3) “Continuous monitoring” means instrumental sampling of a gas

stream on a continuous basis, excluding periods of calibration. 
(4) “Daily arithmetic average” means the average concentration over

the twenty-four hour period in a calendar day, as determined by continuous
monitoring equipment or reference method testing. Determinations based
on EPA reference methods using the DEQ Source Sampling Manual consist
of three separate consecutive runs having a minimum sampling time of
sixty minutes each and a maximum sampling time of eight hours each. The
three values for concentration (ppm or grains/dscf) are averaged and
expressed as the daily arithmetic average which is used to determine com-
pliance with process weight limitations, grain loading or volumetric con-
centration limitations and to determine daily emission rate.

(5) “Dry standard cubic meter” means the amount of gas that would
occupy a volume of one cubic meter, if the gas were free of uncombined
water, at a temperature of 20° C. (68° F.) and a pressure of 760 mm of mer-
cury (29.92 inches of mercury). The corresponding English unit is dry stan-
dard cubic foot. 

(6) “Kraft mill” or “mill” means any industrial operation which uses
for a cooking liquor an alkaline sulfide solution containing sodium hydrox-
ide and sodium sulfide in its pulping process. 

(7) “Lime kiln” means any production device in which calcium car-
bonate is thermally converted to calcium oxide. 

(8) “Non-condensables” mean gases and vapors, contaminated with
TRS compounds, from the digestion and multiple-effect evaporation
processes of a mill. 

(9) “Operations” includes plant, mill, or facility. 
(10) “Other sources” as used in OAR 340-234-0200 through 340-234-

0270 means sources of TRS emissions in a kraft mill other than recovery
furnaces, lime kilns, smelt dissolving tanks, sewers, drains, categorically
insignificant activities and wastewater treatment facilities including but not
limited to: 

(a) Vents from knotters, brown stock washing systems, evaporators,
blow tanks, blow heat accumulators, black liquor storage tanks, black
liquor oxidation system, pre-steaming vessels, tall oil recovery operations;
and 

(b) Any vent which is shown to contribute to an identified nuisance
condition. 

(11) “Production” as used in OAR 340-234-0200 through 340-234-
0270 means the daily amount of air-dried unbleached pulp, or equivalent,
produced during the 24-hour period each calendar day, or DEQ approved
equivalent period, and expressed in air-dried metric tons (admt) per day.
The corresponding English unit is air-dried tons (adt) per day; 

(12) “Recovery furnace” means the combustion device in which dis-
solved wood solids are incinerated and pulping chemicals recovered from
the molten smelt. For OAR 340-234-0200 through 340-234-0270, this term
includes a direct contact evaporator, if present. 

(13) “Recovery system” means the process by which all or part of the
cooking chemicals may be recovered, and cooking liquor regenerated from
spent cooking liquor, including evaporation, combustion, dissolving, forti-
fication, and storage facilities associated with the recovery cycle. 

(14) “Smelt dissolving tank vent” means the vent serving the vessel
used to dissolve the molten smelt produced by the recovery furnace.

(15) “Special problem area” means the formally designated Portland,
Eugene-Springfield, and Medford AQMAs and other specifically defined
areas that the EQC may formally designate in the future. The purpose of
such designation will be to assign more stringent emission limits as may be
necessary to attain and maintain ambient air standards or to protect the pub-
lic health or welfare.

(16) “Tempering oven” means any facility used to bake hardboard fol-
lowing an oil treatment process. 
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(17) “Wigwam waste burner” means a burner which consists of a sin-
gle combustion chamber, has the general features of a truncated cone, and
is used for incineration of wastes. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: [DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93]; [DEQ 50, f. 2-9-
73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 137, f. & ef. 6-10-77; DEQ 2-1990, f. & cert. ef. 1-24-90; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95]; [DEQ 2-1990, f. & cert. ef. 1-
24-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95]; [DEQ 26,
f. 3-31-71, ef. 4-25-71; DEQ 132, f. & ef. 4-11-77; DEQ 7-1979, f. & ef. 4-20-79; DEQ 22-
1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef.
2-17-95]; [DEQ 32, f. 11-23-71, ef. 12-15-71; DEQ 15-1980, f. & ef. 5-23-80; DEQ 4-1993,
f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93]; [DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93];
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0005, 340-025-0150, 340-
025-0220, 340-025-0305, 340-025-0350, 340-025-0410; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0100
Wigwam Waste Burners

(1) Operation of wigwam waste burners is prohibited. 
(2) Emissions from wigwam waste burners included in a source’s net-

ting basis as of October 18, 2007 shall not be subtracted from the netting
basis, except as provided in OAR 340-222-0046. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 
Hist.: DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0010; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0140
Existing Administrative Agency Orders

The provisions of OAR 340-234-0100 supersede any specific existing
agency orders directed against specific parties or persons to abate air pol-
lution. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A .025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: SA 30 f. 6-7-68, ef. 8-1-68; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93, Renumbered from 340-
025-0080; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-025-0027; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0200
Statement of Policy and Applicability

(1) Policy. Recent technological developments have enhanced the
degree of malodorous emission control possible for the kraft pulping
process. While recognizing that complete malodorous and particulate emis-
sion control is not presently possible, consistent with the meteorological
and geographical conditions in Oregon, it is hereby declared to be the pol-
icy of DEQ to:

(a) Require, in accordance with a specific program and time table for
all sources at each operating mill, the highest and best practicable treatment
and control of atmospheric emissions from kraft mills through the utiliza-
tion of technically feasible equipment, devices, and procedures.
Consideration will be given to the economic life of equipment, which when
installed, complied with the highest and best practicable treatment require-
ment.

(b) Require degrees and methods of treatment for major and minor
emission points that will minimize emissions of odorous gases and elimi-
nate ambient odor nuisances.

(c) Require effective monitoring and reporting of emissions and
reporting of other data pertinent to air quality or emissions. DEQ will use
these data in conjunction with ambient air data and observation of condi-
tions in the surrounding area to develop and revise emission and ambient
air standards, and to determine compliance therewith.

(d) Encourage and assist the kraft pulping industry to conduct a
research and technological development program designed to progressive-
ly reduce kraft mill emissions, in accordance with a definite program,
including specified objectives and time schedules.

(2) Applicability. OAR 340-234-0200 through 340-234-0270 apply to
existing and new kraft pulp mills.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040 with the exception of references to
Total Reduced Sulfur.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 50, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0155; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0210
Emission Limitations

(1) Emission of Total Reduced Sulfur (TRS):
(a) Recovery Furnaces: 
(A) The emissions of TRS from each recovery furnace placed in oper-

ation before January 1, 1969, may not exceed 10 ppm and 0.15 Kg/metric
ton (0.30 pound/ton) of production as daily arithmetic averages; 

(B) TRS emissions from each recovery furnace placed in operation
after January 1, 1969, and before September 25, 1976, or any recovery fur-
nace modified significantly after January 1, 1969, and before September 25,
1976, to expand production must be controlled such that the emissions of
TRS may not exceed 5 ppm and 0.075 Kg/metric ton (0.150 pound/ton) of
production as daily arithmetic averages.

(b) Lime Kilns. Lime kilns must be operated and controlled such that
emissions of TRS may not exceed 20 ppm as a daily arithmetic average and
0.05 Kg/metric ton (0.10 pound/ton) of production as a daily arithmetic
average. This subsection applies to those sources where construction was
initiated prior to September 25, 1976.

(c) Smelt Dissolving Tanks. TRS emissions from each smelt dissolv-
ing tank may not exceed 0.0165 gram/Kg BLS (0.033 pound/ton BLS) as a
daily arithmetic average. 

(d) Non-Condensables. Non-condensables from digesters, multiple-
effect evaporators and contaminated condensate stripping must be continu-
ously treated to destroy TRS gases by thermal incineration in a lime kiln or
incineration device capable of subjecting the non-condensables to a temper-
ature of not less than 650° C. (1,200° F.) for not less than 0.3 second. An
alternate device meeting the above requirements must be available in the
event adequate incineration in the primary device cannot be accomplished.
Venting of TRS gases during changeover must be minimized but in no case
may the time exceed one-hour. 

(e) Other Sources: 
(A) The total emission of TRS from other sources may not exceed

0.078 Kg/metric ton (0.156 pound/ton) of production as a daily arithmetic
average; 

(B) Miscellaneous Sources and Practices. If DEQ determines that sew-
ers, drains, and anaerobic lagoons significantly contribute to an odor prob-
lem, a program for control will be required. 

(2) Particulate Matter: 
(a) Recovery Furnaces. The emissions of particulate matter from each

recovery furnace stack may not exceed:
(A) 2.0 kilograms per metric ton (4.0 pounds per ton) of production as

a daily arithmetic average; 
(B) 0.30 gram per dry standard cubic meter (0.13 grain per dry stan-

dard cubic foot) as a daily arithmetic average; and 
(C) Thirty-five percent opacity for a period or periods aggregating

more than 30 minutes in any 180 consecutive minutes or more than 60 min-
utes in any 24 consecutive hours (excluding periods when the facility is not
operating). 

(b) Lime Kilns. The emissions of particulate matter from each lime
kiln stack may not exceed: 

(A) 0.50 kilogram per metric ton (1.00 pound per ton) of production as
a daily arithmetic average; 

(B) 0.46 gram per dry standard cubic meter (0.20 grain per dry stan-
dard cubic foot) as a daily arithmetic average; and 

(C) The visible emission limitations in section (4). 
(c) Smelt Dissolving Tanks. The emission of particulate matter from

each smelt dissolving tank vent may not exceed: 
(A) A daily arithmetic average of 0.25 kilogram per metric ton (0.50

pound per ton) of production; and 
(B) The visible emission limitations in section (4). 
(d) Replacement of or modification or a rebuild of an existing particu-

late pollution control device for which a capital expenditure of 50 percent or
more of the replacement cost of the existing device is required, other than
ongoing routine maintenance, after July 1, 1988 will result in more restric-
tive standards as follows: 

(A) Recovery Furnaces: 
(i) The emission of particulate matter from each affected recovery fur-

nace stack may not exceed 1.00 kilogram per metric ton (2.00 pounds per
ton) of production as a daily arithmetic average; and 

(ii) 0.10 gram per dry standard cubic meter (0.044 grain per dry stan-
dard cubic foot) as a daily arithmetic average. 

(B) Lime Kilns: 
(i) The emission of particulate matter from each affected lime kiln

stack may not exceed 0.25 kilogram per metric ton (0.50 pound per ton) of
production as a daily arithmetic average; and 
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(ii) 0.15 gram per dry standard cubic meter (0.067 grain per dry stan-
dard cubic foot) as a daily arithmetic average when burning gaseous fossil
fuel; or 

(iii) 0.50 kilogram per metric ton (1.00 pound per ton) of production
as a daily arithmetic average; and 

(iv) 0.30 gram per dry standard cubic meter 0.13 grain per dry standard
cubic foot) as a daily arithmetic average when burning liquid fossil fuel. 

(C) Smelt Dissolving Tanks. The emissions of particulate matter from
each smelt dissolving tank vent may not exceed 0.15 kilogram per metric ton
(0.30 pound per ton) of production as a daily arithmetic average. 

(3) Sulfur Dioxide (SO2). Emissions of sulfur dioxide from each
recovery furnace stack may not exceed a three-hour arithmetic average of
300 ppm on a dry-gas basis except when burning fuel oil. The sulfur content
of fuel oil used must not exceed the sulfur content of residual and distillate
oil established in OAR 340-228-0100 and 340-228-0110, respectively. 

(4) Emissions from each kraft mill source, with the exception of the
mill’s emissions attributable to a recovery furnace, may not equal or exceed
20 percent opacity as a six minute average.

(5) New Source Performance Standards. New or modified sources that
commenced construction after September 24, 1976, are subject to each pro-
vision of this rule and the New Source Performance Standards, 40 CFR part
60 subpart BB as adopted under OAR 340-238-0060, whichever is more
stringent. 

NOTE: Except for OAR 340-234-0210(1), this rule is included in the State of Oregon
Clean Air Act Implementation Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 50, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 137, f. & ef. 6-10-77; DEQ 2-1990, f. & cert. ef.
1-24-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-025-0165; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0220
More Restrictive Emission Limits

The DEQ may establish more restrictive emission limits than the
numerical emission standards contained in OAR 340-234-0210 and maxi-
mum allowable daily mill site emission limits in kilograms or pounds per
day for an individual mill upon a finding by DEQ that: 

(1) The individual mill is located or is proposed to be located in a spe-
cial problem area or an area where ambient air standards are exceeded or
are projected to be exceeded or where the emissions will have a significant
impact in an area where the standards are exceeded; or 

(2) An odor or nuisance problem has been documented at any mill, in
which case the TRS emission limits may be reduced below the regulatory
limits; or DEQ may require the mill to undertake an odor emission reduc-
tion study program; or

(3) Other rules which are more stringent apply.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040 with the exception of references to
Total Reduced Sulfur. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 50, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 137, f. & ef. 6-10-77; DEQ 2-1990, f. & cert. ef.
1-24-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-025-0170; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0240
Monitoring

(1) Total Reduced Sulfur (TRS). Each mill must continuously monitor
TRS using the following:

(a) The monitoring equipment must determine compliance with the
emission limits and reporting requirements established by OAR 340-234-
0200 through 340-234-0270, and must continuously sample and record con-
centrations of TRS; 

(b) The sources monitored must include, but are not limited to indi-
vidual recovery furnaces, and lime kilns. All sources must be monitored
down-stream of their respective control devices, in either the ductwork or
the stack, using the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual; 

(c) Unless otherwise authorized or required by permit, at least once per
year, vents from other sources as required in OAR 340-234-0210(1)(e),
other sources, must be sampled to demonstrate the representativeness of the
emission of TRS using EPA Method 16, 16A, 16B or continuous emission
monitors. Sampling using these EPA methods must consist of three separate
consecutive runs of one-hour each using the DEQ Source Sampling Manual.
Continuous emissions monitors must be operated for three consecutive
hours using the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual. All results must be
reported to DEQ;

(d) Smelt dissolving tank vents must be sampled for TRS quarterly
except that testing may be semi-annual when the preceding six source tests
were less than 0.0124 gram/Kg BLS (0.025 pound/ton BLS) using EPA
Method 16, 16A, 16B or continuous emission monitors. Sampling using
these EPA methods must consist of three separate consecutive runs of one-
hour each using the DEQ Source Sampling Manual. 

(2) Particulate Matter: 
(a) Each mill must sample the recovery furnace, lime kiln and smelt

dissolving tank vent for particulate emissions as measured by EPA Method
5 or 17 using the DEQ Source Sampling Manual. Particulate matter emis-
sion determinations by EPA Method 5 must use water as the cleanup solvent
instead of acetone, and consist of the average of three separate consecutive
runs having a minimum sampling time of 60 minutes each, a maximum sam-
pling time of eight hours each, and a minimum sampling volume of 31.8
dscf each. 

(A) When applied to recovery furnace gases “dry standard cubic
meter” requires adjustment of the gas volume to that which would result in
a concentration of 8% oxygen if the oxygen concentration exceeds 8%. 

(B) When applied to lime kiln gases “dry standard cubic meter”
requires adjustment of the gas volume to that which would result in a con-
centration of 10% oxygen if the oxygen concentration exceeds 10%. 

(C) The mill must demonstrate that oxygen concentrations are below
the values in (A) and (B) above or furnish oxygen levels and corrected data. 

(b) Each mill must provide continuous monitoring of opacity of emis-
sions discharged to the atmosphere from each recovery furnace stack using
the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual. 

(c) Recovery furnace particulate source tests must be performed quar-
terly except that testing may be semi-annual when the preceding six source
tests were less than 0.225 gram/dscm (0.097 grain/dscf) for furnaces subject
to OAR 340-234-0210(2)(a) or 0.075 gram/dscm (0.033 grain/dscf) for fur-
naces subject to OAR 340-234-0210(2)(d)(A); 

(d) Lime kiln source tests must be performed semi-annually; 
(e) Smelt dissolving tank vent source tests must be performed quarter-

ly except that testing may be semi-annual when the preceding six source
tests were less than 0.187 kilogram per metric ton (0.375 pound per ton) of
production. 

(3) Sulfur Dioxide (SO2). Representative sulfur dioxide emissions
from each recovery furnace must be determined at least once each month by
the average of three one-hour source tests using the DEQ Source Sampling
Manual or from continuous emission monitors. If continuous emission mon-
itors are used, the monitors must be operated for three consecutive hours
using the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual. 

(4) Combined Monitoring. DEQ may allow the monitoring for opaci-
ty of a combination of more than one emission stream if each individual
emission stream has been demonstrated with the exception of opacity to be
in compliance with all the emission limits of OAR 340-234-0210. DEQ may
establish more stringent emission limits for the combined emission stream. 

(5) New Source Performance Standards Monitoring. New or modified
sources that are subject to the New Source Performance Standards, 40 CFR
part 60 subpart BB, must conduct monitoring or source testing as required
by subpart BB. In addition, when these rules are more stringent than 40 CFR
part 60 subpart BB, DEQ may require some or all of the relevant monitor-
ing in this section.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040 with the exception of references to
Total Reduced Sulfur. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 50, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 137, f. & ef. 6-10-77; DEQ 2-1990, f. & cert. ef.
1-24-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-025-0180; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0250
Reporting

If required by DEQ or by permit, each mill must report data each cal-
endar month by the last day of the subsequent calendar month as follows: 

(1) Applicable daily average emissions of TRS gases expressed in
parts per million of H2S on a dry gas basis with oxygen concentrations, if
oxygen corrections are required, for each source included in the approved
monitoring program. 

(2) Daily average emissions of TRS gases in pounds of total reduced
sulfur per equivalent ton of pulp processed, expressed as H2S, for each
source included in the approved monitoring program. 

(3) Maximum daily three-hour average emission of SO2 based on all
samples collected from the recovery furnace, expressed as ppm, dry basis. 

(4) All daily average opacities for each recovery furnace stack where
transmissometers are utilized.
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(5) All six-minute average opacities from each recovery furnace stack
that exceeds 35 percent. 

(6) Daily average kilograms of particulate per equivalent metric ton
(pounds of particulate per equivalent ton) of pulp produced for each recov-
ery furnace stack. 

(7) Unless otherwise approved in writing, all periods of non-condens-
able gas bypass must be reported. 

(8) Each kraft mill must furnish, upon request of DEQ, such other per-
tinent data as DEQ may require to evaluate the mill’s emission control pro-
gram. 

(9) Monitoring data reported must reflect actual observed levels cor-
rected for oxygen, if required, and analyzer calibration. 

(10) Oxygen concentrations used to correct regulated pollutant data
must reflect oxygen concentrations at the point of measurement of regulat-
ed pollutants. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040 with the exception of references to
Total Reduced Sulfur. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 50, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 132, f. & ef. 6-10-77; DEQ 2-1990, f. & cert. ef.
1-24-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-025-0185; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0270
Chronic Upset Conditions

If DEQ determines that an upset condition is chronic and correctable
by installing new or modified process or control procedures or equipment,
the owner or operator must submit to DEQ a program and schedule to effec-
tively eliminate the deficiencies causing the upset conditions. Such reoc-
curring upset conditions causing emissions in excess of applicable limits
may be subject to civil penalty or other appropriate action.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040 with the exception of references to
Total Reduced Sulfur.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 50, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 2-1990, f. & cert. ef. 1-24-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0205;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0500
Applicability and General Provisions

(1) OAR 340-234-0500 through 340-234-0530 establish minimum
performance and emission standards for veneer, plywood, particleboard,
and hardboard manufacturing operations.

(2) Emission limitations established herein are in addition to, and not
in lieu of, general emission standards for visible emissions, fuel burning
equipment, and refuse burning equipment, except as provided for in OAR
340-234-0510. 

(3) Each affected veneer, plywood, particleboard, and hardboard plant
must proceed with a progressive and timely program of air pollution con-
trol. Each plant must, at the request of DEQ submit periodic reports in such
form and frequency as directed to demonstrate the progress being made
toward full compliance with OAR 340-234-0500 through 340-234-0530.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 26, f. 3-31-71, ef. 4-25-71; DEQ 132, f. & ef. 4-11-77; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 17-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-025-0500; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0510
Veneer and Plywood Manufacturing Operations

(1) Veneer Dryers: 
(a) Consistent with OAR 340-234-0500(1) through (3), it is the object

of this section to control air contaminant emissions, including, but not lim-
ited to, condensable hydrocarbons such that visible emissions from each
veneer dryer are limited to a level which does not cause a characteristic
“blue haze” to be observable; 

(b) No person may operate any veneer dryer such that visible air con-
taminants emitted from any dryer stack or emission point exceed: 

(A) A daily average operating opacity of 10 percent on more than two
days within any 12-month period, with the days separated from each other
by at least 30 days, as measured by EPA Method 9; and 

(B) A maximum opacity of 20 percent at any time as measured by
EPA Method 9.

(c) Particulate emissions from wood fired veneer dryers may not
exceed: 

(A) 0.75 pounds per 1,000 square feet of veneer dried (3/8 inch basis)
for units using fuel which has a moisture content equal to or less than 20
percent by weight on a wet basis as measured by ASTM D4442-84;

(B) 1.50 pounds per 1,000 square feet of veneer dried (3/8 inch basis)
for units using fuel which has a moisture content greater than 20 percent by
weight on a wet basis as measured by ASTM D4442-84; or

(C) 0.40 pounds per 1,000 pounds of steam generated in boilers which
exhaust gases to the veneer dryer. 

(d) Exhaust gases from fuel burning equipment vented to the veneer
dryer are exempt from OAR 340-228-0210;

(e) Each veneer dryer must be maintained and operated at all times
such that air contaminant generating processes and all contaminant control
devices must be at full efficiency and effectiveness so that the emission of
air contaminants are kept at the lowest practicable levels; 

(f) No person may willfully cause or permit the installation or use of
any means, such as dilution, which, without resulting in a reduction in the
total amount of air contaminants emitted, conceals an emission which
would otherwise violate this rule; 

(g) Where effective measures are not taken to minimize fugitive emis-
sions, DEQ may require that the equipment or structures in which process-
ing, handling, and storage are done, be tightly closed, modified, or operat-
ed in such a way that air contaminants are minimized, controlled, or
removed before discharge to the open air; 

(h) DEQ may require more restrictive emission limits than provided
in subsections (1)(b) and(c) for an individual plant upon a finding by the
EQC that the individual plant is located or is proposed to be located in a
special problem area. The more restrictive emission limits for special prob-
lem areas may be established on the basis of allowable emissions expressed
in opacity, pounds per hour, or total maximum daily emissions to the atmos-
phere, or a combination thereof.

(2) Other Emission Sources: 
(a) The combined particulate emissions from veneer and plywood

mill sources, including, but not limited to, sanding machines, saws, press-
es, barkers, hogs, chippers, and other material size reduction equipment,
process or space ventilation systems, and truck loading and unloading facil-
ities must not exceed a plant specific average hourly emission rate,
pounds/hour, determined by multiplying the plant production capacity by
one pound per 1,000 square feet. The plant production capacity is the max-
imum production in terms of 1,000 square feet on a 3/8 inch basis of fin-
ished product for a typical operating shift divided by the number of hours
in the operating shift. 

(b) Excepted from subsection (2)(a) are veneer dryers, fuel burning
equipment, and refuse burning equipment. 

(c) Compliance with the average hourly emission rate is determined
by summing the emissions from the affected sources as determined by
emission factor calculations or actual emissions data for a 24 hour period
divided by 24. 

(3) Monitoring and Reporting: DEQ may require any veneer dryer
facility to establish an effective program for monitoring the visible air con-
taminant emissions from each veneer dryer emission point. The program
must be reviewed and approved by DEQ and must consist of the following: 

(a) A specified minimum frequency for performing visual opacity
determinations on each veneer dryer emission point; 

(b) All data obtained must be recorded on copies of a “Veneer Dryer
Visual Emissions Monitoring Form” provided by DEQ or on an alternative
form which is approved by DEQ; and 

(c) A specified period during which all records must be maintained at
the mill site for inspection by authorized representatives of DEQ. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 26, f. 3-31-71, ef. 4-25-71; DEQ 37, f. 2-15-72, ef. 3-1-72; DEQ 43(Temp), f. &
ef. 5-5-72 thru 9-1-72; DEQ 48, f. 9-20-72, ef. 10-1-72; DEQ 52, f. 4-9-73, ef. 5-1-73; DEQ
83, f. 1-30-75, ef. 2-25-75; DEQ 132, f. & ef. 4-11-77; DEQ 7-1979, f. & ef. 4-20-79; DEQ
10-1985, f. & ef. 8-8-85; DEQ 22-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef.
3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0510; DEQ 8-
2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0520
Particleboard Manufacturing Operations

(1) Truck Dump and Storage Areas: 
(a) Every person operating or intending to operate a particleboard

manufacturing plant must enclose truck dump and storage areas holding or
intended to hold raw materials to prevent windblown particle emissions
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from these areas from being deposited upon property not under the owner-
ship of said person; 

(b) The temporary storage of raw materials outside the regularly used
areas of the plant site is prohibited unless the person who desires to tem-
porarily store such raw materials first notifies DEQ and receives written
approval for said storage: 

(A) When authorized by DEQ, temporary storage areas must be oper-
ated to prevent windblown particulate emissions from being deposited upon
property not under the ownership of the person storing the raw materials; 

(B) Any temporary storage areas authorized by DEQ may not be oper-
ated in excess of six (6) months from the date they are first authorized. 

(c) Any person who proposes to control windblown particulate emis-
sions from truck dump storage areas other than by enclosure must apply to
DEQ for written authorization to utilize alternative controls. The applica-
tion must describe in detail the plan proposed to control windblown partic-
ulate emissions and indicate on a plot plan the nearest location of property
not under ownership of the applicant. 

(2) Other Emission Sources: 
(a) The combined particulate emissions from particleboard plant

sources including, but not limited to, hogs, chippers, and other material size
reduction equipment, process or space ventilation systems, particle dryers,
classifiers, presses, sanding machines, and materials handling systems must
not exceed a plant specific average hourly emission rate, pounds per hour,
determined by multiplying the plant production capacity by three pounds
per 1000 square feet. The plant production capacity is the maximum pro-
duction in terms of 1,000 square feet on a 3/4 inch basis of finished prod-
uct for a typical operating shift divided by the number of hours in the oper-
ating shift. 

(b) Excepted from subsection (2)(a) are truck dump and storage areas,
fuel burning equipment, and refuse burning equipment. 

(c) Compliance with the average hourly emission rate is determined
by summing the emissions from the affected sources as determined by
emission factor calculations or actual emissions data for a 24 hour period
divided by 24. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 26, f. 3-31-71, ef. 4-25-71; DEQ 130, f. & ef. 3-22-77; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef. 2-17-95; DEQ 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0320; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert.
ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0530
Hardboard Manufacturing Operations

(1) Truck Dump and Storage Areas: 
(a) Every person operating or intending to operate a hardboard manu-

facturing plant must enclose all truck dump and storage areas holding or
intended to hold raw materials to prevent windblown particle emissions
from these areas from being deposited upon property not under the owner-
ship of said person; 

(b) The temporary storage of raw materials outside the regularly used
areas of the plant site is prohibited unless the person who desires to tem-
porarily store such raw materials first notifies DEQ and receives written
approval: 

(A) When authorized by DEQ, temporary storage areas must be oper-
ated to prevent windblown particulate emissions from being deposited upon
property not under the ownership of the person storing the raw materials;

(B) Any temporary storage areas authorized by DEQ may not be oper-
ated in excess of six (6) months from the date they are first authorized. 

(c) Alternative Means of Control. Any person who desires to control
windblown particulate emissions from truck dump and storage areas other
than by enclosure must first apply to DEQ for written authorization to uti-
lize alternative controls. The application must describe in detail the plan pro-
posed to control windblown particulate emissions and indicate on a plot plan
the nearest location of property not under ownership of the applicant. 

(2) Other Emission Sources: 
(a) For hardboard plants that did not exist during the baseline period,

the combined particulate emissions from all emissions sources at the plant
must not exceed a plant specific hourly average emission rate, pounds per
hour, determined by multiplying the plant production capacity by one pound
per 1,000 square feet of production. The plant production capacity is the
maximum production in terms of 1000 square feet on a 1/8 inch finished
basis for a typical operating shift divided by the number of hours in the oper-
ating shift. 

(b) For hardboard plants that existed during the baseline period, the
combined particulate emissions from the plant must not exceed the lesser of: 

(A) A plant specific hourly average emission rate, pounds per hour,
determined by multiplying the plant production capacity by two pounds per
1,000 square feet of production. The plant production capacity is the maxi-
mum production in terms of 1,000 square feet on a 1/8 inch finished basis
for a typical operating shift divided by the number of hours in the operating
shift, or

(B) The sum of the baseline emissions rate, pounds per hour, of the
press/cooling vent and the lesser of: 

(i) The baseline emissions rate, pounds per hour, from all sources at the
plant, excluding the press/cooling vents; or

(ii) A plant specific hourly average emission rate, pounds per hour,
determined by multiplying the plant production capacity by one pound per
1,000 square feet of production. The plant production capacity is the maxi-
mum production in terms of 1,000 square feet on a 1/8 inch finished basis
for a typical operating shift divided by the number of hours in the operating
shift.

(c) Excepted from subsections (a) and (b) are truck dump and storage
areas, fuel burning equipment, and refuse burning equipment. 

(d) Compliance with the average hourly emission rate is determined by
summing the emissions from the affected sources as determined by emission
factor calculations or actual emissions data for a 24 hour period divided by
24. 

(3) Emissions from Hardboard Tempering Ovens:
(a) No person may operate any hardboard tempering oven unless all

gases and vapors emitted from said oven are treated in a fume incinerator
capable of raising the temperature of said gases and vapors to at least 1500°
F. for 0.3 seconds or longer except as allowed by paragraph (b); 

(b) Specific operating temperatures lower than 1500° F. may be
approved by DEQ using the procedures in 40 CFR 63.2262 of the NESHAP
for Plywood and Composite Wood Products. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 26, f. 3-31-71, ef. 4-25-71; DEQ 130, f. & ef. 3-22-77; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef. 2-17-95; DEQ 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0325; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert.
ef. 11-8-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-234-0540
Testing and Monitoring

All source tests must be done using the DEQ Source Sampling
Manual. 

(1) Veneer dryers, wood particle dryers, fiber dryers and press/cool-
ing vents must be tested using DEQ Method 7. 

(2) Air conveying systems must be tested using DEQ Method 8. 
(3) Fuel burning equipment must be tested using DEQ Method 5.

When combusting wood fuel by itself or in combination with any other
fuel, the emission results are corrected to 12% CO2. When combusting
fuels other than wood, the emission results are corrected to 50% excess air. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0005
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies in all areas of the state. 
(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-

0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.135
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.135
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0010
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Dusts” means minute solid particles released into the air by nat-
ural forces or by mechanical processes such as crushing, grinding, milling,
drilling, demolishing, shoveling, conveying, covering, bagging, or sweep-
ing.

(2) “Hot mix asphalt plants” means those facilities and equipment
which convey or batch load proportioned quantities of cold aggregate to a
drier, and heat, dry, screen, classify, measure, and mix the aggregate with
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asphalt for purposes of paving, construction, industrial, residential, or com-
mercial use. 

(3) “Portable hot mix asphalt plants” means those hot mix asphalt
plants which are designed to be dismantled and are transported from one
job site to another job site. 

(4) “Process weight” means the total weight of all materials intro-
duced into any specific process which process may cause any discharge
into the atmosphere. Solid fuels charged will be considered as part of the
process weight, but liquid and gaseous fuels and combustion air will not.
The “process weight per hour” will be derived by dividing the total process
weight by the number of hours in one complete operation from the begin-
ning of any given process to the completion thereof, excluding any time
during which the equipment is idle. 

(5) “Special control areas” means an area designated in OAR 340-
204-0070 and: 

(a) Any incorporated city or within six miles of the city limits of said
incorporated city; 

(b) Any area of the state within one mile of any structure or building
used for a residence; 

(c) Any area of the state within two miles straight line distance or air
miles of any paved public road, highway, or freeway having a total of two
or more traffic lanes.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: [DEQ 49, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93]; [DEQ 60, f. 12-5-
73, ef. 12-25-73; DEQ 10-1982, f. & ef. 6-18-82; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 26-1995, f. & cert. ef. 12-6-95; DEQ 18-1998, f. & cert.
ef. 10-5-98]; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0105, 340-
025-0260; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0310
Control Facilities Required

(1) A person may not operate or use any article, machine, equipment
or other contrivance for the reduction of animal matter unless all gases,
vapors and gas-entrained effluents from such an article, machine, equipment
or other contrivance are:

(a) Incinerated at temperatures of not less than 1,200° Fahrenheit for a
period of not less than 0.3 seconds; or

(b) Processed in such a manner determined by DEQ to be equally, or
more, effective for the purpose of air pollution control than section (1).

(2) A person incinerating or processing gases, vapors or gas-entrained
effluents pursuant to this rule must provide, properly install and maintain in
calibration, in good working order and in operation, devices as specified by
DEQ, for indicating temperature, pressure or other operating conditions.

(3) For the purpose of OAR 340-236-0300 through 340-236-0330,
“reduction” is defined as any heated process, including rendering, cooking,
drying, dehydrating, digesting, evaporating and protein concentrating.

(4) The provisions of OAR 340-236-0300 through 340-236-0330 do
not apply to any article, machine, equipment, or other contrivance used
exclusively for the processing of food for human consumption.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: SA 30, f. 6-7-68, ef. 8-1-68; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0055: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0320
Monitoring of Reduction Facilities

(1)(a) When requested by DEQ for the purpose of formulating plans
in conjunction with industries who are or may be sources of air pollution,
and to investigate sources of air pollution, monitoring data must be sub-
mitted for plant operational periods and must include:

(A) Continuous or at least hourly influent and effluent temperature
readings on the condenser;

(B) Continuous or at least hourly temperature readings on the after-
burner;

(C) Estimated weights of finished products processed in pounds per
hour;

(D) Hours of operation per day; and
(E) A narrative description to accurately portray control practices,

including the housekeeping measures employed.
(b) Except as otherwise required under the Oregon Public Records

Law, ORS 192.410 to 192.505, when requested by the plant manager any
information relating to processing or production must be kept confidential
by DEQ and may not be disclosed or made available to competitors or their
representatives in the rendering industry.

(2) Whenever a breakdown of operating facilities occurs or unusual
loads or conditions are encountered that cause or may cause release of
excessive and malodorous gases or vapors, DEQ must be immediately noti-
fied.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.050 & 468A.070
Hist.: SA 30, f. 6-7-68, ef. 8-1-68; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0060: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0330
Housekeeping of Plant and Plant Area

The plant facilities and premises are to be kept clean and free of accu-
mulated raw material, products, and waste materials. The methods used for
housekeeping must include, but not be limited to:

(1) A washdown at least once each working day, of equipment, facil-
ities and building interiors that come in contact with raw or partially
processed material, with steam or hot water and detergent or equivalent
additive.

(2) All solid wastes must be stored in covered containers and disposed
of daily in an incinerator or fill, approved by DEQ; or by contract with a
company or municipal department providing such service.

(3) Disposal of liquid and liquid-borne waste in a manner approved
by DEQ.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: SA 30, f. 6-7-68, ef. 8-1-68; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0065: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0400
Applicability

OAR 340-236-0400 through 340-236-0440 apply to hot mix asphalt
plants.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0410
Control Facilities Required

(1) No person may operate any hot mix asphalt plant, either portable
or stationary, located within any area of the state outside special control
areas unless all dusts and gaseous effluents generated by the hot mix asphalt
plant are controlled by a control device or devices with a removal efficien-
cy for particulate matter of at least 80 percent by weight. To determine com-
pliance with this standard, the owner or operator must conduct a particulate
matter source test using DEQ Method 5 at the inlet and outlet of the con-
trol device. If it is not feasible to conduct a particulate matter source test at
the inlet to the control device, the owner or operator must provide docu-
mentation demonstrating that the control device is designed to meet the
standard and prepare and implement an operation and maintenance plan for
ensuring that the control device will have at least an 80 percent removal
efficiency when operated. 

(2) No person may operate any hot mix asphalt plant, either portable
or stationary, located within any special control area of the state without
installing and operating systems or processes for the control of particulate
emissions so as to comply with the emission limits established by the
process weight table, OAR 340-236-8010, attached herewith and by refer-
ence made a part of this rule. Compliance is determined using DEQ Method
5. All source tests must be done using the DEQ Source Sampling Manual.

(3) Hot mix asphalt plants are subject to the emission limitations in
OAR 340-208-0110(1), 340-226-0210, and 340-238-0060, as applicable. 

(4) If requested by DEQ, the owner or operator must develop a fugi-
tive emission control plan.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 49, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0110; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-07:
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0420
Other Established Air Quality Limitations

The emission limits established under OAR 340-236-0400 through
340-236-0440 are in addition to visible emission and other ambient air stan-
dards, established or to be established by the EQC, unless otherwise pro-
vided by rule.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
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Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 49, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0115: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0440
Ancillary Sources of Emission — Housekeeping of Plant Facilities

(1) Ancillary air contamination sources from a hot mix asphalt plant
and its facilities which emit air contaminants into the atmosphere such as,
but not limited to, the drier openings, screening and classifying system, hot
rock elevator, bins, hoppers, and pug mill mixer, must be controlled at all
times so as to maintain the highest possible level of air quality and the low-
est possible discharge of air contaminants.

(2) The handling of aggregate and truck traffic must be conducted at
all times so as to minimize emissions into the atmosphere.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 49, f. 2-9-73, ef. 3-1-73; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0125: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-236-0500
Emission Standards for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills 

(1) Applicability. This rule applies to small and large municipal solid
waste landfills in the following categories:

(a) Landfills that have accepted waste since 11/08/87;
(b) Landfills with no modifications after 5/30/91;
(c) Landfills that closed after 11/08/87 with no modifications after

5/30/91.
(2) General Requirements. Landfills subject to this rule must comply

with 40 CFR Section 60.751 through 60.759, as adopted under OAR 340-
238-0060, except as noted in Section 4 of this rule.

(3) Permitting requirements. Landfills subject to this rule must comply
with Oregon Title V Operating Permit program requirements (Title V) as
specified in OAR 340 divisions 218 and 220 except as noted in (c):

(a) Existing large landfills must submit a complete Oregon Title V
Operating Permit application one year after EPA approves the 111(d) State
Plan associated with this rule;

(b) Existing small landfills that are major sources as defined in OAR
340-200-0020 must submit a complete Title V Operating Permit application
within one year of becoming a major source;

(c) The exemption from the Oregon Title V Operating Permit program
in OAR 340-218-0020 for sources that are not major does not apply to
sources subject to this rule.

(4) Reporting requirements. Landfills subject to this rule must comply
with the following:

(a) Large landfills listed in Subsection (1)(a) through (c) must comply
with the following:

(A) Submit an Initial Design Capacity Report and an Initial
Nonmethane Organic Compound Report within 90 days of the effective date
of this rule; and

(B) Submit an annual Nonmethane Organic Compound Report until
nonmethane emissions are 50 Mg/year.

(b) Small landfills listed in subsection (1)(a) through (c) must submit
an Initial Design Capacity Report and an Initial Nonmethane Organic
Compound Report within 90 days of the effective date of this rule.

(5) Definitions. As used in this rule:
(a) “Closed municipal solid waste landfill” or “closed landfill” means

a landfill in which solid waste is no longer being placed, and in which no
additional solid wastes will be placed without first filing a notification of
modification as prescribed under 40 CFR 60.7(a)(4). Once a notification of
modification has been filed, and additional solid waste is placed in the land-
fill, the landfill is no longer closed. A landfill is considered closed after
meeting the criteria of 40 CFR 258.60;

(b) “Effective date” means the date this rule is filed with the Secretary
of State;

(c) “Existing municipal solid waste landfill” or “existing landfill”
means a municipal solid waste landfill that began construction, reconstruc-
tion or modification before 5/30/91and has accepted waste at any time since
11/08/87 or has additional design capacity available for future waste depo-
sition;

(d) “Large municipal solid waste landfill” or “large landfill” means a
municipal solid waste landfill with a design capacity greater than or equal to
2.5 million megagrams or 2.5 million cubic meters;

(e) “Modification” means an action that results in an increase in the
design capacity of the landfill;

(f) “Municipal solid waste landfill” or landfill” means an entire dis-
posal facility in a contiguous geographical space where household waste is

placed in or on land. A municipal solid waste landfill may also receive other
types of RCRA Subtitle D wastes such as commercial solid waste, nonhaz-
ardous sludge, conditionally exempt small quantity generator waste, and
industrial solid waste. Portions of a municipal solid waste landfill may be
separated by access roads and may be publicly or privately owned. A munic-
ipal solid waste landfill may be a new municipal solid waste landfill, an
existing municipal solid waste landfill, or a lateral expansion (modification);

(g) “New municipal solid waste landfill” or “new landfill” means a
municipal solid waste landfill that began construction, reconstruction or
modification or began accepting waste on or after 5/30/91; and

(h) “Small municipal solid waste landfill” or “small landfill” means a
municipal solid waste landfill with a design capacity less than 2.5 million
megagrams or 2.5 million cubic meters.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 8-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-6-97; DEQ 22-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-21-98; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0745: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-236-8010
Table-Process Weight Table

[Table not included. See ED. NOTE.]
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0010
Purpose

The purpose of this division is to address the air quality control needs
of the Medford-Ashland AQMA and Grants Pass UGB (OAR 340-240-
0100 through 340-240-0270), the La Grande UGB (340-240-0300 through
340-240-0360, the Lakeview UGB (340-240-0400 through 340-240-0440),
and the Klamath Falls Nonattainment Area (340-240-0500 through 340-
240-0630). 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f. &
cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-030-0005; DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0020
Emission Limitations

Emission limitations established herein and stated in terms of pounds
per 1,000 square feet of production are to be computed on an hourly basis
using the maximum 8 hour production capacity of the plant.

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-030-0007; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-240-0030
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Air conveying system” means an air moving device, such as a fan
or blower, associated ductwork, and a cyclone or other collection device,
the purpose of which is to move material from one point to another by
entrainment in a moving airstream. 

(2) “Design criteria” means the numerical as well as verbal descrip-
tion of the basis of design, including but not necessarily limited to design
flow rates, temperatures, humidities, contaminant descriptions in terms of
types and chemical species, mass emission rates, concentrations, and spec-
ification of desired results in terms of final emission rates and concentra-
tions, and scopes of vendor supplies and owner-supplied equipment and
utilities, and a description of any operational controls. 

(3) “Domestic waste” means combustible household waste, other than
wet garbage, such as paper, cardboard, leaves, yard clippings, wood, or
similar materials generated in a dwelling housing four (4) families or less,
or on the real property on which the dwelling is situated. 

(4) “Fireplace” is defined in OAR 340-262-0450.
(5) “Grants Pass Urban Growth Area” and “Grants Pass Area” means

the area within the Grants Pass Urban Growth Boundary as shown on the
Plan and Zoning Maps for the City of Grants Pass as of 1 February 1988. 
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(6) “Klamath Falls Nonattainment Area” means the area as defined in
OAR 340-204-0010.

(7) “La Grande Urban Growth Area” means the area within the La
Grande Urban Growth Boundary as shown on the Plan and Zoning Maps
for the City of La Grande as of 1 October 1991. 

(8) “Lakeview Urban Growth Area” means the area within the
Lakeview Urban Growth Boundary as shown on the Plan and Zoning Maps
for the Town of Lakeview as of 25 October 1993. 

(9) “Open burning” means burning conducted in such a manner that
combustion air and combustion products may not be effectively controlled
including, but not limited to, burning conducted in open outdoor fires, burn
barrels, and backyard incinerators. 

(10) “Rebuilt boiler” means a physical change after April 29, 1988, to
a wood-waste boiler or its air-contaminant emission control system which
is not considered a modified source and for which the fixed, depreciable
capital cost of added or replacement components equals or exceeds fifty
percent of the fixed depreciable cost of a new component which has the
same productive capacity.

(11) “Refuse” means unwanted material. 
(12) “Refuse burning equipment” means a device designed to reduce

the volume of solid, liquid, or gaseous refuse by combustion. 
(13) “Wigwam waste burner” means a burner which consists of a sin-

gle combustion chamber, has the general features of a truncated cone, and
is used for the incineration of wastes.

(14) “Wood waste boiler” means equipment which uses indirect heat
transfer from the products of combustion of wood waste to provide heat or
power. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 9-1979, f. & ef. 5-3-79; DEQ 3-1980, f. & ef. 1-
28-80; DEQ 14-1981, f. & ef. 5-6-81; DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f.
& cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95;
DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef. 2-17-95; DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 3-1996, f. &
cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0010;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 10-2012,
f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0050
Compliance Testing Requirements

(1) For demonstrating compliance with the standards in this division,
testing must be done in accordance with the DEQ Source Sampling
Manual.

(2) For demonstrating compliance with particulate standards, testing
must be conducted using the following test methods, or alternative methods
approved by DEQ:

(a) For wood waste boilers — DEQ Method 5. Results must be cor-
rected to 12% CO2, as follows

(A) C(12% CO2) = C x 12/%CO2
(B) As used in paragraph (A): 
C(12%CO2) = Particulate matter emission concentration corrected to 12% CO2;
C = Particulate matter emission concentration as measured by Oregon DEQ Method
5; and
% CO2 = Percent CO2 in the exhaust gas, as measured by EPA Method 3 (or equiv-
alent) during each particulate matter test run.
(b) For veneer dryers, wood material dryers, press and other process

vents — DEQ Method 7; and
(c) For air conveying systems — DEQ Method 5 or 8. 
(3) For demonstrating compliance with opacity standards, observa-

tions must be made in accordance with EPA Method 9 or continuous opac-
ity monitoring systems certified in accordance with the DEQ Continuous
Monitoring Manual. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0100
Applicability

OAR 340-240-0100 through 340-240-0250 apply in the Medford-
Ashland Air Quality Maintenance Area (AQMA) and the Grants Pass
Urban Growth Area (Area), except that OAR 340-240-0130, 340-240-
0180, and 340-240-0190 apply only in the Medford-Ashland AQMA. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act
Implementation Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0012; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-
4-05; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0110
Wood Waste Boilers

(1) No person may cause or permit the emission of particulate matter
from any boiler with a heat input capacity greater than 35 million Btu/hour
unless the boiler has been equipped with emission control devices which: 

(a) Limits emissions of particulate matter to LAER as defined by
DEQ at the time DEQ approves the control device; and 

(b) Limits visible emissions such that opacity does not exceed 5% as
a six minute average, unless the permittee demonstrates by source test that
emissions can be limited to LAER at higher visible emissions, but in no
case may emissions equal or exceed 10% opacity as a six minute average.
Specific opacity limits will be included in the permit for each affected
source. 

(2) For boilers existing in the baseline period with a heat input capac-
ity greater than 35 million Btu/hour, boiler mass emission limits for the pur-
pose of establishing the facility’s netting basis under OAR 340-222-0046
will be based on particulate matter emissions of 0.030 grains per dry stan-
dard cubic foot, corrected to 12% CO2. 

(3) Rebuilt Boilers are subject to OAR 340-240-0110(1). Boiler mass
emissions for purposes of OAR 340-222-0041 will be based on LAER at
the time DEQ approves the rebuilt boiler. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 29-1980, f. & ef. 10-29-80; DEQ 14-1986, f. & ef.
6-20-86; DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ
4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef. 2-17-95; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert.
10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0015; DEQ 6-
2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0120
Veneer Dryer Emission Limitations

(1) No person may operate any veneer dryer such that visible air con-
taminants emitted from any dryer stack or emission point exceed the opac-
ity limits specified in subsections (a) and (b) or such that emissions of par-
ticulate matter exceed the mass emission limits of subsections (b) through
(f): 

(a)(A) A daily average operating opacity of five percent on more than
two days within any 12-month period, with the days separated from each
other by at least 30 days, as measured by EPA Method 9; and 

(B) A maximum opacity of 10 percent at any time as measured by
EPA Method 9, unless the permittee demonstrates by source test that it can
achieve the emission limits in subsections (b) through (f) at higher visible
emissions than specified in subsection (a) , but in no case may emissions
exceed the visible air contaminant limitations of OAR 340-234-0510(1)(b).
Specific opacity limits will be included in the permit for each affected
source; 

(b) 0.30 pounds per 1,000 square feet of veneer dried (3/8” basis) for
direct natural gas or propane fired veneer dryers; 

(c) 0.30 pounds per 1,000 square feet of veneer dried (3/8” basis) for
steam heated veneer dryers; 

(d) 0.40 pounds per 1,000 square feet of veneer dried (3/8” basis) for
direct wood fired veneer dryers using fuel which has a moisture content
equal to or less than 20 percent by weight on a wet basis as measured by
ASTM D4442-84; 

(e) 0.45 pounds per 1,000 square feet of veneer dried (3/8” basis) for
direct wood fired veneer dryers using fuel which has a moisture content
greater than 20 percent by weight on a wet basis as measured by ASTM
D4442-84; or

(f) In addition to subsections (d) and (e), 0.20 pounds per 1,000
pounds of steam generated in any boiler that exhausts its combustion gases
to the veneer dryer. 

(2) Exhaust gases from fuel burning equipment vented to the veneer
dryer are exempt from OAR 340-228-0210. 

(3) No person may operate a veneer dryer unless: 
(a) The owner or operator has submitted a program and time schedule

for installing an emission-control system which has been approved in writ-
ing by DEQ as being capable of complying with subsections (1)(a) through
(f); 

(b) The veneer dryer is equipped with an emission-control system
which has been approved in writing by DEQ and is capable of complying
with subsections (1)(a) through (f); or 

(c) The owner or operator has demonstrated and DEQ has agreed in
writing that the dryer is capable of being operated and is operated in con-
tinuous compliance with subsections (1)(a) through (f). 
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(4) Each veneer dryer must be maintained and operated at all times
such that air contaminant generating processes and all contaminant control
devices are at full efficiency and effectiveness so that the emission of air
contaminants is kept at the lowest practicable levels. 

(5) No person may willfully cause or permit the installation or use of
any means, such as dilution, which, without resulting in a reduction in the
total amount of air contaminants emitted, conceals an emission which
would otherwise violate this rule. 

(6) Where effective measures are not taken to minimize fugitive emis-
sions, DEQ may require that the equipment or structures in which process-
ing, handling and storage are done, be tightly closed, modified, or operated
in such a way that air contaminants are minimized, controlled, or removed
before discharge to the open air. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
030-0021; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0130
Air Conveying Systems (Medford-Ashland AQMA Only)

All air conveying systems emitting greater than 10 tons per year of
particulate matter to the atmosphere must, with the prior written approval
of DEQ, be equipped with a particulate emissions control device or devices
with a design removal efficiency of at least 98.5 percent. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0025;
DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0140
Wood Particle Dryers at Particleboard Plants

(1) No person may cause or permit the total emission of particulate
matter from all wood particle dryers at a particleboard plant site to exceed
0.40 pounds per 1,000 square feet of board produced by the plant on a 3/4”
basis of finished product equivalent. 

(2) No person may cause or permit the visible emissions from the
wood particle dryers at a particleboard plant to exceed 10 percent opacity
as a six minute average, unless the permittee demonstrates by source test
that the particulate matter emission limit in section (1) can be achieved at
higher visible emissions. In no case are emissions allowed to equal or
exceed 20 percent opacity as a six minute average. Specific opacity limits
will be included in the permit for each affected source. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 14-1981, f. & ef. 5-6-81; DEQ 14-1986, f. & ef. 6-
20-86; DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0030; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0150
Hardboard Manufacturing Plants

(1) Emissions from hardboard plants excluding press vents. No per-
son may cause or permit the total emissions of particulate matter from a
hardboard plant, excluding press/cooling vents, to exceed 0.25 pounds per
1,000 square feet of hardboard produced on a 1/8” basis of finished prod-
uct equivalent. 

(2) Emissions from hardboard plants including press vents. No person
is allowed to cause or permit the total emissions of particulate matter from
a hardboard plant, including press/cooling vents, to exceed 0.55 pounds per
1,000 square feet of hardboard produced on a 1/8” basis of finished prod-
uct equivalent. 

(3) When calculating emissions for this rule, emissions from truck
dump and storage areas, fuel burning equipment, and refuse burning equip-
ment are not included. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 14-1981, f. & ef. 5-6-81; DEQ 14-1986, f. & ef. 6-20-86; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef. 2-17-95; DEQ 2-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-29-96; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0031; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01,
cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0160
Wigwam Waste Burners

No person owning or controlling any wigwam waste burner is
allowed to cause or permit the operation of the wigwam waste burner. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 29-1980, f. & ef. 10-29-80; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert.
ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0035; DEQ
6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0180
Control of Fugitive Emissions (Medford-Ashland AQMA Only)

(1) All sawmills, plywood mills and veneer manufacturing plants,
particleboard and hardboard plants, asphalt plants, rock crushers, animal
feed manufacturers, and other major industrial facilities as identified by
DEQ, must prepare and implement site-specific plans for the control of
fugitive emissions. 

(2) Fugitive emission-control plans must identify reasonable meas-
ures to prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. Special care will
be taken by the facility to avoid the migration of material onto the public
road system. Such reasonable measures include, but are not limited to the
following: 

(a) The systematic paving of all unpaved roads and areas on which
vehicular traffic occurs. Until an area is paved, subsection (2)(b) applies; 

(b) Scheduled application of water, or other suitable chemicals on
unpaved roads, log storage or sorting yards, materials stockpiles, and other
surfaces which can create airborne dust. Dust suppressant material must not
adversely affect water quality; 

(c) Periodic sweeping or cleaning of paved roads and other areas as
necessary to prevent migration of material onto the public road system; 

(d) Full or partial enclosure of materials stockpiled in cases where
application of water or suitable chemicals are not sufficient to prevent par-
ticulate matter from becoming airborne; 

(e) Installation and use of hoods, fans, and fabric filters to enclose and
vent the handling of dusty materials; 

(f) Adequate containment during sandblasting or other similar opera-
tions; 

(g) Covering, at all times when in motion, open bodied trucks trans-
porting materials likely to become airborne; and 

(h) Procedures for the prompt removal of earthen material, dirt, dust,
or other material from paved streets. 

(3) Reasonable measures may include landscaping and using vegeta-
tion to reduce the migration of material onto public and private roadways. 

(4) The facility owner or operator must supervise and control fugitive
emissions and material that may become airborne caused by the activity of
outside contractors delivering or removing materials at the site. 

(5) The site-specific fugitive dust emissions control plan must be sub-
mitted to DEQ prior to or within 60 days of permit issuance or renewal.
DEQ will approve or deny the plan within 30 days. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.040
Hist.: DEQ 6-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f.
& cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef. 2-17-95;
DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ16-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0043; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-
01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0190
Requirement for Operation and Maintenance Plans (Medford-
Ashland AQMA Only) 

(1) Operation and Maintenance Plans must be prepared by all holders
of permits other than a Basic ACDP. All sources subject to regular permit
requirements are subject to operation and maintenance requirements.

(2) The purposes of the operation and maintenance plans are to: 
(a) Reduce the number of upsets and breakdowns in particulate con-

trol equipment; 
(b) Reduce the duration of upsets and downtimes; and 
(c) Improve the efficiency of control equipment during normal oper-

ations. 
(3) The operation and maintenance plans must consider, but not be

limited to, the following: 
(a) Personnel training in operation and maintenance; 
(b) Preventative maintenance procedures, schedule and records; 
(c) Logging of the occurrence and duration of all upsets, breakdowns

and malfunctions which result in excessive emissions; 
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(d) Routine follow-up evaluation of upsets to identify the cause of the
problem and changes needed to prevent a recurrence; 

(e) Periodic source testing of pollution control units as required by the
permit; 

(f) Inspection of internal wear points of pollution control equipment
during scheduled shutdowns; and 

(g) Inventory of key spare parts. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 6-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f.
& cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 4-1995, f. & cert. ef. 2-17-95;
DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0044; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-
01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0210
Continuous Monitoring

(1) DEQ will require the installation and operation of instrumentation
for measuring and recording emissions and/or the parameters which affect
the emission of air contaminants from wood-waste fired boilers, veneer
dryers, fiber dryers, and particle dryers to ensure that the sources and the
air pollution control devices are operated at all times at their full efficiency
and effectiveness so that the emission of air contaminants is kept at the low-
est practicable level. The instrumentation must be periodically calibrated.
The method and frequency of calibration must be approved in writing by
DEQ. Continuous monitoring equipment and operation must be in accor-
dance with the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual. The recorded infor-
mation must be kept for a period of at least one year and must be made
available to DEQ upon request. 

(2) At a minimum, the monitoring required under paragraph (1) must
include: 

(a) Continuous monitoring and monthly reporting of carbon monox-
ide concentration and oxygen concentration for any wood-waste fired boil-
er with a heat input capacity greater than 35 million BTU/hr or for any
wood-waste boiler using a wet scrubber as pollution control device and
steam production rate for any wood-waste fired boiler; 

(b) Continuous monitoring and monthly reporting of pressure drop,
scrubber water pressure, and scrubber water flow or other parameters
deemed by DEQ to be equal or better indicators of proper operation of the
wet scrubber used as pollution control device for any wood-waste fired
boiler, veneer dryer, particle dryer, or fiber dryer; and 

(c) Continuous monitoring and monthly reporting of opacity for any
wood-waste fired boiler not controlled by a wet scrubber. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 22-1989, f. & cert. ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f. &
cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. 10-22-96;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0050; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-
18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-
15

340-240-0220
Source Testing

(1) The owner or operator of the following sources of particulate
emissions must make or have made tests to determine the type, quantity,
quality, and duration of emissions, and/or process parameters affecting
emissions, using the DEQ Source Sampling Manual at the following fre-
quencies: 

(a) Wood Waste Boilers with heat input capacity greater than 35 mil-
lion Btu/hour — Once every year; 

(b) Veneer Dryers — Once every three years; 
(c) Wood Particle Dryers at Hardboard and Particleboard Plants —

Once every year; 
(d) Wood Waste Boilers with heat input capacity equal to or less than

35 million BTU/hour with dry emission control devices — Once every
three years. 

(2) Source testing must begin at these frequencies within 90 days of
the date by which compliance is to be achieved for each individual emis-
sion source. 

(3) These source testing requirements will remain in effect unless
waived in writing by DEQ because of adequate demonstration that the
source is consistently operating at lowest practicable levels, or that contin-
uous emission monitoring systems are producing equivalent information. 

(4) Source tests on wood waste boilers must not be performed during
periods of soot blowing, grate cleaning, or other abnormal operating condi-

tions. The maximum steaming rate for the boiler may not exceed the aver-
age steam production rate measured during the source test by more than ten
percent (10%). 

(5) Source tests must be performed within 90 days of the startup of air
pollution control systems. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070 
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 14-1986, f. & ef. 6-20-86; DEQ 22-1988, f. & cert.
ef. 9-26-89; DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ
22-1996, f. & cert. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
030-0055; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-4-05; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0250
Open Burning

Open burning of domestic waste is prohibited on any day or at any
time when DEQ advises fire permit issuing agencies that open burning is
not allowed because of adverse meteorological or air quality conditions. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.085 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.085
Hist.: DEQ 4-1978, f. & ef. 4-7-78; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0070; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-
01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0300
Applicability

OAR 340-240-0300 through 340-240-0360 apply in the La Grande
Urban Growth Area.

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0200; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-240-0320
Wood-Waste Boilers

No person may cause or permit the emission into the atmosphere from
any wood-waste boiler that is located on a plant site where the total heat
input capacity from all wood-waste boilers is greater than 35 million
Btu/hr:

(1) Any air contaminant which is equal to or greater than 10 percent
opacity as a six minute average, unless the permittee demonstrates by
source test that the source can comply with the emission limit in section (2)
at higher opacity but in no case may emissions equal or exceed 20 percent
opacity as a six minute average. Specific opacity limits will be included in
the permit for each affected source.

(2) Particulate matter in excess of 0.05 grains per standard cubic foot,
corrected to 12 percent CO2.

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0210; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0330
Wood Particle Dryers at Particleboard Plants

(1) No person may cause or permit the total emission of particulate
matter from all wood particle dryers at a particleboard plant site to exceed
0.40 pounds per 1,000 square feet of board produced by the plant on a 3/4”
basis of finished product equivalent.

(2) No person may cause or permit the visible emissions from the
wood particle dryers at a particleboard plant to exceed 10 percent opacity
as a six minute average, unless the permittee demonstrates by source test
that the particulate matter emission limit in section (1) can be achieved at
higher visible emissions, but in no case may emissions equal or exceed 20
percent opacity as a six minute average. Specific opacity limits will be
included in the permit for each affected source.

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0330; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-240-0340
Hardboard Manufacturing Plants

No person may cause or permit the total emissions of particulate mat-
ter from all sources within a hardboard plant, other than press/cooling
vents, in excess of 0.25 pounds per 1,000 square feet of hardboard produced
on a 1/8” basis of finished product equivalent.

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0220; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0350
Air Conveying Systems

(1) No person is allowed to cause or permit the emission of particu-
late matter in excess of 0.10 grains per standard cubic foot from any air
conveying system emitting less than or equal to ten tons of particulate mat-
ter to the atmosphere during any 12-month period beginning on or after
January 1, 1990 except as allowed by section (2).

(2) The owner or operator of an existing source who is unable to com-
ply with OAR 340-226-0210(1)(a)(B) or (b)(C) may request that DEQ
grant an extension allowing the source up to one year to comply with the
standard, and DEQ may grant such extension if it determines that such peri-
od is necessary for the installation of controls. 

(3) All air conveying systems emitting greater than 10 tons of partic-
ulate matter to the atmosphere during any 12-month period beginning on or
after January 1, 1990 must be equipped with a particulate emissions control
device or devices with a rated control efficiency of at least 98.5 percent .

(4) No person may cause or permit the emission of any air contami-
nant which is equal to or greater than five percent opacity as a six minute
average from any air conveying system subject to section (3).

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0225; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0360
Fugitive Emissions

The owner or operator of any sawmill, plywood mill or veneer man-
ufacturing plant, particleboard plant, or hardboard plant that is located in
the La Grande Urban Growth Area must comply with OAR 340-240-0180.

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 23-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0230; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert.
ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0400
Applicability

OAR 340-240-0400 through 340-240-0440 apply to the Lakeview
Urban Growth Area.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-030-0300; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-240-0410
Control of Fugitive Emissions

(1) All sawmills, plywood mills and veneer manufacturing plants,
particleboard and hardboard plants, asphalt plants, stationary rock crushers,
and sources subject to OAR 340-240-0420 must prepare and implement
site-specific plans for the control of fugitive emissions.

(2) Fugitive emission control plans must identify reasonable measures
to prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. Such reasonable
measures must include, but not be limited to, the following:

(a) Scheduled application of water or other suitable chemicals on
unpaved roads, log storage or sorting yards, materials stockpiles, and other
surfaces which can create airborne dust;

(b) Full or partial enclosure of materials stockpiled in cases where
application of water, or chemicals are not sufficient to prevent particulate
matter from becoming airborne;

(c) Installation and use of hoods, fans, and fabric filters to enclose and
vent the handling of dusty materials;

(d) Adequate containment during sandblasting or other similar opera-
tions;

(e) Covering, at all times when in motion, open bodied trucks trans-
porting materials likely to become airborne; and

(f) Procedures for the prompt removal from paved streets of earthen
material, dirt, dust, or other material which does or may become airborne.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-030-0310; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-240-0420
Requirement for Operation and Maintenance Plans

(1) With the exception of basic and general permit holders, a permit
holder must prepare and implement operation and maintenance plans for
non-fugitive sources of particulate matter. 

(2) The purposes of the operation and maintenance plans are to:
(a) Reduce the number of upsets and breakdowns in particulate con-

trol devices;
(b) Reduce the duration of upsets and downtimes; and
(c) Improve the efficiency of control devices during normal opera-

tions.
(3) The operation and maintenance plans must consider, but not be

limited to, the following:
(a) Personnel training in operation and maintenance;
(b) Preventative maintenance procedures, schedule and records;
(c) Logging of the occurrence and duration of all upsets, breakdowns

and malfunctions which result in excessive emissions;
(d) Routine follow-up evaluation of upsets to identify the cause of the

problem and changes needed to prevent a recurrence;
(e) Periodic source testing of pollution control units as required by a

permit;
(f) Inspection of internal wear points of pollution control devices dur-

ing scheduled shutdowns; and
(g) Inventory of key spare parts.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ-10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0320; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef.
7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0430
Source Testing

The owner or operator of the following sources of particulate emis-
sions must make or have made tests to determine the type, quantity, quali-
ty, and duration of emissions, and/or process parameters affecting emis-
sions, the using the DEQ Source Sampling Manual at the following fre-
quency: wood waste boilers with total heat input capacity equal to or
greater than 35 million Btu/hour — Once every three years.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ-10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 22-1996, f. & cert. 10-22-96; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-030-0330; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef.
7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0440
Open Burning

No open burning of domestic waste is allowed to be initiated on any
day or at any time when the local air stagnation advisory forecasts adverse
meteorological or air quality conditions.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.085
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.085
Hist.: DEQ-10-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-95; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-030-0340; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
16-15

340-240-0510
Opacity Standard

(1) Except as provided in section (2), no person conducting a com-
mercial or industrial activity may cause or permit the emission of any air
contaminant into the atmosphere from any stationary source including fuel
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or refuse burning equipment, that exhibits equal to or greater than 20%
opacity as a six minute average.

(2) Exceptions to section (1) include the following: 
(a) This rule does not apply to fugitive emissions.
(b) For wood-fired boilers that were constructed or installed prior to

June 1, 1970 and not modified since that time, visible emissions during
grate cleaning operations must not equal or exceed 40% opacity as a six
minute average except that:

(A) Beginning June 30, 2013, this exception will only apply if the
owner or operator conducts the grate cleaning in accordance with a grate
cleaning plan that has been approved by DEQ; and 

(B) The owner or operator must prepare a grate cleaning plan in con-
sultation with DEQ and submit the plan to DEQ by June 1, 2013.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0550
Requirements for New Sources When Using Residential Wood Fuel-
Fired Device Offsets

(1) All new or modified sources subject to OAR 340 division 224 may
opt to use wood fuel-fired device emission reductions to satisfy offset
requirements; 

(2) Offsets for decommissioning fireplaces and non-certified wood-
stoves (including fireplace inserts) must be obtained at the ratio specified in
OAR 340-224-0530, as applicable. One ton of emission reductions from
fireplaces and non-certified wood stoves offsets one ton of emissions from
a proposed new or modified industrial point source proposed to be located
inside or impacting the non-attainment area or maintenance area; 

(3) Offsets must be obtained from within the Klamath Falls
Nonattainment Area and Maintenance Area; and

(4) The emission reductions offsets must be approved by DEQ and
comply with OAR 340-240-0560. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.040 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035 & 468A.040
Hist.: DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0560
Real and Permanent PM2.5 and PM10 Offsets

(1) For Klamath Falls and other designated areas when allowed under
OAR 340-204-0320, annual emissions reductions offsets for PM2.5 and
PM10 are determined as follows:

(a) For fireplaces, the emission reductions offsets for decommission-
ing the fireplace and replacing it with a:

(A) Certified fireplace insert is 0.02 tons for each replaced device;
(B) Pellet stove insert is 0.03 tons for each replaced device; or 
(C) Alternative non-wood burning heating system is 0.04 tons for

each replaced device.
(b) For non-certified fireplace inserts, the emission reduction for

replacing the heating device with a:
(A) Certified fireplace insert is 0.02 tons for each replaced device;
(B) Pellet stove is 0.04 tons for each replaced device; or
(C) Alternative non-wood burning heating system is 0.04 tons for

each replaced device.
(c) For conventional (non-certified) woodstoves, the emission reduc-

tion for replacing the heating device with a:
(A) Certified woodstove (including both catalytic and non-catalytic

designs) or certified fireplace insert is 0.03 tons for each replaced device;
or

(B) Pellet stove is 0.05 tons for each replaced device; or
(C) Alternative non-wood burning heating system is 0.06 tons for

each replaced device.
(d) For certified woodstoves (including both catalytic and non-cat-

alytic designs), the emission reduction for replacing the heating device with
a:

(A) Pellet stove is 0.03 tons for each replaced device; or
(B) Alternative non-wood burning heating system is 0.04 tons for

each replaced device
(2) For the emission reductions identified in section (1) to be consid-

ered permanent, the person responsible for taking credit for the emission
reductions must obtain and maintain the following records for at least 5
years from the date that the proposed industrial point source commences
operation:

(a) The address of the residence where the emission reduction
occurred;

(b) The date that the emission reduction was achieved;
(c) Purchase and installation records for certified woodstoves, certi-

fied inserts, or alternative non-wood burning heating systems;
(d) Records for permanently decommissioning fireplaces, if applica-

ble; and
(e) Disposal records for non-certified woodstoves or fireplace inserts

removed.
(3) The records identified in section (2) may be provided by a third

party authorized and monitored by the DEQ to procure the emission reduc-
tions identified in section (1).

(4) All emission reductions must be achieved prior to startup of the
proposed source using the emission reductions as offsets in the permitting
action specified in OAR 340 division 224.

NOTE: As used in this rule, “Certified” includes catalytic and non-catalytic designs,
unless otherwise specified.
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.050 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-240-0610
Continuous Monitoring for Industrial Sources

(1) The owner or operator of an Oregon Title V Operating Permit pro-
gram source, as defined in OAR 340-200-0020, must install and operate
instrumentation for measuring and recording emissions or the parameters
that affect the emission of particulate matter from wood-fired boilers by
June 1, 2015, to ensure that the sources and the air pollution control devices
are operated at all times at their full efficiency and effectiveness so that the
emission of particulate matter is kept at the lowest practicable level.
Continuous monitoring equipment and operation must be in accordance
with the DEQ Continuous Monitoring Manual. 

(2) At a minimum, the monitoring required under paragraph (1) must
include: 

(a) Continuous monitoring of control device parameters for any
wood-fired boiler. 

(b) Continuous monitoring of opacity for any wood- fired boiler not
controlled by a wet scrubber. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0400
Applicability

(1) OAR 340-242-0430 through 340-242-0440 apply to all new
sources or modifications at existing sources that have increases of VOC or
NOx equal to or greater than the SER and are located in the Portland Air
Quality Maintenance Area . 

(2) OAR 340-242-0430 and 340-242-0440 apply to new sources and
modifications at existing sources that have increases of CO equal to or
greater than the SER and are located within the Portland Metro area or out-
side the Portland Metro area but that will have a significant impact within
the Portland Metro area. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 17-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-030-0700; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0410
Definition of Terms

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply in OAR 340-242-0400 through 340-242-0440. If the same term is
defined in this rule and OAR 340-200-0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition
in this rule applies in OAR 340-242-0400 through 340-242-0440. 

(1) “PSEL” means the Plant Site Emission Limit of an individual reg-
ulated pollutant specified in an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit or Title
V permit issued to a source by DEQ, pursuant to OAR 340 division 216 or
218. 

(2) “Unused PSEL” means the difference between a source’s actual
emissions and its permitted level or PSEL in 1990 or 1992, whichever is
lower, as determined through DEQ’s emission inventory data. 
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(3) “Unused PSEL Donation Source” means any source that volun-
tarily returned to DEQ unused PSEL, as part of the Unused PSEL Donation
Program in OAR 340-242-0420. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 17-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-030-0710; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0420
Unused PSEL Donation Program

(1) This program encourages owners or operators of VOC and NOx
sources identified in OAR 340-242-0400(1) to donate unused PSEL to
DEQ. Under this program, donations can be either permanent or temporary.
For a source to participate in this program it must have entered into an
agreement with DEQ prior to January 1, 2006. 

(2) VOC sources donating at least 35 percent of their unused PSEL
and NOx sources donating at least 50 percent of their unused PSEL will
receive the following incentives and considerations from DEQ for partici-
pating in this program: 

(a) Exemption from the Employee Commute Options (ECO) Program
in OAR 340-242-0010 through 340-242-0290 for the duration of the
Portland Ozone Maintenance plan; 

(b) Priority permit processing for any required air quality permit; 
(c) In accordance with OAR 340-242-0430 and 340-242-0440(1), pri-

ority use of up to 50 percent of any remaining growth allowance. This
applies only to sources making permanent donations, pursuant to section
(3); and 

(d) Other considerations may be added to the donation agreement on
a case-by-case basis, consistent with DEQ’s rules and statutes. 

(3) DEQ will adjust the PSEL of sources providing permanent dona-
tions to reflect the emissions donated. Permanent donations will result in
adjustment to the source’s baseline emission rate and PSEL, consistent with
the definition of “major modification” under OAR 340-224-0025 and
changes to PSELs required under 340-222-0035. 

(4) Sources participating in this program must enter into a donation
agreement with DEQ that identifies the commitments of both parties. Any
such agreement is legally binding and enforceable. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.040 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.040
Hist.: DEQ 17-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-030-0720; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0430
Industrial Growth Allowances

(1) This rule establishes industrial growth allowances for sources
identified in OAR 340-242-0400. The amount of each growth allowance is
defined in the SIP and is on file with DEQ. 

(2) The owner or operator of a source subject to this division may
obtain a portion of the respective growth allowance pursuant to OAR 340-
242-0440. 

(3) If no emissions remain in the respective growth allowance, the
owner or operator must provide offsets as required under OAR 340 division
224. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.040 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.040
Hist.: DEQ 17-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-030-0730; DEQ 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0440
Industrial Growth Allowance Allocation

(1) The owner or operator of a source subject to this division may
obtain a portion of any remaining emissions in the respective growth
allowance in accordance with procedures described in the SIP that is on file
with DEQ, and based on the following conditions: 

(a) Access is on a first-come-first-served basis, based on the submit-
tal date of a complete permit application; 

(b) Unused PSEL donation sources that meet the donation criteria
specified in OAR 340-242-0420(2) have priority access to their respective
growth allowance as a “tie-breaker” over non-donation sources; 

(c) Except as provided below, no single source may receive an emis-
sions allocation of more than 1,000 tons of either VOC or NOx or more
than 50% of any remaining growth allowance; and 

(d) A single source must apply to the EQC to receive more than 1,000
tons of VOC or NOx, but in no case more than 50% of the remaining
growth allowance. To apply, sources must submit air quality and other
information as required by DEQ justifying its request and must include
information on significant economic, employment, or other benefits to the
Portland area that will result from the proposed source, and the availability
of emissions offsets. DEQ will evaluate ozone levels and expected trends
to determine whether the proposed facility poses any risk to maintaining
compliance with the ozone air quality standard prior to making a recom-
mendation to the EQC regarding the source application. 

(2) The amount of the CO growth allowance that can be allocated is
identified in the Portland Area Carbon Monoxide Maintenance Plan,
Section 4.58 of Volume 2 of the SIP on file with DEQ. 

NOTE: These rules are included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.040 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.040
Hist.: DEQ 17-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-030-0740; DEQ 10-2004, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-04; DEQ 3-2007, f. &
cert. ef. 4-12-07; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0500
Purpose and Applicability

(1) Gasoline vapors contribute to the formation of ozone. OAR 340-
242-0500 through 340-242-0520 require the control of gasoline vapors
from gasoline dispensing operations. 

(2) OAR 340-242-0500 through 340-242-0520 apply to gasoline dis-
pensing facilities located within Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington
Counties. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 7-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-7-91 (and corrected 6-7-91); DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef.
3-10-93; DEQ 16-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0400; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert.
ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0510
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply in 340-242-0500 through 340-242-0520. If the same term is defined
in this rule and 340-200-0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule
applies in 340-242-0500 through 340-242-0520.

(1) “Equivalent control” means the use of alternate operational and/or
equipment controls for the reduction of gasoline vapor emissions, that have
been approved by DEQ, such that the aggregate emissions of gasoline
vapor from the facility do not exceed those from the application of defined
reasonably available control technology.

(2) “Gasoline” means any petroleum distillate having a Reid vapor
pressure of four pounds per square inch (28 kilopascals) or higher, used as
a motor fuel.

(3) “Gasoline dispensing facility” means any site where gasoline is
dispensed to motor vehicle, boat, or airplane gasoline tanks from stationary
storage tanks.

(4) “Annual throughput” means the amount of gasoline transferred
into or dispensed from a gasoline dispensing facility during 12 consecutive
months.

(5) “Stage I vapor collection system” means a system where gasoline
vapors are forced from a tank into a vapor-tight holding system or vapor
control system through direct displacement by the gasoline being loaded.

(6) “Stage II vapor collection system” means a system where at least
90 percent, by weight, of the gasoline vapors that are displaced or drawn
from a vehicle fuel tank during refueling are transferred to a vapor-tight
holding system or vapor control system.

(7) “Substantially modified” means a modification of an existing
gasoline-dispensing facility which involves the addition of one or more
new stationary gasoline storage tanks or the repair, replacement or recondi-
tioning of an existing tank.

(8) “Vapor control systems” means a system that prevents emissions
to the outdoor atmosphere from exceeding 4.7 grains per gallon (80 grams
per 1,000 liters) of petroleum liquid loaded.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
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Hist.: DEQ 7-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-7-91 (and corrected 6-7-91); DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef.
3-10-93; DEQ 16-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0401; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0520
General Provisions

(1) No owner and/or operator of a gasoline-dispensing facility may
transfer or allow the transfer of gasoline into a motor vehicle fuel tank at
gasoline-dispensing facilities located in Clackamas, Multnomah or
Washington Counties whose annual throughput exceeds 600,000 gallons,
unless the gasoline-dispensing facility is equipped with a stage II vapor col-
lection system which must be approved by DEQ before it is installed. 

NOTE: Underground piping requirements are described in OAR 340-150-0300 and
40 CFR 280.20(d). Systems installed according to Petroleum Equipment Institute
Publication RP100, “Recommended Practices for Installation of Underground Liquid
Storage Systems” or American Society of Mechanical Engineers Standard B31.4
“Pipeline Transportation Systems for Liquid Hydrocarbons and Other Liquids” are
considered approved systems.
(2) Owners and/or operators of gasoline-dispensing facilities subject

to stage II vapor collection requirements must: 
(a) Install all necessary stage II vapor collection and control systems,

and make any modifications necessary to comply with the requirements; 
(b) Provide adequate training and written instructions to the operator

of the affected gasoline-dispensing facility and the gasoline transport vehi-
cle; 

(c) Replace, repair or modify any worn or ineffective component or
design element to ensure the vapor-tight integrity and efficiency of the
stage II vapor collection systems; and 

(d) Connect and ensure proper operation of the stage II vapor collec-
tion systems whenever gasoline is being loaded, unloaded or dispensed. 

(3) Approval of a stage II vapor collection system by DEQ does not
relieve the owner and/or operator of the responsibility to comply with other
applicable codes and regulations pertaining to fire prevention, weights and
measures and safety matters. 

(4) Regarding installation and testing of piping for stage II vapor col-
lection systems: 

(a) Piping must be installed in accordance with standards in OAR 340
division 150; 

(b) Piping must be installed by a licensed installation service provider
pursuant to OAR 340 division 160; and 

(c) Piping must be tested prior to being placed into operation by an
installation or tank tightness testing service provider licensed pursuant to
OAR 340 division 160. 

(5) Test methods are based on methods used in other states with estab-
lished stage II programs. See DEQ, Operations Division, for copies of the
approved test methods. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 7-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-7-91 (and corrected 6-7-91); DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef.
3-10-93; DEQ 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 11-22-94; DEQ 16-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ
20-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from
340-022-0402; DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0600
Applicability

OAR 340-242-0600 through 340-242-0630 apply to any person who
owns, leases, operates or controls a motor vehicle refinishing facility in the
Portland AQMA.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 13-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 7-1999, f. 5-21-99, cert. ef. 7-12-99; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0700; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0610
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply in 340-242-0600 through 340-242-0630. If the same term is defined
in this rule and 340-200-0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule
applies in 340-242-0600 through 340-242-0630.

(1) “High volume, low pressure spray”, or “HVLP” means equipment
used to apply coatings with a spray device which operates at a nozzle air
pressure between 0.1 and 10 pounds per square inch gravity (psig).

(2) “Motor vehicle” means a vehicle that is self-propelled or designed
for self-propulsion as defined in ORS 801.360.

(3) “Motor vehicle refinishing” means the application of surface coat-
ing to on-road motor vehicles or non-road motor vehicles, or their existing
parts and components, except Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
coatings applied at manufacturing plants.

(4) “Motor vehicle refinishing coating” means any coating designed
for, or represented by the manufacturer as being suitable for motor vehicle
refinishing.

(5) “Motor vehicle refinishing facility” means a location at which
motor vehicle refinishing is performed.

(6) “Non-road motor vehicle” means any motor vehicle other than an
on-road motor vehicle. “Non-Road Motor Vehicle” includes, but is not lim-
ited to, fixed load vehicles, farm tractors, farm trailers, all-terrain vehicles,
and golf carts as these vehicles are defined in ORS Chapter 801.

(7) “On-road motor vehicle” means any motor vehicle which is
required to be registered under ORS 803.300 or exempt from registration
under 803.305(5), 803.305(6), or 803.305(15) through 803.305(19). “On-
Road Motor Vehicle” includes, but is not limited to: passenger cars, trucks,
vans, motorcycles, mopeds, motor homes, truck tractors, buses, tow vehi-
cles, trailers other than farm trailers, and camper shells.

(8) “Public highway” means every public way, road, street, thorough-
fare and place, including bridges, viaducts and other structures open, used
or intended for use of the general public for vehicles or vehicular traffic as
a matter of right.

(9) “Vehicle” means any device in, upon or by which any person or
property is or may be transported or drawn upon a public highway and
includes vehicles that are propelled or powered by any means.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 13-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 16-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-14-96; DEQ 7-
1999, f. 5-21-99, cert. ef. 7-12-99; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from
340-022-0710; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0620
Requirements for Motor Vehicle Refinishing in Portland AQMA

Except as provided in section (3), persons performing motor vehicle
refinishing of on-road motor vehicles within the Portland AQMA must:

(1) Clean any spray equipment, including paint lines, in a device
which:

(a) Minimizes solvent evaporation during the cleaning, rinsing, and
draining operations;

(b) Recirculates solvent during the cleaning operation so the solvent
is reused; and

(c) Collects spent solvent to be available for proper disposal or recy-
cling; and

(2) Apply motor vehicle refinishing coatings by one of the following
methods:

(a) High Volume Low Pressure spray equipment, operated and main-
tained in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations;

(b) Electrostatic application equipment, operated and maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations;

(c) Dip coat application;
(d) Flow coat application;
(e) Brush coat application;
(f) Roll coat application;
(g) Hand-held aerosol cans; or
(h) Any other coating application method which can be demonstrated

to effectively control VOC emissions, and which has been approved in
writing by DEQ.

(3) This rule is not applicable to any person who performs motor vehi-
cle refinishing without compensation, and who performs refinishing on two
or fewer on-road motor vehicles, or portions thereof, in any calendar year.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.035
Hist.: DEQ 13-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 7-1999, f. 5-21-99, cert. ef. 7-12-99; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0740; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-242-0630
Inspecting and Testing Requirements

The owner or operator of any facility subject to OAR 340-242-0600
through 340-242-0630 must, at any reasonable time, make the facility
available for inspection by DEQ.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468.095, 468A.025 & 468A.035
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Hist.: DEQ 13-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95; DEQ 7-1999, f. 5-21-99, cert. ef. 7-12-99; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-022-0760; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0040
List of Hazardous Air Pollutants

For purposes of this division the EQC adopts by reference the pollu-
tants, including groups of substances and mixtures, listed in section 112(b),
as Hazardous Air Pollutants (Table 1). 

[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.] 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 2-1996, f. & cert. ef. 1-2-96; DEQ 20-1997,
f. & cert. ef. 9-25-97; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-032-
0130; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 13-2006,
f. & cert. ef. 12-22-06; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0232
Purpose

This rule establishes emission limitations and management practices
for hazardous air pollutants and volatile organic compounds emitted from
the loading of gasoline storage tanks and dispensing of fuel at gasoline dis-
pensing facilities. This rule also establishes requirements to demonstrate
compliance with the emission limitations and management practices. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0234
Affected Sources

(1) The affected source to which the emission standards apply is each
GDF. The affected source includes each gasoline cargo tank during the
delivery of product to a GDF and also includes each storage tank. 

(2) The emissions standards in OAR 340-244-0236 through 340-244-
0252 do not apply to agricultural operations as defined in ORS 468A.020.
Agricultural operations are however required to comply with the Gasoline
Dispensing NESHAP, if applicable (40 CFR part 63 subpart CCCCCC). 

(3) All GDFs must comply with the requirements of OAR 340-244-
0240. 

(4) The owner or operator of a GDF must comply with the require-
ments of OAR 340-244-0242 for the following gasoline storage tanks: 

(a) All tanks with a capacity of 250 gallons or more located at GDFs: 
(A) Whose annual throughput is480,000 gallons of gasoline or more; 
(B) Whose monthly throughput is 100,000 gallons of gasoline or

more; or 
(C) In Clackamas, Multnomah, or Washington County whose annual

throughput is 120,000 gallons of gasoline or more. 
(b) All tanks with a capacity of 1,500 gallons or more located at GDFs

in the Portland AQMA, Medford AQMA, or Salem-Keizer in the SKATS. 
(5) The owner or operator of a GDF must comply with the require-

ments of OAR 340-244-0242(4) for any gasoline storage tank equipped
with a vapor balance system. 

(6) An affected source must, upon request by DEQ or the EPA
Administrator, demonstrate its annual or monthly throughput. For new or
reconstructed affected sources, as specified in OAR 340-244-0236(2) and
(3), recordkeeping to document monthly throughput must begin upon start-
up of the affected source. For existing sources, as specified in 340-244-
0236(4), recordkeeping to document monthly throughput must begin on
January 10, 2008. For existing sources that are subject only because they
load gasoline into fuel tanks other than those in motor vehicles, as defined
in 340-244-0030, recordkeeping to document monthly throughput must
begin on Jan. 24, 2011. Records required under this section must be kept
for a period of 5 years. 

(7) The owner or operator of an affected source, as defined in section
(1), is not required to obtain an Oregon Title V Operating Permit as a result
of being subject to OAR 340-244-0236 through 340-244-0252. However,
the owner or operator of an affected source must still apply for and obtain
an Oregon Title V Operating Permit if meeting one or more of the applica-
bility criteria found in 340-218-0020. 

(8) The loading of aviation gasoline storage tanks at airports, and the
subsequent transfer of aviation gasoline within the airport, is not subject to
OAR 340-244-0236 through 340-244-0252, except in the Portland AQMA,
Medford AQMA, Salem-Keizer in the SKATS, and Clackamas,
Multnomah, and Washington Counties. In these geographic areas, aviation
gasoline is subject to 340-244-0236 through 340-244-0252. 

(9) Monthly throughput is the total volume of gasoline loaded into, or
dispensed from, all the gasoline storage tanks located at a single affected

GDF. If an area source has two or more GDFs at separate locations within
the area source, each GDF is treated as a separate affected source. 

(10) If the affected source’s throughput ever exceeds an applicable
throughput threshold, the affected source will remain subject to the require-
ments for sources above the threshold, even if the affected source through-
put later falls below the applicable throughput threshold. 

(11) The dispensing of gasoline from a fixed gasoline storage tank at
a GDF into a portable gasoline tank for the on-site delivery and subsequent
dispensing of the gasoline into the fuel tank of a motor vehicle or other
gasoline-fueled engine or equipment used within the area source is only
subject to OAR 340-244-0240(1). 

(12) For any affected source subject to the provisions of OAR 340-
244-0232 through 340-244-0252 and another federal rule, the owner or
operator may elect to comply only with the more stringent provisions of the
applicable rules. The owner or operator of an affected source must consid-
er all provisions of the rules, including monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting. The owner or operator of an affected source must identify the
affected source and provisions with which the owner or operator of an
affected source will comply in the Notification of Compliance Status
required under 340-244-0246. The owner or operator of an affected source
also must demonstrate in the Notification of Compliance Status that each
provision with which the owner or operator of an affected source will com-
ply is at least as stringent as the otherwise applicable requirements in 340-
244-0232 through 340-244-0252. The owner or operator of an affected
source is responsible for making accurate determinations concerning the
more stringent provisions, and noncompliance with this rule is not excused
if it is later determined that your determination was in error, and, as a result,
the owner or operator of an affected source is violating 340-244-0232
through 340-244-0252. Compliance with this rule is the owner’s or opera-
tor’s responsibility and the Notification of Compliance Status does not alter
or affect that responsibility. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-2013,
f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0236
Affected Equipment or Processes

(1) The emission sources to which this rule applies are gasoline stor-
age tanks and associated equipment components in vapor or liquid gasoline
service at new, reconstructed, or existing GDF that meet the criteria speci-
fied in OAR 340-244-0234. Pressure/vacuum vents on gasoline storage
tanks and the equipment necessary to unload product from cargo tanks into
the storage tanks at GDF are covered emission sources. 

(2) An affected source is a new affected source if construction com-
menced on the affected source after Nov. 9, 2006, and the applicability cri-
teria in OAR 340-244-0234 are met at the time operation commenced. 

(3) An affected source is reconstructed if meeting the criteria for
reconstruction as defined in 40 CFR 63.2.

(4) An affected source is an existing affected source if it is not new or
reconstructed. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 7-2015,
f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0238
Compliance Dates

(1) For a new or reconstructed affected source, the owner or operator
must comply with the standards in OAR 340-244-0240 and 340-244-0242,
as applicable, no later than Jan. 10, 2008 or upon startup, whichever is later,
except as follows: 

(a) The owner or operator of a new or reconstructed GDF must com-
ply with OAR 340-244-0240(1)(b) and (c) no later than July 1, 2009 or
upon startup, whichever is later. 

(b) For tanks located at a GDF with average monthly throughput of
less than 10,000 gallons of gasoline, the owner or operator must comply
with the standards in OAR 340-244-0240(3) no later than Dec. 13, 2009.

(c) For tanks located at a GDF with average monthly throughput less
than 100,000 gallons of gasoline and not listed in OAR 340-244-
0234(4)(a)(C) or (4)(b), must comply with 340-244-0242, as applicable, no
later than Dec. 13, 2009 or upon startup, whichever is later. 
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(d) The owner or operator of a GDF subject to Table 2 of OAR 340-
244-0242 must comply no later than Sep. 23, 2008 or upon startup,
whichever is later. 

(2) For an existing affected source, the owner or operator must com-
ply with the standards in OAR 340-244-0240 and 340-244-0242, as appli-
cable, by no later than Jan. 10, 2011, except as follows: 

(a) For tanks with a capacity between 1,500 and 40,000 gallons and
located in the Portland AQMA, Medford AQMA, or Salem SATS, the
owner or operator must comply with the standards in OAR 340-244-
0240(3) and 340-244-0242 no later than Dec. 13, 2008. 

(b) For tanks located at an affected source located in Clackamas,
Multnomah, or Washington County, whose annual throughput exceeds
120,000 gallons, the owner or operator must comply with the standards in
OAR 340-244-0240(3) and 340-244-0242 no later than Dec. 13, 2008. 

(c) The owner or operator of an existing GDF must comply with OAR
340-244-0240(1)(b) and (c) no later than July 1, 2009 or upon startup,
whichever is later. 

(3) For an existing affected source that becomes subject to the control
requirements in OAR 340-244-0242 because of an increase in the monthly
throughput, as specified in 340-244-0234(4), the owner or operator must
comply with the standards 340-244-0242 no later than 3 years after the
affected source becomes subject to the control requirements in 340-244-
0242. 

(4) The initial compliance demonstration test required under OAR
340-244-0244(1)(a) and (b) must be conducted as specified in subsections
(4)(a) and (b). 

(a) For a new or reconstructed affected source, the owner or operator
must conduct the initial compliance test upon installation of the complete
vapor balance system. 

(b) For an existing affected source, the owner or operator must con-
duct the initial compliance test as specified in paragraph (4)(b)(A) or (B) of
this rule. 

(A) For vapor balance systems installed on or before Dec. 15, 2009 at
a GDF whose average monthly throughput is 100,000 gallons of gasoline
or more, the owner or operator must test no later than 180 days after the
applicable compliance date specified in section (2) or (3). 

(B) For vapor balance systems installed after Dec. 15, 2009, the
owner or operator must test upon installation of a complete vapor balance
system or a new gasoline storage tank. 

(C) For a GDF whose average monthly throughput is less than or
equal to 100,000 gallons of gasoline, the owner or operator is only required
to test upon installation of a complete vapor balance system or a new gaso-
line storage tank. 

(5) If the GDF is subject to the control requirements in OAR 340-244-
0232 through 340-244-0252 only because it loads gasoline into fuel tanks
other than those in motor vehicles, as defined in 340-244-0030, the owner
or operator of the GDF must comply with the standards in 340-244-0232
through 340-244-0252 as specified in subsections (5)(a) and (b). 

(a) If the GDF is an existing facility, the owner or operator of the GDF
must comply by Jan. 24, 2014. 

(b) If the GDF is a new or reconstructed facility, the owner or opera-
tor of the GDF must comply by the dates specified in paragraphs (5)(b)(A)
and (B). 

(A) If startup of the GDF is after Dec. 15, 2009, but before January
24, 2011, the owner or operator of the GDF must comply no later than Jan.
24, 2011. 

(B) If startup of the GDF is after Jan. 24, 2011, the owner or operator
of the GDF must comply upon startup of the GDF. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 1-
2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef.
4-16-15

340-244-0239
General Duties to Minimize Emissions

Each owner or operator of an affected source must comply with the
requirements of sections (1) and (2). 

(1) The owner or operator of an affected source must, at all times,
operate and maintain any affected source, including associated air pollution
control equipment and monitoring equipment, in a manner consistent with
safety and good air pollution control practices for minimizing emissions.
Determination of whether such operation and maintenance procedures are
being used will be based on information available to DEQ and the EPA

Administrator which may include, but is not limited to, monitoring results,
review of operation and maintenance procedures, review of operation and
maintenance records, and inspection of the source. 

(2) The owner or operator of an affected source must keep applicable
records and submit reports as specified in OAR 340-244-0248(4) and 340-
244-0250(2). 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0240
Work Practice and Submerged Fill Requirements

(1) The owner or operator of a GDF must not allow gasoline to be
handled in a manner that would result in vapor releases to the atmosphere
for extended periods of time. Measures to be taken include, but are not lim-
ited to, the following: 

(a) Minimize gasoline spills; 
(b) Do not top off or overfill vehicle tanks. If a person can confirm

that a vehicle tank is not full after the nozzle clicks off, such as by check-
ing the vehicle’s fuel tank gauge, the person may continue to dispense fuel
using best judgment and caution to prevent a spill; 

(c) Post a sign at the GDF instructing a person filling up a motor vehi-
cle to not top off the vehicle tank; 

(d) Clean up spills as expeditiously as practicable; 
(e) Cover all open gasoline containers and all gasoline storage tank

fill-pipes with a gasketed seal when not in use; 
(f) Minimize gasoline sent to open waste collection systems that col-

lect and transport gasoline to reclamation and recycling devices, such as
oil/water separators. 

(g) Ensure that cargo tanks unloading at the GDF comply with sub-
sections (1)(a) through (e). 

(2) Any cargo tank unloading at a GDF equipped with a functional
vapor balance system must connect to the vapor balance system whenever
gasoline is being loaded. 

(3) Except as specified in section (4), the owner or operator of a GDF
must only load gasoline into storage tanks at the facility by utilizing sub-
merged filling, as defined in OAR 340-244-0030, and as specified in sub-
section (3)(a), (3)(b), or (3)(c). The applicable distances in subsections
(3)(a) and (3)(b) must be measured from the point in the opening of the sub-
merged fill pipe that is the greatest distance from the bottom of the storage
tank. 

(a) Submerged fill pipes installed on or before Nov. 9, 2006, must be
no more than 12 inches from the bottom of the storage tank. 

(b) Submerged fill pipes installed after Nov. 9, 2006, must be no more
than 6 inches from the bottom of the storage tank. 

(c) Submerged fill pipes not meeting the specifications of subsection
(3)(a) or (3)(b) are allowed if the owner or operator of a GDF can demon-
strate that the liquid level in the tank is always above the entire opening of
the fill pipe. Documentation providing such demonstration must be made
available for inspection by DEQ and the EPA Administrator during the
course of a site visit. 

(4) Gasoline storage tanks with a capacity of less than 250 gallons are
not subject to the submerged fill requirements in section (3). 

(5) The owner or operator of a GDF must submit the applicable noti-
fications as required under OAR 340-244-0246. 

(6) The owner or operator of a GDF must have records available with-
in 24 hours of a request by DEQ or the EPA Administrator to document
gasoline throughput. 

(7) The owner or operator of a GDF must comply with the require-
ments of this rule by the applicable dates specified in OAR 340-244-0238. 

(8) Portable gasoline containers that meet the requirements of 40 CFR
part 59 subpart F are considered acceptable for compliance with subsection
(1)(e). 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 4-
2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0242
Vapor Balance Requirements

(1) Except as provided in section (2), the owner or operator of a gaso-
line storage tank listed in OAR 340-244-0234(4), must meet the require-
ments in either subsection (1)(a) or (1)(b). 

(a) Each management practice in Table 2 of OAR 340-244-0242 that
applies to the GDF. 
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(b) If, prior to Jan. 10, 2008, the owner or operator of a GDF operates
a vapor balance system at the GDF that meets the requirements of either
paragraph (1)(b)(A) or (1)(b)(B), the owner or operator of a GDF will be
deemed in compliance with this section. 

(A) Achieves emissions reduction of at least 90 percent. 
(B) Operates using management practices at least as stringent as those

in Table 2 of OAR 340-244-0242 . 
(2) Gasoline storage tanks equipped with floating roofs or the equiv-

alent are not subject to the control requirements in section (1). 
(3) The owner or operator of a cargo tank unloading at a GDF must

comply with the requirements of OAR 340-244-0240(1) and management
practices in Table 3 of 340-244-0242. 

(4) The owner or operator of a GDF subject to section (1) or having a
gasoline storage tank equipped with a vapor balance system, must comply
with the following requirements on and after the applicable compliance
date in OAR 340-244-0238: 

(a) When loading a gasoline storage tank equipped with a vapor bal-
ance system, connect and ensure the proper operation of the vapor balance
system whenever gasoline is being loaded. 

(b) Maintain all equipment associated with the vapor balance system
to be vapor tight and in good working order. 

(c) In order to ensure that the vapor balance equipment is maintained
to be vapor tight and in good working order, have the vapor balance equip-
ment inspected on an annual basis to discover potential or actual equipment
failures. 

(d) Replace, repair or modify any worn or ineffective component or
design element within 24 hours to ensure the vapor-tight integrity and effi-
ciency of the vapor balance system. If repair parts must be ordered, either
a written or verbal order for those parts must be initiated within 2 working
days of detecting such a leak. Such repair parts must be installed within 5
working days after receipt. 

(5) The owner or operator of a GDF subject to section (1) must also
comply with the following requirements: 

(a) The applicable testing requirements in OAR 340-244-0244. 
(b) The applicable notification requirements in OAR 340-244-0246. 
(c) The applicable recordkeeping and reporting requirements in OAR

340-244-0248 and 340-244-0250. 
(d) The owner or operator of a GDF must have records available with-

in 24 hours of a request by DEQ or the EPA Administrator to document
gasoline throughput. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 1-
2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef.
4-16-15

340-244-0244
Testing and Monitoring Requirements

(1) Each owner or operator of a GDF, at time of installation, as spec-
ified in OAR 340-244-0238(4), of a vapor balance system required under
340-244-0242(1)(a), and every 3 years thereafter at a GDF with monthly
throughput of 100,000 gallons of gasoline or more, must comply with the
requirements in subsections (1)(a) and (b). 

(a) The owner or operator of a GDF must demonstrate compliance
with the leak rate and cracking pressure requirements, specified in item 1(g)
of Table 2 of OAR 340-244-0242, for pressure-vacuum vent valves
installed on gasoline storage tanks using the test methods identified in para-
graph (1)(a)(A) or (B). 

(A) California Air Resources Board Vapor Recovery Test Procedure
TP–201.1E, — Leak Rate and Cracking Pressure of Pressure/Vacuum Vent
Valves, adopted Oct. 8, 2003 (incorporated by reference, see 40 CFR
63.14). 

(B) Use alternative test methods and procedures in accordance with
the alternative test method requirements in 40 CFR 63.7(f). 

(b) The owner or operator of a GDF must demonstrate compliance
with the static pressure performance requirement, specified in item 1(h) of
Table 2 of OAR 340-244-0242, for the vapor balance system by conduct-
ing a static pressure test on the gasoline storage tanks using the test meth-
ods identified in paragraph (1)(b)(A), (1)(b)(B), or (1)(b)(C). 

(A) California Air Resources Board Vapor Recovery Test Procedure
TP–201.3, — Determination of 2-Inch WC Static Pressure Performance of
Vapor Recovery Systems of Dispensing Facilities, adopted April 12, 1996,
and amended March 17, 1999 (incorporated by reference, see 40 CFR
63.14). 

(B) Use alternative test methods and procedures in accordance with
the alternative test method requirements in 40 CFR 63.7(f). 

(C) Bay Area Air Quality Management District Source Test Procedure
ST-30 — Static Pressure Integrity Test — Underground Storage Tanks,
adopted Nov. 30, 1983, and amended Dec. 21, 1994 (incorporated by ref-
erence, see 40 CFR 63.14). 

(2) Each owner or operator of a GDF, choosing, under the provisions
of 40 CFR 63.6(g), to use a vapor balance system other than that described
in Table 2 of OAR 340-244-0242, must demonstrate to DEQ or upon
request by the EPA Administrator, the equivalency of their vapor balance
system to that described in Table 2 of OAR 340-244-0242 using the proce-
dures specified in subsections (2)(a) through (c). 

(a) The owner or operator of a GDF must demonstrate initial compli-
ance by conducting an initial performance test on the vapor balance system
to demonstrate that the vapor balance system achieves 95 percent reduction
using the California Air Resources Board Vapor Recovery Test Procedure
TP-201.1, — Volumetric Efficiency for Phase I Vapor Recovery Systems,
adopted April 12, 1996, and amended Feb. 1, 2001, and Oct. 8, 2003, incor-
porated by reference, see 40 CFR 63.14. 

(b) The owner or operator of a GDF must, during the initial perform-
ance test required under subsection (2)(a), determine and document alter-
native acceptable values for the leak rate and cracking pressure require-
ments specified in item 1(g) of Table 2 of OAR 340-244-0242 and for the
static pressure performance requirement in item 1(h) of Table 2 of 340-244-
0242. 

(c) The owner or operator of a GDF must comply with the testing
requirements specified in section (1). 

(3) Conduct of performance tests. Performance tests must be con-
ducted under such conditions as DEQ or the EPA Administrator specifies to
the owner or operator of a GDF based on representative performance, i.e.,
performance based on normal operating conditions, of the affected source.
Upon request by DEQ or the EPA Administrator, the owner or operator of
a GDF must make available such records as may be necessary to determine
the conditions of performance tests. 

(4) Owners and operators of gasoline cargo tanks subject to the pro-
visions of Table 3 of OAR 340-244-0242 must conduct annual certification
testing according to the vapor tightness testing requirements found in 40
CFR 63.11092(f). 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.070
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-2013,
f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0246
Notifications

(1) Each owner or operator of a GDF subject to the control require-
ments in OAR 340-244-0240(3) must comply with subsections (1)(a)
through (c). 

(a) The owner or operator of a GDF must submit an Initial
Notification that the owner or operator is subject to the Gasoline
Dispensing Facilities NESHAP by May 9, 2008, or at the time the owner or
operator becomes subject to the control requirements in OAR 340-244-
0240(3), unless the owner or operator meets the requirements in subsection
(1)(c). If the owner or operator of a GDF is subject to the control require-
ments in 340-244-0240(3) only because the owner or operator loads gaso-
line into fuel tanks other than those in motor vehicles, as defined on 340-
244-0030, the owner or operator must submit the initial notification by May
24, 2011. The Initial Notification must contain the information specified in
paragraphs (1)(a)(A) through (D). The notification must be submitted to
EPA’s Region 10 Office and DEQ as specified in 40 CFR 63.13. 

(A) The name and address of the owner and the operator. 
(B) The address, i.e., physical location, of the GDF. 
(C) The volume of gasoline loaded into all storage tanks or on the vol-

ume of gasoline dispensed from all storage tanks during the previous
twelve months. 

(D) A statement that the notification is being submitted in response to
the Gasoline Dispensing Facilities NESHAP and identifying the require-
ments in OAR 340-244-0240(1) through (3) that apply to the owner or
operator of a GDF. 

(b) The owner or operator of a GDF must submit a Notification of
Compliance Status to EPA’s Region 10 Office and DEQ, as specified in 40
CFR 63.13, within 60 days of the applicable compliance date specified in
OAR 340-244-0238, unless the owner or operator meets the requirements
in subsection (1)(c). The Notification of Compliance Status must be signed
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by a responsible official who must certify its accuracy, must indicate
whether the source has complied with the requirements of 340-244-0232
through 340-244-0252, and must indicate whether the facility’s monthly
throughput is calculated based on the volume of gasoline loaded into all
storage tanks or on the volume of gasoline dispensed from all storage tanks.
If the facility is in compliance with the requirements of 340-244-0232
through 340-244-0252 at the time the Initial Notification required under
subsection (1)(a) of this rule is due, the Notification of Compliance Status
may be submitted in lieu of the Initial Notification provided it contains the
information required under subsection (1)(a). 

(c) If, prior to Jan. 10, 2008, the owner or operator of a GDF is oper-
ating in compliance with an enforceable State rule or permit that requires
submerged fill as specified in OAR 340-244-0240(3), the owner or opera-
tor is not required to submit an Initial Notification or a Notification of
Compliance Status under subsection (1)(a) or (b). 

(2) Each owner or operator of a GDF subject to the control require-
ments in OAR 340-244-0242 must comply with subsections (2)(a) through
(e). 

(a) The owner or operator of a GDF must submit an Initial
Notification that the owner or operator is subject to the Gasoline
Dispensing Facilities NESHAP by May 9, 2008, or at the time the owner or
operator becomes subject to the control requirements in OAR 340-244-
0242. If the owner or operator of a GDF is subject to the control require-
ments in 340-244-0242 only because the owner or operator loads gasoline
into fuel tanks other than those in motor vehicles, as defined on 340-244-
0030, the owner or operator must submit the initial notification by May 24,
2011. The Initial Notification must contain the information specified in
paragraphs (2)(a)(A) through (C). The notification must be submitted to
EPA’s Region 10 Office and DEQ as specified in 40 CFR 63.13. 

(A) The name and address of the owner and the operator. 
(B) The address, i.e., physical location, of the GDF. 
(C) The volume of gasoline loaded into all storage tanks or on the vol-

ume of gasoline dispensed from all storage tanks during the previous
twelve months. 

(D) A statement that the notification is being submitted in response to
the Gasoline Dispensing Facilities NESHAP and identifying the require-
ments in OAR 340-244-0242 that apply to the owner or operator of a GDF. 

(b) The owner or operator of a GDF must submit a Notification of
Compliance Status to EPA’s Regional 10 Office and DEQ, as specified in
40 CFR 63.13, in accordance with the schedule specified in 40 CFR
63.9(h). The Notification of Compliance Status must be signed by a respon-
sible official who must certify its accuracy, must indicate whether the
source has complied with the requirements of OAR 340-244-0232 through
340-244-0252, and must indicate whether the facility’s monthly throughput
is calculated based on the volume of gasoline loaded into all storage tanks
or on the volume of gasoline dispensed from all storage tanks. If the facil-
ity is in compliance with the requirements 340-244-0232 through 340-244-
0252 at the time the Initial Notification required under subsection (2)(a) is
due, the Notification of Compliance Status may be submitted in lieu of the
Initial Notification provided it contains the information required under sub-
section (2)(a). 

(c) If, prior to January 10, 2008, the owner or operator of a GDF sat-
isfies the requirements in both paragraphs (2)(c)(A) and (B), the owner or
operator is not required to submit an Initial Notification or a Notification of
Compliance Status under subsections (2)(a) or (b). 

(A) The owner or operator of a GDF operates a vapor balance system
at the gasoline dispensing facility that meets the requirements of either sub-
paragraphs (2)(c)(A)(i) or (ii). 

(i) Achieves emissions reduction of at least 90 percent. 
(ii) Operates using management practices at least as stringent as those

in Table 2 of OAR 340-244-0242. 
(B) The GDF is in compliance with an enforceable State rule or per-

mit that contains requirements of subparagraphs (2)(c)(A)(i) and (ii). 
(d) The owner or operator of a GDF must submit a Notification of

Performance Test, as specified in 40 CFR 63.9(e), prior to initiating testing
required by OAR 340-244-0244(1) and (2). 

(e) The owner or operator of a GDF must submit additional notifica-
tions specified in 40 CFR 63.9, as applicable. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 4-
2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0248
Recordkeeping Requirements

(1) Each owner or operator of a GDF must keep the following
records: 

(a) Records of all tests performed under OAR 340-244-0244(1) and
(2); 

(b) Records related to the operation and maintenance of vapor balance
equipment required under OAR 340-244-0242. Any vapor balance compo-
nent defect must be logged and tracked by station personnel using forms
provided by DEQ or a reasonable facsimile. 

(c) Records of total throughput volume of gasoline, in gallons, for
each calendar month. 

(d) Records of permanent changes made at the GDF and vapor bal-
ance equipment which may affect emissions. 

(2) Records required under section (1) must be kept for a period of 5
years and must be made available for inspection by DEQ and the EPA
Administrator during the course of a site visit. 

(3) Each owner or operator of a gasoline cargo tank subject to the
management practices in Table 3 of OAR 340-244-0242 must keep records
documenting vapor tightness testing for a period of 5 years. Documentation
must include each of the items specified in 40 CFR 63.11094(b)(2)(i)
through (viii). Records of vapor tightness testing must be retained as spec-
ified in either subsection (3)(a) or (b). 

(a) The owner or operator of a gasoline cargo tank must keep all vapor
tightness testing records with the cargo tank. 

(b) As an alternative to keeping all records with the cargo tank, the
owner or operator of a gasoline cargo tank may comply with the require-
ments of paragraphs (3)(a)(A) and (B). 

(A) The owner or operator of a gasoline cargo tank may keep records
of only the most recent vapor tightness test with the cargo tank and keep
records for the previous 4 years at their office or another central location. 

(B) Vapor tightness testing records that are kept at a location other
than with the cargo tank must be instantly available (e.g., via e-mail or fac-
simile) to DEQ and the EPA Administrator during the course of a site visit
or within a mutually agreeable time frame. Such records must be an exact
duplicate image of the original paper copy record with certifying signa-
tures. 

(4) Each owner or operator of a GDF must keep records as specified
in subsections (4)(a) and (b). 

(a) Records of the occurrence and duration of each malfunction of
operation, i.e., process equipment, or the air pollution control and monitor-
ing equipment. 

(b) Records of actions taken during periods of malfunction to mini-
mize emissions in accordance with OAR 340-244-0239(1), including cor-
rective actions to restore malfunctioning process and air pollution control
and monitoring equipment to its normal or usual manner of operation. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-2013,
f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-244-0250
Reporting Requirements

(1) Each owner or operator of a GDF subject to the management prac-
tices in OAR 340-244-0242 must report to DEQ and the EPA Administrator
the results of all volumetric efficiency tests required under OAR 340-244-
0244(1) and (2). Reports submitted under this rule must be submitted with-
in 180 days of the completion of the performance testing. 

(2) Annual report. Each owner or operator of a GDF that has month-
ly throughput of 10,000 gallons of gasoline or more must report, by
February 15 of each year, the following information, as applicable. 

(a) The total throughput volume of gasoline, in gallons, for each cal-
endar month. 

(b) A summary of changes made at the facility on vapor recovery
equipment which may affect emissions. 

(c) List of all major maintenance performed on pollution control
devices. 

(d) The number, duration, and a brief description of each type of mal-
function which occurred during the previous calendar year and which
caused or may have caused any applicable emission limitation to be
exceeded. 

(e) A description of actions taken by the owner or operator of a GDF
during a malfunction to minimize emissions in accordance with OAR 340-
244-0239(1), including actions taken to correct a malfunction. 
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NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan as adopted by the Environmental Quality Commission under OAR 340-200-
0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025 & 468A.050
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 & 468A.050
Hist.: DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 7-2015,
f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-246-0230
Safety Net Source Air Toxics Emissions Reduction Measures in Permit

(1) Public Participation. DEQ will hold public informational meetings
to discuss proposed air toxics emissions reduction measures. After the
informational meetings, DEQ will provide at least 40-days notice before
holding a public hearing to collect official comments on the proposed air
toxics emissions reduction measures. 

(2) Permit or Permit Modification. After considering public com-
ments, DEQ will propose air toxics emissions reduction measures to be
placed in the source’s permit, according to the reopening process for
Oregon Title V permits in OAR 340-218-0200 or Oregon Title V Permit
issuance in 340-218-0120 or Department Initiated Permit Modifications in
340-216-0084 or Air Contaminant Discharge Permit issuance in 340-216-
0066. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A. 025, 468A.040& 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 15-2003, f. & cert. ef. 11-3-03; DEQ 5-2011, f. 4-29-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-262-0450
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020 and this rule apply to this divi-
sion. If OAR 340-0200-0020 and this rule define the same term, the defini-
tion in this rule applies to this division.

(1) “Antique woodstove” means a woodstove built before 1940 that
has an ornate construction and a current market value substantially higher
than a common woodstove manufactured during the same period. 

(2) “Central wood-fired furnace” means an indoor, wood-fired fur-
nace that is thermostatically controlled, has a dedicated cold air inlet and
dedicated hot air outlet, and is connected to heating ductwork for the entire
residential structure. 

(3) “CFR” means Code of Federal Regulations. 
(4) “Consumer” means a person who buys a solid fuel burning device

for personal use. 
(5) “Cookstove” means an indoor wood-burning appliance designed

for the primary purpose of cooking food. 
(6) “Dealer” means a person that sells solid fuel burning devices to

retailers or other dealers for resale. For the purpose of this Division, a deal-
er that is also an Oregon retailer will be considered to be only a retailer. 

(7) “DEQ” means Oregon Department of Environmental Quality. 
(8) “Destroy” means to demolish or decommission to the extent that

restoration or reuse as a heating device is impossible. 
(9) “EPA” means United States Environmental Protection Agency. 
(10) “EQC” means Environmental Quality Commission.
(11) “Federal Regulations” means 40 CFR, part 60 subpart AAA as in

effect on July 1, 2010. 
(12) “Fireplace” means a site-built or factory-built masonry fireplace

that is designed to be used with an open combustion chamber and that is
without features to control air-to-fuel ratios. 

(13) “Hydronic heater” means a fuel-burning device which may be
equipped with a heat storage unit, and which is designed to: 

(a) Burn wood or other automatically fed fuels such as wood pellets,
shelled corn, and wood chips; 

(b) Be installed according to the manufacturer’s specifications either
indoors or outdoors; and 

(c) Heat building space and/or water via the distribution, typically
through pipes, of a fluid heated in the device, typically water or a
water/antifreeze mixture. 

(14) “Manufacturer” means a person who designs a solid fuel burning
device, constructs a solid fuel burning device or constructs parts for solid
fuel burning devices. 

(15) “Masonry heater” means a site-built or site-assembled, solid
fueled heating device constructed of structural masonry mass used to store
heat from intermittent fires burned rapidly in the structure’s firebox and
slow release the heat to the site. Such solid-fueled heating device must meet
the design and construction specifications set forth in ASTM E 1602-03,
“Guide for Construction of Solid Fuel Burning Masonry Heaters.” 

(16) “New solid fuel burning device” or “new device” means a solid
fuel burning device defined under ORS 468A.485(4)(a) that has not been
sold, bargained, exchanged, given away, acquired secondhand, or otherwise

had its ownership transferred from the person who first acquired it from a
retailer. 

(17) “PM10” means particulate matter less than 10 microns. 
(18) “PM2.5” means particulate matter less than 2.5 microns. 
(19) “Pellet stove” means a heating device that uses wood pellets, or

other biomass fuels designed for use in pellet stoves, as its primary source
of fuel. 

(20) “Phase 1 emission level qualified model” is a model of a hydron-
ic heater that achieves an average emission level of 0.60 lbs/million Btu
heat input or less for all fuel types listed in the owner’s manual and/or men-
tioned in marketing/sales materials, as acknowledged by EPA in writing to
the manufacturer as part of EPA’s acceptance of the model as a qualified
model. 

(21) “Phase 2 emission level qualified model” is a model of a hydron-
ic heater that achieves an average emissions level of 0.32 lbs/million Btu
heat output or less for all fuel types listed in the owner’s manual and/or
mentioned in marketing/sales materials, and that did not exceed 18.0
grams/hr of fine particles in any individual test run that was used in the cal-
culation of the average, as acknowledged by EPA in writing to the manu-
facturer as part of EPA’s acceptance of the model as a qualified model pur-
suant to the EPA Hydronic Heater Program Phase 2 Partnership Agreement. 

(22) “Residential structure” has the meaning given that term in ORS
701.005.

(23) “Retailer” means a person engaged in the sale of solid fuel burn-
ing devices directly to consumers. 

(24) “Solid fuel burning device” or “device” means a woodstove or
any other device that burns wood, coal or other nongaseous or non-liquid
fuels for aesthetic, space-heating or water-heating purposes in or for a pri-
vate residential structure or a commercial establishment and that has a heat
output of less than one million British thermal units per hour. Solid fuel
burning device does not include: 

(a) Fireplaces; 
(b) Antique stoves; 
(c) Pellet stoves; 
(d) Masonry heaters; 
(e) Central, wood-fired furnaces; 
(f) Saunas; and 
(g) Boilers providing process heat to a commercial, industrial, or

institutional establishment that obtain construction approval under OAR
340-210-0205 through 340-210-0250. 

(25) “Trash burner” means any equipment that is used to dispose of
waste by burning and has not been issued an air quality permit under ORS
468A.040. 

(26) “Treated wood” means wood of any species that has been chem-
ically impregnated, painted or similarly modified to prevent weathering and
deterioration. 

(27) “Used solid fuel burning device” or “used device” means a solid
fuel burning device that has been sold, bargained, exchanged, given away,
or otherwise has had its ownership transferred. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035 & 468A.460 – 468A.515 
Hist.: DEQ 2-2011, f. 3-10-11, cert. ef. 3-15-11; DEQ 7-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-24-11
thru 12-19-11; Administrative correction, 2-6-12; DEQ 1-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-17-12; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0010
How to Use These Open Burning Rules

(1) This division classifies all open burning into one of seven classes:
Agricultural; Commercial; Construction; Demolition (which includes land
clearing); Domestic (which includes burning commonly called "backyard
burning" and burning of yard debris); Industrial; or Slash. Except for field
burning within the Willamette Valley regulated through OAR 340 division
266 and slash burning administered by the forest practices smoke manage-
ment plan of the Oregon Department of Forestry, this division prescribes
requirements for and prohibitions of open burning for every location in the
state. Generally, if a class of open burning is not specifically prohibited in
a given location, then it is authorized subject to OAR 340-264-0050 and
340-264-0060 and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions
and the State Fire Marshal. In addition, some practices specifically men-
tioned in OAR 340-264-0040 are exempted from this division.

(2) Organization of rules:
(a) OAR 340-264-0020 is the Policy statement of the EQC setting

forth the goals of this division;
(b) OAR 340-264-0030 contains definitions of terms that have spe-

cialized meanings within the context of this division;
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(c) OAR 340-264-0040 lists specific types of open burning and prac-
tices that are not governed by this division;

(d) OAR 340-264-0050 lists general requirements that usually apply
to any open burning governed by this division;

(e) OAR 340-264-0060 lists general prohibitions that apply to most
open burning;

(f) OAR 340-264-0070 establishes the open burning schedule based
on air quality and meteorological conditions as required by ORS 468A.570;

(g) OAR 340-264-0075 allows the delegation of some or all of the
open burning authority to be administered by a local jurisdiction;

(h) OAR 340-264-0078 contains the legal description of Open
Burning Control Areas and maps that generally depict these areas;

(i) OAR 340-264-0080 indexes each county of the state to a specific
rule giving specific restrictions for each class of open burning applicable in
the county;

(j) OAR 340-264-0100 through 340-264-0170 are rules that give spe-
cific restrictions to open burning for each class of open burning in the coun-
ties named in each rule;

(k) OAR 340-264-0180 provides for a letter permit authorization for
open burning under certain circumstances in which open burning otherwise
would be prohibited.

(3) Use of this division will be made easier by the following proce-
dure:

(a) Read OAR 340-264-0050 and 340-264-0060 to understand gener-
al requirements and prohibitions that apply to all burning governed by this
division;

(b) In OAR 340-264-0030 read the definitions of Agricultural,
Commercial, Construction, Demolition, Domestic and Industrial open
burning plus the definitions of land clearing and yard debris to determine
the type of burning of concern. Also read 340-264-0040 to determine if the
type of burning is exempted from this division;

(c) Locate the rule in OAR 340-264-0100 through 340-264-0170 that
governs the county in which burning is to take place. OAR 340-264-0090
is an index to the county rules;

(d) Read the sections of the county rules that apply to the type of
burning to be accomplished;

(e) If not prohibited by this division, obtain a fire permit from the fire
district, county court or county commissioners before conducting any burn-
ing;

(f) If the type of burning proposed is prohibited by this division, refer
to OAR 340-264-0180, Letter Permits, for a possible alternative.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0022; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0020
Policy

In order to restore and maintain the quality of the air resources of the
state in a condition as free from air pollution as is practicable, consistent
with the overall public welfare of the state, it is the policy of the EQC:

(1) To eliminate open burning disposal practices where alternative
disposal methods are feasible and practicable;

(2) To encourage the development of alternative disposal methods;
(3) To emphasize resource recovery;
(4) To regulate specified types of open burning;
(5) To encourage utilization of the highest and best practicable burn-

ing methods to minimize emissions where other disposal practices are not
feasible; and

(6) To require specific programs and timetables for compliance with
this division.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.035 & 468A.460 – 468A.515
Hist.: DEQ 123, f. & ef. 10-20-76; DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef.
3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0025; DEQ 7-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0030
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division.

(1) “Agricultural burning for disease or pest control” means open
burning of waste infected or infested with a disease or pest for which the

County Extension Service or Oregon Department of Agriculture identify as
having no other practicable control.

(2) “Agricultural operation” means an activity on land currently used
or intended to be used primarily for the purpose of obtaining a profit in
money by raising, harvesting and selling crops or by raising and selling
livestock or poultry, or the produce thereof, which activity is necessary to
serve that purpose. Agricultural operation also means activities conducted
by not-for-profit agricultural research organizations, which activities are
necessary to serve that purpose. It does not include the construction and use
of dwellings customarily provided in conjunction with the agricultural
operation.

(3) “Agricultural open burning” means the open burning of any agri-
cultural waste, except as provided in OAR 340-264-0040(5).

(4) “Agricultural waste” means any waste material generated or used
by an agricultural operation, excluding those materials described in OAR
340-264-0060(3).

(5) “Animal disease emergency” means the occurrence of a disease
that the Oregon Department of Agriculture determines has potentially seri-
ous economic implications for the livestock industries of this state.

(6) “Auxiliary combustion equipment” includes, but is not limited to
fans.

(7) “Combustion promoting materials” include, but are not limited to,
propane, diesel oil, or jellied diesel.

(8) “Commercial open burning” means the open burning of any com-
mercial waste.

(9) “Commercial waste” means:
(a) Any material except:
(A) Agricultural waste;
(B) Construction waste;
(C) Demolition waste;
(D) Domestic waste;
(E) Industrial waste; and
(F) Slash.
(b) Examples of commercial waste are waste material from offices,

wholesale or retail yards and outlets, warehouses, restaurants, mobile home
parks, domestic waste removed from the property of origin, and dwellings
containing more than four family living units, such as apartments, condo-
miniums, hotels, motels or dormitories.

(10) “Construction open burning” means the open burning of any
construction waste.

(11) “Construction waste” means any waste material generally used
for, resulting from or produced by a building or construction project.
Examples of construction waste are wood, lumber, paper, crating and pack-
ing materials processed for or used during construction, materials left after
completion of construction, and materials collected during cleanup of a
construction site.

(12) “Daylight hours” means the time between 7:30 a.m. and two
hours before sunset.

(13)”Demolition open burning” means the open burning of demoli-
tion waste.

(14) “Demolition waste” means any material resulting from or pro-
duced by the complete or partial destruction or tearing down of any man-
made structure, or the clearing of any site for land improvement or cleanup,
excluding yard debris (domestic waste) and agricultural waste.

(15) “Domestic open burning” means the open burning of any domes-
tic waste.

(16) “Domestic waste” means household waste material, which
includes paper, cardboard, clothing, yard debris, or other material generat-
ed in or around a dwelling of four-or-fewer-family-living units, or on the
real property appurtenant to the dwelling. Such waste materials generated
in or around a dwelling of more than four-family-living units are commer-
cial wastes. Once domestic waste is removed from the property of origin, it
becomes commercial waste.

(17) “Fire hazard” means the presence or accumulation of com-
bustible material of such nature and in sufficient quantity that its continued
existence constitutes an imminent and substantial danger to life, property,
public welfare, or adjacent lands.

(18) “Hazard to public safety” means fires that burn prohibited mate-
rials or result in smoke that substantially impairs visibility on a roadway.

(19)”Industrial open burning” means the open burning of any indus-
trial waste.

(20) “Industrial waste” means any waste material, including process
waste, produced as the direct result of any manufacturing or industrial
process.
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(21) “Land clearing” means the removal of trees, brush, logs, stumps,
debris or man- made structures for the purpose of site clean-up or site
preparation. All waste material generated by land clearing is demolition
waste except those materials included in the definitions of agricultural
wastes, yard debris (domestic waste), and slash.

(22) “Letter permit” means an authorization issued pursuant to OAR
340-264-0180 to burn select materials at a defined site and under certain
conditions.

(23) “Local jurisdiction” means:
(a) The local fire permit issuing authority; or
(b) The local governmental entity having authority to regulate by law

or ordinance.
(24) “Nuisance” means a substantial and unreasonable interference

with another’s use and enjoyment of real property, or the substantial and
unreasonable invasion of a right common to members of the general pub-
lic.

(25) “Open burning” means:
(a) Burning in open, outdoor fires;
(b) Burning in burn barrels; and
(c) Any other outdoor burning when combustion air is not effectively

controlled and combustion products are not effectively vented through a
stack or chimney.

(26) “Open burning control area” means an area established to control
specific open burning practices or to maintain specific open burning stan-
dards that may be more stringent than those established for other areas of
the state. Open burning control areas in the state are described in OAR 340-
264-0078.

(27) “Population” means the annual population estimate of incorpo-
rated cities within the State of Oregon issued by the Center for Population
Research and Census, Portland State University, Portland, Oregon.

(28) “Slash” means forest debris or woody vegetation to be burned
that is related to the management of forest land used for growing and har-
vesting timber.

(29) “Special open burning control area” means an area in the
Willamette Valley where DEQ restricts the practice of open burning. These
areas are described in OAR 340-264-0078(6).

(30) “Ventilation index” means a number calculated by DEQ relating
to the ability of the atmosphere to disperse regulated pollutants. The venti-
lation index is the product of the measured or estimated meteorological
mixing depth in hundreds of feet and the measured or estimated average
wind speed in knots through the mixed layer.

(31) “Waste” includes any useless or discarded materials. Each waste
is categorized in this division as one of the following types:

(a) Agricultural;
(b) Commercial;
(c) Construction;
(d) Demolition;
(e) Domestic;
(f) Industrial; or
(g) Slash.
(32) “Yard debris” means wood, needle or leaf materials from trees,

shrubs or plants from the real property appurtenant to a dwelling of not
more than four family living units so long as such debris remains on the
property of origin. Once yard debris is removed from the property of ori-
gin, it becomes commercial waste. Yard debris is included in the definition
of domestic waste.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 123, f. & ef. 10-20-76; DEQ 23-1979, f. & ef. 7-5-79; DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-
8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 21-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
023-0030; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0040
Exemptions, Statewide

Except for the provisions contained in OAR 340-264-0050 and 340-
264-0060, this division does not apply to: 

(1) Recreational fires and ceremonial fires, for which a fire is appro-
priate. 

(2) Barbecue equipment used in connection with any residence. 
(3) Fires set or permitted by any public agency when such fire is set

or permitted in the performance of its official duty for the purpose of weed
abatement, prevention or elimination of a fire hazard, or a hazard to public
health or safety, or for instruction of employees in the methods of fire fight-
ing, which in the opinion of the public agency is necessary. Every effort

will be made by the public agency to conduct this burning during good
smoke dispersal conditions and specifically avoiding periods during Air
Pollution Advisories. The agency will adjust its schedule for setting such
fires for better smoke dispersal if necessary. Open burning fires otherwise
exempt from the requirements of this division are still subject to the
requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire
Marshall. 

(4) Agricultural open burning pursuant to ORS 468A.020.
Agricultural open burning is still subject to the requirements and prohibi-
tions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal. 

(5) Open field burning, propane flaming, and stack and pile burning
in the Willamette Valley between the crests of the Cascade and Coast
Ranges pursuant to OAR 340 division 266, Rules for Field Burning. 

(6) Slash burning on forest land or within one-eighth mile of forest
land permitted under the Oregon Smoke Management Program regulated
by the Department of Forestry pursuant to ORS 477.515. 

(7) Fires set pursuant to permit for the purpose of instruction of
employees of private industrial concerns in methods of fire fighting, or for
civil defense instruction. 

(8) Fires set for the purpose of disposal of dry tumbleweed plants,
typically Russian Thistle and Tumbleweed Mustard plants, that have been
broken off, and rolled about, by the wind. 

(9) Agricultural burning for disease or pest control when the fire is set
or authorized in writing by the Department of Agriculture. 

(10) When caused by an authorized representative of the Department
of Agriculture, open burning of carcasses of animals that have died or been
destroyed because of an animal disease emergency. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 123, f. & ef. 10-20-76; DEQ 23-1979, f. & ef. 7-5-79; DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-
8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 6-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-11-92; DEQ 4-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-
023-0035; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 12-2008, f. & cert. ef. 9-17-08; DEQ
10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0050
General Requirements Statewide

This rule applies to all open burning, unless expressly limited by any
other rule, regulation, permit, ordinance, order or decree of the EQC or
other agency having jurisdiction:

(1) The following persons are considered a responsible person for
open burning in violation of this rule:

(a) Each person who is in ownership, control or custody of the real
property on which open burning occurs, including any tenant thereof;

(b) Each person who is in ownership, control or custody of the mate-
rial that is burned; and

(c) Any person who causes or allows open burning to be initiated or
maintained.

(d) For purposes of this rule, a public agency in its official capacity
that has issued the permit for burning is not considered a responsible per-
son.

(2) A responsible person, or an expressly authorized agent, must con-
stantly attend all open burning. This person must be capable of and have the
necessary equipment for extinguishing the fire. This person also must com-
pletely extinguish the fire before leaving it.

(3) A responsible person must promptly extinguish any burning that is
in violation of any rule of the Commission or of any permit issued by DEQ,
unless DEQ has given written approval to such responsible person to use
auxiliary combustion equipment or combustion promoting materials to
minimize smoke production, and the responsible person complies with the
requirements in the written approval. However, nothing in this section
authorizes any violation of OAR 340-264-0060(2) or (3).

(4) To promote efficient burning and prevent excessive emissions of
smoke, a responsible person must:

(a) Assure that all combustible material is dried to the extent practi-
cable. This includes covering the combustible material when practicable to
protect the material from moisture in any form, including precipitation or
dew. However, nothing in this section authorizes any violation of OAR
340-264-0060(2) or (3);

(b) Loosely stack or windrow the combustible material to eliminate
dirt, rocks and other noncombustible material and promote an adequate air
supply to the burning pile, and provide the necessary tools and equipment
to accomplish this;

(c) Periodically re-stack or feed the burning pile, insure that combus-
tion is essentially completed and smoldering fires are prevented, and pro-
vide the necessary tools and equipment to accomplish this.
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(5) Notwithstanding OAR 340-264-0040(4), each person sanitizing
perennial or annual grass seed crops by open burning in counties outside
the Willamette Valley must pay DEQ $4 for each acre burned:

(a) DEQ may contract with counties, rural fire protection districts, or
other responsible individuals for the collection of the fees;

(b) All fees collected under this section must be deposited in the State
Treasury to the credit of the Department of Agriculture Service Fund.

(6) Open burning in compliance with this division does not exempt
any person from any civil or criminal liability for consequences or damages
resulting from such burning, nor does it exempt any person from comply-
ing with any other applicable law, ordinance, regulation, rule, permit, order,
or decree of this or any other governmental entity having jurisdiction.

(7) If any commercial, construction, or demolition debris burning
allowed in OAR 340-264-0100 through 340-264-0170 violates 340-264-
0060(2), the open burning must be immediately extinguished. Any future
burning of this material or similar material by the responsible person is pro-
hibited unless DEQ issues a letter permit pursuant to 340-264-0180.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 123, f. & ef. 10-20-76; DEQ 23-1979, f. & ef. 7-5-79; DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-
8-81; DEQ 6-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-11-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0040; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-
00; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0060
General Prohibitions Statewide

This rule applies to all open burning, unless expressly limited by any
other rule, regulation, permit, ordinance, or order or decree of the EQC or
other agency having jurisdiction:

(1) The following persons are strictly liable for open burning in vio-
lation of this rule:

(a) Each person who is in ownership, control or custody of the real
property on which open burning occurs, including any tenant thereof;

(b) Each person who is in ownership, control or custody of the mate-
rial that is burned; and

(c) Any person who causes or allows open burning to be initiated or
maintained.

(2) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
open burning that creates a nuisance or a hazard to public safety.

(3) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
open burning of any wet garbage, plastic, asbestos, wire insulation, auto-
mobile part, asphalt, petroleum product, petroleum treated material, rubber
product, animal remains, or animal or vegetable matter resulting from the
handling, preparation, cooking, or service of food or of any other material
which normally emits dense smoke or noxious odors.

(4) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
open burning of any material in any part of the state on any day or at any
time if DEQ has notified the State Fire Marshal that such open burning is
prohibited because of meteorological or air quality conditions pursuant to
OAR 340-264-0070.

(5) No agency may issue any fire permit authorizing any open burn-
ing of any material at any location on any day or at any time if DEQ has
notified the State Fire Marshal that such open burning is prohibited because
of meteorological or air quality conditions. If an agency issues a permit in
violation of this rule, the permit does not excuse any person from comply-
ing with this section.

(6) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
open burning authorized by this division during hours other than specified
by DEQ.

(7) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
open burning at any solid waste disposal site unless authorized by a Solid
Waste Permit issued pursuant to OAR 340-093-0050.

(8) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
open burning of debris removed from the property of origin unless the per-
son receives a letter permit pursuant to OAR 340-264-0180. A letter permit
is not required to burn agricultural waste removed from the property of ori-
gin provided the waste remains under control of the same responsible per-
son.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 459.205, 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 4-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 9-1996, f. & cert. ef. 7-10-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-
99, Renumbered from 340-023-0042; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0070
Open Burning Conditions

Pursuant to ORS 468A.570, 476.380, 477.520 and 478.960, the fol-
lowing open burning conditions apply:

(1) Mandatory Prohibition Based on Adverse Air Quality Conditions:
(a) DEQ will notify the State Fire Marshal that all open burning is

prohibited in all or a specified part of the state when DEQ declares:
(A) A particulate or sulfur dioxide alert pursuant to OAR 340-206-

0030(2);
(B) A particulate or sulfur dioxide warning pursuant to OAR 340-206-

0030(3); or
(C) An emergency for any air contaminant pursuant to OAR 340-206-

0030(4).
(b) All open burning is prohibited until DEQ notifies the State Fire

Marshal that the episode and prohibition are terminated.
(2) Discretionary Prohibition or Limitation Based on Meteorological

Conditions:
(a) DEQ may notify the State Fire Marshal that all or specified types

of open burning are prohibited or limited in all or any specified parts of the
state based on any one or more of the following criteria affecting that part
of the state:

(A) An air stagnation event as determined by DEQ;
(B) The daily maximum ventilation index calculated by DEQ for

Willamette Valley Open Burning Control Areas or Umpqua Basin Open
Burning Control Area is less than 200;

(C) The daily maximum ventilation index calculated by DEQ for the
Rogue Basin Open Burning Control Area is less than 400 for all regulated
open burning;

(D) DEQ determines there is poor ventilation;
(E) For regulation of burning of yard debris in urban areas, the

amount of precipitation expected during the day; or
(F) Any other relevant factor.
(b) Such prohibitions or limits remain in effect until DEQ notifies the

State Fire Marshal that the prohibition or limitation has been terminated;
(c) In deciding whether to prohibit or limit open burning pursuant to

this section, DEQ will consider:
(A) The policy of the state set forth in ORS 468A.010;
(B) The relevant criteria set forth in ORS 468A.025(2);
(C) The extent and types of materials available to be burned;
(D) In the case of Agricultural open burning, the recommendations

received from any local agricultural smoke management organization; and
(E) Any other relevant factor.
(d) In deciding whether to prohibit or limit any open burning pursuant

to this section DEQ must give first priority to the burning of perennial grass
seed crop used for grass seed production, second priority for annual grass
seed crop used for grass seed production, third priority to grain crop burn-
ing, and fourth priority to all other burning.

(3) Unless prohibited or limited pursuant to section (1) or (2), open
burning will be allowed only during daylight hours, and must be conduct-
ed consistent with the other rules in this division and the requirements and
prohibitions of local jurisdiction and the State Fire Marshal.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 through 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 21-1991,
f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-
14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0043; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015,
f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0075
Delegation of Authority

Whenever DEQ finds that any city, county, fire protection district,
forest protection district or state agency is capable of effectively adminis-
tering the issuance and/or enforcement of permits under any or all of the
open burning authority outlined within this division and is desirous of
doing so, DEQ may delegate powers necessary for the issuance and/or
enforcement of open burning permits to that entity. DEQ, upon finding that
the entity is not effectively administering the program, may withdraw such
delegation.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020& 468A.575
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.575
Hist.: DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-264-0078
Open Burning Control Areas

Generally, areas around the more densely populated locations in the
state and valleys or basins that restrict atmospheric ventilation are designat-
ed “Open Burning Control Areas”. The practice of open burning may be
more restrictive in open burning control areas than in other areas of the state.
The specific open burning restrictions associated with these open burning
control areas are listed in OAR 340-264-0100 through 340-264-0170 by
county. The general locations of open burning control areas are depicted in
Figures 2 through 5. The open burning control areas of the state are defined
as follows: 

(1) All areas in or within three miles of the incorporated city limit of
all cities with a population of 4,000 or more. 

(2) The Coos Bay Open Burning Control Area is located in Coos
County with boundaries as generally depicted in Figure 3 Coos Bay Open
Burning Control Area. The area is enclosed by a line beginning at a point
approximately 4-1/2 miles WNW of the City of North Bend, at the intersec-
tion of the north boundary of T25S, R13W, and the coastline of the Pacific
Ocean; thence east to the NE corner of T25S, R12W; thence south to the SE
corner of T26S, R12W; thence west to the intersection of the south bound-
ary of T26S, R14W and the coastline of the Pacific Ocean, thence northerly
and easterly along the coastline of the Pacific Ocean to its intersection with
the north boundary of T25S, R13W, the point of beginning. 

(3) The Rogue Basin Open Burning Control Area is located in Jackson
and Josephine Counties with boundaries as generally depicted in Figure 4
Rogue Basin Open Burning Control Area. The area is enclosed by a line
beginning at a point approximately 4-1/2 miles NE of the City of Shady
Cove at the NE corner of T34S, R1W, Willamette Meridian, thence south
along the Willamette Meridian to the SW corner of T37S, R1W; thence east
to the NE corner of T38S, R1E; thence south to the SE corner of T38S, R1E;
thence east to the NE corner of T39S, R2E; thence south to the SE corner of
T39S, R2E; thence west to the SW corner of T39S, R1E; thence NW along
a line to the NW corner of T39S, R1W; thence west to the SW corner of
T38S, R2W; thence north to the SW corner of T36S, R2W; thence west to
the SW corner of T36S, R4W; thence south to the SE corner of T37S, R5W;
thence west to the SW corner of T37S, R6W; thence north to the NW corner
of T36S, R6W; thence east to the SW corner of T35S, R1W; thence north to
the NW corner of T34S, R1W; thence east to the point of beginning. 

(4) The Umpqua Basin Open Burning Control Area is located in
Douglas County with boundaries as generally depicted in Figure 5 Umpqua
Basis Open Burning Control Area. The area is enclosed by a line beginning
at a point approximately four miles ENE of the City of Oakland, Douglas
County, at the NE corner of T25S, R5W, Willamette Meridian, thence south
to the SE corner of T25S, R5W; thence east to the NE Corner of T26S, R4W;
thence south to the SE corner of T27S, R4W; thence west to the SE corner
of T27S, R5W; thence south to the SE corner of T30S, R5W; thence west to
the SW corner of T30S, R6W; thence north to the NW corner of T29S, R6W;
thence west to the SW corner of T28S, R7W thence north to the NW corner
of T27S, R7W; thence east to the NE corner of T27S, R7W; thence north to
the NW corner of T26, R6W; thence east to the NE corner of T26S, R6W;
thence north to the NW corner of T25S, R5W; thence east to the point of
beginning. 

(5) The boundaries of the Willamette Valley Open Burning Control
Area are generally depicted in Figure 1 Willamette Valley Open Burning
Control Area and Figure 2 Open Burning Control Areas. The area includes
all of Benton, Clackamas, Linn, Marion, Multnomah, Polk, Washington and
Yamhill Counties and that portion of Lane County east of Range 7 West. 

(6) The Klamath Basin Open Burning Control Area is located in
Klamath County with boundaries generally depicted in Figure 6 Klamath
Basin Open Burning Control Area. The area is enclosed by a line beginning
at the corner common to northwest corner of Section 31, Township 37
South, Range 9 East of the Willamette Meridian and southwest corner of
Section 30 T37S, R9E W.M.; thence east approximately two miles to the
northeast corner of Section 32; thence south approximately four miles to the
southeast corner of Section 17, T38S, R9E W.M.; thence east approximate-
ly one mile to the southwest corner of Section 15,; thence north approxi-
mately one mile to the northwest corner of Section 15; thence east approxi-
mately 2 miles to the northeast corner of Section 14; thence south approxi-
mately one mile to the northwest corner of section 24; thence east approxi-
mately one mile to the northeast corner of Section 24; thence south approx-
imately three miles to the southeast corner of Section 36; thence east approx-
imately four miles to the northeast corner of Section 3, T39S, R10E W.M.;
thence south approximately three miles to the southeast corner of Section
15; thence west approximately two miles to the southwest corner of
Section16; thence south approximately two miles to the southeast corner of

Section 29; thence west approximately five miles to the southwest corner of
Section 27, T39S, R9E; thence north approximately one mile to the north-
east corner of Section 27; thence west approximately four miles to the south-
west corner of Section 24, T39S R8E; thence north approximately two miles
to the northeast corner of Section 13; thence west approximately one mile to
the southwest corner of Section 11; thence north approximately four miles
to the northwest corner of Section 26 T38S, R8E; thence west one mile to
the southwest corner of Section 22; thence north approximately one mile to
the northwest corner of Section 22; thence west approximately one mile to
the southwest corner of Section 16; thence north approximately one mile to
the northeast corner of Section 16; thence west approximately one mile to
the southwest corner of Section 8; thence north approximately two miles to
the northwest corner of Section 5; thence east to the northeast corner of
Section 1; thence north approximately one mile to the point of beginning. 

(7) “Special Open Burning Control Areas” are established around
cities within the Willamette Valley Open Burning Control Area. The bound-
aries of these special open burning control areas are determined as follows: 

(a) Any area in or within three miles of the boundary of any city of
more than 1,000 but less than 45,000 population; 

(b) Any area in or within six miles of the boundary of any city of
45,000 or more population; 

(c) Any area between areas established by this rule where the bound-
aries are separated by three miles or less; 

(d) Whenever two or more cities have a common boundary, the total
population of these cities will determine the applicability of subsection (a)
or (b) and the municipal boundaries of each of the cities must be used to
determine the limit of the special open burning control area. 

(8) A domestic burning ban area around the Portland metropolitan area
is generally depicted in Figure 1A Metropolitan Area Backyard Burning
Boundaries. This area encompasses parts of the special control area in
Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington Counties. Specific boundaries are
listed in OAR 340-264-0120(5), 340-264-0130(5) and 340-264-0140(5).
Domestic burning is prohibited in this area except as allowed pursuant to
340-264-0180. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[ED. NOTE: Figures referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, ORS 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 4-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0115;
DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00, Renumbered from 340-264-0200; DEQ 10-2012, f. &
cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0080
County Listing of Specific Open Burning Rules

Except as otherwise provided, in addition to the general requirements
and prohibitions listed in OAR 340-264-0050 and 340-264-0060, specific
prohibitions of agricultural, commercial, construction, demolition, domes-
tic, and industrial open burning are listed in separate rules for each county.
The following list identifies the rule containing prohibitions of specific
types of open burning applicable to a given county: 

(1) Baker County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(2) Benton County — OAR 340-264-0110. 
(3) Clackamas County — OAR 340-264-0120. 
(4) Clatsop County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(5) Columbia County — OAR 340-264-0150. 
(6) Coos County — OAR 340-264-0170. 
(7) Crook County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(8) Curry County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(9) Deschutes County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(10) Douglas County — OAR 340-264-0170. 
(11) Gilliam County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(12) Grant County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(13) Harney County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(14) Hood River County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(15) Jackson County — OAR 340-264-0170. 
(16) Jefferson County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(17) Josephine County — OAR 340-264-0170. 
(18) Klamath County — OAR 340-264-0175. 
(19) Lake County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(20) Lane County — OAR 340-264-0160. 
(21) Lincoln County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(22) Linn County — OAR 340-264-0110. 
(23) Malheur County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(24) Marion County — OAR 340-264-0110. 
(25) Morrow County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(26) Multnomah County — OAR 340-264-0130. 
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(27) Polk County — OAR 340-264-0110. 
(28) Sherman County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(29) Tillamook County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(30) Umatilla County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(31) Union County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(32) Wallowa County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(33) Wasco County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(34) Washington County — OAR 340-264-0140. 
(35) Wheeler County — OAR 340-264-0100. 
(36) Yamhill County — OAR 340-264-0110. 
NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595 
Stats. Implemented ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 123, f. & ef. 10-20-76; DEQ 23-1979, f. & ef. 7-5-79; DEQ 1-1981(Temp), f. &
ef. 1-9-81; DEQ 7-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 2-17-81; DEQ 8-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 3-13-81; DEQ
27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-
14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0045; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 10-
2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0100
Baker, Clatsop, Crook, Curry, Deschutes, Gilliam, Grant, Harney,
Hood River, Jefferson, Klamath, Lake, Lincoln, Malheur, Morrow,
Sherman, Tillamook, Umatilla, Union, Wallowa, Wasco and Wheeler
Counties

Open burning requirements for the counties of Baker, Clatsop, Crook,
Curry, Deschutes, Gilliam, Grant, Harney, Hood River, Jefferson, Klamath,
Lake, Lincoln, Malheur, Morrow, Sherman, Tillamook, Umatilla, Union,
Wallowa, Wasco and Wheeler: 

(1) Industrial open burning is prohibited, except as provided in OAR
340-264-0180. 

(2) Agricultural open burning is allowed subject to OAR 340-264-
0050(5) and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the
State Fire Marshal. 

(3) Commercial open burning: 
(a) Commercial open burning is prohibited within Lincoln County

except as provided in OAR 340-264-0180. 
(b) Commercial open burning is allowed outside of open burning con-

trol areas subject to OAR 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070,
and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State
Fire Marshal. Commercial open burning, unless authorized pursuant to
OAR 340-264-0180, is prohibited within three miles of the corporate city
limits of the following open burning control areas. In addition, commercial
open burning is prohibited in any area meeting the test in OAR 340-264-
0078(1): 

(c) In Baker County, the City of Baker City; 
(d) In Clatsop County, the Cities of Astoria, Seaside and Warrenton; 
(e) In Crook County, the City of Prineville; 
(f) In Curry County, the City of Brookings; 
(g) In Deschutes County, the Cities of Bend and Redmond; 
(h) In Hood River County, the City of Hood River; 
(i) In Jefferson County, the City of Madras; 
(j) In Malheur County, the City of Ontario; 
(k) In Tillamook County, the City of Tillamook; 
(l) In Umatilla County, the Cities of Hermiston, Milton-Freewater and

Pendleton; 
(m) In Union County, the City of La Grande; 
(n) In Wasco County, the City of The Dalles. 
(4) Construction and demolition open burning outside of an open

burning control area is allowed subject to the requirements and prohibitions
of local jurisdictions, the State Fire Marshal, OAR 340-264-0050, 340-264-
0060, and 340-264-0070. Construction and demolition open burning,
unless authorized pursuant to 340-264-0180, is prohibited within three
miles of the corporate city limits of the following open burning control
areas. In addition, construction and demolition burning is prohibited in any
area meeting the standard in 340-264-0078(1): 

(a) In Baker County, the City of Baker City; 
(b) In Clatsop County, the Cities of Astoria, Seaside and Warrenton; 
(c) In Crook County, the City of Prineville; 
(d) In Curry County, the City of Brookings; 
(e) In Deschutes County, the Cities of Bend and Redmond; 
(f) In Hood River County, the City of Hood River; 
(g) In Jefferson County, the City of Madras; 
(h) In Lincoln County, the Cities of Lincoln City and Newport; 
(i) In Malheur County, the City of Ontario; 
(j) In Tillamook County, the City of Tillamook; 
(k) In Umatilla County, the Cities of Hermiston, Milton-Freewater

and Pendleton; 

(l) In Union County, the City of La Grande; 
(m) In Wasco County, the City of The Dalles. 
(5) Domestic open burning is allowed subject to the requirements and

prohibitions of local jurisdictions, the State Fire Marshal, and OAR 340-
264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070. 

(6) Slash burning on forest land within open burning control areas not
regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke Management
Plan is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-0180. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595 
Stats. Implemented ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 6-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-11-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. &
cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0055;
DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015,
f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0110
Benton, Linn, Marion, Polk, and Yamhill Counties

Open burning requirements for Benton, Linn, Marion, Polk, and
Yamhill Counties that form a part of the Willamette Valley Open Burning
Control Area described in OAR 340-264-0078:

(1) Industrial open burning is prohibited, except as provided in OAR
340-264-0180.

(2) Agricultural open burning is allowed, subject to the requirements
and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.

(3) Commercial open burning is prohibited, except as provided in
OAR 340-264-0180.

(4) Construction and Demolition open burning is allowed outside of
special open burning control areas, subject to the requirements and prohibi-
tions of local jurisdictions, the State Fire Marshal, OAR 340-264-0050, 340-
264-0060 and 340-264-0070. Unless authorized pursuant to 340-264-0180,
construction and demolition open burning is prohibited within special open
burning control areas, including the following:

(a) Areas in or within six miles of the corporate city limit of:
(A) In Benton County, the City of Corvallis;
(B) In Marion County, the Cities of Salem and Keizer;
(C) In Polk County, the City of Salem.
(b) Areas in or within three miles of the corporate city limit of:
(A) In Benton County, the Cities of Albany, and Philomath;
(B) In Linn County, the Cities of Albany, Brownsville, Harrisburg,

Lebanon, Lyons, Mill City, Tangent and Sweet Home;
(C) In Marion County the Cities of Aumsville, Gervais, Hubbard,

Jefferson, Mill City, Mt. Angel, Silverton, Stayton, Sublimity, Turner and
Woodburn;

(D) In Polk County, the Cities of Dallas, Falls City, Independence,
Monmouth and Willamina;

(E) In Yamhill County, the Cities of Amity, Carlton, Dayton, Dundee,
Lafayette, McMinnville, Newberg, Sheridan and Willamina.

(c) Any areas that meet the test in OAR 340-264-0078(6).
(5) Domestic open burning:
(a) As generally depicted in Figure 1 Willamette Valley Open Burning

Control Area of OAR 340-264-0078, domestic open burning is prohibited in
the special open burning control areas named in section (4), except open
burning of yard debris is allowed beginning March first and ending June
15th, inclusive, and beginning Oct. 1st and ending Dec. 15th, inclusive, sub-
ject to 340-264-0050 and 340-264-0060 and the requirements and prohibi-
tions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal;

(b) Domestic open burning is allowed outside of special open burning
control areas named in section (4), subject to OAR 340-264-0050, 340-264-
0060 and 340-264-0070, and the requirements and prohibitions of local
jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal;

(c) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
domestic open burning other than during daylight hours, unless otherwise
specified by DEQ pursuant to OAR 340-264-0070.

(6) Slash burning on forest land within special open burning control
areas not regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke
Management Program is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-
0180.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Figures referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, ORS 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 6-1992, f.
& cert. ef. 3-11-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-
99, Renumbered from 340-023-0060; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-264-0120
Clackamas County

Open burning requirements for Clackamas County:
(1) Industrial open burning is prohibited, except as provided in OAR

340-264-0180.
(2) Agricultural open burning is allowed, subject to the requirements

and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.
(3) Commercial open burning is prohibited, except as may be provid-

ed by OAR 340-264-0180.
(4) Construction and demolition open burning is allowed outside of

special open burning control areas, subject to OAR 340-264-0050, 340-
264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the requirements and prohibitions of
local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal. Unless authorized pursuant
to 340-264-0180, Construction and demolition open burning is prohibited
within the following:

(a) Areas in or within six miles of the corporate city limits of
Gladstone, Gresham, Happy Valley, Lake Oswego, Milwaukie, Oregon
City, Portland, Rivergrove, Tualatin, West Linn and Wilsonville;

(b) Areas in or within three miles of the corporate city limits of Canby,
Estacada, Molalla and Sandy.

(c) Any areas that meet the test in OAR 340-264-0078(7).
(5) Domestic open burning:
(a) Those areas where domestic burning is always prohibited (unless

authorized under OAR 340-264-0180): Beginning at the trisection of the
Clackamas-Multnomah-Washington County Line; thence east and then
northerly and then east following the Clackamas-Multnomah County Line
to the intersection with the northwest corner of Section 27, T1S, R2E;
thence south to the midpoint of the western boundary of Section 3, T2S,
R2E; thence on a line east approximately 1/4 of a mile; thence south to the
southern boundary of Section 3, T2S, R2E and the corner of Camp
Withycombe (Oregon National Guard); thence west approximately 1/4 mile
to the midpoint of the southern boundary of Section 3, T2S, R2E; thence on
a line south to the Clackamas River and the Metro Boundary as defined in
Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) Chapter 268.125; thence following the
Metro Boundary first southerly and then westerly to the intersection with
the Willamette River, excepting that portion listed in subsection (b)(2);
thence northeasterly along the Willamette River to the confluence with the
Tualatin River; thence northwesterly along the Tualatin River to the inter-
section with U.S. Interstate Highway 205 (I-205); thence westerly along I-
205 to the intersection with the Clackamas-Washington County Line;
thence north along the Clackamas-Washington County Line to the trisec-
tion of the Clackamas-Multnomah-Washington County Line, the point of
beginning.

(b) Those areas where domestic open burning is prohibited except for
the burning of yard debris between March 1 and June 15, and between
October 1 and December 15, subject to OAR 340-264-0050 through 340-
264-0070, and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and
the State Fire Marshall, are the areas that lie within both Clackamas County
and the Metro Boundary and are not included in paragraph (a). Specifically,
those areas are listed as follows:

(A) The area beginning at the point on the Clackamas-Washington
County Line where it is intersected by I-205; thence easterly along I-205 to
the intersection with the Tualatin River; thence southeasterly along the
Tualatin River to the confluence with the Willamette River; thence souther-
ly along the Willamette River to the intersection with the northern bound-
ary of Section 15, T3S, R1E; thence west to the northwest corner of Section
15, T3S, R1E; thence north to the northwest corner of section 10, T3S,
R1E; thence west to the northwest corner of Section 9, T3S, R1E; thence
north to the northwest corner of Section 4, T3S, R1E; thence west to the
intersection with the Clackamas-Washington County Line; thence north to
the intersection with I-205, the point of beginning.

(B) The area bounded by Henrici Road on the south; Highway 213 on
the west; Beaver Creek Road on the east; and the southern boundary of
Clackamas Community College on the north.

(C) The area beginning at the point where the Clackamas-Multnomah
County Line intersects the northwest corner of Section 27, T1S, R2E;
thence south to the midpoint of the western boundary of Section 3, T2S,
R2E; thence on a line east approximately 1/4 of a mile; thence south to the
southern boundary of Section 3, T2S, R2E and the corner of Camp
Withycombe; thence west 1/4 mile to the midpoint of the southern bound-
ary of Section 3, T2S, R2E; thence on a line south to the Clackamas River;
thence easterly along the Clackamas River to the intersection with the west-
ern boundary of Section 18, T2S, R3E; thence north to the northwest cor-
ner of Section 18, T2S, R3E; thence east to the northwest corner of Section
14, T2S, R3E; thence north to the northwest corner of Section 11, T2S,

R3E; thence east to the intersection with Epperson Road; thence north-
northwesterly along Epperson Road to the intersection with the Clackamas-
Multnomah County Line at the northern boundary of Section 29, T1S, R2E;
thence west along the county line to the northwest corner of Section 27,
T1S, R2E, the point of beginning.

(c) Domestic open burning is allowed in all other areas of Clackamas
County, subject to OAR 340-264-0050 and 340-264-0060 and the require-
ments and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.

(d) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
domestic open burning other than during daylight hours unless specified by
DEQ pursuant to OAR 340-264-0070.

(6) Slash burning on forest land within special open burning control
areas not regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke
Management Program is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-
0180.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, ORS 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 6-1992, f.
& cert. ef. 3-11-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0065; DEQ 21-2000, f. &
cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0130
Multnomah County

Open burning requirements for Multnomah County:
(1) Industrial open burning is prohibited, except as provided in OAR

340-264-0180.
(2) Agricultural open burning is allowed, subject to the requirements

and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.
(3) Commercial open burning is prohibited, except as provided in

OAR 340-264-0180.
(4) Construction and demolition open burning, unless authorized pur-

suant to OAR 340-264-0180, is prohibited west of the Sandy River but is
allowed east of the Sandy River, subject to 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060
and 340-264-0070, and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdic-
tions and the State Fire Marshal.

(5) Domestic open burning:
(a) Those areas where open burning is always prohibited (unless

authorized by 340-264-0180):
(A) The area encompassed by the line beginning at the point where

the Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington County lines meet at a trisec-
tion; thence east and then north and then east along the Multnomah-
Clackamas County Line to the intersection with SE 162nd Avenue; thence
north along SE 162nd Avenue to the intersection with SE Foster Road;
thence southeasterly along SE Foster Road to the intersection with Jenne
Road; thence northeasterly along Jenne Road to the intersection with SE
174th Avenue; thence north along SE 174th Avenue to the intersection with
SE Marie Street; thence east along SE Marie Street to the intersection with
SE 182nd Avenue; thence north along SE 182nd Avenue and continuing
north as SE 182nd Avenue merges into SE 181st Avenue and then turns into
NE 181st Avenue to the intersection with NE Sandy Boulevard; thence
easterly along NE Sandy Boulevard to the intersection with NE 185th
Drive; thence north along NE 185th Drive to the intersection with Marine
Drive; thence continuing on a line due north to the Columbia River and the
state line; thence following the Columbia River and the state line; thence
following the Columbia River and the state line to the confluence of the
Columbia and the Willamette Rivers; thence along the Willamette River to
the Confluence with the Multnomah Channel and the Portland City Limits;
thence following the Portland City Limits generally southerly to the inter-
section with Section 27, T1N, R1W and the Multnomah-Washington
County Line; thence following the Multnomah-Washington County Line
southwesterly and then south to the trisection of the Multnomah-
Clackamas-Washington County Line, the point of beginning.

(B) All areas in northwest Multnomah County that are not contained
within a Fire Protection District.

(C) The Burlington Water District.
(b) Those areas where domestic open burning is prohibited, except for

the burning of yard debris between March 1 and June 15, and between Oct.
1 and Dec. 15 and subject to OAR 340-264-0050 through 340-264-0070
and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State
Fire Marshall, are the areas within Multnomah County that lie west of the
Sandy River and are not included in 340-264-0130(5)(a).

(c) Domestic open burning is allowed east of the Sandy River, subject
to OAR 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the require-
ments and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.
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(d) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
domestic open burning other than during daylight hours unless otherwise
specified by DEQ pursuant to OAR 340-264-0070.

(6) Slash burning on forest land within special open burning control
areas not regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke
Management Program is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-
0180.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 6-1992, f.
& cert. ef. 3-11-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0070; DEQ 21-2000, f. &
cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0140
Washington County

Open burning requirements for Washington County:
(1) Industrial open burning is prohibited, except as provided in OAR

340-264-0180.
(2) Agricultural open burning is allowed, subject to the requirements

and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.
(3) Commercial open burning is prohibited, except as may be provid-

ed by OAR 340-264-0180.
(4) Construction and Demolition open burning, unless authorized pur-

suant to OAR 340-264-0180, is prohibited in all incorporated areas and
areas within rural fire protection districts. Construction and demolition
open burning is allowed in all other areas subject to OAR 340-264-0050,
340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the requirements and prohibitions of
local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.

(5) Domestic open burning:
(a) The area where open burning is always prohibited (unless author-

ized by OAR 340-264-0180): Beginning at the point where U.S. Interstate
Highway 205 (I-205) intersects the Washington-Clackamas County Line;
thence west along I-205 to the Tualatin City Limits; thence following along
the Tualatin City Limits westerly, southerly, westerly and northerly to the
intersection with U.S. Highway 99; thence northerly along U.S. Highway
99 to the intersection with the Metro Boundary as defined in Oregon
Revised Statutes (ORS) Chapter 268.125; thence following the Metro
Boundary generally northerly and westerly to the intersection with the
Tualatin Valley Highway; thence westerly along the Tualatin Valley
Highway to the intersection with the western boundary of Section 11, T1S,
R2W; thence north to the northwest corner of Section 2, T1S, R2W; thence
east to the northwest corner of Section 2, T1S, R2W; thence north to the
intersection with U.S. Highway 26; thence northwesterly along U.S.
Highway 26 to the intersection with Cornelius Pass Road; thence north-
easterly along Cornelius Pass Road to the intersection with the northern
boundary of Section 23, T1N, R2W; thence east approximately 1/5 mile
along the northern boundary of section 23, T1N, R2W to the southernmost
point of the Orchard; thence north following the eastern boundary of the
Orchard to the intersection with West Union Road; thence southeasterly and
then easterly along West Union Road approximately 1.1 miles to a point
approximately 1/4 mile west of the eastern boundary of Section 24, T1N,
R2W; thence north on a line approximately 1000 feet; thence northeasterly
on a line approximately 1/4 mile to the intersection of NW 185th Avenue
and NW Springville Road; thence northeasterly along NW Springville
Road approximately 1/4 mile to the one-quarter point of the northern
boundary of Section 19, T1N, R1W; thence north approximately 400 feet;
thence east to the intersection with NW 185th Avenue; thence north along
185th Avenue approximately 800 feet to the one-quarter point of the west-
ern boundary of Section 18, T1N, R1W; thence gradually northeasterly
such that the Rock Creek Campus of Portland Community College is with-
in the boundary approximately 1/2 mile to the midpoint of Section 18, T1N,
R1W; thence south following the eastern boundary of the Rock Creek
Campus of Portland Community College and continuing on a line due south
to the intersection with NW Springville Road and the southern boundary of
Section 18, T1N, R1W; thence northeasterly along NW Springville Road to
the intersection with the Washington-Multnomah County Line; thence fol-
lowing the Washington County line southeasterly and then southerly to the
point where the Washington-Clackamas County Line intersects I-205, the
point of beginning.

(b) Those areas where domestic open burning is prohibited, except for
the burning of yard debris between March 1 and June 15, and between Oct.
1 and Dec. 15, subject to OAR 340-264-0050 through 340-262-0070, and
the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire
Marshall:

(A) All incorporated areas in Washington County not listed in OAR
340-264-0140(5)(a) or 340-264-0140(5)(c).

(B) All unincorporated areas within municipal or rural fire districts.
(c) Those areas where domestic burning is allowed, subject to OAR

340-264-0050, and 340-264-0060 and the requirements and prohibitions of
local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshall:

(A) The area enclosed by a line beginning at the point where Highway
26 intersects the western boundary of Section 24, T2N, R4W; thence north
to the northwest corner of Section 13, T2N, R4W; thence east to the mid-
point of the northern boundary of Section 16, T2N, R3W; thence on a line
south to the middle of Section 21, T2N, R3W; thence east to the intersec-
tion with the midpoint of the western boundary of Section 22, T2N, R3W;
thence south to the southwest corner of Section 22, T2N, R3W; thence con-
tinuing south to the northern boundary of Washington County Donation
Land Claim (DLC) #44; thence southeast and east following the northern
boundary of Washington County DLC #44 to the eastern boundary of
Washington County DLC #44; thence southwesterly along the eastern
boundary of DLC #44 to the intersection with DLC Plot #76; thence con-
tinuing southwesterly along the eastern boundary of DLC #76 to the inter-
section with the Burlington Northern Railroad Line; thence northwesterly
along the Burlington Northern Railroad Line to the intersection with the
southern boundary of Section 32, T2N, R4W; thence west to the southwest
corner of Section 36, T2N, R4W; thence north to the point where Highway
26 intersects the western boundary of Section 24, T2N, R4W, the point of
beginning.

(B) All unincorporated areas of Washington County outside of munic-
ipal or rural fire districts.

(d) No person may cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any
domestic open burning other than during daylight hours between 7:30 a.m.
and two hours before sunset unless otherwise specified by DEQ pursuant to
OAR 340-264-0070.

(6) Slash burning on forest land within special open burning control
areas not regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke
Management Program is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-
0180.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, ORS 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 6-1992, f.
& cert. ef. 3-11-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1995, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-95;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0075; DEQ 21-2000, f. &
cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0150
Columbia County

Open burning requirements for Columbia County:
(1) Industrial open burning is prohibited unless authorized pursuant to

OAR 340-264-0180.
(2) Agricultural open burning is allowed subject to OAR 340-264-

0050(5) and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the
State Fire Marshal.

(3) Commercial open burning is prohibited unless authorized pur-
suant to OAR 340-264-0180.

(4) Construction and demolition open burning:
(a) Unless authorized pursuant to OAR 340-264-0180, construction

and demolition open burning is prohibited within three miles of the open
burning control areas of Clatskanie, Rainier, St. Helens, Scappoose, and
Vernonia and any other area that meets the standard in OAR 340-264-
0078(1);

(b) Construction and demolition open burning is allowed in all other
parts of Columbia County subject to OAR 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060
and 340-264-0070, and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdic-
tions and the State Fire Marshal.

(5) Domestic open burning is allowed subject to OAR 340-264-0050,
340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the requirements and prohibitions of
local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.

(6) Slash burning on forest land within open burning control areas not
regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke Management
Program is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-0180.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0080; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00;
DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-264-0160
Lane County

Open burning requirements for Lane County. That portion of Lane
County east of Range 7 West, Willamette Meridian, forms a part of the
Willamette Valley Open Burning Control Area as generally described in
OAR 340-264-0078(5) and depicted in Figure 2 Open Burning Control
Areas:

(1) The rules and regulations of LRAPA apply to all open burning in
Lane County, provided such rules are no less stringent than the provisions of
this division. LRAPA may not regulate agricultural open burning.

(2) Industrial open burning is prohibited unless authorized pursuant to
OAR 340-264-0180.

(3) Agricultural open burning is allowed subject to the requirements
and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.

(4) Commercial open burning, unless authorized pursuant to OAR
340-264-0180, is prohibited in Lane County east of Range 7 West
Willamette Meridian and in or within three miles of the city limit of Florence
on the coast. Commercial open burning is allowed in the remaining areas of
Lane County, subject to OAR 340-264-0050 and 340-264-0060 and the
requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire
Marshal.

(5) Construction and demolition open burning, unless authorized pur-
suant to OAR 340-264-0180, is prohibited within all fire districts and other
areas specified in this section but is allowed elsewhere in Lane County, sub-
ject to OAR 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the
requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire
Marshal. Areas where open burning of construction and demolition waste is
prohibited include:

(a) Bailey-Spencer RFPD;
(b) Coburg RFPD;
(c) Cottage Grove/South Lane Fire District;
(d) Creswell RFPD;
(e) Dexter RFPD except that portion east of the Willamette Meridian;
(f) Eugene RFPD No. 1;
(g) Goshen RFPD;
(h) Junction City Fire District;
(i) Junction City RFPD;
(j) Lane County Fire District #1;
(k) Lane RFPD No. 1 outside the Eugene-Springfield Urban Growth

Boundary;
(l) Lowell RFPD;
(m) Marcola RFPD;
(n) McKenzie RFPD outside the Eugene-Springfield Urban Growth

Boundary;
(o) Monroe RFPD that portion within Lane County;
(p) Oakridge RFPD;
(q) Pleasant Hill RFPD;
(r) Santa Clara RFPD outside the Eugene-Springfield Urban Growth

Boundary;
(s) Westfir RFPD;
(t) Willakenzie RFPD;
(u) Zumwalt RFPD.
(6) Domestic open burning:
(a) Domestic open burning outside the fire districts listed in section (5)

is allowed subject to OAR 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070,
and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State
Fire Marshal;

(b) Domestic open burning is prohibited within all fire districts listed
in section (5) except that open burning of yard debris is allowed subject to
OAR 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the require-
ments and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal;

(c) Refer to LRAPA open burning rules for specific seasons and hours
for domestic open burning.

(7) Slash burning on forest land within special open burning control
areas not regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke
Management Program is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-
0180.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Figures referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.135, 468A.140, 468A.155, 468A.575 &
468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.100 - 468A.180, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515
& 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 6-1992, f.
& cert. ef. 3-11-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-
99, Renumbered from 340-023-0085; DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0170
Coos, Douglas, Jackson and Josephine Counties

Open burning requirements for Coos, Douglas, Jackson and Josephine
Counties:

(1) Open burning control areas:
(a) The Coos Bay open burning control area, as described in OAR 340-

264-0078(2) and generally depicted in Figure 3 Coos Bay Open Burning
Control Area of OAR 340-264-0078, is located in Coos County;

(b) The Umpqua Basin open burning control area, as described in
OAR 340-264-0078(4), and generally depicted in Figure 5 Umpqua Basis
Open Burning Control Area of OAR 340-264-0078, is located in Douglas
County;

(c) The Rogue Basin open burning control area, as described in OAR
340-264-0078(3) and generally depicted in Figure 4 Rogue Basin Open
Burning Control Area of OAR 340-264-0078, is located in Jackson and
Josephine Counties.

(2) Industrial open burning is prohibited unless authorized pursuant to
OAR 340-264-0180.

(3) Agricultural open burning is allowed subject to OAR 340-264-
0050(5) and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the
State Fire Marshal.

(4) Commercial open burning is prohibited within the Coos Bay,
Umpqua Basin and Rogue Basin open burning control areas and within three
miles of the corporate city limits of Coquille, Reedsport and other areas that
meet the standard in OAR 340-264-0078(1), unless authorized pursuant to
340-264-0180. Commercial open burning is allowed in all other areas of
these counties subject to 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070
and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State
Fire Marshal.

(5) Construction and demolition open burning is prohibited within the
Coos Bay, Umpqua Basin and Rogue Basin open burning control areas and
within three miles of the corporate city limits of Coquille, Reedsport and
other areas that meet the standard within OAR 340-264-0078(1), unless
authorized pursuant to 340-264-0180. Construction and demolition open
burning is allowed in other areas of these counties subject to 340-264-0050,
340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the requirements and prohibitions of
local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.

(6) Domestic open burning is allowed subject to OAR 340-264-0050,
340-264-0060, 340-264-0070 and section (7), and the requirements and pro-
hibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal.

(7) Slash burning on forest land within open burning control areas not
regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke Management
Program is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-0180.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
[ED. NOTE: Figures referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 21-1991, f. & cert. ef. 11-13-91; DEQ 4-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0090;
DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0175
Klamath County

Open burning requirements for Klamath County: 
(1) Open burning control areas: The Klamath Basin open burning

control area as generally described in OAR 340-264-0078(6) and depicted
in Figure 6 is located in Klamath County. 

(2) Industrial open burning is prohibited unless authorized pursuant to
OAR 340-264-0180. 

(3) Agricultural open burning is allowed subject to OAR 340-264-
0050(5) and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the
State Fire Marshal. 

(4) Commercial open burning is prohibited within the Klamath Basin
open burning control areas and within three miles of the corporate city lim-
its of other areas that meet the standard in OAR 340-264-0078(1), unless
authorized pursuant to 340-264-0180. Commercial open burning is allowed
in all other areas of this county subject to 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060 and
340-264-0070 and the requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions
and the State Fire Marshal. 

(5) Construction and Demolition open burning is prohibited within
the Klamath Basin open burning control areas and within three miles of the
corporate city limits of other areas that meet the standard within OAR 340-
264-0078(1), unless authorized pursuant to 340-264-0180. Construction
and Demolition open burning is allowed in other areas of these counties
subject to 340-264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the
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requirements and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire
Marshal. 

(6) Domestic open burning is allowed subject to OAR 340-264-0050,
340-264-0060, 340-264-0070 and section (7) of this rule, and the require-
ments and prohibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal. 

(7) Slash burning on forest land within open burning control areas not
regulated by the Department of Forestry under the Smoke Management
Program is prohibited, except as provided in OAR 340-264-0180. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
[ED. NOTE: The figures referenced in this rule are not printed in the OAR
Compilation. Copies are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020. 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-12; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-264-0180
Letter Permits

(1) Open Burning of commercial, industrial, slash, construction or
demolition waste on a singly occurring or infrequent basis or the open burn-
ing of yard debris that is otherwise prohibited, may be permitted by a letter
permit issued by DEQ in accordance with this rule and subject to OAR 340-
264-0050, 340-264-0060 and 340-264-0070, and the requirements and pro-
hibitions of local jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal. OAR 340-014-
0025 and 340 OAR division 216 do not apply.

(2) A letter permit may only be issued on the basis of a written appli-
cation for disposal of material by burning that has been approved by DEQ.
Each application for a letter permit must contain the following items:

(a) The quantity and type of material proposed to be burned;
(b) A listing of all alternative disposal methods and potential costs that

have been identified or investigated;
(c) The expected amount of time that will be required to complete the

burning (not required for yard debris);
(d) The methods proposed to be used to insure complete and efficient

combustion of the material;
(e) The location of the proposed burning site;
(f) A diagram showing the proposed burning site and the structures

and facilities inhabited or used in the vicinity including distances thereto;
(g) The expected frequency of the need to dispose of similar materi-

als by burning in the future;
(h) If the application is for prescribed burning of standing vegetation

for the purpose of creating or restoring wetlands or for promoting or
enhancing habitat for indigenous species of plants or animals, the applica-
tion must also include a citation to the federal or state law or program
requiring or authorizing such conversion or enhancement. The application
must also include a statement from the appropriate agency responsible for
implementing the law or program that open burning is the most practicable
alternative for the conversion or enhancement;

(i) Any other information that the applicant considers relevant or
DEQ may require;

(j) For open burning of yard debris:
(A) A “Hardship Permit Application” completed on a form supplied

by DEQ; and
(B) Either payment of the appropriate fee pursuant to section (10) or

a “waiver request” completed on a form supplied by DEQ.
(3) Upon receipt of a written application, DEQ may approve the

application if it is satisfied that:
(a) The applicant has demonstrated that all reasonable alternatives

have been explored and no practicable alternative method for disposal of
the materials exists; and

(b) The proposed burning will not cause or contribute to significant
degradation of air quality.

(c) For locations within Clackamas, Columbia, Multnomah and
Washington counties, where open burning is otherwise prohibited, the fol-
lowing conditions must also be met. Letter permits may be issued only for
disposing of:

(A) Material resulting from emergency occurrences, including but not
limited to, floods, storms or oil spills;

(B) Material originating as yard debris that has been collected and
stored by governmental jurisdictions, provided that no other reasonable
means of disposal are available;

(C) Yard debris excluding grass clippings and leaf piles, on the prop-
erty of a private residence where the inability to burn creates a significant
hardship due to:

(i) An economic burden because the estimated cost of alternative
means of yard debris disposal presents a financial hardship in relation to
household income and expenses of the applicant;

(ii) A physical handicap, personal disability, chronic illness, substan-
tial infirmity or other physical limitation substantially inhibiting the ability
of the applicant to process or transport yard debris; or

(iii) Inaccessibility of yard debris, where steepness of terrain or
remoteness of the debris site makes access by processing or transportation
equipment unreasonable.

(4) DEQ may deny an application for a letter permit or revoke or sus-
pend an issued letter permit on any of the following grounds:

(a) Any material misstatement or omission in the application or a his-
tory of such misstatements or omissions by the applicant;

(b) Any actual or projected violation of any statute, rule, regulation,
order, permit, ordinance, judgment or decree.

(5) In making its determination under section (3), DEQ may consid-
er:

(a) The conditions of the airshed of the proposed burning;
(b) The other air pollution sources in the vicinity of the proposed

burning;
(c) The availability of other methods of disposal, and special circum-

stances or conditions that may impose a hardship on an applicant;
(d) The frequency of the need to dispose of similar materials in the

past and expected in the future;
(e) The applicant’s prior violations, if any;
(f) The projected effect upon persons and property in the vicinity; and
(g) Any other relevant factor.
(6) Each letter permit issued by DEQ pursuant to section (2) must

contain at least the following elements:
(a) The location where burning is permitted to take place;
(b) The number of actual calendar days on which burning is permit-

ted to take place, not to exceed seven. Burning pursuant to a permit for yard
debris must be limited to three days per season unless satisfactory justifi-
cation for more burning is provided by the applicant;

(c) The period during which the permit is valid, not to exceed a peri-
od of 30 consecutive days, except a permit for yard debris. The actual peri-
od in the permit must be specific to the needs of the applicant. DEQ may
issue specific letter permits for shorter periods;

(d) A letter permit for yard debris is valid for a single burning season
or for both the spring and fall burning seasons during a calendar year, as
appropriate to the application and the fee paid pursuant to the schedule in
section (10). The spring burning is from March 1 to June 15, inclusive, and
the fall burning season is from Oct. 1 to Dec. 15, inclusive;

(e) Equipment and methods required to be used by the applicant to
insure that the burning is accomplished in the most efficient manner over
the shortest period of time to minimize smoke production;

(f) The limitations, if any, based on meteorological conditions
required before burning may occur. Open burning under permits for yard
debris must be limited to the hours and times that limit seasonal domestic
yard debris burning permitted in the county where the burning under the
letter permit is to occur;

(g) Reporting requirements for both starting the fire each day and
completion of the requested burning, (optional for permits for yard debris);

(h) A statement that OAR 340-264-0050 and 340-264-0060 are fully
applicable to all burning under the permit;

(i) Such other conditions as DEQ considers to be desirable.
(7) Regardless of the conditions contained in any letter permit, each

letter permit, except permits for yard debris, will not be valid for more than
30 consecutive calendar days of which a maximum of seven can be used for
burning. DEQ may issue specific letter permits for shorter periods.

(8) Letter permits are not renewable. Any request to conduct addi-
tional burning requires a new application and a new permit.

(9) No person may violate any condition, limitation, or term of a let-
ter permit.

(10) All applications for a letter permit for yard debris must be accom-
panied by a permit fee payable to DEQ, or approved delegated authority,
and become non-refundable upon issuance of the permit. The fee to be sub-
mitted is:

(a) For a single burning season, spring or fall — $20;
(b) For a calendar year — $30.
(11) DEQ may waive the single season permit fee if the applicant

shows that the cost of the yard debris permit presents an extreme financial
hardship in relation to the household income and expenses of the applicant.

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.575 & 468A.595
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.555 - 468A.620, 477.515 & 477.520
Hist.: DEQ 27-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 10-1984, f. 5-29-84, ef. 6-16-84; DEQ 4-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-023-0100;
DEQ 21-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-15-00; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15
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340-268-0010
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) This division applies to any person who wishes to create or bank
an emission reduction credit in the state. 

(2) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468A 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468 & 468A 
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-01; DEQ
7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-268-0020
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-204-0010 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-204-0010, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 
Hist.: DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

340-268-0030
Emission Reduction Credits

Any person who reduces emissions by implementing more stringent
controls than required by a permit or an applicable regulation may create an
emission reduction credit. Emission reduction credits must be created and
banked within two years from the time of actual emission reduction. 

(1) Creating Emission Reduction Credits. Emission reductions can be
considered credits if all of the following requirements are met: 

(a) The reduction is permanent due to continuous overcontrol, cur-
tailment or shutdown of an existing activity or device;

(b) The reduction is in terms of actual emissions reduced at the
source. The amount of the creditable reduction is the difference between the
contemporaneous (any consecutive 12 calendar month period during the
prior 24 calendar months) pre-reduction actual (or allowable, whichever is
less) emissions and the post-reduction allowable emissions from the subject
activity or device;

(c) The reduction is either: 
(A) Enforceable by DEQ through permit conditions or rules adopted

specifically to implement the reduction that make increases from the activ-
ity or device creating the reduction a violation of a permit condition; or 

(B) The result of a physical design that makes such increases physi-
cally impossible. 

(d) The reduction is surplus. Emission reductions must be in addition
to any emissions used to attain or maintain AAQS in the SIP; 

(e) Sources in violation of air quality emission limitations may not
create emission reduction credits from those emissions that are or were in
violation of air quality emission limitations; 

(f) Hazardous emissions reductions required to meet the MACT stan-
dards at 40 CFR part 61 and part 63, including emissions reductions to meet
the early reduction requirements of section 112(i)(5), are not creditable as
emission reduction credits for purposes of Major NSR in nonattainment or
reattainment areas. However, any emissions reductions that are in excess of
or incidental to the MACT standards are not precluded from being credited
as emission reduction credits as long as all conditions of a creditable emis-
sion reduction credit are met. 

(2) Banking of Emission Reduction Credits. 
(a) The life of emission reduction credits may be extended through the

banking process as follows: 
(A) Emission reduction credits may be banked for ten years from the

time of actual emission reduction. 
(B) Requests for emission reduction credit banking must be submit-

ted within the 2 year (24 calendar months) contemporaneous time period
immediately following the actual emission reduction. (The actual emission
reduction occurs when the airshed experiences the reduction in emissions,
not when a permit is issued or otherwise changed). 

(b) Banked emission reduction credits are protected during the
banked period from rule required reduction, if DEQ receives the emission
reduction credit banking request before DEQ submits a notice of a pro-
posed rule or plan development action for publication in the Secretary of
State’s bulletin. The EQC may reduce the amount of any banked emission
reduction credit that is protected under this section, if the EQC determines
the reduction is necessary to attain or maintain an ambient air quality stan-
dard. 

(c) Emission reductions must be in the amount of ten tons per year or
more to be creditable for banking, except as follows: 

(A) In the Medford-Ashland AQMA, PM10 emission reductions must
be at least 3 tons per year. 

(B) In Lane County, LRAPA may adopt lower levels. 
(C) In the Klamath Falls nonattainment area and the Lakeview UGB,

PM2.5 emission reductions must be at least 1 ton per year. 
(d) Emission reduction credits will not expire pending DEQ taking

action on a timely banking request unless the 10 year period available for
banking expires. 

(3) Using Emission Reduction Credits: Emission reduction credits
may be used for: 

(a) Netting actions within the source that generated the credit, through
a permit modification; or 

(b) Offsets pursuant to the NSR program, OAR 340 division 224. 
(4) Emission reduction credits are considered used when a complete

NSR permit application is received by DEQ to apply the emission reduc-
tion credits to netting actions within the source that generated the credit, or
to meet the offset and net air quality benefit requirements of the NSR pro-
gram under OAR 340-224-0500 though 340-224-0540. 

(5) Unused Emission Reduction Credits. 
(a) Emission reduction credits that are not used, and for which DEQ

does not receive a request for banking within the contemporaneous time
period, will become unassigned emissions for purposes of the PSEL and are
no longer available for use as external offsets. 

(b) Emission reduction credits that are not used prior to the expiration
date of the credit will revert to the source that generated the credit and will
be treated as unassigned emissions for purposes of the PSEL pursuant to
OAR 340-222-0055 and are no longer available for use as external offsets. 

(6) Emission Reduction Credit (ERC) Permit: 
(a) DEQ tracks ERC creation and banking through the permitting

process. The holder of ERCs must maintain either an ACDP, Title V permit,
or an ERC Permit. 

(b) DEQ issues ERC Permits for anyone who is not subject to the
ACDP or Title V programs that requests an ERC or an ERC to be banked. 

(c) An ERC permit will only contain conditions necessary to make the
emission reduction enforceable and track the credit. 

(d) Requests for emission reduction credit banking must be submitted
in writing to DEQ and contain the following documentation: 

(A) A detailed description of the activity or device controlled or shut
down; 

(B) Emission calculations showing the types and amounts of actual
emissions reduced, including pre-reduction actual emission and post-reduc-
tion allowable emission calculations; 

(C) The date or dates of actual reductions; 
(D) The procedure that will render such emission reductions perma-

nent and enforceable; 
(E) Emission unit flow parameters including but not limited to tem-

perature, flow rate and stack height; 
(F) Description of short and long term emission reduction variability,

if any. 
(e) Requests for emission reduction credit banking must be submitted

to DEQ within two years (24 months) of the actual emissions reduction.
DEQ must approve or deny requests for emission reduction credit banking
before they are effective. In the case of approvals, DEQ issues a permit to
the owner or operator defining the terms of such banking. DEQ insures the
permanence and enforceability of the banked emission reductions by
including appropriate conditions in permits and, if necessary, by recom-
mending appropriate revisions to the SIP. 

(f) DEQ provides for the allocation of emission reduction credits in
accordance with the uses specified by the holder of the emission reduction
credits. The holder of ERCs must notify DEQ in writing when they are
transferred to a new owner or site. Any use of emission reduction credits
must be compatible with local comprehensive plans, statewide planning
goals, and state laws and rules. 

NOTE: This rule is included in the State of Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation
Plan that EQC adopted under OAR 340-200-0040. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020, 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.135, 468A.155 & 468A.310
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025, 468A.040, 468A.135, 468A.155 & 468A.310
Hist.: DEQ 25-1981, f. & ef. 9-8-81; DEQ 5-1983, f. & ef. 4-18-83; DEQ 27-1992, f. & cert.
ef. 11-12-92; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 12-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93,
Renumbered from 340-020-0265; DEQ 19-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-028-1980; DEQ 6-2001, f. 6-18-01, cert. ef. 7-1-
01; DEQ 7-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-15

Rule Caption: Update Oregon’s air quality rules to address feder-
al regulations
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Adm. Order No.: DEQ 8-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-17-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-17-15
Notice Publication Date: 12-1-2013
Rules Adopted: 340-230-0415, 340-230-0500
Rules Amended: 340-230-0010, 340-230-0020, 340-230-0030, 340-
238-0040, 340-238-0060, 340-238-0090, 340-244-0020, 340-244-
0030, 340-244-0220
Subject: Short summary:
The Environmental Quality Commission adopted new and

amended federal air quality regulations, including:
- New federal standards for boilers and process heaters, station-

ary internal combustion engines, nitric acid plants, and crude oil and
natural gas production, transmission and distribution.
- Newly amended federal standards. 
- Rules to implement new federal emission guidelines for com-

mercial and industrial solid waste incineration units and the federal
plan for hospital, medical and infectious waste incinerators.
Brief history:
The federal Clean Air Act requires the U.S. Environmental Pro-

tection Agency to establish National Emission Standards for Haz-
ardous Air Pollutants, known as NESHAPs, for both major and area
sources of hazardous air pollutants. A major industrial source is any
facility with the potential to emit 10 tons of a single hazardous air
pollutant or 25 tons of all hazardous air pollutants. An area source
is any stationary source of hazardous air pollutants that is not a major
source. 
EPA finished establishing major source standards in 2004. EPA

began establishing area source standards in 2006 and concluded in
2011. DEQ’s rulemaking is the final phase for Oregon’s adoption of
EPA’s existing area source standards. DEQ’s first four phases of rule-
making adopting major and area source standards concluded in
December 2008, December 2009, February 2011 and March 2013. 
The Clean Air Act also requires EPA to develop New Source Per-

formance Standards for categories of major and area sources that
cause or significantly contribute to air pollution that may endanger
public health or welfare. Such regulations apply to each new source
of air pollution within a category without regard to source location
or existing air quality. When EPA establishes New Source Perform-
ance Standards for a category of sources, it may also establish emis-
sion guidelines for existing sources in the same category. States must
develop rules and a state plan to implement the emission guidelines
or request delegation of the federal plan. State plans, called Section
111(d) plans, are subject to EPA review and approval.
EPA performs a residual risk analysis for major source NESHAPs

and periodic technology reviews for New Source Performance Stan-
dards and NESHAPs. These reviews are ongoing and in some cases
result in EPA updating the standards. EPA also revises NESHAPs to
address errors, implementation issues and lawsuits and EPA may
adopt additional NESHAPs in the future for new source categories.
Regulated parties:
The rules affect facilities subject to new and modified NESHAPs

and New Source Performance Standards outlined below. 
Outline:
DEQ proposed and EQC adopted:
1. New rules to incorporate the following federal changes by ref-

erence:
a. New federal area source NESHAP for commercial, industrial

and institutional boilers, but only for sources required to have a DEQ
permit, including a Title V operating permit or Air Contaminant Dis-
charge Permit. 
b. New federal major and area source NESHAP for stationary

internal combustion engines, but only for sources required to have
a Title V permit or an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit.
c. New federal major source NESHAP for commercial, industri-

al and institutional boilers and process heaters.

d. New federal New Source Performance Standards for:
- Stationary internal combustion engines, but only for sources

required to have a Title V permit or an Air Contaminant Discharge
Permit and excluding the requirements for engine manufacturers;
- Nitric acid plants;
- Crude oil and natural gas production, transmission and distri-

bution;
e. Federal plan for hospital, medical and infectious waste incin-

erators.
2. A new rule to implement new federal emission guidelines for

commercial and industrial solid waste incineration units.
3. Updates to existing rules to incorporate the following federal

changes by reference:
a. Amended federal area source NESHAP for chemical manufac-

turing.
b. Amended federal major source NESHAP for:
- Electric utility steam generating units;
- Petroleum refineries; 
- The pulp and paper industry;
- Natural gas transmission and storage facilities.
c. Amended federal major and area source NESHAP for:
- Chromium electroplating and anodizing;
- Portland cement manufacturing;
- Oil and natural gas production.
d. Amended federal New Source Performance Standards for: 
- Electric steam generating units;
- Hospital, medical and infectious waste incinerators;
- Nitric acid plants;
- Commercial and industrial solid waste incineration units;
- Portland cement plants;
- Petroleum refineries;
- Onshore natural gas processing plants.

Rules Coordinator:Meyer Goldstein—(503) 229-6478
340-230-0010
Purpose

The purpose of this division is to establish state of the art emission
standards, design requirements, and performance standards for solid and
infectious waste incinerators, hospital/medical/infectious waste incinera-
tors, crematory incinerators, municipal waste combustors, and commercial
and industrial solid waste incineration units in order to minimize air con-
taminant emissions and provide adequate protection of public health.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 9-1990, f. & cert. ef. 3-13-90; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 14-1999,
f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0850; DEQ 4-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-06-03;
DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

340-230-0020
Applicability and Jurisdiction

(1) OAR 340-230-0100 through 340-230-0150 apply to all solid and
infectious waste incinerators other than:

(a) Municipal waste combustors, including those municipal waste
combustors that burn some medical waste, that are subject to either OAR
340-238-0060, or 340-230-0300 through 340-230-0395; and

(b) Hospital/medical/infectious waste incinerators that are subject to
OAR 340-230-0415.

(c) Commercial and industrial solid waste incinerators that are subject
to OAR 340-230-0500.

(2) OAR 340-230-0200 through 340-230-0230 apply to all new and
existing crematory incinerators;

(3) OAR 340-230-0300 through 340-230-0395 apply to municipal
waste combustors as specified in 340-230-0300.

(4) OAR 340-230-0415 applies to hospital/medical/infectious waste
incinerators as specified in 40 CFR Part 62 Subpart HHH.

(5) OAR 340-230-0500 applies to commercial and industrial solid
waste incineration units as specified in OAR 340-230-0500(3) and (4).

(6) Subject to the requirements in this division and OAR 340-200-
0010(3), LRAPA is designated by the EQC to implement the rules in this
division within its area of jurisdiction. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
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Hist.: DEQ 27-1996, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99,
Renumbered from 340-025-0852; DEQ 4-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-06-03; DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert.
ef. 4-17-15

340-230-0030
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-238-0040 and this rule
apply to this division, except for 340-230-0415 and 340-230-0500. If the
same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-0020 or 340-238-0040, the
definition in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Acid Gases” means any exhaust gas that includes hydrogen chlo-
ride and sulfur dioxide.

(2) “Administrator” means the Administrator of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency or his/her authorized representative or
Administrator of a State Air Pollution Control Agency.

(3) “CFR” means Code of Federal Regulations and, unless otherwise
expressly identified, refers to the July 1, 2013 edition.

(4) “Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM)” means a monitoring
system for continuously measuring the emissions of a pollutant from an
affected incinerator. Continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) also
means the total equipment that may be required to meet the data acquisition
and availability requirements, used to sample, condition (if applicable),
analyze, and provide a record of emissions. Continuous monitoring equip-
ment and operation must be certified in accordance with EPA performance
specifications and quality assurance procedures outlined in 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendices B and F, and DEQ’s CEM Manual.

(5) “Crematory Incinerator” means an incinerator used solely for the
cremation of human and animal bodies.

(6) “Dry Standard Cubic Foot” means the amount of gas that would
occupy a volume of one cubic foot, if the gas were free of uncombined
water at standard conditions. When applied to combustion flue gases from
waste or refuse burning, “Standard Cubic Foot (SCF)” implies adjustment
of gas volume to that which would result at a concentration of seven per-
cent oxygen or 50 percent excess air.

(7) “Fluidized bed combustion unit” means a unit where municipal
waste is combusted in a fluidized bed of material. The fluidized bed mate-
rial may remain in the primary combustion zone or may be carried out of
the primary combustion zone and returned through a recirculation loop.

(8) “Incinerator” means any structure or furnace in which combustion
takes place, the primary purpose of which is the reduction in volume and
weight of unwanted material.

(9) “Infectious Waste” means waste as defined in ORS Chapter 763,
Oregon Laws 1989, that contains or may contain any disease producing
microorganism or material, and includes, but is not limited to the follow-
ing:

(a) “Biological waste”, which includes blood and blood products, and
body fluids that cannot be directly discarded into a municipal sewer system,
and waste materials saturated with blood or body fluids, but does not
include soiled diapers;

(b) “Cultures and stocks”, which includes etiologic agents and asso-
ciated biologicals; including specimen cultures and dishes, devices used to
transfer, inoculate and mix cultures, wastes from production of biologicals,
and serums and discarded live and attenuated vaccines. “Cultures” does not
include throat and urine cultures;

(c) “Pathological waste”, which includes biopsy materials and all
human tissues, anatomical parts that emanate from surgery, obstetrical pro-
cedures, autopsy and laboratory procedures and animal carcasses exposed
to pathogens in research and the bedding and other waste from such ani-
mals. “Pathological wastes” does not include teeth or formaldehyde or
other preservative agents;

(d) “Sharps”, which includes needles, IV tubing with needles
attached, scalpel blades, lancets, glass tubes that could be broken during
handling and syringes that have been removed from their original sterile
containers.

(10) “Infectious Waste Facility” or “Infectious Waste Incinerator”
means an incinerator that is operated or utilized for the disposal or treat-
ment of infectious waste, including combustion for the recovery of heat,
and which utilizes high temperature thermal destruction technologies.

(11) “Mass burn refractory municipal waste combustion unit” means
a field-erected municipal waste combustion unit that combusts municipal
solid waste in a refractory wall furnace. Unless otherwise specified, that
includes municipal waste combustion units with a cylindrical rotary refrac-
tory wall furnace.

(12) “Mass burn rotary waterwall municipal waste combustion unit”
means a field-erected municipal waste combustion unit that combusts
municipal solid waste in a cylindrical rotary waterwall furnace.

(13) “Mass burn waterwall municipal waste combustion unit” means
a field-erected municipal waste combustion unit that combusts municipal
solid waste in a waterwall furnace.

(14) “Modular excess-air municipal waste combustion unit” means a
municipal waste combustion unit that combusts municipal solid waste, is
not field-erected, and has multiple combustion chambers, all of which are
designed to operate at conditions with combustion air amounts in excess of
theoretical air requirements.

(15) “Modular starved-air municipal waste combustion unit” means a
municipal waste combustion unit that combusts municipal solid waste, is
not field-erected, and has multiple combustion chambers in which the pri-
mary combustion chamber is designed to operate at substoichiometric con-
ditions.

(16) “Municipal waste combustor plant” means one or more munici-
pal waste combustor units at the same location.

(17) “Municipal waste combustor plant capacity” means the aggre-
gate municipal waste combustor unit capacity of all municipal waste com-
bustor units at a municipal waste combustor plant for which construction
was commenced on or before September 20, 1994.

(18) “Primary Combustion Chamber” means the discrete equipment,
chamber or space in which drying of the waste, pyrolysis, and essentially
the burning of the fixed carbon in the waste occurs.

(19) “Pyrolysis” means the endothermic gasification of waste materi-
al using external energy.

(20) “Refuse-derived fuel” means a type of municipal solid waste
produced by processing municipal solid waste through shredding and size
classification. That includes all classes of refuse-derived fuel including two
fuels:

(a) Low-density fluff refuse-derived fuel through densified refuse-
derived fuel.

(b) Pelletized refuse-derived fuel.
(21) “Secondary” or “Final Combustion Chamber” means the discrete

equipment, chamber, or space in which the products of pyrolysis are com-
busted in the presence of excess air such that essentially all carbon is
burned to carbon dioxide.

(22) “Solid waste” means refuse, more than 50 percent of which is
waste consisting of a mixture of paper, wood, yard wastes, food wastes,
plastics, leather, rubber, and other combustible materials, and noncom-
bustible materials such as metal, glass, and rock.

(23) “Solid waste facility” or “solid waste incinerator” means an
incinerator that is operated or utilized for the disposal or treatment of solid
waste including combustion for the recovery of heat, and that utilizes high
temperature thermal destruction technologies. 

(24) “Spreader stoker, mixed fuel-fired (coal/refuse-derived fuel)
combustion unit” means a municipal waste combustion unit that combusts
coal and refuse-derived fuel simultaneously, in which coal is introduced to
the combustion zone by a mechanism that throws the fuel onto a grate from
above. Combustion takes place both in suspension and on the grate.

(25) “Transmissometer” means a device that measures opacity and
conforms to EPA Specification Number 1 in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 183, 468 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 22-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-21-98; DEQ 9-1990, f. & cert. ef. 3-13-90; DEQ 4-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 27-1996, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-96; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0750, 340-025-0855, 340-025-0950; DEQ 4-2003,
f. & cert. ef. 2-06-03; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 8-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-8-
07; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15 

340-230-0415
Adoption of Federal Plan by Reference

The federal plan for hospital, medical, and infectious waste incinera-
tion units constructed on or before December 1, 2008, in 40 CFR Part 62
Subpart HHH, is by this reference adopted and incorporated herein. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025 
Hist.: DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

340-230-0500 
Emission Standards for Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste
Incineration Units

(1) Purpose. This rule implements the emission guidelines and com-
pliance schedules for the control of emissions from commercial and indus-
trial solid waste incineration (CISWI) units. 

(2) Definitions. Terms used in this rule are as defined in 40 CFR
60.2875. In 40 CFR 60.2875, substitute “is defined by the EPA administra-
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tor” for “is defined by the Administrator” and substitute “established by the
EPA Administrator by rule” for “established by the Administrator by rule”.

(3) Compliance schedule.
(a) CISWI units in the incinerator subcategory that commenced con-

struction on or before November 30, 1999, must achieve final compliance
as expeditiously as practicable after approval of the State plan but not later
than the earlier of the following two dates:

(A) December 1, 2005.
(B) Three years after the effective date of State plan approval. 
(b) CISWI units in the incinerator subcategory and air curtain incin-

erators, that commenced construction after November 30, 1999, but on or
before June 4, 2010, and for CISWI units in the small remote incinerator,
energy recovery unit, and waste-burning kiln subcategories, that com-
menced construction before June 4, 2010, must achieve final compliance as
expeditiously as practicable after approval of the state plan but not later
than three years after the effective date of State plan approval or February
7, 2018, whichever is earlier.

(4) Affected CISWI units.
(a) Incineration units that meet all of the following three criteria are

affected CISWI units: 
(A) CISWI units that commenced construction on or before June 4,

2010, or commenced modification or reconstruction after June 4, 2010 but
no later than August 7, 2013. 

(B) Incineration units that meet the definition of a CISWI unit in 40
CFR 60.2875. 

(C) Incineration units not exempt under section (5) of this rule. 
(b) If the owner or operator of a CISWI unit makes changes that meets

the definition of modification or reconstruction on or after June 1, 2001, the
CISWI unit becomes subject to 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart CCCC and this rule
no longer applies to that unit. 

(c) If the owner or operator of a CISWI unit makes physical or oper-
ational changes to an existing CISWI unit primarily to comply with this
rule, then 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart CCCC does not apply to that unit. Such
changes do not qualify as modifications or reconstructions under 40 CFR
Part 60 Subpart CCCC. 

(5) Exempt units. The types of units in subsections (5)(a) through (k)
of this rule are exempt from this rule, but some units are required to pro-
vide notifications. Air curtain incinerators are exempt from the require-
ments of this rule except for the requirements in sections (7) and (8) of this
rule. 

(a) Pathological waste incineration units burning 90 percent or more
by weight (on a calendar quarter basis and excluding the weight of auxil-
iary fuel and combustion air) of pathological waste, low level radioactive
waste, and/or chemotherapeutic waste as defined in 40 CFR 60.2875 if the
owner or operator meets the following two requirements: 

(A) Notify DEQ and EPA Administrator that the unit meets these cri-
teria. 

(B) Keep records on a calendar quarter basis of the weight of patho-
logical waste, low-level radioactive waste, and/or chemotherapeutic waste
burned, and the weight of all other fuels and wastes burned in the unit. 

(b) Municipal waste combustion units that meet the applicability cri-
teria in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Cb (Emission Guidelines and Compliance
Times for Large Municipal Combustors); Ea (Standards of Performance for
Municipal Waste Combustors); Eb (Standards of Performance for Large
Municipal Waste Combustors); AAAA (Standards of Performance for
Small Municipal Waste Combustion Units); or BBBB (Emission
Guidelines for Small Municipal Waste Combustion Units).

(c) Medical waste incineration units that meet the applicability crite-
ria in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Ca (Emission Guidelines and Compliance
Times for Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators) or Ec (Standards
of Performance for Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators for
Which Construction is Commenced After June 20, 1996). 

(d) Small power production facilities that meet the following four
requirements: 

(A) The unit qualifies as a small power-production facility under sec-
tion 3(17)(C) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. § 796(17)(C)). 

(B) The unit burns homogeneous waste (not including refuse-derived
fuel) to produce electricity. 

(C) The owner or operator submits documentation to DEQ that the
EPA Administrator has determined that the qualifying small power produc-
tion facility is combusting homogenous waste.

(D) The owner or operator maintains the records specified in 40 CFR
60.2740(v). 

(e) Cogeneration facilities. Units that meet the following three
requirements: 

(A) The unit qualifies as a cogeneration facility under section
3(18)(B) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. § 796(18)(B)). 

(B) The unit burns homogeneous waste (not including refuse-derived
fuel) to produce electricity and steam or other forms of energy used for
industrial, commercial, heating, or cooling purposes. 

(C) The owner or operator submits documentation to DEQ that the
EPA Administrator has determined that the qualifying cogeneration facility
is combusting homogenous waste.

(D) The owner or operator maintains the records specified in 40 CFR
60.2740(w). 

(f) Hazardous waste combustion units for which the owner or opera-
tor is required to get a permit under section 3005 of the Solid Waste
Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. § 6925). 

(g) Materials recovery units that combust waste for the primary pur-
pose of recovering metals, such as primary and secondary smelters. 

(h) Air curtain incinerators that burn only the following materials are
only required to meet the requirements under “Air Curtain Incinerators”
(section (7) of this rule): 

(A) 100 percent wood waste.
(B) 100 percent clean lumber.
(C) 100 percent mixture of only wood waste, clean lumber, and/or

yard waste.
(i) Sewage treatment plants regulated under 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart

O (Standards of Performance for Sewage Treatment Plants). 
(j) Sewage sludge incineration units combusting sewage sludge for

the purpose of reducing the volume of the sewage sludge by removing com-
bustible matter that meet the applicability criteria in 40 CFR Part 60
Subpart LLLL (Standards of Performance for Sewage Sludge Incineration
Units) or 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart MMMM (Emission Guidelines for
Sewage Sludge Incineration Units).

(k) Other solid waste incineration units that meet the applicability cri-
teria in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart EEEE (Standards of Performance for Other
Solid Waste Incineration Units) or 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart FFFF (Emission
Guidelines and Compliance Times for Other Solid Waste Incineration
Units).

(6) Requirements for CISWI units.
(a) Increments of Progress and Achieving Final Compliance. If plan-

ning to achieve compliance more than 1 year following the effective date of
State plan approval, an owner or operator of an affected CISWI unit must
meet the following increments of progress:

(A) Submit a final control plan by two years after the effective date of
State plan approval or February 7, 2017, whichever is earlier, and 

(B) Achieve final compliance by three years after the effective date of
State plan approval or February 7, 2018, whichever is earlier.

(b) Notifications of achievement of increments of progress.
Notifications for achieving increments of progress must be postmarked no
later than 10 business days after the compliance date for the increment. The
notification of achievement of increments of progress must include the fol-
lowing three items:

(A) Notification that the increment of progress has been achieved.
(B) Any items required to be submitted with each increment of

progress.
(C) Signature of the owner or operator of the CISWI unit or air cur-

tain incinerator.
(c) Failure to meet an increment of progress. If failing to meet an

increment of progress, the owner or operator must submit a notification to
DEQ and the EPA Administrator postmarked within 10 business days after
the date for that increment of progress. The owner or operator must inform
DEQ and the EPA Administrator of the failure to meet the increment, and
must continue to submit reports each subsequent calendar month until the
increment of progress is met.

(d) Complying with the increment of progress for submittal of a con-
trol plan. For the control plan increment of progress, the owner or operator
must satisfy the following two requirements:

(A) Submit the final control plan that includes the following five
items:

(i) A description of the devices for air pollution control and process
changes that will be used to comply with the emission limitations and other
requirements of this rule.

(ii) The type(s) of waste to be burned.
(iii) The maximum design waste burning capacity.
(iv) The anticipated maximum charge rate.
(v) If applicable, the petition for site-specific operating limits under

subsection (6)(k) of this rule.
(B) Maintain an onsite copy of the final control plan.
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(e) Complying with the increment of progress for achieving final
compliance. For the final compliance increment of progress, the owner or
operator must complete all process changes and retrofit construction of
control devices, as specified in the final control plan, so that, if the affect-
ed CISWI unit is brought online, all necessary process changes and air pol-
lution control devices would operate as designed.

(f) Closing a CISWI unit. 
(A) If closing a CISWI unit but restarting it prior to the final compli-

ance date, the owner or operator must meet the increments of progress. 
(B) If closing a CISWI unit but restarting it after the final compliance

date, the owner or operator must complete emission control retrofits and
meet the emission limitations and operating limits on the date the unit
restarts operation. 

(C) If planning to close a CISWI unit rather than comply with this
rule, the owner or operator must submit a closure notification, including the
date of closure, to DEQ and the EPA Administrator by the date the final
control plan is due. 

(g) Waste management plan. Owners and operators of affected CISWI
units must comply with 40 CFR 60.2620 through 60.2630. In 40 CFR
60.2625, substitute “OAR 340-230-0500(6)(a)(A)” for “table 1 of this sub-
part”. 

(h) Operator training and qualification. Owners or operators of affect-
ed CISWI units must comply with 40 CFR 60.2635 through 60.2665. In 40
CFR 60.2665(b)(1), substitute “DEQ” for “the Administrator”. In 40 CFR
60.2665(b)(2) and (b)(2)(ii), substitute “EPA Administrator” for
“Administrator”.

(i) Emission limitations. Owners and operators of affected CISWI
units must comply with 40 CFR 60.2670 with the following changes: 

(A) In 40 CFR 60.2670(a), substitute “in OAR 340-230-0500(3)” for
“under the approved state plan, federal plan, or delegation, as applicable”.

(B) Table 2 to 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart DDDD applies only to CISWI
units constructed after November 30, 1999 but prior to June 4, 2010, and
that were subject to 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart CCCC (Standards of
Performance for Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste Incineration
Units) prior to June 4, 2010.

(C) In Tables 2 and 6 through 9 to 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart DDDD,
substitute “three years after the effective date of State plan approval or
February 7, 2018, whichever is earlier” for “[DATE TO BE SPECIFIED IN
STATE PLAN]”.

(j) Operating limits. Owners and operators of affected CISWI units
must comply with 40 CFR 60.2675.

(k) Site-specific operating limit. Owners and operators of affected
CISWI units may request a site-specific operating limit in accordance with
40 CFR 60.2680. 

(l) Compliance demonstration. Owners and operators of affected
CISWI units must demonstrate compliance with this rule in accordance
with 40 CFR 60.2690 through 60.2800. 

(A) In 40 CFR 60.2720(a)(1), substitute “DEQ or the EPA
Administrator may request” for “The Administrator may request”.

(B) In 40 CFR 60.2720(a)(3), substitute “request by DEQ or the EPA
Administrator” for “request by the Administrator”.

(C) In 40 CFR 60.2725(a), substitute “DEQ or the EPA Administrator
may request” for “The Administrator may request”.

(D) In 40 CFR 60.2730(n)(1) and (n)(2), substitute “Notify DEQ” for
“Notify the Administrator”.

(E) In 40 CFR 60.2730(n)(4), substitute “notification to DEQ” for
“notification to the Administrator”.

(F) In 40 CFR 60.2745, substitute “DEQ” for “the Administrator”.
(G) In 40 CFR 60.2785(a)(2), (a)(2)(iii), and (b), substitute “DEQ”

for “the Administrator”.
(H) In 40 CFR 60.2795(b)(1) and (b)(2), substitute “DEQ and the

EPA Administrator” for “the Administrator”.
(I) In 40 CFR 60.2800, substitute “DEQ” for “the Administrator”.
(7) Requirements for air curtain incinerators. 
(a) An air curtain incinerator operates by forcefully projecting a cur-

tain of air across an open chamber or open pit in which combustion occurs.
Incinerators of this type can be constructed above or below ground and with
or without refractory walls and floor. (Air curtain incinerators are not to be
confused with conventional combustion devices with enclosed fireboxes
and controlled air technology such as mass burn, modular, and fluidized
bed combustors.)

(b) Increments of Progress. If planning to achieve compliance more
than 1 year following the effective date of State plan approval, an owner or
operator must meet the following increments of progress:

(A) Submit a final control plan by two years after the effective date of
State plan approval or February 7, 2017, whichever is earlier, and 

(B) Achieve final compliance by three years after the effective date of
State plan approval or February 7, 2018, whichever is earlier.

(c) Notifications of achievement of increments of progress.
Notifications for achieving increments of progress must be postmarked no
later than 10 business days after the compliance date for the increment. The
notification of achievement of increments of progress must include the fol-
lowing three items:

(A) Notification that the increment of progress has been achieved.
(B) Any items required to be submitted with each increment of

progress (see subsection (7)(d) of this rule).
(C) Signature of the owner or operator of the incinerator.
(c) Failure to meet an increment of progress. If failing to meet an

increment of progress, the owner or operator must submit a notification to
DEQ and the EPA Administrator postmarked within 10 business days after
the date for that increment of progress. The owner or operator must inform
DEQ and the EPA Administrator of the failure to meet the increment, and
must continue to submit reports each subsequent calendar month until the
increment of progress is met.

(d) Complying with the increment of progress for submittal of a con-
trol plan. For the control plan increment of progress, the owner or operator
must satisfy the following two requirements:

(A) Submit the final control plan that including a description of any
devices for air pollution control and any process changes that will be used
to comply with the emission limitations and other requirements of this rule.

(B) Maintain an onsite copy of the final control plan.
(e) Complying with the increment of progress for achieving final

compliance. For the final compliance increment of progress, the owner or
operator must complete all process changes and retrofit construction of
control devices, as specified in the final control plan, so that, if the affect-
ed incinerator is brought online, all necessary process changes and air pol-
lution control devices would operate as designed.

(f) Closing an air curtain incinerator. 
(A) If closing an air curtain incinerator but reopening it prior to the

final compliance date, the owner or operator must meet the increments of
progress in subsection (8)(b). 

(B) If closing an air curtain incinerator but restarting it after the final
compliance date, the owner or operator must complete emission control
retrofits and meet the emission limitations on the date the incinerator
restarts operation. 

(g) If planning to close an air curtain incinerator rather than comply
with this rule, the owner or operator must submit a closure notification,
including the date of closure, to DEQ and the EPA Administrator by the
date the final control plan is due.

(h) Emission limitations. After the date the initial stack test is required
or completed (whichever is earlier, the owner or operator of the affected air
curtain incinerator must comply with 40 CFR 60.2860.

(i) Compliance demonstration. The owners or operator of the affected
air curtain incinerator must demonstrate compliance with this rule in accor-
dance with 40 CFR 60.2865 and 60.2870. In 40 CFR 60.2870(a) and (b),
substitute “DEQ” for “the Administrator”.

(9) Permitting requirements. CISWI units and air curtain incinerators
subject to this rule must comply with Oregon Title V Operating Permit pro-
gram requirements as specified in OAR 340 divisions 218 and 220. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

340-238-0040
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020 and this rule apply to this divi-
sion. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-0020, the defini-
tion in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Administrator” means the Administrator of the EPA or authorized
representative. 

(2) “Affected facility” means, with reference to a stationary source,
any apparatus to which a standard is applicable. 

(3) “Capital expenditures” means an expenditure for a physical or
operational change to an existing facility that exceeds the product of the
applicable “annual asset guideline repair allowance percentage” specified
in Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Publication 534 and the existing facili-
ty’s basis, as defined by section 1012 of the Internal Revenue Code.
However, the total expenditure for a physical or operational change to an
existing facility must not be reduced by any “excluded additions” as
defined in IRS Publication 534, as would be done for tax purposes. 
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(4) “CFR” means Code of Federal Regulations and, unless otherwise
expressly identified, refers to the July 1, 2013 edition. 

(5) “Closed municipal solid waste landfill” (closed landfill) means a
landfill in which solid waste is no longer being placed, and in which no
additional solid wastes will be placed without first filing a notification of
modification as prescribed under 40 CFR 60.7(a)(4). Once a notification of
modification has been filed, and additional solid waste is placed in the land-
fill, the landfill is no longer closed. A landfill is considered closed after
meeting the criteria of 40 CFR 258.60. 

(6) “Commenced”, with respect to the definition of “new source” in
section 111(a)(2) of the federal Clean Air Act, means that an owner or oper-
ator has undertaken a continuous program of construction or modification
or that an owner or operator has entered into a contractual obligation to
undertake and complete, within a reasonable time, a continuous program of
construction or modification. 

(7) “Existing municipal solid waste landfill” (existing landfill) means
a municipal solid waste landfill that began construction, reconstruction or
modification before 5/30/91 and has accepted waste at any time since
11/08/87 or has additional design capacity available for future waste depo-
sition. 

(8) “Existing facility”, with reference to a stationary source, means
any apparatus of the type for which a standard is promulgated in 40 CFR
Part 60, and the construction or modification of which commenced before
the date of proposal by EPA of that standard; or any apparatus that could be
altered in such a way as to be of that type. 

(9) “Fixed capital cost” means the capital needed to provide all the
depreciable components. 

(10) “Large municipal solid waste landfill” (large landfill) means a
municipal solid waste landfill with a design capacity greater than or equal
to 2.5 million megagrams or 2.5 million cubic meters. 

(11) “Modification:” 
(a) except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, means any

physical change in, or change in the method of operation of, an existing
facility that increases the amount of any air pollutant (to which a standard
applies) emitted into the atmosphere by that facility or that results in the
emission of any air pollutant (to which a standard applies) into the atmos-
phere not previously emitted; 

(b) As used in OAR 340-238-0100 means an action that results in an
increase in the design capacity of a landfill. 

(12) “Municipal solid waste landfill” (landfill) means an entire dis-
posal facility in a contiguous geographical space where household waste is
placed in or on land. A municipal solid waste landfill may also receive other
types of RCRA Subtitle D wastes such as commercial solid waste, nonhaz-
ardous sludge, conditionally exempt small quantity generator waste, and
industrial solid waste. Portions of a municipal solid waste landfill may be
separated by access roads and may be publicly or privately owned. A
municipal solid waste landfill may be a new municipal solid waste landfill,
an existing municipal solid waste landfill, or a lateral expansion (modifica-
tion). 

(13) “New municipal solid waste landfill” (new landfill) means a
municipal solid waste landfill that began construction, reconstruction or
modification or began accepting waste on or after 5/30/91. 

(14) “Reconstruction” means the replacement of components of an
existing facility to such an extent that: 

(a) The fixed capital cost of the new components exceeds 50 percent
of the fixed capital cost that would be required to construct a comparable
entirely new facility; and 

(b) It is technologically and economically feasible to meet the appli-
cable standards set forth in 40 CFR Part 60. 

(15) “Reference method” means any method of sampling and analyz-
ing for an air pollutant as specified in 40 CFR Part 60. 

(16) “Small municipal solid waste landfill” (small landfill) means a
municipal solid waste landfill with a design capacity less than 2.5 million
megagrams or 2.5 million cubic meters. 

(17) “Standard” means a standard of performance proposed or prom-
ulgated under 40 CFR Part 60. 

(18) “State Plan” means a plan developed for the control of a desig-
nated pollutant provided under 40 CFR Part 60. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 97, f. 9-2-75, ef. 9-25-75; DEQ 22-1982, f. & ef. 10-21-82; DEQ 17-1983, f. &
ef. 10-19-83; DEQ 16-1984, f. & ef. 8-21-84; DEQ 15-1985, f. & ef. 10-21-85; DEQ 19-
1986, f. & ef. 11-7-86; DEQ 17-1987, f. & ef. 8-24-87; DEQ 24-1989, f. & cert. ef. 10-26-
89; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 17-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-1995,
f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 27-1996, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-96; DEQ 8-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-6-
97; DEQ 22-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-21-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered
from 340-025-0510; DEQ 22-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-18-00; DEQ 4-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-06-
03; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 13-2006,

f. & cert. ef. 12-22-06; DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-
16-09; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 8-2015,
f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

340-238-0060
Federal Regulations Adopted by Reference

(1) Except as provided in section (2) of this rule, 40 CFR Part 60
Subparts A, D through EE, GG, HH, KK through NN, PP through XX,
BBB, DDD, FFF through LLL, NNN, PPP through WWW, AAAA, CCCC,
EEEE, KKKK, LLLL, and OOOO are by this reference adopted and incor-
porated herein, 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart OOO is by this reference adopted
and incorporated herein for major sources only, 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart IIII
is by this reference adopted and incorporated herein only for sources
required to have a Title V or ACDP permit and excluding the requirements
for engine manufacturers, and 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart JJJJ is by this refer-
ence adopted and incorporated herein only for sources required to have a
Title V or ACDP permit and excluding the requirements for engine manu-
facturers. 

(2) Where “Administrator” or “EPA” appears in 40 CFR Part 60,
“DEQ” is substituted, except in any section of 40 CFR Part 60 for which a
federal rule or delegation specifically indicates that authority must not be
delegated to the state. 

(3) 40 CFR Part 60 Subparts adopted by this rule are titled as follows: 
(a) Subpart A — General Provisions; 
(b) Subpart D — Fossil-fuel-fired steam generators for which con-

struction is commenced after August 17, 1971; 
(c) Subpart Da — Electric utility steam generating units for which

construction is commenced after September 18, 1978; 
(d) Subpart Db — Industrial-commercial-institutional steam generat-

ing units; 
(e) Subpart Dc — Small industrial-commercial-institutional steam

generating units; 
(f) Subpart E — Incinerators; 
(g) Subpart Ea — Municipal waste combustors for which construc-

tion is commenced after December 20, 1989 and on or before September
20, 1994; 

(h) Subpart Eb — Municipal waste combustors for which construc-
tion is commenced after September 20, 1994; 

(i) Subpart Ec — Hospital/Medical/Infectious waste incinerators that
commenced construction after June 20, 1996, or for which modification is
commenced after March 16, 1998; 

(j) Subpart F — Portland cement plants; 
(k) Subpart G — Nitric acid plants; 
(l) Subpart Ga — Nitric acid plants for which construction, recon-

struction, or modification commenced after October 14, 2011;
(m) Subpart H — Sulfuric acid plants; 
(n) Subpart I — Hot mix asphalt facilities; 
(o) Subpart J — Petroleum refineries; 
(p) Subpart K — Storage vessels for petroleum liquids for which con-

struction, reconstruction, or modification commenced after June 11, 1973,
and before May 19, 1978; 

(q) Subpart Ka — Storage vessels for petroleum liquids for which
construction, reconstruction, or modification commenced after May 18,
1978, and before July 23, 1984; 

(r) Subpart Kb — Volatile organic liquid storage vessels (including
petroleum liquid storage vessels) for which construction, reconstruction, or
modification commenced after July 23, 1984; 

(s) Subpart L — Secondary lead smelters; 
(t) Subpart M — Secondary brass and bronze production plants; 
(u) Subpart N — Primary emissions from basic oxygen process fur-

naces for which construction is commenced after June 11, 1973; 
(v) Subpart Na — Secondary emissions from basic oxygen process

steelmaking facilities for which construction is commenced after January
20, 1983; 

(w) Subpart O — Sewage treatment plants; 
(x) Subpart P — Primary copper smelters; 
(y) Subpart Q — Primary Zinc smelters; 
(z) Subpart R — Primary lead smelters; 
(aa) Subpart S — Primary aluminum reduction plants; 
(bb) Subpart T — Phosphate fertilizer industry: wet-process phos-

phoric acid plants; 
(cc) Subpart U — Phosphate fertilizer industry: superphosphoric acid

plants; 
(dd) Subpart V — Phosphate fertilizer industry: diammonium phos-

phate plants; 
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(ee) Subpart W — Phosphate fertilizer industry: triple superphosphate
plants; 

(ff) Subpart X — Phosphate fertilizer industry: granular triple super-
phosphate storage facilities; 

(gg) Subpart Y — Coal preparation plants; 
(hh) Subpart Z — Ferroalloy production facilities; 
(ii) Subpart AA — Steel plants: electric arc furnaces constructed after

October 21, 1974 and on or before August 17, 1983; 
(jj) Subpart AAa — Steel plants: electric arc furnaces and argon-oxy-

gen decarburization vessels constructed after august 7, 1983; 
(kk) Subpart BB — Kraft pulp mills; 
(ll) Subpart CC — Glass manufacturing plants; 
(mm) Subpart DD — Grain elevators. 
(nn) Subpart EE — Surface coating of metal furniture; 
(oo) Subpart GG — Stationary gas turbines; 
(pp) Subpart HH — Lime manufacturing plants; 
(qq) Subpart KK — Lead-acid battery manufacturing plants; 
(rr) Subpart LL — Metallic mineral processing plants; 
(ss) Subpart MM — Automobile and light-duty truck surface coating

operations; 
(tt) Subpart NN — Phosphate rock plants; 
(uu) Subpart PP — Ammonium sulfate manufacture; 
(vv) Subpart QQ — Graphic arts industry: publication rotogravure

printing; 
(ww) Subpart RR — pressure sensitive tape and label surface coating

operations; 
(xx) Subpart SS — Industrial surface coating: large appliances; 
(yy) Subpart TT — Metal coil surface coating; 
(zz) Subpart UU — Asphalt processing and asphalt roofing manufac-

ture; 
(aaa) Subpart VV — Equipment leaks of VOC in the synthetic organ-

ic chemicals manufacturing industry; 
(bbb) Subpart VVa — Equipment leaks of VOC in the synthetic

organic chemicals manufacturing industry; 
(ccc) Subpart WW — Beverage can surface coating industry; 
(ddd) Subpart XX — Bulk gasoline terminals; 
(eee) Subpart BBB — Rubber tire manufacturing industry; 
(fff) Subpart DDD — Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions

for the polymer manufacture industry; 
(ggg) Subpart FFF — Flexible vinyl and urethane coating and print-

ing; 
(hhh) Subpart GGG — Equipment leaks of VOC in petroleum refiner-

ies; 
(iii) Subpart GGGa — Equipment leaks of VOC in petroleum refiner-

ies; 
(jjj) Subpart HHH — Synthetic fiber production facilities; 
(kkk) Subpart III — Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions

from the synthetic organic chemical manufacturing industry (SOCMI) air
oxidation unit processes; 

(lll) Subpart JJJ — Petroleum dry cleaners; 
(mmm) Subpart KKK — Equipment leaks of VOC from onshore nat-

ural gas processing plants; 
(nnn) Subpart LLL — Onshore natural gas processing; SO2 emis-

sions; 
(ooo) Subpart NNN — Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions

from synthetic organic chemical manufacturing industry (SOCMI) distilla-
tion operations; 

(ppp) Subpart OOO — Nonmetallic mineral processing plants (adopt-
ed by reference for major sources only); 

(qqq) Subpart PPP — Wool fiberglass insulation manufacturing
plants; 

(rrr) Subpart QQQ — VOC emissions from petroleum refinery waste-
water systems; 

(sss) Subpart RRR — Volatile organic compound emissions from syn-
thetic organic chemical manufacturing industry (SOCMI) reactor process-
es; 

(ttt) Subpart SSS — Magnetic tape coating facilities; 
(uuu) Subpart TTT — Industrial surface coating: surface coating of

plastic parts for business machines; 
(vvv) Subpart UUU — Calciners and dryers in mineral industries; 
(www) Subpart VVV — Polymeric coating of supporting substrates

facilities; 
(xxx) Subpart WWW — Municipal solid waste landfills, as clarified

by OAR 340-238-0100; 
(yyy) Subpart AAAA — Small municipal waste combustion units; 

(zzz) Subpart CCCC — Commercial and industrial solid waste incin-
eration units; 

(aaaa) Subpart EEEE — Other solid waste incineration units; 
(bbbb) Subpart IIII — Stationary compression ignition internal com-

bustion engines (adopted only for sources required to have a Title V or
ACDP permit), excluding the requirements for engine manufacturers (40
CFR 60.4201 through 60.4203, 60.4210, 60.4215, and 60.4216);

(cccc) Subpart JJJJ — Stationary spark ignition internal combustion
engines (adopted only for sources required to have a Title V or ACDP per-
mit), excluding the requirements for engine manufacturers (40 CFR
60.4231 through 60.4232, 60.4238 through 60.4242, and 60.4247);

(dddd) Subpart KKKK — Stationary combustion turbines; 
(eeee) Subpart LLLL — Sewage sludge incineration units;
(ffff) Subpart OOOO — Crude oil and natural gas production, trans-

mission and distribution.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 97, f. 9-2-75, ef. 9-25-75; DEQ 16-1981, f. & ef. 5-6-81; sections (1) thru (12)
of this rule renumbered to 340-025-0550 thru 340-025-0605; DEQ 22-1982, f. & ef. 10-21-
82; DEQ 17-1983, f. & ef. 10-19-83; DEQ 16-1984, f. & ef. 8-21-84; DEQ 15-1985, f. & ef.
10-21-85; DEQ 19-1986, f. & ef. 11-7-86; DEQ 17-1987, f. & ef. 8-24-87; DEQ 24-1989, f.
& cert. ef. 10-26-89; DEQ 17-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-
95; DEQ 27-1996, f. & cert. ef. 12-11-96; DEQ 8-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-6-97; DEQ 22-1998,
f. & cert. ef. 10-21-98; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-
0535; DEQ 22-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-18-00; DEQ 4-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-06-03; DEQ 2-
2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 13-2006, f. & cert. ef.
12-22-06; DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-
2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

340-238-0090
Delegation

(1) The Lane Regional Air Protection Agency (LRAPA) is authorized
to implement and enforce, within its boundaries, the provisions of this divi-
sion. 

(2) The Commission may authorize LRAPA to implement and enforce
its own provisions upon a finding that such provisions are at least as strict
as a corresponding provision in this division. LRAPA may implement and
enforce provisions authorized by the Commission in place of any or all of
this division upon receipt of delegation from EPA. Delegation may be with-
drawn for cause by the Commission. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 97, f. 9-2-75, ef. 9-25-75; DEQ 4-1993, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-93; DEQ 17-1993, f.
& cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 8-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-6-97; DEQ 22-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-21-98;
DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-025-0520; DEQ 15-2008, f. &
cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

340-244-0020
Delegation of Authority

Subject to the requirements in this division, LRAPA is designated by
the EQC to implement and enforce, within its area of jurisdiction. The
requirements and procedures contained in this division must be used by
LRAPA unless LRAPA has adopted or adopts rules which are at least as
strict as this division.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 468 & 468A
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 18-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 14-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-032-0110; DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef
12-31-08; DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

340-244-0030
Definitions

The definitions in OAR 340-200-0020, 340-218-0030 and this rule
apply to this division. If the same term is defined in this rule and 340-200-
0020 or 340-218-0030, the definition in this rule applies to this division. 

(1) “Affected source” is as defined in 40 CFR 63.2. 
(2) “Annual throughput” means the amount of gasoline transferred

into a gasoline dispensing facility during 12 consecutive months. 
(3) “Area Source” means any stationary source which has the poten-

tial to emit hazardous air pollutants but is not a major source of hazardous
air pollutants. 

(4) “CFR” means Code of Federal Regulations and, unless otherwise
expressly identified, refers to the July 1, 2013 edition. 

(5) “Construct a major source” means to fabricate, erect, or install at
any greenfield site a stationary source or group of stationary sources which
is located within a contiguous area and under common control and which
emits or has the potential to emit 10 tons per year of any HAPs or 25 tons
per year of any combination of HAP, or to fabricate, erect, or install at any
developed site a new process or production unit which in and of itself emits
or has the potential to emit 10 tons per year of any HAP or 25 tons per year
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of any combination of HAP, unless the process or production unit satisfies
criteria in paragraphs (a) through (f) of this definition: 

(a) All HAP emitted by the process or production unit that would oth-
erwise be controlled under the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart B
will be controlled by emission control equipment which was previously
installed at the same site as the process or production unit; 

(b) DEQ has determined within a period of 5 years prior to the fabri-
cation, erection, or installation of the process or production unit that the
existing emission control equipment represented the best available control
technology (BACT), lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) under 40
CFR Part 51 or 52, toxics-best available control technology (T-BACT), or
MACT based on State air toxic rules for the category of pollutants which
includes those HAP to be emitted by the process or production unit; or DEQ
determines that the control of HAP emissions provided by the existing
equipment will be equivalent to that level of control currently achieved by
other well-controlled similar sources (i.e., equivalent to the level of control
that would be provided by a current BACT, LAER, T-BACT, or State air
toxic rule MACT determination). 

(c) DEQ determines that the percent control efficiency for emission of
HAP from all sources to be controlled by the existing control equipment
will be equivalent to the percent control efficiency provided by the control
equipment prior to the inclusion of the new process or production unit; 

(d) DEQ has provided notice and an opportunity for public comment
concerning its determination that criteria in paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of
this definition apply and concerning the continued adequacy of any prior
LAER, BACT, T-BACT, or State air toxic rule MACT determination; 

(e) If any commenter has asserted that a prior LAER, BACT, T-
BACT, or State air toxic rule MACT determination is no longer adequate,
DEQ has determined that the level of control required by that prior deter-
mination remains adequate; and 

(f) Any emission limitations, work practice requirements, or other
terms and conditions upon which the above determinations by DEQ are
predicated will be construed by DEQ as applicable requirements under sec-
tion 504(a) and either have been incorporated into any existing Title V per-
mit for the affected facility or will be incorporated into such permit upon
issuance. 

(6) “Dual-point vapor balance system” means a type of vapor balance
system in which the storage tank is equipped with an entry port for a gaso-
line fill pipe and a separate exit port for a vapor connection. 

(7) “Emissions Limitation” and “Emissions Standard” mean a
requirement adopted by DEQ or Regional Agency, or proposed or promul-
gated by the Administrator of the EPA, which limits the quantity, rate, or
concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis, includ-
ing any requirements which limit the level of opacity, prescribe equipment,
set fuel specifications, or prescribe operation or maintenance procedures
for a source to assure continuous emission reduction. 

(8) “Equipment leaks” means leaks from pumps, compressors, pres-
sure relief devices, sampling connection systems, open ended valves or
lines, valves, connectors, agitators, accumulator vessels, and instrumenta-
tion systems in hazardous air pollutant service. 

(9) “Existing Source” means any source, the construction of which
commenced prior to proposal of an applicable standard under sections 112
or 129 of the FCAA. 

(10) “Facility” means all or part of any public or private building,
structure, installation, equipment, or vehicle or vessel, including but not
limited to ships. 

(11) “Gasoline” means any petroleum distillate or petroleum distil-
late/alcohol blend having a Reid vapor pressure of 27.6 kilopascals (4.0 psi)
or greater, which is used as a fuel for internal combustion engines. 

(12) “Gasoline cargo tank” means a delivery tank truck or railcar
which is loading or unloading gasoline, or which has loaded or unloaded
gasoline on the immediately previous load. 

(13) “Gasoline dispensing facility (GDF) “ means any stationary
facility which dispenses gasoline into the fuel tank of a motor vehicle,
motor vehicle engine, nonroad vehicle, or nonroad engine, including a non-
road vehicle or nonroad engine used solely for competition. These facilities
include, but are not limited to, facilities that dispense gasoline into on- and
off-road, street, or highway motor vehicles, lawn equipment, boats, test
engines, landscaping equipment, generators, pumps, and other gasoline
fueled engines and equipment. In Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington
Counties, the Medford-Ashland Air Quality Maintenance Area, and the
Salem-Keizer Area Transportation Study area, “gasoline dispensing facili-
ty” includes any stationary facility which dispenses gasoline into the fuel
tank of an airplane. 

(14) “Hazardous Air Pollutant” (HAP) means an air pollutant listed
by the EPA pursuant to section 112(b) of the FCAA or determined by the
Commission to cause, or reasonably be anticipated to cause, adverse effects
to human health or the environment. 

(15) “Major Source” means any stationary source or group of station-
ary sources located within a contiguous area and under common control
that emits or has the potential to emit considering controls, in the aggregate,
10 tons per year or more of any hazardous air pollutant or 25 tons per year
or more of any combination of hazardous air pollutants. The EPA may
establish a lesser quantity, or in the case of radionuclides different criteria,
for a major source on the basis of the potency of the air pollutant, persist-
ence, potential for bioaccumulation, other characteristics of the air pollu-
tant, or other relevant factors. 

(16) “Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT)” means an
emission standard applicable to major sources of hazardous air pollutants
that requires the maximum degree of reduction in emissions deemed
achievable for either new or existing sources. 

(17) “Monthly throughput” means the total volume of gasoline that is
loaded into, or dispensed from, all gasoline storage tanks at each GDF dur-
ing a month. Monthly throughput is calculated by summing the volume of
gasoline loaded into, or dispensed from, all gasoline storage tanks at each
GDF during the current day, plus the total volume of gasoline loaded into,
or dispensed from, all gasoline storage tanks at each GDF during the pre-
vious 364 days, and then dividing that sum by 12. 

(18) “Motor vehicle” means any self-propelled vehicle designed for
transporting persons or property on a street or highway. 

(19) “Nonroad engine” means an internal combustion engine (includ-
ing the fuel system) that is not used in a motor vehicle or a vehicle used
solely for competition, or that is not subject to standards promulgated under
section 7411 of this title or section 7521 of this title. 

(20) “Nonroad vehicle” means a vehicle that is powered by a nonroad
engine, and that is not a motor vehicle or a vehicle used solely for compe-
tition. 

(21) “New Source” means a stationary source, the construction of
which is commenced after proposal of a federal MACT or January 3, 1993
of this Division, whichever is earlier. 

(22) “Potential to Emit” means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit any air pollutant under its physical and operational design.
Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of a source to emit
an air pollutant, including air pollution control equipment and restrictions
on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material combusted,
stored, or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation is
enforceable by the EPA. This section does not alter or affect the use of this
section for any other purposes under the Act, or the term “capacity factor”
as used in Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Secondary emissions shall not be considered in determining the potential to
emit of a source. 

(23) “Reconstruct a Major Source” means the replacement of compo-
nents at an existing process or production unit that in and of itself emits or
has the potential to emit 10 tons per year of any HAP or 25 tons per year of
any combination of HAP, whenever: the fixed capital cost of the new com-
ponents exceeds 50 percent of the fixed capital cost that would be required
to construct a comparable process or production unit; and; it is technically
and economically feasible for the reconstructed major source to meet the
applicable maximum achievable control technology emission limitation for
new sources established under 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart B. 

(24) “Regulated Air Pollutant” as used in this Division means: 
(a) Any pollutant listed under OAR 340-244-0040; or 
(b) Any pollutant that is subject to a standard promulgated pursuant to

Section 129 of the Act. 
(25) “Section 112(n)” means that subsection of the FCAA that

includes requirements for the EPA to conduct studies on the hazards to pub-
lic health prior to developing emissions standards for specified categories
of hazardous air pollutant emission sources. 

(26) “Section 112(r)” means that subsection of the FCAA that
includes requirements for the EPA promulgate regulations for the preven-
tion, detection and correction of accidental releases. 

(27) “Solid Waste Incineration Unit” as used in this Division shall
have the same meaning as given in Section 129(g) of the FCAA. 

(28) “Stationary Source”, as used in OAR 340 division 244, means
any building, structure, facility, or installation which emits or may emit any
regulated air pollutant; 

(29) “Submerged filling” means the filling of a gasoline storage tank
through a submerged fill pipe whose discharge is no more than the appli-
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cable distance specified in OAR 340-244-0240(3) from the bottom of the
tank. Bottom filling of gasoline storage tanks is included in this definition. 

(30) “Topping off” means, in the absence of equipment malfunction,
continuing to fill a gasoline tank after the nozzle has clicked off. 

(31) “Vapor balance system” means a combination of pipes and hoses
that create a closed system between the vapor spaces of an unloading gaso-
line cargo tank and a receiving storage tank such that vapors displaced from
the storage tank are transferred to the gasoline cargo tank being unloaded. 

(32) “Vapor-tight” means equipment that allows no loss of vapors.
Compliance with vapor-tight requirements can be determined by checking
to ensure that the concentration at a potential leak source is not equal to or
greater than 100 percent of the Lower Explosive Limit when measured with
a combustible gas detector, calibrated with propane, at a distance of 1 inch
from the source. 

(33) “Vapor-tight gasoline cargo tank” means a gasoline cargo tank
which has demonstrated within the 12 preceding months that it meets the
annual certification test requirements in 40 CFR 63.11092(f). 

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.] 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020 & 468A.025 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.040 
Hist.: DEQ 13-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-93; DEQ 18-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 24-
1994, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-94; DEQ 22-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-95; DEQ 26-1996, f. & cert.
ef. 11-26-96; DEQ 20-1997, f. & cert. ef. 9-25-97; DEQ 18-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-5-98; DEQ
14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-032-0120; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert.
ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert. ef. 3-14-06; DEQ 13-2006, f. & cert. ef. 12-22-06; DEQ
15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 1-2011, f. & cert.
ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

340-244-0220 
Federal Regulations Adopted by Reference

(1) Except as provided in sections (2) and (3) of this rule, 40 CFR Part
61, Subparts A, C through F, J, L, N through P, V, Y, BB, and FF and 40
CFR Part 63, Subparts A, F through J, L through O, Q through U, W
through Y, AA through EE, GG through MM, OO through YY, CCC
through EEE, GGG through JJJ, LLL through RRR, TTT through VVV,
XXX, AAAA, CCCC through KKKK, MMMM through YYYY, AAAAA
through NNNNN, PPPPP through UUUUU, WWWWW , YYYYY,
ZZZZZ, BBBBBB, DDDDDD through HHHHHH, LLLLLL through
TTTTTT, VVVVVV through EEEEEEE, and HHHHHHH are adopted by
reference and incorporated herein, and 40 CFR Part 63, Subparts ZZZZ and
JJJJJJ are by this reference adopted and incorporated herein only for
sources required to have a Title V or ACDP permit. 

(2) Where “Administrator” or “EPA” appears in 40 CFR Part 61 or
63, “DEQ” is substituted, except in any section of 40 CFR Part 61 or 63,
for which a federal rule or delegation specifically indicates that authority
will not be delegated to the state. 

(3) 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart M — Dry Cleaning Facilities using
Perchloroethylene: The exemptions in 40 CFR 63.320(d) and (e) do not
apply. 

(4) 40 CFR Part 61 Subparts adopted by this rule are titled as follows: 
(a) Subpart A — General Provisions; 
(b) Subpart C — Beryllium; 
(c) Subpart D — Beryllium Rocket Motor Firing; 
(d) Subpart E — Mercury; 
(e) Subpart F — Vinyl Chloride; 
(f) Subpart J — Equipment Leaks (Fugitive Emission Sources) of

Benzene; 
(g) Subpart L — Benzene Emissions from Coke By-Product

Recovery Plants; 
(h) Subpart N — Inorganic Arsenic Emissions from Glass

Manufacturing Plants; 
(i) Subpart O — Inorganic Arsenic Emissions from Primary Copper

Smelters; 
(j) Subpart P — Inorganic Arsenic Emissions from Arsenic Trioxide

and Metal Arsenic Facilities; 
(k) Subpart V — Equipment Leaks (Fugitive Emission Sources); 
(l) Subpart Y — Benzene Emissions from Benzene Storage Vessels; 
(m) Subpart BB — Benzene Emissions from Benzene Transfer

Operations; and 
(n) Subpart FF — Benzene Waste Operations. 
(5) 40 CFR Part 63 Subparts adopted by this rule are titled as follows: 
(a) Subpart A — General Provisions; 
(b) Subpart F — SOCMI; 
(c) Subpart G — SOCMI — Process Vents, Storage Vessels, Transfer

Operations, and Wastewater; 
(d) Subpart H — SOCMI — Equipment Leaks; 
(e) Subpart I — Certain Processes Subject to the Negotiated

Regulation for Equipment Leaks; 

(f) Subpart J — Polyvinyl Chloride and Copolymers Production; 
(g) Subpart L — Coke Oven Batteries; 
(h) Subpart M — Perchloroethylene Air Emission Standards for Dry

Cleaning Facilities; 
(i) Subpart N — Chromium Emissions from Hard and Decorative

Chromium Electroplating and Chromium Anodizing Tanks; 
(j) Subpart O — Ethylene Oxide Emissions Standards for

Sterilization Facilities; 
(k) Subpart Q — Industrial Process Cooling Towers; 
(l) Subpart R — Gasoline Distribution (Bulk Gasoline Terminals and

Pipeline Breakout Stations); 
(m) Subpart S — Pulp and Paper Industry; 
(n) Subpart T — Halogenated Solvent Cleaning; 
(o) Subpart U — Group I Polymers and Resins; 
(p) Subpart W — Epoxy Resins and Non-Nylon Polyamides

Production; 
(q) Subpart X — Secondary Lead Smelting; 
(r) Subpart Y — Marine Tank Vessel Loading Operations; 
(s) Subpart AA — Phosphoric Acid Manufacturing Plants; 
(t) Subpart BB — Phosphate Fertilizer Production Plants; 
(u) Subpart CC — Petroleum Refineries; 
(v) Subpart DD — Off-Site Waste and Recovery Operations; 
(w) Subpart EE — Magnetic Tape Manufacturing Operations; 
(x) Subpart GG — Aerospace Manufacturing and Rework Facilities; 
(y) Subpart HH — Oil and Natural Gas Production Facilities; 
(z) Subpart II — Shipbuilding and Ship Repair (Surface Coating); 
(aa) Subpart JJ — Wood Furniture Manufacturing Operations; 
(bb) Subpart KK — Printing and Publishing Industry; 
(cc) Subpart LL — Primary Aluminum Reduction Plants; 
(dd) Subpart MM — Chemical Recovery Combustion Sources at

Kraft, Soda, Sulfite and Stand-Alone Semi-Chemical Pulp Mills; 
(ee) Subpart OO — Tanks — Level 1; 
(ff) Subpart PP — Containers; 
(gg) Subpart QQ — Surface Impoundments; 
(hh) Subpart RR — Individual Drain Systems; 
(ii) Subpart SS — Closed Vent Systems, Control Devices, Recovery

Devices and Routing to a Fuel Gas System or a Process; 
(jj) Subpart TT — Equipment Leaks — Control Level 1; 
(kk) Subpart UU — Equipment Leaks — Control Level 2; 
(ll) Subpart VV — Oil-Water Separators and Organic-Water

Separators; 
(mm) Subpart WW — Storage Vessels (Tanks) — Control Level 2; 
(nn) Subpart XX — Ethylene Manufacturing Process Units: Heat

Exchange Systems and Waste Operations; 
(oo) Subpart YY — Generic Maximum Achievable Control

Technology Standards; 
(pp) Subpart CCC — Steel Pickling — HCl Process Facilities and

Hydrochloric Acid Regeneration Plants; 
(qq) Subpart DDD — Mineral Wool Production; 
(rr) Subpart EEE — Hazardous Waste Combustors; 
(ss) Subpart GGG — Pharmaceuticals Production; 
(tt) Subpart HHH — Natural Gas Transmission and Storage Facilities; 
(uu) Subpart III — Flexible Polyurethane Foam Production; 
(vv) Subpart JJJ — Group IV Polymers and Resins; 
(ww) Subpart LLL — Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry; 
(xx) Subpart MMM — Pesticide Active Ingredient Production; 
(yy) Subpart NNN — Wool Fiberglass Manufacturing; 
(zz) Subpart OOO — Manufacture of Amino/Phenolic Resins; 
(aaa) Subpart PPP — Polyether Polyols Production; 
(bbb) Subpart QQQ — Primary Copper Smelting; 
(ccc) Subpart RRR — Secondary Aluminum Production; 
(ddd) Subpart TTT — Primary Lead Smelting; 
(eee) Subpart UUU — Petroleum Refineries — Catalytic Cracking

Units, Catalytic Reforming Units, and Sulfur Recovery Units; 
(fff) Subpart VVV — Publicly Owned Treatment Works; 
(ggg) Subpart XXX — Ferroalloys Production: Ferromanganese and

Silicomanganese; 
(hhh) Subpart AAAA — Municipal Solid Waste Landfills; 
(iii) Subpart CCCC — Manufacturing of Nutritional Yeast; 
(jjj) Subpart DDDD — Plywood and Composite Wood Products; 
(kkk) Subpart EEEE — Organic Liquids Distribution (non-gasoline); 
(lll) Subpart FFFF — Miscellaneous Organic Chemical

Manufacturing; 
(mmm) Subpart GGGG — Solvent Extraction for Vegetable Oil

Production; 
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(nnn) Subpart HHHH — Wet Formed Fiberglass Mat Production; 
(ooo) Subpart IIII — Surface Coating of Automobiles and Light-Duty

Trucks; 
(ppp) Subpart JJJJ — Paper and Other Web Coating; 
(qqq) Subpart KKKK — Surface Coating of Metal Cans; 
(rrr) Subpart MMMM — Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal

Parts and Products; 
(sss) Subpart NNNN — Surface Coating of Large Appliances; 
(ttt) Subpart OOOO — Printing, Coating, and Dyeing of Fabrics and

Other Textiles; 
(uuu) Subpart PPPP — Surface Coating of Plastic Parts and Products; 
(vvv) Subpart QQQQ — Surface Coating of Wood Building Products; 
(www) Subpart RRRR — Surface Coating of Metal Furniture; 
(xxx) Subpart SSSS — Surface Coating of Metal Coil; 
(yyy) Subpart TTTT — Leather Finishing Operations; 
(zzz) Subpart UUUU — Cellulose Production Manufacturing; 
(aaaa) Subpart VVVV — Boat Manufacturing; 
(bbbb) Subpart WWWW — Reinforced Plastics Composites

Production; 
(cccc) Subpart XXXX — Rubber Tire Manufacturing; 
(dddd) Subpart YYYY — Stationary Combustion Turbines; 
(eeee) Subpart ZZZZ — Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines

(adopted only for sources required to have a Title V or ACDP permit);
(ffff) Subpart AAAAA — Lime Manufacturing; 
(gggg) Subpart BBBBB — Semiconductor Manufacturing; 
(hhhh) Subpart CCCCC — Coke Ovens: Pushing, Quenching &

Battery Stacks; 
(iiii) Subpart DDDDD – Industrial, Commercial, and Institutional

Boilers and Process Heaters;
(jjjj) Subpart EEEEE — Iron and Steel Foundries; 
(kkkk) Subpart FFFFF — Integrated Iron and Steel Manufacturing

Facilities; 
(llll) Subpart GGGGG — Site Remediation; 
(mmmm) Subpart HHHHH — Misc. Coating Manufacturing; 
(nnnn) Subpart IIIII — Mercury Cell Chlor-Alkali Plants; 
(oooo) Subpart JJJJJ — Brick and Structural Clay Products

Manufacturing; 
(pppp) Subpart KKKKK — Clay Ceramics Manufacturing; 
(qqqq) Subpart LLLLL — Asphalt Processing & Asphalt Roofing

Manufacturing; 
(rrrr) Subpart MMMMM — Flexible Polyurethane Foam Fabrication

Operations; 
(ssss) Subpart NNNNN — Hydrochloric Acid Production; 
(tttt) Subpart PPPPP — Engine Tests Cells/Stands; 
(uuuu) Subpart QQQQQ — Friction Materials Manufacturing

Facilities; 
(vvvv) Subpart RRRRR — Taconite Iron Ore Processing; 
(wwww) Subpart SSSSS — Refractory Products Manufacturing; 
(xxxx) Subpart TTTTT — Primary Magnesium Refining; 
(yyyy) Subpart UUUUU — Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility

Steam Generating Units; 
(zzzz) Subpart WWWWW — Area Sources: Hospital Ethylene Oxide

Sterilization; 
(aaaaa) Subpart YYYYY — Area Sources: Electric Arc Furnace

Steelmaking Facilities; 
(bbbbb) Subpart ZZZZZ — Area Sources: Iron and Steel Foundries; 
(ccccc) Subpart BBBBBB — Area Sources: Gasoline Distribution

Bulk Terminals, Bulk Plants, and Pipeline Facilities; 
(ddddd) Subpart DDDDDD — Area Sources: Polyvinyl Chloride and

Copolymers Production; 
(eeeee) Subpart EEEEEE — Area Sources: Primary Copper Smelting; 
(fffff) Subpart FFFFFF — Area Sources: Secondary Copper

Smelting; 
(ggggg) Subpart GGGGGG — Area Sources: Primary Nonferrous

Metals — Zinc, Cadmium, and Beryllium; 
(hhhhh) Subpart HHHHHH — Area Sources: Paint Stripping and

Miscellaneous Surface Coating Operations; 
(iiiii) Subpart JJJJJJ — Area Sources: Industrial, Commercial, and

Institutional Boilers (adopted only for sources required to have a Title V or
ACDP permit);

(jjjjj) Subpart LLLLLL — Area Sources: Acrylic and Modacrylic
Fibers Production; 

(kkkkk) Subpart MMMMMM — Area Sources: Carbon Black
Production; 

(lllll) Subpart NNNNNN — Area Sources: Chemical Manufacturing:
Chromium Compounds; 

(mmmmm) Subpart OOOOOO — Area Sources: Flexible
Polyurethane Foam Production; 

(nnnnn) Subpart PPPPPP — Area Sources: Lead Acid Battery
Manufacturing; 

(ooooo) Subpart QQQQQQ — Area Sources: Wood Preserving; 
(ppppp) Subpart RRRRRR — Area Sources: Clay Ceramics

Manufacturing; 
(qqqqq) Subpart SSSSSS — Area Sources: Glass Manufacturing; 
(rrrrr) Subpart TTTTTT — Area Sources: Secondary Nonferrous

Metals Processing; 
(sssss) Subpart VVVVVV – Area Sources: Chemical Manufacturing; 
(ttttt) Subpart WWWWWW — Area Source: Plating and Polishing

Operations; 
(uuuuu) Subpart XXXXXX — Area Source: Nine Metal Fabrication

and Finishing Source Categories; 
(vvvvv) Subpart YYYYYY — Area Sources: Ferroalloys Production

Facilities; 
(wwwww) Subpart ZZZZZZ — Area Sources: Aluminum, Copper,

and Other Nonferrous Foundries; 
(xxxxx) Subpart AAAAAAA – Area Sources: Asphalt Processing and

Asphalt Roofing Manufacturing; 
(yyyyy) Subpart BBBBBBB — Area Sources: Chemical Preparations

Industry; 
(zzzzz) Subpart CCCCCCC — Area Sources: Paints and Allied

Products Manufacturing; 
(aaaaaa) Subpart DDDDDDD — Area Sources: Prepared Feeds

Manufacturing; 
(bbbbbb) Subpart EEEEEEE — Area Sources: Gold Mine Ore

Processing and Production; 
(cccccc) Subpart HHHHHHH — Polyvinyl Chloride and Copolymers

Production. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 468.020
Stats. Implemented: ORS 468A.025
Hist.: [DEQ 16-1995, f. & cert. ef. 6-21-95; DEQ 28-1996, f. & cert. ef. 12-19-96; DEQ 18-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-5-98]; [DEQ 18-1993, f. & cert. ef. 11-4-93; DEQ 32-1994, f. & cert.
ef. 12-22-94]; DEQ 14-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-99, Renumbered from 340-032-0510, 340-
032-5520; DEQ 11-2000, f. & cert. ef. 7-27-00; DEQ 15-2001, f. & cert. ef. 12-26-01; DEQ
4-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-06-03; DEQ 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-10-05; DEQ 2-2006, f. & cert. ef.
3-14-06; DEQ 15-2008, f. & cert. ef 12-31-08; DEQ 8-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-16-09; DEQ 1-
2011, f. & cert. ef. 2-24-11; DEQ 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-13; DEQ 8-2015, f. & cert. ef.
4-17-15

Department of Fish and Wildlife
Chapter 635

Rule Caption: 2015 Commercial Spring Fisheries for Columbia
River Select Areas Modified.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 29-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-21-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-21-15 thru 7-30-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-042-0145, 635-042-0160, 635-042-0170, 635-
042-0180
Rules Suspended: 635-042-0145(T), 635-042-0160(T), 635-042-
0170(T), 635-042-0180(T)
Subject: These amended rules modify seasons previously set for
spring commercial fisheries in the Columbia River Select Areas. Rule
revisions are consistent with action taken April 20, 2015 by the Ore-
gon and Washington Departments of Fish and Wildlife at a meeting
of the Columbia River Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-042-0145
Youngs Bay Salmon Season

(1) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes during
open 2015 fishing periods in waters of Youngs Bay as described below.
Retention and sale of white sturgeon is prohibited.

(a) The 2015 open fishing periods are established in three segments
categorized as the winter fishery, subsection (1)(a)(A); the spring fishery,
subsection (1)(a)(B); and summer fishery, subsection (1)(a)(C), as follows:

(A) Winter Season: Open Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays
from February 9 through March 9 (13 days). Open hours are from 6:00 a.m.
to midnight (18 hours) on Mondays and Thursdays, and 6:00 a.m. to 6:00
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p.m. (12 hours) on Wednesdays. Beginning March 11 the following open
periods apply:

Wednesday, March 11, 8:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m. (8 hrs.);
Thursday, March 12, 8:00 a.m. –4:00 p.m. (8 hrs.);
Monday, March 16, noon–8:00 p.m. (8 hrs.);
Wednesday, March 18, 6:00 p.m. –10:00 p.m. (4 hrs.);
Thursday, March 19, 7:00 p.m. –11:00 p.m. (4 hrs.); and
Monday, March 23, 9:00 a.m. –1:00 p.m. (4 hrs.).
(B) Spring Season: Open during the following periods:
Tuesday, April 28, 3:00 p.m. –7:00 p.m. (4 hrs.);
Thursday, April 30, 4:00 p.m. –8:00 p.m. (4 hrs.);
Tuesday, May 5, 7:00 p.m. –11:00 p.m. (4 hrs.);
Thursday, May 7, 8:00 p.m. –12:00 a.m. (midnight, 4 hrs.); and
Noon Monday through Noon Friday (4 days/week) from May 11 through June 12 (20
days).
(C) Summer Season: Beginning June 16 the following open periods

apply:
Noon Tuesday, June 16 through Noon Friday, June 19 (3 days);
Noon Mondays through Noon Fridays, June 22–July 3 (8 days);
Noon Monday, July 6 through Noon Thursday, July 9 (3 days); and
Noon Tuesdays through Noon Thursdays, July 14 through July 30 (6 days).
(b) For the winter fisheries, the waters of Youngs Bay from the

Highway 101 Bridge upstream to the upper boundary markers at the con-
fluence of the Klaskanine and Youngs rivers including the lower Walluski
River upstream to the Highway 202 Bridge are open. Those waters souther-
ly of the alternate Highway 101 Bridge (Lewis and Clark River) are closed.
For the spring and summer fisheries the fishing area is identified as the
waters of Youngs Bay from the Highway 101 Bridge upstream to the upper
boundary markers at the confluence of the Klaskanine and Youngs rivers
and includes th lower Walluski River upstream to Highway 202 Bridge and
the lower Lewis and Clark River upstream to the overhead power lines
immediately upstream of Barrett Slough.

(2) Gill nets may not exceed 1,500 feet (250 fathoms) in length and
weight may not exceed two pounds per any fathom except the use of addi-
tional weights and/or anchors attached directly to the leadline is allowed
upstream of markers located approximately 200 yards upstream of the
mouth of the Walluski River during all Youngs Bay commercial fisheries
and upstream of the alternate Highway 101 Bridge in the Lewis and Clark
River during the spring and summer seasons. A red cork must be placed on
the corkline every 25 fathoms as measured from the first mesh of the net.
Red corks at 25-fathom intervals must be in color contrast to the corks used
in the remainder of the net.

(a) It is unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is less than
7 inches during the winter season. It is unlawful to use a gill net having a
mesh size that is more than 9.75 inches during the spring and summer sea-
sons.

(b) Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be
onboard a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net
on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with
a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inch-
es or greater.

(3) Non-resident commercial fishing and boat licenses are not
required for Washington fishers participating in Youngs Bay commercial
fisheries. A valid fishing and boat license issued by the state of Washington
is considered adequate for participation in this fishery. The open area for
non-resident commercial fishers includes all areas open for commercial
fishing.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 32-1979, f. & ef. 8-22-79; FWC 28-1980, f. & ef. 6-23-80; FWC 42-1980(Temp),
f. & ef. 8-22-80; FWC 30-1981, f. & ef. 8-14-81; FWC 42-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 11-5-81;
FWC 54-1982, f. & ef. 8-17-82; FWC 37-1983, f. & ef. 8-18-83; FWC 61-1983(Temp), f. &
ef. 10-19-83; FWC 42-1984, f. & ef. 8-20-84; FWC 39-1985, f. & ef. 8-15-85; FWC 37-
1986, f. & ef. 8-11-86; FWC 72-1986(Temp), f. & ef. 10-31-86; FWC 64-1987, f. & ef. 8-7-
87; FWC 73-1988, f. & cert. ef. 8-19-88; FWC 55-1989(Temp), f. 8-7-89, cert. ef. 8-20-89;
FWC 82-1990(Temp), f. 8-14-90, cert. ef. 8-19-90; FWC 86-1991, f. 8-7-91, cert. ef. 8-18-
91; FWC 123-1991(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-21-91; FWC 30-1992(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-27-
92; FWC 35-1992(Temp), f. 5-22-92, cert. ef. 5-25-92; FWC 74-1992 (Temp), f. 8-10-92,
cert. ef. 8-16-92; FWC 28-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-26-93; FWC 48-1993, f. 8-6-93, cert.
ef. 8-9-93; FWC 21-1994(Temp), f. 4-22-94, cert. ef. 4-25-94; FWC 51-1994, f. 8-19-94,
cert. ef. 8-22-94; FWC 64-1994(Temp), f. 9-14-94, cert. ef. 9-15-94; FWC 66-1994(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 9-20-94; FWC 27-1995, f. 3-29-95, cert. ef. 4-1-95; FWC 48-1995(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 6-5-95; FWC 66-1995, f. 8-22-95, cert. ef. 8-27-95; FWC 69-1995, f. 8-25-95, cert.
ef. 8-27-95; FWC 8-1995, f. 2-28-96, cert. ef. 3-1-96; FWC 37-1996(Temp), f. 6-11-96, cert.
ef. 6-12-96; FWC 41-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-96; FWC 45-1996(Temp), f. 8-16-96, cert. ef.
8-19-96; FWC 54-1996(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-23-96; FWC 4-1997, f. & cert. ef. 1-30-97;
FWC 47-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-15-97; DFW 8-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-5-98 thru 2-28-98;
DFW 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 3-3-98; DFW 18-1998(Temp), f. 3-9-98, cert. ef. 3-11-98 thru 3-
31-98; DFW 60-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-7-98 thru 8-21-98; DFW 67-1998, f. & cert. ef.
8-24-98; DFW 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 2-26-99; DFW 52-1999(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-2-99
thru 8-6-99; DFW 55-1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 9-2000, f. & cert. ef. 2-25-00; DFW
42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-6-01; DFW 66-2001(Temp), f. 8-
2-01, cert. ef. 8-6-01 thru 8-14-01; DFW 76-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-20-01 thru 10-31-
01; DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 15-2002(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 2-20-02 thru 8-18-02; DFW 82-2002(Temp), f. 8-5-02, cert. ef. 8-7-02 thru 9-1-02;
DFW 96-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-26-02 thru 12-31-02; DFW 12-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-

14-03; DFW 17-2003(Temp), f. 2-27-03, cert. ef. 3-1-03 thru 8-1-03; DFW 32-2003(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 4-23-03 thru 8-1-03; DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-03 thru 10-1-03;
DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 37-2003(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-7-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW
89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-9-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-
04; DFW 19-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-12-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 22-2004(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 3-18-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 28-2004(Temp), f. 4-8-04 cert. ef. 4-12-04 thru 4-15-04;
DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 44-2004(Temp), f. 5-17-
04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert. ef. 8-3-04 thru 12-
31-04; DFW 109-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert.
ef. 2-14-05; DFW 15-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 3-15-05 thru 3-21-05; Administrative correction 4-20-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 28-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-28-05 thru 6-16-05;
DFW 37-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-5-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 40-2005(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 46-2005(Temp), f. 5-17-05, cert. ef. 5-18-05 thru 10-16-05;
DFW 73-2005(Temp), f. 7-8-05, cert. ef. 7-11-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 77-2005(Temp), f. 7-
14-05, cert. ef. 7-18-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 85-2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef. 8-3-05 thru
12-31-05; DFW 109-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 110-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05, cert. ef.
10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 120-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-20-06;
DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 14-2006(Temp), f. 3-15-06, cert. ef. 3-16-06 thru
7-27-06; DFW 15-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-23-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 17-2006(Temp), f.
3-29-06, cert. ef. 3-30-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 29-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-16-06 thru 7-
31-06; DFW 32-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-30-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 52-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-28-06 thru 7-27-06;
DFW 73-2006(Temp), f. 8-1-06, cert. ef. 8-2-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-
15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 119-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06 thru 12-
31-06; Administrative correction 1-16-07; DFW 7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07
thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07; DFW 13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-
07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 16-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-14-07 thru 9-9-07; DFW 25-
2007(Temp), f. 4-17-07, cert. ef. 4-18-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 45-2007(Temp), f. 6-15-07,
cert. ef. 6-25-07 thru 7-31-07; DFW 50-2007(Temp), f. 6-29-07, cert. ef. 7-4-07 thru 7-31-
07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-07; DFW 108-2007(Temp),
f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative correction 1-24-08; DFW 6-
2008(Temp), f. 1-29-08, cert. ef. 1-31-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 16-2008(Temp), f. 2-26-08,
cert. ef. 3-2-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 30-2008(Temp), f. 3-27-08, cert. ef. 3-30-08 thru 8-28-
08; DFW 48-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08; DFW 85-2008(Temp), f. 7-24-08, cert. ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-
08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f. 9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-31-08; Administrative correc-
tion 1-23-09; DFW 12-2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 24-
2009(Temp), f. 3-10-09, cert. ef. 3-11-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 49-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09,
cert. ef 5-17-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert. ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09;
DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert. ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09; Administrative correction
11-19-09; DFW 17-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-22-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 20-2010(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 2-26-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 30-2010(Temp), f. 3-11-10, cert. ef. 3-14-10 thru 7-
31-10; DFW 35-2010(Temp), f. 3-23-10, cert. ef. 3-24-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 40-
2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-1-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 46-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10
thru 7-31-10; DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-4-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 69-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10;
DFW 113-2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert. ef. 8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 9-10-10 thru 10-31-10; Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f.
2-10-11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-
2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 35-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-
28-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 46-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 52-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 76-2011(Temp), f. 6-24-11, cert. ef. 6-
27-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 106-2011(Temp), f. 8-2-11, cert. ef. 8-3-11 thru 10-31-11; DFW
121-2011(Temp), f. 8-29-11, cert. ef. 9-5-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction, 11-18-
11; DFW 12-2012(Temp), f. 2-8-12, cert. ef. 2-12-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 24-2012(Temp), f.
3-15-12, cert. ef. 3-18-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 26-2012(Temp), f. 3-20-12, cert. ef. 3-21-12
thru 7-31-12; DFW 27-2012(Temp), f. 3-27-12, cert. ef. 3-29-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 28-
2012(Temp), f. 3-30-12, cert. ef. 4-1-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 30-2012(Temp), f. 4-4-12, cert.
ef. 4-5-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 36-2012(Temp), f. 4-16-12, cert. ef. 4-19-12 thru 7-31-12;
DFW 82-2012(Temp), f. 6-29-12, cert. ef. 7-2-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 96-2012(Temp), f. 7-
30-12, cert. ef. 8-1-12 thru 10-31-12; Administrative correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-
2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef. 2-11-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 22-2013(Temp), f. 3-12-13, cert.
ef. 3-13-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 34-2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13, cert. ef. 5-15-13 thru 7-31-13;
DFW 36-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-22-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 44-2013(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 5-29-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 82-2013(Temp), f. 7-29-13, cert. ef. 7-31-13 thru 10-31-13;
DFW 87-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-9-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW 109-2013(Temp), f. 9-27-13,
cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative correction, 11-22-13; DFW 8-2014(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 18-2014(Temp), f. 3-7-14, cert. ef. 3-10-14 thru 7-30-
14; DFW 25-2014(Temp), f. 3-13-14, cert. ef. 3-17-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 32-2014(Temp),
f. 4-21-14, cert. ef. 4-22-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 35-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 39-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14, cert. ef. 5-8-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 45-2014(Temp),
f. 5-14-14, cert. ef. 5-20-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 51-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-28-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 55-2014(Temp), f. 6-3-14, cert. ef. 6-4-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 104-2014(Temp),
f. 8-4-14, cert. ef. 8-5-14 thru 10-31-14; Administrative correction 11-24-14; DFW 10-
2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 17-2015(Temp), f. 3-5-15, cert.
ef. 3-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 21-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-24-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 29-
2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-30-15

635-042-0160
Blind Slough and Knappa Slough Select Area Salmon Season

(1) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes during
open 2015 fishing periods described as the winter fishery and the spring
fishery in subsections (1)(a)(A) and (1)(a)(B) respectively, of this rule in
those waters of Blind Slough and Knappa Slough. Retention and sale of
white sturgeon is prohibited. The following restrictions apply:

(a) The open fishing periods are established in segments categorized
as the winter fishery in Blind Slough and Knappa Slough in subsection
(1)(a)(A), the winter fishery in Blind Slough only in subsection (1)(a)(B),
and the spring fishery in Blind Slough and Knappa Slough in subsections
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(1)(a)(C) and (1)(a)(D). The seasons are open nightly from 7:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m. the following morning (12 hours), as follows:

(A) Blind Slough and Knappa Slough: Monday and Thursday nights
beginning Monday, February 9 through Friday, March 20 (12 nights);

(B) Blind Slough Only: Monday and Thursday nights beginning
Monday, March 23 through Tuesday, March 31 (3 nights);

(C) Blind Slough and Knappa Slough Tuesday and Thursday nights
beginning Tuesday, April 28 through Friday, May 1 (2 nights); and

(D) Blind Slough and Knappa Slough Monday and Thursday nights
beginning Monday, May 4 through Friday, June 12 (12 nights).

(b) The fishing areas for the winter and spring seasons are:
(A) Blind Slough are those waters from markers at the mouth of Blind

Slough upstream to markers at the mouth of Gnat Creek which is located
approximately 1/2 mile upstream of the county road bridge.

(B) Knappa Slough are all waters bounded by a line from the norther-
ly most marker at the mouth of Blind Slough westerly to a marker on
Karlson Island downstream to a north-south line defined by a marker on the
eastern end of Minaker Island to markers on Karlson Island and the Oregon
shore.

(C) During the period from May 4 through June 12, the Knappa
Slough fishing area extends downstream to the boundary lines defined by
markers on the west end of Minaker Island to markers on Karlson Island
and the Oregon shore.

(c) Gear restrictions are as follows:
(A) During the winter and spring fisheries, outlined above in subsec-

tions (1)(a)(A), (1)(a)(B), (1)(a)(C) and (1)(a)(D), gill nets may not exceed
100 fathoms in length with no weight limit on the lead line. The attachment
of additional weight and/or anchors directly to the lead line is permitted.

(B) It is unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is less than
7-inches during the winter fishery or greater than 9.75-inches during the
spring fishery.

(C) Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be
onboard a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net
on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with
a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inch-
es or greater.

(2) Oregon licenses are required in the open waters upstream from the
railroad bridge.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 46-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-23-96; FWC 48-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-97; DFW 15-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 3-3-98; DFW 67-1998, f. & cert. ef. 8-24-98; DFW 86-1998(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 10-28-98 thru 10-30-98; DFW 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 2-26-99; DFW 48-1999(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 6-24-99 thru 7-2-99; DFW 55-1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 9-2000, f. &
cert. ef. 2-25-00; DFW 42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 65-2000(Temp) f. 9-22-00, cert.
ef. 9-25-00 thru 12-31-00; DFW 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-6-01; DFW 84-2001(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 8-29-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 86-2001, f. & cert. ef. 9-4-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 89-
2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-14-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-
26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 14-2002(Temp), f. 2-13-02, cert. ef. 2-18-02 thru 8-17-02; DFW
96-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-26-02 thru 12-31-02; DFW 12-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-03;
DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-03,
cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW
89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-9-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-
04; DFW 19-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-12-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 22-2004(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 3-18-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 28-2004(Temp), f. 4-8-04 cert. ef. 4-12-04 thru 4-15-04;
DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 44-2004(Temp), f. 5-17-
04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert. ef. 8-3-04 thru 12-
31-04; DFW 95-2004(Temp), f. 9-17-04, cert. ef. 9-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 109-
2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05; DFW
16-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-
15-05 thru 3-21-05; Administrative correction 4-20-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 28-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-28-05 thru 6-16-05; DFW 37-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-5-05
thru 10-16-05; DFW 40-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 85-
2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef. 8-3-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 109-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 110-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05, cert. ef. 10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 120-2005(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-
05; Administrative correction 1-20-06; DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 14-
2006(Temp), f. 3-15-06, cert. ef. 3-16-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 16-2006(Temp), f. 3-23-06 &
cert. ef. 3-26-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 18-2006(Temp), f. 3-29-06, cert. ef. 4-2-06 thru 7-27-
06; DFW 20-2006(Temp), f. 4-7-06, cert. ef. 4-9-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 32-2006(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-30-06 thru 7-31-06;
DFW 75-2006(Temp), f. 8-8-06, cert. ef. 9-5-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 92-2006(Temp), f. 9-
1-06, cert. ef. 9-5-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 98-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-12-06 thru 12-31-
06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 119-
2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06 thru 12-31-06; Administrative correction 1-16-07; DFW
7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07;
DFW 13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 25-2007(Temp), f. 4-17-07,
cert. ef. 4-18-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-
07; DFW 108-2007(Temp), f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative cor-
rection 1-24-08; DFW 6-2008(Temp), f. 1-29-08, cert. ef. 1-31-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 16-
2008(Temp), f. 2-26-08, cert. ef. 3-2-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 48-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-
12-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08; DFW 85-
2008(Temp), f. 7-24-08, cert . ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 103(Temp), f. 8-26-08, cert. ef.
9-2-08 thru 10-31-08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f. 9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-31-08;

Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 12-2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09 thru
7-31-09; DFW 49-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09, cert. ef 5-17-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-
2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert. ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09; DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert.
ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09; Administrative correction 11-19-09; DFW 15-2010(Temp), f. 2-19-
10, cert. ef. 2-21-10 thru 6-11-10; DFW 46-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10 thru 7-31-10;
DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-4-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 69-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 113-
2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert. ef. 8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
9-10-10 thru 10-31-10; Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f. 2-10-
11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-
2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 44-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-
11-11 thru 6-10-11; Administrative correction 6-28-11; DFW 113-2011(Temp), f. 8-10-11,
cert. ef. 8-15-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction, 11-18-11; DFW 12-2012(Temp),
f. 2-8-12, cert. ef. 2-12-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 104-2012(Temp), f. 8-6-12, cert. ef. 8-13-12
thru 10-31-12; Administrative correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef.
2-11-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 24-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-21-13 thru 7-31-13;
Administrative correction, 8-21-13; DFW 91-2013(Temp), f. 8-22-13, cert. ef. 8-26-13 thru
10-31-13; DFW 110-2013(Temp), f. 9-27-13, cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative
correction, 11-22-13; DFW 8-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 35-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 39-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14, cert. ef. 5-
8-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 115-2014(Temp), f. 8-5-14, cert. ef. 8-18-14 thru 10-31-14; DFW
135-2014(Temp), f & cert. ef. 9-19-14 thru 10-31-14; Administrative correction 11-24-14;
DFW 10-2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 29-2015(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-30-15

635-042-0170
Tongue Point Basin and South Channel

(1) Tongue Point includes all waters bounded by a line extended from
the upstream (southern most) pier (#1) at the Tongue Point Job Corps facil-
ity through navigation marker #6 to Mott Island, a line from a marker at the
southeast end of Mott Island northeasterly to a marker on the northwest tip
of Lois Island, and a line from a marker on the southwest end of Lois Island
westerly to a marker on the Oregon shore.

(2) South Channel area includes all waters bounded by a line from a
marker on John Day Point through the green USCG buoy “7” to a marker
on the southwest end of Lois Island upstream to an upper boundary line
from a marker on Settler Point northwesterly to the flashing red USCG
marker #10, northwesterly to a marker on Burnside Island defining the
upstream terminus of South Channel.

(3) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes in those
waters of Tongue Point and South Channel as described in section (1) and
section (2) of this rule. Retention and sale of white sturgeon is prohibited.
The 2015 open fishing periods are:

Spring Season:
Tuesday, April 28 from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. (4 hours);
Thursday, April 30 from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. (4 hours);
Tuesday, May 5 from 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. (4 hours);
Thursday, May 7 from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. (midnight, 4 hours); and
Monday and Thursday nights from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. the following morning beginning
Monday, May 11 through Friday, June 12.
(4) Gear restrictions are as follows:
(a) In waters described in section (1) as Tongue Point basin, gill nets

may not exceed 250 fathoms in length and weight limit on the lead line is
not to exceed two pounds on any one fathom. It is unlawful to use a gill net
having a mesh size that is less than 7 inches during the winter season or
more than 9.75-inches during the spring season.

(b) In waters described in section (2) as South Channel, nets are
restricted to 250 fathoms in length with no weight restrictions on the lead
line. The attachment of additional weight and/or anchors directly to the lead
line is permitted. It is unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is
less than 7 inches during the winter season or more than 9.75 inches during
the spring season.

(c) Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be
onboard a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net
on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with
a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inch-
es or greater.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 46-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-23-96; FWC 48-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-97; FWC 61-
1997(Temp), f. 9-23-97, cert. ef. 9-24-97; DFW 15-1998, f. & cert. ef. 3-3-98; DFW 41-
1998(Temp), f. 5-28-98, cert. ef. 5-29-98; DFW 42-1998(Temp), f. 5-29-98, cert. ef. 5-31-98
thru 6-6-98; DFW 45-1998(Temp), f. 6-5-98, cert. ef. 6-6-98 thru 6-10-98; DFW 67-1998, f.
& cert. ef. 8-24-98; DFW 86-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-98 thru 10-30-98; DFW 10-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 2-26-99; DFW 55-1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 9-2000, f. & cert. ef. 2-25-
00; DFW 42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-6-01; DFW 84-
2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-29-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 89-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-14-
01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 15-
2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-20-02 thru 8-18-02; DFW 96-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-26-02
thru 12-31-02; DFW 12-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-03; DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-
24-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-
2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-
9-03 thru 12-31-03; Administrative correction 7-30-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert.
ef. 8-3-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 95-2004(Temp), f. 9-17-04, cert. ef. 9-19-04 thru 12-31-04;
DFW 109-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-
14-05; DFW 85-2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef. 8-3-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 109-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 110-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-
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05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05, cert. ef. 10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
120-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-20-06; DFW 76-2006(Temp), f. 8-8-06,
cert. ef. 9-5-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06 thru 12-
31-06; DFW 119-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06 thru 12-31-06; Administrative correc-
tion 1-16-07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-07; DFW 108-
2007(Temp), f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative Correction 1-24-
08; DFW 44-2008(Temp), f. 4-25-08, cert. ef. 4-28-08 thru 10-24-08; DFW 48-2008(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-12-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08;
DFW 85-2008(Temp), f. 7-24-08, cert. ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f.
9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-31-08; Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 12-
2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert.
ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09; DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert. ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09;
Administrative correction 11-19-09; DFW 29-2010(Temp), f. 3-9-10, cert. ef. 4-19-10 thru 6-
12-10; DFW 46-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-4-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW
69-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 113-2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert.
ef. 8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-10-10 thru 10-31-10;
Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f. 2-10-11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru
7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-
21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 44-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-11-11 thru 6-10-11; Administrative
correction 6-28-11; DFW 113-2011(Temp), f. 8-10-11, cert. ef. 8-15-11 thru 10-31-11; DFW
122-2011(Temp), f. 8-29-11, cert. ef. 9-19-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction, 11-
18-11; DFW 41-2012(Temp), f. 4-24-12, cert. ef. 4-26-12 thru 6-30-12; Administrative cor-
rection, 8-1-12; DFW 104-2012(Temp), f. 8-6-12, cert. ef. 8-13-12 thru 10-31-12;
Administrative correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef. 2-11-13 thru 7-
31-13; DFW 34-2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13, cert. ef. 5-15-13 thru 7-31-13; Administrative cor-
rection, 8-21-13; DFW 91-2013(Temp), f. 8-22-13, cert. ef. 8-26-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW
110-2013(Temp), f. 9-27-13, cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative correction, 11-
22-13; DFW 8-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 35-2014(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 4-24-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 39-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14, cert. ef. 5-8-14 thru 7-31-14;
DFW 115-2014(Temp), f. 8-5-14, cert. ef. 8-18-14 thru 10-31-14; DFW 135-2014(Temp), f
& cert. ef. 9-19-14 thru 10-31-14; Administrative correction 11-24-14; DFW 10-2015(Temp),
f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 29-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-
30-15

635-042-0180
Deep River Select Area Salmon Season

(1) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes from the
US Coast Guard navigation marker #16 upstream to the Highway 4 Bridge.
Retention and sale of white sturgeon is prohibited.

(2) The 2015 open fishing seasons are:
(a) Winter season: Monday and Thursday nights from 7:00 p.m. to

7:00 a.m. the following morning (12 hours) beginning Monday, February 9
through Tuesday, March 31, 2015 (15 nights).

(b) Spring season: Tuesday and Thursday nights from 7:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m. the following morning (12 hours) on Tuesday, April 28 and
Thursday, April 30; and Monday and Thursday nights from 7:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m. the following morning (12 hours) from Monday, May 4 through
Friday, June 12, 2015 (11 nights).

(3) Gear restrictions are as follows:
(a) Gill nets may not exceed 100 fathoms in length and there is no

weight restriction on the lead line. The attachment of additional weight
and/or anchors directly to the lead line is permitted. Nets may not be tied
off to stationary structures and may not fully cross navigation channel.

(b) It is unlawful to operate in any river, stream or channel any gill net
longer than three-fourths the width of the stream. It is unlawful in any area
to use, operate, or carry aboard a commercial fishing vessel a licensed net
or combination of such nets, whether fished singly or separately, in excess
of the maximum lawful size or length prescribed for a single net in that
area. Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be onboard
a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net on a
drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with a
minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inches
or greater.

(c) Nets that are fished at any time between official sunset and offi-
cial sunrise must have lighted buoys on both ends of the net unless the net
is attached to the boat. If the net is attached to the boat, then one lighted
buoy on the opposite end of the net from the boat is required.

(d) During the winter season, outlined above in subsection (2)(a), it is
unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is less than 7-inches.

(e) During the spring season, outlined above in subsection (2)(b) it is
unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is more than 9.75-inches.

(4) Transportation or possession of fish outside the fishing area
(except to the sampling station) is unlawful until WDFW staff has biologi-
cally sampled individual catches. After sampling, fishers will be issued a
transportation permit by WDFW staff. During the winter season, described
in subsection (2)(a) above, fishers are required to call (360) 795-0319 to
confirm the location and time of sampling. During the spring season,
described in subsection (2)(b) above, a sampling station will be established
at WDFW’s Oneida Road boat ramp, about 0.5 miles upstream of the lower
Deep River area boundary (USCG navigation marker #16).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030

Hist.: FWC 46-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-23-96; FWC 48-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-97; DFW 55-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 84-2001(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 8-29-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 89-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-14-01 thru 12-31-01;
DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 96-2002(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 8-26-02 thru 12-31-02; DFW 19-2003(Temp), f. 3-12-03, cert. ef. 4-17-03 thru 6-13-
03; DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-
03, cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03;
DFW 89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-9-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef.
2-13-04; DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 44-2004(Temp),
f. 5-17-04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert. ef. 8-3-04
thru 12-31-04; DFW 95-2004(Temp), f. 9-17-04, cert. ef. 9-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 109-
2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05; DFW
27-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 28-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-
28-05 thru 6-16-05; DFW 37-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-5-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 40-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 85-2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef.
8-3-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 109-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
110-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05,
cert. ef. 10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 120-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05;
DFW 124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-
20-06; DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 32-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru
7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-30-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 77-2006(Temp), f.
8-8-06, cert. ef. 9-4-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06
thru 12-31-06; DFW 119-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06; Administrative correction 1-
16-07; DFW 7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert.
ef. 2-14-07; DFW 13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 25-2007(Temp), f.
4-17-07, cert. ef. 4-18-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 28-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-26-07 thru 7-
26-07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-07; DFW 108-
2007(Temp), f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative Correction 1-24-
08; DFW 6-2008(Temp), f. 1-29-08, cert. ef. 1-31-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 16-2008(Temp), f.
2-26-08, cert. ef. 3-2-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 48-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-08 thru 8-28-
08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08; DFW 85-2008(Temp), f. 7-24-
08, cert. ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f. 9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-
31-08; Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 12-2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09
thru 7-31-09; DFW 23-2009(Temp), f. 3-5-09, cert. ef. 3-6-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 35-
2009(Temp), f. 4-7-09, cert. ef. 4-8-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 49-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09, cert.
ef 5-17-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert. ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09;
DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert. ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09; DFW 112-2009(Temp), f. 9-
11-09, cert. ef. 9-13-09 thru 10-30-09; DFW 121-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-30-09 thru 10-
31-09; Administrative correction 11-19-09; DFW 16-2010(Temp), f. 2-19-10, cert. ef. 2-22-
10 thru 6-10-10; DFW 40-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-1-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 46-
2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-4-10
thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 69-
2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 113-2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert. ef.
8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-10-10 thru 10-31-10;
Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f. 2-10-11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru
7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-
21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 53-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-11 thru 6-10-11; Administrative
correction 6-28-11; DFW 113-2011(Temp), f. 8-10-11, cert. ef. 8-15-11 thru 10-31-11;
Administrative correction, 11-18-11; DFW 12-2012(Temp), f. 2-8-12, cert. ef. 2-12-12 thru
7-31-12; DFW 104-2012(Temp), f. 8-6-12, cert. ef. 8-13-12 thru 10-31-12; Administrative
correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef. 2-11-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW
24-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-21-13 thru 7-31-13; Administrative correction, 8-21-13;
DFW 91-2013(Temp), f. 8-22-13, cert. ef. 8-26-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW 110-2013(Temp), f.
9-27-13, cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative correction, 11-22-13; DFW 8-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 115-2014(Temp), f. 8-5-14, cert. ef.
8-18-14 thru 10-31-14; DFW 135-2014(Temp), f & cert. ef. 9-19-14 thru 10-31-14;
Administrative correction 11-24-14; DFW 10-2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-
30-15; DFW 29-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-30-15

Rule Caption: Directed Commercial Sardine Fishery Third
Allocation Period for 2014-2015 Season Closes.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 30-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-22-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-25-15 thru 6-30-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-004-0375
Subject: This temporary rule closes the third allocation period of the
directed commercial sardine fishery for the 2014-2015 season effec-
tive at 12:01 a.m. Saturday, April 25 through Tuesday, June 30, 2015.
Modifications are needed to conform Oregon State regulations to the
Pacific Fishery Management Council’s decision on April 15, 2015
to close the Pacific sardine fishing season as quickly as possible, cit-
ing concerns about a declining biomass and the potential for the
remainder of this year’s quota to be caught rapidly.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-004-0375
Scope, Inclusion, and Modification of Rules

(1) The commercial coastal pelagic species fishery in the Pacific
Ocean off Oregon is jointly managed by the state of Oregon and the feder-
al government through the Pacific Fishery Management Council process.
The Code of Federal Regulations provides federal requirements for this
fishery, including but not limited to the time, place, and manner of taking
coastal pelagic species. However, additional regulations may be promul-
gated subsequently by publication in the Federal Register, and these super-
sede, to the extent of any inconsistency, the Code of Federal Regulations.
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Therefore, the following publications are incorporated into Oregon
Administrative Rule by reference:

(a) Code of Federal Regulations, Part 660, Subpart I, (October 1, 2013
ed.); and

(b) Federal Register Vol. 79, No. 143, dated July 25, 2014 (79 FR
43269).

(2) Persons must consult the federal regulations in addition to
Division 004 to determine all applicable coastal pelagic species fishing
requirements. Where federal regulations refer to the fishery management
area, that area is extended from shore to three nautical miles from shore
coterminous with the Exclusive Economic Zone.

(3) Notwithstanding the above, the third allocation period for the
2014-2015 commercial directed sardine fishery is closed as of 12:01 a.m.
Saturday, April 25, 2015. Fishing vessels with Pacific sardine on board
taken in the directed harvest fishery must be at shore/dock and in the
process of offloading at the time of closure.

(4) The Commission may adopt additional or modified regulations
that are more conservative than federal regulations, in which case Oregon
Administrative Rule takes precedence. See OAR 635-004-0205 through
635-004-0235 and 635-004-0380 through 635-004-0545 for additions or
modifications to federal coastal pelagic species regulations.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.162, 506.036, 506.109, 506.119 & 506.129
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162, 506.109 & 506.129
Hist.: DFW 75-2012, f. 6-28-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12; DFW 110-2012(Temp), f. 8-21-12, cert. ef.
8-23-12 thru 9-14-12; Administrative correction 9-20-12; DFW 58-2013, f. & cert. ef. 6-19-
13; DFW 90-2013(Temp), f. 8-20-13, cert. ef. 8-22-13 thru 9-14-13; DFW 76-2014(Temp),
f. 6-24-14, cert. ef. 6-25-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 99-2014, f. 7-21-14, cert. ef. 7-22-14 thru 9-
30-14; DFW 104-2014(Temp), f. 7-29-14, cert. ef. 8-1-14 thru 9-30-14; DFW 114-2014, f. &
cert. ef. 8-5-14; Suspended by DFW 129-2014(Temp), f. 9-10-14, cert. ef. 9-15-14 thru 9-30-
14; DFW 136-2014(Temp), f. 9-19-14, cert. ef. 9-20-14 thru 12-31-14; Administrative cor-
rection, 1-27-15; DFW 30-2015(Temp), f. 4-22-15, cert. ef. 4-25-15 thru 6-30-15

Rule Caption: 2015 Ocean Salmon Regulations for State Marine
Waters.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 31-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-27-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-27-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 635-003-0003, 635-003-0085, 635-006-0212, 635-
006-0213, 635-013-0003, 635-013-0007
Rules Repealed: 635-006-0212(T)
Subject:These amended and repealed rules relate to commercial and
recreational salmon fishing in the Pacific Ocean within Oregon State
jurisdiction. Housekeeping and technical corrections to the regula-
tions were made to ensure rule consistency.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-003-0003
Purpose and Scope

(1) The purpose of division 3 is to provide for management of com-
mercial salmon fisheries off the Oregon Coast over which the state has
jurisdiction.

(2) Division 3 incorporates into Oregon Administrative Rules, by ref-
erence, the annual ocean troll salmon specifications and management meas-
ures as adopted by the Pacific Fishery Management Council in its annual
Ocean Salmon Management Measures and Impacts, as finalized in April
2015, and in addition to the extent they are consistent with these rules,
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 50, Part 660, Subpart H
(61FR34572, July 2, 1996, as amended to incorporate the standards in the
Pacific Fishery Management Council referenced document). Therefore,
persons must consult the Pacific Fishery Management Council referenced
document and Federal Regulations in addition to Division 003 to determine
all applicable troll salmon fishing requirements. A copy of the Pacific
Fishery Management Council referenced document and the Federal
Regulations may be obtained by contacting the Pacific Fishery
Management Council at www.pcouncil.org or at 7700 NE Ambassador
Place, Suite 101, Portland, OR 97220-1384.

(3) To the extent not preempted by Federal law, these regulations
apply within the State of Oregon’s Fisheries Conservation Zone (out to fifty
miles from shore).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129
Hist.: FWC 29-1989, f. 4-28-89, cert. ef. 5-1-89; FWC 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-2-94; FWC
20-1996, f. & cert. ef. 4-29-96; DFW 34-1998, f. & cert. ef. 5-4-98; DFW 31-1999, f. & cert.
ef. 5-3-99; DFW 38-2000, f. & cert. ef. 7-3-00; DFW 28-2001, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-01; DFW
37-2002, f. & cert. ef. 4-23-02; DFW 35-2003, f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03; DFW 32-2004, f.
4-22-04, cert. ef. 5-1-04; DFW 25-2005, f. & cert. ef. 4-15-05; DFW 26-2006(Temp), f. 4-

20-06, cert. ef. 5-1-06 thru 10-27-06; Administrative correction, 11-16-06; DFW 24-2007, f.
4-16-07, cert. ef. 5-1-07; DFW 36-2008, f. 4-21-08, cert. ef. 5-1-08; DFW 52-2009, f. & cert.
ef. 5-18-09; DFW 72-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-10; DFW 34-2011, f. 4-27-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11;
DFW 38-2012, f. 4-24-12, cert. ef. 5-1-12; DFW 28-2013(Temp), f. 4-25-13, cert. ef. 5-1-13
thru 5-15-13; DFW 33-2013, f. & cert. ef. 5-14-13; DFW 41-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-8-
14 thru 6-30-14; DFW 61-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-10-14; DFW 78-2014, f. & cert. ef 6-24-14;
DFW 31-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

635-003-0085
Extended Commercial Seasons

In addition to the open seasons prescribed in OAR 635-003-0003
there are open seasons for Chinook salmon as follows:

(1) Elk River Ocean Terminal Area — from October 15 through
November 30 in the area described in section (1)(a) of this rule.

(a) The open area is all Pacific Ocean waters shoreward of a line
drawn from Cape Blanco (42º50’20” N. Lat.) thence SW to Black Rock
(42º49’24” N. Lat. 124º35’00” W. Long.), thence SSW to Best Rock
(42º47’24” N. Lat. 124º35’42” W. Long.), thence SE to 42º40’30” N. Lat.
124º29’00” W. Long., thence to shore (Humbug Mountain).

(b) During the season described in this section (1), it is unlawful to
take Chinook salmon less than 26 inches in total length; it is unlawful to use
multipoint or barbed hooks or to fish more than four spreads per line; and
it is unlawful to have in possession or to land more than 20 Chinook per day
taken in this fishery. Landings are restricted to Port Orford.

(2) Chetco River Ocean Terminal Area — from October 12 through
the earlier of October 31 or quota of 600 Chinook in the area described in
section (2)(a) of this rule:

(a) The open area is all Pacific Ocean waters inside an area south of
the north shore of Twin Rocks (42º05’36” N. Lat.) to the Oregon/California
border (42º00’00” N. Lat.) and seaward three nautical miles offshore;

(b) During the season described in this section (2) it is unlawful to
take Chinook salmon less than 28 inches in total length; it is unlawful to use
multipoint or barbed hooks, or to fish more than four spreads per line; and
it is unlawful to have in possession or to land more than 20 Chinook per day
taken in this fishery. Landings are restricted to Brookings.

(c) All vessels landing salmon caught in this season must report to
ODFW within one hour of delivery or prior to transport away from the port
of landing by either calling (541) 867-0300, ext. 252 or by e-mail to
kmzor.trollreport@state.or.us. Notification shall include vessel name and
number, number of salmon by species, port of landing, location of delivery,
and estimated time of delivery.

(3) Tillamook Terminal Area — from October 1 through October 31
in the area described in section (3)(a) of this rule:

(a) The open area is all Pacific Ocean waters inside an area south of
Twin Rocks (45º35’54” N. Lat.) to Pyramid Rock (45º29’48” N. Lat.) and
seaward three nautical miles offshore;

(b) During the season described in this section (3) it is unlawful to
take Chinook salmon less than 28 inches in total length; it is unlawful to use
multipoint or barbed hooks, or to fish more than four spreads per line; and
it is unlawful to have in possession or to land more than 20 Chinook per day
taken in this fishery. Landings are restricted to Garibaldi and Tillamook
Bay.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146, & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129
Hist.: FWC 48-1984(Temp), f. & ef. 8-31-84; 57-1984(Temp), f. & ef. 9-15-84; FWC 59-
1986(Temp), f. & ef. 9-19-86; FWC 106-1992(Temp), f. 10-8-92, cert. ef. 10-24-92; FWC
111-1992(Temp), f. 10-26-92, cert. ef. 10-27-92; FWC 62-1993, f. & cert. ef. 10-1-93; FWC
56-1994, f. 8-30-94, cert. ef. 9-1-94; FWC 80-1994(Temp), f. 10-25-94, cert. ef. 10-26-94;
FWC 82-1994(Temp), f. 10-28-94, cert. ef. 10-30-94; FWC 81-1995, f. 9-29-95, cert. ef. 10-
1-95; FWC 85-1995(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-20-95; FWC 56-1996, f. 9-27-96, cert. ef. 10-1-
96; FWC 30-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-5-97; FWC 66-1997(Temp), f. 10-24-97, cert. ef. 10-26-
97; FWC 67-1997(Temp), f. 10-28-97, cert. ef. 10-29-97; DFW 34-1998, f. & cert. ef. 5-4-
98; DFW 31-1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-3-99; DFW 24-2000, f. 4-28-00, cert. ef. 5-1-00; DFW 28-
2001, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-01; DFW 35-2003, f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03; DFW 26-2006(Temp),
f. 4-20-06, cert. ef. 5-1-06 thru 10-27-06; DFW 78-2006(Temp), f. 8-7-06, cert. ef. 9-1-06
thru 12-15-06; Administrative correction 12-16-06; DFW 24-2007, f. 4-16-07, cert. ef. 5-1-
07; DFW 65-2008(Temp), f. 6-20-08, cert. ef. 9-1-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 128-2008(Temp),
f. 10-9-08, cert. ef. 10-12-08 thru 12-31-08; Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 52-
2009, f. & cert. ef. 5-18-09; DFW 102-2009(Temp), f. 8-27-09, cert. ef. 9-1-09 thru 12-31-
09; DFW 132-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-09 thru 10-31-09; Administrative correction
11-19-09; DFW 76-2010, f. 6-8-10, cert. ef. 8-1-10; DFW 147-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-
15-10 thru 10-31-10DFW 151-2010(Temp), f. 10-19-10, cert. ef. 10-20-10 thru 10-31-10;
DFW 153-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-29-10 thru 10-31-10; Administrative correction 11-
23-10; DFW 83-2011, f. 6-30-11, cert. ef. 7-1-11; DFW 62-2012, f. 6-12-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12;
DFW 61-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-10-14; DFW 78-2014, f. & cert. ef 6-24-14; DFW 31-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-27-15

635-006-0212
Fish Receiving Ticket — Salmon

(1) This regulation is in addition to, and not in lieu of the provisions
contained in OAR 635-006-0210.
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(2) Fish receiving tickets shall be completed at time of landing and the
original copy forwarded within four consecutive days following the land-
ing to the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.

(3) For troll-caught salmon, fish receiving tickets shall show the num-
ber of each species of salmon landed, the number of halibut landed, if any,
and the number of days fished during the trip in which the salmon were
caught.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 506.036, 506.109, 506.119, 506.129, 508.530 & 508.535
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.109, 506.129, 508.025, 508.040 & 508.550
Hist.: FWC 142-1991, f. 12-31-91, cert. ef. 1-1-92; DFW 63-2003, f. & cert. ef. 7-17-03;
DFW 31-2004, f. 4-22-04, cert. ef. 5-1-04; DFW 44-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-19-06 thru
12-15-06; Administrative correction 12-16-06; DFW 79-2008(Temp) f. & cert. ef. 7-10-08
thru 12-31-08; Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 70-2009(Temp), f. 6-15-09, cert. ef.
6-16-09 thru 12-12-09; DFW 47-2010(Temp), f. 4-26-10, cert. ef. 4-27-10 thru 10-23-10;
DFW 102-2011(Temp), f. 7-29-11, cert. ef. 8-1-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction,
11-18-11; DFW 77-2012, f. 6-28-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12; DFW 83-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-
5-12 thru 12-31-12; Administrative correction, 2-1-13; DFW 68-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-
3-13 thru 12-30-13; Administrative correction, 2-5-14; DFW 106-2014(Temp), f. 7-30-14,
cert. ef. 8-1-14 thru 12-31-14; Administrative correction, 1-27-15; DFW 28-2015(Temp), f.
4-9-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15 thru 10-27-15; DFW 31-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

635-006-0213
Fish Receiving Ticket — Limited Fish Seller Permit

(1) This regulation is in addition to, and not in lieu of the provisions
contained in OAR 635-006-0210.

(2) For food fish or shellfish sold under a Limited Fish Seller Permit,
the Limited Fish Seller shall complete daily entries of fish sold on a Fish
Receiving Ticket. Fish Receiving Tickets are prenumbered in books of 50
tickets. Limited Fish Sellers shall account for all Fish Receiving Tickets
received from the Department. Fish Receiving Tickets shall be issued in
numerical sequence. The Fish Receiving Ticket shall include, for each
day’s sales:

(a) Limited Fish Seller’s name and license number;
(b) Date of sales;
(c) Boat name and federal document or State Marine Board number

from which catch made;
(d) For groundfish harvested in the limited entry fixed gear fishery,

the federal limited entry fixed gear permit number associated with the land-
ing or portion of landing;

(e) Port of first landing. The port of first landing will be recorded as
where a vessel initially crosses from the Pacific Ocean to inland waters, or
is physically removed from the Pacific Ocean, for the purposes of ending a
fishing trip;

(f) Fishing gear used;
(g) Species or species group of fish or shellfish sold;
(h) Quantity in pounds;
(i) Price received per pound;
(j) Signature of the individual preparing the fish ticket;
(k) Name of wholesale fish dealer to whom other food fish or shell-

fish were sold from the same fishing trip.
(l) For troll-caught salmon, fish receiving tickets shall show the num-

ber of each species of salmon landed, the number of halibut landed, if any,
and the number of days fished during the trip in which the salmon were
caught.

(3) The original of each Fish Receiving Ticket covering fish and shell-
fish sold per trip shall be forwarded within ten working days following the
landing to the Department.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 506.036, 506.109, 506.119, 506.129, 508.530, 508.535 & 508.550
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.109, 506.129, 508.025, 508.040 & 508.550
Hist.: FWC 142-1991, f. 12-31-91, cert. ef. 1-1-92; DFW 63-2003, f. & cert. ef. 7-17-03;
DFW 31-2004, f. 4-22-04, cert. ef. 5-1-04; DFW 142-2008, f. & cert. ef. 11-21-08; DFW 77-
2012, f. 6-28-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12; DFW 136-2013, f. 12-19-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; DFW 31-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

635-013-0003
Purpose and Scope

(1) The purpose of division 13 is to provide for management of sport
salmon fisheries off the Oregon Coast over which the State has jurisdiction.

(2) This rule incorporates by reference, the annual ocean sport salmon
specifications and management measures as adopted by the Pacific Fishery
Management Council in its annual Ocean Salmon Management Measures
and Impacts, as finalized in April 2015, and in addition to the extent they
are consistent with these rules, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title
50, Part 660, Subparts A and H.

(3) This rule also incorporates by reference the Oregon Sport Fishing
Regulations.

(4) A copy of the Pacific Fishery Management Council referenced
document and the Federal Regulations may be obtained by contacting the
Pacific Fishery Management Council at www.pcouncil.org or at 7700 NE
Ambassador Place, Suite 101, Portland, OR 97220-1384.

(5) To the extent not preempted by Federal law, these regulations
apply within the State of Oregon’s Fisheries Conservation Zone (out to fifty
miles from shore).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162 & 506.129
Hist.: FWC 44-1984(Temp), f. & ef. 8-23-84; FWC 29-1989, f. 4-28-89, cert. ef. 5-1-89;
FWC 52-1989(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-28-89; FWC 37-1990, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-90; FWC 31-
1992, f. 4-29-92, cert. ef. 5-1-92; FWC 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 5-2-94; FWC 34-1995, f. &
cert. ef. 5-1-95; FWC 77-1995, f. 9-13-95, cert. ef. 1-1-95; FWC 20-1996, f. & cert. ef. 4-29-
96; FWC 72-1996, f. 12-21-96, cert. ef. 1-1-97; FWC 75-1997, f. 12-31-97, cert. ef. 1-1-98;
DFW 34-1998, f. & cert. ef. 5-4-98; DFW 100-1998, f. 12-23-98, cert. ef. 1-1-99; DFW 31-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-3-99; DFW 38-2000, f. & cert. ef. 7-3-00; DFW 1-2001, f. 1-25-01, cert.
ef. 2-1-01; DFW 28-2001, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-01; DFW 130-2002, f. 11-21-02, cert. ef. 1-1-03;
DFW 35-2003, f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03; DFW 125-2003, f. 12-11-03, cert. ef. 1-1-04;
DFW 32-2004, f. 4-22-04, cert. ef. 5-1-04; DFW 117-2004, f. 12-13-04, cert. ef. 1-1-05;
DFW 25-2005, f. & cert. ef. 4-15-05; DFW 136-2005, f. 12-7-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06; DFW 26-
2006(Temp), f. 4-20-06, cert. ef. 5-1-06 thru 10-27-06; Administrative correction, 11-16-06;
DFW 24-2007, f. 4-16-07, cert. ef. 5-1-07; DFW 136-2007, f. 12-31-07, cert. ef. 1-1-08;
DFW 36-2008, f. 4-21-08, cert. ef. 5-1-08; DFW 156-2008, f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09;
DFW 52-2009, f. & cert. ef. 5-18-09; DFW 144-2009, f. 12-8-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; DFW 72-
2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-10; DFW 171-2010, f. 12-30-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DFW 34-2011, f.
4-27-11, cert. ef. 5-1-11; DFW 163-2011, f. 12-27-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DFW 38-2012, f. 4-
24-12, cert. ef. 5-1-12; DFW 149-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DFW 28-2013(Temp),
f. 4-25-13, cert. ef. 5-1-13 thru 5-15-13; DFW 33-2013, f. & cert. ef. 5-14-13; DFW 41-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-8-14 thru 6-30-14; DFW 61-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-10-14; DFW
78-2014, f. & cert. ef 6-24-14; DFW 31-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

635-013-0007
Special South Coast Seasons

In addition to the open seasons prescribed in OAR 635-013-0005
there are open seasons for Chinook salmon as follows:

(1) Elk River Area.
(a) From November 1 through November 30 in all Pacific Ocean

waters shoreward of a line drawn from Cape Blanco (42°50’20” N. Lat.)
thence SW to Black Rock (42º49’24” N. Lat. 124º35’00” W. Long.), thence
SSW to Best Rock (42º47’24” N. Lat. 124º35’42” W. Long.), thence SE to
42º40’30” N. Lat. 124º29’00” W. Long., thence to shore (Humbug
Mountain);

(b) During the season described for the Elk River Area in section
(1)(a) of this rule it is unlawful to take Chinook salmon less than 24 inch-
es in length. Two Chinook salmon per day of which no more than one non
fin-clipped Chinook salmon per day and 10 non fin-clipped Chinook
salmon in the seasonal aggregate when combined with waters of Floras
Creek/New River, Sixes River and Elk River. It is unlawful to use multi-
point or barbed hooks.

(2) Chetco River Area.
(a) From October 1–11 in an area south of the north shore of Twin

Rocks (42°05’36” N. Lat.) to the Oregon/California border (42°00’00” N.
Lat.) and seaward three nautical miles offshore.

(b) During the seasons described in section (2)(a) of this rule it is
unlawful to take Chinook salmon less than 24 inches in length. Two
Chinook salmon per day of which no more than one non fin-clipped
Chinook salmon per day and no more than 5 non fin-clipped Chinook
salmon may be retained during the October 1–11 season. It is unlawful to
use multipoint or barbed hooks.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146, & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162 & 506.129
Hist.: FWC 25-1982, f. & ef. 4-30-82; FWC 62-1983(Temp), f. & ef. 11-1-83; FWC 69-
1984(Temp), f. & ef. 10-2-84; FWC 59-1985(Temp), f. & ef. 9-13-85; FWC 59-1986(Temp),
f. & ef. 9-19-86; FWC 77-1986(Temp), f. & ef. 11-26-86; FWC 76-1987, f. & ef. 9-15-87;
FWC 84-1988, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-88; FWC 83-1989, f. 8-31-89, cert. ef. 9-16-89; FWC 86-
1990, f. 8-24-90, cert. ef. 9-1-90; FWC 42-1991, f. 4-29-91, cert. ef. 5-1-91; FWC 101-1992,
f. 9-29-92, cert. ef. 10-1-92; FWC 114-1992(Temp), f. 10-26-92, cert. ef. 10-27-92; FWC 62-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 10-1-93; FWC 56-1994, f. 8-30-94, cert. ef. 9-1-94; FWC 78-1994(Temp),
f. 10-20-94, cert. ef. 10-21-94; FWC 81-1995, f. 9-29-95, cert. ef. 10-1-95; FWC 84-
1995(Temp), f. 10-13-95, cert. ef. 10-16-95; FWC 86-1995(Temp), f. 10-20-95, cert. ef. 10-
21-95; FWC 56-1996, f. 9-27-96, cert. ef. 10-1-96; FWC 30-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-5-97; DFW
34-1998, f. & cert. ef. 5-4-98; DFW 31-1999, f. & cert. ef. 5-3-99; DFW 24-2000, f. 4-28-
00, cert. ef. 5-1-00; DFW 28-2001, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-01; DFW 67-2008(Temp), f. 6-20-08,
cert. ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 121-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-2-08 thru 12-31-08;
Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 52-2009, f. & cert. ef. 5-18-09; DFW 87-
2009(Temp), f. 7-31-09, cert. ef. 8-1-09 thru 12-31-09; Administrative correction 1-25-10;
DFW 76-2010, f. 6-8-10, cert. ef. 8-1-10; DFW 83-2011, f. 6-30-11, cert. ef. 7-1-11; DFW
151-2011(Temp), f. 10-27-11, cert. ef. 11-1-11 thru 11-30-11; Administrative correction, 12-
27-11; DFW 62-2012, f. 6-12-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12; DFW 50-2013, f. 6-10-13, cert. ef. 7-1-13;
DFW 61-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-10-14; DFW 78-2014, f. & cert. ef 6-24-14; DFW 31-2015, f.
& cert. ef. 4-27-15

Rule Caption: Snake River Spring Chinook Sport Fishery Below
Hells Canyon Dam Opens May 2, 2015.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 32-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-27-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-2-15 thru 9-30-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-023-0134
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Subject: This amended rule opens a spring Chinook fishery on the
Snake River from Dug Bar Boat Ramp upstream to the deadline
below Hells Canyon Dam beginning Saturday, May 2, 2015 to coin-
cide with the State of Idaho’s regulations for this fishery.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-023-0134
Snake River Fishery

(1) The 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations provide require-
ments for the Snake River Zone. However, additional regulations may be
adopted in this rule division from time to time, and, to the extent of any
inconsistency, they supersede the 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing
Regulations.

(2) Notwithstanding all other specifications and restrictions as out-
lined in the 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations, the following condi-
tions apply:

(a) The Snake River from Dug Bar boat ramp upstream to the dead-
line below Hell’s Canyon Dam is open seven (7) days per week, effective
Saturday, May 2, 2015 until further notice.

(b) Daily bag limit is four (4) adipose fin-clipped spring Chinook
salmon per day, of which no more than two (2) can be an adult in excess of
24 inches in length. Anglers must cease fishing for salmon for the day when
either four (4) salmon or two (2) adult salmon have been retained, which -
ever comes first.

(c) Barbless hooks are required.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162 & 506.129
Hist.: DFW 117-2004, f. 12-13-04, cert. ef. 1-1-05; DFW 47-2005(Temp), f. 5-19-05, cert.
ef. 5-21-05 thru 6-20-05; Administrative correction 7-20-05; DFW 31-2006(Temp), f. 5-18-
06, cert. ef. 5-20-06 thru 6-19-06; Administrative correction 7-21-06; DFW 31-2007(Temp),
f. 5-9-07, cert. ef. 5-11-07 thru 6-18-07; DFW 43-2007(Temp), f. 6-14-07, cert. ef. 6-19-07
thru 7-2-07; Administrative correction 2-8-08; DFW 43-2008(Temp), f. 4-25-08, cert. ef. 4-
26-08 thru 7-20-08; DFW 64-2008(Temp), f. 6-18-08, cert. ef. 6-21-08 thru 7-31-08;
Administrative correction 8-21-08; DFW 156-2008, f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; DFW 58-
2009(Temp), f. 5-27-09, cert. ef. 5-30-09 thru 7-12-09; DFW 80-2009(Temp), f. 6-30-09,
cert. ef 7-1-09 thru 7-17-09; Administrative correction 7-21-09; DFW 128-2009(Temp), f.
10-12-09, cert. ef. 10-18-09 thru 4-15-10; DFW 144-2009, f. 12-8-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; DFW
42-2010(Temp), f. 4-13-10, cert. ef. 4-24-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 107-2010(Temp), f. 7-26-
10, cert. ef. 7-31-10 thru 8-4-10; Administrative correction, 8-18-10; DFW 119-2010(Temp),
f. 8-18-10, cert. ef. 9-1-10 thru 12-31-10; DFW 171-2010, f. 12-30-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DFW
29-2011(Temp), f. 4-12-11, cert. ef. 4-23-11 thru 10-19-11; DFW 118-2011(Temp), f. 8-23-
11, cert. ef. 9-1-11 thru 12-31-11; DFW 163-2011, f. 12-27-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DFW 35-
2012(Temp), f. 4-16-12, cert. ef. 4-22-12 thru 9-30-12; DFW 93-2012(Temp), f. 7-24-12,
cert. ef. 8-5-12 thru 9-30-12; DFW 109-2012(Temp), f. 8-21-12, cert. ef. 9-1-12 thru 12-31-
12; DFW 149-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DFW 29-2013(Temp), f. 4-25-13, cert. ef.
5-4-13 thru 9-30-13; DFW 76-2013(Temp), f. 7-16-13, cert. ef. 7-21-13 thru 9-30-13; DFW
94-2013(Temp), f. 8-23-13, cert. ef. 9-1-13 thru 11-30-13; Administrative correction, 12-19-
13; DFW 137-2013, f. 12-19-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; DFW 33-2014(Temp), f. 4-21-14, cert. ef.
4-26-14 thru 9-30-14; DFW 98-2014(Temp), f. 7-18-14, cert. ef. 7-21-14 thru 9-30-14; DFW
122-2014(Temp), f. 8-4-14, cert. ef. 9-1-14 thru 12-31-14; DFW 165-2014, f. 12-18-14, cert.
ef. 1-1-15; DFW 32-2015(Temp), f. 4-27-15, cert. ef. 5-2-15 thru 9-30-15

Rule Caption: Commercial Sales of Dressed Salmon and Steelhead
by Columbia River Treaty Tribal Fishers Allowed.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 33-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-28-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-1-15 thru 10-27-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-006-0212
Subject: This amended rule allows the commercial sale of gilled and
gutted Columbia River salmon and steelhead caught by Treaty trib-
al members to wholesale fish dealers, canners, and buyers. Modifi-
cations also require wholesale fish dealers, canners, and buyers to
report totals of fish purchased in round weights on the Fish Receiv-
ing Ticket using a conversion factor of 1.17. This is a re-filing of the
temporary rule filed on April 9, 2015. On April 24, 2015 the Oregon
Fish and Wildlife Commission adopted amendments to the perma-
nent version of this rule. This re-filing incorporates those amend-
ments.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-006-0212
Fish Receiving Ticket — Salmon

(1) This regulation is in addition to, and not in lieu of the provisions
contained in OAR 635-006-0210.

(2) Fish receiving tickets shall be completed at time of landing and the
original copy forwarded within four consecutive days following the land-
ing to the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.

(3) For troll-caught salmon, fish receiving tickets shall show the num-
ber of each species of salmon landed, the number of halibut landed, if any,
and the number of days fished during the trip in which the salmon were
caught.

(4) It is lawful for licensed wholesale fish dealers, canners, or buyers
to purchase from tribal fishers, referred to in OAR 635-041-0005, gilled
and gutted Columbia River salmon lawfully taken by treaty Indians during
commercial fishing seasons. The licensed wholesale dealer must submit
round weights on the Fish Receiving Ticket by multiplying the weights of
gilled and gutted salmon by the conversion factor listed in 635-006-0215
for tribal Columbia River salmon and steelhead.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 506.036, 506.109, 506.119, 506.129, 508.530 & 508.535
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.109, 506.129, 508.025, 508.040 & 508.550
Hist.: FWC 142-1991, f. 12-31-91, cert. ef. 1-1-92; DFW 63-2003, f. & cert. ef. 7-17-03;
DFW 31-2004, f. 4-22-04, cert. ef. 5-1-04; DFW 44-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-19-06 thru
12-15-06; Administrative correction 12-16-06; DFW 79-2008(Temp) f. & cert. ef. 7-10-08
thru 12-31-08; Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 70-2009(Temp), f. 6-15-09, cert. ef.
6-16-09 thru 12-12-09; DFW 47-2010(Temp), f. 4-26-10, cert. ef. 4-27-10 thru 10-23-10;
DFW 102-2011(Temp), f. 7-29-11, cert. ef. 8-1-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction,
11-18-11; DFW 77-2012, f. 6-28-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12; DFW 83-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-
5-12 thru 12-31-12; Administrative correction, 2-1-13; DFW 68-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-
3-13 thru 12-30-13; Administrative correction, 2-5-14; DFW 106-2014(Temp), f. 7-30-14,
cert. ef. 8-1-14 thru 12-31-14; Administrative correction, 1-27-15; DFW 28-2015(Temp), f.
4-9-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15 thru 10-27-15; DFW 31-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15; DFW 33-
2015(Temp), f. 4-28-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15 thru 10-27-15

Rule Caption: Amend Rules for 2015 Sport and Commercial
Halibut Seasons.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 34-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-28-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-28-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 635-004-0585, 635-039-0085, 635-039-0090
Subject: These adopted modifications to state regulations for sport
and commercial halibut will bring Oregon concurrent with federal-
ly adopted regulations. These modifications are also needed to estab-
lish the 2015 seasons and quotas. Housekeeping and technical cor-
rections to the regulations were made to ensure rule consistency.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-004-0585
Scope, Inclusion, and Modification of Rules

(1) The commercial Pacific halibut fishery in the Pacific Ocean off
Oregon is jointly managed by the state of Oregon, the federal government,
and the International Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC). The Code of
Federal Regulations provides federal requirements for this fishery, includ-
ing but not limited to the time, place, and manner of taking Pacific halibut.
However, additional federal regulations may be promulgated subsequently
by publication in the Federal Register, and these supersede, to the extent of
any inconsistency, the Code of Federal Regulations. Therefore, the fol-
lowing publications are incorporated into Oregon Administrative Rule by
reference:

(a) Code of Federal Regulations, Part 660, Subpart E, (October 1,
2014 ed.); and

(b) Federal Register/Vol. 80, No. 62, dated April 1, 2015.
(2) Persons must consult the federal regulations in addition to

Division 004 to determine all applicable Pacific halibut fishing require-
ments. The area that federal regulations apply to is hereby extended to the
area from shore to three nautical miles from shore, coterminous with the
Exclusive Economic Zone.

(3) The Commission may adopt additional or modified regulations
that are more conservative than federal regulations, in which case Oregon
Administrative Rule takes precedence.

(4) It is unlawful to take Pacific halibut for commercial purposes
except as set by federal regulations and the IPHC and in accordance with a
valid permit issued by the IPHC.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.162, 506.036, 506.109, 506.119 & 506.129
Stats. Implemented: ORS 469.162, 506.109, 506.129 & 508.306
Hist.: DFW 75-2012, f. 6-28-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12; DFW 32-2013, f. & cert. ef. 5-14-13; DFW
36-2014, f. 4-29-14, cert. ef. 5-1-14; DFW 34-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-28-15

635-039-0085
Halibut Seasons

(1) The Pacific halibut sport fishery in Oregon is regulated by the fed-
eral government and the International Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC).
OAR chapter 635, division 039 incorporates into Oregon Administrative
Rules, by reference:
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(a) Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 300, Subpart
E (October 1, 2014 ed.), as amended;

(b) Federal Register/Vol. 80, No. 51, dated March 17, 2015; and
(c) Federal Register/Vol. 80, No. 62, dated April 1, 2015.
(2) Therefore, persons must consult all publications referenced in this

rule in addition to division 039 to determine applicable halibut fishing 
seasons.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.162, 506.036, 506.109, 506.119, 506.129
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162, 506.129
Hist.: DFW 56-2005, f. 6-21-05, cert. ef. 7-1-05; DFW 89-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-12-
05 thru 12-12-05; DFW 107-2005(Temp), f. 9-14-05, cert. ef. 9-15-05 thru 10-31-05; DFW
121-2005(Temp), f. 10-12-05, cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-
19-06; DFW 34-2006(Temp), f. 5-25-06, cert. ef. 5-27-06 thru 8-3-06; Administrative cor-
rection 8-22-06; DFW 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 1-12-07; DFW 35-2007(Temp), f. 5-25-07, cert.
ef. 5-26-07 thru 8-2-07; DFW 67-2007(Temp), f. 8-9-07, cert. ef. 8-12-07 thru 9-30-07; DFW
76-2007(Temp), f. 8-17-07, cert. ef. 8-24-07 thru 9-30-07; DFW 84-2007(Temp), f. 9-5-07,
cert. ef. 9-15-07 thru 9-30-07; DFW 87-2007(Temp), f. 9-10-07, cert. ef. 9-14-07 thru 10-28-
07; DFW 90-2007(Temp), f. 9-19-07, cert ef. 9-20-07 thru 10-31-07; Administrative corec-
tion 11-17-07; DFW 57-2008(Temp), f. 5-30-08, cert. ef. 6-1-08 thru 7-31-08; DFW 81-
2008(Temp), f. 7-11-08, cert. ef. 8-2-08 thru 9-30-08; DFW 92-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-
11-08 thru 9-30-08; DFW 101-2008(Temp), f.8-25-08, cert. ef. 8-29-08 thru 9-30-08; DFW
107-2008(Temp), f. 9-5-08, cert. ef. 9-7-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 111-2008(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 9-16-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 120-2008(Temp), f. 9-25-08, cert. ef. 9-27-08 thru 12-31-
08; DFW 156-2008, f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; DFW 39-2009, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-09; DFW
55-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-22-09 thru 8-6-09; DFW 94-2009(Temp), f. 8-14-09, cert. ef.
8-16-09 thru 12-31-09; Administrative correction 1-25-10; DFW 32-2010, f. & cert. ef. 3-15-
10; DFW 37-2010, f. 3-30-10, cert. ef. 4-1-10; DFW 100-2010(Temp), f. 7-15-10, cert. ef. 7-
17-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 118-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-13-10 thru 10-31-10;
Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 24-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-22-11; DFW 58-
2011(Temp), f. 5-27-11, cert. ef. 6-4-11 thru 8-4-11; DFW 82-2011(Temp), f. 6-30-11, cert.
ef. 7-1-11 thru 8-4-11; DFW 85-2011(Temp), f. 7-5-11, cert. ef. 7-6-11 thru 10-31-11; DFW
114-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-12-11 thru 10-31-11; DFW 135-2011(Temp), f. 9-21-11,
cert. ef. 10-1-11 thru 12-31-11; DFW 39-2012, f. & cert. ef. 4-24-12; DFW 84-2012(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 7-5-12 thru 8-2-12; DFW 91-2012(Temp), f. 7-19-12, cert. ef. 7-22-12 thru 10-
31-12; DFW 111-2012(Temp), f. 8-23-12, cert. ef. 8-24-12 thru 12-31-12; DFW 123-
2012(Temp), f. 9-19-12, cert. ef. 9-24-12 thru 10-31-12; Administrative correction 11-23-12;
DFW 65-2013(Temp), f. 6-27-13, cert. ef. 6-28-13 thru 8-2-13; DFW 78-2013(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 7-23-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW 86-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-8-13 thru 10-31-13;
Administrative correction, 11-22-13; DFW 36-2014, f. 4-29-14, cert. ef. 5-1-14; DFW 80-
2014(Temp), f. 6-26-14, cert. ef. 6-27-14 thru 12-24-14; DFW 123-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
8-21-14 thru 12-31-14; Administrative correction, 1-27-15; DFW 34-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-
28-15

635-039-0090
Inclusions and Modifications

(1) The 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations provide require-
ments for sport fisheries for marine fish, shellfish, and marine invertebrates
in the Pacific Ocean, coastal bays, and beaches, commonly referred to as
the Marine Zone. However, additional regulations may be adopted in this
rule division from time to time and to the extent of any inconsistency, they
supersede the 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations.

(2) For the purposes of this rule, a “sport harvest guideline” is defined
as a specified numerical harvest objective that is not a quota. Attainment of
a harvest guideline does not automatically close a fishery. Upon attainment
of a sport harvest guideline, the Department shall initiate consultation to
determine if additional regulatory actions are necessary to achieve man-
agement objectives.

(a) The following sport harvest guidelines include the combined land-
ings and other fishery related mortality by the Oregon sport fishery in a sin-
gle calendar year:

(A) Black rockfish, 440.8 metric tons.
(B) Cabezon, 16.8 metric tons.
(C) Blue rockfish and other nearshore rockfish combined, 26 metric

tons.
(b) The following sport harvest guidelines include total landings in

the Oregon sport ocean boat fishery in a single calendar year: Greenling,
5.2 metric tons.

(3) For the purposes of this rule, “Other nearshore rockfish” means
the following rockfish species: black and yellow (Sebastes chrysolmelas);
brown (S. auriculatus); calico (S. dalli); China (S. nebulosus); copper (S.
caurinus); gopher (S. carnatus); grass (S. rastrelliger); kelp (S. atrovirens);
olive (S. serranoides); quillback (S. maliger); and treefish (S. serriceps).

(4) In addition to the regulations for Marine Fish in the 2015 Oregon
Sport Fishing Regulations, the following apply for the sport fishery in the
Marine Zone in 2015:

(a) Lingcod (including green colored lingcod): 2 fish daily bag limit.
(b) All rockfish (“sea bass” “snapper”), greenling (“sea trout”),

cabezon, skates, and other marine fish species not listed in the 2015
Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations in the Marine Zone, located under the
category of Species Name, Marine Fish: 7 fish daily bag limit in aggregate
(total sum or number), of which no more than three may be a blue rockfish,
no more than one may be a canary rockfish, and no more than one may be
a cabezon. Retention of the following species is prohibited:

(A) Yelloweye rockfish;
(B) China rockfish;
(C) Copper rockfish;
(D) Quillback rockfish; and
(E) Cabezon from January 1 through June 30.
(c) Flatfish (flounder, sole, sanddabs, turbot, and all halibut species

except Pacific halibut): 25 fish daily bag limit in aggregate (total sum or
number).

(d) Retention of all marine fish listed under the category of Species
Name, Marine Fish, except Pacific cod, sablefish, flatfish, herring,
anchovy, smelt, sardine, striped bass, hybrid bass, and offshore pelagic
species (excluding leopard shark and soupfin shark), is prohibited when
Pacific halibut is retained on the vessel during open days for the all-depth
sport fishery for Pacific halibut north of Humbug Mountain. Persons must
also consult all publications referenced in OAR 635-039-0080 to determine
all rules applicable to the taking of Pacific halibut.

(e) Harvest methods and other specifications for marine fish in sub-
sections (4)(a), (4)(b) and (4)(c) including the following:

(A) Minimum length for lingcod, 22 inches.
(B) Minimum length for cabezon, 16 inches.
(C) Minimum length for greenling, 10 inches.
(D) May be taken by angling, hand, bow and arrow, spear, gaff hook,

snag hook and herring jigs.
(E) Mutilating the fish so the size or species cannot be determined

prior to landing or transporting mutilated fish across state waters is prohib-
ited.

(f) Sport fisheries for species in subsections (4)(a), (4)(b) and (4)(c)
and including leopard shark and soupfin shark are open January 1 through
December 31, twenty-four hours per day, except as provided in subsections
(4)(a) and (4)(d), and ocean waters are closed for these species during April
1 through September 30, outside of the 30-fathom curve (defined by lati-
tude and longitude) as shown on Title 50 Code of Federal Regulations
Part 660 Section 71. A 20-fathom, 25-fathom, or 30-fathom curve, as
shown on Title 50 Code of Federal Regulations Part 660 Section 71may
be implemented as the management line as in-season modifications neces-
sitate. In addition, the following management lines may be used to set area
specific regulations for inseason action only:

(A) Cape Lookout (45°20’30” N latitude); and
(B) Cape Blanco (42°50’20” N latitude).
(g) The Stonewall Bank Yelloweye Rockfish Conservation Area

(YRCA) is defined by coordinates specified in Title 50 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 660 Section 70 (October 1, 2014 ed.). Within the YRCA,
it is unlawful to fish for, take, or retain species listed in subsections (4)(a),
(4)(b) and (4)(c) of this rule, leopard shark, soupfin shark, and Pacific hal-
ibut using recreational fishing gear. A vessel engaged in recreational fish-
ing within the YRCA is prohibited from possessing any species listed in
subsections (4)(a), (4)(b) and (4)(c) of this rule, leopard shark, soupfin
shark, and Pacific halibut. Recreational fishing vessels in possession of
species listed in subsections (4)(a), (4)(b) and (4)(c) and including leopard
shark, soupfin shark, and Pacific halibut may transit the YRCA without
fishing gear in the water.

[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146, 497.121 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.004, 496.009, 496.162 & 506.129
Hist.: FWC 82-1993, f. 12-22-93, cert. ef. 1-1-94; FWC 22-1994, f. 4-29-94, cert. ef. 5-2-94;
FWC 29-1994(Temp), f. 5-20-94, cert. ef. 5-21-94; FWC 31-1994, f. 5-26-94, cert. ef. 6-20-
94; FWC 43-1994(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-19-94; FWC 83-1994(Temp), f. 10-28-94, cert. ef.
11-1-94; FWC 95-1994, f. 12-28-94, cert. ef. 1-1-95; FWC 22-1995, f. 3-7-95, cert. ef. 3-10-
95; FWC 25-1995, f. 3-29-95, cert. ef. 4-1-95; FWC 26-1995, 3-29-95, cert. ef. 4-2-95; FWC
36-1995, f. 5-3-95, cert. ef. 5-5-95; FWC 43-1995(Temp), f. 5-26-95, cert. ef. 5-28-95; FWC
46-1995(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-2-95; FWC 58-1995(Temp), f. 7-3-95, cert. ef. 7-5-95; FWC
77-1995, f. 9-13-95, cert. ef. 1-1-96; FWC 28-1996(Temp) , f. 5-24-96, cert. ef. 5-26-96;
FWC 30-1996(Temp), f. 5-31-96, cert. ef. 6-2-96; FWC 72-1996, f. 12-31-96, cert. ef. 1-1-
97; FWC 75-1997, f. 12-31-97, cert. ef. 1-1-98; DFW 100-1998, f. 12-23-98, cert. ef. 1-1-99;
DFW 68-1999(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-17-99 thru 9-30-99; administrative correction 11-17-
99; DFW 96-1999, f. 12-27-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; DFW 83-2000(Temp), f. 12-28-00, cert. ef.
1-1-01 thru 1-31-01; DFW 1-2001, f. 1-25-01, cert. ef. 2-1-01; DFW 118-2001, f. 12-24-01,
cert. ef. 1-1-02; DFW 26-2002, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-02; DFW 130-2002, f. 11-21-02, cert. ef.
1-1-03; DFW 35-2003, f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03; DFW 114-2003(Temp), f. 11-18-03, cert.
ef. 11-21-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 125-2003, f. 12-11-03, cert. ef. 1-1-04; DFW 128-2003, f.
12-15-03, cert. ef. 1-1-04; DFW 83-2004(Temp), f. 8-17-04, cert. ef. 8-18-04 thru 12-31-04;
DFW 91-2004(Temp), f. 8-31-04, cert. ef. 9-2-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 97-2004(Temp), f. 9-
22-04, cert. ef. 9-30-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 117-2004, f. 12-13-04, cert. ef. 1-1-05; DFW
34-2005(Temp), f. 4-29-05, cert. ef. 5-1-05 thru 10-27-05; DFW 75-2005(Temp), f. 7-13-05,
cert. ef. 7-16-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 87-2005(Temp), f. 8-8-05, cert. ef. 8-11-05 thru 12-31-
05; DFW 121-2005(Temp), f. 10-12-05, cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 129-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-29-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 136-2005, f. 12-7-05, cert. ef. 1-1-
06; DFW 138-2005, f. 12-7-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06; DFW 141-2005(Temp), f. 12-12-05, cert. ef.
12-30-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-19-06; DFW 61-2006, f. 7-13-06, cert.
ef. 10-1-06; DFW 65-2006(Temp), f. 7-21-06, cert. ef. 7-24-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 105-
2006(Temp), f. 9-21-06, cert. ef. 9-22-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 134-2006(Temp), f. 12-21-06,
cert. ef. 1-1-07 thru 6-29-07; DFW 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 1-12-07; DFW 10-2007, f. & cert.
ef. 2-14-07; DFW 66-2007(Temp), f. 8-6-07, cert. ef. 8-11-07 thru 12-31-07; DFW 136-2007,
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f. 12-31-07, cert. ef. 1-1-08; DFW 73-2008(Temp), f. 6-30-08, cert. ef. 7-7-08 thru 12-31-08;
DFW 97-2008(Temp), f. 8-18-08, cert. ef. 8-21-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 105-2008(Temp), f.
9-4-08, cert. ef. 9-7-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 156-2008, f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; DFW 7-
2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-2-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 39-2009, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-09; DFW
110-2009(Temp), f. 9-10-09, cert. ef. 9-13-09 thru 12-31-09; DFW 144-2009, f. 12-8-09,
cert. ef. 1-1-10; DFW 103-2010(Temp), f. 7-21-10, cert. ef. 7-23-10 thru 12-31-10; DFW
157-2010, f. 12-6-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DFW 24-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-22-11; DFW 97-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-20-11 thru 12-31-11; DFW 135-2011(Temp), f. 9-21-11, cert. ef.
10-1-11 thru 12-31-11; DFW 155-2011(Temp), f. 11-18-11, cert. ef. 12-1-11 thru 12-31-11;
DFW 156-2011(Temp), f. 12-9-11, cert. ef. 12-15-11 thru 1-31-12; DFW 164-2011, f. 12-27-
11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DFW 90-2012(Temp), f. 7-17-12, cert. ef. 9-20-12 thru 12-31-12; DFW
151-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DFW 155-2012(Temp), f. 12-28-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13
thru 6-29-13; DFW 23-2013(Temp), f. 3-20-13, cert. ef. 4-1-13 thru 9-27-13; DFW 32-2013,
f. & cert. ef. 5-14-13; DFW 112-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-27-13 thru 12-31-13; DFW 136-
2013, f. 12-19-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; DFW 165-2014, f. 12-18-14, cert. ef. 1-1-15; DFW 4-
2015, f. 1-13-15, cert. ef. 1-15-15; [DFW 5-2015(Temp), f. 1-13-15, cert. ef. 1-15-15 thru 7-
13-15; Temporary suspended by DFW 18-2015, f. & cert. ef. 3-10-15; DFW 34-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 4-28-15

Rule Caption: Columbia River Recreational Season for Salmon,
Steelhead and Shad Set.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 35-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-30-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-2-15 thru 6-15-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-023-0125
Rules Suspended: 635-023-0125(T)
Subject:This amended rule sets a season for recreational spring Chi-
nook, steelhead and shad on the Columbia River mainstem down-
stream of Bonneville Dam for two days beginning Saturday, May 2
through Sunday, May 3, 2015. Descriptions of areas and bag limits
for harvest of adipose fin-clipped Chinook salmon and adipose fin-
clipped steelhead remain unchanged from those already adopted by
the Departments of Fish and Wildlife for the States of Oregon and
Washington at meetings of the Columbia River Compact on January
28 and April 10, 2015.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-023-0125
Spring Sport Fishery

(1) The 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations provide require-
ments for the Columbia River Zone and the Snake River Zone. However,
additional regulations may be adopted in this rule division from time to
time, and, to the extent of any inconsistency, they supersede the 2015
Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations.

(2) The Columbia River recreational salmon and steelhead fishery
downstream of Bonneville Dam is open from the Tongue Point/Rocky
Point line upstream to Beacon Rock (boat and bank) plus bank angling only
from Beacon Rock upstream to the Bonneville Dam deadline from
Saturday, May 2 through Sunday, May 3, 2015 (2 days) with the following
restrictions:

(a) No more than two adult adipose fin-clipped salmonids, of which
only one may be a Chinook, may be retained per day. All non-adipose fin-
clipped salmon and non-adipose fin-clipped steelhead must be released
immediately unharmed.

(b) All other permanent 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations
apply.

(c) The upstream boat boundary at Beacon Rock is defined as: “a
deadline marker on the Oregon bank (approximately four miles down-
stream from Bonneville Dam Powerhouse One) in a straight line through
the western tip of Pierce Island to a deadline marker on the Washington
bank at Beacon Rock.”

(3) The Columbia River recreational salmon and steelhead fishery
upstream of the Tower Island power lines (approximately 6 miles below
The Dalles Dam) to the Oregon/Washington border, plus the Oregon and
Washington banks between Bonneville Dam and the Tower Island power
lines is open for retention of adipose fin-clipped Chinook and adipose fin-
clipped steelhead from Monday, March 16 through Wednesday, May 6,
2015 (52 retention days) with the following restrictions:

(a) No more than two adult adipose fin-clipped salmonids, of which
only one may be a Chinook, may be retained per day. All non-adipose fin-
clipped salmon and non-adipose fin-clipped steelhead must be released
immediately unharmed.

(b) All other permanent 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations
apply.

(4) During March 1 through June 15, the Columbia River Select Area
recreational salmon and steelhead fisheries are subject to the following
restrictions:

(a) On days when the recreational fishery below Bonneville Dam is
open to retention of Chinook, the salmonid daily bag limit in Select Areas
will be the same as mainstem Columbia River bag limits; and

(b) On days when the mainstem Columbia River fishery is closed to
Chinook retention, the permanent salmonid bag limit regulations for Select
Areas apply.

(5) The mainstem Columbia River will be open March 1 through May
15, 2015 for retention of adipose fin-clipped steelhead and shad only dur-
ing days and in areas open for retention of adipose fin-clipped spring
Chinook.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162 & 506.129
Hist.: DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-04; DFW 17-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-04 thru
7-31-04; DFW 29-2004(Temp), f. 4-15-04, cert. ef. 4-22-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 30-
2004(Temp), f. 4-21-04, cert. ef. 4-22-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 36-2004(Temp), f. 4-29-04,
cert. ef. 5-1-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04;
DFW 44-2004(Temp), f. 5-17-04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 51-2004(Temp), f. 6-
9-04, cert. ef. 6-16-04 thru 7-31-04; Administrative correction 8-19-04; DFW 117-2004, f.
12-13-04, cert. ef. 1-1-05; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 35-2005(Temp), f. 5-4-05, cert. ef. 5-5-05 thru 10-16-
05; DFW 38-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 44-2005(Temp), f. 5-
17-05, cert. ef. 5-22-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 51-2005(Temp), f. 6-3-05, cert. ef. 6-4-05 thru
7-31-05; Administrative correction 11-18-05; DFW 136-2005, f. 12-7-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06;
DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 21-2006(Temp), f. 4-13-06, cert. ef. 4-14-06 thru
5-15-06; DFW 27-2006(Temp), f. 5-12-06, cert. ef. 5-13-06 thru 6-15-06; DFW 29-
2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-16-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 79-2006, f. 8-11-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07;
DFW 7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-
14-07; DFW 28-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-26-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 33-2007(Temp), f. 5-
15-07, cert. ef. 5-16-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 37-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-31-07 thru 7-30-
07; DFW 39-2007(Temp), f. 6-5-07, cert. ef. 6-6-07 thru 7-31-07; DFW 136-2007, f. 12-31-
07, cert. ef. 1-1-08; DFW 13-2008(Temp), f. 2-21-08, cert. ef. 2-25-08 thru 8-22-08; DFW
17-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-27-08 thru 8-22-08; DFW 35-2008(Temp), f. 4-17-08, cert.
ef. 4-21-08 thru 8-22-08; DFW 49-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-13-08 thru 6-15-08;
Administrative correction 7-22-08; DFW 156-2008, f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; DFW 10-
2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 3-1-09 thru 6-15-09; DFW 18-2009, f. & cert. ef. 2-26-09;
DFW 48-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09, cert. ef. 5-15-09 thru 6-16-09; DFW 68-2009(Temp), f. 6-
11-09, cert. ef. 6-12-09 thru 6-16-09; Administrative correction 7-21-09; DFW 144-2009, f.
12-8-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; DFW 19-2010(Temp), f. 2-26-10, cert. ef. 3-1-10 thru 8-27-10;
DFW 23-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-2-10 thru 8-27-10; DFW 45-2010(Temp), f. 4-21-10,
cert. ef. 4-24-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 49-2010(Temp), f. 4-27-10, cert. ef. 4-29-10 thru 7-31-
10; DFW 55-2010(Temp), f. 5-7-10, cert. ef. 5-8-10 thru 7-31-10; Suspended by DFW 88-
2010(Temp), f. 6-25-10, cert. ef. 6-26-10 thru 7-31-10; Administrative correction 8-18-10;
DFW 171-2010, f. 12-30-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DFW 13-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-14-11 thru
6-15-11; DFW 28-2011(Temp), f. 4-7-11, cert. ef. 4-8-11 thru 6-15-11; DFW 30-2011(Temp),
f. 4-15-11, cert. ef. 4-16-11 thru 6-15-11; DFW 33-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-11 thru 6-
15-11; DFW 39-2011(Temp), f. 5-5-11, cert. ef. 5-7-11 thru 6-15-11; DFW 48-2011(Temp),
f. 5-13-11, cert. ef. 5-15-11 thru 6-15-11; DFW 55-2011(Temp), f. 5-25-11, cert. ef. 5-27-11
thru 6-15-11; DFW 59-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-2-11 thru 6-15-11; Administrative cor-
rection 6-28-11; DFW 163-2011, f. 12-27-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DFW 8-2012(Temp), f. 2-6-12,
cert. ef. 2-15-12 thru 6-15-12; DFW 31-2012(Temp), f. 4-5-12, cert. ef. 4-6-12 thru 6-15-12;
DFW 33-2012(Temp), f. 4-12-12, cert. ef. 4-14-12 thru 6-15-12; DFW 45-2012(Temp), f. 5-
1-12, cert. ef. 5-2-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 47-2012(Temp), f. 5-15-12, cert. ef. 5-16-12 thru 7-
31-12; DFW 49-2012(Temp), f. 5-18-12, cert. ef. 5-19-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 51-
2012(Temp), f. 5-23-12, cert. ef. 5-26-12 thru 7-31-12; Suspended by DFW 85-2012(Temp),
f. 7-6-12, cert. ef. 7-9-12 thru 8-31-12; DFW 149-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DFW
12-2013(Temp), f. 2-12-13, cert. ef. 2-28-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 26-2013(Temp), f. 4-4-13,
cert. ef. 4-5-13 thru 7-1-13; DFW 38-2013(Temp), f. 5-22-13, cert. ef. 5-25-13 thru 7-1-13;
DFW 49-2013(Temp), f. 6-7-13, cert. ef. 6-8-13 thru 6-30-13; Administrative correction, 7-
18-13; DFW 137-2013, f. 12-19-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; DFW 12-2014(Temp), f. 2-13-14, cert.
ef. 3-1-14 thru 6-15-14; DFW 29-2014(Temp), f. 4-3-14, cert. ef. 4-4-14 thru 6-15-14; DFW
31-2014(Temp), f. 4-17-14, cert. ef. 4-19-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 40-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14,
cert. ef. 5-9-14 thru 6-30-14; DFW 44-2014(Temp), f. 5-14-14, cert. ef. 5-15-14 thru 6-15-
14; DFW 52-2014(Temp), f. 5-28-14, cert. ef. 5-31-14 thru 6-30-14; Administrative correc-
tion, 7-24-14; DFW 165-2014, f. 12-18-14, cert. ef. 1-1-15; DFW 12-2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15,
cert. ef. 3-1-15 thru 6-15-15; DFW 16-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-5-15 thru 6-15-15; DFW
26-2015(Temp), f. 4-8-15, cert. ef. 4-10-15 thru 6-15-15; DFW 35-2015(Temp), f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-2-15 thru 6-15-15

Rule Caption: Columbia River Commercial Spring Chinook Drift
Net Fishery Set for May 4, 2015.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 36-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-1-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-4-15 thru 5-5-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-042-0022
Subject: This amended rule authorizes a 14-hour non-Indian com-
mercial spring Chinook drift net fishery in the mainstem Columbia
River to commence on Monday, May 4, 2015 from the mouth of the
Columbia River upstream to Beacon Rock (Zones 1 thru 5). The
authorized fishing period begins at 10:00 a.m. Monday, May 4, 2015.
Modifications are consistent with action taken April 30, 2015 by the
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Oregon and Washington Departments of Fish and Wildlife in a meet-
ing of the Columbia River Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-042-0022
Spring Chinook Gillnet and Tangle Net Fisheries

(1) Adipose fin-clipped Chinook salmon and shad may be taken by
drift tangle net for commercial purposes from the mouth of the Columbia
River upstream to Beacon Rock (Zones 1 5 during the periods: Monday,
May 4, 2015 from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight (14 hours).

(2) A maximum of 8 adipose fin-clipped adult Chinook may be pos-
sessed or sold by each participating vessel. The first 8 adult hatchery fish
must be retained and no additional drifts may be conducted once the
Chinook limit has been retained. Jack Chinook (Chinook less than 24-inch-
es in total length) are not included in the landing limit. An adipose fin-
clipped salmon is defined as a hatchery salmon with a clipped adipose fin
and having a healed scar at the location of the fin. The adipose fin is the
small fatty fin on salmonids located between the dorsal fin and tail.

(3) During the spring Chinook tangle net fishery:
(a) It is unlawful to use other than a single-wall multi-filament net.

Monofilament tangle nets are not allowed. Maximum mesh size is 4 1/4
inches stretched taut. Nets not specifically authorized for use in this fishery
may be onboard the vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is
defined as a net on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic)
and bound with a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of
3/8 (0.375) inches or greater. Other permanent gear regulations remain in
effect.

(b) Mesh size is determined by placing three consecutive meshes
under hand tension and the measurement is taken from the inside of one
vertical knot to the inside of the opposite vertical knot of the center mesh.
Hand tension means sufficient linear tension to draw opposing knots of
meshes into contact.

(4) Nets shall not exceed 900 feet (150 fathoms) in length. A red cork
must be placed on the corkline every 25 fathoms as measured from the first
mesh of the net. Red corks at 25 fathom intervals must be in color contrast
to the corks used in the remainder of the net.

(5) On tangle nets, an optional steelhead excluder panel of mesh may
be hung between the corkline and the 4 1/4 inch maximum mesh size tan-
gle net. The excluder panel web must be a minimum mesh size of 12 inch-
es when stretched taut under hand tension. Monofilament mesh is allowed
for the excluder panel. The excluder panel (including any associated hang-
ings) must be a minimum of 5 linear feet in depth and not exceed 10 linear
feet in depth, as measured from the corkline to the upper margin of the tan-
gle net mesh as the net hangs naturally from a taut corkline. Weedlines or
droppers (bobber-type) may be used in place of the steelhead excluder
panel. A weedline-type excluder means the net is suspended below the
corkline by lines of no less than five feet in length between the corkline and
the upper margin of the tangle net. A dropper-type excluder means the
entire net is suspended below the surface of the water by lines of no less
than five feet in length extending from individual surface floats to a sub-
mersed corkline. The corkline cannot be capable of floating the net in its
entirety (including the leadline) independent of the attached floats.
Weedlines or droppers must extend a minimum of 5 feet above the 4 1/4
inch maximum mesh size tangle net.

(a) Tangle nets constructed with a steelhead excluder panel, weed-
lines, or droppers, may extend to a maximum length of 1,050 feet (175 fath-
oms).

(b) Tangle nets constructed with a steelhead excluder panel, weed-
lines, or droppers, along with a red cork every 25 fathoms as required in
section (5) above, must have two red corks at each end of the net.

(6) There are no restrictions on the hang ratio. The hang ratio is used
to horizontally add slack to the net. The hang ratio is determined by the
length of the web per length of the corkline.

(7) There are no restrictions on the use of slackers or stringers to
slacken the net vertically.

(8) Nets shall be fished for no longer than 45 minutes per set. The
time of fishing is measured from when the first mesh of the net is deployed
into the water until the last mesh of the net is fully retrieved from the water.

(9) Sturgeon, nonadipose fin-clipped Chinook salmon, and steelhead
must be released immediately with care and the least possible injury to the
fish to the river without violence or into an operating recovery box.

(a) One operating recovery box with two chambers or two operating
recovery boxes with one chamber each to aid survival of released fish must
be on board each fishing vessel participating in the fishery. Recovery boxes
shall be operating during any time that a net is being retrieved or picked.

(b) Non-adipose fin-clipped salmon and all steelhead that are bleed-
ing, in lethargic condition, or appearing dead must be placed in the recov-
ery box for rehabilitation purposes prior to release to the river.

(c) Each chamber of the recovery box must meet the following dimen-
sions as measured from within the box; the inside length measurement must
be at or within 39 1/2 to 48 inches, the inside width measurement must be
at or within 8 to 10 inches, and the inside height measurement must be at
or within 14 to 16 inches.

(d) Each chamber of the recovery box must include an operating
water pumping system capable of delivering a minimum flow of 16 gallons
per minute not to exceed 20 gallons per minute of fresh river water into
each chamber. The fisher must demonstrate to the Department and
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife employees, fish and wildlife
enforcement officers, or other peace officers, upon request, that the pump-
ing system is delivering the proper volume of fresh river water into each
chamber.

(e) Each chamber of the recovery box must include a water inlet hole
between 3/4 inch and 1 inch in diameter, centered horizontally across the
door or wall of chamber and 1 3/4 inches from the floor of the chamber.

(f) Each chamber of the recovery box must include a water outlet that
is at least 1 1/2 inches in diameter. The center of the outlet hole must be
located a minimum of 12 inches above the floor of the box or chamber, on
either the same or opposite end as the inlet.

(g) All fish placed in recovery boxes must be released to the river
prior to landing or docking.

(10) At least one fisher on each boat engaged in the fishery must have
attended a one-day workshop hosted by the Department or Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife to educate fishers on regulations and best
methods for conduct of the fishery.

(11) Nothing in this section sets any precedent for any future spring
Chinook fishery. The fact that an individual has attended a live capture
training workshop does not entitle the individual to participate in any other
fishery. If the Department authorizes a Live Capture fishery in the spring or
at any other time, the Department may establish qualifications and require-
ments that are different from those already established. In particular, the
Department may consider an individual’s compliance with these rules in
determining that individual’s eligibility to participate in any future Live
Capture fisheries.

(12) As authorized by OAR-635-006-0140 owners or operators of
commercial fishing vessels must cooperate with Department fishery
observers, or observers collecting data for the Department, when asked by
the Department to carry and accommodate an observer on fishing trips for
observation and sampling during an open fishery. In addition, cooperation
with department personel prior to a fishing period is expected.

(13) Closed waters, as described in OAR 635-042-0005 for Grays
River, Elokomin-B, Abernathy Creek, Cowlitz River, Kalama-B, Lewis-B,
Sandy and Washougal sanctuaries are in effect during the open fishing peri-
ods identified.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162, 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-04; DFW 12-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-1-04, thru
7-31-04; DFW 13-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-3-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 16-2004(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 3-8-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 18-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-04 thru 7-31-04;
DFW 20-2004(Temp) f. & cert. ef. 3-15-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 21-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
3-18-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 25-2004(Temp), f. 3-22-04, cert. ef. 3-23-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW
26-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-25-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 27-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-
29-04 thru 7-31-04; Administrative correction 8-19-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05;
DFW 9-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-1-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 11-2005(Temp), f. 3-2-05, cert.
ef. 3-3-05 & 7-31-05; DFW 13-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-7-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 14-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-15-05
thru 3-21-05; DFW 20-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-29-05 thru 3-30-05; DFW 21-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-31-05 thru 4-1-05; Administrative correction, 4-20-05; DFW 5-
2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 7-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW
9-2006(Temp), f. 3-1-06, cert. ef. 3-2-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 10-2006(Temp), f. 3-6-06, cert.
ef. 3-7-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 11-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-9-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 12-
2006(Temp), f. 3-13-06, cert. ef. 3-14-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 29-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-16-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 30-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 32-
2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-30-06
thru 7-31-06; Administrative correction 8-22-06; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07; DFW
13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 17-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-20-
07 thru 9-15-07; DFW 19-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-22-07 thru 9-17-07; DFW 44-
2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-14-07 thru 9-17-07; Administrative correction 9-18-07; DFW
31-2008(Temp), f. 3-31-08, cert. ef. 4-1-08 thru 9-27-08; DFW 33-2008(Temp), f. 4-7-08,
cert. ef. 4-8-08 thru 9-27-08; DFW 34-2008(Temp), f. 4-14-08, cert. ef. 4-15-08 thru 9-27-
08; Suspended by DFW 71-2008(Temp), f. 6-27-08, cert. ef. 6-28-08 thru 8-31-08;
Administrative correction 10-21-08; DFW 142-2008, f. & cert. ef. 11-21-08; DFW 30-
2009(Temp), f. 3-23-09, cert. ef. 3-27-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 34-2009(Temp), f. 4-6-09, cert.
ef. 4-7-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 36-2009(Temp), f. 4-13-09, cert. ef. 4-14-09 thru 4-30-09;
Administrative correction 5-20-09; DFW 38-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-30-10 thru 4-30-10;
DFW 41-2010(Temp), f. 4-6-10, cert. ef. 4-7-10 thru 4-30-10; Administrative correction 5-
19-10; DFW 25-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-29-11 thru 4-1-11; DFW 27-2011(Temp), f. 4-
5-11, cert. ef. 4-6-11 thru 4-10-11; Administrative correction, 4-25-11; DFW 45-2011(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-12-11 thru 6-30-11; DFW 51-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-11 thru 6-30-11;
Administrative correction 7-22-11; DFW 29-2012(Temp), f. 4-2-12, cert. ef. 4-3-12 thru 4-
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30-12; DFW 32-2012(Temp), f. 4-9-12, cert. ef. 4-10-12 thru 4-30-12; Administrative cor-
rection, 5-25-12; DFW 27-2013(Temp), f. 4-8-13, cert. ef. 4-9-13 thru 4-30-13; DFW 34-
2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13, cert. ef. 5-15-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 37-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-22-13 thru 5-31-13; DFW 45-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-29-13 thru 6-15-13;
Administrative correction, 7-18-13; DFW 28-2014(Temp), f. 3-31-14, cert .ef. 4-1-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 38-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-7-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 43-2014(Temp), f. 5-
14-14, cert. ef. 5-20-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 50-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-28-14 thru 7-31-
14; DFW 55-2014(Temp), f. 6-3-14, cert. ef. 6-4-14 thru 7-31-14; Administrative correction,
8-28-14; DFW 22-2015(Temp), f. 3-30-15, cert. ef. 3-31-15 thru 4-1-15; DFW 24-
2015(Temp), f. 4-6-15, cert. ef. 4-7-15 thru 4-8-15; Administrative correction, 4-21-15; DFW
36-2015(Temp), f. 5-1-15, cert. ef. 5-4-15 thru 5-5-15

Rule Caption: 2015 Commercial Spring Fisheries for Columbia
River Select Areas Modified.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 37-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-1-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-4-15 thru 7-30-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-042-0145, 635-042-0160, 635-042-0170, 635-
042-0180
Rules Suspended: 635-042-0145(T), 635-042-0160(T), 635-042-
0170(T), 635-042-0180(T)
Subject: These amended rules modify seasons previously set for
spring commercial fisheries in the Select Areas of the Columbia
River. Rule revisions are consistent with action taken April 30, 2015
by the Oregon and Washington Departments of Fish and Wildlife at
a meeting of the Columbia River Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-042-0145
Youngs Bay Salmon Season

(1) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes during
open 2015 fishing periods in waters of Youngs Bay as described below.
Retention and sale of white sturgeon is prohibited.

(a) The 2015 open fishing periods are established in three segments
categorized as the winter fishery, subsection (1)(a)(A); the spring fishery,
subsection (1)(a)(B); and summer fishery, subsection (1)(a)(C), as follows:

(A) Winter Season: None scheduled.
(B) Spring Season: Open during the following periods:
Tuesday, May 5, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Wednesday, May 6 (12 hrs.);
Thursday, May 7, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Friday, May 8 (12 hrs.); and
Noon Monday through Noon Friday (4 days/week) from May 11 through June 12 (20
days).
(C) Summer Season: Beginning June 16 the following open periods apply:
Noon Tuesday, June 16 through Noon Friday, June 19 (3 days);
Noon Mondays through Noon Fridays, June 22-July 3 (8 days);
Noon Monday, July 6 through Noon Thursday, July 9 (3 days); and
Noon Tuesdays through Noon Thursdays, July 14 through July 30 (6 days).
(b) For the winter fisheries, the waters of Youngs Bay from the

Highway 101 Bridge upstream to the upper boundary markers at the con-
fluence of the Klaskanine and Youngs rivers including the lower Walluski
River upstream to the Highway 202 Bridge are open. Those waters souther-
ly of the alternate Highway 101 Bridge (Lewis and Clark River) are closed.
For the spring and summer fisheries the fishing area is identified as the
waters of Youngs Bay from the Highway 101 Bridge upstream to the upper
boundary markers at the confluence of the Klaskanine and Youngs rivers
and includes the lower Walluski River upstream to Highway 202 Bridge
and the lower Lewis and Clark River upstream to the overhead power lines
immediately upstream of Barrett Slough.

(2) Gill nets may not exceed 1,500 feet (250 fathoms) in length and
weight may not exceed two pounds per any fathom except the use of addi-
tional weights and/or anchors attached directly to the leadline is allowed
upstream of markers located approximately 200 yards upstream of the
mouth of the Walluski River during all Youngs Bay commercial fisheries
and upstream of the alternate Highway 101 Bridge in the Lewis and Clark
River during the spring and summer seasons. A red cork must be placed on
the corkline every 25 fathoms as measured from the first mesh of the net.
Red corks at 25-fathom intervals must be in color contrast to the corks used
in the remainder of the net.

(a) It is unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is less than
7 inches during the winter season. It is unlawful to use a gill net having a
mesh size that is more than 9.75 inches during the spring and summer sea-
sons.

(b) Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be
onboard a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net
on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with
a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inch-
es or greater.

(3) Non-resident commercial fishing and boat licenses are not
required for Washington fishers participating in Youngs Bay commercial
fisheries. A valid fishing and boat license issued by the state of Washington
is considered adequate for participation in this fishery. The open area for
non-resident commercial fishers includes all areas open for commercial
fishing.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 32-1979, f. & ef. 8-22-79; FWC 28-1980, f. & ef. 6-23-80; FWC 42-1980(Temp),
f. & ef. 8-22-80; FWC 30-1981, f. & ef. 8-14-81; FWC 42-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 11-5-81;
FWC 54-1982, f. & ef. 8-17-82; FWC 37-1983, f. & ef. 8-18-83; FWC 61-1983(Temp), f. &
ef. 10-19-83; FWC 42-1984, f. & ef. 8-20-84; FWC 39-1985, f. & ef. 8-15-85; FWC 37-
1986, f. & ef. 8-11-86; FWC 72-1986(Temp), f. & ef. 10-31-86; FWC 64-1987, f. & ef. 8-7-
87; FWC 73-1988, f. & cert. ef. 8-19-88; FWC 55-1989(Temp), f. 8-7-89, cert. ef. 8-20-89;
FWC 82-1990(Temp), f. 8-14-90, cert. ef. 8-19-90; FWC 86-1991, f. 8-7-91, cert. ef. 8-18-
91; FWC 123-1991(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-21-91; FWC 30-1992(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-27-
92; FWC 35-1992(Temp), f. 5-22-92, cert. ef. 5-25-92; FWC 74-1992 (Temp), f. 8-10-92,
cert. ef. 8-16-92; FWC 28-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-26-93; FWC 48-1993, f. 8-6-93, cert.
ef. 8-9-93; FWC 21-1994(Temp), f. 4-22-94, cert. ef. 4-25-94; FWC 51-1994, f. 8-19-94,
cert. ef. 8-22-94; FWC 64-1994(Temp), f. 9-14-94, cert. ef. 9-15-94; FWC 66-1994(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 9-20-94; FWC 27-1995, f. 3-29-95, cert. ef. 4-1-95; FWC 48-1995(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 6-5-95; FWC 66-1995, f. 8-22-95, cert. ef. 8-27-95; FWC 69-1995, f. 8-25-95, cert.
ef. 8-27-95; FWC 8-1995, f. 2-28-96, cert. ef. 3-1-96; FWC 37-1996(Temp), f. 6-11-96, cert.
ef. 6-12-96; FWC 41-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-96; FWC 45-1996(Temp), f. 8-16-96, cert. ef.
8-19-96; FWC 54-1996(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-23-96; FWC 4-1997, f. & cert. ef. 1-30-97;
FWC 47-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-15-97; DFW 8-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-5-98 thru 2-28-98;
DFW 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 3-3-98; DFW 18-1998(Temp), f. 3-9-98, cert. ef. 3-11-98 thru 3-
31-98; DFW 60-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-7-98 thru 8-21-98; DFW 67-1998, f. & cert. ef.
8-24-98; DFW 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 2-26-99; DFW 52-1999(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-2-99
thru 8-6-99; DFW 55-1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 9-2000, f. & cert. ef. 2-25-00; DFW
42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-6-01; DFW 66-2001(Temp), f. 8-
2-01, cert. ef. 8-6-01 thru 8-14-01; DFW 76-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-20-01 thru 10-31-
01; DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 15-2002(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 2-20-02 thru 8-18-02; DFW 82-2002(Temp), f. 8-5-02, cert. ef. 8-7-02 thru 9-1-02;
DFW 96-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-26-02 thru 12-31-02; DFW 12-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-
14-03; DFW 17-2003(Temp), f. 2-27-03, cert. ef. 3-1-03 thru 8-1-03; DFW 32-2003(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 4-23-03 thru 8-1-03; DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-03 thru 10-1-03;
DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 37-2003(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-7-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW
89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-9-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-
04; DFW 19-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-12-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 22-2004(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 3-18-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 28-2004(Temp), f. 4-8-04 cert. ef. 4-12-04 thru 4-15-04;
DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 44-2004(Temp), f. 5-17-
04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert. ef. 8-3-04 thru 12-
31-04; DFW 109-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert.
ef. 2-14-05; DFW 15-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 3-15-05 thru 3-21-05; Administrative correction 4-20-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 28-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-28-05 thru 6-16-05;
DFW 37-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-5-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 40-2005(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 46-2005(Temp), f. 5-17-05, cert. ef. 5-18-05 thru 10-16-05;
DFW 73-2005(Temp), f. 7-8-05, cert. ef. 7-11-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 77-2005(Temp), f. 7-
14-05, cert. ef. 7-18-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 85-2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef. 8-3-05 thru
12-31-05; DFW 109-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 110-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05, cert. ef.
10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 120-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-20-06;
DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 14-2006(Temp), f. 3-15-06, cert. ef. 3-16-06 thru
7-27-06; DFW 15-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-23-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 17-2006(Temp), f.
3-29-06, cert. ef. 3-30-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 29-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-16-06 thru 7-
31-06; DFW 32-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-30-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 52-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-28-06 thru 7-27-06;
DFW 73-2006(Temp), f. 8-1-06, cert. ef. 8-2-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-
15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 119-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06 thru 12-
31-06; Administrative correction 1-16-07; DFW 7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07
thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07; DFW 13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-
07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 16-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-14-07 thru 9-9-07; DFW 25-
2007(Temp), f. 4-17-07, cert. ef. 4-18-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 45-2007(Temp), f. 6-15-07,
cert. ef. 6-25-07 thru 7-31-07; DFW 50-2007(Temp), f. 6-29-07, cert. ef. 7-4-07 thru 7-31-
07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-07; DFW 108-2007(Temp),
f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative correction 1-24-08; DFW 6-
2008(Temp), f. 1-29-08, cert. ef. 1-31-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 16-2008(Temp), f. 2-26-08,
cert. ef. 3-2-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 30-2008(Temp), f. 3-27-08, cert. ef. 3-30-08 thru 8-28-
08; DFW 48-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08; DFW 85-2008(Temp), f. 7-24-08, cert. ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-
08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f. 9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-31-08; Administrative correc-
tion 1-23-09; DFW 12-2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 24-
2009(Temp), f. 3-10-09, cert. ef. 3-11-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 49-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09,
cert. ef 5-17-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert. ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09;
DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert. ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09; Administrative correction
11-19-09; DFW 17-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-22-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 20-2010(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 2-26-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 30-2010(Temp), f. 3-11-10, cert. ef. 3-14-10 thru 7-
31-10; DFW 35-2010(Temp), f. 3-23-10, cert. ef. 3-24-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 40-
2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-1-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 46-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10
thru 7-31-10; DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-4-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 69-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10;
DFW 113-2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert. ef. 8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 9-10-10 thru 10-31-10; Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f.
2-10-11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-
2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 35-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-
28-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 46-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 52-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 76-2011(Temp), f. 6-24-11, cert. ef. 6-
27-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 106-2011(Temp), f. 8-2-11, cert. ef. 8-3-11 thru 10-31-11; DFW
121-2011(Temp), f. 8-29-11, cert. ef. 9-5-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction, 11-18-
11; DFW 12-2012(Temp), f. 2-8-12, cert. ef. 2-12-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 24-2012(Temp), f.
3-15-12, cert. ef. 3-18-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 26-2012(Temp), f. 3-20-12, cert. ef. 3-21-12
thru 7-31-12; DFW 27-2012(Temp), f. 3-27-12, cert. ef. 3-29-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 28-
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2012(Temp), f. 3-30-12, cert. ef. 4-1-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 30-2012(Temp), f. 4-4-12, cert.
ef. 4-5-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 36-2012(Temp), f. 4-16-12, cert. ef. 4-19-12 thru 7-31-12;
DFW 82-2012(Temp), f. 6-29-12, cert. ef. 7-2-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 96-2012(Temp), f. 7-
30-12, cert. ef. 8-1-12 thru 10-31-12; Administrative correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-
2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef. 2-11-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 22-2013(Temp), f. 3-12-13, cert.
ef. 3-13-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 34-2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13, cert. ef. 5-15-13 thru 7-31-13;
DFW 36-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-22-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 44-2013(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 5-29-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 82-2013(Temp), f. 7-29-13, cert. ef. 7-31-13 thru 10-31-13;
DFW 87-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-9-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW 109-2013(Temp), f. 9-27-13,
cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative correction, 11-22-13; DFW 8-2014(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 18-2014(Temp), f. 3-7-14, cert. ef. 3-10-14 thru 7-30-
14; DFW 25-2014(Temp), f. 3-13-14, cert. ef. 3-17-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 32-2014(Temp),
f. 4-21-14, cert. ef. 4-22-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 35-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 39-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14, cert. ef. 5-8-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 45-2014(Temp),
f. 5-14-14, cert. ef. 5-20-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 51-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-28-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 55-2014(Temp), f. 6-3-14, cert. ef. 6-4-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 104-2014(Temp),
f. 8-4-14, cert. ef. 8-5-14 thru 10-31-14; Administrative correction 11-24-14; DFW 10-
2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 17-2015(Temp), f. 3-5-15, cert.
ef. 3-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 21-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-24-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 29-
2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 37-2015(Temp), f. 5-1-15, cert. ef. 5-
4-15 thru 7-30-15

635-042-0160
Blind Slough and Knappa Slough Select Area Salmon Season

(1) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes during
open 2015 fishing periods described as the winter fishery and the spring
fishery in subsections (1)(a)(A) and (1)(a)(B) respectively, of this rule in
those waters of Blind Slough and Knappa Slough. Retention and sale of
white sturgeon is prohibited. The following restrictions apply:

(a) The open fishing periods are established in segments categorized
as the winter fishery in Blind Slough and Knappa Slough in subsection
(1)(a)(A), the winter fishery in Blind Slough only in subsection (1)(a)(B),
and the spring fishery in Blind Slough and Knappa Slough in subsections
(1)(a)(C) and (1)(a)(D). The seasons are open nightly from 7:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m. the following morning (12 hours), as follows:

(A) Blind Slough and Knappa Slough: Monday and Thursday nights
beginning Monday, February 9 through Friday, March 20 (12 nights);

(B) Blind Slough Only: Monday and Thursday nights beginning
Monday, March 23 through Tuesday, March 31 (3 nights);

(C) Blind Slough and Knappa Slough Tuesday and Thursday nights
beginning Tuesday, April 28 through Friday, May 8 (4 nights); and

(D) Blind Slough and Knappa Slough Monday and Thursday nights
beginning Monday, May 11 through Friday, June 12 (10 nights).

(b) The fishing areas for the winter and spring seasons are:
(A) Blind Slough are those waters from markers at the mouth of Blind

Slough upstream to markers at the mouth of Gnat Creek which is located
approximately 1/2 mile upstream of the county road bridge.

(B) Knappa Slough are all waters bounded by a line from the norther-
ly most marker at the mouth of Blind Slough westerly to a marker on
Karlson Island downstream to a north-south line defined by a marker on the
eastern end of Minaker Island to markers on Karlson Island and the Oregon
shore.

(C) During the period from May 4 through June 12, the Knappa
Slough fishing area extends downstream to the boundary lines defined by
markers on the west end of Minaker Island to markers on Karlson Island
and the Oregon shore.

(c) Gear restrictions are as follows:
(A) During the winter and spring fisheries, outlined above in subsec-

tions (1)(a)(A), (1)(a)(B), (1)(a)(C) and (1)(a)(D), gill nets may not exceed
100 fathoms in length with no weight limit on the lead line. The attachment
of additional weight and/or anchors directly to the lead line is permitted.

(B) It is unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is less than
7-inches during the winter fishery or greater than 9.75-inches during the
spring fishery.

(C) Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be
onboard a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net
on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with
a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inch-
es or greater.

(2) Oregon licenses are required in the open waters upstream from the
railroad bridge.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 46-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-23-96; FWC 48-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-97; DFW 15-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 3-3-98; DFW 67-1998, f. & cert. ef. 8-24-98; DFW 86-1998(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 10-28-98 thru 10-30-98; DFW 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 2-26-99; DFW 48-1999(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 6-24-99 thru 7-2-99; DFW 55-1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 9-2000, f. &
cert. ef. 2-25-00; DFW 42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 65-2000(Temp) f. 9-22-00, cert.
ef. 9-25-00 thru 12-31-00; DFW 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-6-01; DFW 84-2001(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 8-29-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 86-2001, f. & cert. ef. 9-4-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 89-
2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-14-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-
26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 14-2002(Temp), f. 2-13-02, cert. ef. 2-18-02 thru 8-17-02; DFW
96-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-26-02 thru 12-31-02; DFW 12-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-03;

DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-03,
cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW
89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-9-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-
04; DFW 19-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-12-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 22-2004(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 3-18-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 28-2004(Temp), f. 4-8-04 cert. ef. 4-12-04 thru 4-15-04;
DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 44-2004(Temp), f. 5-17-
04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert. ef. 8-3-04 thru 12-
31-04; DFW 95-2004(Temp), f. 9-17-04, cert. ef. 9-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 109-
2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05; DFW
16-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-
15-05 thru 3-21-05; Administrative correction 4-20-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 28-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-28-05 thru 6-16-05; DFW 37-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-5-05
thru 10-16-05; DFW 40-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 85-
2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef. 8-3-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 109-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 110-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05, cert. ef. 10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 120-2005(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-
05; Administrative correction 1-20-06; DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 14-
2006(Temp), f. 3-15-06, cert. ef. 3-16-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 16-2006(Temp), f. 3-23-06 &
cert. ef. 3-26-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 18-2006(Temp), f. 3-29-06, cert. ef. 4-2-06 thru 7-27-
06; DFW 20-2006(Temp), f. 4-7-06, cert. ef. 4-9-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 32-2006(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-30-06 thru 7-31-06;
DFW 75-2006(Temp), f. 8-8-06, cert. ef. 9-5-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 92-2006(Temp), f. 9-
1-06, cert. ef. 9-5-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 98-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-12-06 thru 12-31-
06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 119-
2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06 thru 12-31-06; Administrative correction 1-16-07; DFW
7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07;
DFW 13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 25-2007(Temp), f. 4-17-07,
cert. ef. 4-18-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-
07; DFW 108-2007(Temp), f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative cor-
rection 1-24-08; DFW 6-2008(Temp), f. 1-29-08, cert. ef. 1-31-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 16-
2008(Temp), f. 2-26-08, cert. ef. 3-2-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 48-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-
12-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08; DFW 85-
2008(Temp), f. 7-24-08, cert . ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 103(Temp), f. 8-26-08, cert. ef.
9-2-08 thru 10-31-08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f. 9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-31-08;
Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 12-2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09 thru
7-31-09; DFW 49-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09, cert. ef 5-17-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-
2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert. ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09; DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert.
ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09; Administrative correction 11-19-09; DFW 15-2010(Temp), f. 2-19-
10, cert. ef. 2-21-10 thru 6-11-10; DFW 46-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10 thru 7-31-10;
DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-4-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 69-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 113-
2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert. ef. 8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
9-10-10 thru 10-31-10; Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f. 2-10-
11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-
2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 44-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-
11-11 thru 6-10-11; Administrative correction 6-28-11; DFW 113-2011(Temp), f. 8-10-11,
cert. ef. 8-15-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction, 11-18-11; DFW 12-2012(Temp),
f. 2-8-12, cert. ef. 2-12-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 104-2012(Temp), f. 8-6-12, cert. ef. 8-13-12
thru 10-31-12; Administrative correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef.
2-11-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 24-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-21-13 thru 7-31-13;
Administrative correction, 8-21-13; DFW 91-2013(Temp), f. 8-22-13, cert. ef. 8-26-13 thru
10-31-13; DFW 110-2013(Temp), f. 9-27-13, cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative
correction, 11-22-13; DFW 8-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 35-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 39-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14, cert. ef. 5-
8-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 115-2014(Temp), f. 8-5-14, cert. ef. 8-18-14 thru 10-31-14; DFW
135-2014(Temp), f & cert. ef. 9-19-14 thru 10-31-14; Administrative correction 11-24-14;
DFW 10-2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 29-2015(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 37-2015(Temp), f. 5-1-15, cert. ef. 5-4-15 thru 7-30-15

635-042-0170
Tongue Point Basin and South Channel

(1) Tongue Point includes all waters bounded by a line extended from
the upstream (southern most) pier (#1) at the Tongue Point Job Corps facil-
ity through navigation marker #6 to Mott Island, a line from a marker at the
southeast end of Mott Island northeasterly to a marker on the northwest tip
of Lois Island, and a line from a marker on the southwest end of Lois Island
westerly to a marker on the Oregon shore.

(2) South Channel area includes all waters bounded by a line from a
marker on John Day Point through the green USCG buoy “7” to a marker
on the southwest end of Lois Island upstream to an upper boundary line
from a marker on Settler Point northwesterly to the flashing red USCG
marker #10, northwesterly to a marker on Burnside Island defining the
upstream terminus of South Channel.

(3) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes in those
waters of Tongue Point and South Channel as described in section (1) and
section (2) of this rule. Retention and sale of white sturgeon is prohibited.
The 2015 open fishing periods are:

Spring Season:
Tuesday, May 5, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Wednesday, May 6 (12 hrs.);
Thursday, May 7, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Friday, May 8 (12 hrs.); and
Monday and Thursday nights from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. the following morning
beginning Monday, May 11 through Friday, June 12.
(4) Gear restrictions are as follows:
(a) In waters described in section (1) as Tongue Point basin, gill nets

may not exceed 250 fathoms in length and weight limit on the lead line is
not to exceed two pounds on any one fathom. It is unlawful to use a gill net
having a mesh size that is less than 7 inches during the winter season or
more than 9.75-inches during the spring season.
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(b) In waters described in section (2) as South Channel, nets are
restricted to 250 fathoms in length with no weight restrictions on the lead
line. The attachment of additional weight and/or anchors directly to the lead
line is permitted. It is unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is
less than 7 inches during the winter season or more than 9.75 inches during
the spring season.

(c) Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be
onboard a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net
on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with
a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inch-
es or greater.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 46-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-23-96; FWC 48-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-97; FWC 61-
1997(Temp), f. 9-23-97, cert. ef. 9-24-97; DFW 15-1998, f. & cert. ef. 3-3-98; DFW 41-
1998(Temp), f. 5-28-98, cert. ef. 5-29-98; DFW 42-1998(Temp), f. 5-29-98, cert. ef. 5-31-98
thru 6-6-98; DFW 45-1998(Temp), f. 6-5-98, cert. ef. 6-6-98 thru 6-10-98; DFW 67-1998, f.
& cert. ef. 8-24-98; DFW 86-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-28-98 thru 10-30-98; DFW 10-1999, f.
& cert. ef. 2-26-99; DFW 55-1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 9-2000, f. & cert. ef. 2-25-
00; DFW 42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-6-01; DFW 84-
2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-29-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 89-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-14-
01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 15-
2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-20-02 thru 8-18-02; DFW 96-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-26-02
thru 12-31-02; DFW 12-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-03; DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-
24-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-
2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-
9-03 thru 12-31-03; Administrative correction 7-30-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert.
ef. 8-3-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 95-2004(Temp), f. 9-17-04, cert. ef. 9-19-04 thru 12-31-04;
DFW 109-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-
14-05; DFW 85-2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef. 8-3-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 109-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 110-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-
05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05, cert. ef. 10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
120-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-20-06; DFW 76-2006(Temp), f. 8-8-06,
cert. ef. 9-5-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06 thru 12-
31-06; DFW 119-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06 thru 12-31-06; Administrative correc-
tion 1-16-07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-07; DFW 108-
2007(Temp), f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative Correction 1-24-
08; DFW 44-2008(Temp), f. 4-25-08, cert. ef. 4-28-08 thru 10-24-08; DFW 48-2008(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-12-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08;
DFW 85-2008(Temp), f. 7-24-08, cert. ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f.
9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-31-08; Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 12-
2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert.
ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09; DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert. ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09;
Administrative correction 11-19-09; DFW 29-2010(Temp), f. 3-9-10, cert. ef. 4-19-10 thru 6-
12-10; DFW 46-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-4-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW
69-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 113-2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert.
ef. 8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-10-10 thru 10-31-10;
Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f. 2-10-11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru
7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-
21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 44-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-11-11 thru 6-10-11; Administrative
correction 6-28-11; DFW 113-2011(Temp), f. 8-10-11, cert. ef. 8-15-11 thru 10-31-11; DFW
122-2011(Temp), f. 8-29-11, cert. ef. 9-19-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction, 11-
18-11; DFW 41-2012(Temp), f. 4-24-12, cert. ef. 4-26-12 thru 6-30-12; Administrative cor-
rection, 8-1-12; DFW 104-2012(Temp), f. 8-6-12, cert. ef. 8-13-12 thru 10-31-12;
Administrative correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef. 2-11-13 thru 7-
31-13; DFW 34-2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13, cert. ef. 5-15-13 thru 7-31-13; Administrative cor-
rection, 8-21-13; DFW 91-2013(Temp), f. 8-22-13, cert. ef. 8-26-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW
110-2013(Temp), f. 9-27-13, cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative correction, 11-
22-13; DFW 8-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 35-2014(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 4-24-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 39-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14, cert. ef. 5-8-14 thru 7-31-14;
DFW 115-2014(Temp), f. 8-5-14, cert. ef. 8-18-14 thru 10-31-14; DFW 135-2014(Temp), f
& cert. ef. 9-19-14 thru 10-31-14; Administrative correction 11-24-14; DFW 10-2015(Temp),
f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 29-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-
30-15; DFW 37-2015(Temp), f. 5-1-15, cert. ef. 5-4-15 thru 7-30-15

635-042-0180
Deep River Select Area Salmon Season

(1) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes from the
US Coast Guard navigation marker #16 upstream to the Highway 4 Bridge.
Retention and sale of white sturgeon is prohibited.

(2) The 2015 open fishing seasons are:
(a) Winter season: Monday and Thursday nights from 7:00 p.m. to

7:00 a.m. the following morning (12 hours) beginning Monday, February 9
through Tuesday, March 31, 2015 (15 nights).

(b) Spring season:
Tuesday, May 5, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Wednesday, May 6 (12 hrs.);
Thursday, May 7, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Friday, May 8 (12 hrs.); and
Monday and Thursday nights from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. the following morning (12
hours) beginning Monday, May 11 through Friday, June 12, 2015 (9 nights).
(3) Gear restrictions are as follows:
(a) Gill nets may not exceed 100 fathoms in length and there is no

weight restriction on the lead line. The attachment of additional weight
and/or anchors directly to the lead line is permitted. Nets may not be tied
off to stationary structures and may not fully cross navigation channel.

(b) It is unlawful to operate in any river, stream or channel any gill net
longer than three-fourths the width of the stream. It is unlawful in any area
to use, operate, or carry aboard a commercial fishing vessel a licensed net

or combination of such nets, whether fished singly or separately, in excess
of the maximum lawful size or length prescribed for a single net in that
area. Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be onboard
a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net on a
drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with a
minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inches
or greater.

(c) Nets that are fished at any time between official sunset and offi-
cial sunrise must have lighted buoys on both ends of the net unless the net
is attached to the boat. If the net is attached to the boat, then one lighted
buoy on the opposite end of the net from the boat is required.

(d) During the winter season, outlined above in subsection (2)(a), it is
unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is less than 7-inches.

(e) During the spring season, outlined above in subsection (2)(b) it is
unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is more than 9.75-inches.

(4) Transportation or possession of fish outside the fishing area
(except to the sampling station) is unlawful until WDFW staff has biologi-
cally sampled individual catches. After sampling, fishers will be issued a
transportation permit by WDFW staff. During the winter season, described
in subsection (2)(a) above, fishers are required to call (360) 795-0319 to
confirm the location and time of sampling. During the spring season,
described in subsection (2)(b) above, a sampling station will be established
at WDFW’s Oneida Road boat ramp, about 0.5 miles upstream of the lower
Deep River area boundary (USCG navigation marker #16).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 46-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-23-96; FWC 48-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-25-97; DFW 55-
1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 84-2001(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 8-29-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 89-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-14-01 thru 12-31-01;
DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 96-2002(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 8-26-02 thru 12-31-02; DFW 19-2003(Temp), f. 3-12-03, cert. ef. 4-17-03 thru 6-13-
03; DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-
03, cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03;
DFW 89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-9-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef.
2-13-04; DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 44-2004(Temp),
f. 5-17-04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert. ef. 8-3-04
thru 12-31-04; DFW 95-2004(Temp), f. 9-17-04, cert. ef. 9-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 109-
2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05; DFW
27-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 28-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-
28-05 thru 6-16-05; DFW 37-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-5-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 40-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 85-2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef.
8-3-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 109-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
110-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05,
cert. ef. 10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 120-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05;
DFW 124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-
20-06; DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 32-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru
7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-30-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 77-2006(Temp), f.
8-8-06, cert. ef. 9-4-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06
thru 12-31-06; DFW 119-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06; Administrative correction 1-
16-07; DFW 7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert.
ef. 2-14-07; DFW 13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 25-2007(Temp), f.
4-17-07, cert. ef. 4-18-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 28-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-26-07 thru 7-
26-07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-07; DFW 108-
2007(Temp), f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative Correction 1-24-
08; DFW 6-2008(Temp), f. 1-29-08, cert. ef. 1-31-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 16-2008(Temp), f.
2-26-08, cert. ef. 3-2-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 48-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-08 thru 8-28-
08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08; DFW 85-2008(Temp), f. 7-24-
08, cert. ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f. 9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-
31-08; Administrative correction 1-23-09; DFW 12-2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09
thru 7-31-09; DFW 23-2009(Temp), f. 3-5-09, cert. ef. 3-6-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 35-
2009(Temp), f. 4-7-09, cert. ef. 4-8-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 49-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09, cert.
ef 5-17-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert. ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09;
DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert. ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09; DFW 112-2009(Temp), f. 9-
11-09, cert. ef. 9-13-09 thru 10-30-09; DFW 121-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-30-09 thru 10-
31-09; Administrative correction 11-19-09; DFW 16-2010(Temp), f. 2-19-10, cert. ef. 2-22-
10 thru 6-10-10; DFW 40-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-1-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 46-
2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-4-10
thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 69-
2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 113-2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert. ef.
8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-10-10 thru 10-31-10;
Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f. 2-10-11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru
7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-
21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 53-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-11 thru 6-10-11; Administrative
correction 6-28-11; DFW 113-2011(Temp), f. 8-10-11, cert. ef. 8-15-11 thru 10-31-11;
Administrative correction, 11-18-11; DFW 12-2012(Temp), f. 2-8-12, cert. ef. 2-12-12 thru
7-31-12; DFW 104-2012(Temp), f. 8-6-12, cert. ef. 8-13-12 thru 10-31-12; Administrative
correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef. 2-11-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW
24-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-21-13 thru 7-31-13; Administrative correction, 8-21-13;
DFW 91-2013(Temp), f. 8-22-13, cert. ef. 8-26-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW 110-2013(Temp), f.
9-27-13, cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative correction, 11-22-13; DFW 8-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 115-2014(Temp), f. 8-5-14, cert. ef.
8-18-14 thru 10-31-14; DFW 135-2014(Temp), f & cert. ef. 9-19-14 thru 10-31-14;
Administrative correction 11-24-14; DFW 10-2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-
30-15; DFW 29-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 37-2015(Temp), f. 5-
1-15, cert. ef. 5-4-15 thru 7-30-15

Rule Caption: Columbia River Zone 6 and Tributary Treaty Indi-
an Commercial Fisheries Set.
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Adm. Order No.: DFW 38-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-5-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-5-15 thru 7-31-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-041-0065
Subject: These amended rules allow sales of fish from a platform
and hook-and-line fishery in all of Zone 6 from 7:00 p.m. Tuesday,
May 5 until further notice; a Yakama Nation tributary fishery from
7:00 p.m. Tuesday, May 5 through 11:59 p.m. July 31, 2015; and a
gill net season in the Bonneville and The Dalles pools beginning at
6:00 a.m. Tuesday, May 12 through 6:00 p.m. Friday, May 15, 2015
(3.5 days). Modifications are consistent with action taken May 5,
2015 by the Oregon and Washington Departments of Fish and
Wildlife, in cooperation with the Columbia River Treaty Tribes, in
a meeting of the Columbia River Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-041-0065
Spring Season

(1) Salmon, steelhead, shad, walleye, catfish, bass, yellow perch, and
carp may be taken for commercial purposes from the Zone 6 Columbia
River Treaty Indian Fishery, from 7:00 p.m. Tuesday, May 5 until further
notice.

(2) Gear is restricted to subsistence fishing gear which includes hoop-
nets, dipnets, rod and reel with hook-and-line. Beginning at 6:00 a.m.
Tuesday, May 12 through 6:00 p.m. Friday, May 15, 2015 (3.5 days) fish
may also be taken by gill net. There are no mesh size restrictions.

(3) Closed areas as set forth in OAR 635-041-0045 remain in effect
with the exception of Spring Creek Hatchery sanctuary.

(4)(a) White sturgeon between 43-54 inches in fork length caught in
The Dalles Pool and John Day pools may not be sold but may be retained
for subsistence use.

(b) White sturgeon between 38-54 inches in fork length caught in the
Bonneville Pool may not be sold but retained for subsistence purposes.

(5) Effective 7:00 p.m. Tuesday, May 5 through 11:59 p.m. Friday,
July 31, 2015, commercial sales of salmon, steelhead, walleye, shad, cat-
fish, carp, bass and yellow perch caught in Yakama Nation tributary fish-
eries in the Klickitat River; Wind River; and Drano Lake are allowed for
Yakama Nation members during those days and hours when these tributar-
ies are open under lawfully enacted Yakama Nation fishing periods.

(a) Sturgeon between 43-54 inches in fork length harvested in tribu-
taries within The Dalles or John Day pools and sturgeon between 38-54
inches in fork length harvested in tributaries within Bonneville Pool may
not be sold but may be kept for subsistence purposes.

(b) Gear is restricted to subsistence fishing gear which includes hoop-
nets, dipnets, and rod and reel with hook-and-line. Gillnets may only be
used in Drano Lake.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 89, f. & ef. 1-28-77; FWC 2-1978, f. & ef. 1-31-78; FWC 7-1978, f. & ef. 2-21-
78; FWC 2-1979, f. & ef. 1-25-79; FWC 13-1979(Temp), f. & ef. 3-30-1979, Renumbered
from 635-035-0065; FWC 6-1980, f. & ef. 1-28-80; FWC 1-1981, f. & ef. 1-19-81; FWC 6-
1982, f. & ef. 1-28-82; FWC 2-1983, f. 1-21-83, ef. 2-1-83; FWC 4-1984, f. & ef. 1-31-84;
FWC 2-1985, f. & ef. l-30-85; FWC 4-1986(Temp), f. & ef. 1-28-86; FWC 79-1986(Temp),
f. & ef. 12-22-86; FWC 2-1987, f. & ef. 1-23-87; FWC 3-1988(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-29-88;
FWC 10-1988, f. & cert. ef. 3-4-88; FWC 5-1989, f. 2-6-89, cert. ef. 2-7-89; FWC 13-
1989(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-21-89; FWC 15-1990(Temp), f. 2-8-90, cert. ef. 2-9-90; FWC
20-1990, f. 3-6-90, cert. ef. 3-15-90; FWC 13-1992(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-5-92; FWC 7-
1993, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-93; FWC 12-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-22-93; FWC 18-
1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-2-93; FWC 7-1994, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-94; FWC 11-1994(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 2-28-94; FWC 9-1995, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-95; FWC 19-1995(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
3-3-95; FWC 5-1996, f. & cert. ef. 2-7-96; FWC 4-1997, f. & cert. ef. 1-30-97; DFW 8-
1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-5-98 thru 2-28-98; DFW 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 3-3-98; DFW 20-
1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-13-98 thru 3-20-98; DFW 23-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-20-98
thru 6-30-98; DFW 2-1999(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-1-99 through 2-19-99; DFW 9-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 2-26-99; DFW 14-1999(Temp), f. 3-5-99, cert. ef. 3-6-99 thru 3-20-99;
Administrative correction 11-17-99; DFW 6-2000(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-1-00 thru 2-29-00;
DFW 9-2000, f. & cert. ef. 2-25-00; DFW 19-2000, f. 3-18-00, cert. ef. 3-18-00 thru 3-21-
00; DFW 26-2000(Temp), f. 5-4-00, cert. ef. 5-6-00 thru 5-28-00; Administrative correction
5-22-00; DFW 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-6-01; DFW 14-2001(Temp), f. 3-12-01, cert. ef. 3-14-
01 thru 3-21-01; Administrative correction 6-20-01; DFW 9-2002, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-02; DFW
11-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-8-02 thru 8-7-02; DFW 17-2002(Temp), f. 3-7-02, cert. ef. 3-
8-02 thru 9-1-02; DFW 18-2002(Temp), f. 3-13-02, cert. ef. 3-15-02 thru 9-11-02; DFW 134-
2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 12-19-02 thru 4-1-03; DFW 20-2003(Temp), f. 3-12-03, cert. ef.
3-13-03 thru 4-1-03; DFW 131-2003(Temp), f. 12-26-03, cert. ef. 1-1-04 thru 4-1-04; DFW
5-2004(Temp), f. 1-26-04, cert. ef. 2-2-04 thru 4-1-04; DFW 15-2004(Temp), f. 3-8-04, cert.
ef. 3-10-04 thru 4-1-04; DFW 130-2004(Temp), f. 12-23-04, cert. ef. 1-1-05 thru 4-1-05;
DFW 4-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef 1-31-05 thru 4-1-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
3-15-05 thru 3-21-05; Administrative correction 4-20-05; DFW 3-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
1-27-06 thru 3-31-06; Administrative correction 4-19-06; DFW 7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07,
cert. ef. 2-1-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07; DFW 14-2007(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 3-9-07 thru 9-4-07; DFW 15-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-14-07 thru 9-9-07;

Administrative correction 9-16-07; DFW 6-2008(Temp), f. 1-29-08, cert. ef. 1-31-08 thru 7-
28-08; DFW 20-2008(Temp), f. 2-28-08, cert. ef. 2-29-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 21-
2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-5-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 22-2008(Temp), f. 3-7-08, cert. ef. 3-
10-08 thru 7-28-08; Administrative correction 8-21-08; DFW 142-2008, f. & cert. ef. 11-21-
08; DFW 6-2009(Temp), f. 1-30-09, cert. ef. 2-2-09 thru 8-1-09; DFW 11-2009(Temp), f. 2-
13-09, cert. ef. 2-16-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 22-2009(Temp), f. 3-5-09, cert. ef. 3-6-09 thru 7-
31-09; Administrative correction 8-21-09; DFW 9-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-3-10 thru 8-
1-10; DFW 12-2010(Temp), f. 2-10-10, cert. ef. 2-11-10 thru 8-1-10; DFW 18-2010(Temp),
f. 2-24-10, cert. ef. 2-26-10 thru 4-1-10; DFW 24-2010(Temp), f. 3-2-10, cert. ef. 3-3-10 thru
4-1-10; Administrative correction 4-21-10; DFW 8-2011(Temp), f. 1-31-11, cert. ef. 2-1-11
thru 4-1-11; DFW 9-2011(Temp), f. 2-9-11, cert. ef. 2-10-11 thru 4-1-11; DFW 23-2011, f. &
cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 5-2012(Temp), f. 1-30-12, cert. ef. 2-1-12 thru 3-31-12; DFW 18-
2012(Temp), f. 2-28-12, cert. ef. 2-29-12 thru 6-15-12; DFW 19-2012(Temp), f. 3-2-12, cert.
ef. 3-5-12 thru 6-15-12; DFW 20-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-5-12 thru 6-15-12; DFW 46-
2012(Temp), f. 5-14-12, cert. ef. 5-15-12 thru 6-30-12; Administrative correction, 8-1-12;
DFW 9-2013(Temp), f. 1-31-13, cert. ef. 2-1-13 thru 3-31-13; DFW 15-2013(Temp), f. 2-22-
13, cert. ef. 2-27-13 thru 6-15-13; DFW 18-2013(Temp), f. 3-5-13, cert. ef. 3-6-13 thru 6-15-
13; DFW 35-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-21-13 thru 6-30-13; DFW 48-2013(Temp), f. 6-7-
13, cert. ef. 6-8-13 thru 7-31-13; Administrative correction, 8-21-13; DFW 6-2014(Temp), f.
1-30-14, cert. ef. 2-1-14 thru 7-30-14; DFW 15-2014(Temp), f. 2-25-14, cert. ef. 2-26-14 thru
7-30-14; DFW 17-2014(Temp), f. 2-28-14, cert. ef. 3-1-14 thru 7-30-14; DFW 23-
2014(Temp), f. 3-11-14, cert. ef. 3-12-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 37-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-6-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 46-2014(Temp), f. 5-19-14, cert. ef. 5-20-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW
48-2014(Temp), f. 5-27-14, cert. ef. 5-28-14 thru 7-31-13; DFW 54-2014(Temp), f. 6-2-14,
cert. ef. 6-3-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 59-2014(Temp), f. 6-9-14, cert. ef. 6-10-14 thru 7-31-14;
Administrative correction, 8-28-14; DFW 9-2015(Temp), f. 1-29-15, cert. ef. 2-2-15 thru 3-
31-15; DFW 13-2015(Temp), f. 2-19-15, cert. ef. 2-20-15 thru 3-31-15; DFW 19-
2015(Temp), f. 3-11-15, cert. ef. 3-12-15 thru 3-31-15; Administrative correction, 4-21-15;
DFW 38-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-5-15 thru 7-31-15

Rule Caption: Columbia River Commercial Spring Chinook Drift
Net Fishery Set for May 6, 2015.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 39-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-6-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-6-15 thru 5-7-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-042-0022
Subject: This amended rule authorizes a 14-hour non-Indian com-
mercial spring Chinook drift net fishery in the mainstem Columbia
River to commence on Wednesday, May 6 at 4:00 p.m. through 6:00
a.m. Thursday, May 7, 2015 (14 hours) from the mouth of the
Columbia River upstream to Beacon Rock (Zones 1 thru 5). Modi-
fications are consistent with action taken May 5, 2015 by the Ore-
gon and Washington Departments of Fish and Wildlife at a meeting
of the Columbia River Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-042-0022
Spring Chinook Gillnet and Tangle Net Fisheries

(1) Adipose fin-clipped Chinook salmon and shad may be taken by
drift tangle net for commercial purposes from the mouth of the Columbia
River upstream to Beacon Rock (Zones 1–5 during the periods: 4:00 p.m
Wednesday, May 6 to 6:00 a.m. Thursday, May 7, 2015 (14 hours).

(2) An adipose fin-clipped salmon is defined as a hatchery salmon
with a clipped adipose fin and having a healed scar at the location of the fin.
The adipose fin is the small fatty fin on salmonids located between the dor-
sal fin and tail.

(3) During the spring Chinook tangle net fishery:
(a) It is unlawful to use other than a single-wall multi-filament net.

Monofilament tangle nets are not allowed. Maximum mesh size is 4-1/4
inches stretched taut. Nets not specifically authorized for use in this fishery
may be onboard the vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is
defined as a net on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic)
and bound with a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of
3/8 (0.375) inches or greater. Other permanent gear regulations remain in
effect.

(b) Mesh size is determined by placing three consecutive meshes
under hand tension and the measurement is taken from the inside of one
knot to the inside of the opposite knot of the center mesh. Hand tension
means sufficient linear tension to draw opposing knots of meshes into con-
tact.

(4) Nets shall not exceed 900 feet (150 fathoms) in length. A red cork
must be placed on the corkline every 25 fathoms as measured from the first
mesh of the net. Red corks at 25 fathom intervals must be in color contrast
to the corks used in the remainder of the net.

(5) On tangle nets, an optional steelhead excluder panel of mesh may
be hung between the corkline and the 4 1/4 inch maximum mesh size tan-
gle net. The excluder panel web must be a minimum mesh size of 12 inch-
es when stretched taut under hand tension. Monofilament mesh is allowed
for the excluder panel. The excluder panel (including any associated hang-
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ings) must be a minimum of 5 linear feet in depth and not exceed 10 linear
feet in depth, as measured from the corkline to the upper margin of the tan-
gle net mesh as the net hangs naturally from a taut corkline. Weedlines or
droppers (bobber-type) may be used in place of the steelhead excluder
panel. A weedline-type excluder means the net is suspended below the
corkline by lines of no less than five feet in length between the corkline and
the upper margin of the tangle net. A dropper-type excluder means the
entire net is suspended below the surface of the water by lines of no less
than five feet in length extending from individual surface floats to a sub-
mersed corkline. The corkline cannot be capable of floating the net in its
entirety (including the leadline) independent of the attached floats.
Weedlines or droppers must extend a minimum of 5 feet above the 4 1/4
inch maximum mesh size tangle net.

(a) Tangle nets constructed with a steelhead excluder panel, weed-
lines, or droppers, may extend to a maximum length of 1,050 feet (175 fath-
oms).

(b) Tangle nets constructed with a steelhead excluder panel, weed-
lines, or droppers, along with a red cork every 25 fathoms as required in
section (5) above, must have two red corks at each end of the net.

(6) There are no restrictions on the hang ratio. The hang ratio is used
to horizontally add slack to the net. The hang ratio is determined by the
length of the web per length of the corkline.

(7) There are no restrictions on the use of slackers or stringers to
slacken the net vertically.

(8) Nets shall be fished for no longer than 45 minutes per set. The
time of fishing is measured from when the first mesh of the net is deployed
into the water until the last mesh of the net is fully retrieved from the water.

(9) Sturgeon, nonadipose fin-clipped Chinook salmon, and steelhead
must be released immediately to the river with care and with the least pos-
sible injury to the fish, or placed into an operating recovery box.

(a) One operating recovery box with two chambers or two operating
recovery boxes with one chamber each to aid survival of released fish must
be on board each fishing vessel participating in the fishery. Recovery boxes
shall be operating during any time that a net is being retrieved or picked.

(b) Non-adipose fin-clipped salmon and all steelhead that are bleed-
ing, in lethargic condition, or appearing dead must be placed in the recov-
ery box for rehabilitation purposes prior to release to the river.

(c) Each chamber of the recovery box must meet the following dimen-
sions as measured from within the box; the inside length measurement must
be at or within 39 1/2 to 48 inches, the inside width measurement must be
at or within 8 to 10 inches, and the inside height measurement must be at
or within 14 to 16 inches.

(d) Each chamber of the recovery box must include an operating
water pumping system capable of delivering a minimum flow of 16 gallons
per minute not to exceed 20 gallons per minute of fresh river water into
each chamber. The fisher must demonstrate to the Department and
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife employees, fish and wildlife
enforcement officers, or other peace officers, upon request, that the pump-
ing system is delivering the proper volume of fresh river water into each
chamber.

(e) Each chamber of the recovery box must include a water inlet hole
between 3/4 inch and 1 inch in diameter, centered horizontally across the
door or wall of chamber and 1 3/4 inches from the floor of the chamber.

(f) Each chamber of the recovery box must include a water outlet that
is at least 1 1/2 inches in diameter. The center of the outlet hole must be
located a minimum of 12 inches above the floor of the box or chamber, on
either the same or opposite end as the inlet.

(g) All fish placed in recovery boxes must be released to the river
prior to landing or docking.

(10) At least one fisher on each boat engaged in the fishery must have
attended a one-day workshop hosted by the Department or Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife to educate fishers on regulations and best
methods for conduct of the fishery.

(11) Nothing in this section sets any precedent for any future spring
Chinook fishery. The fact that an individual has attended a live capture
training workshop does not entitle the individual to participate in any other
fishery. If the Department authorizes a Live Capture fishery in the spring or
at any other time, the Department may establish qualifications and require-
ments that are different from those already established. In particular, the
Department may consider an individual’s compliance with these rules in
determining that individual’s eligibility to participate in any future Live
Capture fisheries.

(12) As authorized by OAR-635-006-0140 owners or operators of
commercial fishing vessels must cooperate with Department fishery
observers, or observers collecting data for the Department, when asked by

the Department to carry and accommodate an observer on fishing trips for
observation and sampling during an open fishery. In addition, cooperation
with department personel prior to a fishing period is expected.

(13) Closed waters, as described in OAR 635-042-0005 for Grays
River, Elokomin-B, Cowlitz River, Kalama-B, Lewis-B, Sandy and
Washougal sanctuaries are in effect during the open fishing periods 
identified.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162, 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-04; DFW 12-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-1-04, thru
7-31-04; DFW 13-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-3-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 16-2004(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 3-8-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 18-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-04 thru 7-31-04;
DFW 20-2004(Temp) f. & cert. ef. 3-15-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 21-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
3-18-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 25-2004(Temp), f. 3-22-04, cert. ef. 3-23-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW
26-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-25-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 27-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-
29-04 thru 7-31-04; Administrative correction 8-19-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05;
DFW 9-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-1-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 11-2005(Temp), f. 3-2-05, cert.
ef. 3-3-05 & 7-31-05; DFW 13-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-7-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 14-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-15-05
thru 3-21-05; DFW 20-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-29-05 thru 3-30-05; DFW 21-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-31-05 thru 4-1-05; Administrative correction, 4-20-05; DFW 5-
2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 7-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW
9-2006(Temp), f. 3-1-06, cert. ef. 3-2-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 10-2006(Temp), f. 3-6-06, cert.
ef. 3-7-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 11-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-9-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 12-
2006(Temp), f. 3-13-06, cert. ef. 3-14-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 29-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-16-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 30-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 32-
2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-30-06
thru 7-31-06; Administrative correction 8-22-06; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07; DFW
13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 17-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-20-
07 thru 9-15-07; DFW 19-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-22-07 thru 9-17-07; DFW 44-
2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-14-07 thru 9-17-07; Administrative correction 9-18-07; DFW
31-2008(Temp), f. 3-31-08, cert. ef. 4-1-08 thru 9-27-08; DFW 33-2008(Temp), f. 4-7-08,
cert. ef. 4-8-08 thru 9-27-08; DFW 34-2008(Temp), f. 4-14-08, cert. ef. 4-15-08 thru 9-27-
08; Suspended by DFW 71-2008(Temp), f. 6-27-08, cert. ef. 6-28-08 thru 8-31-08;
Administrative correction 10-21-08; DFW 142-2008, f. & cert. ef. 11-21-08; DFW 30-
2009(Temp), f. 3-23-09, cert. ef. 3-27-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 34-2009(Temp), f. 4-6-09, cert.
ef. 4-7-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 36-2009(Temp), f. 4-13-09, cert. ef. 4-14-09 thru 4-30-09;
Administrative correction 5-20-09; DFW 38-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-30-10 thru 4-30-10;
DFW 41-2010(Temp), f. 4-6-10, cert. ef. 4-7-10 thru 4-30-10; Administrative correction 5-
19-10; DFW 25-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-29-11 thru 4-1-11; DFW 27-2011(Temp), f. 4-
5-11, cert. ef. 4-6-11 thru 4-10-11; Administrative correction, 4-25-11; DFW 45-2011(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-12-11 thru 6-30-11; DFW 51-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-11 thru 6-30-11;
Administrative correction 7-22-11; DFW 29-2012(Temp), f. 4-2-12, cert. ef. 4-3-12 thru 4-
30-12; DFW 32-2012(Temp), f. 4-9-12, cert. ef. 4-10-12 thru 4-30-12; Administrative cor-
rection, 5-25-12; DFW 27-2013(Temp), f. 4-8-13, cert. ef. 4-9-13 thru 4-30-13; DFW 34-
2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13, cert. ef. 5-15-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 37-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-22-13 thru 5-31-13; DFW 45-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-29-13 thru 6-15-13;
Administrative correction, 7-18-13; DFW 28-2014(Temp), f. 3-31-14, cert .ef. 4-1-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 38-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-7-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 43-2014(Temp), f. 5-
14-14, cert. ef. 5-20-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 50-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-28-14 thru 7-31-
14; DFW 55-2014(Temp), f. 6-3-14, cert. ef. 6-4-14 thru 7-31-14; Administrative correction,
8-28-14; DFW 22-2015(Temp), f. 3-30-15, cert. ef. 3-31-15 thru 4-1-15; DFW 24-
2015(Temp), f. 4-6-15, cert. ef. 4-7-15 thru 4-8-15; Administrative correction, 4-21-15; DFW
36-2015(Temp), f. 5-1-15, cert. ef. 5-4-15 thru 5-5-15; DFW 39-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-
6-15 thru 5-7-15

Rule Caption: Columbia River Recreational Season for Salmon,
Steelhead and Shad Extended.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 40-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-6-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-6-15 thru 6-15-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-023-0125
Rules Suspended: 635-023-0125(T)
Subject:This amended rule sets a season for recreational spring Chi-
nook, steelhead and shad on the Columbia River mainstem down-
stream of Bonneville Dam for May 9 and May 16 through June 15,
2015. The rule also extends the ongoing spring Chinook fishery
upstream of Bonneville Dam through Sunday May 10, 2015. Mod-
ifications are consistent with action taken May 5, 2015 by the Ore-
gon and Washington Departments of Fish and Wildlife at a meeting
of the Columbia River Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-023-0125
Spring Sport Fishery

(1) The 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations provide require-
ments for the Columbia River Zone and the Snake River Zone. However,
additional regulations may be adopted in this rule division from time to
time, and, to the extent of any inconsistency, they supersede the 2015
Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations.

(2) The Columbia River recreational salmon and steelhead fishery
downstream of Bonneville Dam is open from the Tongue Point/Rocky
Point line upstream to Beacon Rock (boat and bank) plus bank angling only
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from Beacon Rock upstream to the Bonneville Dam deadline on Saturday,
May 9; and Saturday, May 16 through Monday, June 15, 2015 (31 days)
with the following restrictions:

(a) No more than two adult adipose fin-clipped salmonids, of which
only one may be a Chinook, may be retained per day. All sockeye, non-adi-
pose fin-clipped salmon and non-adipose fin-clipped steelhead must be
released immediately unharmed.

(b) All other permanent 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations
apply.

(c) The upstream boat boundary at Beacon Rock is defined as: “a
deadline marker on the Oregon bank (approximately four miles down-
stream from Bonneville Dam Powerhouse One) in a straight line through
the western tip of Pierce Island to a deadline marker on the Washington
bank at Beacon Rock.”

(3) The Columbia River recreational salmon and steelhead fishery
upstream of the Tower Island power lines (approximately 6 miles below
The Dalles Dam) to the Oregon/Washington border, plus the Oregon and
Washington banks between Bonneville Dam and the Tower Island power
lines is open for retention of adipose fin-clipped Chinook and adipose fin-
clipped steelhead from Monday, March 16 through Sunday, May 10, 2015
(56 retention days) with the following restrictions:

(a) No more than two adult adipose fin-clipped salmonids, of which
only one may be a Chinook, may be retained per day. All non-adipose fin-
clipped salmon and non-adipose fin-clipped steelhead must be released
immediately unharmed.

(b) All other permanent 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations
apply.

(4) During March 1 through June 15, the Columbia River Select Area
recreational salmon and steelhead fisheries are subject to the following
restrictions:

(a) On days when the recreational fishery below Bonneville Dam is
open to retention of Chinook, the salmonid daily bag limit in Select Areas
will be the same as mainstem Columbia River bag limits; and

(b) On days when the mainstem Columbia River fishery is closed to
Chinook retention, the permanent salmonid bag limit regulations for Select
Areas apply.

(5) The mainstem Columbia River below Bonneville Dam will be
open March 1 through June 15, 2015 for retention of adipose fin-clipped
steelhead and shad only during days and in areas open for retention of adi-
pose fin-clipped spring Chinook.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162 & 506.129
Hist.: DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-04; DFW 17-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-04 thru
7-31-04; DFW 29-2004(Temp), f. 4-15-04, cert. ef. 4-22-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 30-
2004(Temp), f. 4-21-04, cert. ef. 4-22-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 36-2004(Temp), f. 4-29-04,
cert. ef. 5-1-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04;
DFW 44-2004(Temp), f. 5-17-04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 51-2004(Temp), f. 6-
9-04, cert. ef. 6-16-04 thru 7-31-04; Administrative correction 8-19-04; DFW 117-2004, f.
12-13-04, cert. ef. 1-1-05; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 35-2005(Temp), f. 5-4-05, cert. ef. 5-5-05 thru 10-16-
05; DFW 38-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 44-2005(Temp), f. 5-
17-05, cert. ef. 5-22-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 51-2005(Temp), f. 6-3-05, cert. ef. 6-4-05 thru
7-31-05; Administrative correction 11-18-05; DFW 136-2005, f. 12-7-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06;
DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 21-2006(Temp), f. 4-13-06, cert. ef. 4-14-06 thru
5-15-06; DFW 27-2006(Temp), f. 5-12-06, cert. ef. 5-13-06 thru 6-15-06; DFW 29-
2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-16-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 79-2006, f. 8-11-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07;
DFW 7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-
14-07; DFW 28-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-26-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 33-2007(Temp), f. 5-
15-07, cert. ef. 5-16-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 37-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-31-07 thru 7-30-
07; DFW 39-2007(Temp), f. 6-5-07, cert. ef. 6-6-07 thru 7-31-07; DFW 136-2007, f. 12-31-
07, cert. ef. 1-1-08; DFW 13-2008(Temp), f. 2-21-08, cert. ef. 2-25-08 thru 8-22-08; DFW
17-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-27-08 thru 8-22-08; DFW 35-2008(Temp), f. 4-17-08, cert.
ef. 4-21-08 thru 8-22-08; DFW 49-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-13-08 thru 6-15-08;
Administrative correction 7-22-08; DFW 156-2008, f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; DFW 10-
2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 3-1-09 thru 6-15-09; DFW 18-2009, f. & cert. ef. 2-26-09;
DFW 48-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09, cert. ef. 5-15-09 thru 6-16-09; DFW 68-2009(Temp), f. 6-
11-09, cert. ef. 6-12-09 thru 6-16-09; Administrative correction 7-21-09; DFW 144-2009, f.
12-8-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; DFW 19-2010(Temp), f. 2-26-10, cert. ef. 3-1-10 thru 8-27-10;
DFW 23-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-2-10 thru 8-27-10; DFW 45-2010(Temp), f. 4-21-10,
cert. ef. 4-24-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 49-2010(Temp), f. 4-27-10, cert. ef. 4-29-10 thru 7-31-
10; DFW 55-2010(Temp), f. 5-7-10, cert. ef. 5-8-10 thru 7-31-10; Suspended by DFW 88-
2010(Temp), f. 6-25-10, cert. ef. 6-26-10 thru 7-31-10; Administrative correction 8-18-10;
DFW 171-2010, f. 12-30-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DFW 13-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-14-11 thru
6-15-11; DFW 28-2011(Temp), f. 4-7-11, cert. ef. 4-8-11 thru 6-15-11; DFW 30-2011(Temp),
f. 4-15-11, cert. ef. 4-16-11 thru 6-15-11; DFW 33-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-11 thru 6-
15-11; DFW 39-2011(Temp), f. 5-5-11, cert. ef. 5-7-11 thru 6-15-11; DFW 48-2011(Temp),
f. 5-13-11, cert. ef. 5-15-11 thru 6-15-11; DFW 55-2011(Temp), f. 5-25-11, cert. ef. 5-27-11
thru 6-15-11; DFW 59-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-2-11 thru 6-15-11; Administrative cor-
rection 6-28-11; DFW 163-2011, f. 12-27-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DFW 8-2012(Temp), f. 2-6-12,
cert. ef. 2-15-12 thru 6-15-12; DFW 31-2012(Temp), f. 4-5-12, cert. ef. 4-6-12 thru 6-15-12;
DFW 33-2012(Temp), f. 4-12-12, cert. ef. 4-14-12 thru 6-15-12; DFW 45-2012(Temp), f. 5-
1-12, cert. ef. 5-2-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 47-2012(Temp), f. 5-15-12, cert. ef. 5-16-12 thru 7-
31-12; DFW 49-2012(Temp), f. 5-18-12, cert. ef. 5-19-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 51-
2012(Temp), f. 5-23-12, cert. ef. 5-26-12 thru 7-31-12; Suspended by DFW 85-2012(Temp),
f. 7-6-12, cert. ef. 7-9-12 thru 8-31-12; DFW 149-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DFW

12-2013(Temp), f. 2-12-13, cert. ef. 2-28-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 26-2013(Temp), f. 4-4-13,
cert. ef. 4-5-13 thru 7-1-13; DFW 38-2013(Temp), f. 5-22-13, cert. ef. 5-25-13 thru 7-1-13;
DFW 49-2013(Temp), f. 6-7-13, cert. ef. 6-8-13 thru 6-30-13; Administrative correction, 7-
18-13; DFW 137-2013, f. 12-19-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; DFW 12-2014(Temp), f. 2-13-14, cert.
ef. 3-1-14 thru 6-15-14; DFW 29-2014(Temp), f. 4-3-14, cert. ef. 4-4-14 thru 6-15-14; DFW
31-2014(Temp), f. 4-17-14, cert. ef. 4-19-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 40-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14,
cert. ef. 5-9-14 thru 6-30-14; DFW 44-2014(Temp), f. 5-14-14, cert. ef. 5-15-14 thru 6-15-
14; DFW 52-2014(Temp), f. 5-28-14, cert. ef. 5-31-14 thru 6-30-14; Administrative correc-
tion, 7-24-14; DFW 165-2014, f. 12-18-14, cert. ef. 1-1-15; DFW 12-2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15,
cert. ef. 3-1-15 thru 6-15-15; DFW 16-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-5-15 thru 6-15-15; DFW
26-2015(Temp), f. 4-8-15, cert. ef. 4-10-15 thru 6-15-15; DFW 35-2015(Temp), f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-2-15 thru 6-15-15; DFW 40-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-6-15 thru 6-15-15

Rule Caption: Recreational Sturgeon Fisheries Set for Bonneville
Pool and Closed in The Dalles Pool.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 41-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-12-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-12-15 thru 7-31-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-023-0095
Subject: This amended rule closes The Dalles Pool in the Colum-
bia River to retention of white sturgeon at 12:01 a.m. Thursday, May
14, 2015 and authorizes three 3-day recreational white sturgeon
retention fisheries in the Bonneville Pool of the Columbia River from
Friday, June 19 through Sunday, June 21; Friday, June 26 through
Sunday, June 28; and Friday, July 3 through Sunday, July 5, 2015.
Revisions are consistent with action taken April 8 and May 11, 2015
by the Departments of Fish and Wildlife for the States of Oregon and
Washington at meetings of the Columbia River Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-023-0095
Sturgeon Season

(1) The 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations provide require-
ments for the Columbia River Zone and the Snake River Zone. However,
additional regulations may be adopted in this rule division from time to
time, and, to the extent of any inconsistency, they supersede the 2015
Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations.

(2) Retention of white sturgeon between 38-54 inches in fork length
is allowed Friday June 19 through Sunday, June 21; Friday, June 26 through
Sunday, June 28; and Friday, July 3 through Sunday, July 5, 2015 (9 days)
in the mainstem Columbia River from Bonneville Dam upstream to The
Dalles Dam (Bonneville Pool) including adjacent tributaries.

(3) Retention of white sturgeon in The Dalles Pool and adjacent trib-
utaries is prohibited beginning 12:01 a.m. Thursday, May 14, 2015 until
further notice.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109, 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129, 507.030
Hist.: DFW 129-2004(Temp), f. 12-23-04, cert. ef 1-1-05 thru 2-28-05; DFW 6-2005, f. &
cert. ef. 2-14-05; DFW 22-2005(Temp), f. 4-1-05, cert. ef. 4-30-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 50-
2005(Temp), f. 6-3-05, cert. ef. 6-11-05 thru 11-30-05; DFW 60-2005(Temp), f. 6-21-05,
cert. ef. 6-24-05 thru 12-21-05; DFW 65-2005(Temp), f. 6-30-05, cert. ef. 7-10-05 thru 12-
31-05; DFW 76-2005(Temp), f. 7-14-05, cert. ef. 7-18-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 136-2005, f.
12-7-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06; DFW 145-2005(Temp), f. 12-21-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06 thru 3-31-06;
DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 19-2006(Temp), f. 4-6-06, cert. ef. 4-8-06 thru 7-
31-06; DFW 54-2006(Temp), f. 6-29-06, cert. ef. 7-1-06 thru 12-27-06; DFW 62-
2006(Temp), f. 7-13-06, cert. ef. 7-24-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 79-2006, f. 8-11-06, cert. ef.
1-1-07; DFW 131-2006(Temp), f. 12-20-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07 thru 6-29-07; DFW 7-
2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07;
DFW 20-2007(Temp), f. 3-26-07, cert. ef. 3-28-07 thru 7-30-07; DFW 38-2007(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-31-07 thru 11-26-07; DFW 59-2007(Temp), f. 7-18-07, cert .ef. 7-29-07 thru 12-
31-07; DFW 75-2007(Temp), f. 8-17-07, cert. ef. 8-18-07 thru 12-31-07; DFW 102-
2007(Temp), f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07 thru 12-31-07; DFW 135-2007(Temp), f. 12-28-07,
cert. ef. 1-1-08 thru 6-28-08; DFW 136-2007, f. 12-31-07, cert. ef. 1-1-08; DFW 8-2008, f.
& cert. ef. 2-11-08; DFW 23-2008(Temp), f. 3-12-08, cert. ef. 3-15-08 thru 9-10-08; DFW
28-2008(Temp), f. 3-24-08, cert. ef. 3-26-08 thru 9-10-08; DFW 72-2008(Temp), f. 6-30-08,
cert. ef. 7-10-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 78-2008(Temp), f. 7-9-08, cert. ef. 7-12-08 thru 12-31-
08; DFW 86-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-25-08 thru 12-31-08; DFW 148-2008(Temp), f. 12-
19-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09 thru 6-29-09; DFW 156-2008, f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; DFW 18-
2009, f. & cert. ef. 2-26-09; DFW 33-2009(Temp), f. 4-2-09, cert ef. 4-13-09 thru 10-9-09;
DFW 63-2009(Temp), f. 6-3-09, cert. ef. 6-6-09 thru 10-9-09; DFW 83-2009(Temp), f. 7-8-
09, cert. ef. 7-9-09 thru 12-31-09; DFW 86-2009(Temp), f. 7-22-09, cert. ef. 7-24-09 thru 12-
31-09; DFW 144-2009, f. 12-8-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; DFW 13-2010(Temp), f. 2-16-10, cert. ef.
2-21-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 19-2010(Temp), f. 2-26-10, cert. ef. 3-1-10 thru 8-27-10; DFW
34-2010, f. 3-16-10, cert. ef. 4-1-10; DFW 49-2010(Temp), f. 4-27-10, cert. ef. 4-29-10 thru
7-31-10; DFW 50-2010(Temp), f. 4-29-10, cert. ef. 5-6-10 thru 11-1-10; DFW 88-
2010(Temp), f. 6-25-10, cert. ef. 6-26-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 91-2010(Temp), f. 6-29-10,
cert. ef. 8-1-10 thru 12-31-10; DFW 99-2010(Temp), f. 7-13-10, cert. ef. 7-15-10 thru 12-31-
10; DFW 165-2010(Temp), f. 12-28-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11 thru 6-29-11; DFW 171-2010, f. 12-
30-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DFW 11-2011(Temp), f. 2-10-11, cert. ef. 2-11-1 thru 7-31-11; DFW
23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 26-2011(Temp), f. 4-5-11, cert. ef. 4-10-11 thru 9-30-
11; DFW 74-2011(Temp), f. 6-24-11, cert. ef. 6-27-11 thru 7-31-11; DFW 87-2011(Temp), f.
7-8-11, cert. ef. 7-9-11 thru 7-31-11; DFW 96-2011(Temp), f. 7-20-11, cert. ef. 7-30-11 thru
12-31-11; DFW 129-2011(Temp), f. 9-15-11, cert. ef. 9-30-11 thru 12-31-11; DFW 163-
2011, f. 12-27-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DFW 1-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-5-12 thru 7-2-12;
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DFW 10-2012, f. & cert. ef. 2-7-12; DFW 16-2012(Temp), f. 2-14-12, cert. ef. 2-18-12 thru
7-31-12; DFW 44-2012(Temp), f. 5-1-12, cert. ef. 5-20-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 73-
2012(Temp), f. 6-29-12, cert. ef. 7-1-12 thru 8-31-12; DFW 97-2012(Temp), f. 7-30-12, cert.
ef. 8-1-12 thru 12-31-12; DFW 129-2012(Temp), f. 10-3-12, cert. ef. 10-20-12 thru 12-31-
12; DFW 140-2012(Temp), f. 10-31-12, cert. ef. 11-4-12 thru 12-31-12; DFW 152-2012, f.
12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DFW 154-2012(Temp), f. 12-28-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13 thru 2-28-13;
DFW 12-2013(Temp), f. 2-12-13, cert. ef. 2-28-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 23-2013(Temp), f. 3-
20-13, cert. ef. 4-1-13 thru 9-27-13; DFW 47-2013(Temp), f. 5-30-13, cert. ef. 6-14-13 thru
9-30-13; DFW 59-2013(Temp), f. 6-19-13, cert. ef. 6-21-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW 64-
2013(Temp), f. 6-27-13, cert. ef. 6-29-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW 104-2013(Temp), f. 9-13-13,
cert. ef. 10-19-13 thru 12-31-13; DFW 126-2013(Temp), f. 10-31-13, cert. ef. 11-12-13 thru
12-31-13; DFW 135-2013(Temp), f. 12-12-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14 thru 1-31-14; DFW 137-2013,
f. 12-19-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; DFW 5-2014(Temp), f. 1-30-14, cert. ef. 2-1-14 thru 7-30-14;
DFW 14-2014(Temp), f. 2-20-14, cert. ef. 2-24-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 27-2014(Temp), f. 3-
28-14, cert. ef. 5-1-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 56-2014(Temp), f. 6-9-14, cert. ef. 6-13-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 87-2014(Temp), f. 7-2-14, cert. ef. 7-11-14 thru 12-31-14; DFW 94-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-14-14 thru 12-31-14; DFW 165-2014, f. 12-18-14, cert. ef. 1-1-
15; DFW 166-2014(Temp), f. 12-18-14, cert. ef. 1-1-15 thru 3-1-15; Administrative correc-
tion, 3-23-15; DFW 41-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15 thru 7-31-15

Rule Caption: Commercial Spring Fishery Modified for the
Youngs Bay Select Area.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 42-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-12-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-12-15 thru 7-31-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-042-0145
Rules Suspended: 635-042-0145(T)
Subject:This amended rule modifies harvest regulations for a spring
commercial fishery previously adopted for the Youngs Bay Select
Area of the Columbia River. Retention and sale of non-adipose fin-
clipped Chinook is prohibited for a twenty-hour period beginning at
4:00 p.m. Tuesday, May 12, 2015. Modifications are consistent with
the action taken May 11, 2015 by the Oregon and Washington
Departments of Fish and Wildlife at a meeting of the Columbia River
Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-042-0145
Youngs Bay Salmon Season

(1) Salmon and shad may be taken for commercial purposes during
open 2015 fishing periods in waters of Youngs Bay as described below.
Retention and sale of white sturgeon is prohibited.

(a) The 2015 open fishing periods are established in three segments
categorized as the winter fishery, subsection (1)(a)(A); the spring fishery,
subsection (1)(a)(B); and summer fishery, subsection (1)(a)(C), as follows:

(A) Winter Season: None scheduled.
(B) Spring Season: Open during the following periods:
Tuesday, May 5, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Wednesday, May 6 (12 hrs.);
Thursday, May 7, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Friday, May 8 (12 hrs.); and
Noon Monday through Noon Friday (4 days/week) from May 11 through June 12 (20
days) except that retention and sale of non-adipose fin-clipped Chinook is prohibited
from 4:00 p.m. Tuesday, May 12 through 12:00 noon Wednesday, May 13, 2015 (20
hours).
(C) Summer Season: Beginning June 16 the following open periods

apply:
Noon Tuesday, June 16 through Noon Friday, June 19 (3 days);
Noon Mondays through Noon Fridays, June 22–July 3 (8 days);
Noon Monday, July 6 through Noon Thursday, July 9 (3 days); and
Noon Tuesdays through Noon Thursdays, July 14 through July 30 (6 days).
(b) For the winter fisheries, the waters of Youngs Bay from the

Highway 101 Bridge upstream to the upper boundary markers at the con-
fluence of the Klaskanine and Youngs rivers including the lower Walluski
River upstream to the Highway 202 Bridge are open. Those waters souther-
ly of the alternate Highway 101 Bridge (Lewis and Clark River) are closed.
For the spring and summer fisheries the fishing area is identified as the
waters of Youngs Bay from the Highway 101 Bridge upstream to the upper
boundary markers at the confluence of the Klaskanine and Youngs rivers
and includes the lower Walluski River upstream to Highway 202 Bridge
and the lower Lewis and Clark River upstream to the overhead power lines
immediately upstream of Barrett Slough.

(2) Gill nets may not exceed 1,500 feet (250 fathoms) in length and
weight may not exceed two pounds per any fathom except the use of addi-
tional weights and/or anchors attached directly to the leadline is allowed
upstream of markers located approximately 200 yards upstream of the
mouth of the Walluski River during all Youngs Bay commercial fisheries
and upstream of the alternate Highway 101 Bridge in the Lewis and Clark
River during the spring and summer seasons. A red cork must be placed on
the corkline every 25 fathoms as measured from the first mesh of the net.

Red corks at 25-fathom intervals must be in color contrast to the corks used
in the remainder of the net.

(a) It is unlawful to use a gill net having a mesh size that is less than
7 inches during the winter season. It is unlawful to use a gill net having a
mesh size that is more than 9.75 inches during the spring and summer sea-
sons.

(b) Nets not specifically authorized for use in these areas may be
onboard a vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is defined as a net
on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic) and bound with
a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of 3/8 (0.375) inch-
es or greater.

(3) Non-resident commercial fishing and boat licenses are not
required for Washington fishers participating in Youngs Bay commercial
fisheries. A valid fishing and boat license issued by the state of Washington
is considered adequate for participation in this fishery. The open area for
non-resident commercial fishers includes all areas open for commercial
fishing.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 506.109 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: FWC 32-1979, f. & ef. 8-22-79; FWC 28-1980, f. & ef. 6-23-80; FWC 42-1980(Temp),
f. & ef. 8-22-80; FWC 30-1981, f. & ef. 8-14-81; FWC 42-1981(Temp), f. & ef. 11-5-81;
FWC 54-1982, f. & ef. 8-17-82; FWC 37-1983, f. & ef. 8-18-83; FWC 61-1983(Temp), f. &
ef. 10-19-83; FWC 42-1984, f. & ef. 8-20-84; FWC 39-1985, f. & ef. 8-15-85; FWC 37-
1986, f. & ef. 8-11-86; FWC 72-1986(Temp), f. & ef. 10-31-86; FWC 64-1987, f. & ef. 8-7-
87; FWC 73-1988, f. & cert. ef. 8-19-88; FWC 55-1989(Temp), f. 8-7-89, cert. ef. 8-20-89;
FWC 82-1990(Temp), f. 8-14-90, cert. ef. 8-19-90; FWC 86-1991, f. 8-7-91, cert. ef. 8-18-
91; FWC 123-1991(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-21-91; FWC 30-1992(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-27-
92; FWC 35-1992(Temp), f. 5-22-92, cert. ef. 5-25-92; FWC 74-1992 (Temp), f. 8-10-92,
cert. ef. 8-16-92; FWC 28-1993(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-26-93; FWC 48-1993, f. 8-6-93, cert.
ef. 8-9-93; FWC 21-1994(Temp), f. 4-22-94, cert. ef. 4-25-94; FWC 51-1994, f. 8-19-94,
cert. ef. 8-22-94; FWC 64-1994(Temp), f. 9-14-94, cert. ef. 9-15-94; FWC 66-1994(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 9-20-94; FWC 27-1995, f. 3-29-95, cert. ef. 4-1-95; FWC 48-1995(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 6-5-95; FWC 66-1995, f. 8-22-95, cert. ef. 8-27-95; FWC 69-1995, f. 8-25-95, cert.
ef. 8-27-95; FWC 8-1995, f. 2-28-96, cert. ef. 3-1-96; FWC 37-1996(Temp), f. 6-11-96, cert.
ef. 6-12-96; FWC 41-1996, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-96; FWC 45-1996(Temp), f. 8-16-96, cert. ef.
8-19-96; FWC 54-1996(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-23-96; FWC 4-1997, f. & cert. ef. 1-30-97;
FWC 47-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-15-97; DFW 8-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-5-98 thru 2-28-98;
DFW 14-1998, f. & cert. ef. 3-3-98; DFW 18-1998(Temp), f. 3-9-98, cert. ef. 3-11-98 thru 3-
31-98; DFW 60-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-7-98 thru 8-21-98; DFW 67-1998, f. & cert. ef.
8-24-98; DFW 10-1999, f. & cert. ef. 2-26-99; DFW 52-1999(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-2-99
thru 8-6-99; DFW 55-1999, f. & cert. ef. 8-12-99; DFW 9-2000, f. & cert. ef. 2-25-00; DFW
42-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-3-00; DFW 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-6-01; DFW 66-2001(Temp), f. 8-
2-01, cert. ef. 8-6-01 thru 8-14-01; DFW 76-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-20-01 thru 10-31-
01; DFW 106-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-26-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 15-2002(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 2-20-02 thru 8-18-02; DFW 82-2002(Temp), f. 8-5-02, cert. ef. 8-7-02 thru 9-1-02;
DFW 96-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-26-02 thru 12-31-02; DFW 12-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-
14-03; DFW 17-2003(Temp), f. 2-27-03, cert. ef. 3-1-03 thru 8-1-03; DFW 32-2003(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 4-23-03 thru 8-1-03; DFW 34-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-03 thru 10-1-03;
DFW 36-2003(Temp), f. 4-30-03, cert. ef. 5-1-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 37-2003(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-7-03 thru 10-1-03; DFW 75-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-1-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW
89-2003(Temp), f. 9-8-03, cert. ef. 9-9-03 thru 12-31-03; DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-
04; DFW 19-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-12-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 22-2004(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 3-18-04 thru 3-31-04; DFW 28-2004(Temp), f. 4-8-04 cert. ef. 4-12-04 thru 4-15-04;
DFW 39-2004(Temp), f. 5-5-04, cert.ef. 5-6-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 44-2004(Temp), f. 5-17-
04, cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 79-2004(Temp), f. 8-2-04, cert. ef. 8-3-04 thru 12-
31-04; DFW 109-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-19-04 thru 12-31-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert.
ef. 2-14-05; DFW 15-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 3-15-05 thru 3-21-05; Administrative correction 4-20-05; DFW 27-2005(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 4-20-05 thru 6-15-05; DFW 28-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-28-05 thru 6-16-05;
DFW 37-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-5-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 40-2005(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 5-10-05 thru 10-16-05; DFW 46-2005(Temp), f. 5-17-05, cert. ef. 5-18-05 thru 10-16-05;
DFW 73-2005(Temp), f. 7-8-05, cert. ef. 7-11-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 77-2005(Temp), f. 7-
14-05, cert. ef. 7-18-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 85-2005(Temp), f. 8-1-05, cert. ef. 8-3-05 thru
12-31-05; DFW 109-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-19-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 110-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 116-2005(Temp), f. 10-4-05, cert. ef.
10-5-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW 120-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-11-05 thru 12-31-05; DFW
124-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-05 thru 12-31-05; Administrative correction 1-20-06;
DFW 5-2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 14-2006(Temp), f. 3-15-06, cert. ef. 3-16-06 thru
7-27-06; DFW 15-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-23-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 17-2006(Temp), f.
3-29-06, cert. ef. 3-30-06 thru 7-27-06; DFW 29-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-16-06 thru 7-
31-06; DFW 32-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 5-30-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 52-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-28-06 thru 7-27-06;
DFW 73-2006(Temp), f. 8-1-06, cert. ef. 8-2-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 103-2006(Temp), f. 9-
15-06, cert. ef. 9-18-06 thru 12-31-06; DFW 119-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-18-06 thru 12-
31-06; Administrative correction 1-16-07; DFW 7-2007(Temp), f. 1-31-07, cert. ef. 2-1-07
thru 7-30-07; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07; DFW 13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-
07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 16-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-14-07 thru 9-9-07; DFW 25-
2007(Temp), f. 4-17-07, cert. ef. 4-18-07 thru 7-26-07; DFW 45-2007(Temp), f. 6-15-07,
cert. ef. 6-25-07 thru 7-31-07; DFW 50-2007(Temp), f. 6-29-07, cert. ef. 7-4-07 thru 7-31-
07; DFW 61-2007(Temp), f. 7-30-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 10-31-07; DFW 108-2007(Temp),
f. 10-12-07, cert. ef. 10-14-07 thru 12-31-07; Administrative correction 1-24-08; DFW 6-
2008(Temp), f. 1-29-08, cert. ef. 1-31-08 thru 7-28-08; DFW 16-2008(Temp), f. 2-26-08,
cert. ef. 3-2-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 30-2008(Temp), f. 3-27-08, cert. ef. 3-30-08 thru 8-28-
08; DFW 48-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-08 thru 8-28-08; DFW 58-2008(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 6-4-08 thru 8-31-08; DFW 85-2008(Temp), f. 7-24-08, cert. ef. 8-1-08 thru 12-31-
08; DFW 108-2008(Temp), f. 9-8-08, cert. ef. 9-9-08 thru 12-31-08; Administrative correc-
tion 1-23-09; DFW 12-2009(Temp), f. 2-13-09, cert. ef. 2-15-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 24-
2009(Temp), f. 3-10-09, cert. ef. 3-11-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 49-2009(Temp), f. 5-14-09,
cert. ef 5-17-09 thru 7-31-09; DFW 89-2009(Temp), f. 8-3-09, cert. ef. 8-4-09 thru 12-31-09;
DFW 107-2009(Temp), f. 9-2-09, cert. ef. 9-5-09 thru 10-31-09; Administrative correction
11-19-09; DFW 17-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-22-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 20-2010(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 2-26-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 30-2010(Temp), f. 3-11-10, cert. ef. 3-14-10 thru 7-
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31-10; DFW 35-2010(Temp), f. 3-23-10, cert. ef. 3-24-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 40-
2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-1-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 46-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-10
thru 7-31-10; DFW 53-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-4-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 57-2010(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-11-10 thru 7-31-10; DFW 69-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-10 thru 7-31-10;
DFW 113-2010(Temp), f. 8-2-10, cert. ef. 8-4-10 thru 10-31-10; DFW 129-2010(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 9-10-10 thru 10-31-10; Administrative correction 11-23-10; DFW 12-2011(Temp), f.
2-10-11, cert. ef. 2-13-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 23-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-11; DFW 32-
2011(Temp), f. 4-20-11, cert. ef. 4-21-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 35-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-
28-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 46-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 52-
2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 76-2011(Temp), f. 6-24-11, cert. ef. 6-
27-11 thru 7-29-11; DFW 106-2011(Temp), f. 8-2-11, cert. ef. 8-3-11 thru 10-31-11; DFW
121-2011(Temp), f. 8-29-11, cert. ef. 9-5-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction, 11-18-
11; DFW 12-2012(Temp), f. 2-8-12, cert. ef. 2-12-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 24-2012(Temp), f.
3-15-12, cert. ef. 3-18-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 26-2012(Temp), f. 3-20-12, cert. ef. 3-21-12
thru 7-31-12; DFW 27-2012(Temp), f. 3-27-12, cert. ef. 3-29-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 28-
2012(Temp), f. 3-30-12, cert. ef. 4-1-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 30-2012(Temp), f. 4-4-12, cert.
ef. 4-5-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 36-2012(Temp), f. 4-16-12, cert. ef. 4-19-12 thru 7-31-12;
DFW 82-2012(Temp), f. 6-29-12, cert. ef. 7-2-12 thru 7-31-12; DFW 96-2012(Temp), f. 7-
30-12, cert. ef. 8-1-12 thru 10-31-12; Administrative correction 11-23-12; DFW 11-
2013(Temp), f. 2-8-13, cert. ef. 2-11-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 22-2013(Temp), f. 3-12-13, cert.
ef. 3-13-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 34-2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13, cert. ef. 5-15-13 thru 7-31-13;
DFW 36-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-22-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 44-2013(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 5-29-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 82-2013(Temp), f. 7-29-13, cert. ef. 7-31-13 thru 10-31-13;
DFW 87-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-9-13 thru 10-31-13; DFW 109-2013(Temp), f. 9-27-13,
cert. ef. 9-30-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative correction, 11-22-13; DFW 8-2014(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 2-10-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 18-2014(Temp), f. 3-7-14, cert. ef. 3-10-14 thru 7-30-
14; DFW 25-2014(Temp), f. 3-13-14, cert. ef. 3-17-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 32-2014(Temp),
f. 4-21-14, cert. ef. 4-22-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 35-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 39-2014(Temp), f. 5-7-14, cert. ef. 5-8-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 45-2014(Temp),
f. 5-14-14, cert. ef. 5-20-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 51-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-28-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 55-2014(Temp), f. 6-3-14, cert. ef. 6-4-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 104-2014(Temp),
f. 8-4-14, cert. ef. 8-5-14 thru 10-31-14; Administrative correction 11-24-14; DFW 10-
2015(Temp), f. 2-3-15, cert. ef. 2-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 17-2015(Temp), f. 3-5-15, cert.
ef. 3-9-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 21-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-24-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 29-
2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 37-2015(Temp), f. 5-1-15, cert. ef. 5-
4-15 thru 7-30-15; DFW 42-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15 thru 7-31-15

Rule Caption: Columbia River Commercial Spring Chinook Drift
Net Fishery Set for May 12, 2015.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 43-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-12-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-12-15 thru 5-13-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-042-0022
Subject: This amended rule authorizes a 14-hour non-Indian com-
mercial spring Chinook drift net fishery in the mainstem Columbia
River to commence on Tuesday, May 12 at 4:00 p.m. through 6:00
a.m. Wednesday, May 13, 2015 (14 hours) from the mouth of the
Columbia River upstream to Beacon Rock (Zones 1 thru 5). Modi-
fications are consistent with action taken May 11, 2015 by the Ore-
gon and Washington Departments of Fish and Wildlife at a meeting
of the Columbia River Compact.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-042-0022
Spring Chinook Gillnet and Tangle Net Fisheries

(1) Adipose fin-clipped Chinook salmon and shad may be taken by
drift tangle net for commercial purposes from the mouth of the Columbia
River upstream to Beacon Rock (Zones 1–5 during the period: 4:00 p.m
Tuesday, May 12 to 6:00 a.m. Wednesday, May 13, 2015 (14 hours).

(2) An adipose fin-clipped salmon is defined as a hatchery salmon
with a clipped adipose fin and having a healed scar at the location of the fin.
The adipose fin is the small fatty fin on salmonids located between the dor-
sal fin and tail.

(3) During the spring Chinook tangle net fishery:
(a) It is unlawful to use other than a single-wall multi-filament net.

Monofilament tangle nets are not allowed. Maximum mesh size is 4-1/4
inches stretched taut. Nets not specifically authorized for use in this fishery
may be onboard the vessel if properly stored. A properly stored net is
defined as a net on a drum that is fully covered by a tarp (canvas or plastic)
and bound with a minimum of ten revolutions of rope with a diameter of
3/8 (0.375) inches or greater. Other permanent gear regulations remain in
effect.

(b) Mesh size is determined by placing three consecutive meshes
under hand tension and the measurement is taken from the inside of one
knot to the inside of the opposite knot of the center mesh. Hand tension
means sufficient linear tension to draw opposing knots of meshes into con-
tact.

(4) Nets shall not exceed 900 feet (150 fathoms) in length. A red cork
must be placed on the corkline every 25 fathoms as measured from the first
mesh of the net. Red corks at 25 fathom intervals must be in color contrast
to the corks used in the remainder of the net.

(5) On tangle nets, an optional steelhead excluder panel of mesh may
be hung between the corkline and the 4 1/4 inch maximum mesh size tan-
gle net. The excluder panel web must be a minimum mesh size of 12 inch-
es when stretched taut under hand tension. Monofilament mesh is allowed
for the excluder panel. The excluder panel (including any associated hang-
ings) must be a minimum of 5 linear feet in depth and not exceed 10 linear
feet in depth, as measured from the corkline to the upper margin of the tan-
gle net mesh as the net hangs naturally from a taut corkline. Weedlines or
droppers (bobber-type) may be used in place of the steelhead excluder
panel. A weedline-type excluder means the net is suspended below the
corkline by lines of no less than five feet in length between the corkline and
the upper margin of the tangle net. A dropper-type excluder means the
entire net is suspended below the surface of the water by lines of no less
than five feet in length extending from individual surface floats to a sub-
mersed corkline. The corkline cannot be capable of floating the net in its
entirety (including the leadline) independent of the attached floats.
Weedlines or droppers must extend a minimum of 5 feet above the 4 1/4
inch maximum mesh size tangle net.

(a) Tangle nets constructed with a steelhead excluder panel, weed-
lines, or droppers, may extend to a maximum length of 1,050 feet (175 fath-
oms).

(b) Tangle nets constructed with a steelhead excluder panel, weed-
lines, or droppers, along with a red cork every 25 fathoms as required in
section (5) above, must have two red corks at each end of the net.

(6) There are no restrictions on the hang ratio. The hang ratio is used
to horizontally add slack to the net. The hang ratio is determined by the
length of the web per length of the corkline.

(7) There are no restrictions on the use of slackers or stringers to
slacken the net vertically.

(8) Nets shall be fished for no longer than 45 minutes per set. The
time of fishing is measured from when the first mesh of the net is deployed
into the water until the last mesh of the net is fully retrieved from the water.

(9) Sturgeon, nonadipose fin-clipped Chinook salmon, and steelhead
must be released immediately to the river with care and with the least pos-
sible injury to the fish, or placed into an operating recovery box.

(a) One operating recovery box with two chambers or two operating
recovery boxes with one chamber each to aid survival of released fish must
be on board each fishing vessel participating in the fishery. Recovery boxes
shall be operating during any time that a net is being retrieved or picked.

(b) Non-adipose fin-clipped salmon and all steelhead that are bleed-
ing, in lethargic condition, or appearing dead must be placed in the recov-
ery box for rehabilitation purposes prior to release to the river.

(c) Each chamber of the recovery box must meet the following dimen-
sions as measured from within the box; the inside length measurement must
be at or within 39 1/2 to 48 inches, the inside width measurement must be
at or within 8 to 10 inches, and the inside height measurement must be at
or within 14 to 16 inches.

(d) Each chamber of the recovery box must include an operating
water pumping system capable of delivering a minimum flow of 16 gallons
per minute not to exceed 20 gallons per minute of fresh river water into
each chamber. The fisher must demonstrate to the Department and
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife employees, fish and wildlife
enforcement officers, or other peace officers, upon request, that the pump-
ing system is delivering the proper volume of fresh river water into each
chamber.

(e) Each chamber of the recovery box must include a water inlet hole
between 3/4 inch and 1 inch in diameter, centered horizontally across the
door or wall of chamber and 1 3/4 inches from the floor of the chamber.

(f) Each chamber of the recovery box must include a water outlet that
is at least 1 1/2 inches in diameter. The center of the outlet hole must be
located a minimum of 12 inches above the floor of the box or chamber, on
either the same or opposite end as the inlet.

(g) All fish placed in recovery boxes must be released to the river
prior to landing or docking.

(10) At least one fisher on each boat engaged in the fishery must have
attended a one-day workshop hosted by the Department or Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife to educate fishers on regulations and best
methods for conduct of the fishery.

(11) Nothing in this section sets any precedent for any future spring
Chinook fishery. The fact that an individual has attended a live capture
training workshop does not entitle the individual to participate in any other
fishery. If the Department authorizes a Live Capture fishery in the spring or
at any other time, the Department may establish qualifications and require-
ments that are different from those already established. In particular, the
Department may consider an individual’s compliance with these rules in
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determining that individual’s eligibility to participate in any future Live
Capture fisheries.

(12) As authorized by OAR-635-006-0140 owners or operators of
commercial fishing vessels must cooperate with Department fishery
observers, or observers collecting data for the Department, when asked by
the Department to carry and accommodate an observer on fishing trips for
observation and sampling during an open fishery. In addition, cooperation
with department personel prior to a fishing period is expected.

(13) Closed waters, as described in OAR 635-042-0005 for Grays
River, Elokomin-B, Cowlitz River, Kalama-B, Lewis-B, Sandy and
Washougal sanctuaries are in effect during the open fishing periods 
identified.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162, 506.129 & 507.030
Hist.: DFW 11-2004, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-04; DFW 12-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-1-04, thru
7-31-04; DFW 13-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-3-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 16-2004(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 3-8-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 18-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-04 thru 7-31-04;
DFW 20-2004(Temp) f. & cert. ef. 3-15-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 21-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
3-18-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 25-2004(Temp), f. 3-22-04, cert. ef. 3-23-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW
26-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-25-04 thru 7-31-04; DFW 27-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-
29-04 thru 7-31-04; Administrative correction 8-19-04; DFW 6-2005, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-05;
DFW 9-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-1-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 11-2005(Temp), f. 3-2-05, cert.
ef. 3-3-05 & 7-31-05; DFW 13-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-7-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 14-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-05 thru 7-31-05; DFW 18-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-15-05
thru 3-21-05; DFW 20-2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-29-05 thru 3-30-05; DFW 21-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-31-05 thru 4-1-05; Administrative correction, 4-20-05; DFW 5-
2006, f. & cert. ef. 2-15-06; DFW 7-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW
9-2006(Temp), f. 3-1-06, cert. ef. 3-2-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 10-2006(Temp), f. 3-6-06, cert.
ef. 3-7-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 11-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-9-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 12-
2006(Temp), f. 3-13-06, cert. ef. 3-14-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 29-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-16-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 30-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 32-
2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-23-06 thru 7-31-06; DFW 35-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-30-06
thru 7-31-06; Administrative correction 8-22-06; DFW 9-2007, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-07; DFW
13-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-6-07 thru 9-1-07; DFW 17-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-20-
07 thru 9-15-07; DFW 19-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-22-07 thru 9-17-07; DFW 44-
2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-14-07 thru 9-17-07; Administrative correction 9-18-07; DFW
31-2008(Temp), f. 3-31-08, cert. ef. 4-1-08 thru 9-27-08; DFW 33-2008(Temp), f. 4-7-08,
cert. ef. 4-8-08 thru 9-27-08; DFW 34-2008(Temp), f. 4-14-08, cert. ef. 4-15-08 thru 9-27-
08; Suspended by DFW 71-2008(Temp), f. 6-27-08, cert. ef. 6-28-08 thru 8-31-08;
Administrative correction 10-21-08; DFW 142-2008, f. & cert. ef. 11-21-08; DFW 30-
2009(Temp), f. 3-23-09, cert. ef. 3-27-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 34-2009(Temp), f. 4-6-09, cert.
ef. 4-7-09 thru 4-30-09; DFW 36-2009(Temp), f. 4-13-09, cert. ef. 4-14-09 thru 4-30-09;
Administrative correction 5-20-09; DFW 38-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-30-10 thru 4-30-10;
DFW 41-2010(Temp), f. 4-6-10, cert. ef. 4-7-10 thru 4-30-10; Administrative correction 5-
19-10; DFW 25-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-29-11 thru 4-1-11; DFW 27-2011(Temp), f. 4-
5-11, cert. ef. 4-6-11 thru 4-10-11; Administrative correction, 4-25-11; DFW 45-2011(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-12-11 thru 6-30-11; DFW 51-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-18-11 thru 6-30-11;
Administrative correction 7-22-11; DFW 29-2012(Temp), f. 4-2-12, cert. ef. 4-3-12 thru 4-
30-12; DFW 32-2012(Temp), f. 4-9-12, cert. ef. 4-10-12 thru 4-30-12; Administrative cor-
rection, 5-25-12; DFW 27-2013(Temp), f. 4-8-13, cert. ef. 4-9-13 thru 4-30-13; DFW 34-
2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13, cert. ef. 5-15-13 thru 7-31-13; DFW 37-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
5-22-13 thru 5-31-13; DFW 45-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-29-13 thru 6-15-13;
Administrative correction, 7-18-13; DFW 28-2014(Temp), f. 3-31-14, cert .ef. 4-1-14 thru 7-
31-14; DFW 38-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-7-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 43-2014(Temp), f. 5-
14-14, cert. ef. 5-20-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 50-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-28-14 thru 7-31-
14; DFW 55-2014(Temp), f. 6-3-14, cert. ef. 6-4-14 thru 7-31-14; Administrative correction,
8-28-14; DFW 22-2015(Temp), f. 3-30-15, cert. ef. 3-31-15 thru 4-1-15; DFW 24-
2015(Temp), f. 4-6-15, cert. ef. 4-7-15 thru 4-8-15; Administrative correction, 4-21-15; DFW
36-2015(Temp), f. 5-1-15, cert. ef. 5-4-15 thru 5-5-15; DFW 39-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-
6-15 thru 5-7-15; DFW 43-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15 thru 5-13-15

Rule Caption: Powder River Sport Spring Chinook Fishery.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 44-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-15-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-20-15 thru 9-1-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-021-0090
Subject: This amended rule allows the sport harvest of out-planted
spring Chinook salmon in the Powder River from May 20 through
September 1, 2015. Modifications allow recreational anglers oppor-
tunity to harvest spring Chinook which have been out-planted specif-
ically for this purpose.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-021-0090
Inclusions and Modifications

(1) 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations provide requirements
for the Southeast Zone. However, additional regulations may be adopted in
this rule division from time to time and to the extent of any inconsistency,
they supersede the 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations.

(2) The Powder River is open to angling for spring Chinook salmon
from Hughes Lane Bridge near Baker City upstream to Mason Dam from
May 20 through September 1, 2015:

(a) The daily bag limit is four (4) adipose fin-clipped Chinook; two
daily limits in possession.

(b) All other General, Statewide and Southeast Zone regulations, as
provided in the 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations, remain in effect.

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 496.138 & 496.146
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162
Hist.: FWC 82-1993, f. 12-22-93, cert. ef. 1-1-94; FWC 76-1994(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-17-
94; FWC 22-1995, f. 3-7-95, cert. ef. 3-10-95; FWC 77-1995, f. 9-13-95, cert. ef. 1-1-96;
FWC 72-1996, f. 12-31-96, cert. ef. 1-1-97; FWC 75-1997, f. 12-31-97, cert. ef. 1-1-98;
DFW 100-1998, f. 12-23-98, cert. ef. 1-1-99; DFW 96-1999, f. 12-27-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00;
DFW 83-2000(Temp), f. 12-28-00, cert. ef. 1-1-01 thru 1-31-01; DFW 1-2001, f. 1-25-01,
cert. ef. 2-1-01; DFW 40-2001(Temp) f. & cert. ef. 5-24-01 thru 11-20-01; DFW 55-
2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-29-01 thru 12-26-01; DFW 56-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-29-
01 thru 12-26-01; DFW 85-2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-30-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 123-
2001, f. 12-31-01, cert. ef. 1-1-02; DFW 26-2002, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-02; DFW 54-
2002(Temp), f. 5-24-02, cert. ef. 6-15-02 thru 12-1-02; DFW 91-2002(Temp) f. 8-19-02,cert.
ef 8-20-02 thru 11-1-0 2 (Suspended by DFW 101-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-3-02 thru
11-1-02); DFW 93-2002(Temp), f. 8-22-02, cert. ef. 8-24-02 thru 12-31-02; DFW 130-2002,
f. 11-21-02, cert. ef. 1-1-03; DFW 80-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-22-03 thru 9-30-03; DFW
125-2003, f. 12-11-03, cert. ef. 1-1-04; DFW 117-2004, f. 12-13-04, cert. ef. 1-1-05; DFW
101-2005(Temp), f. 8-31-05, cert. ef. 9-2-05 thru 9-30-05; Administrative correction 10-19-
05; DFW 136-2005, f. 12-7-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06; DFW 79-2006, f. 8-11-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07;
DFW 36-2007(Temp), f. 5-25-07, cert. ef. 5-26-07 thru 9-30-07; DFW 54-2007(Temp), f. 7-
6-07, cert. ef. 7-14-07 thru 9-30-07; DFW 62-2007(Temp), f. 7-31-07, cert. ef. 8-1-07 thru 9-
30-07; Administrative correction 10-16-07; DFW 136-2007, f. 12-31-07, cert. ef. 1-1-08;
DFW 51-2008(Temp), f. 5-16-08, cert. ef. 5-31-08 thru 9-1-08; DFW 74-2008(Temp), f. 7-
3-08, cert. ef. 7-4-08 thru 9-1-08; DFW 77-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-9-08 thru 9-1-08;
Administrative correction 9-29-08; DFW 156-2008, f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; DFW 53-
2009(Temp), f. 5-18-09, cert. ef. 5-30-09 thru 9-1-09; DFW 62-2009(Temp), f. 6-2-09, cert.
ef. 6-13-09 thru 9-1-09; DFW 79-2009(Temp), f. 6-30-09, cert. ef. 7-5-09 thru 9-1-09;
Administrative correction 9-29-09; DFW 144-2009, f. 12-8-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; DFW 52-
2010(Temp), f. 4-30-10, cert. ef. 5-1-10 thru 9-30-10; DFW 60-2010(Temp), f. 5-13-10, cert.
ef. 5-22-10 thru 9-30-10; DFW 67-2010(Temp), f. 5-18-10, cert. ef. 5-22-10 thru 9-30-10;
DFW 78-2010(Temp), f. 6-10-10, cert. ef. 6-11-10 thru 9-1-10; Administrative correction 9-
22-10; DFW 171-2010, f. 12-30-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DFW 50-2011(Temp), f. 5-16-11, cert.
ef. 5-28-11 thru 9-1-11; Administrative correction 9-23-11; DFW 163-2011, f. 12-27-11, cert.
ef. 1-1-12; DFW 60-2012(Temp), f. 6-11-12, cert. ef. 6-13-12 thru 9-1-12; DFW 114-
2012(Temp), f. 8-30-12, cert. ef. 9-1-12 thru 2-27-13; DFW 117-2012(Temp), f. 9-5-12, cert.
ef. 9-7-12 thru 2-27-13; DFW 122-2012(Temp), f. 9-21-12, cert. ef. 9-21-12 thru 12-31-12;
DFW 149-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DFW 61-2013(Temp), f. 6-24-13, cert. ef. 7-1-
13 thru 12-27-13; DFW 93-2013(Temp), f. 8-22-13, cert. ef. 8-24-13 thru 12-31-13; DFW
137-2013, f. 12-19-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; DFW 57-2014(Temp), f. 6-9-14, cert. ef. 6-11-14 thru
9-1-14; DFW 90-2014(Temp), f. 7-10-14, cert. ef. 7-11-14 thru 12-31-14; DFW 116-
2014(Temp), f. 8-6-14, cert. ef. 8-9-14 thru 12-31-14; DFW 149-2014(Temp), f. 10-13-14,
cert. ef. 11-1-14 thru 12-31-14; DFW 165-2014, f. 12-18-14, cert. ef. 1-1-15; DFW 44-
2015(Temp), f. 5-15-15, cert. ef. 5-20-15 thru 9-1-15

Rule Caption: Sport Spring Chinook Fisheries on John Day River
and Lookingglass Creek.
Adm. Order No.: DFW 45-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-15-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-20-15 thru 6-30-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 635-019-0090
Subject: This amended rule allows recreational anglers opportuni-
ty to harvest adipose fin-clipped and wild adult Chinook salmon and
jack Chinook salmon in the John Day River beginning May 20
through June 7, 2015 that are in excess of the Department’s escape-
ment goals; and harvest adipose fin-clipped adult and jack Chinook
salmon in Lookingglass Creek from Saturday, May 23 until further
notice, but most likely not beyond June 30, 2015 that are in excess
of the Department’s hatchery production needs.
Rules Coordinator:Michelle Tate—(503) 947-6044
635-019-0090
Inclusions and Modifications

(1) The 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations provide require-
ments for the Northeast Zone. However, additional regulations may be
adopted in this rule division from time to time and to the extent of any
inconsistency, they supersede the 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing
Regulations.

(2) The John Day River from the Hwy 207 bridge upstream to the
mouth of North Fork John Day River is open to angling for Chinook
salmon from May 20 through June 7, 2015.

(a) The daily bag limit is two (2) adult Chinook salmon and five (5)
jacks; two daily limits in possession. It is illegal to continue fishing for jack
Chinook salmon once the adult daily bag limit is met.

(b) Statewide salmon gear restrictions apply.
(c) All other General, Statewide and Northeast Zone regulations, as

provided in the 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations, remain in effect.
(3) Lookingglass Creek from the Moses Creek Lane Bridge (County

Road 42) to the confluence of Jarboe Creek is open to angling for adipose
fin-clipped spring Chinook salmon from May 23, 2015 until further notice.
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(a) The daily bag limit is two (2) adipose fin-clipped adult Chinook
and five (5) adipose fin-clipped jacks; two daily limits in possession. It is
illegal to continue fishing for jack Chinook once the adult bag limit is met.

(b) During the duration of the spring Chinook angling season, the area
closure listed for Lookinglass Creek in the Northeast Zone Special
Regulations is modified to: Lookingglass Creek closed between Jarboe
Creek and 200 feet upstream of the hatchery water intake.

(c) Hook gap restrictions listed in the Northeast Zone Special
Regulations for Lookingglass Creek are removed for the duration of the
spring Chinook angling season.

(d) All other General, Statewide and Northeast Zone regulations, as
provided in the 2015 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations, remain in effect.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.325, 496.138, 496.146 & 506.119
Stats. Implemented: ORS 496.162 & 506.129
Hist.: FWC 82-1993, f. 12-22-93, cert. ef. 1-1-94; FWC 57-1994(Temp), f. 8-30-94, cert. ef.
10-1-94; FWC 22-1995, f. 3-7-95, cert. ef. 3-10-95; FWC 70-1995, f. 8-29-95, cert. ef. 9-1-
95; FWC 77-1995, f. 9-13-95, cert. ef. 1-1-96; FWC 27-1996(Temp), f. 5-24-96, cert. ef. 5-
25-96; FWC 57-1996(Temp), f. 9-27-96, cert. ef. 10-1-96; FWC 72-1996, f. 12-31-96, cert.
ef. 1-1-97; FWC 26-1997(Temp), f. 4-23-97, cert. ef. 5-17-97; FWC 75-1997, f. 12-31-97,
cert. ef. 1-1-98; DFW 13-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-26-98 thru 4-15-98; DFW 100-1998,
f. 12-23-98, cert. ef. 1-1-99; DFW 5-1999(Temp), f. 2-5-99, cert. ef. 2-6-99 thru 2-19-99;
DFW 8-1999(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-23-99 thru 4-15-99; DFW 37-1999(Temp), f. 5-24-99,
cert. ef. 5-29-99 thru 6-5-99; DFW 43-1999(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-10-99 thru 6-13-99; DFW
45-1999(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-14-99 thru 6-20-99; DFW 96-1999, f. 12-27-99, cert. ef. 1-1-
00; DFW 17-2000(Temp), f. 4-10-00, cert. ef. 4-16-00 thru 6-30-00; DFW 64-2000(Temp),
f. 9-21-00, cert. ef. 9-22-00 thru 3-20-01; DFW 83-2000(Temp), f. 12-28-00, cert. ef. 1-1-01
thru 1-31-01; DFW 1-2001, f. 1-25-01, cert. ef. 2-1-01; DFW 5-2001(Temp), f. 2-22-01, cert.
ef. 2-24-01 thru 4-15-01; DFW 39-2001(Temp) f. 5-23-01, cert. ef. 5-26-01 thru 7-1-01;
DFW 40-2001(Temp) f. & cert. ef. 5-24-01 thru 11-20-01; DFW 45-2001(Temp), f. 6-1-01,
cert. ef. 6-2-01 thru 7-31-01; DFW 49-2001(Temp), f. 6-19-01, cert. ef. 6-22-01 thru 7-31-
01; DFW 70-2001, f. & cert. ef. 8-10-01; DFW 71-2001(Temp), f. 8-10-01, cert. ef. 9-1-01
thru 12-31-01; DFW 96-2001(Temp), f. 10-4-01, cert. ef. 12-1-01 thru 12-31-01; DFW 122-
2001(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 12-31-01 thru 5-31-02; DFW 123-2001, f. 12-31-01, cert. ef. 1-1-
02; DFW 26-2002, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-02; DFW 52-2002(Temp), f. 5-22-02, cert. ef. 5-26-02
thru 7-1-02; DFW 53-2002(Temp), f. 5-24-02, cert. ef. 5-26-02 thru 7-1-02; DFW 57-
2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-30-02 thru 7-1-02; DFW 91-2002(Temp) f. 8-19-02, cert. ef 8-
20-02 thru 11-1-02 (Suspended by DFW 101-2002(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-3-02 thru 11-1-
02); DFW 130-2002, f. 11-21-02, cert. ef. 1-1-03; DFW 44-2003(Temp), f. 5-23-03, cert. ef.
5-28-03 thru 7-1-03; DFW 48-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-5-03 thru 7-1-03; DFW 125-2003,
f. 12-11-03, cert. ef. 1-1-04; DFW 40-2004(Temp), f. 5-7-04, cert. ef. 5-13-04 thru 7-1-04;
DFW 46-2004(Temp), f. 5-21-04, cert. ef. 5-22-04 thru 7-1-04; DFW 55-2004(Temp), f. 6-
16-04, cert. ef. 6-19-04 thru 7-5-04; DFW 117-2004, f. 12-13-04, cert. ef. 1-1-05; DFW 42-
2005(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-13-05 thru 9-1-05; DFW 61-2005(Temp), f. 6-22-05, cert. ef. 6-
25-05 thru 7-4-05; Administrative correction 7-20-05; DFW 99-2005(Temp), f. 8-24-05, cert.
ef. 8-26-05 thru 9-30-05; Administrative correction 10-19-05; DFW 136-2005, f. 12-7-05,
cert. ef. 1-1-06; DFW 28-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-15-06 thru 6-30-06; DFW 33-
2006(Temp), f. 5-24-06, cert. ef. 5-25-06 thru 6-30-06; Administrative correction 7-21-06;
DFW 79-2006, f. 8-11-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07; DFW 12-2007(Temp), f. 2-28-07, cert. ef. 3-1-07
thru 8-27-07; DFW 30-2007(Temp), f. 5-9-07, cert. ef. 5-10-07 thru 9-30-07; DFW 34-
2007(Temp), f. 5-25-07, cert. ef. 5-26-07 thru 9-30-07; Administrative correction 10-16-07;
DFW 136-2007, f. 12-31-07, cert. ef. 1-1-08; DFW 56-2008(Temp), f. 5-30-08, cert. ef. 5-
31-08 thru 6-30-08; DFW 76-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-9-08 thru 9-1-08; DFW 156-2008,
f. 12-31-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; DFW 128-2009(Temp), f. 10-12-09, cert. ef. 10-18-09 thru 4-
15-10; DFW 131-2009(Temp), f. 10-14-09, cert. ef. 10-18-09 thru 4-15-10; DFW 144-2009,
f. 12-8-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; DFW 54-2010(Temp), f. 5-6-10, cert. ef. 5-22-10 thru 9-1-10;
DFW 95-2010(Temp), f. 7-1-10, cert. ef. 7-11-10 thru 9-1-10; DFW 102-2010(Temp), f. 7-
20-10, cert. ef 7-25-10 thru 9-1-10; Administrative correction 9-22-10; DFW 171-2010, f. 12-
30-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DFW 49-2011(Temp), f. 5-16-11, cert. ef. 5-28-11 thru 9-1-11; DFW
64-2011(Temp), f. 6-10-11, cert. ef. 6-13-11 thru 9-1-11; DFW 90-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
7-11-11 thru 9-1-11; DFW 92-2011(Temp), f. 7-12-11, cert. ef. 7-16-11 thru 10-31-11; DFW
99-2011(Temp), f. 7-21-11, cert. ef. 7-23-11 thru 9-1-11; DFW 104-2011(Temp), f. 8-1-11,
cert. ef. 8-7-11 thru 9-1-11; Administrative correction 9-23-11; DFW 163-2011, f. 12-27-11,
cert. ef. 1-1-12; DFW 48-2012(Temp), f. 5-18-12, cert. ef. 5-23-12 thru 9-1-12; DFW 50-
2012(Temp), f. 5-22-12, cert. ef. 5-24-12 thru 9-1-12; DFW 61-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-
11-12 thru 8-31-12; DFW 69-2012(Temp), f. 6-20-12, cert. ef. 6-22-12 thru 9-1-12; DFW 70-
2012(Temp), f. 6-26-12, cert. ef. 6-27-12 thru 9-1-12; DFW 72-2012(Temp), f. 6-29-12, cert.
ef. 7-1-12 thru 8-31-12; DFW 86-2012(Temp), f. 7-10-12, cert. ef. 7-15-12 thru 9-1-12;
Administrative correction 9-20-12; DFW 149-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DFW 153-
2012(Temp), f. 12-28-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13 thru 4-30-13; DFW 31-2013(Temp), f. 5-14-13,
cert. ef. 5-16-13 thru 6-30-13; DFW 39-2013(Temp), f. 5-22-13, cert. ef. 5-24-13 thru 11-19-
13; DFW 46-2013(Temp), f. 5-30-13, cert. ef. 6-1-13 thru 11-26-13; DFW 62-2013(Temp),
f. 6-26-13, cert. ef. 7-5-13 thru 12-31-13; DFW 74-2013(Temp), f. 7-15-13, cert. ef. 7-19-13
thru 9-1-13; Administrative correction 11-1-13; DFW 121-2013(Temp), f. 10-24-13, cert. ef.
11-1-13 thru 12-31-13; DFW 137-2013, f. 12-19-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; DFW 42-2014(Temp),
f. 5-12-14, cert. ef. 5-17-14 thru 6-1-14; DFW 47-2014(Temp), f. 5-27-14, cert. ef. 5-31-14
thru 7-31-14; DFW 53-2014(Temp), f. 5-28-14, cert. ef. 6-1-14 thru 7-31-14; DFW 58-
2014(Temp), f. 6-9-14, cert. ef. 6-21-14 thru 8-31-14; DFW 71-2014(Temp), f. 6-16-14, cert.
ef. 6-18-14 thru 9-1-14; DFW 72-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-19-14 thru 9-1-14; DFW 75-
2014(Temp), f. 6-23-14, cert. ef. 6-27-14 thru 9-1-14; DFW 82-2014(Temp), f. 7-1-14, cert.
ef. 7-5-14 thru 9-1-14; DFW 86-2014(Temp), f. 7-2-14, cert. ef. 7-5-14 thru 9-1-14; DFW 97-
2014(Temp), f. 7-18-14, cert. ef. 7-21-14 thru 9-30-14; Administrative correction, 10-24-14;
DFW 165-2014, f. 12-18-14, cert. ef. 1-1-15; DFW 45-2015(Temp), f. 5-15-15, cert. ef. 5-
20-15 thru 6-30-15

Department of State Lands
Chapter 141

Rule Caption: Add rules restricting public recreational use on
state-owned land in Deschutes and Crook Counties.
Adm. Order No.: DSL 2-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-6-2015

Certified to be Effective: 6-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 1-1-2015
Rules Adopted: 141-088-0195, 141-088-0200, 141-088-0205
Rules Amended: 141-088-0002, 141-088-0006, 141-088-0007, 141-
088-0008
Subject: This rulemaking will amend the Department of State Lands
public recreational use rules for three parcels of state-owned land in
Deschutes and Crook County. On October 14, 2014, the State Land
Board approved the Department’s request to initiate rulemaking for
this parcel. The Department has been closely monitoring these
parcels with the assistance of law enforcement, adjacent landown-
ers and other affected stakeholders. 
The Department has received numerous complaints about the

Stevens Road parcel from affected users and adjacent landowners.
Stevens Road parcel has seen a dramatic increase in illegal and nui-
sance activity including: littering, reckless burning, drug and alco-
hol use, discharge of firearms within range of persons and residen-
tial dwellings, and damage to wildlife and property. Homeless
encampments are common on this parcel and require a significant
amount of time and resources from the Department and law enforce-
ment.
The South Redmond parcel has issues with homeless encamp-

ments, littering, reckless burning, drug and alcohol abuse and dam-
age to property. Most of these illegal activities occur at night, and
therefore the Department believes that a closure to overnight uses is
appropriate. The Department is not proposing a closure to motor
vehicles because the parcel has some established roads that lead to
federal lands. The Department is not proposing a closure to the dis-
charge of firearms because there have not been reported problems,
and the parcel is not in close proximity to residential dwellings. 
Department staff has spent significant time and resources clean-

ing up and restoring the west half of the Juniper Canyon Parcel after
damage due to off-roading, littering and other damage to wildlife and
property. This parcel is in close vicinity to residential dwellings near
the city of Prineville. 
The Department has drafted the proposed rule language below

after consulting with affected stakeholders, federal, state and local
agencies. State and local law enforcement have reviewed the pro-
posed language and support this rulemaking effort. 
Rules Coordinator: Sabrina L. Owings—(503) 986-5200
141-088-0002
Definitions

(1) “Asset Management Plan” is the plan adopted by the State Land
Board that provides the policy direction and management principles to
guide both the short and long-term management by the Department of the
Common School Fund’s real estate assets.

(2) “Department” means the Department of State Lands.
(3) “Director” means the Director of the Department of State Lands

or designee.
(4) “Emergency” means a human created or natural event or circum-

stance that causes or threatens:
(a) Human life, health or safety;
(b) Loss of, or damage to property;
(c) Loss of, or damage to natural, historical, cultural or archaeologi-

cal resources; or
(d) Damage to the environment.
(5) “Firearm”, as defined in ORS 166.210(3), means a weapon, by

whatever name known, which is designed to expel a projectile by the action
of powder.

(6) “Limited Duration” means a public recreational use of state-
owned land that does not exceed 30-calendar days in the same location. 

(7) “Non-Trust Land” is land owned or managed by the Department
other than Trust Land. Examples of Non-Trust Land include state-owned
Swamp Land, and state-owned submerged and submersible land (land
below ordinary high water) under navigable and tidally influenced water-
ways.

(8) “Person” includes individuals, corporations, associations, firms,
partnerships, limited liability companies and joint stock companies as well
as any state or other governmental or political subdivision or agency, pub-
lic corporation, public authority, or Indian Tribe.
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(9) “Public Recreational Use” or “Public Recreational Uses” are those
recreational activities that a person may conduct on state-owned land man-
aged by the Department without having to obtain a prior authorization from
the Department as required by these or other administrative rules adopted
by the State Land Board. Such uses include, but are not limited to, limited
duration hunting, fishing, sightseeing, wildlife observation, hiking, boating,
swimming, camping and picnicking.

(10) “Removal” means a removal as defined in ORS 465.200.
(11) “Remedial Action” means a remedial action as defined in ORS

465.200.
(12) “State Land” or “State-Owned Land” is land owned or managed

by the Department or its agents and includes Trust and Non-Trust Land.
(13) “Submerged Land” means land lying below the line of ordinary

low water of all title navigable and tidally influenced waters within the
boundaries of the State of Oregon.

(14) “Submersible Land” means land lying above the line of ordinary
low water and below the line of ordinary high water of all title navigable
and tidally influenced waters within the boundaries of the State of Oregon.

(15) “Trust Land” or “Constitutional Land” is all land granted to the
state for the use of schools upon its admission into the Union, or obtained
by the state as the result of an exchange of Trust Land, or obtained in lieu
of originally granted Trust Land, or purchased with trust funds, or obtained
through foreclosure of loans using trust funds.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183, 273 & 274
Stats. Implemented: ORS 273 & 274
Hist.: DSL 5-2009, f. & cert. ef. 6-23-09; DSL 2-2015, f. 5-6-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

141-088-0006
Restrictions or Closures Adopted by the State Land Board

(1) All restrictions or closures by the State Land Board will be prom-
ulgated as rules in accordance with ORS 183.310 to 183.410. 

(2) The State Land Board will adopt the proposed restriction or clo-
sure to public recreational use if the Land Board determines:

(a) That the restriction or closure is necessary to:
(A) Protect human life, health or safety;
(B) Prevent loss of, or damage to property;
(C) Protect natural, historical, cultural or archaeological resources;
(D) Prevent damage to the environment;
(E) Facilitate or protect a removal or remedial action undertaken by

or pursuant to an order issued by the Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) or the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in pursuit of identifying and remediating contaminated soil or sedi-
ments on state-owned land; 

(F) Fulfill an objective of an area management plan developed by the
Department; or

(G) Meet other land management objectives or terms of a use author-
ization; and

(b) That there is no feasible alternative to accomplish that objective
without imposition of a restriction or closure.

(3) Restrictions or closures adopted by the State Land Board will be
as limited in area, duration and scope as necessary to address the identified
need for the restriction or closure.

(4) If the State Land Board adopts a restriction or closure by rule the
Department will:

(a) Notify affected local, state and federal government agencies and
tribal governments, as well as other interested persons or groups that might
be affected by the imposition of restrictions or a closure, or that have indi-
cated that they want to be notified of such actions; and

(b) Post a notice of such proposed public use restrictions or closure at
least four weeks before the time that the restrictions or closure is to take
effect:

(A) One time in the Public Notices Section of The Oregonian and, if
the Director deems appropriate, in another newspaper serving the general
area in which the proposed restriction or closure is to occur; and 

(B) On the Department’s website upon imposition of the restrictions
or closure at http://www.oregon.gov/DSL

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183, 273 & 274
Stats. Implemented: ORS 273 & 274
Hist.: DSL 5-2009, f. & cert. ef. 6-23-09; DSL 2-2015, f. 5-6-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

141-088-0007
Restrictions or Closures Imposed by the Director to Address an
Emergency

(1) The Director may impose a restriction or closure in the event s/he
determines that the restriction or closure is necessary to address an emer-
gency.

(2) Restrictions or closures imposed by the Director to address an
emergency will be as limited in area, duration and scope as necessary to
address the identified need for the restriction or closure.

(3) If the Director imposes a restriction or closure, the Department
will:

(a) Notify affected local, state and federal government agencies and
tribal governments, as well as other interested persons or groups that the
Department believes might be affected by the imposition of restrictions or
a closure, or that have indicated that they want to be notified of such
actions; and

(b) Post a notice of such proposed public use restrictions or closure:
(A) One time in the Public Notices Section of The Oregonian and, if

the Director deems appropriate, in another newspaper serving the general
area of the subject restriction or closure within two weeks after the restric-
tions or closure take effect; and

(B) On the Department’s website upon imposition of the restrictions
or closure at http://www.oregon.gov/DSL

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183, 273 & 274
Stats. Implemented: ORS 273 & 274
Hist.: DSL 5-2009, f. & cert. ef. 6-23-09; DSL 2-2015, f. 5-6-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

141-088-0008
Restrictions or Closures Imposed by the Director to Facilitate or
Protect Removal or Remedial Actions

(1) The Director may impose restrictions on, or close state-owned
land if the Director determines that the restriction or closure is necessary to
facilitate or protect any removal or remedial action undertaken by or pur-
suant to an order issued by DEQ or EPA.

(2) Restrictions or closures imposed by the Director will be as limit-
ed in area, duration and scope as necessary to address the identified need
for the restriction or closure.

(3) Before imposing a restriction or closure, the Department will pro-
vide a 30- calendar-day public comment period on the proposed restriction
or closure. An affected party may request a public meeting with agency
staff to be held during this 30-day period to discuss the proposed action.

(4) Notice of this public comment period and the opportunity to
request a public meeting with agency staff will be:

(a) Sent to affected local, state and federal government agencies and
tribal governments, as well as other interested persons that have indicated
that they want to be notified of such actions; and

(b) Posted:
(A) One time in the Public Notices Section of The Oregonian and, if

the Director deems appropriate, in another newspaper serving the general
area one week before the start of the public comment period; and

(B) On the Department’s website upon imposition of the restrictions
or closure at http://www.oregon.gov/DSL

(5) A restriction or closure imposed by the Director will not take
effect until a date to be determined by the Director which must be at least
four weeks following posting of a notice of the restriction or closure.

(6) If the Director imposes a restriction or closure the Department
will:

(a) Notify affected local, state and federal government agencies and
tribal governments, as well as other interested persons that have indicated
that they want to be notified of such actions; and

(b) Post a notice of such proposed public use restrictions or closure at
least four weeks before the time that the restriction or closure is to take
effect:

(A) One time in the Public Notices Section of The Oregonian and, if
the Director deems appropriate, in another newspaper serving the general
area before the start of the restrictions or closure is to take effect; and

(B) On the Department’s website at http://www.oregon.gov/DSL
Stat. Auth.: ORS 183, 273 & 274
Stats. Implemented: ORS 273 & 274
Hist.: DSL 5-2009, f. & cert. ef. 6-23-09; DSL 2-2015, f. 5-6-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

141-088-0195 
Restrictions for the State-Owned Property at Stevens Road

All state-owned land that is under the jurisdiction of the Department
in the area known as the Stevens Road Tract, in Section 11, Township 18
South, Range 12 East, in Deschutes County, Oregon, is closed to:

(1) All uses between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. throughout the year, and
(2) Any and all use by motor vehicles, and 
(3) Open fires throughout the year, and
(4) Any and all discharge of firearms.
Excepted from this restriction are government personnel on official business, public
and private employees performing company business, vehicles and persons involved
in rescue or emergency activities, Department authorized persons and adjacent
landowners inspecting or maintaining fences.
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Stat. Auth.: ORS 183, 273 & 274
Stats. Implemented: ORS 273 & 274
Hist.: DSL 2-2015, f. 5-6-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

141-088-0200 
Restrictions for the State-Owned Property on the West Half of
Juniper Canyon Parcel

All land west of Juniper Canyon Road that is under the jurisdiction of
the Department in the area known as the West Half of Juniper Canyon
Parcel, in Section 34, Township 15 South, Range 16 East, in Crook County,
Oregon, is closed to:

(1) All uses between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. throughout the year, and
(2) Any and all use by motor vehicles, and 
(3) Open fires throughout the year, and
(4) Any and all discharge of firearms.
Excepted from this restriction are government personnel on official business, public
and private employees performing company business, vehicles and persons involved
in rescue or emergency activities, Department authorized persons and adjacent
landowners inspecting or maintaining fences.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 183, 273 & 274
Stats. Implemented: ORS 273 & 274
Hist.: DSL 2-2015, f. 5-6-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

141-088-0205 
Restrictions for the State-Owned Property on the South Redmond
Parcel 

All state-owned land that is under the jurisdiction of the Department
in the area known as the South Redmond Tract, in Sections 32 and 33,
Township 15 South, Range 13 East, in Deschutes County, Oregon, is closed
to:

(1) All uses between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. throughout the year, and
(2) Open fires throughout the year.
Excepted from this restriction are government personnel on official business, public
and private employees performing company business, vehicles and persons involved
in rescue or emergency activities, Department authorized persons and adjacent
landowners inspecting or maintaining fences.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 183, 273 & 274
Stats. Implemented: ORS 273 & 274
Hist.: DSL 2-2015, f. 5-6-15, cert. ef. 6-1-15

Department of Transportation
Chapter 731

Rule Caption: Road Usage Charge Program
Adm. Order No.: DOT 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-21-2015
Certified to be Effective: 7-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Adopted: 731-090-0000, 731-090-0010, 731-090-0020,
731-090-0030, 731-090-0040, 731-090-0050, 731-090-0060, 731-
090-0070, 731-090-0080, 731-090-0090
Subject: These rules were developed and adopted for the adminis-
tration, operations and compliance of the Road Usage Charge Pro-
gram, a volunteer program authorized under Chapter 781, Oregon
Laws 2013 for the purpose of establishing an alternative revenue
source to the state fuels tax.
Rules Coordinator: Lauri Kunze—(503) 986-3171
731-090-0000
Definitions

(1) “Account Manager” means a Certified Service Provider under
ORS 319.915. It is either the Department or a Commercial Account
Manager. Should the Department outsource the agency’s account manage-
ment function for Road Usage Charging to an ODOT Account Manager,
“Account Manager” shall include the ODOT Account Manager.

(2) “Anonymized Information” means information that does not iden-
tify or describe a person. 

(3) “Anonymized Aggregated information” means aggregated infor-
mation accumulated in a way that preserves the anonymity of the persons
participating in the Road Usage Charge Program, and does not identify or
describe a person or create travel pattern data.

(4) “Best Available Information” means any data or information that
can be used to determine tax due including calculated projections or aver-
ages based on prior reports or data from other sources as determined by the
Department. 

(5) “Certified Service Provider” means an entity that has entered into
an agreement with the Department of Transportation under ORS 367.806
for reporting metered use by a subject vehicle or for administrative servic-

es related to the collection of per-mile road usage charges and authorized
employees of the entity. For these rules, Account Manager will be used in
lieu of Certified Service Provider. 

(6) “Commercial Account Manager” means an entity, operating with-
in a commercial market, which has entered into an agreement with the
Department under ORS 367.806 for reporting metered use by a subject
vehicle or for administrative services related to the collection of Road
Usage Charges and authorized employees of the entity.

(7) “Consent” means voluntary agreement given to retain location and
daily metered use beyond the period required by ORS 319.915(4) (a). 

(a) A RUC Payer must provide consent to an Account Manager in a
manner separate and apart from a general approval of terms and conditions.
A written request by the RUC Payer for an Account Manager constitutes
consent. 

(b) The consent may not be presented or serve as a condition to a
Road Usage Charge service agreement between the ODOT Account
Manager and the RUC Payer. 

(c) For consent to be valid under this rule, an Account Manager must
notify the RUC Payer of the Account Manager’s request to consent to retain
the records, including a specific description of the information to be
retained. 

(8) “Delinquency” means failure to report or pay by the due date. 
(9) “Express Approval” means active approval, either electronic or on

paper, by a RUC Payer that identifies the entity with which Personally
Identifiable Information will be shared. 

(a) The RUC Payer must give express approval in a manner separate
and apart from a general approval of terms and conditions with the Account
Manager. 

(b) For express approval of an entity to receive Personally Identifiable
Information to be valid, an Account Manager must notify the RUC Payer of
the request to disclose PII, including a specific description of the informa-
tion to be disclosed.

(10) “Lessee” means a person that leases a motor vehicle that is
required to be registered in Oregon.

(11) “Metered Use Report” means an Account Manager’s periodic
report of its RUC Payer’s metered use of Oregon’s public roads for sub-
mittal to the Department.

(12) “Metered Use Reporting Period” means the period of time for
which metered use, or the miles driven, are reported by the RUC Payer to
the Account Manager and by the Account Manager to the Department. The
frequency of the metered use reports is determined by contract between the
Department and the Account Manager. 

(13) “Mileage Reporting Device” means the electronic mileage
reporting mechanism that has the functionality to connect with the vehicle
metering system of a subject vehicle for the purpose of data collection relat-
ed to mileage reporting.

(14) “Mileage Reporting Method” is the manner in which the RUC
Payer will report miles to the Account Manager. For the purposes of this
Program, the method is electronic via a Mileage Reporting Device. All
mileage reporting methods will be approved and certified the Department
for use in the Road Usage Charge Program.

(15) “Net Road Usage Charges” means Road Usage Charges attribut-
able to taxable miles reported less Oregon fuels tax credit, as attributed to
fuel purchased in Oregon and applicable to the same reported miles.

(16)” Non-compliance Investigation” means an investigation by the
Department to determine if, and to what extent, any person, including but
not limited to a RUC Payer, is in compliance with the statutory provisions
of the Road Usage Charge Program and associated Oregon Administrative
Rules in Chapter 731, Division 90. Such investigations may include infor-
mal inquiries or a formal review of the relevant records and the mileage
reporting method of the RUC Payer or Account Manager to ascertain the
extent of non-compliance, if any.

(17) “Null Mileage Day” means any 24 hour period from 12:00 AM
to 11:59 PM Pacific Time where no miles are reported by the subject vehi-
cle and there is an indication of reporting error for the subject vehicle for
that day.

(18) “ODOT” or “Department” means the Oregon Department of
Transportation.

(19) “ODOT Account Manager” means an entity, operating in the
capacity of ODOT, which has entered into an agreement with the
Department under ORS 367.806 for reporting metered use by a subject
vehicle or for administrative services related to the collection of Road
Usage Charges and authorized employees of the entity.
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(20) “Official Tax Report” means an Account Manager’s periodic
report of its RUC Payer’s metered use and the associated Road Usage
Charge for submittal to the Department.

(21) “Official Tax Reporting Period” means a calendar quarter during
which an Account Manager must file the Official Tax Report of their RUC
Payer’s metered use and remit the associated tax to the Department in
accordance with its contractual obligation. 

(22) “Personally identifiable Information” or “PII” means any infor-
mation that identifies or describes a person that is obtained or developed in
the course of reporting metered use by a subject vehicle or for providing
administrative services related to the collection of Road Usage Charges.

(a) PII includes, but is not limited to, the person’s travel pattern data,
per-mile road usage charge account number, address, telephone number,
electronic mail address, driver license or identification card number, regis-
tration plate number, photograph, recorded images, bank account informa-
tion and credit card number.

(b) PII does not include anonymized information or anonymized
aggregated information.

(23) “Registered Owner” means a person, other than a vehicle dealer,
that holds a certificate issued under ORS 822.020, which is required to reg-
ister a motor vehicle in Oregon.

(24) “Road Usage Charge” or “RUC” means a fee charged at the
statutory rate per mile driven on Oregon public roads.

(25) “Road Usage Charge Program” or “Program” means the volun-
tary program established by ORS 319.883 to 319.945 for paying the Road
Usage Charge in lieu of the fuel tax.

(26) “RUC Payer” refers to the registered owner or lessee of a subject
vehicle that voluntarily participates in the Road Usage Charge Program.

(27) “Subject Vehicle” means a motor vehicle that is the subject of an
application approved pursuant to ORS 319.890.

(28) “Travel Pattern Data” means location and daily metered use of a
subject vehicle and data that describes a person’s travel habits in sufficient
detail that the person becomes identifiable either through the data itself or
by combining publicly available information with the data. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 319.883 - 319.990
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.883 - 319.990
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0010
Confidentiality

(1) An Account Manager may not disclose Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) used or developed for reporting metered use by a subject
vehicle or for administration services related to the collection of Road
Usage Charges to any person except as allowed by ORS 319.915(3).An
ODOT Account Manager may not disclose PII without written approval of
the Department. 

(2) If the RUC Payer declines to give express approval for disclosure
of PII to an entity, such an act must not invalidate any Road Usage Charge
service agreement existing between the Account Manager and the RUC
Payer. 

(3) Not later than 30 days after completion of payment processing,
dispute resolution for a single payment period or a noncompliance investi-
gation, whichever is latest, the Account Manager shall destroy records of
location and daily metered use of subject vehicles. 

(a) A Commercial Account Manager may retain and use records of
location and daily metered use of subject vehicles if the RUC Payer con-
sents to the retention and use. 

(b) If the Net Road Usage Charge results in a refund, records of loca-
tion and daily metered use of subject vehicles will be destroyed 30 days
after check issuance, dispute resolution for a single refund period, or a non-
compliance investigation, whichever is latest.

(4) An Account Manager may retain, aggregate and use, for the pur-
poses of traffic management and research, records of the location and daily
metered use of subject vehicles after removing Personally Identifiable
Information.

(5) Upon request of the RUC Payer, an Account Manager and its con-
tractor shall provide the RUC Payer the following rights regarding
Personally Identifiable Information:

(a) The right to inquire about the nature, accuracy, status and use of
the RUC Payer’s PII;

(b) The right to examine the RUC Payer’s PII or a reasonable facsim-
ile of the RUC Payer’s PII;

(c) The right to request corrections of the RUC Payer’s PII should the
RUC Payer provide reasonable evidence that the RUC Payer’s PII has
errors or has changed;

(d) The right to delete the location and daily metered use data that has
not been destroyed within the required period of time, as per ORS 319.915
(4); and

(e) An Account Manager, and its contractor, shall respond to all such
requests within five (5) business days of receipt of the request.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 319.883 - 319.990
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.915
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0020
Enrolling in the Program

(1) For a vehicle to be eligible for participation in the Road Usage
Charge Program, the registered owner or lessee of the motor vehicle must:

(a) Have the vehicle registered in Oregon; 
(b) Select a Mileage Reporting Device and an Account Manager from

options certified by the Department;
(c) Complete an application with the Account Manager, on a form

prescribed by the Department; and
(d) Equip or activate a Mileage Reporting Device within the vehicle.
(2) The registered owner of lessee of the motor vehicle must provide

a minimum of the following information for the subject vehicle to the
Account Manager:

(a) Vehicle identification number;
(b) Registration plate number; and
(c) Vehicle make, model and year.
(3) The Department may determine certain vehicles are ineligible for

the Program if:
(a) The approval would cause the number of subject vehicles active in

the Road Usage Charge Program to exceed 5,000; or 
(b) The approval would cause the number of subject vehicles in the

Road Usage Charge Program with a rating of less than 17 miles per gallon
to exceed 1,500; or

(c) The approval would cause the number of subject vehicles in the
Road Usage Charge Program with a rating of at least 17 miles per gallon
but less than 22 miles per gallon to exceed 1,500; or

(d) The gross vehicle weight rating, as determined by the vehicle
manufacturer, exceeds 10,000 pounds; or

(e) The vehicle does not have the capability to functionally accom-
modate a Mileage Reporting Device.

(4) RUC Payers who are dissatisfied with the reporting and/or pay-
ment requirements of their selected Account Manager may un-enroll from
the Program and re-enroll in the Program with another Account Manager.
Reenrollment is contingent upon the RUC Payer being in good standing
with the previous Account Manager.

(5) At the discretion of the Department, the Department may issue
emblems to selected RUC Payers who have use fuel vehicles enrolled in the
Program, with the permission or at the request of the RUC Payer.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 319.883 - 319.990
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.915
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0030
Mileage Calculation

(1) The Account Managers shall collect road usage data by methods
approved and certified by the Department. The Department will authorize
the following methods for collecting road usage data:

(a) Mileage reporting that uses vehicle location capability
(Advanced); or

(b) Mileage reporting that contains no vehicle location capability
(Basic); or

(c) Mileage reporting that alternates between Basic and Advanced
functionality at the RUC Payer’s discretion (Switchable).

(2) For any subject vehicle that incurs more than 10 null mileage days
in a calendar year, the RUC Payer will be assessed the Road Usage Charge
for any null mileage days. The calculation of null mileage is based on the
agreement between the RUC Payer and the Account Manager.

(3) For any Road Usage Charge assessment for null mileage days, the
RUC Payer may request abatement of part or all of the assessment and sub-
mit information supporting the request to the Account Manager. 

(4) Tax liability begins on the day the Mileage Reporting Device is
installed in the vehicle and activated for the purposes of collected the Road
Usage Charge. Tax liability ends on the day the RUC Payer informs their
Account Manager, in the manner prescribed by the Account Manager, that
they want to leave the program.

(5) RUC Payer information, supplied to the Department by the
Account Manager, may be reviewed by the Department. If the Department
finds that Road Usage Charge or fuels tax credits were incorrectly or insuf-
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ficiently calculated, the Department will adjust the account, which will
result in an invoice or a refund. RUC Payers are expected to pay invoices
resulting from a Departmental review within 30 days, or the Department
will assess interest at the rate of 1 percent per month as well as a 10 percent
late penalty fee for delinquent payments.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 319.883 - 319.990
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.915
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0040
Reporting and Payment

(1) All RUC Payers, or the Account Manager that reports on their
behalf, must report and pay the Road Usage Charge for their subject vehi-
cles. 

(2) All RUC Payers must report all miles subject to the Road Usage
Charge during a Metered Use Reporting Period to their Account Manager.
The Mileage Reporting Device must be configured to report metered use at
least once a month. 

(3) RUC Payers who have paid Oregon fuels tax will receive a credit
to be applied against their Road Usage Charge. If the subject vehicle’s
Mileage Reporting Device is unable to calculate actual fuel consumption,
the Account Manager will use the Combined Fuel Economy Rating for the
vehicle as determined by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency. 

(4) If the RUC Payer is an emblemed use fuel user with the
Department’s Fuels Tax Group, then the Department will assume that the
RUC Payer is only fueling with tax-exempt fuel, and is therefore not enti-
tled to a fuels tax credit to be applied against their road usage charge.

(5) The following will apply to RUC Payers who select the
Department or the ODOT Account Manager for reporting their miles trav-
eled and paying their Road Usage Charges: 

(a) The ODOT Account Manager or the Department will invoice or
refund the Net Road Usage Charge once the account threshold has exceed-
ed 20 dollars, and the calendar quarter end has been reached. 

(b) The Department will assess interest at the rate of 1 percent per
month as well as a 10 percent late penalty fee for delinquent payments.
Delinquency is defined as 45 days past the due date. This penalty may be
waived at the discretion of the Department.

(6) The following will apply to RUC Payers who select a Commercial
Account Manager for reporting their miles and paying their Road Usage
Charges: 

(a)The Commercial Account Manager will invoice or refund the Net
Road Usage Charge per their agreement with the RUC Payer. 

(b) The Commercial Account Manager shall assess penalties and
interest for delinquent payments as established in their agreement with the
RUC Payer.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 319.883 - 319.990
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.915
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0050
Exiting the Program

(1) RUC Payers who are exiting the Program must inform their
Account Manager of their service cancellation in a manner prescribed by
that Account Manager. 

(2) RUC Payers must pay any outstanding Road Usage Charge fees
upon their exit from the program.

(3) RUC Payers enrolled with the ODOT Account Manager must
return their Mileage Reporting Device. 

(4)The Department may remove a RUC Payer from the Program for
failure to pay the Road Usage Charge, or for fraud or tampering, as
described in ORS 815.555.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 319.883 - 319.990
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.915
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0060
Fraud

RUC Payers who are suspected of tampering with their Mileage
Reporting Device will be subjected to a non-compliance investigation by
the Department, and depending on the results of the investigation, may be
subject to a penalty of 10 percent of delinquent payments in addition to
actual damages and a Class A traffic violation.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 319.883 - 319.990
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.915
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0070
Refunds for Out of State Mileage/Non-Public Road Mileage

(1) Any RUC Payer who has been assessed Road Usage Charges for
miles operated off of public roads, or roads outside of Oregon, or otherwise
has overpaid the Road Usage Charge, may request a refund from the
Department on a form prescribed by the Department.

(2) The refund request may be no later than 15 months after the date
on which the RUC Payer pays the Road Usage Charge for which a refund
is claimed.

(3) Refund requests must be accompanied by information acceptable
to the Department to support the refund claim. Acceptable information may
include, but is not limited to, odometer readings, vehicle trip records indi-
cating out-of-state or non-public road usage of the vehicle, and other docu-
mentation supporting a claim. RUC Payers that do not maintain and report
this information will not be entitled to a refund. 

(4) RUC Payers may use daily metered use and location data, as cap-
tured by the Mileage Reporting Device, to support their refund claim, only
if the Mileage Reporting Device has the capability to differentiate between
public and non-public road usage and/or out of state miles, to a degree
acceptable to the RUC Payer, and the RUC Payer has requested in writing
that their Account Manager maintain this data past timeframes established
in ORS 319.915.

(5) Refund checks will be issued by the Department in January for
refunds accrued during the previous calendar year. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 319.883 - 319.990
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.280, 319.831 319.885, 319.890, 319.900, 319.905 & 319.910
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0080
Commercial Account Managers

(1) Commercial Account Managers shall provide Metered Use
Reports to the Department on intervals as defined in contract.

(2) Official Tax Reports and payments from Commercial Account
Managers of aggregate Road Usage Charges, including charges not yet
remitted by enrolled RUC payers for the Official Tax Reporting Period, will
be due to the Department on or before the 20th day following the end of the
calendar quarter. 

(3) Reports and payments that are not reported in compliance with
this section will be assessed penalties and interest as per the contract with
the Commercial Account Manager. 

(4) The Department may waive the late payment charges and interest
at its discretion based on individual circumstances for good cause shown. 

(5) The Department may, at any time during normal business hours,
examine the financial records of a Commercial Account Manager, which
are applicable to Road Usage Charge collections, including any entities
with which the Commercial Account Manager has partnered, sub-contract-
ed or otherwise engaged to provide any aspect of the Commercial Account
Manager’s Road Usage Charge services for the Department. This includes
examination of physical ledgers, documents and account information as
well as access to electronic records, financial systems or any other type of
records the Department deems necessary to ensure the integrity of the col-
lection process, in compliance with ORS Chapter 319.

(6) Commercial Account Managers will make financial records avail-
able to the department at a location in Oregon. Commercial Account
Managers who fail to make records available for inspection are subject to
assessment of under-paid Road Usage Charges based on Best Available
Information, subsequent collection action and possible cancellation of the
Commercial Account Manager’s agreement with the Department according
to the terms of that agreement.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616 & 184.619
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.900, 319.885, 319.905 & 319.910
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

731-090-0090
ODOT Account Manager

(1) The Department may outsource the agency’s account management
function for the Road Usage Charging to an ODOT Account Manager.

(2) The ODOT Account Manager shall provide Metered Use Reports
to the Department on intervals as defined in contract.

(3) Official Tax Reports and payments from ODOT Account
Managers of aggregate Road Usage Charges, which have already been
invoiced and paid by the RUC Payer to the ODOT Account Manager, will
be due to the Department on or before the last day of the month following
the Official Tax Reporting Period.

(4) Reports and payments that are not reported in compliance with
this section will be assessed penalties and interest as per the contract with
the ODOT Account Manager. 
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(5) The Department may waive the late payment charges and interest
at its discretion for good cause shown. 

(6) The Department may, at any time during normal business hours,
examine the financial records of the ODOT Account Manager, which are
applicable to Road Usage Charge collections, including any entities with
which the ODOT Account Manager has partnered, sub-contracted or other-
wise engaged to provide any aspect of the Account Manager’s Road Usage
Charge services for the Department. This includes examination of physical
ledgers, documents and account information as well as access to electronic
records, financial systems or any other type of records the Department
deems necessary to ensure the integrity of the collection process, in com-
pliance with ORS Chapter 319.

(7) The ODOT Account Manager will make financial records avail-
able to the department at a location in Oregon. Account Managers who fail
to make records available for inspection are subject to assessment of under-
paid Road Usage Charges based on Best Available Information, subsequent
collection action and possible cancellation of the ODOT Account
Manager’s agreement with the Department according to the terms of that
agreement.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616 & 184.619
Stats. Implemented: ORS 319.900, 319.885, 319.905 & 319.910
Hist.: DOT 1-2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 7-1-15

Department of Transportation, 
Driver and Motor Vehicle Services Division

Chapter 735
Rule Caption: Specifies process for approving or denying partici-
pation in DMV’s EVR program; adopts EVR-related sanctions
Adm. Order No.: DMV 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-20-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-20-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Adopted: 735-150-0041
Rules Amended: 735-150-0040, 735-150-0120
Subject: These rules (1) establish procedures and requirements for
determining when DMV will approve or deny a vehicle dealer appli-
cation to participate in the Electronic Vehicle Registration program;
(2) establish sanctions for the probation, suspension or permanent
revocation of a dealer’s authority to participate in the EVR program;
and (3) add EVR program references to relevant rules.
Rules Coordinator: Lauri Kunze—(503) 986-3171
735-150-0040
Designation of Dealers as Agents

(1) Persons issued a dealer certificate under ORS 822.020 and who
meet the qualifications set forth in OAR 735-150-0039, are designated as
DMV’s agent pursuant to ORS 802.031 and may perform the duties of an
agent as identified in section (4) of this rule.

(2) Snowmobile dealers and Class I, Class III and Class IV all-terrain
vehicle dealers are designated as agents of DMV pursuant to ORS 802.031. 

(3) DMV may impose sanctions against a dealer’s agent status as pro-
vided in OAR 735-150-0120. 

(4) An agent of DMV may: 
(a) Prepare, submit, or prepare and submit documents and collect fees

necessary to title and register vehicles they sell, as provided in OAR 735-
150-0050; 

(b) Participate in DMV’s Electronic Vehicle Registration (EVR) pro-
gram if approved under OAR 735-150-0041;

(c) Perform vehicle identification number inspections on vehicles
they sell, as provided in OAR 735-022-0070, when the vehicle has been
registered or titled in another jurisdiction subject to the limitations of OAR
735-022-0070; 

(d) Issue temporary registration permits for unregistered vehicles they
sell, as provided in ORS 803.625 and OAR 735-150-0060; 

(e) Issue trip permits for unregistered vehicles they sell, as provided
for in OAR 735-150-0070 and 735-150-0080; 

(f) Issue 10-day trip permits for registered vehicles they sell, as pro-
vided in ORS 803.600, OAR 735-150-0070, 735-150-0080 and 735-034-
0010. When issuing a 10-day trip permit as described in this subsection, a
vehicle dealer: 

(A) Must ensure any Oregon registration stickers have been removed
from the registration plates in accordance with ORS 803.600; 

(B) May not issue more than two permits for the same motor vehicle;
and 

(C) Must require the person applying for the permit to provide the
insurance company name and policy number on the permit, and sign the
certificate on the permit stating that the motor vehicle is covered by an
insurance policy that meets the requirements of ORS 806.080 and will con-
tinue to be covered as long as the permit is valid; and 

(g) Except as provided under section (9) of this rule, prepare, submit,
or prepare and submit documents and collect fees for transfers of registra-
tion plates, for vehicles they sell, in accordance with OAR 735-150-0050. 

(5) A dealer who, on behalf of a purchaser, prepared, submitted, or
prepared and submitted documents and collected fees necessary to title and
register a vehicle and who then receives from DMV the registration plates,
stickers or temporary registration for the vehicle, must ensure delivery of
the items obtained to the purchaser. Within five working days of receipt
from DMV, the dealer must: 

(a) Deliver the items to the purchaser; 
(b) Mail the items to the purchaser; or 
(c) Advise the purchaser the items are at the dealership and, if the pur-

chaser agrees, arrange to have the items picked up at the dealership. 
(6) The dealer must document in the dealer’s records the actions taken

by the dealer to notify the purchaser or to deliver the registration plates,
stickers and temporary registration. 

(7) No dealer may, as a result of a dispute between the purchaser and
dealer or for any other reason, withhold registration plates or stickers or
temporary registration from the purchaser. 

(8) Designated agents must only charge title, registration or plate
transfer fees in the amount authorized by Oregon Revised Statutes and
Oregon Administrative Rule when collecting such fees on behalf of DMV. 

(9) A dealer may not prepare, submit, or prepare and submit an appli-
cation and collect fees for the transfer of plates under subsection (4)(g) of
this rule if the dealer determines the plates the purchaser wants to transfer
are not from a current issue of plates, are not customized plates described
under ORS 805.240 or are so old, damaged, mutilated or otherwise ren-
dered illegible as to be not useful for purposes of identification. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 802.010, 802.031, 803.530, 803.600, 803.625, 821.060
& 821.080
Stats. Implemented: ORS 802.031, 803.565, 803.600, 803.602, 803.645, 821.060, 821.080,
822.005 & 822.080
Hist.: MV 2-1983, f. 3-10-83, ef. 5-1-83; MV 4-1983, f. 10-5-83, ef. 10-15-83; MV 1-1984,
f. & ef. 1-10-84; MV 2-1985, f. & ef. 1-30-85; MV 20-1986, f. & ef. 12-1-86; Administrative
Renumbering 3-1988, Renumbered from 735-071-0007; MV 39-1989, f. & cert. ef. 10-3-89;
MV 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 7-19-91; MV 19-1992, f. 12-23-92, cert. ef. 1-1-93; DMV 5-
1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-30-98 thru 10-26-98; DMV 13-1998, f. & cert. ef. 10-15-98;
DMV 7-2000, f. & cert. ef. 8-10-00; DMV 28-2003(Temp), f. 12-15-03 cert. ef. 1-1-04 thru
6-28-04; DMV 9-2004, f. & cert. ef. 5-24-04; DMV 20-2004, f. & cert. ef. 8-20-04; DMV
11-2005, f. 4-25-05, cert. ef. 5-1-05; DMV 24-2005, f. 11-18-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06; DMV 10-
2011, f. 10-26-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DMV 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-20-15

735-150-0041
Dealer Applications to Participate in the Electronic Vehicle
Registration Program 

(1) Dealers who wish to participate in the Electronic Vehicle
Registration (EVR) Program must submit an application to a DMV-
approved EVR Integrator. DMV Business Regulation will review all EVR
applications, and except as described under section (3) of this rule, will
approve all completed and signed applications.

(2) DMV may, at its discretion, conduct an inspection of the dealer’s
business location(s) before approving an application. The scope of the
inspection will include a review of the location(s) to determine whether
there is adequate security for the storage of registration materials and the
handling of confidential records. 

(3) DMV may deny an application to participate in the EVR program
for any of the following reasons: 

(a) The dealer’s certificate has been in effect for less than 180 days of
the date of application.

(b) Within one year of the date of application, DMV issued a correc-
tion notice to the dealer for any violation of the Oregon Vehicle Code or any
rule adopted by DMV relating to vehicle dealers.

(c) The dealer’s certificate has been cancelled, suspended or subject
to probation by DMV within 5 years of the date of application.

(d) The dealer has failed to pay any civil penalty imposed by DMV or
the Oregon Department of Justice.

(e) The dealer is not currently qualified to act as DMV’s agent pur-
suant to OAR 735-150-0039.

(f) The dealer’s location failed to pass a business location inspection
as described under section (2) of this rule. A dealer whose application is
denied under this subsection may reapply after the dealer implements
appropriate security measures or safeguards to the satisfaction of DMV.
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(4) DMV will notify the appropriate EVR integrator of the outcome
of the application review as set forth under this rule. The integrator will
convey the outcome to the dealer-applicant. If the application was denied,
the notification will give the basis and reason for the denial and the earliest
date the dealer-applicant can reapply for the EVR program.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 802.010 & 802.031
Stats. Implemented: ORS 802.031
Hist.: DMV 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-20-15

735-150-0120
Sanctions

(1) DMV may impose sanctions when it determines that a dealer has
violated any provision of the Oregon Vehicle Code or rules adopted by
DMV relating to: 

(a) The operation of a vehicle dealership;
(b) Providing brokerage services; or
(c) Vehicle title and registration. 
(2) Sanctions imposed may be against any or all of the following: 
(a) A vehicle dealer’s certificate; 
(b) A dealer’s status as DMV’s agent; or
(c) An owner, partner, corporate officer or other principal of the deal-

ership. 
(3) Factors DMV may consider in determining the sanctions to

impose include: 
(a) The severity of a violation or its impact on the public; 
(b) The number of similar or related violations; 
(c) Whether a violation was willful or intentional; 
(d) The history of all sanctions, civil penalties and oral or written

warnings issued or imposed by DMV against the dealer or principals of the
dealership. 

(4) If DMV determines that a sanction is warranted, the type of sanc-
tion imposed may include one or more of the following: 

(a) Probation under conditions set by DMV pertaining to the dealer’s
authority to act as an agent of DMV for up to one (1) year; 

(b) Suspension of the dealer’s authority to act as an agent of DMV for
up to one (1) year; 

(c) Permanent revocation of the dealer’s authority to act as an agent
of DMV; 

(d) Probation under conditions set by DMV, for up to three (3) years; 
(e) Probation of the dealer’s authority to use Electronic Vehicle

Registration (EVR) under conditions set by DMV, for up to one year.
(f) Suspension of the dealer’s authority to use Electronic Vehicle

Registration (EVR) and right to apply as an EVR dealer for up to three
years.

(g) Permanent revocation of the dealer’s authority to use Electronic
Vehicle Registration (EVR). 

(h) Suspension of the dealer’s vehicle dealer certificate and the right
to apply for a certificate for up to three (3) years including the right to
renew the certificate until the period of suspension has been served; 

(i) Permanent revocation of the dealer’s vehicle dealer certificate; 
(j) Cancellation of the dealer’s vehicle dealer certificate; 
(k) Suspension of the right of a principal of a dealership to apply for

a vehicle dealer certificate for a different vehicle-related business or in a
different business name for up to three (3) years; 

(L) Permanent revocation of the right of a principal of a dealership to
apply for a vehicle dealer certificate for a different vehicle-related business
or in a different business name; 

(m) Immediate suspension as provided in ORS 183.430(2). 
(5) A dealer or principal whose vehicle dealer certificate or privileges

have been placed on probation, suspended, canceled or revoked is entitled
to a contested case hearing as provided in the Oregon Administrative
Procedures Act under ORS 183.413 to 183.500. 

(6) Except as provided for in sections (7) and (8) of this rule, a deal-
er’s request for a hearing must be submitted in writing to, and received by
DMV within 20 days of the date of the notice of penalty. A hearing request
received in a timely manner will result in a withdrawal of the penalty, pend-
ing the outcome of the hearing.

(7) In the instance of an immediate suspension as provided by, ORS
183.430(2) a dealer’s request for a hearing must be submitted in writing to,
and received by DMV within 90 days of the date of notice of suspension.
A hearing request received in a timely manner will not result in a with-
drawal of the suspension, pending the outcome of the hearing.

(8) In the instance of cancellation as provided by ORS 822.050(2) or
(3) for failure to satisfy the bond or insurance requirements established by
822.030 and 822.033, a dealer’s request for a hearing must be submitted in
writing to, and received by DMV within 90 days of the date of the notice

of cancellation. A hearing request received in a timely manner will not
result in a withdrawal of cancellation, pending the outcome of the hearing.

(9) When a timely request for a hearing is not received, the dealer will
have defaulted, waived the right to a hearing and DMV’s file will then con-
stitute the record of the case.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183.430, 184.616, 184.619, 802.010, 802.030, 802.370, 803.600, 803.625,
821.060, 821.080 & 822.005 - 822.080
Stats. Implemented: ORS 822.050
Hist.: MV 2-1983, f. 3-10-83, ef. 5-1-83; MV 4-1983, f. 10-5-83, ef. 10-15-83; MV 1-1984,
f. & ef. 1-10-84; MV 7-1987, f. & ef. 7-13-87; Administrative Renumbering 3-1988,
Renumbered from 735-071-0013; MV 8-1991, f. & cert. ef. 7-19-91; MV 22-1991, f. 9-27-
91, cert. ef. 9-29-91; MV 19-1992, f. 12-23-92, cert. ef. 1-1-93; DMV 20-2004, f. & cert. ef.
8-20-04; DMV 24-2005, f. 11-18-05, cert. ef. 1-1-06; DMV 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-20-15

Rule Caption: Updates Rules Relating the Distribution of DMV
Secure Odometer and Secure Power of Attorney Forms
Adm. Order No.: DMV 2-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-21-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-21-15
Notice Publication Date: 1-1-2015
Rules Adopted: 735-028-0125
Rules Amended: 735-028-0110, 735-028-0120, 735-028-0150
Rules Repealed: 735-028-0130, 735-028-0140
Subject:ORS 803.124 authorizes DMV to adopt rules to provide for
the issuance of any forms it considers necessary or convenient for
providing required odometer disclosures (secure forms) to the pub-
lic. This includes the authority to enter into agreements authorizing
persons (agents) to provide secure forms on behalf of the department
and to establish a fee that agents may charge for the service of pro-
viding the forms. 
Persons who wish to become secure forms agents must enter into

an agreement with DMV and agree to abide by applicable DMV
rules. DMV has completed a new secure forms agent agreement for
2015-2019. The agreement authorizes qualified persons to provide
secure forms-during that period-to vehicle dealers, lending institu-
tions, title companies and other entities that buy or sell vehicles or
provide lending services on a regular basis.
In drafting the agreement, DMV identified the need to update and

repeal certain rules related to the control and distribution of secure
forms. The amendments to OAR 735-028-0110, 735-028-0120 and
735-028-0150 add definitions and clarify requirements for secure
forms agent agreements. OAR 735-028-0120 and 735-028-0130 are
repealed because their subject matter is now incorporated into the
secure forms agent agreement. 
The adoption of OAR 735-028-0125 establishes the service fee

amount authorized by ORS 803.124 that a secure forms agent may
charge for the service of providing secure forms. As specified, an
agent may not charge a service fee that exceeds 100 percent of the
agent’s cost to purchase secure forms from the vendor. The fee does
not include an agent’s cost for postage or shipping fees. Other non-
substantive changes simplify rule language to improve readability.
Rules Coordinator: Lauri Kunze—(503) 986-3171
735-028-0110
Providing Secure Forms; Definitions

As used in OAR 735-028-0110, 735-028-0115 and 735-028-0150 and
any agreement entered into under ORS 803.124 and OAR 735-028-0120: 

(1) “DMV” means the Driver and Motor Vehicles Services Division
of the Oregon Department of Transportation.

(2) “End user” means a person that buys or sells vehicles, or provides
lending services for vehicles on a regular basis, including certified vehicle
dealers, auto auctions, title companies and lending institutions. 

(3) “Person” means an individual, corporation, business trust, estate,
trust, partnership, limited liability company, association, joint venture, pub-
lic corporation or any other legal or commercial entity. 

(4) “Secure Forms Agent” or “Agent” means a person authorized by
DMV by written agreement to provide secure forms to end users under the
authority of ORS 803.124.

(5) “Secure Form” means a State of Oregon Secure Odometer
Disclosure/Reassignment form (DMV Form 403) or a State of Oregon
Secure Power of Attorney form (DMV Form 402), used for the purpose of
making an odometer disclosure statement as required by state and federal
laws.
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(6) “Service Fee” means the fee amount established under OAR 735-
028-0115 that a secure forms agent may charge an end user to provide
secure forms. 

(7) “Vendor” means a person authorized by written agreement with
the Oregon Department of Administrative Services to print, store and pro-
vide secure forms to DMV and secure forms agents.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 802.010, 803.102, 803.120, 803.124, 803.124 & 803.370
Stats. Implemented: ORS 802.200, 803.045, 803.092, 803.045, 803.124 & 803.126
Hist.: MV 18-1992, f. 12-21-92, cert. ef. 1-1-93; DMV 32-2005(Temp), f. 12-14-05, cert. ef.
1-1-06 thru 6-29-06; DMV 4-2006, f. & cert. ef. 5-25-06; DMV 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-
15

735-028-0120
Requirements for Authorization as a Secure Forms Agent

(1) DMV may authorize a person as a secure forms agent to purchase
secure forms from a vendor to sell and distribute secure forms to end users
on behalf of DMV as provided in ORS 803.124. 

(2) An authorized secure forms agent is subject to all Oregon laws and
DMV rules related to the distribution and sale of secure forms.

(3) A person that wishes to become a secure forms agent must submit
a completed and signed secure forms agent agreement by mail to:

DMV Vehicle Programs
Attn: Vehicle Programs Manager
1905 Lana Avenue NE
Salem, OR 97314
(4) DMV will provide the applicant a copy of the secure forms agent

agreement signed by the Vehicle Programs Manager if DMV approves the
application. If DMV rejects the applicant’s submission of a secure forms
agent agreement, DMV will notify the applicant of the rejection in writing. 

(5) DMV will reject a secure forms agent agreement, if the person:
(a) Submits a secure forms agent agreement that contains false infor-

mation; or
(b) Has been terminated as a secure forms agent for any reason. 
(6) A person whose application has been rejected may not reapply for

at least one year from the date of the rejection. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 802.010 & 803.124
Stats. Implemented: ORS 803.124 & 49 CFR Part 580
Hist.: MV 18-1992, f. 12-21-92, cert. ef. 1-1-93; DMV 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15

735-028-0125
Fee for Providing Secure Forms

An agent may charge the end user a service fee authorized under ORS
803.124 for the service of providing secure forms. A service fee may not
exceed 100 percent of the agent’s cost to purchase secure forms from the
vendor. In addition to the service fee, an agent may charge an end user the
actual cost charged by the United States Postal Service or similar parcel
delivery service for the delivery of secure forms.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 802.010 & 803.124
Stats. Implemented: ORS 803.124 & 49 CFR Part 580
Hist.: DMV 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15

735-028-0150
Control of Secure Forms — End User Responsibilities

An end user who purchases secure forms from a secure forms agent,
a vendor or DMV:

(1) May use the forms only in conjunction with transfers of interest in
vehicles the end user owned, currently owns or for which the end user is
granted power of attorney; and 

(2) May not sell or provide the forms to other parties except as
required to complete a transfer of interest in a vehicle as described in sec-
tion (1) of this rule.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619 & 803.124
Stats. Implemented: ORS 803.124 & 49 CFR Part 580
Hist.: MV 18-1992, f. 12-21-92, cert. ef. 1-1-93; DMV 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15

Department of Transportation, 
Highway Division
Chapter 734

Rule Caption: Tandem Drive Axles
Adm. Order No.: HWD 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-21-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-21-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 734-074-0010
Subject: This rule relates to the issuance of permits for combinations
of vehicles having gross weights in excess of 80,000 pounds. The
amendments result from inquiries made to the Over-Dimension Per-
mit Unit by motor carriers wanting to change the requirement to have

power transmitted by both drive axles to only require motive power
to one power axle. It was determined that there was no underlying
safety concern requiring power to the tandem axles and therefore,
motive power to one axle is sufficient. The rule change will allow
for motor carriers to operate under an extended weight permit with
motive power transmitted to a single drive axle.
Rules Coordinator: Lauri Kunze—(503) 986-3171
734-074-0010
Vehicle Combinations Eligible for Permits

(1) The following vehicle combinations are eligible for permits issued
under OAR 734, division 74 as long as they are in compliance with all
applicable rules in OAR 734, division 74: 

(a) Combinations of vehicles described in ORS Chapter 818 that meet
the requirements of OAR 734-074-0005; 

(b) Combinations of vehicles described in OAR 734, division 71; 
(c) Combinations of vehicles described in OAR 734, division 73; 
(d) Combinations of vehicles that include a dromedary truck-tractor

having a dromedary box, plate or deck not exceeding 12-feet, 6-inches in
length including any load overhang on the dromedary box, plate or deck,
provided the overall length does not exceed that authorized by ORS
Chapter 818, OAR 734, division 71 or division 73, whichever is appropri-
ate for the combination of vehicles and the route of travel; 

(e) A dromedary truck-tractor having a dromedary box, plate or deck
not exceeding 17-feet, 6-inches in length including any load overhang on
the dromedary box, plate or deck, towing one stinger-steered semitrailer
which is not longer than 53 feet and having an overall length of not more
than 75 feet and operating on Group 1 Highways established in OAR 734,
division 71; 

(f) A laden or unladen combination of vehicles designed and used
exclusively to transport overseas marine containers that are enroute to or
from a marine port or an intermodal transportation facility. Travel is author-
ized only on routes indicated in green on Route Map 7. Route Map 7, dated
April 2009, is by reference made a part of division 74 rules. The semitrail-
er may not be longer than 53 feet, and overall length must be 105 feet or
less. This combination of vehicles may consist of not more than one truck-
tractor, one jeep, one overseas marine container trailer and one booster
axle; and 

(g) A combination of vehicles commonly known as triples, consisting
of a motor truck and two self-supporting trailers, or a truck tractor and
semitrailer drawing two self-supporting trailers or semitrailers mounted on
dollies equipped with fifthwheels having an overall length not in excess of
105 feet. The self-supporting trailers must be reasonably uniform in length.
A motor truck in this combination may not exceed 35 feet in overall length.
This combination of vehicles may tow an unladen dolly used to transport a
third load carrying semitrailer, provided the combination, including the
dolly, does not exceed 85 feet. 

(2) The maximum allowable overall lengths for vehicles described in
subsections (1)(a) through (c) of this rule are as follows: 

(a) For combinations of vehicles described under subsection (1)(a) of
this rule, those lengths indicated in ORS Chapter 818 that comply with
OAR 734-074-0005; 

(b) For combinations of vehicles described under subsection (1)(b) of
this rule, those lengths described in OAR 734, division 71; and 

(c) For combinations of vehicles described under subsection (1)(c) of
this rule, those lengths described in OAR 734, division 73. 

(3) A lift or variable load axle(s) may be allowed. The following con-
ditions apply: 

(a) The controls for the lift axle may be mounted inside the cab of the
power unit provided that it limits the axle movement to the complete up or
complete down position; 

(b) The control for a variable load, or lift axle, which allows adjust-
ment to increase or decrease loading on the vehicle must not be accessible
from the cab; 

(c) The lift or variable load axle must be deployed, and distribute the
weight of the load, when failure to do so results in any tire, axle, tandem
axle or group of axles exceeding the weight limits allowed by OAR 734-
074-0020; and 

(d) The lift axle assembly (including axles, tires, brakes) must be ade-
quate to carry the weight of the load. 

(4) When the weight difference between any trailer or semitrailer of a
triple trailer combination is 1,500 pounds or more, the trailers must be
placed from the heaviest to the lightest, with the lightest trailer placed to the
rear of the combination. 
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(5) Combinations of vehicles described as “triple trailers” must have
a visible and fully operable method of adjustment to eliminate slack in the
hitch mechanism. The device used may be air chamber operated or it may
be adjustable by a mechanical cam method. 

[ED. NOTE: Maps referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 810.060 & 823.011
Stats. Implemented: ORS 818.200 & 818.220
Hist.: 1 OTC 6-1980, f. & ef. 3-27-80; 2HD 6-1983, f. & ef. 2-18-83; HWY 6-1988, f. & cert.
ef. 9-22-88; HWY 7-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-27-92; HWY 12-1992, f. & cert. ef. 10-16-92;
HWY 3-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-16-95; HWY 8-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-26-97; TO 2-2001, f. &
cert. ef. 6-14-01; HWD 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 3-18-05; HWD 2-2006, f. & cert. ef. 4-28-06;
HWD 5-2008, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-08; HWD 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15

Rule Caption: Warning Sign Requirements
Adm. Order No.: HWD 2-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-21-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-21-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 734-074-0060, 734-075-0045, 734-076-0135, 734-
078-0030, 734-082-0037
Subject: These rules describe warning sign requirements for triple
trailer combinations, oversized loads, mobile homes and modular
building units, oversize tow vehicles, and non-divisible loads. The
Western Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
recommends that sign requirements be consistent from one state to
the next. These changes implement a WASHTO recommendation to
remove the sign provision that allows a 1-5/8 inch brush stroke or a
border with not more than 1 5/8 inch brush stokes around the edge
of the sign. The amended rules allow Oregon to be more consistent
with the sign requirements of neighboring states.
Rules Coordinator: Lauri Kunze—(503) 986-3171
734-074-0060
“Long Load” Warning Signs for Triple Trailer Combinations

(1) A warning sign for triple trailer combinations bearing the legend
“LONG LOAD” is to be displayed on the back of the rearmost trailer or
semitrailer.

(2) The sign must be positioned at such height as to be readily visible
to following drivers and:

(a) Signs must be seven feet wide by 18 inches high with black letters
10 inches high in accordance with Federal Highway Administration series
C on highway yellow background;

(b) The highway yellow background of the sign must be made of
reflectorized material when operating between one half hour after sunset
and one half hour before sunrise;

(c) Signs must be kept clean, legible and mounted horizontally with
adequate support to provide full visibility at all times when in use; and

(d) All such signs must be removed or retracted when not required.
(3) Combinations of vehicles described in OAR chapter 734, division

73 do not require warning signs.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 823.011
Stats. Implemented: ORS 818.200 & 818.220
Hist.: 1 OTC 6-1980, f. & ef. 3-27-80; 2HD 6-1983, f. & ef. 2-18-83; HWY 7-1992, f. & cert.
ef. 3-27-92; HWY 10-1992, f. & cert. ef. 9-16-92; HWY 3-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-16-95;
HWY 8-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-26-97; TO 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 6-14-01; HWD 2-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 4-21-15

734-075-0045
Warning Signs and Flags Required

(1) Over-width movements are required to display to the front and
rear standard signs bearing the words “OVERSIZE LOAD”:

(a) Signs must be seven feet wide by 18 inches high with black letters
10 inches high in accordance with Federal Highway Administration series
C on highway yellow background;

(b) The highway yellow background of the sign must be made of
reflectorized material when operating between one half hour after sunset
and one half hour before sunrise;

(c) Signs must be kept clean, legible and mounted horizontally with
adequate support to provide full visibility at all times when in use; 

(d) Signs must not cover or interfere with the visibility of the vehicle’s
registration plates; and 

(e) All such signs must be removed or retracted when not required. 
(2) All four lower corners of any over-width load must be marked dur-

ing daylight hours with red or fluorescent orange flags that are a minimum
18 inches square. Flags must be kept clean and must be clearly visible to

the front and rear. The attachment device must not extend beyond the
widest extremity by more than three inches on either side. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 823.011
Stats. Implemented: ORS 818.200 & 818.220
Hist.: HC 1287, f. 3-14-73; 1 OTC 19a, f. & ef. 1-24-74; 1 OTC 9-1978(Temp), f. & ef. 7-
19-78; 1 OTC 11-1979(Temp), f. & ef. 6-20-79; 1 OTC 12-1979(Temp), f. & ef. 6-20-79; 1
OTC 13-1979(Temp), f. & ef. 6-20-79; 1 OTC 24-1979, f. & ef. 10-24-79; 2HD 15-1983, f.
& ef. 8-18-83; HWY 6-1990, f. & cert. ef. 3-13-90; HWY 5-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-25-92; TO
3-1999, f. & cert. ef. 10-13-99; TO 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 6-14-01; HWD 5-2006, f. 10-19-06,
cert. ef. 1-1-07; HWD 3-2012, f. & cert. ef. 1-27-12; HWD 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15

734-076-0135
Warning Signs and Flags Required for Oversize Units

(1) Warning signs are required for dimensions exceeding:
(a) Eight feet, six inches in width; 
(b) An overall length of 105 feet (inclusive of towing vehicle); or 
(c) For a combination of vehicles being towed exceeding 80 feet in

length (inclusive of load). 
(2) Warning signs must bear the legend “OVERSIZE LOAD” except: 
(a) When the width exceeds eight feet, six inches and the combination

of vehicles being towed does not exceed 80 feet in length (inclusive of
load) or the overall combination length does not exceed 105 feet (inclusive
of towing vehicle), the sign may bear the legend “WIDE LOAD”; or 

(b) When the width does not exceed eight feet, six inches and when
the combination of vehicles being towed exceeds 80 feet in length (inclu-
sive of load) or the overall combination length exceeds 105 feet (inclusive
of towing vehicle), the sign may bear the legend “LONG LOAD.” 

(3) Warning signs must be displayed to the front and rear of the vehi-
cle or combination and must meet the following requirements: 

(a) Signs must be seven feet wide by 18 inches high with black letters
10 inches high in accordance with Federal Highway Administration series
C on highway yellow background; 

(b) The highway yellow background of the sign must be made of
reflectorized material when operating between one half hour after sunset
and one half hour before sunrise; 

(c) Signs must be kept clean, legible and mounted horizontally with
adequate support to provide full visibility and readability at all times when
in use; 

(d) Signs must not cover or interfere with the visibility of the vehicle’s
registration plates; and 

(e) All such signs must be removed or retracted when not required. 
(4) The outermost extremities of any overwidth load must be marked

during daylight hours with red or fluorescent orange flags not less than 18
inches square. Flags must be kept clean and must be clearly visible to the
front and rear. The attachment device must not extend beyond the widest
extremity by more than three inches on either side. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 823.011
Stats. Implemented: ORS 818.200 & 818.220
Hist.: HWY 8-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-26-97; TO 1-1999, f. & cert. ef. 2-19-99; TO 2-2001, f.
& cert. ef. 6-14-01; HWD 5-2006, f. 10-19-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07; HWD 3-2012, f. & cert. ef.
1-27-12; HWD 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15

734-078-0030
Warning Signs and Flags Required

(1) When the combinations of vehicles and load exceed 80 feet in
overall length a “Long Load” or “Oversize Load” sign is required to be
attached to the rearmost position practical, either on the load or the last
vehicle: 

(a) The sign must be seven feet wide by 18 inches high with black let-
ters 10 inches high in accordance with Federal Highway Administration
series C on highway yellow background; 

(b) The highway yellow background of the sign must be made of
reflectorized material when operating between sunset and sunrise; 

(c) Signs must be kept clean, legible, and mounted with adequate sup-
port to provide full visibility at all times when in use; 

(d) Signs must not cover or interfere with the visibility of the vehicle’s
registration plates; 

(e) Signs must be constructed of a material impervious to water; and 
(f) All signs must be removed or retracted when not required. 
(2) When a load extends beyond the rear body of the vehicle four feet

or more, the outermost extremity of the load must be visibly marked with a
red flag not less than 18 inches square. The attachment device must not
extend beyond the rear of the load by more than three inches. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 823.011
Stats. Implemented: ORS 818.200, 818.220
Hist.: 2HD 4-1983, f. & ef. 1-20-83 ; HWY 8-1997, f. & cert. ef. 8-26-97; HWD 5-2006, f.
10-19-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07; HWD 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15
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734-082-0037
Warning Signs and Flags Required

(1) Over-length or over-width vehicles, or vehicles transporting over-
length or over-width loads are required to display to the front and rear stan-
dard signs bearing the words “OVERSIZE LOAD”:

(a) Signs must be seven feet wide by 18 inches high with black letters
10 inches high in accordance with Federal Highway Administration series
C on highway yellow background; 

(b) The highway yellow background of the sign must be made of
reflectorized material when operating between one half hour after sunset
and one half hour before sunrise; 

(c) Signs must be kept clean, legible and mounted horizontally with
adequate support to provide full visibility at all times when in use; 

(d) Signs must not cover or interfere with the visibility of the vehicle’s
registration plates. To meet this requirement, plates may be mounted to
cover a portion of the sign’s background, as long as the sign’s legend
remains readable; and 

(e) All such signs must be removed or retracted when not required. 
(2) Warning signs for vehicles transporting loads which are overwidth

and under 80 feet in overall length may bear the words “WIDE LOAD”
provided the sign meets the standards described in section (1) of this rule. 

(3) Warning signs for vehicles transporting loads which are not over
eight feet six inches wide may bear the words “LONG LOAD” when the
vehicle and overhang are over 80 feet in overall length provided the sign
meets the standards described in section (1) of this rule. 

(4) The outermost extremities of any overwidth load must be marked
during daylight hours with red flags not less than 18 inches square. Flags
must be kept clean and must be clearly visible to the front and rear. The
attachment device must not extend beyond the widest extremity by more
than three inches on either side. 

(5) When a load extends beyond the rear of the load carrying part of
the vehicle four feet or more, the outermost extremity of the load must be
visibly marked as described in ORS 815.275. When a red flag or cloth is
used, it must be not less than 18 inches square, kept clean and must be
clearly visible. The attachment device must not extend beyond the rear of
the load more than three inches. 

(6) If placement of the sign described in section (1) on a self-pro-
pelled mobile crane obscures the vehicles headlights, turn signals, license
plates, brake lights or taillights, the requirements of this rule may be met if
the vehicle’s front and rear bumpers are constructed or painted with a high-
way yellow background and the words “OVERSIZE LOAD” are painted,
or applied by decal, on the bumper. Visibility of the sign may not be
obscured by any other part of the vehicle, including but not limited to an
auxiliary axle or jeep axle. The sign requirements in subsection (1)(a)
through (1)(d) apply to this section. 

(7) The provisions of subsection (1)(a) and (1)(c) of this rule regard-
ing the warning sign size, color and lettering do not apply to operations of
vehicles described in section (6) if conducted in compliance with regula-
tions from the state in which the vehicle is registered. However, nothing in
this subsection relieves a person from displaying a warning sign, visibility
of sign, or using reflective material when required. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.616, 184.619, 823.011
Stats. Implemented: ORS 818.220, 818.225
Hist.: HWY 11-1992, f. & cert. ef. 9-16-92; HWY 5-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-9-97; TO 7-1998,
f. & cert. ef. 8-20-98; TO 3-2000, f. & cert. ef. 2-11-00; TO 8-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-14-02;
HWD 5-2006, f. 10-19-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07; HWD 12-2011, f. & cert. ef. 10-26-11; HWD 2-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-21-15

Land Conservation and Development Department
Chapter 660

Rule Caption: Regulates the transfer of development interests from
properties approved for development under Ballot Measure 49
Adm. Order No.: LCDD 3-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-27-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-27-15
Notice Publication Date: 1-1-2015
Rules Adopted: 660-004-0023, 660-029-0000, 660-029-0010,
660-029-0020, 660-029-0030, 660-029-0040, 660-029-0050, 660-
029-0060, 660-029-0070, 660-029-0080, 660-029-0090, 660-029-
0100, 660-029-0110, 660-029-0120
Rules Amended: 660-004-0040, 660-027-0070
Subject: The new rules and rule amendments will provide a frame-
work for local governments to adopt programs that allow landown-
ers to transfer severable development credits from properties with

Measure 49 development authorizations to other locations, and
between jurisdictions, as described in Measure 49 (Oregon Laws
2007, chapter 424, section 11), and in accordance with ORS 94.531.
The new rules will also provide for, as a result of transfers of devel-
opment credits, the permanent preservation of certain farm, forest
and other natural resource lands.
Rules Coordinator: Casaria Taylor—(503) 373-0050, ext. 322
660-004-0023 
Reasons Necessary to Justify an Exception for a Substantially
Developed Subdivision to Receive Transferred Development Credits
Under Goal 2, Part II(c)

Notwithstanding OAR 660-004-0022(2), an exception under Goal 2,
Part II(c) may be taken to Goal 3 or Goal 4, or both, to designate a receiv-
ing area as provided in OAR chapter 660, division 29 to accommodate
dwellings authorized by ORS 195.300 to 195.336 (Measure 49) in a sub-
stantially developed subdivision in a farm or forest zone.

(1) For the purposes of this rule, “substantially developed subdivi-
sion” has the meaning provided in OAR 660-029-0010.

(2) A county may find that the need for a receiving area that is satis-
fied by designating a substantially developed subdivision under OAR chap-
ter 660, division 29 is a reason that the state policy embodied in Goal 3 or
Goal 4, or both, should not apply to the substantially developed subdivi-
sion.

(3) Notwithstanding OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(B)(i)-(iv), a county
may limit its consideration of areas that do not require a new exception
under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) to areas that qualify as potential receiving
areas under OAR 660-029-0080(1), (4) and (5).

(4) A county may limit its analysis of long-term environmental, eco-
nomic, social and energy consequences under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(c) to
substantially developed subdivisions under OAR 660-029-0080(2).

(5) A county may determine that a substantially developed subdivi-
sion that meets the requirements of OAR 660-029-0080 is compatible with
other adjacent uses as required by OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336 & 197.732; 2007 Oregon Laws, chapter 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-004-0040
Application of Goal 14 to Rural Residential Areas

(1) The purpose of this rule is to specify how Goal 14 “Urbanization”
applies to rural lands in acknowledged exception areas planned for resi-
dential uses. 

(2)(a) This rule applies to lands that are not within an urban growth
boundary, that are planned and zoned primarily for residential uses, and for
which an exception to Goal 3 “Agricultural Lands”, Goal 4 “Forest Lands”,
or both has been taken. Such lands are referred to in this rule as “rural res-
idential areas”. 

(b) Sections (1) to (8) of this rule do not apply to the creation of a lot
or parcel, or to the development or use of one single-family home on such
lot or parcel, where the application for partition or subdivision was filed
with the local government and deemed to be complete in accordance with
ORS 215.427(3) before October 4, 2000, the effective date of sections (1)
to (8) of this rule.

(c) This rule does not apply to types of land listed in (A) through (H)
of this subsection:

(A) Land inside an acknowledged urban growth boundary; 
(B) Land inside an acknowledged unincorporated community bound-

ary established pursuant to OAR chapter 660, division 22; 
(C) Land in an acknowledged urban reserve area established pursuant

to OAR chapter 660, divisions 21 or 27; 
(D) Land in an acknowledged destination resort established pursuant

to applicable land use statutes and goals; 
(E) Resource land, as defined in OAR 660-004-0005(2); 
(F) Nonresource land, as defined in OAR 660-004-0005(3); 
(G) Marginal land, as defined in former ORS 197.247 (1991 Edition);

or 
(H) Land planned and zoned primarily for rural industrial, commer-

cial, or public use. 
(3)(a) This rule took effect on October 4, 2000. 
(b) Some rural residential areas have been reviewed for compliance

with Goal 14 and acknowledged to comply with that goal by the department
or commission in a periodic review, acknowledgment, or post-acknowledg-
ment plan amendment proceeding that occurred after the Oregon Supreme
Court’s 1986 ruling in 1000 Friends of Oregon v. LCDC, 301 Or 447
(Curry County), and before October 4, 2000. Nothing in this rule shall be
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construed to require a local government to amend its acknowledged com-
prehensive plan or land use regulations for those rural residential areas
already acknowledged to comply with Goal 14 in such a proceeding.
However, if such a local government later amends its plan’s provisions or
land use regulations that apply to any rural residential area, it shall do so in
accordance with this rule. 

(4) The rural residential areas described in subsection (2)(a) of this
rule are “rural lands”. Division and development of such lands are subject
to Goal 14, which prohibits urban use of rural lands. 

(5)(a) A rural residential zone in effect on October 4, 2000 shall be
deemed to comply with Goal 14 if that zone requires any new lot or parcel
to have an area of at least two acres, except as required by section (7) of this
rule. 

(b) A rural residential zone does not comply with Goal 14 if that zone
allows the creation of any new lots or parcels smaller than two acres. For
such a zone, a local government must either amend the zone’s minimum lot
and parcel size provisions to require a minimum of at least two acres or take
an exception to Goal 14. Until a local government amends its land use reg-
ulations to comply with this subsection, any new lot or parcel created in
such a zone must have an area of at least two acres. 

(c) For purposes of this section, “rural residential zone currently in
effect” means a zone applied to a rural residential area that was in effect on
October 4, 2000, and acknowledged to comply with the statewide planning
goals. 

(6) After October 4, 2000, a local government’s requirements for min-
imum lot or parcel sizes in rural residential areas shall not be amended to
allow a smaller minimum for any individual lot or parcel without taking an
exception to Goal 14 pursuant to OAR chapter 660, division 14, and appli-
cable requirements of this division. 

(7)(a) The creation of any new lot or parcel smaller than two acres in
a rural residential area shall be considered an urban use. Such a lot or par-
cel may be created only if an exception to Goal 14 is taken. This subsection
shall not be construed to imply that creation of new lots or parcels two acres
or larger always complies with Goal 14. The question of whether the cre-
ation of such lots or parcels complies with Goal 14 depends upon compli-
ance with all provisions of this rule. 

(b) Each local government must specify a minimum area for any new
lot or parcel that is to be created in a rural residential area. For the purpos-
es of this rule, that minimum area shall be referred to as “the minimum lot
size.” 

(c) If, on October 4, 2000, a local government’s land use regulations
specify a minimum lot size of two acres or more, the area of any new lot or
parcel shall equal or exceed the minimum lot size that is already in effect. 

(d) If, on October 4, 2000, a local government’s land use regulations
specify a minimum lot size smaller than two acres, the area of any new lot
or parcel created shall equal or exceed two acres. 

(e) A local government may authorize a planned unit development
(PUD), specify the size of lots or parcels by averaging density across a par-
ent parcel, or allow clustering of new dwellings in a rural residential area
only if all conditions set forth in paragraphs (7)(e)(A) through (7)(e)(H) are
met: 

(A) The number of new dwelling units to be clustered or developed as
a PUD does not exceed 10; 

(B) The number of new lots or parcels to be created does not exceed
10; 

(C) None of the new lots or parcels will be smaller than two acres; 
(D) The development is not to be served by a new community sewer

system; 
(E) The development is not to be served by any new extension of a

sewer system from within an urban growth boundary or from within an
unincorporated community; 

(F) The overall density of the development will not exceed one
dwelling for each unit of acreage specified in the local government’s land
use regulations on October 4, 2000 as the minimum lot size for the area; 

(G) Any group or cluster of two or more dwelling units will not force
a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on nearby lands
devoted to farm or forest use and will not significantly increase the cost of
accepted farm or forest practices there; and 

(H) For any open space or common area provided as a part of the clus-
ter or planned unit development under this subsection, the owner shall sub-
mit proof of nonrevocable deed restrictions recorded in the deed records.
The deed restrictions shall preclude all future rights to construct a dwelling
on the lot, parcel, or tract designated as open space or common area for as
long as the lot, parcel, or tract remains outside an urban growth boundary. 

(f) Except as provided in subsection (e) of this section, a local gov-
ernment shall not allow more than one permanent single-family dwelling to
be placed on a lot or parcel in a rural residential area. Where a medical
hardship creates a need for a second household to reside temporarily on a
lot or parcel where one dwelling already exists, a local government may
authorize the temporary placement of a manufactured dwelling or recre-
ational vehicle. 

(g) In rural residential areas, the establishment of a new “mobile
home park” or “manufactured dwelling park” as defined in ORS
446.003(23) and (30) shall be considered an urban use if the density of
manufactured dwellings in the park exceeds the density for residential
development set by this rule’s requirements for minimum lot and parcel
sizes. Such a park may be established only if an exception to Goal 14 is
taken. 

(h) A local government may allow the creation of a new parcel or
parcels smaller than a minimum lot size required under subsections (a)
through (d) of this section without an exception to Goal 14 only if the con-
ditions described in paragraphs (A) through (D) of this subsection exist: 

(A) The parcel to be divided has two or more permanent habitable
dwellings on it; 

(B) The permanent habitable dwellings on the parcel to be divided
were established there before October 4, 2000; 

(C) Each new parcel created by the partition would have at least one
of those permanent habitable dwellings on it; and 

(D) The partition would not create any vacant parcels on which a new
dwelling could be established. 

(E) For purposes of this rule, “habitable dwelling” means a dwelling
that meets the criteria set forth in ORS 215.283(1)(p)(A)–(D). 

(i) For rural residential areas designated after October 4, 2000, the
affected county shall either: 

(A) Require that any new lot or parcel have an area of at least ten
acres, or 

(B) Establish a minimum size of at least two acres for new lots or
parcels in accordance with the applicable requirements for an exception to
Goal 14 in OAR chapter 660, division 14. The minimum lot size adopted
by the county shall be consistent with OAR 660-004-0018, “Planning and
Zoning for Exception Areas.” 

(8)(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section (7) of this rule, divi-
sions of rural residential land within one mile of an urban growth boundary
for any city or urban area listed in paragraphs (A) through (E) of this sub-
section shall be subject to the provisions of subsections (8)(b) and (8)(c).

(A) Ashland; 
(B) Central Point; 
(C) Medford; 
(D) Newberg; 
(E) Sandy. 
(b) Any division of rural residential land in an urban reserve area shall

be done in accordance with the acknowledged urban reserve ordinance or
acknowledged regional growth plan of a city or urban area listed in sub-
section (8)(a) that: 

(A) Has an urban reserve area that contains at least a twenty-year
reserve of land and that has been acknowledged to comply with OAR chap-
ter 660, division 21; or 

(B) Is part of a regional growth plan that contains at least a twenty-
year regional urban reserve of land beyond the land contained within the
collective urban growth boundaries of the participating cities, and that has
been acknowledged through the process prescribed for Regional Problem
Solving in ORS 197.652 through 197.658. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section (7) of this rule, if any
part of a lot or parcel to be divided is less than one mile from an urban
growth boundary for a city or urban area listed in subsection (8)(a), and if
that city or urban area does not have an urban reserve area acknowledged
to comply with OAR chapter 660, division 21, or is not part of an acknowl-
edged regional growth plan as described in subsection (b), paragraph (B),
of this section, the minimum area of any new lot or parcel there shall be ten
acres. 

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of section (7), if Metro has an
urban reserve area that contains at least a twenty-year reserve of land and
that has been acknowledged to comply with OAR chapter 660, division 21
or division 27, any land division of rural residential land in that urban
reserve shall be done in accordance with the applicable acknowledged com-
prehensive plan and zoning provisions adopted to implement the urban
reserve. 

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of section (7), if any part of a lot
or parcel to be divided is less than one mile from the urban growth bound-
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ary for the Portland metropolitan area and is in a rural residential area, and
if Metro has not designated an urban reserve that contains at least a twen-
ty-year reserve of land acknowledged to comply with either OAR chapter
660, division 21 or division 27, the minimum area of any new lot or parcel
there shall be twenty acres. If the lot or parcel to be divided also lies with-
in the area governed by the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area
Act, the division shall be done in accordance with the provisions of that act. 

(f) Notwithstanding the provisions of section (7) and subsection
(8)(e), a local government may establish minimum area requirements
smaller than twenty acres for some of the lands described in subsection
(8)(e). The selection of those lands and the minimum established for them
shall be based on an analysis of the likelihood that such lands will urban-
ize, of their current parcel and lot sizes, and of the capacity of local gov-
ernments to serve such lands efficiently with urban services at densities of
at least 10 units per net developable acre. In no case shall the minimum par-
cel area requirement set for such lands be smaller than 10 acres. 

(g) A local government may allow the creation of a new parcel, or
parcels, smaller than a minimum lot size required under subsections (a)
through (f) of this section without an exception to Goal 14 only if the con-
ditions described in paragraphs (A) through (G) of this subsection exist: 

(A) The parcel to be divided has two or more permanent, habitable
dwellings on it; 

(B) The permanent, habitable dwellings on the parcel to be divided
were established there before October 4, 2000; 

(C) Each new parcel created by the partition would have at least one
of those permanent, habitable dwellings on it; 

(D) The partition would not create any vacant parcels on which new
dwellings could be established; 

(E) The resulting parcels shall be sized to promote efficient future
urban development by ensuring that one of the parcels is the minimum size
necessary to accommodate the residential use of the parcel; 

(F) For purposes of this rule, habitable dwelling means a dwelling that
meets the criteria set forth in ORS 215.213(1)(q)(A)–(D) or
215.283(1)(p)(A)–(D), whichever is applicable; and 

(G) The parcel is not in an area designated as rural reserve under OAR
chapter 660, division 27, except as provided under OAR 660-027-0070. 

(h) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (g), a county may
allow the creation of lots or parcels as small as two acres without an excep-
tion to Goal 14 in an existing rural residential exception area as a designat-
ed receiving area for the transfer of Measure 49 development interests, as
provided in OAR 660-029-0080 and 660-029-0090.

(9) The development, placement, or use of one single-family dwelling
on a lot or parcel lawfully created in an acknowledged rural residential area
is allowed under this rule and Goal 14, subject to all other applicable laws. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040, 195.141
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.141, 195.145, 195.300-195.336, 197.175 & 197.732; 2007
OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 7-2000, f. 6-30-00, cert. ef. 10-4-00; LCDD 3-2001, f. & cert. ef. 4-3-01; LCDD
3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 5-7-04; LCDD 1-2008, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-08; LCDD 1-2011, f. & cert.
ef. 2-2-11; LCDD 3-2011, f. & cert. ef. 3-16-11; LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-027-0070
Planning of Urban and Rural Reserves

(1) Urban reserves are the highest priority for inclusion in the urban
growth boundary when Metro expands the UGB, as specified in Goal 14,
OAR chapter 660, division 24, and in ORS 197.298. 

(2) In order to maintain opportunities for orderly and efficient devel-
opment of urban uses and provision of urban services when urban reserves
are added to the UGB, counties shall not amend comprehensive plan pro-
visions or land use regulations for urban reserves designated under this
division to allow uses that were not allowed, or smaller lots or parcels than
were allowed, at the time of designation as urban reserves until the reserves
are added to the UGB, except as specified in sections (4) through (6) of this
rule. 

(3) Counties that designate rural reserves under this division shall not
amend comprehensive plan provisions or land use regulations to allow uses
that were not allowed, or smaller lots or parcels than were allowed, at the
time of designation as rural reserves unless and until the reserves are re-
designated, consistent with this division, as land other than rural reserves,
except as specified in sections (4) through (6) of this rule. 

(4) Notwithstanding the prohibitions in sections (2) and (3) of these
rules, counties may adopt or amend comprehensive plan provisions or land
use regulations as they apply to lands in urban reserves, rural reserves or
both, unless an exception to Goals 3, 4, 11 or 14 is required, in order to
allow: 

(a) Uses that the county inventories as significant Goal 5 resources,
including programs to protect inventoried resources as provided under

OAR chapter 660, division 23, or inventoried cultural resources as provid-
ed under OAR chapter 660, division 16; 

(b) Public park uses, subject to the adoption or amendment of a park
master plan as provided in OAR chapter 660, division 34; 

(c) Roads, highways and other transportation and public facilities and
improvements, as provided in ORS 215.213 and 215.283, OAR 660-012-
0065, and 660-033-0130 (agricultural land) or OAR chapter 660, division
6 (forest lands); 

(d) Other uses and land divisions that a county could have allowed
under ORS 215.130(5) – (11) or as an outright permitted use or as a condi-
tional use under ORS 215.213 and 215.283 or Goal 4 if the county had
amended its comprehensive plan to conform to the applicable state statute
or administrative rule prior to its designation of rural reserves; 

(5) Notwithstanding the prohibition in sections (2) through (4) of this
rule a county may amend its comprehensive plan or land use regulations as
they apply to land in an urban or rural reserve that is subject to an excep-
tion to Goals 3 or 4, or both, acknowledged prior to designation of the sub-
ject property as urban or rural reserves, in order to authorize an alteration
or expansion of uses or lot or parcel sizes allowed on the land under the
exception provided: 

(a) The alteration or expansion would comply with the requirements
described in ORS 215.296, applied whether the land is zoned for farm use,
forest use, or mixed farm and forest use; 

(b) The alteration or expansion conforms to applicable requirements
for exceptions and amendments to exceptions under OAR chapter 660,
division 4, and all other applicable laws; 

(c) The alteration or expansion would not expand the boundaries of
the exception area unless such alteration or expansion is necessary in
response to a failing on-site wastewater disposal system; and

(d) An alteration to allow creation of smaller lots or parcels than was
allowed on the land under the exception complies with the requirements of
OAR chapter 660, division 29. 

(6) Notwithstanding the prohibitions in sections (2) through (5) of this
rule, a county may amend its comprehensive plan or land use regulations as
they apply to lands in urban reserves or rural reserves or both in order to
allow establishment of a new sewer system or the extension of a sewer sys-
tem provided the exception meets the requirements under OAR 660-011-
0060(9)(a).

(7) Notwithstanding the prohibition in sections (2) and (4) of this rule,
a county may take an exception to a statewide land use planning goal in
order to allow the establishment of a transportation facility in an area des-
ignated as urban reserve. 

(8) Counties, cities and Metro may adopt and amend conceptual plans
for the eventual urbanization of urban reserves designated under this divi-
sion, including plans for eventual provision of public facilities and servic-
es, roads, highways and other transportation facilities, and may enter into
urban service agreements among cities, counties and special districts serv-
ing or projected to serve the designated urban reserve area.

(9) Metro shall ensure that lands designated as urban reserves, con-
sidered alone or in conjunction with lands already inside the UGB, are ulti-
mately planned to be developed in a manner that is consistent with the fac-
tors in OAR 660-027-0050. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 195.141 & 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.137-195.145 & 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 1-2008, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-08; LCDD 3-2010, f. 4-29-10, cert. ef. 4-30-10;
LCDD 10-2010, f. & cert. ef. 10-20-10; LCDD 5-2012, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-12; LCDD 3-2015,
f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0000
Purpose

In 2007, Oregon voters approved Measure 49 (M49), which author-
ized certain property owners to develop additional home sites. M49 also
authorized counties to establish a system for the purchase and sale of sev-
erable development interests (known as transferable development credits or
TDCs) for the purpose of allowing development to occur in a location that
is different from the location in which the M49 development interest arises
(Oregon Laws 2007, chapter 424, subsection 11(8) and ORS 94.531). The
purpose of this division is to provide a framework for counties to adopt
local ordinances to establish these systems. These systems may enable
landowners to realize the value of their M49 authorizations without devel-
oping the property from which the claims arose. These systems may allow
landowners, on a voluntary basis, to transfer their development interests
under M49 from one property to another property at a more suitable loca-
tion, reducing the adverse impact of scattered M49 residential development
on farm, forest and other resource land.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist. LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15
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660-029-0010
Definitions

For purposes of this division, the definitions contained in ORS
197.015 and the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals (OAR chapter 660,
division 15) apply. In addition, the following definitions apply:

(1) “Conservation easement” has the meaning provided in ORS
271.715.

(2) “Measure 49” or “M49” means Oregon Laws 2007, chapter 424
(Ballot Measure 49); Oregon Laws 2009, chapter 855 (also known as
House Bill 3225); Oregon Laws 2010, chapter 8 (also known as Senate Bill
1049); Oregon Laws 2011, chapter 612 (also known as House Bill 3620)
and OAR 660-041-0000 to 660-041-0180.

(3) “Measure 49 Property” or “M49 property” means the entire prop-
erty authorized for home site development as described either:

(a) In the final order issued by the Department of Land Conservation
and Development (department) for the supplemental review of Measure 37
claims pursuant to Measure 49; or

(b) In a court order issued upon judicial review of a department M49
order described in subsection (a).

(4) “Receiving area” means a county-designated area of land to which
a holder of development credits generated from a sending property may
transfer the development credits and within which additional residential
uses not otherwise allowed are allowed by reason of the transfer.

(5) “Sending property” means a M49 property that qualifies under
OAR 660-029-0030, from which development credits generated from for-
gone M49 home site development are transferable, for residential uses not
otherwise allowed, to a receiving area.

(6) “Substantially developed subdivision” means a legal subdivision
created prior to acknowledgment of the county comprehensive plan under
ORS 197.251 in which more than 50 percent of the lots are developed with
a dwelling and at least 50 percent of the undeveloped lots are adjacent to a
developed lot.

(7) “Transferable development credit” or “TDC” means a severable
development interest in real property that can be transferred from a sending
property to a lot, parcel or tract in a receiving area.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336 & 197.015; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0020
County Authority to Establish a M49 TDC System

Counties may establish a system, consistent with this division, to
allow for the creation and transfer of TDCs from M49 properties. Counties
that choose to adopt a M49 TDC system shall:

(1) Adopt a local ordinance that meets the requirements of this divi-
sion; and

(2) Amend the comprehensive plan and implementing ordinances to:
(a) Designate M49 properties that are eligible sending properties as

provided in OAR 660-029-0030; 
(b) Establish bonus credits, if any, that will apply to certain sending

properties as provided in OAR 660-029-0040; 
(c) Designate receiving areas or create a process for property owners

to apply for designation of lands as receiving areas, as provided in OAR
660-029-0080; 

(d) Adopt any applicable overlay zones or other measures necessary
to implement the TDC system; and

(e) Determine whether the TDC system will provide for transfer to
other counties in the region, as provided in OAR 660-029-0100.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0030
Sending Properties

(1) A county may only designate sending properties consisting of
M49 properties:

(a) For which new dwellings have been authorized by a M49 final
determination;

(b) That have lawful access; and
(c) That are located:
(A) Within a zone or overlay zone adopted pursuant to Goals 3, 4, 15,

16, 17 or 18;
(B) Within a zone or overlay zone explicitly adopted for conservation

or preservation of natural areas pursuant to Goals 5 or 8; or
(C) In an area identified in OAR 660-029-0040(3)(b) through (e).
(2) Sending properties exclusions: Notwithstanding section (1), a

county may designate areas or types of M49 properties that are not eligible

as sending properties because the M49 property is not buildable or for other
reasons. If a county excludes some M49 properties, it shall either:

(a) Include mapping of such excluded lands in the ordinance estab-
lishing the TDC system; or

(b) Adopt clear and objective standards in the ordinance for case-by-
case determinations of sending area exclusions through a ministerial
review.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0040
Calculation and Types of Transferable Development Credits

When an applicant submits an application to a county under OAR
660-029-0050, the county shall determine the number of credits that may
be transferred from the applicable M49 property consistent with this rule.

(1) One credit is available for each new dwelling authorized in the
M49 final order issued by the department, subject to the conditions of
approval, court order, or both.

(2) A county may grant bonus credits as provided in section (3) as an
additional incentive to relocate potential development from M49 properties
that are a high priority for conservation. Bonus credits may only be grant-
ed if the M49 property meets all of the requirements in subsections (a)
through (c) below.

(a) The M49 property is within a zone or overlay zone described in
OAR 660-029-0030(1)(c)(A) or (B);

(b) No dwellings authorized by M49 have been developed on the M49
property. A M49 property with one existing permanent dwelling as of
January 1, 2005, may qualify for bonus credits; and

(c) The M49 property in its entirety is subject to a conservation ease-
ment or restrictive covenant that prohibits future development in accor-
dance with OAR 660-029-0060.

(3) A county may grant a bonus of up to 0.2 credits for each subsec-
tion (a) through (e) for which the M49 property qualifies, regardless of the
number of specific attributes listed under each subsection. Bonus credits
may be applied to each M49 dwelling authorization transferred. The bonus
allowed in this section may not exceed an additional 1.0 credit per
dwelling. 

(a) The M49 property is high-value farmland or high-value forestland
as defined in ORS 195.300 and OAR 660-041-0130.

(b) Recreational and Cultural Areas:
(A) Any portion of the M49 property is within a scenic, historic, cul-

tural or recreational resource identified as significant on a local inventory
as part of an acknowledged comprehensive plan or land use regulation.

(B) Any portion of the M49 property is within or shares a boundary
with a National Park, National Monument, National Recreation Area,
National Seashore, National Scenic Area, Federal Wild and Scenic River
and associated corridor established by the federal government, State Scenic
Waterway, State Park, State Heritage Area or Site, State Recreation Area or
Site, State Wayside, State Scenic Viewpoint, State Trail, or State Scenic
Corridor.

(c) Environmentally Sensitive Areas:
(A) Any portion of the M49 property is within an area designated as

Willamette River Greenway, estuarine resources, coastal shoreland, or
beaches and dunes designated in an acknowledged comprehensive plan or
land use regulation implementing Goals 15 to 18.

(B) Any portion of the M49 property is within or shares a boundary
with a National Wilderness Area, National Area of Critical Environmental
Concern, National Wildlife Refuge or Area, Federal Research Natural Area,
National Outstanding Natural Area, State Wildlife Area, State Natural Area
or Site, or a natural area or open space identified as significant on a local
inventory as part of an acknowledged comprehensive plan or land use reg-
ulation as specified in OAR 660-023-0160 and 660-023-0220.

(C) Any portion of the M49 property is within an area designated by
the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) as a Conservation
Opportunity Area as mapped in 2006.

(D) Any portion of the M49 property is within or shares a boundary
with a riparian corridor adopted in an acknowledged comprehensive plan as
provided in OAR 660-023-0090, or if the local government has not adopt-
ed an inventory of riparian corridors, then the riparian corridors defined
using the safe harbor provided in OAR 660-023-0090(5).

(E) Any portion of the M49 property is within a wetland that is:
(i) Identified as significant or special interest for protection on a local

wetland inventory or other inventory as provided in OAR chapter 141, divi-
sion 86 or a wetland conservation plan approved by Division of State Lands
(DSL); 
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(ii) A Wetland of Conservation Concern (formerly Special Area of
Concern) as designated by DSL;

(iii) In the Wetland Reserve Easement Program of the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS);

(iv) Identified on the Oregon’s Greatest Wetlands map or GIS layer by
The Wetlands Conservancy as of January 1, 2015;

(v) Identified on the Wetland Priority Sites map or GIS layer by
Oregon State University and The Wetlands Conservancy as of January 1,
2015;

(vi) Has a conservation value of 50 or greater as rated on The
Wetlands Conservancy and Institute of Natural Resources Wetlands
Conservation Significance map or GIS layer as of January 1, 2015; or

(vii) Designated as locally significant in an inventory adopted as part
of an acknowledged comprehensive plan or land use regulation as provid-
ed in OAR 660-023-0100.

(d) Natural Hazard Areas:
(A) The M49 property is predominantly within the “XXL 1 Tsunami

Inundation” zone delineated on the Tsunami Inundation Maps published by
the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries in 2014.

(B) Any portion of the M49 property is within a Special Flood Hazard
Area or floodway on the Flood Insurance Rate Maps adopted by a county
or on a preliminary map with a Letter of Final Determination (LFD) issued
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, whichever is most recent.

(C) The M49 property is predominantly within an area composed of
either or both:

(i) A fire hazard rating of “Very High: 2.2+” on the “Community at
Risk: Hazard Rating” map published by the Oregon Department of Forestry
(ODF) on October 1, 2006; or

(ii) A fire hazard rating of “High: 1.9-2.1” on the “Community at
Risk: Hazard Rating” map published by ODF on October 1, 2006 and that
is outside of a local public fire protection district or agency.

(D) The M49 property is predominantly within a landslide deposit or
scarp flank on the Statewide Landslide Information Database for Oregon
(SLIDO) Release 3.2 Geodatabase published by the Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) December 29, 2014, provided
the deposit or scarp flank is from a data source mapped at a scale of
1:40,000 or finer.

(E) The M49 property is predominantly within an area designated as
a natural hazard in an acknowledged comprehensive plan or land use regu-
lation.

(e) The M49 property is predominantly within an area designated as
a critical ground water area or as a ground water limited area by the Oregon
Water Resources Department or Water Resources Commission before
January 1, 2015, unless water can be provided by an existing community or
public water system.

(4) If a M49 property qualifies for bonus credits under sections (2)
and (3), a county may additionally grant bonus credits based on the size of
the property protected from development as follows:

(a) Fewer than 80 acres: No additional credit
(b) 80 acres or more, and fewer than 120 acres: 0.2 credits;
(c) 120 acres or more, and fewer than 160 acres: 0.4 credits;
(d) 160 acres or more, and fewer than 200 acres: 0.6 credits;
(e) 200 acres or more, and fewer than 240 acres: 0.8 credits;
(f) 240 acres or more: 1.0 credit.
(5) A TDC system adopted by Clackamas, Multnomah, or Washington

County must establish two types of credits.
(a) TDCs from sending properties within a rural reserve designated

under OAR 660-027-0020(2) shall be known as type A credits and may be
used in any receiving area.

(b) TDCs from sending properties outside rural reserves designated
under OAR 660-027-0020(2) shall be known as type B credits and may
only be used in receiving areas outside of rural reserves.

(6) A TDC system adopted by Douglas or Lane County must establish
two types of credits.

(a) TDCs from sending properties within the Oregon Coastal Zone as
defined in OAR 660-035-0010(1) shall be known as type A credits and may
be used in any receiving area.

(b) TDCs from sending properties outside of the Oregon Coastal Zone
shall be known as type B credits and may only be used in receiving areas
outside of the Oregon Coastal Zone.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0050
Process for Creating Transferable Development Credits

(1) An applicant may apply to a county that has established a M49
TDC system under OAR 660-029-0020 to convert dwelling authorizations
under M49 into TDCs. The county shall evaluate the application based on
the locally-adopted M49 TDC ordinance and this division to determine
whether the dwelling authorizations under M49 are eligible for conversion
to TDCs, and how many credits will be created, including any bonus cred-
its.

(2) When a county preliminarily approves an application, the county
will:

(a) Send notice to the department, including the application, the pre-
liminary approval, any proposed restrictive covenant and any proposed
conservation easement; and

(b) Request an Amended Final Order and TDC certificates from the
department.

(3) The department will review the county request and determine its
consistency with this division. If consistent, the department will:

(a) Issue an Amended Final Order documenting the number of
dwelling authorizations under M49 that have been converted to TDCs and
the number that remain; and

(b) Issue the applicable number of TDC certificates to the county.
(4) If an applicant applies to convert dwelling authorizations under

M49 to TDCs from a property that has already been divided pursuant to
M49, then the partition or subdivision must be vacated by the county prior
to final approval.

(5) If an applicant receives preliminary approval for bonus credits
under OAR 660-029-0040, the applicant must convey a conservation ease-
ment or place a restrictive covenant on the property that meets the require-
ments of OAR 660-029-0060, record it with the county clerk and provide a
copy to the county, prior to final approval.

(6) The Amended Final Order must be recorded in the deed records of
the county.

(7) When all of the requirements of this rule have been met, the coun-
ty shall give final approval, issue the TDC certificates to the applicant and
provide the complete record of the decision to the department.

(8) The county will keep a permanent record of amended final orders,
vacations, restrictive covenants and conservation easements that apply to
M49 sending properties to ensure that unauthorized development does not
occur.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0060
Protection of Sending Properties

(1) To qualify for bonus credits under OAR 660-029-0040, the M49
property must be permanently restricted from future development or land
division for any purpose other than:

(a) Farm use as defined in ORS 215.203;
(b) Agricultural buildings as defined in ORS 455.315;
(c) Replacement dwellings as provided in OAR 660-033-0130(8) and

660-006-0025(3)(p);
(d) Farm stands as provided in OAR 660-033-0130(23);
(e) Forest operations as defined in OAR 660-006-0005;
(f) Uses to conserve soil, air and water quality and to provide for

wildlife and fisheries resources;
(g) Conservation areas or natural resource uses that do not require a

land use decision; and
(h) Home occupations as provided in OAR 660-033-0120, OAR 660-

006-0025(4)(s) and local regulations.
(2) If the M49 property is fewer than 20 acres, then the restriction

required by section (1) may be accomplished by either a restrictive
covenant or a conservation easement.

(3) If the M49 property is 20 acres or more, then the restriction
required in section (1) must be accomplished by a conservation easement
conveyed to a willing holder identified in ORS 271.715(3). Exception: The
restriction required by section (1) on a M49 property 20 acres or more may
be accomplished with a restrictive covenant if the county provides notice to
the department 60 days prior to final approval, and no eligible holder has
been found to accept a conservation easement.

(4) A restrictive covenant must:
(a) Be reviewed by the department for compliance with this rule as

provided in OAR 660-029-0050;
(b) Authorize the county and the department to independently enforce

the restrictive covenant;
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(c) Be accompanied by a title search and a legal description of the
property sufficient to determine all owners of the property and all lienhold-
ers; and

(d) Be recorded in the deed records for the county in which the M49
property is located.

(5) A conservation easement must:
(a) Be reviewed by the department for compliance with this rule as

provided in OAR 660-029-0050;
(b) Authorize the department to independently enforce the conserva-

tion easement;
(c) Be accompanied by a title search and a legal description of the

property sufficient to determine all owners of the property and all lienhold-
ers; and

(d) Be recorded in the deed records for the county in which the M49
property is located.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0070
Conveyance of TDC Ownership

(1) Prior to conveying ownership of a TDC, the owner of the TDC
must submit notice of the conveyance to the department, using an online
form provided by the department.

(2) On receipt of a notice of conveyance, the department shall acquire
verification of the conveyance from the previous owner.

(3) Conveyance of a TDC is a conveyance for the purposes of Oregon
Laws 2007, chapter 424, subsection 11(6),. Upon transfer of the TDC to a
person other than the spouse of the owner who obtained the authorization
or the trustee of a revocable trust in which the owner who obtained the
authorization is the settlor, the person receiving the TDC must use the TDC
within 10 years of the conveyance. If the M49 property was conveyed prior
to creation of the TDCs, the owner must use the TDCs within 10 years of
the first conveyance.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0080
Designation of Receiving Areas

A county may only designate receiving areas as provided in sections
(1) and (2) of this rule, subject to the limitations of sections (3) and (4).

(1) Rural Residential exceptions areas may be designated as receiving
areas. A local TDC system may authorize a higher density of residential
development on all or portions of such areas than is allowable by OAR 660-
004-0040, as provided in OAR 660-029-0090(2).

(2) Substantially developed subdivisions in areas that are planned and
zoned for farm or forest use outside rural reserves may be designated as
receiving areas. A local TDC system may authorize residential development
not otherwise allowable in the underlying farm or forest zone, provided:

(a) The subdivision was approved prior to January 1, 1985;
(b) All existing lots in the subdivision are five acres or smaller if the

property is in western Oregon as defined in ORS 321.257 or 10 acres or
smaller if the property is in eastern Oregon as defined in ORS 321.805;

(c) At least 50 percent of the lots in the subdivision are developed
with a dwelling and at least 50 percent of the undeveloped lots are adjacent
to a developed lot;

(d) One dwelling per lot is permitted, with no new land divisions
allowed; and

(e) The county approves a reasons exception pursuant to OAR chap-
ter 660, division 4.

(3) Receiving areas must:
(a) Meet the requirements of ORS 215.296; and
(b) Be selected so as to minimize conflicts with nearby commercial

agricultural and forest operations. Methods for the county to minimize con-
flicts may include but are not limited to:

(A) Minimizing the selection of receiving areas that are adjacent to
high-value farmland; and

(B) Restricting increases in allowed density to the interior of applica-
ble exceptions areas.

(4) Receiving areas may not include any land:
(a) That meets the conditions in OAR 660-029-0040(3)(b) through

(e), except that the term “M49 property” is replaced with “land”;
(b) That is a sending property designated as provided in OAR 660-

029-0010;
(c) Within urban reserves designated under OAR chapter 660, divi-

sions 21 or 27;

(d) Within 100 feet of a riparian corridor as provided in OAR 660-
029-0040(3)(c)(D);

(e) Within 100 feet of a wetland as provided in OAR 660-029-
0040(3)(c)(E) or subject to state jurisdiction as determined by DSL as pro-
vided in OAR chapter 141, divisions 85, 89, 90 and 102; 

(f) Within any significant Goal 5 resource site documented and adopt-
ed by a local government as a part of a comprehensive plan or land use reg-
ulation as defined in OAR 660-023-0010(9);

(g) Within one mile of the “XXL 1 Tsunami Inundation” zone delin-
eated on the Tsunami Inundation Maps published by DOGAMI in 2014;

(h) Within a Special Flood Hazard Area or within an area mapped as
“shaded X” or designated “500 year flood plain” on the Flood Insurance
Rate Maps adopted by a county or on a preliminary map with a Letter of
Final Determination (LFD) issued by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, whichever is most recent;

(i) Within an area of five acres or greater with a fire hazard rating of
“High: 1.9-2.1” or “Very High: 2.2+” as designated on the “Community at
Risk: Hazard Rating” map published by ODF on October 1, 2006; 

(j) Within an area in which a detailed geotechnical report would be
required to site a dwelling as specified in the acknowledged comprehensive
plan or land use regulation; 

(k) Within a landslide deposit or scarp flank on the SLIDO Release
3.2 Geodatabase published by DOGAMI on December 29, 2014, provided
the deposit or scarp flank is from a data source mapped at a scale of
1:63,500 or finer; or

(l) Within an area designated as a natural hazard in an acknowledged
comprehensive plan or land use regulation.

(5) A county may exclude any additional land from receiving areas.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0090
Process for Using Transferable Development Credits

(1) A person who proposes to use TDCs within a receiving area shall
submit an application to the county accompanied by TDC certificates suf-
ficient to permit the proposed development.

(2) If TDCs are used in a rural residential receiving area under the
provisions of OAR 660-029-0080(1), then the lot or parcel may be divided
to site the additional dwelling or dwellings. The lots or parcels resulting
from the division must have sufficient area within the receiving area for the
dwelling and all supporting infrastructure. New lots or parcels may be as
small as five acres in all cases. New lots or parcels may be smaller than five
acres if the proposed size is equal to or greater than the average size of lots
and parcels within exception areas within one-half mile of the edge of the
subject property. The new lots or parcels may not be smaller than two acres
in any case.

(3) If an applicant proposes to use a TDC on a lot or parcel that is par-
tially within the receiving area and partially outside of the receiving area,
then the dwelling and all supporting infrastructure authorized by the TDC
must be located entirely within the receiving area.

(4) The county shall evaluate the application based on the locally-
adopted TDC ordinance and the provisions of this division in order to deter-
mine the type and number of credits that are required to be submitted.
Based on this evaluation, the county may preliminarily approve the appli-
cation and shall request verification from the department of the type and
number of credits that belong to the applicant, using an online form pro-
vided by the department.

(5) The department shall verify the type and number of credits that
belong to the applicant.

(6) Following department verification, the county may approve the
application and shall notify the department within 30 days of any approval.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0100
Interjurisdictional Transfer of Development Credits

(1) Counties may enter into cooperative agreements under ORS chap-
ter 195 to establish a system for the transfer of TDCs between the counties
that are parties to the agreement, subject to the limitations in section (2).

(2) TDCs may only be transferred within the regions described below:
(a) Metro, including Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington coun-

ties.
(b) Willamette Valley, including Benton, Linn, Marion, Polk and

Yamhill counties, and that portion of Lane County outside of the Coastal
Zone defined in OAR 660-035-0010(1).
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(c) Coastal, including Clatsop, Columbia, Coos, Curry, Lincoln and
Tillamook counties and those portions of Douglas and Lane counties in the
Coastal Zone defined in OAR 660-035-0010(1).

(d) Southern, including Jackson and Josephine counties, and that por-
tion of Douglas County outside the Coastal Zone defined in OAR 660-035-
0010(1).

(e) Central, including Crook, Deschutes, Hood River, Jefferson,
Klamath and Wasco counties.

(f) Eastern, including Baker, Gilliam, Grant, Harney, Lake, Malheur,
Morrow, Sherman, Umatilla, Union, Wallowa and Wheeler counties.

(3) Interjurisdictional TDC programs that involve two types of cred-
its may authorize the transfer of credits to another jurisdiction within the
same region, in accordance with this rule and the provisions of OAR 660-
029-0040(5) and (6).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0110
TDC Bank Option

A county or regional or state agency may establish a TDC bank to
facilitate:

(1) Buying TDCs from M49 sending properties;
(2) Selling TDCs for potential use in receiving areas;
(3) Managing funds available for the purchase and sale of TDCs;
(4) Serving as a clearinghouse and information source for buyers and

sellers of TDCs; and
(5) Accepting donations of TDCs from M49 sending properties.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

660-029-0120
Amending or Abolishing a TDC System

If a county amends or abolishes a TDC system, the county shall noti-
fy the owners of all TDCs that have not been used. The county must allow
at least 12 months for an owner of TDCs to use them under the prior sys-
tem.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 197.040
Stats. Implemented: ORS 195.300-195.336; 2007 OL, ch. 424
Hist.: LCDD 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-27-15

Oregon Board of Dentistry
Chapter 818

Rule Caption: Temporary Rules to amend Dental Hygiene Rules
on prescriptive authority.
Adm. Order No.: OBD 1-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-17-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-17-15 thru 10-13-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 818-035-0025, 818-035-0030
Subject:Amends OAR 818-035-0025 to add prescriptive authority
for dental hygienists for certain drugs related to dentistry. 
Amends OAR 818-035-0030 to add prescriptive authority for den-

tal hygienists for certain drugs related to dentistry.
Rules Coordinator: Stephen Prisby—(971) 673-3200
818-035-0025
Prohibitions

A dental hygienist may not: 
(1) Diagnose and treatment plan other than for dental hygiene servic-

es; 
(2) Cut hard or soft tissue with the exception of root planing; 
(3) Extract any tooth; 
(4) Fit or adjust any correctional or prosthetic appliance except as pro-

vided by OAR 818-035-0030(1)(h); 
(5) Prescribe, administer or dispense any drugs except as provided by

OAR 818-035-0030, 818-035-0040, 818-026-0060(11) and 818-026-
0070(11); 

(6) Place, condense, carve or cement permanent restorations except as
provided in OAR 818-035-0072, or operatively prepare teeth; 

(7) Irrigate or medicate canals; try in cones, or ream, file or fill canals; 
(8) Use the behavior management techniques of Hand Over Mouth

(HOM) or Hand Over Mouth Airway Restriction (HOMAR) on any patient. 
(9) Place or remove healing caps or healing abutments, except under

direct supervision. 

(10) Place implant impression copings, except under direct supervi-
sion.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 679 & 680
Stats. Implemented: ORS 679.020(1) 
Hist.: DE 2-1992, f. & cert. ef. 6-24-92; DE 2-1997, f. & cert. ef. 2-20-97; OBD 7-1999, f.
6-25-99, cert. ef. 7-1-99; OBD 2-2000(Temp), f. 5-22-00, cert. ef. 5-22-00 thru 11-18-00;
OBD 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 1-8-01; OBD 15-2001, f. 12-7-01, cert. ef. 1-1-02; OBD 2-2005,
f. 1-31-05, cert. ef. 2-1-05; OBD 2-2007, f. 4-26-07, cert. ef. 5-1-07; OBD 1-2008, f. 11-10-
08, cert. ef. 12-1-08; OBD 4-2011, f. & cert. ef. 11-15-11; OBD 1-2014, f. 7-2-14, cert. ef.
8-1-14; OBD 1-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15 thru 10-13-15

818-035-0030
Additional Functions of Dental Hygienists

(1) In addition to functions set forth in ORS 679.010, a dental hygien-
ist may perform the following functions under the general supervision of a
licensed dentist: 

(a) Make preliminary intra-oral and extra-oral examinations and
record findings; 

(b) Place periodontal dressings; 
(c) Remove periodontal dressings or direct a dental assistant to

remove periodontal dressings; 
(d) Perform all functions delegable to dental assistants and expanded

function dental assistants providing that the dental hygienist is appropriate-
ly trained; 

(e) Administer and dispense antimicrobial solutions or other antimi-
crobial agents in the performance of dental hygiene functions. 

(f) Prescribe, administer and dispense fluoride, fluoride varnish,
antimicrobial solutions for mouth rinsing or other non-systemic antimicro-
bial agents. 

(g) Use high-speed handpieces to polish restorations and to remove
cement and adhesive material. 

(h) Apply temporary soft relines to complete dentures for the purpose
of tissue conditioning. 

(i) Perform all aspects of teeth whitening procedures. 
(2) A dental hygienist may perform the following functions at the

locations and for the persons described in ORS 680.205(1) and (2) without
the supervision of a dentist: 

(a) Determine the need for and appropriateness of sealants or fluoride;
and 

(b) Apply sealants or fluoride.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 679 & 680
Stats. Implemented: ORS 679.025(2)(j)
Hist.: DE 5-1984, f. & ef. 5-17-84; DE 3-1986, f. & ef. 3-31-86; DE 2-1992, f. & cert. ef. 6-
24-92; OBD 7-1999, f. 6-25-99, cert. ef. 7-1-99; OBD 1-2001, f. & cert. ef. 1-8-01; OBD 15-
2001, f. 12-7-01, cert. ef. 1-1-02; OBD 1-2004, f. 5-27-04, cert. ef. 6-1-04; OBD 2-2005, f.
1-31-05, cert. ef. 2-1-05; OBD 3-2007, f. & cert. ef. 11-30-07; OBD 1-2008, f. 11-10-08, cert.
ef. 12-1-08; OBD 2-2009, f. 10-21-09, cert. ef. 11-1-09; OBD 1-2014, f. 7-2-14, cert. ef. 8-
1-14; OBD 1-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15 thru 10-13-15

Oregon Board of Naturopathic Medicine
Chapter 850

Rule Caption: Clarifies requirements for an inactive license holder
to return to active status
Adm. Order No.: OBNM 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-17-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-17-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 850-030-0195
Subject: Clarifies the requirement for bringing an inactive license
back to an active status.
Rules Coordinator:Anne Walsh—(971) 673-0193
850-030-0195
License Renewal Requirements

All Naturopathic physicians licensed under ORS Chapter 685,
whether active or inactive or retired must complete an annual renewal form
furnished by the Board. Specific requirements for each license status,
renewal procedures and requirements are as follows: 

(1) A Naturopathic physician holding an initial license: 
(a) Must complete the renewal form furnished by the Board; and 
(b) Pay the annual renewal fee according to OAR 850-030-0090 and

850-030-0035; and 
(c) Is exempt from completing CE in the initial year of licensure. 
(2) A licensee doing an accredited residency for at least six months in

the calendar year must: 
(a) Complete the annual renewal form furnished by the Board; and 
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(b) Pay the annual renewal fee according to OAR 850-030-0090 and
850-030-0035; and 

(c) Provide proof of an accredited residency to meet the CE require-
ment for an active license. 

(3) A Naturopathic physician holding a certificate to practice natural
childbirth must complete at least 15 hours of CE each year in obstetrics and
sign an affidavit furnished by the Board confirming these hours. The 15
hours in obstetrics may be used to satisfy the requirement of an active
license in 850-030-0195(4). The licensee must provide proof of current cer-
tification in neonatal resuscitation annually with the renewal. 

(4) To maintain an active license, a licensee must: 
(a) Complete the annual renewal form furnished by the Board; and 
(b) Pay the annual renewal fee according to OAR 850-030-0090 and

850-030-0035; and 
(c) Complete Board approved CE as required under OAR 850-040-

0210 for an active license each year and submit a signed affidavit furnished
by the Board confirming this. 

(5) At least 10 of the required CE hours must be in the pharmacology
of legend drugs. 

(6) A Naturopathic physician holding an inactive license must: 
(a) Complete the renewal form furnished by the Board; and 
(b) Pay the annual renewal fee per OAR 850-030-0035; and 
(c) Complete at least 10 hours of Board approved CE each year and

submit a signed affidavit furnished by the Board confirming these hours. 
(7) A retired status Naturopathic license, upon completing the renew-

al form furnished by the Board and paying the annual renewal fee for a
retired license is not required to complete CE for renewal. 

(8) By November 1, the Board will send to all licensees an annual
renewal form to the last mailing address on record. For a renewal to be
timely, a licensee must submit to the Board a completed renewal applica-
tion postmarked no later than December 15 each year. A completed renew-
al application consists of the completed renewal form, the annual license
fee if due, and the late fee, if appropriate, and the completed affidavit con-
firming completion of continuing education as required under sections (1)
through (5) of this rule. Failure to meet the December 15 deadline shall
result in a late fee of $100, which must be submitted with the renewal appli-
cation form. Any licensee who does not receive the renewal form by
November 15 should notify the Board. It is the licensee’s duty to obtain and
submit the renewal form in a timely manner. 

(9) The license of any licensee who fails to submit a completed
renewal application by December 31 shall lapse, effective at midnight,
December 31. 

(10) Licensees must maintain for a period of at least five years, full
and accurate records including verification of attendance to support hours
reported on the signed affidavit. 

(11) Each year the Board will audit a number of license renewals.
These licensees will be asked to provide their CE documents to verify the
signed affidavit. Licensee must provide CE records and verifications that
will document compliance with the renewal requirements. 

(12) To apply for reinstatement of a license from inactive to active
status a licensee must: 

(a) Complete the reinstatement form furnished by the Board; and 
(b) Pay the appropriate fees per ORS 685.100 and OAR 850-030-

0035, and 
(c) Submit an affidavit confirming completion of continuing educa-

tion as follows: 
(A) If the license is inactive for 12 months or less, the licensee must

demonstrate completion of the required hours of approved continuing edu-
cation during the past 12 months for an active license, with 10 of these
hours in pharmacology and two hours on ethics; and

(B) If the license is inactive for more than one year, licensee must pro-
vide an additional five hours of approved continuing education for each
subsequent year or partial year that the license was inactive, in addition to
the 10 hours of CE required by OAR 850-030-0195(6). 

(d) If license is inactive for more than five years, licensee must take
and pass the state jurisprudence and formulary examinations furnished by
the Board and submit to a criminal background check per OAR 850-030-
0020.

(13) After January 1, the Board may reinstate a license that has been
lapsed for one year or less, upon submission of the affidavit of continuing
education as required for an active license, completion of the renewal form
furnished by the Board and paying the appropriate fees per ORS 685.100
and OAR 850-030-0035. 

(14) Any licensee who has allowed a license to lapse for more than 12
months must apply and meet the qualifications under ORS 685.060 through
685.085 for licensure. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 685.125
Stats. Implemented: ORS 685.100
Hist.: BNE 1-2003, f. & cert. ef. 2-14-03; Renumbered from 850-010-0195, BNE 8-2005, f.
& cert. ef. 10-27-05; BNE 3-2008, f. 4-21-08, cert. ef. 6-10-08; BNE 4-2009, f. & cert. ef.
10-6-09; BNE 5-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-13-09 thru 12-31-09; BNE 6-2009, f. 11-2-09,
cert. ef. 1-1-10; OBNM 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 11-5-13; OBNM 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

Rule Caption: Includes continuing education on cultural compe-
tence as an approved CE opportunity
Adm. Order No.: OBNM 2-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-17-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-17-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 850-040-0210
Subject: adds continuing education on cultural competence as an
approved CE opportunity
Rules Coordinator:Anne Walsh—(971) 673-0193
850-040-0210
Continuing Education

(1) Continuing education (CE) is required as part of the naturopathic
physician’s license renewal per OAR 850-030-0195. The purpose of CE is
to offer education that promotes competency and skills necessary to assure
the citizens of Oregon the highest standard of naturopathic medical care. 

(2) CE required for an active license is as follows: 
(a) For the annual renewal period beginning on January 1, 2010, at

least 35 hours of CE, with at least 10 of these hours in pharmacology. 
(b) For the annual renewal period beginning on January 1, 2011, at

least 40 hours of CE, with at least 10 of these hours in pharmacology. 
(c) For the annual renewal period beginning on January 1, 2012, at

least 45 hours of CE, with at least 10 of these hours in pharmacology. 
(d) Effective January 1, 2013, at least 50 hours of CE every year, with

at least 10 of these hours in pharmacology. 
(3) Each licensee holding an inactive license must obtain at least 10

hours of CE every year. 
(4) A natural childbirth certificate requires 15 hours in obstetrics each

year per OAR 850-035-0230, which may be included as part of the annual
CE requirement. 

(5) New licensees are not required to obtain CE in the initial year of
licensure. 

(6) Effective January 1, 2010, licensees with an active license must
obtain at least two hours of medical ethics education every year, which may
be included as part of the annual CE requirement. 

(7) Each Licensee must obtain the one-time mandatory pain manage-
ment education as required by ORS 409.500 through 409.570, within 24
months of initial license renewal. 

(8) CE obtained in December not used in the year the hours were
obtained, may be used in the following year for CE credit. 

(9) CE credit will be rounded to the nearest quarter hour. 
(10) Licensees holding an active license must obtain at least 10 hours

of Board approved CE annually in pharmacology. These hours may be part
of the CE required for renewal. The following are examples of previously
approved pharmacy programs: 

(a) Substances listed in OAR 850-060-0225 and their application in
patient care; 

(b) Biopharmacology; 
(c) Non-formulary substances or drugs relevant to patient care; 
(d) Drug-drug, drug-herb, drug-nutrient interactions or contraindica-

tions; 
(e) Research of formulary substances and drugs in conjunction with

naturopathic medical care. 
(11) Any licensee using intramuscular (IM) or subcutaneous (SC) or

intravenous (IV) therapeutic injection of vitamins or minerals, or preven-
tive injections (IM, SC, or IV) must have qualifying education per OAR
850-060-0212. 

(12) To be considered for approval, programs of continuing education
for licensees must: 

(a) Be presented by naturopathic physicians, other physicians or other
professionally acknowledged health care educators with expertise in the
subject matter; 

(b) Foster the competency and skills of the naturopathic physician; 
(c) Consist of education covering review, new, experimental, research

or specialty subjects relevant to the practice of naturopathic medicine; 
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(d) Exclude the selling or promotion of proprietary products or prac-
tice building; 

(e) Not misrepresent or mislead the end result/skill to be gained by the
education or training offered. 

(13) Licensees may receive credit for the qualifying education.
Licensees are encouraged to request pre-approval for any program not
clearly meeting the criteria in this rule. Continuing education may be
approved based on the following criteria: 

(a) Continuing Medical Education (CME) provided by recognized
professional health care licensing agencies, hospitals, or institutions; pro-
grams accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical
Education (ACCME); the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education
(ACPE); or programs approved by the Board. A verification of attendance
for all CE courses or activities showing hours claimed or proof of comple-
tion must be signed by the program provider; 

(b) Video or audio taped CE courses or seminars: Verification of
video or audio taped credit for previously Board approved presentations
must include an original outline of the presentation as well as the name and
date of the presentation and the date of review, length of taped course or
seminar and sponsor information; 

(c) Literature Review: credit for literature review is determined by the
length of the article(s) and the complexity of the topic(s). Articles must be
from peer-reviewed publications. Verification must include concise infor-
mation including an original outline of the literature reviewed; 

(d) Internet education: Internet education is accepted for credit in
accordance with the standards of the ACCME or ACPE including verifica-
tion of completion;

(e) Authoring: Credit may be given for being an author of an article
related to naturopathic medicine in a professional publication or book.
Credit is determined by the length of the article and the complexity of its
content. Credit for such activities will be credited in the year the project is
completed. Verification must include a copy of the article or book; 

(f) CPR: CPR courses in the year taken, with proof of current certifi-
cation;

(g) Preceptorship: Preceptoring credit must be offered by qualifying
persons per (12)(a) of this rule. Verification of preceptor hours must include
the date and place, an outline of the information studied, and a signed
acknowledgement from the preceptor; 

(h) Protocol Writing: Credit may be given for participation in a for-
mal protocol writing process associated with an accredited health care insti-
tution or government health care agency. Verification must include a writ-
ten record of hours of development and research, the names and addresses
of the institutions involved, the name of supervisors and their signatures
verifying qualified hours; 

(i) Research: Credit may be given for participation in research related
to the advancement of naturopathic medicine and should be directed by a
Board recognized educational or medical institution or organization, or
self-directed. Verification must include the type of research being conduct-
ed, purpose and summary of research, dates of participation and disclosure
of any fiduciary relationships; 

(j) Teaching/ Presentation: Credit may be given for actual presenta-
tion hours for an initial course or initial seminar offering and up to three
hours for preparation for each hour of the presentation, when subject is spe-
cific to professional level health education; 

(k) Graduate Level Education: Credit may be given for participation
in an accredited graduate level health related program relevant to the prac-
tice of naturopathic medicine; 

(l) Participation in the Naturopathic Physicians Licensing
Examinations (NPLEX) committee for the development and writing of the
NPLEX examinations; 

(m) Activities specific to patient charting and record keeping; 
(n) Credit may be given for programs on cultural competency relevant

to the current practice of naturopathic medicine;
(o) Other courses or activities specifically authorized by the Board. 
(14) Exception to the CE requirements in OAR 850-040-0210 is

allowed for: 
(a) A full-time residency, which is CNME or Board approved, requir-

ing at least 6 months of participation in the calendar year; 
(b) A fellowship with a Board recognized professional organization,

requiring at least six months of active participation in the calendar year. 
(15) Credit will not be given for hours received for: 
(a) Teaching, except as permitted in OAR 850-040-0210(13)(j); 
(b) Community service seminars and activities; 
(c) Self-growth/self-help activities; 
(d) Practice building activities; 

(e) Medical/insurance billing presentations; 
(f) Nonprofessional level health related programs presented by a lay

person; 
(g) Nonprofessional level health related programs presented to the lay

public; 
(h) Proprietary programs, which promote exclusive services and/or

products; 
(i) Information not within or directly related to the scope of practice

of naturopathic medicine. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 685.125
Stats. Implemented: ORS 685.102
Hist.: NE 6, f. 6-1-73, ef. 6-15-73; NE 5-1980, f. & ef. 9-11-80; NE 2-1984, f. & ef. 2-28-84;
NE 1-1986, f. & ef. 4-10-86; NE 1-1992, f. & cert. ef. 1-15-92; NE 2-1993, f. & cert. ef. 9-
23-93; NE 1-1996, f. & cert. ef. 10-18-96; NE 2-1997(Temp), f. 12-1-97, cert. ef. 12-2-97
thru 5-31-98; BNE 2-1998, f. 7-31-98, cert. ef. 8-3-98; BNE 6-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-6-00;
BNE 7-2002, f. & cert. ef. 12-10-02; BNE 4-2004, f. & cert. ef. 6-10-04; Renumbered from
850-010-0210, BNE 8-2005, f. & cert. ef. 10-27-05; BNE 3-2006, f. & cert. ef. 10-13-06;
BNE 4-2009, f. & cert. ef. 10-6-09; BNE 5-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-13-09 thru 12-31-
09; BNE 6-2009, f. 11-2-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; OBNM 2-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

Rule Caption: Clarifies the participation in births requirements for
certification in natural childbirth., no new requirements
Adm. Order No.: OBNM 3-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-17-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-17-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Amended: 850-035-0230
Subject: Clarifies the participation in births requirements for certi-
fication in natural childbirth. Delineates the different areas of births
that must be obtained.
Rules Coordinator:Anne Walsh—(971) 673-0193
850-035-0230
Requirements for Certification to Practice Natural Childbirth

A naturopathic physician maintaining an active license in Oregon,
who wishes to practice natural childbirth must apply to and receive from
the board a certificate of special competency in natural childbirth. To
receive and maintain a certificate, the licensee must fulfill the following
requirements: 

(1) Complete at least 200 hours of course work at an approved natur-
opathic college or hospital in obstetrics and furnish a signed log showing
evidence that (a) and (b) and (c) of this subsection have been completed
under the direct supervision of a licensed practitioner with specialty train-
ing in obstetrics and/or natural childbirth: 

(a) Licensee must have attended 150 prenatal visits including care for
at least 50 women, as well as attended 100 postpartum visits including care
for at least 50 women. The 50 women may be different women or the same;
and 

(b) Licensee must have observed and assisted in the intrapartum care
and delivery of 50 childbirths in a hospital or alternative birth setting. 

(c) A minimum of 5 births must have taken place within 2 years of the
date of the application.

(d) A minimum of 26 total births must be under the supervision of a
naturopathic doctor. No more than 10 of the 50 births may be under the
supervision of a medical doctor. No more than 10 of the births may be
observation only. A labor and delivery that starts under the care of a natur-
opathic doctor and includes hospitalization shall count as a birth; and 

(e) Licensee must hold a current neonatal resuscitation certificate. 
(2) Licensee must pass a specialty exam in obstetrics given by or

approved by the Board, after first completing the 200 hours of coursework
as required above, and participating in the care of at least 15 cases each in
prenatal, intrapartum, and postnatal care; one case may qualify for all these
areas of care. 

(3) Review of birth records as required by (1)(b) must be completed
and approved by a Board appointed licensee of this Board holding a cer-
tificate of special competency in natural childbirth for at least five years. 

(4) A complete application for a certificate of special competency in
natural childbirth must be submitted within three years of passing the spe-
cialty examination and must include: 

(a) A completed application form furnished by the Board; 
(b) Birth/Prenatal/Postnatal logs, meeting all the requirements of this

rule: 
(c) Verification of passage of an approved specialty examination per

subsection (2) of this rule; 
(d) Current neonatal resuscitation certification; and 
(e) Appropriate fee(s) per OAR 850-0035. 
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(5) Licensee holding a natural childbirth certification must annually,
including initial year of certification, submit 15 hours of Board approved
continuing education relevant to natural childbirth, which may be used to
satisfy ORS 685.102. 

(a) Licensee must submit proof of current certification in neonatal
resuscitation annually. 

(b) Licensee will participate in at least 3 hours of case review per year
with other out-of-hospital birth providers; ideally other naturopathic physi-
cians with natural childbirth certification. 

(c) The hours in case review may count towards the continuing edu-
cation hours required for renewal up to a maximum of 12 hours annually. 

(6) Licensing action by the Board under ORS 685.100 shall be
deemed to have an equal effect upon a certificate of special competency
issued the practitioner, unless specifically provided otherwise in the Board
action. When the subject of a disciplinary proceeding under 685.100 relates
specifically to the practice of natural childbirth by a licensee who possess-
es a certificate of special competency, the license action may in lieu of
effecting the entire scope of the licensee’s practice, suspend, revoke, or cur-
tail only the practitioner’s authority under a certificate of special compe-
tency. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 183 & 685
Stats. Implemented: ORS 685.100, 685.102, 685.135 & 685.160
Hist.: NE 3-1985(Temp), f. & ef. 9-23-85; NE 1-1986, f. & ef. 4-10-86; NE 1-1996, f. & cert.
ef. 10-18-96; NE 2-1997(Temp), f. 12-1-97, cert. ef. 12-2-97 thru 5-31-98; administrative
correction 8-9-99; BNE 1-2001, f. & cert. ef. 2-7-0; Renumbered from 850-010-0230, BNE
8-2005, f. & cert. ef. 10-27-05; BNE 1-2009, f. & cert. ef. 4-30-09; BNE 4-2009, f. & cert.
ef. 10-6-09; BNE 5-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-13-09 thru 12-31-09; BNE 6-2009, f. 11-
2-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; OBNM 3-2011, f. & cert. ef. 6-15-11; OBNM 3-2013, f. & cert. ef. 4-
12-13; OBNM 2-2014, f. & cert. ef. 7-10-14; OBNM 3-2015, f. & cert. ef. 4-17-15

Oregon Health Authority, 
Addictions and Mental Health Division: 

Mental Health Services
Chapter 309

Rule Caption: Temporary amendments to OAR 309-114, titled
“Informed Consent to Treatment by Patients in State Institutions”.
Adm. Order No.:MHS 2-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-24-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-24-15 thru 10-20-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 309-114-0005, 309-114-0010, 309-114-0015, 309-
114-0020
Subject: These rules prescribe standards and procedures to be
observed by personnel of state institutions operated by Division in
obtaining informed consent to significant procedures, as defined by
these rules, from patients of such state institutions. These rules do not
apply to routine medical procedures
Rules Coordinator: Nola Russell—(503) 945-7652
309-114-0005
Definitions

As used in these rules:
(1) “Authorized Representative” or “representative” means an indi-

vidual who is an employee of the system described in ORS 192.517(1) and
who may represent a party in a contested case hearing; the representative
must be supervised by an attorney that is licensed by the Oregon State Bar
and employed by the same system described in 192.517(1).

(2) “Chief Medical Officer” means the physician designated by the
superintendent of each state institution pursuant to ORS 179.360(1)(f) who
is responsible for the administration of medical treatment at each state insti-
tution.

(3) “Committed” or “Commitment” means an individual is admitted
under ORS 161.327, 161.370, 426.701, 426.130, 427.215 or 426.220 when
the individual’s guardian or health care representative is unavailable or
unable to consent

(4) “Dangerousness” means either:
(a) A substantial risk that physical harm will be inflicted by an indi-

vidual upon his own person, as evidenced by threats, including verbal
threats or attempts to commit suicide or inflict physical harm on him or her
self. Evidence of substantial risk may include information about historical
patterns of behavior that resulted in serious harm being inflicted by an indi-
vidual upon him or herself as those patterns relate to the current risk of
harm;

(b) A substantial risk that physical harm will be inflicted by an indi-
vidual upon another individual, as evidenced by recent acts, behavior or

threats, including verbal threats, which have caused such harm or which
would place a reasonable person in reasonable fear of sustaining such harm.
Evidence of substantial risk may include information about historical pat-
terns of behavior

(5) “Division” means the Addictions and Mental Health Division of
the Oregon Health Authority.

(6) “Guardian” means a legal guardian who is an individual appoint-
ed by a court of law to act as guardian of a minor or a legally incapacitated
person.

(7) “Health Care Representative” means a person who has authority
to make health care decisions for a patient.

(8) “Legally Incapacitated” means having been found by a court of
law under ORS 426.295 to be unable, without assistance, to properly man-
age or take care of one’s personal affairs, or who is a person under
guardianship.

(9) “Material Risk.” A risk is material if it may have a substantial
adverse effect on the patient’s psychological or physical health, or both.
Tardive dyskinesia is a material risk of neuroleptic medication. Other risks
include, but are not limited to raised blood pressure, onset of diabetes and
metabolic changes.

(10) “Medication Educator” means a Qualified Mental Health
Professional (QMHP) who provides information about the proposed signif-
icant procedures to patients.

(11) “Patient” means an individual who is receiving care and treat-
ment in a state institution for the mentally ill.

(12) Patient with a “grave disability” means a patient who:
(a) Is in danger of serious physical harm to his or her health or safety

absent the proposed significant procedures; or
(b) Manifests severe deterioration in routine functioning evidenced by

loss of cognitive or volitional control over his or her actions which is like-
ly to result in serious harm absent the proposed significant procedures.

(13) “Person Committed to the Division” or “Person” means an indi-
vidual committed under ORS 161.327, 161.370, 426.130, or 427.215.

(14) “Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner,” means a registered nurse with
prescription authority who independently provides health care to clients
with mental and emotional needs or disorders.

(15) “Qualified Mental Health Professional” (QMHP) means any
individual meeting the following minimum qualifications as documented
by the state institution:

(a) Graduate degree in psychology;
(b) Bachelor’s or graduate degree in nursing and licensed by the State

of Oregon;
(c) Graduate degree in social work or counseling;
(d) Graduate degree in a behavioral science field;
(e) Graduate degree in recreational art, or music therapy;
(f) Bachelor’s degree in occupational therapy and licensed by the

State of Oregon; or
(g) Bachelor’s or graduate degree in a relevant area.
(16) “Routine Medical Procedure” means a procedure customarily

administered by facility medical staff under circumstances involving little
or no risk of causing injury to a patient including, but not limited to physi-
cal examinations, blood draws, influenza vaccinations, tuberculosis (TB)
testing, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) testing and hygiene.

(17) “Significant Procedure” means a diagnostic or treatment modal-
ity and all significant procedures of a similar class that pose a material risk
of substantial pain or harm to the patient such as, but not limited to psy-
chotropic medication and electro-convulsive therapy. Significant proce-
dures do not include routine medical procedures. 

(18) “Significant Procedures of a Similar Class” means a diagnostic
or treatment modality that presents substantially similar material risks as
the significant procedure listed on the treating physician’s or psychiatric
nurse practitioner’s informed consent form and is generally considered in
current clinical practice to be a substitute treatment or belong to the same
class of medications as the listed significant procedure.

(a) For purposes of these rules, medications listed in subsections
14(a)(A) through 14(a)(F) of this rule will be considered the same or simi-
lar class of medication as other medications in the same subsection:

(A) All medications used under current clinical practice as antipsy-
chotic medications including typical and atypical antipsychotic medica-
tions;

(B) All medications used under current clinical practice as mood sta-
bilizing medications;

(C) All medications used under current clinical practice as antide-
pressants;
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(D) All medications used under current clinical practice as anxiolyt-
ics;

(E) All medications used under current clinical practice as psychos-
timulants; and

(F) All medications used under current clinical practice as dementia
cognitive enhancers.

(b) Significant procedures of the same or similar class do not need to
be specifically listed on the treating physician’s or psychiatric nurse practi-
tioner’s form.

(19) “State Institution” or “Institution” means all Oregon State
Hospital campuses and the Blue Mountain Recovery Center.

(20) “Superintendent” means the executive head of the state institu-
tion listed in section (18) of this rule, or the superintendent’s designee.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 179.040 & 413.042
Stats. Implemented: ORS 179.321, 183.458, 426.070 & 426.385
Hist.: MHD 3-1983, f. 2-24-83, ef. 3-26-83; MHD 3-1988, f. 4-12-88, (and corrected 5-17-
88), cert. ef. 6-1-88; MHS 14-2007(Temp), f. 11-30-07, cert. ef. 12-1-07 thru 5-29-08; MHS
2-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-7-08 thru 10-4-08; MHS 6-2008, f. & cert. ef. 7-25-08; MHS
1-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-23-09 thru 7-22-09; MHS 2-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-2-09
thru 7-22-09; MHS 3-2009, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-09; MHS 6-2009, f. & cert. ef. 12-28-09; MHS
5-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-12-10 thru 9-8-10; MHS 12-2010, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-10; MHS
13-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-19-10 thru 5-18-11; MHS 4-2011, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-11;
MHS 15-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 12-1-14 thru 5-29-15; MHS 2-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
4-24-15 thru 10-20-15

309-114-0010
General Policy on Obtaining Informed Consent to Treatment and
Training

(1)(a) Basic Rule. Patients, or parents or guardians of minors, or
guardians on behalf of legally incapacitated patients, may refuse any sig-
nificant procedure and may withdraw at any time consent previously given
to a significant procedure. Any refusal or withdrawal or withholding of con-
sent shall be documented in the patient’s record.

(b) Personnel of a state institution shall not administer a significant
procedure to a patient unless written informed consent is obtained from or
on behalf of the patient in the manner prescribed in these rules, except as
follows:

(A) Administration of significant procedures to legally incapacitated
patients as provided in section (6) of this rule;

(B) Administration of significant procedures without informed con-
sent in emergencies under OAR 309-114-0015;

(C) Involuntary administration of significant procedures with good
cause to persons committed to the Division under OAR 309-114-0020; or

(D) Involuntary administration of significant procedures pursuant to a
valid court order.

(2) Capacity of the patient: In order to consent to, or refuse, withhold,
or withdraw consent to significant procedures, the patient must have the
capacity to make a decision concerning acceptance or rejection of a signif-
icant procedure, as follows:

(a) Unless adjudicated legally incapacitated for all purposes or for the
specific purpose of making treatment decisions, a patient shall be presumed
competent to consent to, or refuse, withhold, or withdraw consent to sig-
nificant procedures. A person committed to the Division may be deemed
unable to consent to or refuse, withhold, or withdraw consent to a signifi-
cant procedure only if the person currently demonstrates an inability to rea-
sonably comprehend and weigh the risks and benefits of the proposed pro-
cedure, alternative procedures, or no treatment at all including, but not lim-
ited to, all applicable factors listed in (3)(a) of this rule. The patient’s cur-
rent inability to provide informed consent is to be documented in the
patient’s record and supported by the patient’s statements or behavior; and
may be evidenced in the treating physician’s or psychiatric nurse practi-
tioner’s informed consent form, the evaluation form by the independent
examining physician and forms approving or disapproving the procedure
by the superintendent or chief medical officer;

(b) A person committed to the Division shall not be deemed unable to
consent to or refuse, withhold, or withdraw consent to a significant proce-
dure merely by reason of one or more of the following facts:

(A) The person has been involuntarily committed to the Division;
(B) The person has been diagnosed as mentally ill;
(C) The person has disagreed or now disagrees with the treating

physician’s or psychiatric nurse practitioner’s diagnosis; or
(D) The person has disagreed or now disagrees with the treating

physician’s or psychiatric nurse practitioner’s recommendation regarding
treatment.

(c) If a court has determined that a patient is legally incapacitated,
then consent shall be sought from the legal guardian.

(3) Procedures for Obtaining Informed Consent and Information to be
Given: The person from whom informed consent to a significant procedure

is sought shall be given information, orally and in writing, the substance of
which is to be found on the treating physician’s or psychiatric nurse practi-
tioner’s informed consent form. In the case of medication, there shall be
attached a preprinted information sheet on the risks and benefits of the
medication listed on the treating physician’s or psychiatric nurse practi-
tioner’s form. All written materials under this rule will be provided in
English. However, if the institution has reason to believe a patient has lim-
ited English language proficiency or the patient requests it, then the insti-
tution will make reasonable accommodations to provide the patient with
meaningful access to the information, such as providing the patient with
copies of the materials in the patient’s native language if the materials are
readily available in that language or providing the opportunity to have an
interpreter orally translate written materials into the patient’s native lan-
guage. Specific information about significant procedures of a similar class
will not be provided to or discussed with the patient.

(a) The information shall describe:
(A) The nature and seriousness of the patient’s mental illness or con-

dition;
(B) The purpose of the significant procedures listed on the treating

physician’s or psychiatric nurse practitioner’s form, the intended outcome
and the risks and benefits of the procedures;

(C) Any alternatives, particularly alternatives offering less material
risks to the proposed significant procedure that are reasonably available and
reasonably comparable in effectiveness;

(D) If the proposed significant procedure is medication, facility med-
ical staff shall give the name, dosage range, and frequency of administra-
tion of the medication listed on the treating physician’s or psychiatric nurse
practitioner’s form, and shall explain the material risks of the medication at
that dosage range.

(E) The side effects of the intended medication or electro-convulsive
therapy;

(F) The predicted medical, psychiatric, social, or legal consequences
of not accepting the significant procedure or any comparable procedure,
including any potential risk the patient represents to the health and safety
of the patient, or others, which may include, but is not limited to, a consid-
eration of the patient’s history of violence and its relationship to mental
health treatment if he or she does not receive the significant procedure;

(G) That consent may be refused, withheld or withdrawn at any time;
and

(H) Any additional information concerning the proposed significant
procedure requested by the patient.

(b) A medication educator shall assist by providing information to the
patient that explains the proposed significant procedure, as described in
subsection (3)(a)(B) and (E) of this rule;

(c) The treating physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner intending
to administer a significant procedure shall document in the patient’s chart
that the information required in subsection (3)(a) of this rule was explained
and that the patient, parent or guardian of a minor or guardian of a legally
incapacitated patient explicitly consented, refused, withheld or withdrew
consent. The treating physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner may docu-
ment this by completing the informed consent form and make it part of the
patient’s record.

(4) When discussing the significant procedure with the treating physi-
cian or psychiatric nurse practitioner and the medication educator, the
patient may request additional information about the significant procedure
pursuant to OAR 309-114-0010(3)(a)(H) and present additional informa-
tion relevant to making his or her decision.

(5) Voluntary Consent: Consent to a proposed significant procedure
must be given voluntarily, free of any duress or coercion. Subject to the pro-
visions of OAR 309-114-0020, the decision to refuse, withhold or withdraw
consent previously given shall not result in the denial of any other benefit,
privilege, or service solely on the basis of refusing, withholding or with-
drawing consent. A voluntary patient may be discharged from the institu-
tion if offered procedures are refused.

(6) Obtaining Consent with Respect to Legally Incapacitated Patients:
A state institution may not administer a significant procedure to a legally
incapacitated patient without the consent of the guardian, or, in the case of
a minor, the parent or guardian, except in the case of an emergency under
OAR 309-114-0015, where the institution has good cause to involuntarily
administer a significant procedure under 309-114-0020, or pursuant to a
valid court order. In order to prove good cause, the institution must prove
309-114-0020(1)(a) and (1)(d) in reference to the guardian and 309-114-
0020(1)(b) and (1)(c) in reference to the patient.

(7) Reports of Progress: A patient, the parents or guardian of a minor
patient, or the guardian of a legally incapacitated patient shall, upon
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request, be informed of the progress of the patient during administration of
the significant procedure.

(8) These rules will be effective as of December 1, 2007 on all new
orders for administration of significant procedures without informed con-
sent. This includes new orders written after expiration of the previous order.
This rule will be effective for existing, unexpired orders as of January 1,
2008, on a phased-in schedule that will accommodate as many new hear-
ings as is practicable to schedule each week.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 179.040 & 413.042
Stats. Implemented: ORS 179.321, 426.070 & 426.385
Hist.: MHD 3-1983, f. 2-24-83, ef. 3-26-83; MHD 3-1988, f. 4-12-88, (and corrected 5-17-
88), cert. ef. 6-1-88; MHS 14-2007(Temp), f. 11-30-07, cert. ef. 12-1-07 thru 5-29-08; MHS
2-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-7-08 thru 10-4-08; MHS 6-2008, f. & cert. ef. 7-25-08; MHS
1-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-23-09 thru 7-22-09; MHS 3-2009, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-09; MHS
12-2010, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-10; MHS 12-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-29-13 thru 4-27-14;
MHS 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 4-24-14; MHS 2-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-15 thru 10-20-
15

309-114-0015
Administration of Significant Procedures Without Informed Consent
in Emergencies

(1) An emergency exists if in the opinion of the chief medical officer
or designee:

(a) Immediate action is required to preserve the life or physical health
of the patient and it is impracticable to obtain informed consent as provid-
ed in OAR 309-114-0010; or

(b) Immediate action is required because the behavior of the patient
creates a substantial likelihood of immediate physical harm to the patient or
others in the institution and it is impracticable to obtain informed consent
as provided in OAR 309-114-0010.

(2) If an emergency exists, the chief medical officer or designee may
administer a significant procedure to a patient without obtaining prior
informed consent in the manner otherwise required by these rules provid-
ed:

(a) The specific nature of each emergency and the procedure which
was used to deal with the emergency are adequately documented in the
patient’s record and a form provided for emergency procedure is complet-
ed and placed in the patient’s record;

(b) Reasonable effort shall be made to contact the parent or legal
guardian prior to the administration of the significant procedure. If contact
is not possible, notice shall be given to the parent or legal guardian as soon
as possible;

(c) Within a reasonable period of time after an emergency procedure
is administered, the treatment team shall review the treatment or training
program and, if practicable, implement a treatment or training program
designed to correct the behavior creating the emergency; and

(d) The administration of a significant procedure in an emergency sit-
uation does not allow the institution to administer these procedures, once
the emergency has subsided, without obtaining informed consent.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 179.040, 413.042 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 179.321, 426.070 & 426.385
Hist.: MHD 3-1983, f. 2-24-83, ef. 3-26-83; MHD 3-1988, f. 4-12-88, (and corrected 5-17-
88), cert. ef. 6-1-88; MHS 14-2007(Temp), f. 11-30-07, cert. ef. 12-1-07 thru 5-29-08; MHS
2-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-7-08 thru 10-4-08; MHS 6-2008, f. & cert. ef. 7-25-08; MHS
12-2010, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-10; MHS 2-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-15 thru 10-20-15

309-114-0020
Involuntary Administration of Significant Procedures to Persons
Committed to the Division with Good Cause

(1) Good cause: Good cause exists to administer a significant proce-
dure to a person committed to the Division without informed consent if in
the opinion of the treating physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner after
consultation with the treatment team, the following factors are satisfied:

(a) Pursuant to OAR 309-114-0010(2), the person is deemed unable
to consent to, refuse, withhold or withdraw consent to the significant pro-
cedure. This determination must be documented on the treating physician’s
or psychiatric nurse practitioner’s informed consent form and the inde-
pendent examining physician’s evaluation form. It must include the specif-
ic questions asked and answers given regarding the patient’s ability to
weigh the risks and benefits of the proposed treatment, alternative treat-
ment and no treatment including, but not limited to all relevant factors list-
ed in 309-114-0010(3)(a).

(b) The proposed significant procedure will likely restore or prevent
deterioration of the person’s mental or physical health, alleviate extreme
suffering or save or extend the person’s life. This factor is established con-
clusively for purposes of a hearing under OAR 309-114-0025 by introduc-
ing into evidence the treating physician’s or psychiatric nurse practitioner’s
informed consent form and the independent examining physician’s evalua-

tion form, unless this factor is affirmatively raised as an issue by the patient
or his or her representative at the hearing.

(c) The proposed significant procedure is the most appropriate treat-
ment for the person’s condition according to current clinical practice all
other less intrusive procedures have been considered and all criteria and
information set forth in OAR 309-114-0010(3)(a) were considered. This
factor is established conclusively for purposes of a hearing under 309-114-
0025 by introducing into evidence the treating physician’s or psychiatric
nurse practitioner’s informed consent form and the independent examining
physician’s evaluation form, unless this factor is affirmatively raised as an
issue by the patient or his or her representative at the hearing.

(d) The institution made a conscientious effort to obtain informed
consent from the patient. This factor is established conclusively for pur-
poses of a hearing under OAR 309-114-0025 by introducing into evidence
the treating physician’s or psychiatric nurse practitioner’s informed consent
form and the medication educator’s form or progress note, unless this fac-
tor is affirmatively raised as an issue by the patient or his or her represen-
tative at the hearing. If the institution has reason to believe a patient has
limited English language proficiency or the patient requests it, the institu-
tion will make reasonable accommodations to provide the patient with
meaningful access to the informed consent process, such as providing the
patient with the opportunity to have an interpreter orally translate written
materials into the patient’s native language and provide translation during
the treating physician’s or psychiatric nurse practitioner’s attempts to
obtain informed consent and the medication educator’s attempt to provide
information about the significant procedure. A “conscientious effort” to
obtain informed consent means the following:

(A) The patient’s treating physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner
made at least two good faith attempts to obtain informed consent by
attempting to explain the procedure to the patient and documenting those
efforts in the patient’s record; and

(B) The medication educator made at least one good faith attempt to
provide the information required in OAR 309-114-0010(3)(a)(B) and (E)
and explain and discuss the proposed procedure with the patient.

(e) Because of the preliminary nature of their commitment, the fol-
lowing additional findings must be made for patients under ORS 161.370
jurisdiction in order to show good cause under this rule:

(A) Medication is not requested for the sole purpose of restoring trial
competency; and

(B) The patient is being medicated because of the patient’s danger-
ousness or to treat the patient’s grave disability.

(2) Independent Review: Prior to granting approval for the adminis-
tration of a significant procedure for good cause to a person committed to
the Division, the superintendent or chief medical officer of a state institu-
tion for the mentally ill shall obtain consultation and approval from an inde-
pendent examining physician, or if a patient refuses to be examined, the
superintendent or chief medical officer shall document that an independent
examining physician made at least two good faith attempts to examine the
patient. The superintendent or chief medical officer shall maintain a list of
independent examining physicians and shall seek consultation and approval
from independent examining physicians selected on a rotating basis from
the list. The independent examining physician shall not be an employee of
the Division, shall be a board-eligible psychiatrist, shall have been subject-
ed to review by the medical staff executive committee as to qualifications
to make such an examination, shall have been provided with a copy of
administration rules OAR 309-114-0000 through 309-114-0030 and shall
have participated in a training program regarding these rules, their meaning
and application.

(3) The superintendent or chief medical officer shall provide to a
patient to whom a significant procedure is proposed to be administered
written advance notice of the intent to seek consultation and approval of an
independent examining physician for the purpose of administering the pro-
cedure without the patient’s consent.

(4) The physician selected to conduct the independent consultation
shall:

(a) Review the person’s medical chart including the records of efforts
made to obtain the person’s informed consent and

(A) Personally examine the person at least one time; or
(B) If the patient refuses to be examined, the physician shall make

two good faith attempts to examine the patient. If the patient refuses to be
examined during these two good faith attempts, the independent consulta-
tion and approval requirement outlined in subsection (4)(a)(A) and (4)(b)
of this rule shall be deemed to be fulfilled.

(b) Discuss the matter with the person to determine the extent of the
need for the procedure and the nature of the person’s refusal, withholding
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or withdrawal or inability to consent to the significant procedure. This
determination as well as the supporting evidence in the form of the specif-
ic questions asked and answers given regarding the patient’s ability to
weigh the risks and benefits of the proposed treatment, alternative treat-
ment and no treatment must be documented in the patient’s record;

(c) Consider additional information, if any, presented prior to or at the
time of examination or interview as may be requested by the person or any-
one on behalf of the person; and

(d) Make a determination whether the factors required under these
rules exist for the particular person or that one or more factors are not pres-
ent and complete a report of his or her findings which provides their
approval or disapproval of the proposed significant procedure. The written
report must be provided to:

(A) The superintendent or chief medical officer; and
(B) The person to whom a significant procedure is proposed to be

administered with a copy being made part of the person’s record.
(5) Superintendent’s Determination:
(a) The superintendent or chief medical officer shall approve or dis-

approve of the administration of the significant procedure to a person com-
mitted to the Division based on good cause provided that if the examining
physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner found that one or more of the
factors required by section (1) of this rule were not present or otherwise dis-
approved of the procedure; the superintendent or chief medical officer shall
not approve the significant procedure and it shall not be performed;

(b) Approval of the significant procedure shall be only for as long as
no substantial increase in risk is encountered in administering the signifi-
cant procedure or significant procedure of a similar class during the term of
a person’s commitment, but in no case longer than 180 days. Disapproval
shall be only for as long as no substantial change occurs in the person’s con-
dition during the term of commitment, but in no case longer than 180 days;

(c) Written notice of the superintendent’s or chief medical officer’s
determination shall be provided to the patient and made part of the individ-
ual’s record. This notice must be delivered to the patient and fully explained
by facility medical staff. This notice must include a clear statement of the
decision to treat without informed consent, specific basis for the decision,
what evidence was relied on to make the decision and include a clear notice
of the opportunity to ask for a contested case hearing with an administra-
tive law judge if the patient disagrees with the decision. Attached must be
a form with a simple procedure to request a hearing. The patient indicating
in writing or verbally to any staff member a desire to challenge the institu-
tion’s decision will be sufficient to request a contested case hearing pur-
suant to OAR 309 114 0025. The patient shall have 48 hours to request a
contested case hearing after receiving this notice. If the patient does not
request a hearing within the 48 hour period or the patient subsequently
withdraws his initial hearing request and is not already receiving the sig-
nificant procedure, the institution may involuntarily administer the signifi-
cant procedure. A patient retains the right to request an initial hearing on the
decision to administer a significant procedure without informed consent at
any time.

(d) If the patient withdraws his or her initial request for hearing or
refuses to attend the initial hearing without good cause, the administrative
law judge will issue a dismissal order pursuant to OAR 137-003-0672(3).
A dismissal order will allow the institution to immediately administer the
significant procedure without informed consent as if the patient had never
requested a hearing. If a dismissal order is issued, the patient may request
a second hearing. If the patient withdraws his second request for hearing or
refuses to attend the second hearing without good cause, the hearing will
occur as scheduled with the institution presenting a prima facie case pur-
suant to ORS 183.417(4) and the administrative law judge will issue a pro-
posed order by default. The institution will then issue a final order by
default.

(e) Records of all reports by independent examining physicians of the
determinations of the superintendent or chief medical officer under this rule
shall be maintained by the superintendent or chief medical officer in a sep-
arate file and shall be summarized each year. Such summaries shall show:

(A) Each type of proposed significant procedure for which consulta-
tion with an independent examining physician was sought;

(B) The number of times consultation was sought from a particular
independent examining physician for each type of proposed significant pro-
cedure;

(C) The number of times each independent examining physician
approved and disapproved each type of proposed significant procedure; and

(D) The number of times the superintendent or chief medical officer
approved and disapproved each type of proposed significant procedure.

(f) The summaries referred to in subsection (5)(e) of this rule shall be
public records and shall be made available to the public during reasonable
business hours in accordance with ORS Chapter 192.

(6) When treatment is being administered without informed consent,
the ward physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner will write a progress
note addressing any changes in patient’s capacity to give informed consent
every 60 days.

(7) At any time that a patient’s condition changes so that there appears
to his or her treating physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner to be a sub-
stantial improvement in the patient’s capacity to consent to or refuse treat-
ment, a formal re assessment of the patient’s capacity to consent shall occur
as described in OAR 309-114-0010 and 309-114-0020. No order to admin-
ister treatment without informed consent in non-emergency situations shall
be valid for longer than 180 days or the duration of the commitment,
whichever is shorter, without re establishing the need for the order by fol-
lowing the procedures described in 309-114-0010 and 309-114-0020.

(8) When an individual is transferred to a state institution from a com-
munity hospital or another state institution where he or she was already
being treated with a significant procedure without informed consent, the
receiving institution must apply OAR 309-114-0000 through 309-114-0030
no later than 7 days after the date of admission to the new institution. A
state institution can honor an existing order for involuntary administration
of a significant procedure without informed consent if procedures such as
those outlined in 309-114-0010 through 309-114-0030 have already been
applied and all necessary documentation is in the patient’s file.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 179.040 & 413.042
Stats. Implemented: ORS 179.321, 426.070 & 426.385
Hist.: MHD 3-1983, f. 2-24-83, ef. 3-26-83; MHD 3-1988, f. 4-12-88, (and corrected 5-17-
880, cert. ef. 6-1-88; MHS 14-2007(Temp), f. 11-30-07, cert. ef. 12-1-07 thru 5-29-08; MHS
2-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-7-08 thru 10-4-08; MHS 6-2008, f. & cert. ef. 7-25-08; MHS
1-2009(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-23-09 thru 7-22-09; MHS 3-2009, f. & cert. ef. 6-26-09; MHS
6-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-24-10 thru 9-20-10; MHS 12-2010, f. & cert. ef. 9-9-10; MHS
13-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-19-10 thru 5-18-11; MHS 4-2011, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-11;
MHS 12-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-29-13 thru 4-27-14; MHS 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 4-24-
14; MHS 2-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-24-15 thru 10-20-15

Oregon Health Authority, 
Division of Medical Assistance Programs

Chapter 410
Rule Caption: Amending Prior Authorization Approval Criteria
Guide
Adm. Order No.: DMAP 25-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-17-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-18-15 thru 6-26-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 410-121-0040
Subject: The Pharmaceutical Services program administrative rules
(division 121) govern Division payments for services provided to
certain clients. The Division needs to amend rules as follows: The
Authority is amending this rule to update the Oregon Medicaid Fee
for Service Prior Authorization Criteria Guide found at
http://www.oregon.gov/oha/healthplan/Pages/pharmacy-policy.aspx
based on the P&T (Pharmacy and Therapeutic) Committee recom-
mendations.
Rules Coordinator: Sandy Cafourek—(503) 945-6430
410-121-0040
Prior Authorization Required for Drugs and Products

(1) Prescribing practitioners must obtain prior authorization (PA) for
the drugs and categories of drugs requiring PA in this rule, using the proce-
dures set forth in OAR 410-121-0060.

(2) All drugs and categories of drugs including, but not limited to,
those drugs and categories of drugs that require PA must meet the follow-
ing requirements for coverage: 

(a) Each drug must be prescribed for conditions funded by OHP in a
manner consistent with the Health Evidence Review Commission (HERC)
Prioritized List of Health Services (OAR 410-141-0480 through 410-141-
0520). If the medication is for a non-covered diagnosis, the medication may
not be covered unless there is a co-morbid condition for which coverage
would be allowed. The use of the medication must meet corresponding
treatment guidelines, be included within the client’s benefit package of cov-
ered services, and not otherwise excluded or limited; 

(b) Each drug must also meet other criteria applicable to the drug or
category of drug in these pharmacy provider rules, including PA require-
ments imposed in this rule. 
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(3) The Authority may require PA for individual drugs and categories
of drugs to ensure that the drugs prescribed are indicated for conditions
funded by OHP and consistent with the Prioritized List of Health Services
and its corresponding treatment guidelines (see OAR 410-141-0480). The
drugs and categories of drugs that the Authority requires PA for this purpose
are found in the Oregon Medicaid Fee-For-Service Prior Authorization
Approval Criteria (PA Criteria guide) dated April 18, 2015, adopted and
incorporated by reference and found at: http://www.oregon.gov/oha/
healthplan/Pages/pharmacy-policy.aspx. 

(4) The Authority may require PA for individual drugs and categories
of drugs to ensure medically appropriate use or to address potential client
safety risk associated with the particular drug or category of drug, as rec-
ommended by the Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committee (P&T) and adopt-
ed by the Authority in this rule. The drugs and categories of drugs for which
the Authority requires PA for this purpose are found in the Pharmacy PA
Criteria Guide. 

(5) New drugs shall be evaluated when added to the weekly upload of
the First Databank drug file:

(a) If the new drug is in a class where current PA criteria apply, all
associated PA criteria shall be required at the time of the drug file load;

(b) If the new drug is indicated for a condition below the funding line
on the Prioritized List of Health Services, PA shall be required to ensure
that the drug is prescribed for a condition funded by OHP;

(c) PA criteria for all new drugs shall be reviewed by the DUR/P&T
Committee.

(6) PA must be obtained for brand name drugs that have two or more
generically equivalent products available and that are not determined
Narrow Therapeutic Index drugs by the DUR/P&T Committee: 

(a) Immunosuppressant drugs used in connection with an organ trans-
plant must be evaluated for narrow therapeutic index within 180 days after
United States patent expiration; 

(b) Manufacturers of immunosuppressant drugs used in connection
with an organ transplant must notify the Authority of patent expiration
within 30 days of patent expiration for section (5)(a) to apply; 

(c) Criteria for approval are: 
(A) If criteria established in section (3) or (4) of this rule applies, fol-

low that criteria; 
(B) If section (6)(A) does not apply, the prescribing practitioner must

document that the use of the generically equivalent drug is medically con-
traindicated and provide evidence that either the drug has been used and has
failed or that its use is contraindicated based on evidence-based peer
reviewed literature that is appropriate to the client’s medical condition. 

(7) PA must be obtained for non-preferred Preferred Drug List (PDL)
products in a class evaluated for the PDL except in the following cases: 

(a) The drug is a mental health drug as defined in OAR 410-121-
0000; 

(b) The original prescription is written prior to 1/1/10; 
(c) The prescription is a refill for the treatment of seizures, cancer,

HIV, or AIDS; or 
(d) The prescription is a refill of an immunosuppressant. 
(8) PA may not be required: 
(a) When the prescription ingredient cost plus the dispensing fee is

less than the PA processing fees as determined by the Authority; 
(b) For over-the-counter (OTC) covered drugs when prescribed for

conditions covered under OHP or; 
(c) If a drug is in a class not evaluated from the Practitioner-Managed

Prescription Drug Plan under ORS 414.334. 
Stat. Auth.: ORS 413.032, 413.042, 414.065, 141.325, 414.330 to 414.414, 414.312 &
414.316
Stats. Implemented: 414.065, 414.325, 414.334, 414.361, 414.371, 414.353 & 414.354
Hist.: AFS 56-1989, f. 9-28-89, cert. ef. 10-1-89; AFS 2-1990, f. & cert. ef. 1-16-90; HR 29-
1990, f. 8-31-90, cert. ef. 9-1-90, Renumbered from 461-016-0170; HR 10-1991, f. & cert.
ef. 2-19-91; HR 14-1993, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-93; HR 25-1994, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-94; HR 6-1995,
f. 3-31-95, cert. ef. 4-1-95; HR 18-1996(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-1-96; HR 8-1997, f. 3-13-
97, cert. ef. 3-15-97; OMAP 1-1999, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-99; OMAP 29-2000, f. 9-29-00, cert.
ef. 10-1-00; OMAP 31-2001, f. 9-24-01, cert. ef. 10-1-01; OMAP 44-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-
1-02; OMAP 66-2002, f. 10-31-02, cert. ef. 11-1-02; OMAP 29-2003, f. 3-31-03 cert. ef. 4-
1-03; OMAP 40-2003, f. 5-27-03, cert. ef. 6-1-03; OMAP 43-2003(Temp), f. 6-10-03, cert.
ef. 7-1-03 thru 12-15-03; OMAP 49-2003, f. 7-31-03 cert. ef. 8-1-03; OMAP 84-2003, f. 11-
25-03 cert. ef. 12-1-03; OMAP 87-2003(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 12-15-03 thru 5-15-04; OMAP
9-2004, f. 2-27-04, cert. ef. 3-1-04; OMAP 71-2004, f. 9-15-04, cert. ef. 10-1-04; OMAP 74-
2004, f. 9-23-04, cert. ef. 10-1-04; OMAP 89-2004, f. 11-24-04 cert. ef. 12-1-04; OMAP 4-
2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-15-06 thru 9-7-06; OMAP 32-2006, f. 8-31-06, cert. ef. 9-1-06;
OMAP 41-2006, f. 12-15-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07; DMAP 4-2007, f. 6-14-07, cert. ef. 7-1-07;
DMAP 26-2007, f. 12-11-07, cert. ef. 1-1-08; DMAP 9-2008, f. 3-31-08, cert. ef. 4-1-08;
DMAP 16-2008, f. 6-13-08, cert. ef. 7-1-08; DMAP 34-2008, f. 11-26-08, cert. ef. 12-1-08;
DMAP 14-2009 f. 6-12-09, cert. ef. 7-1-09; DMAP 39-2009, f. 12-15-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10;
DMAP 17-2010, f. 6-15-10, cert. ef. 7-1-10; DMAP 40-2010, f. 12-28-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11;
DMAP 27-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-30-11 thru 3-15-12; DMAP 44-2011, f. 12-21-11, cert.
ef. 1-1-12; DMAP 12-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-16-12 thru 9-11-12; DMAP 18-2012, f. 3-
30-12, cert. ef. 4-9-12; DMAP 23-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-20-12 thru 10-15-12; DMAP

27-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-14-12 thru 10-15-12; DMAP 29-2012, f. & cert. ef. 6-21-12;
DMAP 33-2012(Temp), f. 7-18-12, cert. ef. 7-23-12 thru 1-18-13; DMAP 40-2012(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 8-20-12 thru 1-18-13; DMAP 44-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-12 thru 1-18-13;
DMAP 61-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DMAP 6-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-21-13
thru 8-19-13; DMAP 23-2013(Temp), f. 4-30-13, cert. ef. 5-1-13 thru 8-19-13;
Administrative correction, 7-18-13; DMAP 43-2013, f. & cert. ef. 8-16-13; DMAP 76-
2013(Temp), f. 12-31-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14 thru 6-30-14; DMAP 14-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
3-21-14 thru 9-17-14; DMAP 27-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-2-14 thru 6-30-14; DMAP 38-
2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-30-14; DMAP 46-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-15-14 thru 1-11-15;
DMAP 49-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-13-14 thru 1-11-15; DMAP 62-2014(Temp), f. 10-13-
14, cert. ef. 10-14-14 thru 1-11-15; DMAP 75-2014, f. & cert. ef. 12-12-14; DMAP 76-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 12-12-14 thru 6-7-15; DMAP 89-2014(Temp), f. 12-31-14, cert.
ef. 1-1-15 thru 6-26-15; DMAP 4-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-3-15 thru 6-26-15; DMAP 25-
2015(Temp), f. 4-17-15, cert. ef. 4-18-15 thru 6-26-15

Rule Caption: Amending Preferred Drug List-May 29, July 31,
Sept 23, Nov 20,2014, Jan 29,2015 DUR/P&T Action
Adm. Order No.: DMAP 26-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-17-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-18-15 thru 6-26-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 410-121-0030
Subject: The Pharmaceutical Services program administrative rules
(Division 121) govern Division payments for services provided to
certain clients. The Division needs to amend rules as follows: 
410-121-0030:
Preferred:
Imitrex® — Brand only
Tobramycin (Bethkis) 
Calcium Acetate
Anafranil — Brand only
Escitalopram Oxalate
Imipramine HCL
Acamprosate Calcium
Amiloride HCL
Naltrexone HCL
Pulmonary Drug Reorganization removed COPD, Asthma 
Controllers, Asthma Rescue
(New Drug class names)
Combination Inhalers
Inhaled Anticholinergics
Inhaled Corticosteroids
Inhaled Long Acting Bronchodilators
Miscellaneous Pulmonary Drugs
Short Acting Bronchodilators

Tazarotene (Tazorac®)
Fenofibrate
Epinephrine Injection
Estradiol
Legend Prenatal Vitamins
Risperidone Microspheres
Guaifenesin/Codeine Phosphate Syrup
nitroglycerin Capsule ER
Lovenox ® — Brand Only Vial
Cholestyramine(with Sugar) Powd Pack 
Cholestyramine/Aspartame Powd Pack 
Aspirin Tab Chew 
Aspirin Tablet DR 
Spinosad Suspension
Insulin Detemir * INSULN PEN 
Humulin70-30 TM
Humulin 70/30 KWIKPEN TM
Humalog mix 50-50 TM
Humalog mix 75-25 TM
Humulin R TM
Humulin N TM
Oxybutynin Patch TDSW
Etanercept (Enbrel TM) vial 
Galantamine HBR Cap24H Pel 
Memantine HCL Tab Ds Pk
Polymyxin B Sulf/Trimethoprim Drops
Dorzolamide/Timolol/PF
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Neomycin/Polymyxin B Sulf/HC Drop/Susp 
Buprenorpine Naloxone (ZubsolvTM)
Proventil HFA 
Calcium Acetate Capsule 
Bupropion HCL Tab ER 24H 
Escitalopram Oxalate Solution
Fluphenazine decanoate vial
Haloperidol decanoate ampul
Haloperidol decanoate vial
Haloperidol lactate ampul
Haloperidol lactate vial
TBO- Filgrastim syringe
Ledipasvir/ Sofosbuvir (HarvoniTM)
Gentamicin/ Prednisol AC Drops Susp
Gentamicin/ Prednisol AC Oint. (G)
Neo/ Polymyx B Sulf/ Dexameth Oint. (G)
Cefuroxime Axetil Susp Recon
Non-Preferred:
Clomipramine HCL
Niacin 
TricorTM — Brand only
TrilipixTM — Brand only
Golimumab (Simponi®)
Bendroflumethiazide
Boceprevir (Victrelis®)
Memantine HCL (Namenda XR®)
NPH, Human Insulin Isophane
Telaprevir (Incivek®)
Salsalate
Oxycodone/acetaminophen Capsules
Benicar®
Benicar HCT®
isosorbide dinitrate capsule ER
Hydrochlorothiazide Solution 
triamterene 
Estrogens, Conj., Synthetic A
Metformin HCL Tab ER 24
Estrogens, conjugated Cream (G)
Lipase/Protease/Amylase 
Cimetidine 
Neomy sulf/bacitrac zn/poly/HC
Pilocarpine HCL Gel (Gram)
chlorpromazine, Multiple products 
Fluphenazine, Multiple products 
Haloperidol, Multiple products 
Loxapine, Multiple products 
Perphenazine, Multiple products 
Promazine, Multiple products 
Thioridazine, Multiple products 
Thiothixene, Multiple products 
Trifluoperazine, Multiple products
Clerical — Clerical changes include — inconsequential
spelling/typographical changes.
System and class names changed for clarity and consistency through-
out the document, causing significant changes in ordering of 
classes.
® changed to TM
Cough and Cold moved from Pulmonary to Allergy/Cold
Antiphistamines — 2nd generation 
Fentanyl — Changed * to ** 
Mophine — Changed * to **
Short Acting Opioids — change asterisks
Cephalexin Susp Recon, removed *** 
Antibiotics for clostridium difficile moved to Antibiotics from gas-
trointestinal System 
Hepatitis C 
Anticoagulants — Merged two classes

Tazarotene Cream & Gel(Gram) — Moved to Topical Antipsoriat-
ics class
Topical Estrogens removed ***
Prenatal Vitamins — updated to use actual drug file names
Vitamins and Minerals moved to Nutritional, updated to use actual
drug file names
Finasteride Tablet added ***
Azathioprine Tablets — removed ***
Clonazepam Moved to Voluntary MH PDL 
Divalproex Sodium Moved to Voluntary MH PDL 
Valproic Acid Moved to Voluntary MH PDL 
Duplicate Amantadine entries removed 
Stalevo brand names listed, due to drug file format
Pramipexole DI-HCL — Removed *
Gentamicin Sulfate Onit (G) — added ***
Diclofenac Sodium drops — added *** 
Fluorometholone Drops Sups — removed *** 
Loterprednol Etabonate — added *** 
Prednisolone Acetate — removed ***
Advair(R) — Removed brand names
Dornase Alfa — removed ** 
QVAR(R) — removed brand name
Tracleer — Removed *
Rules Coordinator: Sandy Cafourek—(503) 945-6430
410-121-0030
Practitioner-Managed Prescription Drug Plan

(1) The Practitioner-Managed Prescription Drug Plan (PMPDP) is a
plan that ensures OHP fee-for-service clients have access to the most effec-
tive prescription drugs appropriate for their clinical conditions at the best
possible price: 

(a) Licensed health care practitioners who are informed by the latest
peer reviewed research make decisions concerning the clinical effective-
ness of the prescription drugs; 

(b) Licensed health care practitioners also consider the client’s health
condition, personal characteristics, and the client’s gender, race, or ethnici-
ty. 

(2) PMPDP Preferred Drug List (PDL): 
(a) The PDL is the primary tool the Division uses to inform licensed

health care practitioners about the results of the latest peer-reviewed
research and cost effectiveness of prescription drugs; 

(b) The PDL contains a list of prescription drugs that the Division, in
consultation with the Drug Use Review (DUR)/Pharmacy & Therapeutics
Committee (P&T), has determined represent the most effective drugs avail-
able at the best possible price; 

(c) The PDL shall include drugs that are Medicaid reimbursable and
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has determined to be safe and
effective. 

(3) PMPDP PDL Selection Process: 
(a) The Division shall utilize the recommendations made by the P&T

that result from an evidence-based evaluation process as the basis for
selecting the most effective drugs; 

(b) The Division shall ensure the drugs selected in section (3)(a) that
are available for the best possible price and shall consider any input from
the P&T about other FDA-approved drugs in the same class that are avail-
able for a lesser relative price. The Division shall determine relative price
using the methodology described in section (4); 

(c) The Division shall evaluate selected drugs for the drug classes
periodically: 

(A) The Division may evaluate more frequently if new safety infor-
mation or the release of new drugs in a class or other information makes an
evaluation advisable; 

(B) New drugs in classes already evaluated for the PDL shall be non-
preferred until the new drug has been reviewed by the P&T; 

(C) The Division shall make all revisions to the PDL using the rule-
making process and shall publish the changes on the Division’s
Pharmaceutical Services provider rules website. 

(4) Relative cost and best possible price determination: 
(a) The Division shall determine the relative cost of all drugs in each

selected class that are Medicaid reimbursable and that the FDA has deter-
mined to be safe and effective; 
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(b) The Division may also consider dosing issues, patterns of use, and
compliance issues. The Division shall weigh these factors with any advice
provided by the P&T in reaching a final decision. 

(5) Pharmacy providers shall dispense prescriptions in the generic
form unless:

(a) The practitioner requests otherwise pursuant to OAR 410-121-
0155;

(b) The brand name medication is listed as preferred on the PDL. 
(6) The exception process for obtaining non-preferred physical health

drugs that are not on the PDL drugs shall be as follows: 
(a) If the prescribing practitioner in their professional judgment wish-

es to prescribe a physical health drug not on the PDL, they may request an
exception subject to the requirements of OAR 410-121-0040; 

(b) The prescribing practitioner must request an exception for physi-
cal health drugs not listed in the PDL subject to the requirements of OAR
410-121-0060; 

(c) Exceptions shall be granted when: 
(A) The prescriber in their professional judgment determines the non-

preferred drug is medically appropriate after consulting with the Division
or the Oregon Pharmacy Help Desk; or 

(B) The prescriber requests an exception subject to the requirement of
section (6)(b) and fails to receive a report of PA status within 24 hours, sub-
ject to OAR 410-121-0060.

(7) Table 121-0030-1, PMPDP PDL dated April 18, 2015 is adopted
and incorporated by reference and is found at: www.orpdl.org. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 413.032, 413.042, 414.065, 414.325, 414.330 to 414.414, 414.312 &
414.316
Stats. Implemented: ORS 414.065; 414.325, 414.334, 414.361, 414.369, 414.371, 414.353 &
414.354
Hist.: OMAP 25-2002, f. 6-14-02 cert. ef. 7-1-02; OMAP 31-2002, f. & cert. ef. 8-1-02;
OMAP 36-2002, f. 8-30-02, cert. ef. 9-1-02; OMAP 29-2003, f. 3-31-03 cert. ef. 4-1-03;
OMAP 35-2003, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-03; OMAP 47-2003, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-03; OMAP 57-2003,
f. 9-5-03, cert. ef. 10-1-03; OMAP 70-2003(Temp), f. 9-15-03, cert. ef. 10-1-03 thru 3-15-04;
OMAP 82-2003, f. 10-31-03, cert. ef. 11-1-03; OMAP 9-2004, f. 2-27-04, cert. ef. 3-1-04;
OMAP 29-2004, f. 4-23-04 cert. ef. 5-1-04; OMAP 34-2004, f. 5-26-04 cert. ef. 6-1-04;
OMAP 45-2004, f. 7-22-04 cert. ef. 8-1-04; OMAP 81-2004, f. 10-29-04 cert. ef. 11-1-04;
OMAP 89-2004, f. 11-24-04 cert. ef. 12-1-04; OMAP 19-2005, f. 3-21-05, cert. ef. 4-1-05;
OMAP 32-2005, f. 6-21-05, cert. ef. 7-1-05; OMAP 58-2005, f. 10-27-05, cert. ef. 11-1-05;
OMAP 16-2006, f. 6-12-06, cert. ef. 7-1-06; OMAP 32-2006, f. 8-31-06, cert. ef. 9-1-06;
OMAP 48-2006, f. 12-28-06, cert. ef. 1-1-07; DMAP 4-2007, f. 6-14-07, cert. ef. 7-1-07;
DMAP 16-2008, f. 6-13-08, cert. ef. 7-1-08; DMAP 36-2008, f. 12-11-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09;
DMAP 39-2009, f. 12-15-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; DMAP 17-2010, f. 6-15-10, cert. ef. 7-1-10;
DMAP 40-2010, f. 12-28-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; DMAP 2-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-1-11 thru
8-20-11; DMAP 19-2011, f. 7-15-11, cert. ef. 7-17-11; DMAP 44-2011, f. 12-21-11, cert. ef.
1-1-12; DMAP 12-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-16-12 thru 9-11-12; DMAP 18-2012, f. 3-30-
12, cert. ef. 4-9-12; DMAP 26-2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-14-12; DMAP 29-2012, f. & cert. ef. 6-
21-12; DMAP 33-2012(Temp), f. 7-18-12, cert. ef. 7-23-12 thru 1-18-13; DMAP 40-
2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-20-12 thru 1-18-13; DMAP 44-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-26-
12 thru 1-18-13; DMAP 61-2012, f. 12-27-12, cert. ef. 1-1-13; DMAP 6-2013(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 2-21-13 thru 8-19-13; DMAP 23-2013(Temp), f. 4-30-13, cert. ef. 5-1-13 thru 8-19-
13; Administrative correction, 7-18-13; DMAP 43-2013, f. & cert. ef. 8-16-13; DMAP 76-
2013(Temp), f. 12-31-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14 thru 6-30-14; DMAP 1-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef.
1-10-14 thru 7-9-14; DMAP 15-2014, f. & cert. ef. 3-21-14 thru 9-17-14; DMAP 28-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-2-14 thru 6-30-14; DMAP 37-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-30-14;
DMAP 47-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-15-14 thru 1-11-15; DMAP 52-2014(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 9-16-14 thru 1-11-15; DMAP 64-2014(Temp), f. 10-24-14, cert. ef. 10-29-14 thru 12-30-
14; DMAP 77-2014, f. & cert. ef. 12-12-14; DMAP 78-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 12-12-14
thru 6-9-15; DMAP 88-2014(Temp), f. 12-31-14, cert. ef. 1-1-15 thru 6-29-15; DMAP 10-
2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-3-15 thru 8-29-15; DMAP 26-2015(Temp), f. 4-17-15, cert. ef.
4-18-15 thru 6-26-15

Rule Caption: Income Eligibility Guidelines for OCCS Medical
Programs
Adm. Order No.: DMAP 27-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-21-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-22-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Amended: 410-200-0315
Rules Repealed: 410-200-0315(T)
Subject: Every year the Federal Poverty Levels (FPL) are adjusted
and published to the Federal Register. A number of OCCS medical
programs and income disregards are based on percentages of the FPL
and must be updated now that the FPLs have been published and
align with Cover Oregon’s implementation timeline.
Rules Coordinator: Sandy Cafourek—(503) 945-6430
410-200-0315
Standards and Determining Income Eligibility

(1) MAGI-based income not specifically excluded is countable, and
its value is used in determining the eligibility and benefit level of an appli-
cant or beneficiary.

(2) MAGI-based income is considered available on the date it is
received or the date a member of the household group has a legal right to
the payment and the legal ability to make it available, whichever is earlier,
except as follows:

(a) Income usually paid monthly or on some other regular payment
schedule is considered available on the regular payment date if the date of
payment is changed because of a holiday or weekend;

(b) Income withheld or diverted at the request of an individual is con-
sidered available on the date the income would have been paid without the
withholding or diversion;

(c) An advance or draw of earned income is considered available on
the date it is received.

(3) In determining financial eligibility for each applicant, the sum of
the budget month MAGI-based income of all household group members is
combined and compared to the applicable income standard for the family
size. If the income is at or below the MAGI income standard, the individ-
ual meets the financial eligibility requirements. Except as provided in sec-
tion (4)(a), if income exceeds the MAGI income standard, the individual is
ineligible.

(4) This section applies to MAGI Medicaid/CHIP programs:
(a) If an individual is ineligible for MAGI Medicaid based solely on

income and would otherwise be eligible for MAGI CHIP or be referred to
the Exchange for APTC, a disregard equivalent to five percentage points of
the federal poverty level for the applicable family size shall be applied to
the household group’s income. If the resulting amount is below the income
standard for the applicable program and family size, the individual meets
the financial eligibility requirements in the following programs:

(A) The MAGI Parent or Other Caretaker Relative Program;
(B) The MAGI Child Program;
(C) The MAGI Adult Program; and
(D) The MAGI Pregnant Woman Program;
(b) If an individual is ineligible for MAGI CHIP based solely on

income and would otherwise be referred to the Exchange for APTC, a dis-
regard equivalent to five percentage points of the federal poverty level for
the applicable family size shall be applied to the household group’s income.
If the resulting amount is below the income standard for the applicable pro-
gram and family size, the individual meets the financial eligibility require-
ments in the MAGI CHIP;

(c) The MAGI income standard for the MAGI Parent or Other
Caretaker-Relative program is set as follows: [Table not included. See ED.
NOTE.]

(d) Effective March 1, 2015, the MAGI income standard for the
MAGI Child Program and the MAGI Adult Program is set at 133 percent
of the FPL as follows. If an individual’s household group income exceeds
the income standard for their family size, the appropriate disregard for their
family size described in section (4)(a) shall be applied: [Table not includ-
ed. See ED. NOTE.]

(e) Effective March 1, 2015, the MAGI income standard for the
MAGI Pregnant Woman Program and for MAGI Child Program recipients
under age one is set at 185 percent FPL. If an individual’s household group
income exceeds the income standard for their family size, the appropriate
disregard for their family size described in section (4)(a) shall be applied:
[Table not included. See ED. NOTE.]

(f) Effective March 1, 2015, the MAGI income standard for the
MAGI CHIP program is set through 300 percent of FPL as follows. If a
child’s household group income exceeds the income standard for their fam-
ily size, and the child would be otherwise ineligible for MAGI CHIP, the
appropriate disregard for their family size described in section (5)(a)(B)
shall be applied: [Table not included. See ED. NOTE.]

(g) When the Department makes an ELE determination and the child
meets all MAGI CHIP or MAGI Child Program nonfinancial eligibility
requirements, the household size determined by the Department is used to
determine eligibility regardless of the family size. The countable income of
the household is determined by the ELA. A child is deemed eligible for
MAGI CHIP or MAGI Child Program as follows:

(A) Effective March 1, 2015, if the MAGI-based income of the house-
hold group is below 163 percent of the 2015 federal poverty level as listed
below, the Department deems the child eligible for the MAGI Child
Program; [Table not included. See ED. NOTE.]

(B) If the MAGI-based income of the household group is at or above
163 percent of the FPL through 300 percent of the FPL as listed in section
(4) (f) of this rule, the Agency deems the child eligible for MAGI CHIP.

[ED. NOTE: Tables referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 411.402, 411.404 & 413.042
Stats. Implemented: ORS 411.400, 411.402, 411.404, 411.406, 411.439, 411.443, 413.032,
414.025, 414.231, 414.447 & 414.706
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Hist.: DMAP 54-2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 10-1-13 thru 3-30-14; DMAP 4-2014(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 1-15-14 thru 3-30-14; DMAP 20-2014, f. & cert. ef. 3-28-14; DMAP 25-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-14-14 thru 10-11-14; DMAP 53-2014, f. & cert. ef. 9-23-14;
DMAP 67-2014(Temp), f. 11-14-14, cert. ef. 11-15-14 thru 5-13-15; DMAP 3-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 1-30-15; DMAP 6-2015(Temp), f. 2-13-15, cert. ef. 3-1-15 thru 8-27-15; DMAP 27-
2015, f. 4-21-15, cert. ef. 4-22-15

Rule Caption: Update Reference to Current Covered and Non-
Covered Dental Services Document, Incorporate Changes to
Prioritized List
Adm. Order No.: DMAP 28-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-1-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Amended: 410-123-1220, 410-123-1260
Rules Repealed: 410-123-1220(T), 410-123-1260(T)
Subject: Effective January 1, 2015, the Health Evidence Review
Commission (HERC) added four oral health codes to funded lines
of the Prioritized List of Health Services (Prioritized List). These
codes are 99188, D1535, D9219, and D9931.The Authority is
amending OAR 410-123-1220 and OAR 410-123-1260 to reflect
these changes.
Rules Coordinator: Sandy Cafourek—(503) 945-6430
410-123-1220
Coverage According to the Prioritized List of Health Services

(1) This rule incorporates by reference the “Covered and Non-
Covered Dental Services” document, dated January 1, 2015, and located on
the Division of Medical Assistance Programs’ (Division) website at:
http://www.oregon.gov/oha/healthplan/Pages/dental.aspx. 

(a) The “Covered and Non-Covered Dental Services” document lists
coverage of Current Dental Terminology (CDT) procedure codes according
to the Oregon Health Evidence Review Commission (HERC) Prioritized
List of Health Services (Prioritized List) and the client’s specific Oregon
Health Plan benefit package; 

(b) This document is subject to change if there are funding changes to
the Prioritized List. 

(2) Changes to services funded on the Prioritized List are effective on
the date of the Prioritized List change: 

(a) The Division administrative rules (chapter 410, division 123) will
not reflect the most current Prioritized List changes until they have gone
through the Division rule filing process; 

(b) For the most current Prioritized List, refer to the HERC website at
http://www.oregon.gov/oha/herc/Pages/PrioritizedList.aspx; 

(c) In the event of an alleged variation between a Division-listed code
and a national code, the Division shall apply the national code in effect on
the date of request or date of service. 

(3) Refer to OAR 410-123-1260 for information about limitations on
procedures funded according to the Prioritized List. Examples of limita-
tions include frequency and client’s age. 

(4) The Prioritized List does not include or fund the following gener-
al categories of dental services, and the Division does not cover them for
any client. Several of these services are considered elective or “cosmetic”
in nature (i.e., done for the sake of appearance): 

(a) Desensitization; 
(b) Implant and implant services; 
(c) Mastique or veneer procedure; 
(d) Orthodontia (except when it is treatment for cleft palate); 
(e) Overhang removal; 
(f) Procedures, appliances, or restorations solely for aesthetic or cos-

metic purposes; 
(g) Temporomandibular joint dysfunction treatment; and 
(h) Tooth bleaching.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 413.042 & 414.065
Stats. Implemented: ORS 414.065
Hist.: HR 3-1994, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-94; HR 21-1994(Temp), f. 4-29-94, cert. ef. 5-1-94; HR
32-1994, f. & cert. ef. 11-1-94; HR 20-1995, f. 9-29-95, cert. ef. 10-1-95; HR 9-1996, f. 5-
31-96, cert. ef. 6-1-96; OMAP 13-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-1-98 thru 9-1-98; OMAP 28-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-1-98; OMAP 23-1999, f. & cert. ef. 4-30-99; OMAP 8-2000, f. 3-31-
00, cert. ef. 4-1-00; OMAP 17-2000, f. 9-28-00, cert. ef. 10-1-00; OMAP 48-2002, f. & cert.
ef. 10-1-02; OMAP 3-2003, f. 1-31-03, cert. ef. 2-1-03; OMAP 65-2003, f. 9-10-03 cert. ef.
10-1-03; DMAP 25-2007, f. 12-11-07, cert, ef. 1-1-08; DMAP 38-2008, f. 12-11-08, cert. ef.
1-1-09; DMAP 16-2009 f. 6-12-09, cert. ef. 7-1-09; DMAP 41-2009, f. 12-15-09, cert. ef. 1-
1-10; DMAP 14-2010, f. 6-10-10, cert. ef. 7-1-10; DMAP 31-2010, f. 12-15-10, cert. ef. 1-
1-11; DMAP 17-2011, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-11; DMAP 41-2011, f. 12-21-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12;
DMAP 46-2011, f. 12-23-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DMAP 13-2013, f. 3-27-13, cert. ef. 4-1-13;
DMAP 7-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-17-15 thru 8-15-15; DMAP 28-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-
1-15

410-123-1260
OHP Plus Dental Benefits

(1) GENERAL: 
(a) Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT): 
(A) Refer to Code of Federal Regulations (42 CFR 441, Subpart B)

and OAR chapter 410, division 120 for definitions of the EPSDT program,
eligible clients, and related services. EPSDT dental services include, but are
not limited to: 

(i) Dental screening services for eligible EPSDT individuals; and 
(ii) Dental diagnosis and treatment that is indicated by screening at as

early an age as necessary, needed for relief of pain and infections, restora-
tion of teeth, and maintenance of dental health; 

(B) Providers shall provide EPSDT services for eligible Division of
Medical Assistance Programs (Division) clients according to the following
documents: 

(i) The Dental Services Program administrative rules (OAR chapter
410, division 123), for dentally appropriate services funded on the Oregon
Health Evidence Review Commission’s Prioritized List of Health Services
(Prioritized List); and 

(ii) The “Oregon Health Plan (OHP) — Recommended Dental
Periodicity Schedule,” dated January 1, 2010, incorporated in rule by ref-
erence and posted on the Division website in the Dental Services Provider
Guide document at www.oregon.gov/oha/healthplan/Pages/dental.aspx; 

(b) Restorative, periodontal, and prosthetic treatments: 
(A) Documentation shall be included in the client’s charts to support

the treatment. Treatments shall be consistent with the prevailing standard of
care and may be limited as follows: 

(i) When prognosis is unfavorable; 
(ii) When treatment is impractical; 
(iii) A lesser-cost procedure would achieve the same ultimate result;

or 
(iv) The treatment has specific limitations outlined in this rule; 
(B) Prosthetic treatment, including porcelain fused to metal crowns,

are limited until rampant progression of caries is arrested and a period of
adequate oral hygiene and periodontal stability is demonstrated; periodon-
tal health needs to be stable and supportive of a prosthetic. 

(2) ENHANCED ORAL HEALTH SERVICES IN PRIMARY CARE
SETTINGS: 

(a) Topical fluoride treatment: 
(A) For children under 19 years of age, topical fluoride varnish may

be applied by a licensed medical practitioner during a medical visit.
Providers must bill: 

(i) The Division directly when the client is fee-for-service (FFS), is
enrolled in a Coordinated Care Organization (CCO) that does not include
integrated medical and dental services, or is enrolled in a PHP that does not
include integrated medical and dental services; 

(ii) The client’s CCO if the client is enrolled in a CCO that includes
integrated medical and dental services; 

(iii) Using a professional claim format with either the appropriate
Current Dental Terminology (CDT) code (D1206-Topical Fluoride Varnish)
or the appropriate Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code (99188 -
Application of topical fluoride varnish by a physician or other qualified
health care professional); 

(B) Topical fluoride treatment from a medical practitioner counts
toward the overall maximum number of fluoride treatments, as described in
subsection (4) of this rule; 

(b) Assessment of a patient: 
(A) For children under six years of age, CDT code D0191-

Assessment of a Patient is covered as an enhanced oral health service in
medical settings; 

(B) For reimbursement in a medical setting, D0191-Assessment of a
patient must include all of the following components: 

(i) Caries risk assessment using a standardized tool endorsed by
Oregon Oral Health Coalition, the American Dental Association, the
American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, or the American Academy of
Pediatrics; 

(ii) Anticipatory guidance and counseling with the client’s caregiver
on good oral hygiene practices and nutrition; 

(iii) Referral to a dentist in order to establish a dental home; 
(iv) Documentation in medical chart of risk assessment findings and

service components provided; 
(C) For reimbursement, the performing provider must meet all of the

following criteria: 
(i) Be a physician (MD or DO), an advance practice nurse, or a

licensed physician assistant; and 
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(ii) Hold a certificate of completion from one of the following
approved training programs within the previous three years: 

(I) Smiles for Life; or 
(II) First Tooth through the Oregon Oral Health Coalition; 
(D) For reimbursement, the medical practitioners must bill: 
(i) The Division directly when the client is fee-for-service (FFS), is

enrolled in a Coordinated Care Organization (CCO) that does not include
integrated medical and dental services, or is enrolled in a PHP that does not
include integrated medical and dental services; 

(ii) The client’s CCO if the client is enrolled in a CCO that includes
integrated medical and dental services; 

(iii) Using a professional claim format with the appropriate CDT code
(D0191-Assessment of a Patient); 

(E) D0191 Assessment of a Patient may be reimbursed under this sub-
section up to a maximum of once every 12 months; 

(F) D0191 Assessment of a Patient from a medical practitioner does
not count toward the maximum number of CDT code D0191-Assessment
of a Patient services performed by a dental practitioner described in sub-
section three (3) of this rule; 

(c) For tobacco cessation services provided during a medical visit,
follow criteria outlined in OAR 410-130-0190; 

(3) DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES: 
(a) Exams: 
(A) For children under 19 years of age: 
(i) The Division shall reimburse exams (billed as CDT codes D0120,

D0145, D0150, or D0180) a maximum of twice every 12 months with the
following limitations: 

(I) D0150: once every 12 months when performed by the same prac-
titioner; 

(II) D0150: twice every 12 months only when performed by different
practitioners; 

(III) D0180: once every 12 months; 
(ii) The Division shall reimburse D0160 only once every 12 months

when performed by the same practitioner; 
(B) For adults 19 years of age and older, the Division shall reimburse

exams (billed as CDT codes D0120, D0150, D0160, or D0180) once every
12 months; 

(C) For problem focused exams (urgent or emergent problems), the
Division shall reimburse D0140 for the initial exam. The Division shall
reimburse D0170 for related problem-focused follow-up exams. Providers
must not bill D0140 and D0170 for routine dental visits; 

(D) The Division only covers oral exams performed by medical prac-
titioners when the medical practitioner is an oral surgeon; 

(E) As the American Dental Association’s Current Dental
Terminology (CDT) codebook specifies, the evaluation, diagnosis, and
treatment planning components of the exam are the responsibility of the
dentist. The Division may not reimburse dental exams when performed by
a dental hygienist (with or without an expanded practice permit); 

(b) Assessment of a patient (D0191): 
(A) When performed by a dental practitioner, the Division shall reim-

burse: 
(i) If performed by a dentist outside of a dental office; 
(ii) If performed by a dental hygienist with an expanded practice den-

tal hygiene permit; 
(iii) Only if an exam (D0120-D0180) is not performed on the same

date of service. Assessment of a patient (D0191) is included as part of an
exam (D0120-D0180); 

(iv) For children under 19 years of age, a maximum of twice every 12
months; and 

(v) For adults age 19 and older, a maximum of once every 12 months; 
(B) An assessment does not take the place of the need for oral evalu-

ations/exams; 
(c) Radiographs: 
(A) The Division shall reimburse for routine radiographs once every

12 months; 
(B) The Division shall reimburse bitewing radiographs for routine

screening once every 12 months; 
(C) The Division shall reimburse a maximum of six radiographs for

any one emergency; 
(D) For clients under age six, radiographs may be billed separately

every 12 months as follows: 
(i) D0220 — once; 
(ii) D0230 — a maximum of five times; 
(iii) D0270 — a maximum of twice, or D0272 once; 

(E) The Division shall reimburse for panoramic (D0330) or intra-oral
complete series (D0210) once every five years, but both cannot be done
within the five-year period; 

(F) Clients shall be a minimum of six years old for billing intra-oral
complete series (D0210). The minimum standards for reimbursement of
intra-oral complete series are: 

(i) For clients age six through 11- a minimum of ten periapicals and
two bitewings for a total of 12 films; 

(ii) For clients ages 12 and older - a minimum of ten periapicals and
four bitewings for a total of 14 films; 

(G) If fees for multiple single radiographs exceed the allowable reim-
bursement for a full mouth complete series (D0210), the Division shall
reimburse for the complete series; 

(H) Additional films may be covered if dentally or medically appro-
priate, e.g., fractures (Refer to OAR 410-123-1060 and 410-120-0000); 

(I) If the Division determines the number of radiographs to be exces-
sive, payment for some or all radiographs of the same tooth or area may be
denied; 

(J) The exception to these limitations is if the client is new to the
office or clinic and the office or clinic is unsuccessful in obtaining radi-
ographs from the previous dental office or clinic. Supporting documenta-
tion outlining the provider’s attempts to receive previous records shall be
included in the client’s records; 

(K) Digital radiographs, if printed, shall be on photo paper to assure
sufficient quality of images. 

(4) PREVENTIVE SERVICES: 
(a) Prophylaxis: 
(A) For children under 19 years of age — Limited to twice per 12

months; 
(B) For adults 19 years of age and older — Limited to once per 12

months; 
(C) Additional prophylaxis benefit provisions may be available for

persons with high risk oral conditions due to disease process, pregnancy,
medications, or other medical treatments or conditions, severe periodontal
disease, rampant caries and for persons with disabilities who cannot per-
form adequate daily oral health care; 

(D) Are coded using the appropriate Current Dental Terminology
(CDT) coding: 

(i) D1110 (Prophylaxis — Adult) — Use for clients 14 years of age
and older; and 

(ii) D1120 (Prophylaxis — Child) — Use for clients under 14 years
of age; 

(b) Topical fluoride treatment: 
(A) For adults 19 years of age and older — Limited to once every 12

months; 
(B) For children under 19 years of age — Limited to twice every 12

months; 
(C) Additional topical fluoride treatments may be available, up to a

total of four treatments per client within a 12-month period, when high-risk
conditions or oral health factors are clearly documented in chart notes for
clients who: 

(i) Have high-risk oral conditions due to disease process, medications,
other medical treatments or conditions, or rampant caries; 

(ii) Are pregnant; 
(iii) Have physical disabilities and cannot perform adequate, daily

oral health care; 
(iv) Have a developmental disability or other severe cognitive impair-

ment that cannot perform adequate, daily oral health care; or 
(v) Are under seven years old with high-risk oral health factors, such

as poor oral hygiene, deep pits and fissures (grooves) in teeth, severely
crowded teeth, poor diet, etc.; 

(D) Fluoride limits include any combination of fluoride varnish
(D1206) or other topical fluoride (D1208); 

(c) Sealants (D1351) and Sealant Repair (D1353): 
(A) Are covered only for children under 16 years of age; 
(B) The Division limits coverage to: 
(i) Permanent molars; and 
(ii) Only one sealant treatment per molar every five years, except for

visible evidence of clinical failure; 
(iii) Only one sealant repair treatment per molar every five years, and

only when repair is clinically indicated and appropriate; 
(d) Tobacco cessation: 
(A) For services provided during a dental visit, bill as a dental 

service using CDT code D1320 when the following brief counseling is pro-
vided: 
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(i) Ask patients about their tobacco-use status at each visit and record
information in the chart; 

(ii) Advise patients on their oral health conditions related to tobacco
use and give direct advice to quit using tobacco and a strong personalized
message to seek help; and 

(iii) Refer patients who are ready to quit, utilizing internal and exter-
nal resources, to complete the remaining three A’s (assess, assist, arrange)
of the standard intervention protocol for tobacco; 

(B) The Division allows a maximum of ten services within a three-
month period; 

(e) Space management: 
(A) The Division shall cover fixed and removable space maintainers

(D1510, D1515, D1520, and D1525) only for clients under 19 years of age; 
(B) The Division may not reimburse for replacement of lost or dam-

aged removable space maintainers. 
(5) RESTORATIVE SERVICES: 
(a) Amalgam and resin-based composite restorations, direct: 
(A) Resin-based composite crowns on anterior teeth (D2390) are only

covered for clients under 21 years of age or who are pregnant; 
(B) The Division reimburses posterior composite restorations at the

same rate as amalgam restorations; 
(C) The Division limits payment for replacement of posterior com-

posite restorations to once every five years; 
(D) The Division limits payment of covered restorations to the maxi-

mum restoration fee of four surfaces per tooth. Refer to the American
Dental Association (ADA) CDT codebook for definitions of restorative
procedures; 

(E) Providers shall combine and bill multiple surface restorations as
one line per tooth using the appropriate code. Providers may not bill multi-
ple surface restorations performed on a single tooth on the same day on sep-
arate lines. For example, if tooth #30 has a buccal amalgam and a mesial-
occlusal-distal (MOD) amalgam, then bill MOD, B, using code D2161
(four or more surfaces); 

(F) The Division may not reimburse for an amalgam or composite
restoration and a crown on the same tooth; 

(G) Interim therapeutic restoration on primary dentition (D2941) is
covered to restore and prevent progression of dental caries. Interim thera-
peutic restoration is not a definitive restoration. 

(H) Reattachment of tooth fragment (D2921) is covered once in the
lifetime of a tooth when there is no pulp exposure and no need for endodon-
tic treatment. 

(I) The Division reimburses for a surface not more than once in each
treatment episode regardless of the number or combination of restorations; 

(J) The restoration fee includes payment for occlusal adjustment and
polishing of the restoration; 

(b) Indirect crowns and related services: 
(A) General payment policies: 
(i) The fee for the crown includes payment for preparation of the gin-

gival tissue; 
(ii) The Division shall cover crowns only when: 
(I) There is significant loss of clinical crown and no other restoration

will restore function; and 
(II) The crown-to-root ratio is 50:50 or better, and the tooth is restor-

able without other surgical procedures; 
(iii) The Division shall cover core buildup (D2950) only when neces-

sary to retain a cast restoration due to extensive loss of tooth structure from
caries or a fracture and only when done in conjunction with a crown. Less
than 50 percent of the tooth structure must be remaining for coverage of the
core buildup. 

(iv) Reimbursement of retention pins (D2951) is per tooth, not per
pin; 

(B) The Division shall not cover the following services: 
(i) Endodontic therapy alone (with or without a post); 
(ii) Aesthetics (cosmetics); 
(iii) Crowns in cases of advanced periodontal disease or when a poor

crown/root ratio exists for any reason; 
(C) The Division shall cover acrylic heat or light cured crowns

(D2970 temporary crown, fractured tooth) — allowed only for anterior per-
manent teeth; 

(D) The Division shall cover the following only for clients under 21
years of age or who are pregnant: 

(i) Prefabricated plastic crowns (D2932) are allowed only for anteri-
or teeth, permanent or primary; 

(ii) Stainless steel crowns (D2930/D2931) are allowed only for ante-
rior primary teeth and posterior permanent or primary teeth; 

(iii) Prefabricated stainless steel crowns with resin window (D2933)
are allowed only for anterior teeth, permanent or primary; 

(iv) Prefabricated post and core in addition to crowns
(D2954/D2957); 

(v) Permanent crowns (resin-based composite — D2710 and D2712,
and porcelain fused to metal (PFM) — D2751 and D2752) as follows: 

(I) Limited to teeth numbers 6–11, 22 and 27 only, if dentally appro-
priate; 

(II) Limited to four in a seven-year period. This limitation includes
any replacement crowns allowed according to (E)(i) of this rule; 

(III) Only for clients at least 16 years of age; and 
(IV) Rampant caries are arrested, and the client demonstrates a peri-

od of oral hygiene before prosthetics are proposed; 
(vi) PFM crowns (D2751 and D2752) shall also meet the following

additional criteria: 
(I) The dental practitioner has attempted all other dentally appropriate

restoration options and documented failure of those options; 
(II) Written documentation in the client’s chart indicates that PFM is

the only restoration option that will restore function; 
(III) The dental practitioner submits radiographs to the Division for

review; history, diagnosis, and treatment plan may be requested. (See OAR
410-123-1100 Services Reviewed by the Division); 

(IV) The client has documented stable periodontal status with pocket
depths within 1–3 millimeters. If PFM crowns are placed with pocket
depths of 4 millimeters and over, documentation shall be maintained in the
client’s chart of the dentist’s findings supporting stability and why the
increased pocket depths will not adversely affect expected long-term prog-
nosis; 

(V) The crown has a favorable long-term prognosis; and 
(VI) If the tooth to be crowned is a clasp/abutment tooth in partial

denture, both prognosis for the crown itself and the tooth’s contribution to
partial denture shall have favorable expected long-term prognosis; 

(E) Crown replacement: 
(i) Permanent crown replacement limited to once every seven years; 
(ii) All other crown replacement limited to once every five years; and 
(iii) The Division may make exceptions to crown replacement limita-

tions due to acute trauma, based on the following factors: 
(I) Extent of crown damage; 
(II) Extent of damage to other teeth or crowns; 
(III) Extent of impaired mastication; 
(IV) Tooth is restorable without other surgical procedures; and 
(V) If loss of tooth would result in coverage of removable prosthetic; 
(F) Crown repair (D2980) is limited to only anterior teeth. 
(6) ENDODONTIC SERVICES: 
(a) Endodontic therapy: 
(A) Pulpal therapy on primary teeth (D3230 and D3240) is covered

only for clients under 21 years of age; 
(B) For permanent teeth: 
(i) Anterior and bicuspid endodontic therapy (D3310 and D3320) is

covered for all OHP Plus clients; and 
(ii) Molar endodontic therapy (D3330): 
(I) For clients through age 20, is covered only for first and second

molars; and 
(II) For clients age 21 and older who are pregnant, is covered only for

first molars; 
(C) The Division covers endodontics only if the crown-to-root ratio is

50:50 or better and the tooth is restorable without other surgical procedures; 
(b) Endodontic retreatment and apicoectomy: 
(A) The Division does not cover retreatment of a previous root canal

or apicoectomy for bicuspid or molars; 
(B) The Division limits either a retreatment or an apicoectomy (but

not both procedures for the same tooth) to symptomatic anterior teeth
when: 

(i) Crown-to-root ratio is 50:50 or better; 
(ii) The tooth is restorable without other surgical procedures; or 
(iii) If loss of tooth would result in the need for removable prostho-

dontics; 
(C) Retrograde filling (D3430) is covered only when done in con-

junction with a covered apicoectomy of an anterior tooth; 
(c) The Division does not allow separate reimbursement for open-

and-drain as a palliative procedure when the root canal is completed on the
same date of service or if the same practitioner or dental practitioner in the
same group practice completed the procedure; 

(d) The Division covers endodontics if the tooth is restorable within
the OHP benefit coverage package; 
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(e) Apexification/recalcification procedures: 
(A) The Division limits payment for apexification to a maximum of

five treatments on permanent teeth only; 
(B) Apexification/recalcification procedures are covered only for

clients under 21 years of age or who are pregnant. 
(7) PERIODONTIC SERVICES: 
(a) Surgical periodontal services: 
(A) Gingivectomy/Gingivoplasty (D4210 and D4211) — limited to

coverage for severe gingival hyperplasia where enlargement of gum tissue
occurs that prevents access to oral hygiene procedures, e.g., Dilantin hyper-
plasia; and 

(B) Includes six months routine postoperative care; 
(C) The Division shall consider gingivectomy or gingivoplasty to

allow for access for restorative procedure, per tooth (D4212) as part of the
restoration and will not provide a separate reimbursement for this proce-
dure; 

(b) Non-surgical periodontal services: 
(A) Periodontal scaling and root planing (D4341 and D4342): 
(i) For clients through age 20, allowed once every two years; 
(ii) For clients age 21 and over, allowed once every three years; 
(iii) A maximum of two quadrants on one date of service is payable,

except in extraordinary circumstances; 
(iv) Quadrants are not limited to physical area, but are further defined

by the number of teeth with pockets 5 mm or greater: 
(I) D4341 is allowed for quadrants with at least four or more teeth

with pockets 5 mm or greater; 
(II) D4342 is allowed for quadrants with at least two teeth with pock-

et depths of 5 mm or greater; 
(v) Prior authorization for more frequent scaling and root planing may

be requested when: 
(I) Medically/dentally necessary due to periodontal disease as defined

above is found during pregnancy; and 
(II) Client’s medical record is submitted that supports the need for

increased scaling and root planing; 
(B) Full mouth debridement (D4355): 
(i) For clients through age 20, allowed only once every two years; 
(ii) For clients age 21 and older, allowed once every three years; 
(c) Periodontal maintenance (D4910): 
(A) For clients through age 20, allowed once every six months; 
(B) For clients age 21 and older: 
(i) Limited to following periodontal therapy (surgical or non-surgical)

that is documented to have occurred within the past three years; 
(ii) Allowed once every twelve months; 
(iii) Prior authorization for more frequent periodontal maintenance

may be requested when: 
(I) Medically/dentally necessary, such as due to presence of peri-

odontal disease during pregnancy; and 
(II) Client’s medical record is submitted that supports the need for

increased periodontal maintenance (chart notes, pocket depths and radi-
ographs); 

(d) Records shall clearly document the clinical indications for all peri-
odontal procedures, including current pocket depth charting and/or radi-
ographs; 

(e) The Division may not reimburse for procedures identified by the
following codes if performed on the same date of service: 

(A) D1110 (Prophylaxis — adult); 
(B) D1120 (Prophylaxis — child); 
(C) D4210 (Gingivectomy or gingivoplasty — four or more contigu-

ous teeth or bounded teeth spaces per quadrant); 
(D) D4211 (Gingivectomy or gingivoplasty — one to three contigu-

ous teeth or bounded teeth spaces per quadrant); 
(E) D4341 (Periodontal scaling and root planning — four or more

teeth per quadrant); 
(F) D4342 (Periodontal scaling and root planning — one to three teeth

per quadrant); 
(G) D4355 (Full mouth debridement to enable comprehensive evalu-

ation and diagnosis); and 
(H) D4910 (Periodontal maintenance). 
(8) REMOVABLE PROSTHODONTIC SERVICES: 
(a) Clients age 16 years and older are eligible for removable resin

base partial dentures (D5211-D5212) and full dentures (complete or imme-
diate, D5110-D5140); 

(b) The Division limits full dentures for clients age 21 and older to
only those clients who are recently edentulous: 

(A) For the purposes of this rule: 

(i) “Edentulous” means all teeth removed from the jaw for which the
denture is being provided; and 

(ii) “Recently edentulous” means the most recent extractions from
that jaw occurred within six months of the delivery of the final denture (or,
for fabricated prosthetics, the final impression) for that jaw; 

(B) See OAR 410-123-1000 for detail regarding billing fabricated
prosthetics; 

(c) The fee for the partial and full dentures includes payment for
adjustments during the six-month period following delivery to clients; 

(d) Resin partial dentures (D5211-D5212): 
(A) The Division may not approve resin partial dentures if stainless

steel crowns are used as abutments; 
(B) For clients through age 20, the client shall have one or more ante-

rior teeth missing or four or more missing posterior teeth per arch with
resulting space equivalent to that loss demonstrating inability to masticate.
Third molars are not a consideration when counting missing teeth; 

(C) For clients age 21 and older, the client shall have one or more
missing anterior teeth or six or more missing posterior teeth per arch with
documentation by the provider of resulting space causing serious impair-
ment to mastication. Third molars are not a consideration when counting
missing teeth; 

(D) The dental practitioner shall note the teeth to be replaced and
teeth to be clasped when requesting prior authorization (PA); 

(e) Replacement of removable partial or full dentures, when it cannot
be made clinically serviceable by a less costly procedure (e.g., reline,
rebase, repair, tooth replacement), is limited to the following: 

(A) For clients at least 16 years and under 21 years of age, the
Division shall replace full or partial dentures once every ten years, only if
dentally appropriate. This does not imply that replacement of dentures or
partials shall be done once every ten years, but only when dentally appro-
priate; 

(B) For clients 21 years of age and older, the Division may not cover
replacement of full dentures but shall cover replacement of partial dentures
once every ten (10) years only if dentally appropriate; 

(C) The ten year limitations apply to the client regardless of the
client’s OHP or Dental Care Organization (DCO)/Coordinated Care
Organization (CCO) enrollment status at the time the client’s last denture
or partial was received. For example: A client receives a partial on February
1, 2002, and becomes a FFS OHP client in 2005. The client is not eligible
for a replacement partial until February 1, 2012. The client gets a replace-
ment partial on February 3, 2012 while FFS and a year later enrolls in a
DCO or CCO. The client would not be eligible for another partial until
February 3, 2022, regardless of DCO, CCO, or FFS enrollment; 

(D) Replacement of partial dentures with full dentures is payable ten
years after the partial denture placement. Exceptions to this limitation may
be made in cases of acute trauma or catastrophic illness that directly or indi-
rectly affects the oral condition and results in additional tooth loss. This
pertains to, but is not limited to, cancer and periodontal disease resulting
from pharmacological, surgical, and medical treatment for aforementioned
conditions. Severe periodontal disease due to neglect of daily oral hygiene
may not warrant replacement; 

(f) The Division limits reimbursement of adjustments and repairs of
dentures that are needed beyond six months after delivery of the denture as
follows for clients 21 years of age and older: 

(A) A maximum of four times per year for: 
(i) Adjusting complete and partial dentures, per arch (D5410-D5422); 
(ii) Replacing missing or broken teeth on a complete denture, each

tooth (D5520); 
(iii) Replacing broken tooth on a partial denture, each tooth (D5640); 
(iv) Adding tooth to existing partial denture (D5650); 
(B) A maximum of two times per year for: 
(i) Repairing broken complete denture base (D5510); 
(ii) Repairing partial resin denture base (D5610); 
(iii) Repairing partial cast framework (D5620); 
(iv) Repairing or replacing broken clasp (D5630); 
(v) Adding clasp to existing partial denture (D5660); 
(g) Replacement of all teeth and acrylic on cast metal framework

(D5670, D5671): 
(A) Is covered for clients age 16 and older a maximum of once every

ten (10) years, per arch; 
(B) Ten years or more shall have passed since the original partial den-

ture was delivered; 
(C) Is considered replacement of the partial so a new partial denture

may not be reimbursed for another ten years; and 
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(D) Requires prior authorization as it is considered a replacement par-
tial denture; 

(h) Denture rebase procedures: 
(A) The Division shall cover rebases only if a reline may not ade-

quately solve the problem; 
(B) For clients through age 20, the Division limits payment for rebase

to once every three years; 
(C) For clients age 21 and older: 
(i) There shall be documentation of a current reline that has been done

and failed; and 
(ii) The Division limits payment for rebase to once every five years; 
(D) The Division may make exceptions to this limitation in cases of

acute trauma or catastrophic illness that directly or indirectly affects the
oral condition and results in additional tooth loss. This pertains to, but is not
limited to, cancer and periodontal disease resulting from pharmacological,
surgical, and medical treatment for aforementioned conditions. Severe peri-
odontal disease due to neglect of daily oral hygiene may not warrant rebas-
ing; 

(i) Denture reline procedures: 
(A) For clients through age 20, the Division limits payment for reline

of complete or partial dentures to once every three years; 
(B) For clients age 21 and older, the Division limits payment for

reline of complete or partial dentures to once every five years; 
(C) The Division may make exceptions to this limitation under the

same conditions warranting replacement; 
(D) Laboratory relines: 
(i) Are not payable prior to six months after placement of an immedi-

ate denture; and 
(ii) For clients through age 20, are limited to once every three years; 
(iii) For clients age 21 and older, are limited to once every five years; 
(j) Interim partial dentures (D5820-D5821, also referred to as “flip-

pers”): 
(A) Are allowed if the client has one or more anterior teeth missing;

and 
(B) The Division shall reimburse for replacement of interim partial

dentures once every five years but only when dentally appropriate; 
(k) Tissue conditioning: 
(A) Is allowed once per denture unit in conjunction with immediate

dentures; and 
(B) Is allowed once prior to new prosthetic placement; 
(L) Cleaning and inspection of a removable appliance (D9931):
(A) Is allowed for professional cleaning of a patient’s denture through

the use of an ultrasonic cleaner;
(B) The Division shall reimburse for cleaning and inspection of a den-

ture once per client per year and only when a dental cleaning (prophylaxis)
is not performed on the same day.

(9) MAXILLOFACIAL PROSTHETIC SERVICES: 
(a) Fluoride gel carrier (D5986) is limited to those patients whose

severity of oral disease causes the increased cleaning and fluoride treat-
ments allowed in rule to be insufficient. The dental practitioner shall docu-
ment failure of those options prior to use of the fluoride gel carrier; 

(b) All other maxillofacial prosthetics (D5900-D5999) are medical
services. Refer to the “Covered and Non-Covered Dental Services” docu-
ment and OAR 410-123-1220: 

(A) Bill for medical maxillofacial prosthetics using the professional
(CMS1500, DMAP 505 or 837P) claim format: 

(B) For clients receiving services through a CCO or PHP, bill medical
maxillofacial prosthetics to the CCO or PHP; 

(C) For clients receiving medical services through FFS, bill the
Division. 

(10) ORAL SURGERY SERVICES: 
(a) Bill the following procedures in an accepted dental claim format

using CDT codes: 
(A) Procedures that are directly related to the teeth and supporting

structures that are not due to a medical condition or diagnosis, including
such procedures performed in an ambulatory surgical center (ASC) or an
inpatient or outpatient hospital setting; 

(B) Services performed in a dental office setting or an oral surgeon’s
office: 

(i) Such services include, but are not limited to, all dental procedures,
local anesthesia, surgical postoperative care, radiographs, and follow-up
visits; 

(ii) Refer to OAR 410-123-1160 for any PA requirements for specific
procedures; 

(b) Bill the following procedures using the professional claim format
and the appropriate American Medical Association (AMA) CPT procedure
and ICD9 diagnosis codes: 

(A) Procedures that are a result of a medical condition (i.e., fractures,
cancer); 

(B) Services requiring hospital dentistry that are the result of a med-
ical condition/diagnosis (i.e., fracture, cancer); 

(c) Refer to the “Covered and Non-Covered Dental Services” docu-
ment to see a list of CDT procedure codes on the Prioritized List that may
also have CPT medical codes. See OAR 410-123-1220. The procedures
listed as “medical” on the table may be covered as medical procedures, and
the table may not be all-inclusive of every dental code that has a corre-
sponding medical code; 

(d) For clients enrolled in a DCO or CCO responsible for dental serv-
ices, the DCO or CCO shall pay for those services in the dental plan pack-
age; 

(e) Oral surgical services performed in an ASC or an inpatient or out-
patient hospital setting: 

(A) Require PA; 
(B) For clients enrolled in a CCO or FCHP, the CCO or FCHP shall

pay for the facility charge and anesthesia services. For clients enrolled in a
Physician Care Organization (PCO), the PCO shall pay for the outpatient
facility charge (including ASCs) and anesthesia. Refer to the current
Medical Surgical Services administrative rules in OAR chapter 410, divi-
sion 130 for more information; 

(C) If a client is enrolled in a CCO or PHP, the provider shall contact
the CCO or PHP for any required authorization before the service is ren-
dered; 

(f) All codes listed as “by report” require an operative report; 
(g) The Division covers payment for tooth re-implantation only in

cases of traumatic avulsion where there are good indications of success; 
(h) Biopsies collected are reimbursed as a dental service. Laboratory

services of biopsies are reimbursed as a medical service; 
(i) The Division does not cover surgical excisions of soft tissue

lesions (D7410-D7415); 
(j) Extractions — Includes local anesthesia and routine postoperative

care, including treatment of a dry socket if done by the provider of the
extraction. Dry socket is not considered a separate service; 

(k) Surgical extractions: 
(A) Include local anesthesia and routine post-operative care; 
(B) The Division limits payment for surgical removal of impacted

teeth or removal of residual tooth roots to treatment for only those teeth that
have acute infection or abscess, severe tooth pain, or unusual swelling of
the face or gums; 

(C) The Division does not cover alveoloplasty in conjunction with
extractions (D7310 and D7311) separately from the extraction; 

(D) The Division covers alveoplasty not in conjunction with extrac-
tions (D7320-D7321) only for clients under 21 years of age or who are
pregnant; 

(l) Frenulectomy/frenulotomy (D7960) and frenuloplasty (D7963): 
(A) The Division covers either frenulectomy or frenuloplasty once per

lifetime per arch only for clients under age 21; 
(B) The Division covers maxillary labial frenulectomy only for clients

age 12 through 20; 
(C) The Division shall cover frenulectomy/frenuloplasty in the fol-

lowing situations: 
(i) When the client has ankyloglossia; 
(ii) When the condition is deemed to cause gingival recession; or 
(iii) When the condition is deemed to cause movement of the gingi-

val margin when the frenum is placed under tension; 
(m) The Division covers excision of pericoronal gingival (D7971)

only for clients under age 21 or who are pregnant. 
(11) ORTHODONTIA SERVICES: 
(a) The Division limits orthodontia services and extractions to eligi-

ble clients: 
(A) With the ICD-9-CM diagnosis of: 
(i) Cleft palate; or 
(ii) Cleft palate with cleft lip; and 
(B) Whose orthodontia treatment began prior to 21 years of age; or 
(C) Whose surgical corrections of cleft palate or cleft lip were not

completed prior to age 21; 
(b) PA is required for orthodontia exams and records. A referral letter

from a physician or dentist indicating diagnosis of cleft palate or cleft lip
shall be included in the client’s record and a copy sent with the PA request; 
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(c) Documentation in the client’s record shall include diagnosis,
length, and type of treatment; 

(d) Payment for appliance therapy includes the appliance and all fol-
low-up visits; 

(e) Orthodontists evaluate orthodontia treatment for cleft palate/cleft
lip as two phases. Stage one is generally the use of an activator (palatal
expander), and stage two is generally the placement of fixed appliances
(banding). The Division shall reimburse each phase separately; 

(f) The Division shall pay for orthodontia in one lump sum at the
beginning of each phase of treatment. Payment for each phase is for all
orthodontia-related services. If the client transfers to another orthodontist
during treatment, or treatment is terminated for any reason, the orthodontist
shall refund to the Division any unused amount of payment after applying
the following formula: Total payment minus $300.00 (for banding) multi-
plied by the percentage of treatment remaining; 

(g) The Division shall use the length of the treatment plan from the
original request for authorization to determine the number of treatment
months remaining; 

(h) As long as the orthodontist continues treatment, the Division may
not require a refund even though the client may become ineligible for med-
ical assistance sometime during the treatment period; 

(i) Code: 
(A) D8660 — PA required (reimbursement for required orthodontia

records is included); 
(B) Codes D8010-D8690 — PA required. 
(12) ADJUNCTIVE GENERAL AND OTHER SERVICES: 
(a) Fixed partial denture sectioning (D9120) is covered only when

extracting a tooth connected to a fixed prosthesis and a portion of the fixed
prosthesis is to remain intact and serviceable, preventing the need for more
costly treatment; 

(b) Anesthesia: 
(A) Only use general anesthesia or IV sedation for those clients with

concurrent needs: age; physical, medical or mental status; or degree of dif-
ficulty of the procedure (D9220, D9221, D9241 and D9242); 

(B) The Division reimburses providers for general anesthesia or IV
sedation as follows: 

(i) D9220 or D9241: For the first 30 minutes; 
(ii) D9221 or D9242: For each additional 15-minute period, up to

three hours on the same day of service. Each 15-minute period represents a
quantity of one. Enter this number in the quantity column; 

(iii) D9219: For thorough patient safety and appropriateness, evalua-
tion in advance of in-office deep sedation or general anesthesia.
Reimbursement is limited to once per in-office deep sedation or general
anesthesia procedure;

(C) The Division reimburses administration of Nitrous Oxide
(D9230) per date of service, not by time; 

(D) Oral pre-medication anesthesia for conscious sedation (D9248): 
(i) Limited to clients under 13 years of age; 
(ii) Limited to four times per year; 
(iii) Includes payment for monitoring and Nitrous Oxide; and 
(iv) Requires use of multiple agents to receive payment; 
(E) Upon request, providers shall submit a copy of their permit to

administer anesthesia, analgesia, and sedation to the Division; 
(F) For the purpose of Title XIX and Title XXI, the Division limits

payment for code D9630 to those oral medications used during a procedure
and is not intended for “take home” medication; 

(c) The Division limits reimbursement of house/extended care facili-
ty call (D9410) only for urgent or emergent dental visits that occur outside
of a dental office. This code is not reimbursable for provision of preventive
services or for services provided outside of the office for the provider or
facilities’ convenience; 

(d) Oral devices/appliances (E0485, E0486): 
(A) These may be placed or fabricated by a dentist or oral surgeon but

are considered a medical service; 
(B) Bill the Division, CCO, or the PHP for these codes using the pro-

fessional claim format.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 413.042 & 414.065
Stats. Implemented: ORS 414.065 
Hist.: HR 3-1994, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-94; HR 20-1995, f. 9-29-95, cert. ef. 10-1-95; OMAP 13-
1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-1-98 thru 9-1-98; OMAP 28-1998, f. & cert. ef. 9-1-98; OMAP
23-1999, f. & cert. ef. 4-30-99; OMAP 8-2000, f. 3-31-00, cert. ef. 4-1-00; OMAP 17-2000,
f. 9-28-00, cert. ef. 10-1-00; OMAP 48-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-1-02; OMAP 3-2003, f. 1-31-
03, cert. ef. 2-1-03; OMAP 65-2003, f. 9-10-03 cert. ef. 10-1-03; OMAP 55-2004, f. 9-10-04,
cert. ef. 10-1-04; OMAP 12-2005, f. 3-11-05, cert. ef. 4-1-05; DMAP 25-2007, f. 12-11-07,
cert, ef. 1-1-08; DMAP 18-2008, f. 6-13-08, cert. ef. 7-1-08; DMAP 38-2008, f. 12-11-08,
cert. ef. 1-1-09; DMAP 16-2009 f. 6-12-09, cert. ef. 7-1-09; DMAP 41-2009, f. 12-15-09,
cert. ef. 1-1-10; DMAP 14-2010, f. 6-10-10, cert. ef. 7-1-10; DMAP 31-2010, f. 12-15-10,
cert. ef. 1-1-11; DMAP 17-2011, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-11; DMAP 41-2011, f. 12-21-11, cert. ef.

1-1-12; DMAP 46-2011, f. 12-23-11, cert. ef. 1-1-12; DMAP 13-2013, f. 3-27-13, cert. ef. 4-
1-13; DMAP 28-2013(Temp), f. 6-26-13, cert. ef. 7-1-13 thru 12-28-13; DMAP 68-2013, f.
12-5-13, cert. ef. 12-23-13; DMAP 75-2013(Temp), f. 12-31-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14 thru 6-30-
14; DMAP 10-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-28-14 thru 8-27-14; DMAP 19-2014(Temp), f. 3-
28-14, cert. ef. 4-1-14 thru 6-30-14; DMAP 36-2014, f. & cert. ef. 6-27-14; DMAP 56-2014,
f. 9-26-14, cert. ef. 10-1-14; DMAP 7-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-17-15 thru 8-15-15;
DMAP 28-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-1-15

Oregon Health Authority, 
Oregon Educators Benefit Board

Chapter 111
Rule Caption: Adopting language for a new medical benefit plan
offering
Adm. Order No.: OEBB 2-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-28-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-28-15 thru 10-24-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Adopted: 111-030-0011
Subject: In order to assist OEBB participating entities with meet-
ing the Shared Responsibility provision of the Affordable Care Act
(ACA), the OEBB Board has approved the offering of a bronze level
medical plan to certain individuals that meet strict requirements. The
temporary rule language defines who is eligible and what the limi-
tations are.
Rules Coordinator:April Kelly—(503) 378-6588
111-030-0011
Bronze Medical Plan Offering

(1) Effective October 1, 2015, a bronze medical plan option or options
will be available for entities to offer employees who:

(a) Meet the definition of a full-time employee under the Affordable
Care Act (ACA);

(b) Are not employed in a benefit-eligible position or eligible for ben-
efits under a collective bargaining agreement; and

(c) Do not receive any form of benefit contribution from the entity.
(2) The bronze medical plan option(s) will be limited to; 
(a) Employee only and employee plus child(ren) coverage using the

tiered rate structure; and
(b) Active employees as described in section (1) and COBRA partic-

ipants eligible due to loss of coverage as an active employee, or dependent
of an active employee, as described in section (1).

(3) The bronze medical plan availability, enrollments and application
of criteria set forth in sections (1) and (2) are subject to ongoing monitor-
ing and review by OEBB to confirm compliance.

(4) Employees eligible for coverage on the bronze medical plan
option(s) may not be offered or enroll in any the following OEBB benefits
as an eligible subscriber: dental, vision, life, AD&D, disability or long term
care.

(5) Employees eligible for coverage on the bronze medical plan
option(s) may be included in an entity’s Employee Assistance Program
(EAP) and can contribute to the entity’s flexible spending account (FSA),
if available, and at the entity’s discretion. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.860 - 243.886
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.864(1)(a)
Hist.: OEBB 2-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-28-15 thru 10-24-15

Oregon Health Authority, 
Public Employees’ Benefit Board

Chapter 101
Rule Caption: PEBB is amending its OARs permanently to con-
firm with the Affordable Care Act’s current regulations.
Adm. Order No.: PEBB 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-12-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-12-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Amended: 101-010-0005, 101-015-0005, 101-020-0002, 101-
020-0005, 101-020-0012, 101-020-0045, 101-030-0010, 101-030-
0015, 101-030-0020
Rules Repealed: 101-010-0005(T), 101-015-0005(T), 101-020-
0002(T), 101-020-0005(T), 101-020-0012(T), 101-020-0045(T),
101-030-0010(T), 101-030-0015(T), 101-030-0020(T)
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Subject: PEBB is amending its OARs permanently to conform with
the Affordable Care Act’s current regulations.
Rules Coordinator: Cherie Taylor—(503) 378-6296
101-010-0005
Definitions

Unless the context indicates otherwise, as used in OAR chapter 101,
divisions 1 through 60, the following definitions will apply: 

(1) “ACA” means the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and
regulations promulgated under the Act by any federal agencies as of the
effective date of the amended rule, including but not limited to Shared
Responsibility for Employers Regarding Health Coverage, 79 Fed. Reg.
8544 (Feb. 12, 2014).

(2) “Actively at work” for medical and dental insurance coverage
means an active eligible employee at work, in paid status and scheduled for
work during the month. Optional plan policies or plan certificates contain
“actively at work” criteria specific to the individual plan. 

(3) “Active Participation” in reference to a Flexible Spending
Account (FSA) means an eligible employee currently enrolled in the plan
and who each month deposits the required dollar contribution in the
account. 

(4) “Administrative Period” means ACA period of no longer than 90
days beginning immediately following the end of a Standard Measurement
Period and no longer than 90 days beginning immediately following the
end of an Initial Measurement Period and ending immediately before the
start of the associated Stability Period. During this time period the employ-
er completes administrative tasks, for example but not limited to, calculat-
ing measurement period hours, eligibility determination, providing the
employee with enrollment materials.

(5) “Affidavit of Dependency” means a notarized document that
attests a dependent child meets the criteria for a dependent child under
OAR 101-015-0011. 

(6) “Affidavit of Domestic Partnership” means a notarized document
that attests the eligible employee and one other individual meet the criteria
in OAR 101-015-0026(2). 

(7) “Agency” means a PEBB participating organization such as an
individual state of Oregon public agency, semi-independent agency, and
individual OUS University. 

(8) “Benefit amount” means the amount of money paid by a PEBB
participating organization for the purchase of core benefit plans on behalf
of active eligible employees. PEBB does not determine the benefit amount. 

(9) “Benefit eligible” means an employee who has met the eligibility
requirements of (18) of this rule and is eligible to enroll in PEBB core ben-
efits and optional plans.

(10) “CBIW” means Continuation of Benefits for Injured Workers. 
(11) “Certificate of Registered Domestic Partnership” means the cer-

tificate issued by an Oregon county clerk to two individuals of the same sex
after they file a Declaration of Domestic Partnership with the county clerk. 

(12) “COBRA” means the federal Consolidated Omnibus
Reconciliation Act of 1985. 

(13) “Core Benefits” means specific benefit plans that a PEBB
employer may contribute a benefit amount towards the cost of the premi-
ums for active eligible employees (e.g., medical, dental, vision, and
employee basic term life coverage). 

(14) “Commuter Accounts” means either a Transportation or Parking
account as permitted under Commuter Benefits 26 CFR 1.132-9. This ben-
efit allows benefit enrolled employees to contribute to one or both accounts
on a pretax basis to pay for work-related commuting expenses.

(15) “Dependent Care Flexible Spending Account” or “Dependent
Care FSA” means the Dependent Care Assistance Program (DCAP) that
PEBB has adopted in accordance with section 129 of the Internal Revenue
Code. 

(16) “Dependent child” means a child that satisfies the conditions of
OAR 101-015-0011, as applicable. 

(17) “Domestic partner” means an eligible employee’s partner in a
registered domestic partnership under Chapter 99 Oregon Laws 2007 or
unmarried partner of the same or opposite sex that meets the requirements
as outlined in OAR 101-015-0026(2). 

(18) “Eligible employee” means an individual eligible to enroll in
PEBB plan benefits by reason of his or her employment with a PEBB-par-
ticipating employer, and includes: 

(a) “Active eligible employee” means an employee of a PEBB partic-
ipating employer, including a state official, in an exempt, unclassified, clas-
sified, or management service position who works at least half-time or in a
position classified as job share and is expected to work at least 90 days. The

term active eligible employee can apply to an employee in an initial or stan-
dard measurement period, or in a stability period, and includes:

(A) A permanent employee who is appointed to a permanent position
(as defined by OAR 105-010-0000(40)) that is a benefit eligible position,
including but not limited to a full time, half-time, job share, or seasonal
position; or

(B) A temporary or impermanent worker who is not appointed to a
permanent position, but by following the ACA regulations and policy for
full time employees, becomes benefit eligible on a specific date after
appointment due to work expectations or becomes benefit eligible follow-
ing an initial measurement period.

(b) “Retired eligible employee” means a previously active eligible
employee, who meets retiree eligibility as defined in OAR 101-050-0005.
A retired eligible employee can enroll in PEBB retiree benefit plans as
established in Division 50 of this chapter, and must self-pay the premiums.
(c) “Other eligible employee” means an individual of a specific self-pay
group as established by ORS 243.140 and 243.200. These groups are eligi-
ble only for medical or dental benefits as approved by PEBB. 

(19) “Family member” means a spouse, domestic partner, or a quali-
fying child. 

(20) “FMLA” means the federal Family Medical Leave Act. 
(21) “FTE” means full time equivalent job position. 
(22) “Grandchild Affidavit” means a notarized document that attests

a grandchild of an eligible employee, spouse, or domestic partner meets the
eligibility criteria for PEBB grandchild coverage as defined in OAR 101-
015-0011(1)(B). 

(23) “Half-time” means an eligible employee who works less than full
time but at least: 

(a) Eighty paid regular hours per month; or 
(b) 0.5 FTE for unclassified OUS employees; or 
(c) Eighty paid hours per month and is employed at a minimum of .5

FTE, for Oregon Judicial Department employees; or 
(d) As defined by collective bargaining. 
(24) “Health Flexible Spending Account” or “Health FSA” means the

health flexible spending arrangement that PEBB has adopted in accordance
with the Internal Revenue Code. 

(25) “Imputed value” means a dollar amount established yearly for an
insurance premium at fair market value. The IRS or the Oregon Department
of Revenue may view the imputed value as taxable income. The imputed
value dollar amount is added to the eligible employee’s taxable wages. 

(26) “Ineligible individual” means an individual who does not meet
the definition of an eligible employee, spouse, domestic partner, or depend-
ent child as defined in PEBB administrative rules. 

(27) “Job share” means two eligible employees sharing one full time
equivalent position. Each eligible employee’s percentage of the total posi-
tion determines the benefit amount the employee receives. The monthly
benefit percentage amount remains the same regardless of each individual’s
hours worked per month. Job share employees may not donate their portion
of the benefit amount to the job share co-worker. 

Example: John and Jill share one full time equivalent position. When they were hired
into the position in July, John’s percentage of the total position was 40 percent; Jill’s
percentage was 60 percent. John worked 70 percent of the available hours in
September. John’s benefit amount percentage for September remains at 40 percent.
Jill’s benefit amount percentage remains at 60 percent. 
(28) “Measurement Period” means the required ACA look-back peri-

od during which hours are calculated to determine if an employee has aver-
aged at least 30 hours per week. There are two types of measurement peri-
ods:

(a) “Standard Measurement Period” means the twelve (12) consecu-
tive month period starting November 1 and ending October 31.

(b) “Initial Measurement Period” means the twelve (12) consecutive
month period starting with the first day of the employee’s employment.

(29) “Midyear plan change event” means an event that provides an
eligible employee an exception to the general plan year irrevocability rule
that applies to PEBB benefit plan elections. Not all events allow changes to
all plans, only enrollment changes that are consistent with the event are
allowed. Permissible midyear events fall into three broad groups with
allowable subgroups. The broad groups are: 

(a) Change in status, 
(b) Cost or coverage changes; or 
(c) Other laws or court orders. 
(30) “OFLA” means the Oregon Family Leave Act. 
(31) “OSPS” means the Oregon State Payroll System. 
(32) “OUS” means the Oregon University System. 
(33) “Open enrollment period” means an annual period chosen by

PEBB when both active and other eligible employees and COBRA partici-
pants can make benefit plan changes or elections for the next plan year. 
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(34) “Optional plans” means, but is not limited to: 
(a) Dependent life insurance; 
(b) Employee, spouse, or domestic partner optional life insurance; 
(c) Accidental Death & Dismemberment (AD&D) insurance; 
(d) Short Term Disability insurance; 
(e) Long Term Disability insurance; 
(f) Flexible Spending Accounts (Health and Dependent Care); 
(g) Long Term Care insurance; and
(h) Commuter Accounts (Transportation and Parking)
(35) “Paid regular status” means in current payroll status, and receiv-

ing payment for work time. Paid regular status includes the use of vacation,
sick, holiday, personal leave accruals, compensatory time, or other employ-
er approved status such as furlough. 

(36) “Pebb.benefits” means the electronic benefit management sys-
tem sponsored by PEBB. The system allows electronic enrollment and ter-
mination of an eligible individual’s benefit plans, personal information
updates, and the transmittal of data to plans, payroll centers, and third party
administrators. 

(37) “PEBB participating organization” means a state agency, board,
commission, university, or other entity that receives approval to participate
in PEBB benefit plans. 

(38) “Plan change period” means a period chosen by PEBB when
retirees can make limited benefit plan changes. 

(39) “Plan year” means a period of twelve consecutive months.
PEBB’s plan year is a calendar year. 

(40) “Qualified status change” (QSC) means a midyear change event
generally associated with a family change or a work status change that
affects plan eligibility. Plan changes are allowed when consistent with the
event. . 

(41) “Rescission” means a cancellation or discontinuance of coverage
that has a retroactive effect. A cancellation or discontinuation of coverage
that is prospective only, or one that is effective retroactively but is attribut-
able to nonpayment of premiums or contributions, is not a rescission. 

(42) “Reinstate” means to reactivate previous benefits and enroll-
ments, if available, to an eligible employee returning to eligible status with-
in a specific time frame. Reinstated enrollment does not include FSAs,
Long Term Care or Commuter plans.

(43) “Spouse” means an individual who is legally married. A marriage
or a relationship recognized as a legal marriage between two individuals in
Oregon, or another state or foreign country, will be recognized in Oregon
even though such a relationship would not be a marriage if the same facts
had been relied upon to create the marriage in Oregon. The definition of
spouse does not include a former spouse and a former spouse does not qual-
ify as a dependent.

(44) “Stability Period” means the twelve (12) consecutive month peri-
od that immediately follows a Standard Measurement Period or an Initial
Measurement Period, and, the Administrative Period associated with that
Standard Measurement Period or Initial Measurement Period. An employ-
ee remains benefit eligible for the duration of a given stability period if the
employee had an average of 30 hours of service per week, or 130 hours per
month, for the duration of the measurement period immediately preceding
the stability period.

(a) The stability period following a standard measurement period
begins on January 1 of the year after the standard measurement period ends,
and ends on December 31 of that year.

(b) The stability period following an initial measurement period
begins on the first day of the second full calendar month after the date on
which the initial measurement period ends.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061 - 243.302
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061 - 302, 659A.060 - 069, 743.600 - 602, 743.707
Hist.: PEBB 1-1999, f. 12-8-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; PEBB 1-2000, f. 11-15-00, cert. ef. 1-1-01;
PEBB 1-2001, f. & cert. ef. 9-6-01; PEBB 1-2002, f. 7-30-02, cert. ef. 8-1-02; PEBB 1-2003,
f. & cert. ef. 12-4-03; PEBB 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB 3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-
04; PEBB 3-2005, f. 8-31-05, cert. ef. 9-1-05; PEBB 2-2006(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 12-14-06
thru 6-12-07; PEBB 1-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-11-07 thru 12-8-07; PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-
28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07; PEBB 1-2008(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 2-4-08 thru 8-1-08; PEBB 2-
2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-1-08; PEBB 3-2009, f. 9-29-09 cert. ef. 10-1-09; HLA 4-2010, f. & cert.
ef. 5-18-10; PEBB 1-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10 thru 11-28-10; PEBB 7-2010, f. 12-
10-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; PEBB 1-2013, f. & cert. ef. 9-24-13; PEBB 2-2014(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 6-9-14 thru 12-5-14; PEBB 3-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-12-14 thru 5-10-15; PEBB 1-
2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

101-015-0005
Eligible Individuals

(1) The following individuals are eligible to participate in PEBB-
sponsored benefit plans:

(a) An eligible employee as defined in OAR 101-010-0005(18). 

(b) A permanent position seasonal or intermittent employee who
meets the following requirements: 

(A) An individual hired for the first time if expected to work a 90-day
continual period and works at least half-time or in a position classified as
job share. The eligible employee must enroll within 30 days of the hire or
eligibility date; or

(B) An individual hired for the first time working at least half-time or
in a position classified as job share who was not expected to work a 90-day
or more continual period, and works longer than a 90-day continual period.
The employee is eligible for enrollment retroactively effective to the first
day of the month following the original hire or eligibility date; or

(C) A previously ineligible employee returning to work is eligible for
benefit plans after 60 calendar days of employment within the current or
immediately previous plan year. The 60 calendar days of employment need
not be consecutive. 

(c) An appointed temporary or impermanent employee who (i) as of
the date of hire, is expected to work an average of 30 or more hours per
week for a 90-day continual period, or (ii) has worked an average of 30
hours or more per week for a full initial measurement period (1,560 hours)
and is in a subsequent benefit eligible stability period.

(d) A current spouse, domestic partner, or an eligible dependent child
listed by the person who is eligible under subsection (1)(a), (b), (c), or (d)
of this rule on the required enrollment form or the electronic equivalent. 

(e) An appointed and elected official. Eligibility for benefit plans
begins on the first day of the month following the date the official takes the
oath of office. 

(2) The eligible employee is responsible to maintain a valid PEBB
enrollment for all eligible family members receiving coverage. See OAR
101-020-0025. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061 - 243.302
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061-302, 659A.060-066, 743.600-602 & 743.707
Hist.: PEBB 1-1999, f. 12-8-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; PEBB 1-2000, f. 11-15-00, cert. ef. 1-1-01;
PEBB 1-2001, f. & cert. ef. 9-6-01; PEBB 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB 1-2004, f. &
cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB 3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-04; PEBB 3-2005, f. 8-31-05, cert. ef. 9-1-
05; PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07; PEBB 2-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-1-08; PEBB 7-
2010, f. 12-10-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; Suspended by PEBB 1-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-9-11
thru 8-4-11; PEBB 2-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-5-11 thru 1-31-12; Administrative correc-
tion 2-24-12; PEBB 3-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-12-14 thru 5-10-15; PEBB 1-2015, f. &
cert. ef. 5-12-15

101-020-0002
Plan Effective Dates, Employee Eligibility Continuation, and Plan
Termination Dates

(1) Irrevocability Rule. Except as otherwise provided in OAR chapter
101, all eligible employee benefit plan elections or mid-year plan changes
are irrevocable for the plan year and must have a prospective effective date. 

(2) PEBB’s eligible employee benefits are in whole month increments
for coverage and premium cost. PEBB’s core benefits are part of an Internal
Revenue Service Code 125 Cafeteria plan, requiring an employee’s month-
ly pay deduction for premium contribution is in advance of the coverage.

(3) The coverage effective date for newly eligible employees or for
employees who receive approved qualified midyear changes is the first of
the month following the later of the agency’s receipt of all required appro-
priate forms, electronic enrollment, or the actual event date. 

(a) The employee must be actively at work as specified in OAR 101-
010-0005(1) for medical and dental coverage to become effective and as
specified by optional plans in optional plan policies or certificates. 

(b) When an optional plan requires medical underwriting prior to cov-
erage approval, coverage will be effective the first of the month following
plan approval. 

(4) Employee Continuation of Coverage. An enrolled benefit eligible
employee continuing employment:

(a) Within a current stability period, remains benefit eligible for that
stability period regardless of the number of paid regular status hours
accrued in the month.

(b) Not within a current stability period, must accrue a minimum of
80 paid regular status hours in a month to qualify for benefit coverage in
the following month. If the employee accrues less than 80 paid regular sta-
tus hours in a given month, the employee’s benefits will end the last day of
that month. The agency must send the employee a self-pay COBRA
Enrollment Notice. Employees within an approved FMLA, CBIW or other
protected leave are not required to accrue 80 paid regular hours for benefits
in the following month, see division 30.

(5) Open enrollment elections are effective on the first day of the new
plan year. When an optional plan requires a medical underwriting prior to
coverage approval, coverage will be effective the first of the month follow-
ing plan approval in the new plan year. 
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(6) Coverage effective date for Special Enrollment Rights. An eligi-
ble employee or family member losing other group medical coverage is eli-
gible to enroll in PEBB plans within 30 days of the date of the loss of other
group coverage. When enrolled within 30 days of the loss, PEBB coverage
will be effective the first day of the month that coverage is lost. When noti-
fied after 30 days from the loss of coverage, if approved, the effective date
will be prospective only to the first day of the month following submission
of forms. 

Example 1: Joe loses coverage under his spouse’s plan Oct. 15. Joe submits enroll-
ment update forms Oct. 16. Joe’s coverage effective date is October 1. 
Example 2: Joe loses coverage under his spouse’s plan October 31. Joe submits
enrollment update forms November 16. Joe’s coverage effective date is November 1. 
Example 3: Joe loses coverage under his spouse’s plan October 15. Joe submits the
enrollment update forms November 23 (after 30 days from loss of coverage). If
approved, Joe’s coverage effective date is December 1. 
(7) Active benefit eligible employee core benefit termination dates: 
(a) When any employee terminates employment, benefit coverage for

the employee and covered family members will end regardless of whether
the employee is within a current stability period as follows:

(A) On the last day of the month, when the employee accrues less
than 80 paid regular status hours during the month the employment termi-
nates. 

(B) On the last day of the following month, when the employee
accrues more than 80 paid regular status hours during the month the
employment terminates.

(b) When the employee is a temporary or impermanent worker who is
benefit eligible for the current stability period and has no paid regular sta-
tus hours for at least 13 weeks, or for a period at least four weeks and longer
than the prior period during which the employee was working, the employ-
ee’s benefits will end the last day of the month of that period. If the employ-
ee returns to work for the employer the employee must be considered a new
employee.

(c) For employees of educational organizations, the time period appli-
cable under this subsection is either 26 weeks or, if the employee’s prior
period of employment was less than 26 weeks, a period that is at least four
weeks long and one week longer than the prior period of employment.

(d) When an employee is in an employer approved period of leave
without pay, (e.g., FMLA, CBIW), or is in a benefit eligible current stabil-
ity period a termination of coverage occurs when the employee’s premium
share is more than 30 days late from the designated payment due date. In
order to terminate the coverage the agency:

(A) Must provide written notice to the employee that payment has not
been received. The notice must be mailed to the employee at least 15 days
before coverage terminates and the notice must advise the employee that
coverage will be dropped on a specified date at least 15 days after the let-
ter date, unless the payment is received by that specified date (30 days).

(B) When the employee has received the 15 day notice and payment
is not received by the due date, coverage is terminated retroactively to the
last day of the last month that employee premium was received. The agency
and PEBB may adjust premiums for one month when the termination is
caused by an employee’s premium non-payment, this is not rescission. 

(C) When coverage is terminated because of the employee’s failure to
pay the premium share timely and the employee returns from the leave
within 12 months from the loss of coverage, the agency must reinstate
employee to the benefits equivalent to those the employee would have if the
leave had not been taken and premium payments missed. See OAR 1010-
20-0045 Returning to Work.

Example: John is in a benefit eligible current stability period. His August premium
share was paid by his agency with his August 1 pay (July pays August). John starts a
leave without pay on August 1. His current stability period status allows John to con-
tinue enrollment in his health benefits for September, but only if he pays his
September premium share to his agency as designated. His agency requires the pre-
mium share payments by the 15th of each month. John’s agency does not receive his
August 15 payment for September coverage. The agency sends John a notice of non-
payment by August 17. The notice provides a 15 day notice that payment must be
made to the agency by September 15 or his enrollment will retroactively terminate to
August 31 (the last day, of the last month that premium was paid). The agency pays
full premium for the September coverage. John’s payment is not received by
September15. John’s enrollment is terminated back to August 31 and he is sent a
COBRA Election Notice. If the agency paid the premiums for September, reconcilia-
tion adjustments are made by PEBB and the agency. John later returns to work in the
middle of September, his previous benefits will reinstate for an October 1 effective
date. He does not need to work 80 hours in the month of return for benefits in the fol-
lowing month, because he returned within his current stability period status. (If John
was not in a current benefit eligible stability status, or was not in a leave without pay
connected to a FMLA, CBIW, or other protected leave, he would need to work 80
hours in the month of return.)
(8) Self-pay individuals and retired employees’ benefits terminate the

last day of the last period for which the required premium contribution is
paid. 

(9) Optional plan coverages end according to the individual optional
plan’s policy or certificate directives. Refer to OAR 101-020-0060 and
101-020-0065 for FSA termination dates. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061-302
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061-302, 659A.060-069, 743.600-602 & 743.707
Hist.: PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07; PEBB 2-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-1-08; PEBB
7-2010, f. 12-10-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; PEBB 3-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-12-14 thru 5-10-
15; PEBB 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

101-020-0005
Newly Hired and Newly Eligible Employee

(1) All newly hired or a newly eligible active employees have 30 days
from the date of hire or date of eligibility to enroll in PEBB core and
optional benefit plans. Benefit plan elections are irrevocable for the plan
year except as specified in OAR 101-020-0050. 

(a) Full time temporary or impermanent employees that will be bene-
fit eligible by the fourth month of employment enroll for benefits during the
third employment month for benefits to be effective by the first of the
fourth month. 

(b) Variable hour temporary or impermanent employees that become
benefit eligible after an initial measurement period have 30 days from their
benefit eligibility date to enroll. 

(2) A newly hired benefit eligible employee or newly eligible employ-
ee can enroll in benefit plans for the following month regardless of the
number of paid regular hours in the month of hire or eligibility. The
employee must be actively at work, as specified in OAR 1010010 005(1)
on the coverage effective date. In the months following initial eligibility
and enrollment, to continue to receive coverage a benefit eligible employ-
ee:

(a) Not in a current benefit eligible stability period must meet the
requirement of a minimum of 80 hours paid regular status each month to
receive benefits the following month.

(b) In a current benefit eligible stability period is eligible for benefits
the following month regardless of the number of paid regular status hours
in the month. 

Example: Sarah was a new hire and she enrolled in benefit plans on June 25. Sarah
was in paid regular status on July 1; her coverage is effective July 1. Sarah will need
to be in paid regular status for 80 hours in July in order to receive August coverage.
(c) Who enrolls in benefit plans and terminates employment before

the effective date of insurance coverage will not receive active employee
benefits or COBRA.

Example 1: Sarah was a new hire into a benefit eligible position, she enrolled in ben-
efit plans on June 25. Sarah was in paid regular status on July 1; on July 2, she ter-
minated employment. Sarah’s coverage was effective July 1 and will remain in place
through July 31. Sarah will not receive PEBB coverage in August, but will receive a
COBRA notice.
Example 2: Ron was a new hire into a benefit eligible position, he enrolled in bene-
fit plans on June 25. He terminated employment on June 30. Ron is not eligible for
insurance coverage because he was not in paid regular status on July 1. He will not
receive a COBRA notice because he did not receive active coverage.(5) Any employ-
ee that becomes eligible for benefits during or after the open enrollment period but
before the start of the new plan year must receive the opportunity to complete open
enrollment elections before the start of the plan year.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061 - 302
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061 - 302
Hist.: PEBB 1-1999, f. 12-8-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; PEBB 1-2000, f. 11-15-00, cert. ef. 1-1-01;
PEBB 1-2001, f. & cert. ef. 9-6-01; PEBB 1-2002, f. 7-30-02, cert. ef. 8-1-02; PEBB 1-2004,
f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB 3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-04; PEBB 3-2005, f. 8-31-05, cert. ef.
9-1-05; PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07; PEBB 3-2009, f. 9-29-09 cert. ef. 10-1-
09; PEBB 7-2010, f. 12-10-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; PEBB 3-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-12-14
thru 5-10-15; PEBB 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

101-020-0012
Working in Two or More Positions or for Two or More PEBB
Participating Organizations

(1) An individual working in two or more positions or for two or more
PEBB participating organizations must work at least half-time or be in a
benefit eligible current stability period to be eligible for any PEBB-spon-
sored benefit plans. The exception is an eligible employee in a job share
position. An employee is not eligible for more benefits than what one full
time employee is eligible for. 

(2) The eligible employee’s enrollment will be completed with the
PEBB participating organization with the highest percentage of the FTE
position. 

(a) When the employee’s FTE percentages with more than one PEBB
participating organization are equal, the employee enrolls through the
organization with the earlier appointment date.

(b) When the employee has equal FTE percentages and simultaneous
dates of employment with two or more PEBB participating organizations,
the employee may choose the organization to enroll through.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061-302
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061-302
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Hist.: PEBB 1-1999, f. 12-8-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; PEBB 1-2001, f. & cert. ef. 9-6-01; PEBB
1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB 3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-04; Renumbered from 101-
040-0015, PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07; PEBB 3-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-
12-14 thru 5-10-15; PEBB 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

101-020-0045
Returning to Work

(1) Refer to the following rules for an employee returning to paid reg-
ular status from the following leave status: 

(a) Continuation of Benefits for Injured Workers (CBIW). See OAR
101-030-0010. 

(b) Federal Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA). See OAR 101-030-
0015. 

(c) Oregon Family Leave Act (OFLA). See OAR 101-030-0020. 
(d) Active Military Duty Leave (USERRA). See OAR 101-030-0022.
(2) A benefit eligible employee who is not in a current benefit eligi-

ble stability period and is returning to paid regular status must work at least
half-time in the month of return to be eligible for core benefits and option-
al plan coverage the following month if returning from:

(a) A leave without pay that is not listed in subsection (1) of this rule
and has a break in active employee coverage; or

(b) A reduction in hours below benefit eligibility criteria, unless the
employee is a benefit eligible employee in a job share position. 

(3) Any benefit eligible employee returning to paid regular status
within 30 days without a break in core coverage from either a leave not list-
ed in (1) of this rule or from an employment termination will have all avail-
able previous coverage reinstated. The employee cannot make benefit plan
changes. A benefit eligible employee who:

(a) Is not in a current benefit eligible stability period, must work at
least half-time in the month of return for benefits to be active the following
month.

(b) Is in a current benefit eligible stability period will receive benefits
in the month following the return to work regardless of the number of paid
regular status hours in the month of return.

Example 1: Gary is employed by an agency and receives PEBB benefits. On May 20
Gary begins a leave without pay that does not provide for continued benefits through-
out the leave. Gary worked more than 80 hours in May, and the agency correctly
schedules his benefit coverage end date as June 30. Gary returns to paid regular sta-
tus June 5, within 30 days of the leave start and with no break in core coverage. If
Gary is in a current benefit eligible stability period, his return to paid regular status
will reinstate his coverage for July 1. If he is not in a current benefit eligible stabili-
ty period, he must work 80 hours in June for his coverage to continue in July. Gary
cannot make any election changes to his enrollments.
Example 2: Mark terminates employment at his agency on May 31. At the time of
his termination he is in a current benefit stability period. . Mark had 80 paid hours in
the month of May; therefore, his agency ends his coverage on June 30. Mark is
rehired by an agency as a temporary employee, his hire date is July 1. This is less than
30 days; however, a break in coverage occurred on June 30. Even if Mark is in a cur-
rent benefit eligible stability period his benefits will not be reinstated until August 1.
(4) A temporary or impermanent position benefit eligible employee

who is in a current benefit eligible stability period and has no hours of serv-
ice for either 13 weeks, or a period lasting at least four weeks and longer
than the employee’s prior employment, is considered a new employee upon
return to regular pay status. Benefits are not reinstated.

(5) A permanent previously benefit eligible employee returning to a
permanent benefit eligible position within 12 months of the prior core ben-
efit termination date is not required to work at least half-time in the month
of return to be eligible for benefits the following month. The agency will
reinstate the previous plan enrollments, if available, effective the first of the
month following the employee’s return to work. The reinstatement excludes
Health and Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts, Commuter
Accounts, and Long Term Care. The employee may make midyear plan
changes to their enrollments within 30 days of the return to work date. This
rule applies regardless of the employee’s current stability period status. .

(6) A permanent benefit eligible employee who terminates employ-
ment for at least 13 weeks, and later returns to work must start a new ini-
tial measurement period. 

(a) When returning to a permanent position benefits are reinstated
according to (5) or (6) of this rule. 

(b) When returning as a temporary worker the employee is not rein-
stated to benefits and will enroll for benefits according to temporary
employee benefit policy. (7) Any previously active benefit eligible employ-
ee returning to paid regular status in a benefit eligible position after a ter-
mination of core benefits of 12 months or longer must enroll as a newly eli-
gible employee. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061 - 302
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061-302 & 659A.060-069
Hist.: PEBB 1-1999, f. 12-8-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; PEBB 1-2000, f. 11-15-00, cert. ef. 1-1-01;
PEBB 1-2001, f. & cert. ef. 9-6-01; PEBB 1-2002, f. 7-30-02, cert. ef. 8-1-02; PEBB 1-2004,
f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB 3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-
04; PEBB 3-2005, f. 8-31-05, cert. ef. 9-1-05; PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07;

PEBB 2-2008, f. & cert. ef. 8-1-08; PEBB 3-2009, f. 9-29-09 cert. ef. 10-1-09; PEBB 7-2010,
f. 12-10-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; PEBB 3-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-12-14 thru 5-10-15; PEBB
1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

101-030-0010
Continuation of Group Health Benefit Coverage for Injured Workers
(CBIW)

(1) The state is required by ORS 659A.060-069 to continue to pay the
benefit amount for PEBB health benefit coverage in effect at the time an
eligible employee has a work-related injury or illness. The benefit amount
may continue for up to 12 consecutive months or until one of the events list-
ed in ORS 659A.063 occurs, whichever occurs first. Health benefit cover-
age for this purpose includes the medical, dental, vision, and prescription
drug coverage of the employee, family members, and domestic partner. 

(2) An eligible employee may continue coverage for life, short term
and long-term disability, and accidental death and dismemberment insur-
ance plans for up to 12 months if they self-pay the premiums to the agency. 

(3) Refer to OAR 101-20-0002(7)(d)for employee premium payment
requirements.

(4) When an employee returns to work within 12 months, they will
have their previous enrollment for medical, dental, life, and disability insur-
ance reinstated the first of the month following their return to work. The
employee may make midyear plan changes within 30 days of the date they
return to work. 

(5) An employee returning to work will not be reinstated in any pre-
tax Flexible Spending Accounts. They may reenroll within 30 days of the
date they return to work. 

(6) A previously benefit eligible employee returning to paid regular
status immediately following CBIW is not required to work at least half-
time in the month they return to be eligible for benefits the following
month. 

(7) A COBRA qualifying event occurs at the end of the CBIW con-
tinuation period, or when the current benefit eligible stability period ends
the allowable benefit period, if the employee has not returned to paid regu-
lar status.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061-302 & 659A.060-069
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061-302 & 659A.060-069
Hist.: PEBB 1-1999, f. 12-8-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; PEBB 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04, PEBB
3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-04; PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07; PEBB 7-2010, f.
12-10-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; PEBB 3-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-12-14 thru 5-10-15; PEBB
1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

101-030-0015
Continuation of Core Benefit Coverage for Employees Covered under
the Federal Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

(1) The state will continue to pay the benefit amount for core benefits
in effect at the time the eligible employee begins an approved FMLA leave.

(2) An eligible employee may continue the following optional plans
during the approved FMLA leave by self-paying premiums or contributions
to the agency:

(a) Optional Life Insurances,
(b) Short Term and Long Term Disability,
(c) Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance, and,
(d) Healthcare Flexible Spending Account (FSA) — The total contri-

bution amount for the complete expected leave duration must be prepaid
prior to the start of the leave.

(3) Refer to OAR 101-20-0002((7)(d)for employee premium payment
requirements.

(4) An eligible employee on FMLA leave during open enrollment
must make open enrollment benefit elections.

(5) An eligible employee returning to work or paid regular status the
first day following the end of approved FMLA leave will have previous
enrollments reinstated retroactive to the first day of the month the employ-
ee returns. The returning employee is not required to work at least half-time
in the month they return to be eligible for benefits the following month.

(a) The employee must self-pay premiums for optional insurance plan
reinstatements for the month in which they return.

(b) An employee returning to work will not be reinstated in Long
Term Care and FSA unless the employee pre-paid the contributions to the
Healthcare FSA while on approved FMLA leave. In this case, the employ-
ee will be reinstated in the Healthcare FSA.

(c) The employee may make midyear plan changes within 30 days of
the date they return to work.

(6) An employee who does not return to work or to paid regular sta-
tus the first work day immediately following the end of approved FMLA
leave is considered the same as if returning from leave without pay. See
OAR 101-020-0045(2). 
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(7) A COBRA qualifying event occurs when (i) the employee does not
return to work, is not in paid regular status the first day after the qualified
FMLA leave ends, and is not in a current stability period, or (ii) when the
employee is in a current benefit eligible stability period and is approved to
continue the leave without pay after the qualified the FMLA ends, or (iii)
the employee terminates employment.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061 - 302
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061 - 302
Hist.: PEBB 1-1999, f. 12-8-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; PEBB 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB
3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-04; PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07; PEBB 2-2008, f.
& cert. ef. 8-1-08; PEBB 7-2010, f. 12-10-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; PEBB 3-2014(Temp), f. &
cert. ef. 11-12-14 thru 5-10-15; PEBB 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

101-030-0020
Continuation of Group Medical and Dental Insurance Coverage for
Employees Covered under the Oregon Family Leave Act (OFLA) —
ORS 659A.150-186

(1) A permanent, temporary or impermanent benefit eligible employ-
ee who qualifies for OFLA leave will continue benefits as outlined in OAR
101-020-0005 according to the their benefit eligible current stability status
at the time the leave starts.

(2) When benefits continue during OFLA because of the employee’s
current benefit eligible stability status, refer to OAR 101-20-0002(7)(d) for
employee premium payment requirements.

(3) If active employee’s PEBB insurance coverage ends, the employ-
ee will receive a COBRA election notice. See OAR 101-030-0005.

(4) See OAR 101-020-0045 Returning to Work.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 243.061-302 & 659A.150-186
Stats. Implemented: ORS 243.061-302 & 659A.150-186
Hist.: PEBB 1-1999, f. 12-8-99, cert. ef. 1-1-00; PEBB 1-2004, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-04; PEBB
3-2004, f. & cert. ef. 10-7-04; PEBB 2-2007, f. 9-28-07, cert. ef. 10-1-07; PEBB 3-
2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 11-12-14 thru 5-10-15; PEBB 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-12-15

Oregon Health Authority, 
Public Health Division

Chapter 333
Rule Caption: Update the reference to the current School-Based
Health Center (SBHC) Standards for Certification Manual
Adm. Order No.: PH 9-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-6-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-6-15 thru 11-1-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 333-028-0220
Subject: The Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Public Health Divi-
sion is temporarily amending OAR 333-028-0220 to revise the ver-
sion of the School-Based Health Center (SBHC) Standards for Cer-
tification that is currently referenced, from 2013 SBHC Standards for
Certification Manual to 2014 SBHC Standards for Certification 
Manual.
Rules Coordinator: Brittany Sande—(971) 673-1291
333-028-0220
Certification Requirements

In order to be certified as a SBHC, a SBHC must meet all require-
ments for certification in the following sections of the 2014 SBHC
Standards for Certification Manual, incorporated by reference. 

(1) Sponsoring agency, section B.1;
(2) Facility, section B.2;
(3) Hours of operation, section C.1; 
(4) Staffing, section C.2;
(5) Eligibility for services, section C.3;
(6) Policies and procedures, section C.4;
(7) Laboratory/Diagnostic services, section D;
(8) Comprehensive Services, section E.1;
(9) Equipment, section E.2;
(10) Medication, section E.3;
(11) Data collection/reporting, section F; and
(12) Billing, section G.
[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 413.223
Stats. Implemented: ORS 413.223, 413.225
Hist.: PH 15-2013, f.12-26-13, cert. ef. 1-1-14; PH 9-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-6-15 thru
11-1-15

Oregon State Marine Board
Chapter 250

Rule Caption: Regarding Visual Distress Signals: establishes state
requirement in coastal waters.
Adm. Order No.: OSMB 2-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-29-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 3-1-2015
Rules Adopted: 250-010-0164
Subject: This rule will establish a requirement for boats operating
in coastal waters to carry US Coast Guard approved visual distress
signals including in those waters directly connected to the ocean up
to a point where the waterway is less than two nautical miles wide.
Rules Coordinator: June LeTarte—(503) 378-2617
250-010-0164
Visual Distress Signals

Vessels operating in ocean or coastal waters, and on the Columbia
River west of the Astoria-Megler Bridge, are required to carry visual dis-
tress signals as defined in Title 33 Part 175 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), effective January 1, 2015.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.245; ORS 830.250
Hist.: OSMB 2-2015, f. 4-29-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

Rule Caption: Rules for the placement of informational and regu-
latory waterway markers by public bodies and individuals
Adm. Order No.: OSMB 3-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-30-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Adopted: 250-010-0206, 250-010-0215, 250-010-0225,
250-010-0230, 250-010-0235, 250-010-0270
Rules Repealed: 250-010-0200
Rules Renumbered: 250-010-0195 to 250-010-0260
Rules Ren. & Amend: 250-010-0175 to 250-010-0201, 250-010-
0180 to 250-010-0240, 250-010-0185 to 250-010-0245, 250-010-
0190 to 250-010-0255, 250-010-0205 to 250-010-0265, 250-010-
0210 to 250-010-0275
Subject: These rules describe the characteristics and standards for
regulatory and informational waterway markers (buoys and signs)
used on the
waters of this state that convey official messages to boat operators.

In addition, the rules establish procedures for public bodies and indi-
viduals to apply for a permit to place approved waterway markers
of their own (those markers not placed by the US Coast Guard or the
Oregon State Marine Board).
Rules Coordinator: June LeTarte—(503) 378-2617
250-010-0201
Definitions

(1) “Buoy” is any device designed to float and to be held in a fixed
position in a water area and which is used to convey an official message.

(2) “Calm water buoy” is a buoy designed for use in lakes, reservoirs,
or other waterbodies where currents are minimal.

(3) “Display Area” is the area needed to display a waterway marker
symbol such as a diamond, circle, or square.

(4) “Fast water buoy” is a buoy designed for use in rivers, tidal areas,
or other waterways where water currents exist.

(5) “Information marker” is a waterway marker used to convey infor-
mation to boat operators other than regulatory matters, such as warnings of
dangers or obstructions to navigation or other information of an official
nature which will contribute to the health, safety, and well-being of boaters.

(6) “Mooring buoy” is a device that is permanently secured to the bot-
tom of a body of water and to which a vessel may be secured when not
underway.

(7) “Regulatory marker” is a waterway marker used to alert boat oper-
ators to restrictions set in law including, but not limited to, boat exclusion
areas and motor, horsepower, speed, or wake restrictions.

(8) “Sign” is a device which is attached to another object such as a pil-
ing, buoy, pier, or the land itself which is used to convey an official mes-
sage.
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(9) “Waterway Marker” is any device placed by the Marine Board, or
by a political subdivision or person with the permission of the Marine
Board, under the authority of ORS 830.110(13), designed to be placed in,
or near water to convey an official message to a boat operator. The term
“waterway marker” includes within its meaning the terms “buoy” and
“sign” 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 19, f. 2-20-63; Renumbered from 250-010-0175 by OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0206
Waterway Marker Permits Required and Exemptions

(1) No person or political subdivision shall place or cause to be placed
any waterway marker in, on, or over the waters of this state without a per-
mit from the Marine Board after July 1, 2015.

(2) Regulatory markers established before July 1, 2015, including
markers deployed year-round and markers deployed seasonally, when sup-
ported by statute or rule, are exempt from the permit requirements of OAR
250-010-0215 to 250-010-0235 until the equipment is replaced. Existing
regulatory markers that are not supported by statute or rule or that are an
unreasonable hazard to navigation are subject to the removal provisions of
250-010-0235(4).

(3) A Marine Board waterway marker permit does not relieve the
applicant from obtaining other federal, state or local permits, licenses, or
approval which may be required.

(4) The permit requirements of OAR 250-010-0206 to 250-010-0235
shall not apply to:

(a) The US Government or its agencies, nor to any aid to navigation,
waterway marker, mooring buoy, or other similar device placed by the US
Government or its agencies on federally navigable waterways;

(b) Contracted law enforcement agencies placing markers purchased
and owned by the Marine Board;

(c) Persons or political subdivisions placing a special use device if the
owner of the special use device applied for and received a special used
device permit as specified in OAR 250-010-0097.

(d) Persons or political subdivisions placing waterway markers used
only during a marine event approved under OAR 250-010-0095.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0215
Application for Waterway Marker Permit

(1) Any person or political subdivision not exempted in OAR 250-
010-0206(4), desiring to place a waterway marker shall apply for a permit
from the Marine Board.

(2) The information marker application and the regulatory marker
application, provided by the Marine Board, must identify information on
the type of device, a description of the location including maps sufficient to
locate the planned placement of the device, any comments or reference to
required permits from other waterway management agencies, and other
information deemed necessary by the Board.

(3) Persons or political subdivisions who have received permission
from the US Army Corps of Engineers and the US Coast Guard to establish
private aids to navigation pursuant to 33 CFR §66 prior to July 1, 2015 can
submit a copy of the private aid to navigation approval in lieu of the form
required in OAR 250-010-0215(2).

(4) The agency will authorize or deny the permit within 30 days and
so notify the sponsor and other interested agencies.

(5) The applicant or other affected parties may appeal the decision of
the agency to the Board. Requests for Board review must be in writing
within 30 days of the agency’s decision on a permit. Any person aggrieved
by a decision of the Board regarding the issuance or denial of a waterway
marker permit is entitled to judicial review of the decision in accordance
with the procedure for contested cases provided by ORS Chapter 183.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0225
Waterway Marker Placement Conditions

(1) After obtaining the requested waterway marker permit, the appli-
cant must install, inspect, maintain, and remove the permitted marker at
their own expense and as directed by the Marine Board.

(2) All markers must comply with the characteristics and standards of
OAR 250-010-0240 to 250-010-0275 and all permits issued pursuant to this
chapter are subject to the following conditions

(a) Placement of these markers must be as requested in the applica-
tion. Any deviation will require the applicant to apply to have the permit
amended.

(b) The applicant must attach a Marine Board supplied coding device
or permanently attach the permit number on the top of the marker.

(c) All markers must be maintained in proper condition at all times. A
discrepancy exists whenever a marker is not as described in the approved
application or is destroyed, damaged, moved, or is otherwise unserviceable.

(d) Authorization by the Marine Board for the placement of a marker
does not authorize any invasion of private rights, nor grant any exclusive
privileges, nor does it preclude the necessity of complying with any other
federal, state or local laws or regulations.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110
Stats. Implemented: 830.110
Hist.: OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0230
Transfer of Ownership of Waterway Markers

When any waterway marker(s) authorized under permit by the Marine
Board, or the facility with which the marker(s) are associated, is sold or
transferred, the Marine Board must be notified within 30 days.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110
Stats. Implemented: 830.110
Hist.: OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0235
Discontinuance and Removal of Waterway Markers

(1) Any permitted waterway marker may be discontinued and
removed by the permittee. Upon completion of the removal of the marker,
the permitee shall notify the Marine Board in writing within 30 days.

(2) If the statute or rule supporting a regulatory marker is amended,
the permittee must relocate or otherwise modify those waterway markers
placed by the permittee in order to implement the statute or rule, within 30
days of notification from the Marine Board.

(3) If the statute or rule supporting a regulatory marker is repealed,
the permittee shall remove from the waters of this state all regulatory mark-
ers the permittee placed that correspond to the repealed statute or rule, with-
in 30 days of notification from the Marine Board of the rule or statute
repeal.

(4) The Marine Board or any peace officer charged with the enforce-
ment of OAR Chapter 250 may remove, or cause the removal of, any mark-
er found in violation of OAR Chapter 250, or that does not conform to the
permit authorizing the placement of the marker, if the violation is not cor-
rected within 30 days following notification of the permittee of the viola-
tion. Waterway markers that create an unreasonable hazard to navigation
may be removed immediately. 

(5) Non-conforming or non-permitted waterway markers removed
from the waterway remain the property of the owner. Reoccurring removals
of non-conforming or non-permitted markers may result in permanent
seizure and will be disposed of in accordance with ORS 98.245.

(6) The permittee may appeal the decision to remove non-conforming
or non-permitted waterway markers to the Board. Requests for Board
review must be in writing within 30 days of the removal action. Any per-
son aggrieved by a decision of the Board regarding the issuance or denial
of a waterway marker permit is entitled to judicial review of the decision in
accordance with the procedure for contested cases provided by ORS
Chapter 183.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110
Stats. Implemented: 830.110
Hist.: OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0240
Characteristics of Waterway Markers

(1) Channel markers shall be designated as follows:
(a) A solid red marker shall indicate that side of a channel to be kept

to the right of a vessel when entering the channel from the main water body;
(b) A solid green marker shall indicate that side of a channel to be kept

to the left of a vessel when entering the channel from the main water body;
(c) A red and white vertically striped marker shall indicate the center

of a navigable channel.
(2) Informational and regulatory markers shall contain the symbols

and messages as follows:
(a) A diamond shape of international orange with white center shall be

used to indicate danger from natural or man-made hazard. The nature of the
hazard may be indicated by words or well-known abbreviations in black
letters inside the diamond shape, or above and/or below it on white back-
ground. Common messages include Danger, Rocks, and Low Water.
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(b) A diamond shape of international orange with a cross of the same
color within it against a white center shall be used to indicate a water zone
where vessels may not enter. Any words or well-known abbreviations must
be in black letters above and/or below the shape on white background.
Common messages include Exclusion Zone, No Entry, Swim Area, and No
Boats.

(c) A circle of international orange with white center shall be used to
indicate water zone within which a control or restriction is imposed upon
operation of vessels and/or use of the zoned area. The nature of the control
shall be indicated by words, numerals, or well-known abbreviations in
black letters inside the circular shape, or above and/or below it. Common
messages include Slow No Wake, speed restrictions, and motor type restric-
tions.

(d) A rectangular shape of international orange with white center may
be used to convey other information of an official nature which will con-
tribute to the health, safety, and well-being of boaters using the state’s
waters. The message will be presented within the shape in black letters.
Common messages include Marina Entrance, Wildlife Refuge, services,
and other general information.

(3) Markers may be numbered for identification. In the case of chan-
nel markers, red markers will be identified with even numbers and green
markers with odd numbers

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 19, f. 2-20-63; MB 7-1984, f. 2-14-84, ef. 2-15-84; Renumbered from 250-010-
0180 by OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0245
Buoy Standards

(1) Buoys must meet the following specifications for design and con-
struction:

(a) Be a commercial available design approved by the Marine Board;
(b) Be self-righting;
(c) Have a durable hard plastic shell;
(d) Have internal foam floatation and a ballast system.
(2) Calm water buoys must conform to the following minimum

dimensions:
(a) The minimum height above the waterline must be 34inches;
(b) The minimum diameter must be 8 inches.
(3) Fast water buoys must conform to the following minimum dimen-

sions:
(a) The minimum height above the waterline must be 36 inches;
(b) The minimum can diameter must be 10 inches;
(c) The minimum float collar base diameter must be 21inches
(4) When a buoy is used as an informational or regulatory marker, it

shall:
(a) Be white with horizontal bands of international orange placed

completely around the buoy circumference. One band shall be at the top of
the buoy body, with a second band placed just above the water line of the
buoy so that both international orange bands are clearly visible to approach-
ing vessels. The area of the buoy body visible between the two bands shall
be white;

(b) Contain the symbols and messages described in 250-010-
240(2)(a)–(d) placed in the center of the display area, between the horizon-
tal bands.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 19, f. 2-20-63; Renumbered from 250-010-0175 by OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0255
Sign Standards

(1) Signs shall be made of materials which will retain, despite weath-
er and other exposure, the characteristics essential to their basic signifi-
cance, such as color, shape, legibility, and position. Acceptable materials
include:

(a) 0.080” aluminum;
(b) Fluted twin wall corrugated plastic sheet; or
(c) Other materials as approved by request to the Marine Board.
(2) The size of a display area shall be as required by circumstances,

except no display area shall be smaller than 24 inches in height by 18 inch-
es in width.

(3) When a sign is used as an informational or regulatory marker it
shall: 

(a) Be rectangular in shape and have a white background;
(b) Contain the symbols and messages described in 250-010-

240(2)(a)–(d) placed in the center of the display area.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 830

Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 19, f. 2-20-63; Renumbered from 250-010-0190 by OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0260
Standards for Letter or Numeral Elements of Markers

Letters, numerals, or figures used with the marker symbol shall be
black, and in block characters of good proportion, and spaced in a manner
which will provide maximum legibility.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 19, f. 2-20-63; Renumbered from 250-010-0195 by OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0265
Standards for Mooring Buoys

In order that mooring buoys shall not be mistaken for waterway mark-
ers, they shall be white with a blue band clearly visible above the water line,
except those in officially designated mooring areas.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 19, f. 2-20-63; Renumbered from 250-010-0205 by OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0270
Standards for Swim Area Markers

(1) Only swim areas established by a public body in statute, rule or
ordinance shall be considered marked swimming areas under ORS
830.345(2).

(2) Swim area markers must include regulatory buoys or signs at the
corners of the designated swim area that display the message “swim area”
and a diamond shape of international orange with a cross of the same color
within it against a white background. The regulatory buoys or signs must
be connected by a visible floating line to demarcate the boundaries of the
swim area.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110
Stats. Implemented: 830.110, 830.345
Hist.: OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-010-0275
The “Divers” Flag

(1) A red flag with a white diagonal running from the upper left hand
corner to the lower right hand corner (from mast head to lower outside cor-
ner) and known as the “Diver Flag” shall, when displayed on the water,
indicate the presence of a diver submerged in the immediate area.

(2) Recognition of this flag by regulation will not be construed as con-
ferring any rights or privileges on its users, and its presence in a water area
will not be construed in itself as restricting the use of the water area so
marked.

(3) Operators of vessels engaged in diving operations shall comply
with OAR 250-012-0030 as required.

(4) Operators of transiting vessels shall exercise caution commensu-
rate with conditions indicated when in the vicinity of indicated diving oper-
ations.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 19, f. 2-20-63; MB 8-1983, f. 11-29-83, ef. 12-1-83; MB 11-1984, f. 8-13-84, ef.
8-14-84; Renumbered from 250-010-0210 by OSMB 3-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

Rule Caption: Define term “slow-no wake” and removal of 5 mph
reference.
Adm. Order No.: OSMB 4-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-30-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-1-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Amended: 250-010-0010, 250-010-0025, 250-020-0032, 250-
020-0033, 250-020-0041, 250-020-0043, 250-020-0051, 250-020-
0062, 250-020-0065, 250-020-0091, 250-020-0102, 250-020-0151,
250-020-0161, 250-020-0201, 250-020-0202, 250-020-0203, 250-
020-0204, 250-020-0211, 250-020-0221, 250-020-0231, 250-020-
0239, 250-020-0240, 250-020-0243, 250-020-0250, 250-020-0260,
250-020-0270, 250-020-0280, 250-020-0282, 250-020-0285, 250-
020-0323, 250-020-0350, 250-020-0360, 250-020-0385, 250-030-
0030, 250-030-0041
Subject: This rulemaking will add a definition of the term “slow-no
wake” in the definitions applicable to OAR Chapter 250 and amend
the basic rule for slow-no wake to remove the words, “maximum 5
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mph.” In addition, the local and special area rules that use the term
“slow-no wake” will be amended to remove the reference to 5 mph
in relation to slow-no-wake speed.
Rules Coordinator: June LeTarte—(503) 378-2617
250-010-0010
Definitions

As used in OAR Chapter 250, unless otherwise required by context:
(1) “Board” means the Oregon State Marine Board.
(2) “Boat Livery” means a person, persons, or a business establish-

ment engaged in renting or hiring out boats for profit.
(3) “Float Tube” means a manufactured floating device constructed of

canvas, nylon or other similar material encasing an inner tube capable of
supporting one person sitting inside with their legs dangling below the ves-
sel, used as a means of transportation on the water. Single float tubes are
boats as defined in ORS 830.005(2) and if powered by machinery, single
float tubes are motorboats as defined in ORS 830.005(5) and subject to
numbering according to OAR 250-010-0040.

(4) “Operator” means the person who operates or who has charge of
the navigation or use of a boat.

(5) “Person” means an individual, partnership, firm, corporation,
association, or other entity.

(6) “Person on Board” means every person being carried on board or
being towed by a vessel.

(7) “Propel” means but is not limited to floating, rowing, paddling,
sailing or otherwise operating a boat (as defined in ORS 830.005), a vessel
or ship.

(8) “Slow-No Wake” means operating a boat at the slowest speed nec-
essary to maintain steerage and that reduces or eliminates waves that appear
as white water behind the boat. 

(9) “Ship’s Lifeboats” means lifeboats used solely for lifesaving pur-
poses and does not include dinghies, tenders, speedboats, or other types of
craft carried aboard a vessel and used for other than lifesaving purposes.

(10) “Undocumented Vessel” means any vessel which is not required
to have, or does not have, a valid marine document issued by the U.S. Coast
Guard.

(11) “Underway” means when a boat is not at anchor, or moored, or
made fast to the shore, or aground.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 1, f. 2-4-60; MB 10, f. 11-14-61; MB 24, f. 3-13-64; MB 4-1982, f. & ef. 6-1-82;
MB 21-1983, f. 11-29-83, ef. 12-1-83; MB 1-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-13-92; MB 2-1996, f. &
cert. ef. 2-13-96; MB 4-1996, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-96; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-
15

250-010-0025
Basic Rule for “Slow–No Wake”

(1) No person shall operate a boat on the waters of this state in excess
of a “slow-no wake” speed within 200 feet of a boat launch ramp, marina
with a capacity for six or more moored vessels, floating home/boathouse
moorage with six or more contiguous structures, and locations where per-
sons are working at water level on floats, logs or waterway construction.

(2) Section (1) of this rule does not apply to commercial vessels or
vessels engaged in navigation on rivers where a speed in excess of “slow-
no wake” is needed to ensure safe passage.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110
Hist.: MB 9-1988, f. & cert. ef. 1-27-88; MB 1-1996, f. & cert. ef. 2-13-96; OSMB 4-2015,
f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0032
Boat Operations on the Willamette River in Clackamas County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 10 MPH in the
following areas: 

(a) Between the southern shore of Hog Island and the mainland;
(b) Within 100 feet of the west shore, between RM 30.0 and 30.5.
(2) No person shall operate a boat:
(a) Downstream from Oregon City Falls in an area from the base of

the falls to a line across the river between the northeast corner of the Crown
Zellerbach’s Mill A Grinder Room on the west bank of the river to the
southwest corner of Publisher’s Paper Company Power Plant on the east
bank of the river as marked;

(b) In the area commonly known as the “cul-de-sac” or the Simpson
Paper Company tailrace; beginning at the mouth of the tailrace on the south
bank then extending across the tailrace following the line established by the
bridge across the tailrace to the north bank, then in a westerly, southerly,
and easterly direction around the bank of the tailrace to the place of begin-
ning.

(c) Exceptions:
(A) Boats of any federal, state, county, or local governmental agency

and Portland General Electric Sullivan Plant and Crown Zellerbach
Corporation Mill maintenance crews may operate in the closed area when
on official business;

(B) Boats used in taking lamprey under a permit issued by the State
Department of Fish and Wildlife may operate in the closed area subject to
the conditions specified in the permit.

(3) No person shall operate a in excess of a “slow-no wake” speed on
the following waters:

(a) Cedar Island lagoon;
(b) From the north point of the eastern spit of Cedar Island 100 yards

due north and thence due west to the shore line;
(c) Within 200 feet of a designated public launching ramp and/or

marked swimming area;
(d) Within 200 feet of shore adjacent to George Rogers Park (Lake

Oswego), from the southern bank of Sucker Creek north along the west
bank of the Willamette, to a point 200 yards north of the boat ramp, as post-
ed;

(e) From the I-5 Boones Bridge west approximately 1,700 feet to the
Railroad Bridge.

(4) No person shall operate a personal watercraft in continuous oper-
ation on the Willamette River between Hog Island and the Union Pacific
Railroad Bridge during the period from May 1 through September 30,
except to transit through this zone.

(5) On the Willamette River from the Hwy 219 Bridge at RM 48.5 to
the upper end of Willow Island at RM 31.5, the following rules apply:

(a) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow-no
wake” speed within 100 feet of private docks, boathouses or moorages
legally permitted by the Oregon Department of State Lands.

(b) No person shall use wake-enhancing devices, including ballast
tanks, wedges or hydrofoils or other mechanical devices, or un-even load-
ing of persons or gear, to artificially operate bow-high.

(c) Effective 12:01 am, May 1, 2014 and ending October 31, 2014,
11:59 pm, the use of wake-enhancing devices from the Hwy 219 Bridge at
RM 48.5 to RM 47 are allowed.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 26, f. 7-20-64; MB 80, f. & ef. 4-19-77; MB 83, f. & ef. 4-22-77; Renumbered
from 250-020-0142; MB 9-1982, f. 10-13-82, ef. 10-15-82; MB 6-1986, f. & ef. 5-23-86; MB
1-1987, f. & ef. 2-4-87; MB 13-1987, f. & ef. 6-15-87; MB 3-1996, f. & cert. ef. 2-22-96;
OSMB 5-2000, f. & cert. ef. 10-30-00; OSMB 5-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-18-07 thru 12-
13-07; Administrative correction 12-20-07; OSMB 5-2008, f. & cert. ef. 7-11-08; OSMB 9-
2008, f. 10-22-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; OSMB 3-2014, f. & cert. ef. 1-15-14; OSMB 4-2015, f.
4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0033
Boat Operations in Clackamas County

(1) Clackamas River: No person shall operate a motorboat in excess
of a “slow—no wake” speed from the Highway 99 Bridge downstream to
the Willamette River, May 1st through October 15th.

(2) Molalla River: No person shall operate a motorboat with a jet
pump drive upstream of the Highway 99 Bridge.

(3) Tualatin River: No person shall operate a motorboat for the pur-
pose of towing a person on water skis, knee board, wake board, tube or sim-
ilar device.

(4) North Fork Reservoir:
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat with a jet pump drive above

a point 2.3 miles upstream of the North Fork Dam;
(b) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

wake” speed on that portion of the reservoir north of Highway 224 known
as North Arm or within 200 feet of the entrance to North Arm, as marked.

(5) Roslyn Lake: No person shall operate a boat with a motor.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 2-1978, f. & ef. 4-5-78; MB 6-1978, f. & ef. 7-31-78; Renumbered from 250-020-
0143; MB 21-1987, f. 12-31-87, ef. 1-1-88; OSMB 7-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-1-00; OSMB 11-
2001, f. & cert. ef. 10-29-01; OSMB 3-2004(Temp), f. 7-14-04, cert. ef. 7-15-04 thru 8-31-
04; Administrative correction 9-28-04; OSMB 8-2010(Temp), f. 5-6-10, cert. ef. 6-1-10 thru
8-31-10; Administrative correction 9-22-10; OSMB 6-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-10-14 thru
7-31-14; Temporary suspended by OSMB 7-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 3-13-14 thru 7-31-14;
Administrative correction, 8-28-14; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0041
Boat Operations in Clatsop County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of 5 MPH
in the following areas:

(a) On the Skipanon Waterway and Warrenton Small Boat Basin;
(b) On the John Day River within 200 feet of a houseboat;
(c) On Knappa Slough within 200 feet of the Knappa Dock;
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(d) On Warren Slough;
(e) On Svensen Slough between the Svensen Island bridge and Bear

Creek, as marked.
(2) No motorboat shall be operated at a speed in excess of 10 MPH in

the following areas:
(a) On Coffenbury Lake;
(b) On Neacoxie (Sunset) Lake;
(c) The north end of Cullaby Lake within the buoyed area.
(3) No motorboat shall be operated in excess of a “slow—no wake”

speed when within 200 feet of a boat launching ramp or designated swim-
ming area in the following areas:

(a) John Day River;
(b) Cullaby Lake
(4) All boats towing water skiers or other types of towed equipment

on the following bodies of water shall proceed in a counter-clockwise pat-
tern: Cullaby Lake.

(5) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow–no
Wake” speed in the following areas:

(a) Hammond Boat Basin;
(b) Lewis and Clark River from its mouth at Youngs Bay to its con-

fluence with Green Slough, a distance of approximately 1.8 statute miles;
(c) The East End and the West End Mooring Basins.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.195
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 25, f. 6-15-64; MB 43, f. 7-18-69; MB 62, f. 8-14-74, ef. 8-14-74(Temp) & 9-11-
74(Perm); MB 63, f. 11-19-74, ef. 12-11-74; Renumbered from 250-020-0160; MB 8-1982,
f. 10-13-82, ef. 10-15-82; MB 10-1990, f. & cert. ef. 12-14-90; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0043
Boat Operations on the Necanicum River in Clatsop County

No person shall operate a motor-boat in excess of a “slow-no wake”
speed upstream of the First Avenue Bridge in Seaside.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 21-1987, f. 12-31-87, ef. 1-1-88; MB 13-1992, f. & cert. ef. 10-15-92; OSMB 4-
2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0051
Boat Operations in Columbia County

(1) No person shall operate a boat in excess of a “slow—no wake”
speed in the following areas:

(a) Columbia River. Between Sand Island and the City of St. Helens
from a point 200 feet upstream of the Courthouse docks to a point 200 feet
downstream of the public transient floats on Sand Island, as marked.

(b) Multnomah Channel. Within 200 feet of the public transient moor-
age at Coon Island (J.J.Collins Park).

(c) Scappoose Bay. Within 200 feet of Bayport Marina and the public
ramp.

(d) Gilbert River, Sauvie Island. Within 200 feet of Gilbert River Boat
Ramp and boarding floats and the lower 0.5 mile of the Gilbert River, as
posted.

(e) Clatskanie River. Upstream of a point approximately 100 yards
north of Beaver Boat Ramp, as marked.

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat except those propelled by
electric motors on Lake Vernonia.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 5-1986, f. & ef. 4-17-86; MB 7-1995, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-95; OSMB 9-1998, f. &
cert. ef. 7-15-98; OSMB 7-2001, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-01; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef.
5-1-15

250-020-0062
Boat Operations on North Ten Mile Lake, Ten Mile Lake, and Ten
Mile Creek in Coos County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of 5 MPH
in the following areas:

(a) Within 200 feet of a marked swimming area;
(b) Within 200 feet of a designated public launching ramp.
(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of idling speed in

the following areas:
(a) Within 300 feet of the entrance to Ten Mile Creek;
(b) On Ten Mile Creek.
(3) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

Wake” speed on the waters of North Lake Canal, between North Ten Mile
Lake and Ten Mile Lake, or within 200 feet of each entrance to the canal,
as marked.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175

Hist.: MB 20, f. 3-20-63; MB 28, f. 4-20-66; MB 67(Temp), f. & ef. 5-14-75; MB 70(Temp),
f. & ef. 6-9-75; MB 71, f. 8-1-75, ef. 8-25-75; Renumbered from 250-020-0087; OSMB 10-
1998, f. & cert. ef. 7-15-98; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0065
Boat Operations on the South Slough Estuarine Sanctuary in Coos
County

No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no wake”
speed in the South Slough Estuarine Sanctuary.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 1-1989, f. 4-5-89, cert. ef. 4-15-89; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0091
Boat Operations in Deschutes County

(1) Marine Toilets: No person shall maintain or operate upon the fol-
lowing-named inland waters of this state any boat which is equipped with
a toilet unless such toilet has an approved device to render waste harmless,
or unless such toilet is rendered inoperative by having the discharge outlet
effectively seals. “An approved device” is a marine toilet, or marine toilet
attachment, which has been approved by the State Board of Health and the
State Sanitary Authority:

(a) Paulina Lake;
(b) East Lake;
(c) Elk Lake;
(d) Big Lava Lake;
(e) Wickiup Reservoir;
(f) Crane Prairie Reservoir;
(g) Big Cultus Lake;
(h) Little Cultus Lake.
(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 10 MPH on:

Deschutes River and Davis Creek Arms of Wickiup Reservoir.
(3) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose on the fol-

lowing area: Torso Lake.
(4) No person shall operate a motorboat except with an electric motor

on the following areas:
(a) Meadow Lake;
(b) Hosmer Lake.
(5) Deschutes River:
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat for the purpose of towing a

person on water skis, surfboard or similar device and no person shall
engage in waterskiing or similar activities on the Deschutes River;

(b) No person shall operate jet ski type boats on the Deschutes River.
For the purposes of this rule, jet ski type boat means any motorized vessel
or other description of watercraft which is generally less than ten feet in
length and capable of exceeding a speed of 15 MPH, including but not lim-
ited to jetskis, wet bikes, and surf jets;

(c) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow-no
wake” speed limit between Wickiup Dam and the Deschutes National
Forest Boundary in Sec. 14.T.18.S., R.11.E., W.M.;

(d) No person shall operate a motorboat between LaPine State
Recreation area boat ramp and Pringle Falls;

(e) No person shall operate a motorboat between Aspen Camp boat
ramp and the north end of Lava Island in Sec. 22.T.18.S.,R.11.E., W.M.

(f) No person shall operate a motorboat between the Deschutes
National Forest boundary in Sec. 14.T.18.S.,R.11.E., W.M. and Mirror
Pond Dam.

(g) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose between the
Mirror Pond Dam and the Jefferson County Line.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 26, f. 7-20-64; MB 52, f. 8-17-73, ef. 9-1-73; MB 57, f. 7-2-74, ef. 7-2-74(Temp)
& 7-25-74(Perm); Renumbered from 250-020-0170; MB 10-1988, f. & cert. ef. 6-28-88; MB
13-1988, f. 12-28-88, cert. ef. 1-1-89; MB 5-1993, f. & cert. ef. 7-14-93; MB 12-1996, f. &
cert. ef. 12-4-96; MB 7-1997, f. & cert. ef. 7-17-97; OSMB 11-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-
15-98 thru 12-31-98; Administrative correction 8-5-99; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef.
5-1-15

250-020-0102
Boat Operations in Douglas County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of 10
MPH in the following areas:

(a) On Carter Lake;
(b) On Plat I Reservoir.
(c) Diamond Lake.
(2) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of 5 MPH

in the following areas:
(a) Within the Harbor limits of Salmon Harbor on Winchester Bay;
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(b) On the Umpqua River in the vicinity of River Forks Park from a
point 30 yards downstream (North) from the launching ramp to a point
upstream 100 yards on each the North Fork and South Fork of the Umpqua
River;

(c) On the Umpqua River within 300 feet of the boat launching ramp
and designated swimming area at Scottsburg Park.

(3) Lemolo Lake:
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

wake” speed within 150 feet of the shore or pier line in a zone extending
from the launch ramp at Lemolo Lake Resort south to Pool Creek Inlet, and
from a point 200 feet south of Pool Creek Inlet south to the small unnamed
island, and thence south from the south tip of the island across to the near-
est peninsula;

(b) Boats shall not exceed a “slow—no wake” speed in the area from
where U.S. Forest Service Road Number 2666 crosses the North Umpqua
River, to a point 2,000 feet westward thereof;

(c) Boats shall not exceed a maximum speed of 40 MPH on all other
waters of Lemolo Lake.

(4) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose on the fol-
lowing bodies of water:

(a) Amos and Andy Lakes;
(b) June Lake;
(c) Indigo Lake;
(d) Maidu Lake;
(e) Wolf Lake;
(f) Skookum Lake;
(g) Fish Lake;
(h) Buckeye Lake; 
(i) Cliff Lake; 
(j) Calamut Lake;
(k) Lucile Lake;
(l) Faller Lake;
(m) Lower Twin Lake;
(n) Upper Twin Lake;
(o) Lake in the Woods.
(5) Cooper Creek Reservoir: No person shall operate a motorboat in

excess of:
(a) 40 MPH on the main body of the Reservoir;
(b) 5 MPH within the buoyed area of Rachelle Inlet; Pierce Canyon

Inlet; Sutherlin Inlet and Douglas Inlet;
(c) 5 MPH within 200 feet of a boat launching ramp or designates

swimming area.
(6) Ben Irving Reservoir: No person shall operate a motorboat in

excess of:
(a) 35 MPH from the markers (identified by the letter “A”) located

where the reservoir narrows, downstream for approximately 1.2 miles to
the dam;

(b) 5 MPH:
(A) From the markers (identified by the letter “A”) located where the

reservoir narrows, upstream for approximately one mile to the second set of
markers (identified by the letter “B”);

(B) Within 100 feet of the boat ramp as marked.
(c) No person shall operate a motorboat upstream from the second

markers (identified by the letter “B”) except that electric motors may be
used;

(d) No boats shall be permitted within the log boomed area in the
vicinity of the dam spillway.

(7) Galesville Reservoir: No person shall operate a motorboat in
excess of:

(a) 40 MPH on the main body of the lake;
(b) 5 MPH along the north shore between the launch ramp and log

boom, in the buoyed areas;
(c) 5 MPH between the buoy line at the upper end of the lake to the

powerboat deadline as marked;
(d) Above the 5 MPH zone, as marked, no person shall operate a

motorboat, except those propelled by electric motors;
(e) Persons operating a motorboat in excess of 5 MPH in the other-

wise unrestricted portions of the lake shall proceed about the lake in a
counter clockwise direction.

(8) No person shall operate a motorboat on the North Umpqua River
between the boat ramp at Lone Rock Camp (approximate RM 32) upstream
to Lemolo Lake.

(9) Loon Lake:
(a) Except for safe take-offs and landings, no person shall operate a

motorboat in excess of a “slow-no wake” speed within 200 feet of the des-

ignated swimming area and boat mooring area at the BLM day use area, as
marked. Boats towing skiers may exceed 5 MPH to extent necessary to
maintain the skier in a skiing position, within 200 feet from the designated
swimming area and boat mooring area only under safe conditions as out-
lined in this section. A safe take-off or landing will not be considered “safe”
unless it can be accomplished without risk to any swimmer or craft within
200 feet from designated swimming area and boat mooring area. If a safe
landing as thus defined is not possible, skiers must be picked up by the boat
before coming within 200 feet from the designated swimming area and boat
mooring area and brought to shore under usual speed restrictions (5 MPH
within 200 feet of the designated swimming area and boat mooring area).
Take-offs and landings are required to be made following the mandatory
counter-clockwise pattern.

(b) Persons operating a motorboat in excess of 10 MPH shall proceed
in a counter-clockwise direction in the otherwise unrestricted portions of
the lake.

(c) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no
wake” speed within the buoyed area extending from the north shore of the
cove at Fish Haven Resort in a southwest direction across the lake to the
end of the prominent point of land on the south shore of the lake, as marked.

(10) Hemlock Lake: No person shall operate a motorboat, except
those propelled by electric motors.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.185
Hist.: MB 20, f. 3-20-63; MB 29, f. 6-17-66; MB 32, f. 9-14-66; MB 34, f. & ef. 6-2-67; MB
41, f. 9-18-68; MB 47, f. 7-14-70, ef. 8-11-70; MB 74(Temp), f. 5-18-76, ef. 6-1-76 thru 9-
28-76; MB 82, f. & ef. 4-19-77; Renumbered from 250-020-0083; MB 4-1981(Temp), f. &
ef. 4-17-81; MB 7-1981, f. & ef. 11-16-81; MB 4-1987, f. 4-20-87, ef. 5-1-87; MB 21-1987,
f. 12-31-87, ef. 1-1-88; MB 5-1995, f. & cert. ef. 7-14-95; OSMB 8-2000, f. & cert. ef. 12-
1-00; OSMB 7-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-15-02; OSMB 1-2006, f. & cert. ef. 3-28-06; OSMB
7-2006(Temp), f. 8-15-06, cert. ef. 9-5-06 thru 9-30-06; Administrative correction 10-16-06;
OSMB 7-2007, f. & cert. ef. 7-2-07; OSMB 3-2008, f. 4-11-08, cert. ef. 4-26-08; OSMB 10-
2012(Temp), f. 8-16-12, cert. ef. 8-19-12 thru 8-25-12; OSMB 11-2012(Temp), f. 8-24-12,
cert. ef. 8-26-12 thru 8-31-12; Administrative correction 9-20-12; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15,
cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0151
Boat Operations in Jackson County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat, except those propelled by
electric motors on Agate Reservoir.

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 10 MPH on:
(a) Applegate Reservoir;
(b) Fish Lake; 
(c) Hyatt Lake; 
(d) Willow Lake — Southern portion as denoted by the Uniform

Waterway Marker buoys.
(3) The following areas are “designated moorage areas”:
(a) Willow Lake — Southwest Cove; 
(b) Howard Prairie Lake — Howard Prairie Resort Marina and Klum

Landing;
(c) Emigrant Lake — Spillway Cove area at the northwest corner of

the lake.
(4) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

wake” speed in the moorage areas designated in section (3) of this rule.
(5) No person shall moor a boat outside the designated moorage areas

set forth in section (3) of this rule for more than 48 hours without obtain-
ing a permit from the Jackson County Parks Department. 

(6) Lost Creek Lake:
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat between the breakwaters des-

ignating the Steward State Park swimming area;
(b) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

wake” speed:
(A) In the Lost Creek Arm upstream of the “narrows” as marked;
(B) Within the cove area of the Takelma Park Boat Ramp from the

intake tower to shore as marked;
(C) Upstream of the Peyton Bridge.
(7) Emigrant Lake:
(a) No person shall operate a boat in excess of a “slow—no wake”

speed in the Hill Creek Arm upstream of a line beginning at a point on the
west shore of the Arm that is approximately 1000Æ southeast from the area
of the point known as the Quarry and extending northeast across the arm to
the nearest point of land on the east shore of the arm, as marked;

(b) No person shall operate a boat in excess of a “slow—no wake”
speed in the Emigrant Creek Arm upstream of a line extending north and
south across the arm that approximately coincides with the meridian of lon-
gitude equal to 122¼ 37’ 34” North, as marked.

Stat Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
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Hist.: MB 30, f. 6-17-66; MB 39, f. 4-5-68; MB 84(Temp), f. & ef. 5-20-77; MB 86, f. & ef.
7-20-77; MB 87, f. & ef. 9-16-77; MB 5-1978, f. & ef. 6-15-78; Renumbered from 250-020-
0175; MB 1-1980, f. 4-1-80, ef. 5-1-80; MB 2-1981, f. & ef. 3-3-81; MB 6-1984, f. 2-14-84,
ef. 2-15-84; MB 2-1990, f. & cert. ef. 2-22-90; OSMB 5-1999, f. & cert. ef. 7-1-99; OSMB
7-2002, f. & cert. ef. 10-15-02; OSMB 11-2010(Temp), f. 5-28-10, cert. ef. 6-15-10 thru 10-
15-10; Administrative correction 10-26-10; OSMB 1-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-3-11 thru
6-30-11; OSMB 6-2011, f. 4-25-11, cert. ef. 5-2-11; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-
15

250-020-0161
Boat Operations in Jefferson County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose on the fol-
lowing lakes:

(a) Scout;
(b) Round;
(c) Jack; 
(d) Island;
(e) Cache; 
(f) Hand and
(g) Link.
(2) Suttle Lake:
(a) No water skiing or motorboat operation in excess of 10 MPH to be

permitted on Suttle Lake between the hours of 8 p.m. and 9 a.m., standard
time, each day;

(b) No water skiing or motorboat operation in excess of 10 MPH to
be permitted on Suttle Lake between the hours of 9 a.m. and 8 p.m., stan-
dard time, each day, except within the signed and designated fast boat area,
water skier dropoff zone, and water skier take-off lanes, at the west end of
the lake;

(c) Operating any boat which is equipped with a toilet is prohibited on
Suttle Lake, unless such toilet has an approved device to render waste
harmless, or unless such toilet is rendered inoperative by having the dis-
charge outlet effectively sealed.

(3) Lake Simtustus:
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

wake” speed in the area within 300 feet of the moorage and extending to
the opposite shore;

(b) No person shall operate a boat for any reason within the restricted
tailrace area enclosed by the log boom approximately 1200 feet down-
stream of Round Butte Dam;

(c) No person shall moor a boat to the log boom or operate a boat for
any reason within the restricted intake area enclosed by the log boom locat-
ed approximately 200 feet upstream of Pelton Dam;

(d) Boat access in the areas closed by subsections (b) and (c) of this
section is permitted for federal, state, local and tribal government agencies
and Portland General Electric employees or their agents for official busi-
ness only.

(4) Lake Billy Chinook:
(a) No person shall operate motorboat in excess of 10 MPH in the fol-

lowing areas:
(A) On the Crooked River Arm above the Crooked River Bridge.
(B) On the Deschutes River Arm above the Deschutes River Bridge;
(C) On the Metolius River Arm from a point approximately 1,000 feet

upstream of Street Creek, as marked.
(b) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

wake” speed within the buoyed areas at:
(A) Cove Palisades State Park Marina; 
(B) The Crooked River Launching Ramp; 
(C) The Lower Deschutes River Day Use Area;
(D) The Upper Deschutes River Day Use Area;
(E) Within 300 feet of a designated swimming area;
(F) Within a cove at Chinook Island (Metolius Arm) as marked;
(G) Within the cove at Camp Perry South (Metolius Arm) as marked.
(c) No person shall operate a boat inside the log boom enclosure

around Round Butte Dam.
(5) No person shall beach, anchor or moor a boat within 200 feet of

shore in the following areas at Lake Billy Chinook between 10 p.m. and 5
a.m.

(a) Crooked River Arm:
(A) East shore — between a point approximately 1,000 feet north of

the cove Marina, as marked, and the Crooked River Bridge;
(B) West Shore — From the State Park boundary north approximate-

ly 2,000 feet, as marked.
(b) Deschutes Arm: East Shore — Between a point approximately

2,000 feet north of the northernmost boat launch, as marked, and the
Deschutes River Bridge;

(c) This prohibition shall not apply to any leased or rented space with-
in established marinas or moorages.

(6) No person shall operate or provide for others to operate a boat on
Lake Billy Chinook which is equipped with a marine toilet, unless the toi-
let has a holding tank or is rendered inoperative so as to prevent any over-
board discharge.

(7) Haystack Reservoir. No person shall operate a boat in excess of 5
MPH in the following areas:

(a) In the western cove inside a buoy line approximately 500 feet from
shore, as marked;

(b) In the southern cove inside a buoy line extending from south of
the boat ramp on the east shore to a point south of the southeast peninsula,
as marked.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.195
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 43, f. 7-18-69; MB 58, f. 7-2-74, ef. 7-2-74(Temp) & 7-25-74(Perm); Renumbered
from 250-020-0200; MB 16-1985, f. & ef. 10-21-85; MB 8-1986, f. & ef. 7-28-86; MB 11-
1986, f. & ef. 10-30-86; MB 6-1987, f. 4-20-87, ef. 5-1-87; MB 4-1990, f. & cert. ef. 7-13-
90; MB 10-1992, f. & cert. ef. 8-21-92; MB 7-1993, f. & cert. ef. 10-11-93; MB 8-
1994(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 6-17-94 thru 12-17-94; MB 10-1994, f. & cert. ef. 9-28-94; OSMB
2-2004(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-20-04 thru 9-20-04; Administrative correction 10-25-04;
OSMB 6-2006, f. & cert. ef. 7-3-06; OSMB 10-2007(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-4-07 thru 12-31-
07; OSMB 12-2007, f. & cert. ef. 10-1-07; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0201
Boating and Water Skiing on Lake of the Woods in Klamath County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a slow-no wake
speed or with a water skier under tow, while within Forest Service approved
and marked swimming areas adjacent to summer camps and public camp-
grounds, or while within 200 feet of any dock or shore, except for a “safe”
take-off or landing.

(2) A safe take-off or landing is accomplished within an arc which has
its center at the take-off or landing site and which is not closer than 45
degrees out from the shore line on either side. It is not a “safe” landing to
approach a landing site parallel to the shore line. Take-offs and landings
should be made in a counter clockwise pattern. A take-off or landing will
not be considered safe unless it can be accomplished without risk to any
swimmers or other watercraft. If a safe landing as thus defined is not pos-
sible, skiers must be picked up by the boat before coming within the 200
feet from the shore or dock line, and brought to shore under the usual speed
restrictions. Boats towing skiers may exceed the 5 MPH speed limit to the
extent necessary to maintain skier in a skiing position within the 200 feet
from shore or dock, only when taking off or landing under “safe” condi-
tions as outlined in this section.

(3) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 20 MPH between
the hours of one hour after sunset and one hour before sunrise. Boats must
show the proper lights during these hours.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.195
Hist.: MB 18, f. 2-5-63; Renumbered from 250-020-0021; MB 6-1996, f. & cert. ef. 4-12-96;
OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0202
Boat Operations on Miller Lake in Klamath County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 10 MPH within
100 feet of the shoreline except on the Northwest end of the lake designat-
ed “Water Ski Area.”

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no
wake” speed within 100 feet of a boat launching ramp or designated swim-
ming area.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 35, f. 1-16-68; Renumbered from 250-020-0022; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert.
ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0203
Boat Operations on Klamath Lake in the Vicinity of Moore Park
Marina

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no
wake” speed within 100 feet of the entrance to or within Moore Park
Marina.

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of 10
MPH in the portion of Upper Klamath Lake and Link River that lies east of
a line projected from the west side of the Moore Park pumphouse north to
the west boundary line of the Pelican Marina.

(3) These regulations do not apply during such hours that authorized
boat races are held.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 36, f. 1-16-68; Renumbered from 250-020-0023; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert.
ef. 5-1-15
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250-020-0204
Boat Operations in Klamath County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 10 mph on
Fourmile Lake.

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow-no
wake” speed on the following waters:

(a) Spring Creek, except within Collier State Park;
(b) Williamson River, within 200 feet of any dock or launch ramp

from mouth to State Highway 97.
(3) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose on Spring

Creek within the boundaries of Collier State Park.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 45, f. 8-25-69; Renumbered from 250-020-0024; OSMB 8-1998, f. & cert. ef. 5-
21-98; OSMB 12-1998, f. 7-15-98, cert. ef. 8-1-98; OSMB 4-2003, f. & cert. ef. 6-12-03;
OSMB 4-2005, f. & cert. ef. 8-4-05; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0211
Boat Operations in Lake County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat except those propelled by
electric motors on the following:

(a) Campbell Lake;
(b) Cottonwood Meadows Lake;
(c) Heart Lake;
(d) Lofton Reservoir;
(e) Big Swamp Reservoir;
(f) Deadhorse Lake;
(g) Vee Lake;
(h) Mud Lake;
(i) Withers Lake;
(j) Holbrook Reservoir.
(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 10 MPH on

Thompson Reservoir.
(3) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 5 MPH on Dog

Lake.
(4) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

wake” speed on Duncan Reservoir.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 49, f. 8-14-72, ef. 9-1-72; MB 81, f. & ef. 4-19-77; MB 4-1979, f. 7-31-79, ef. 8-
1-79; Renumbered from 250-020-0215; MB 3-1982, f. & ef. 6-1-82; MB 2-1983, f. & ef. 6-
1-83; MB 17-1985, f. & ef. 10-21-85; MB 3-1989, f. & cert. ef. 7-6-89; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-
30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0221
Boat Operations on Certain Waters in Lane County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no
wake” speed in the following areas:

(a) Triangle Lake: Within 200 feet of a marked swimming area or a
designated public launching ramp;

(b) Fern Ridge Lake:
(A) Within 200 feet of a marked swimming area or a designated pub-

lic launching ramp;
(B) In the Coyote Creek Channel;
(C) Between shore and buoy line which extends southerly from the

north shore to a point approximately 200 feet of the northern most Eugene
Yacht Club mooring dock thence generally south and west approximately
200 feet of the docks to a point approximately 200 feet south of the Tri Pass
Club mooring dock thence generally west to the southern tip of the Tri Pass
Club dock as buoyed except for the buoyed corridor immediately south of
the Eugene Yacht Club southernmost dock;

(D) South of the buoy line which extends easterly from a point
approximately 100 yards north of the Perkins Boat Ramp to the adjacent
shoreline;

(E) In the Main Long Tom River Channel.
(c) Dexter Dam Reservoir:
(A) Within 200 feet of a marked swimming area or a designated pub-

lic launching ramp;
(B) Within 50 feet of the causeway crossing the reservoir.
(d) Lookout Point Reservoir:
(A) Within 200 feet of a marked swimming area or a designated pub-

lic launching ramp;
(B) East of the Southern Pacific Railroad bridge.
(e) Dorena Dam Reservoir:
(A) Within 200 feet of a marked swimming area or a designated pub-

lic launching ramp.
(B) Southeast of a line between markers on Humphrey Point and the

northeast shore.

(f) Cottage Grove Reservoir:
(A) Within 200 feet of a marked swimming area or a designated pub-

lic launching ramp;
(B) South of a line between a marker on the east shore, near the

Wilson Creek area, and on the west shore near Cedar Creek.
(g) Hills Creek Reservoir:
(A) Within 200 feet of a marked swimming area or a designated pub-

lic launching ramp;
(B) On Packard Creek arm west of Rigdon Road (USFS Road #21);
(C) On Hills Creek south of the Hills Creek Crossing Bridge;
(D) On the Middle Fork, Willamette River south of the Rigdon Road

(USFS #21) (Upper Crossing) Bridge;
(E) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose on Larison

Creek arm west of Rigdon Road (USFS Road #21).
(h) Collard Lakes;
(i) Picket Lake 
(j) Munsel Lake — west of the line of marker buoys;
(k) Fall Creek Lake:
(A) Within 200 feet of a designated public launching ramp or marked

swimming area;
(B) On Fall Creek upriver from the buoys located approximately 200

feet downstream of the Big Fall Creek Road;
(C) On Winberry Creek upriver from the buoys located approximate-

ly 1800 feet downstream of the Winberry Creek Road Bridge.
(l) Siltcoos Lake:
(A) Within 200 feet of a designated public launching ramp or marked

swimming area;
(B) Between shore and buoy line at the mouth if Kiechle Arm begin-

ning at a point at the east shoreline of Arrowhead Point and extending
northerly approximately 900 yards to a point approximately 100 yards off
shore of Camp Baker during the period of June 1 through September 30.

(C) In Miller Arm north of the buoy line, located at the entrance near
Nightingales’ Fishing Camp, during the period of May 1 through
September 31.

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 5 MPH on
Leaburg Reservoir and the McKenzie River from the dam upstream to
Good Pasture Bridge.

(3) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow-no
wake” speed within 300 feet of a boat launching ramp or a boat moorage
on the following bodies of water:

(a) Cougar Reservoir;
(b) Blue River Reservoir;
(c) Siuslaw River — between the river entrance and the highway

bridge at Mapleton.
(4) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose on the fol-

lowing lakes: Scott, Melakwa, Hidden, Blair, Upper Erma Bell, Middle
Erma Bell, Lower Erma Bell, Torrey, Whig, Wahanna, Rigdon, Lower
Rigdon, Kiwa, Upper Eddeeleo, Round, Betty, and Alameda.

(5) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose in excess of
10 MPH on Munsel Lake east of the line of marker buoys, except from June
1 through September 30, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.

(6) No person shall operate a motorboat on the McKenzie River above
Good Pasture Bridge, except a representative of the Oregon State Police or
the County Sheriff’s Office pursuant to a criminal investigation or search
and rescue operation.

(7) No person shall operate a motorboat, except with an electric
motor:

(a) In the Old Long Tom River Channel;
(b) On Fern Ridge Reservoir south of State Highway 126;
(c) On Hult Reservoir.
(8) No person shall operate a propeller-driven airboat or non-dis-

placement hull type hovercraft in the following areas on Fern Ridge
Reservoir where there is emergent vegetation present:

(a) Coyote Creek area — east of a line beginning at the West Coyote
Creek bridge at Highway 126 extending north approximately one mile to a
point near the mouth of Coyote Creek, then extending north approximately
1.4 miles to a point located approximately 100 yards off shore of the north-
west corner of Gibson Island;

(b) Amazon Bay area — east of a line beginning at a point located
approximately 100 yards off shore of the northwest corner of Gibson Island
extending northeast approximately one mile to the Shore Lane access;

(c) South Marsh area — west of a line extending from a point on the
shoreline at the southern boundary of Zumwalt Park near the end of Vista
Drive extending southeast approximately one mile to a point on the shore-
line at the tip of Perkins Peninsula;
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(d) Long Tom Area — southwest of a line beginning at a point on the
shore line at the end of Moyer Lane extending southeast approximately 0.9
miles to a point on the west shoreline of the Jeans Peninsula at the north end
of Winter Lane.

(9) No person shall operate a motorboat north and east of a line across
the entrance of Bannister Cove on Lookout Point Reservoir, as marked.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.175
Hist.: MB 21, f. 8-23-63; MB 27, f. 6-3-65; MB 31, f. 6-20-66; MB 42, f. 12-3-68; MB 44,
f. 8-21-69; MB 48, f. 6-28-71, ef. 7-25-71; MB 49, f. 8-14-72, ef. 9-1-72; MB 3-1979(Temp),
f. & ef. 6-22-79; MB 5-1979, f. 7-31-79, ef. 8-1-79; Renumbered from 250-020-0131; MB
8-1981, f. & ef. 11-16-81; MB 5-1982, f. & ef. 6-1-82; MB 6-1982, f. & ef. 6-1-82; MB 15-
1984, f. 11-30-84, ef. 12-1-84; MB 6-1995, f. & cert. ef. 7-14-95; MB 9-1996, f. & cert. ef.
5-29-96; OSMB 2-2000, f. & cert. ef. 7-14-00; OSMB 2-2001, f. & cert. ef. 1-25-01; OSMB
1-2008, f. & cert. ef. 1-15-08; OSMB 3-2010, f. & cert. ef. 1-15-10; OSMB 9-2010(Temp),
f. & cert. ef. 5-6-10 thru 9-30-10; Administrative correction 10-26-10; OSMB 13-2010, f. &
cert. ef 11-1-10; OSMB 5-2011(Temp), f. 3-28-11, cert. ef. 4-8-11 thru 4-11-11;
Administrative correction, 4-25-11; [OSMB 10-2011(Temp). f. 6-30-11, cert. ef. 7-1-11 thru
10-1-11; OSMB 10-2011(Temp) Suspended by OSMB 11-2011(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-5-11
thru 10-1-11, Administrative correction, 8-25-11]; OSMB 4-2012(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-2-
12 thru 4-30-12; OSMB 8-2012, f. 4-24-12, cert. ef. 5-1-12; OSMB 1-2013(Temp), f. 3-18-
13, cert. ef. 4-12-13 thru 4-27-13; Administrative correction, 5-22-13; OSMB 6-2013, f. 10-
28-13, cert. ef. 11-1-13; OSMB 8-2014(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-11-14 thru 5-3-14;
Administrative correction, 5-21-14; OSMB 1-2015(Temp), f. 3-24-15, cert. ef. 4-10-15 thru
4-20-15; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0231
Boat Operations in Lincoln County

(1) Depoe Bay. No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 3
MPH on Depoe Bay, and the entrance channel east of the Highway 101
Bridge.

(2) Devils Lake and adjacent waters:
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of 3 MPH

within 200 feet of the swimming area at “Sand Point Park” formerly known
as “Viewpoint Park;”

(b) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of 3 MPH
on the water adjacent to the “D” River, known locally as Hostetters Canal;

(c) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of 5 MPH
on that part of the “D” River which is west of an established marker on the
south bank of the river near the outlet from Devils Lake.

(3) No person shall operate a motorboat powered by a jet pump drive
on the:

(a) Alsea River, upstream of Hatchery Creek (approximate RM 12);
(b) Siletz River, upstream of Morgan’s Park boat ramp. 
(4) No person shall operate a boat on the Alsea River in excess of a

“slow-no wake,” speed within 200 feet of marinas, launch ramps and pri-
vate docks. 

(5) No person shall operate a motorboat, except those propelled by an
electric motor, on Olalla Lake. 

(6) No person shall operate a motorboat powered by an engine with
greater than 15 horsepower on the Salmon River upstream of River Mile 3
a point approximately three-fourths mile west of the Highway 101 Bridge,
as marked.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 15, f. 8-6-62; MB 16, f. 8-20-62; Renumbered from 250-020-0090; MB 22-
1985(Temp), f. & ef. 12-3-85; MB 23-1985(Temp), f. & ef. 12-10-85; MB 21-1987, f. 12-31-
87, ef. 1-1-88; MB 11-1988, f. & cert. ef. 6-28-88; OSMB 13-2001, f. & cert. ef. 10-29-01;
OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0239
Boat Operations in Linn County on Big Lake

No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow-no wake”
speed in the following areas:

(1) Within 200 feet of the shore.
(2) Within 200 feet of any designated swimming area.
(3) Within the designated posted area surrounding the Big Lake boat

landing and ramp.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 4-1980, f. & ef. 9-15-80; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0240
Boat Operations in Linn County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat for any purpose in the fol-
lowing areas:

(a) On Lake Ann;
(b) On Carmen Reservoir.
(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 10 MPH in the

following areas:
(a) On Lost Lake;
(b) On Smith Reservoir;

(c) On Trail Bridge Reservoir;
(d) On East, Middle, and West Freeway Lakes.
(3) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no

wake” speed within a distance of 50 feet of the boat dock and launching
ramps at Bowman Park in the City of Albany.

(4) The following area is designated a racing motorboat testing area:
On the Willamette River near Albany from the Southern Pacific Railroad
Bridge to the east boundary of Bowman Park. Testing will be limited to
Wednesdays between the hours of 8 a.m. and 12 noon.

(5) No person shall operate a motorboat except those propelled by
electric motors on Cheadle Lake.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 34, f. & ef. 6-2-67; MB 47, f. 7-14-70, ef. 8-11-70; MB 50, f. 4-2-73, ef. 4-15-73;
Renumbered from 250-020-0180; MB 5-1980, f. & ef. 9-15-80; MB 12-1986, f. & ef. 12-8-
86; OSMB 4-2010, f. & cert. ef. 1-15-10; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0243
Boat Operations and Water Skiing on Detroit Dam Reservoir and
Tributaries in Linn and Marion counties

(1) Towed Equipment (applies to surfboarding and other types of
towed equipment as well as water skiing):

(a) Except on safe take-offs and landings, boats with skiers under tow
must keep 200 feet or more from shore. A safe take-off or landing will not
be considered “safe” unless it can be accomplished without risk to any
swimmer or craft within 200 feet from shore line. If a safe landing as thus
defined is not possible, skiers must be picked up by the boat before coming
within 200 feet from shore line and brought to shore under the usual speed
restrictions (5 MPH within 200 feet of shore). Boats towing skiers may
exceed 5 MPH to the extent necessary to maintain the skier in a skiing posi-
tion, within the 200 feet from shore line, only when taking off or landing
under safe conditions as outlined in this subsection. However, water skiing,
including take-off and landing, is prohibited in the areas listed in subsec-
tions (2)(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) of this rule;

(b) All take-offs and landings will be made perpendicular to the shore
line;

(c) No person shall operate a boat following behind a skier closer than
300 feet, nor cross the towing boat’s bow less than 200 feet, nor alongside
a skier closer than 100 feet.

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no
wake” speed in the following areas;

(a) Within 200 feet of the shoreline (except under conditions author-
ized in subsection (1)(a) of this rule;

(b) Within 200 yards of the northwest shore of Piety Knob;
(c) In the Breitenbush River north of the Breitenbush River Highway

22 Bridge;
(d) Within 200 feet of an approved and marked swimming area;
(e) In the North Santiam River above a point 1,100 feet northwest of

Hoover Rock, as marked;
(f) In the Breitenbush Arm between the Breitenbush River Highway

22 bridge and a point approximately 2000 feet downstream of the bridge,
as marked.

(3) Water skiing, including takeoffs and landing is prohibited in areas
listed in subsections (2)(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) of this rule.

(4) No person shall operate a boat inside the log boom enclosure
around Detroit Lake Dam and Big Cliff Dam.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.195
Hist.: MB 6, f. 8-19-60; Renumbered from 250-020-0040; MB 2-1994, f. & cert. ef. 3-23-94;
MB 7-1996, f. 4-12-96, cert. ef. 5-1-96; OSMB 3-2000, f. & cert. ef. 7-14-00; OSMB 4-2015,
f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15
& cert. ef. 2-19-88; MB 6-1988, f. 4-21-88, cert. ef. 5-15-88

250-020-0250
Boat Operations in Malheur County

(1) Lake Owyhee: No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a
“slow—no wake” speed within:

(a) Cherry Creek Inlet;
(b) 200 feet of a marked swimming area or launching ramp.
(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 15 MPH on Lake

Owyhee or the mainstem Owyhee River within the designated boundary of
the Owyhee Wild and Scenic River beginning at approximately RM 70 as
marked.

(3) Bully Creek Reservoir: No person shall operate a motorboat in
excess of a “slow—no wake” speed within 200 feet of a marked swimming
area or launching ramp.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
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Hist.: MB 45, f. 8-25-69; Renumbered from 250-020-0210; MB 21-1987, f. 12-31-87, ef. 1-
1-88; MB 7-1988, f. 4-21-88, cert. ef. 5-15-88; MB 6-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-30-97; OSMB 4-
2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0260
Boat Operations and Water Skiing on Detroit Dam Reservoir and
Tributaries in Marion and Linn counties

(1) Towed Equipment (applies to surfboarding and other types of
towed equipment as well as water skiing):

(a) Except on safe take-offs and landings, boats with skiers under tow
must keep 200 feet or more from shore. A safe take-off or landing will not
be considered “safe” unless it can be accomplished without risk to any
swimmer or craft within 200 feet from shore line. If a safe landing as thus
defined is not possible, skiers must be picked up by the boat before coming
within 200 feet from shore line and brought to shore under the usual speed
restrictions (5 MPH within 200 feet of shore). Boats towing skiers may
exceed 5 MPH to the extent necessary to maintain the skier in a skiing posi-
tion, within the 200 feet from shore line, only when taking off or landing
under safe conditions as outlined in this subsection. However, water skiing,
including take-off and landing, is prohibited in the areas listed in subsec-
tions (2) (b), (c), (d),(e) and (f) of this rule;

(b) All take-offs and landings will be made perpendicular to the shore
line;

(c) No person shall operate a boat following behind a skier closer than
300 feet, nor cross the towing boat’s bow less than 200 feet, nor alongside
a skier closer than 100 feet.

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of a
“slow—no wake” speed in the following areas;

(a) Within 200 feet of the shoreline (except under conditions author-
ized in subsection (1)(a) of this rule;

(b) Within 200 yards of the northwest shore of Piety Knob;
(c) In the Breitenbush River north of the Breitenbush River Highway

22 Bridge;
(d) Within 200 feet of an approved and marked swimming area;
(e) In the North Santiam River above a point 1,100 feet northwest of

Hoover Rock, as marked;
(f) In the Breitenbush Arm between the Breitenbush River Highway

22 bridge and a point approximately 2000 feet downstream of the bridge,
as marked.

(3) Water skiing, including takeoffs and landing is prohibited in areas
listed in subsections (2)(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) of this rule.

(4) No person shall operate a boat inside the log boom enclosure
around Detroit Lake Dam and Big Cliff Dam.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.195
Hist.: MB 6, f. 8-19-60; Renumbered from 250-020-0040; MB 2-1994, f. & cert. ef. 3-23-94;
MB 7-1996, f. 4-12-96, cert. ef. 5-1-96; OSMB 4-2000, f. & cert. ef. 7-14-00; OSMB 4-2015,
f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0270
Boat Operations in Morrow County

(1) Lake Penland. No person shall operate a motorboat except those
propelled by electric motors on Lake Penland.

(2) Willow Creek Lake:
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat, except those propelled by

electric motors on the Balm Fork Arm, upstream of a point approximately
1,000 feet downstream of the Balm Fork bridge, as marked;

(b) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no
wake” speed within:

(A) Willow Creek Arm upstream of a point on the south shore approx-
imately 1,000 feet east of the boat launching ramp, as marked;

(B) 200 feet of a launching ramp.
(c) No person shall operate a boat for any reason within the buoy line

100 feet from the dam;
(d) Persons operating in excess of 5 MPH in the otherwise unrestrict-

ed portions of the lake shall proceed about the lake in a counter clockwise
direction.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 49, f. 8-14-72, ef. 9-1-72; Renumbered from 250-020-0220; MB 5-1985, f. & ef.
1-29-85; MB 9-1985, f. & ef. 4-24-85; MB 5-1992, f. & cert. ef. 3-18-92; OSMB 7-2002, f.
& cert. ef. 10-15-02; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0280
Boat Operations in Multnomah County

(1) No person shall operate a boat in excess of 5 MPH:
(a) In North Portland Harbor (Oregon Slough):

(A) From the east end of North Portland Harbor (Oregon Slough) to
a point 800 yards west of the Burlington Northern Railroad Bridge, as
marked;

(B) Within 200 feet of a launching ramp, moorage or houseboat from
the east end of North Portland Harbor (Oregon Slough) eastward along the
south shore to the Lower Airport wing dike.

(b) Within 300 feet of the entrance to and in Rooster Rock boat chan-
nel;

(c) Within 200 feet of west shore, as buoyed, between the southern
boundary of Willamette Park Launch Ramp and the northern boundary of
the Willamette Sailing Club;

(d) Within Hayden Bay. The Bay is considered to be all waters south
and west of a line 200 feet north of the Northeast point of Hayden Island
and 200 feet north of the Northwest point of Tomahawk Island as marked;

(e) Within 200 feet of the Oregon Yacht Club floating home moorage
as buoyed (a distance of approximately 1,5000 feet);

(f) Within 200 feet of houseboat moorages in the Government Island
South Channel;

(g) No person shall operate a boat in excess of a “slow-no wake”
speed on the Columbia River south of the buoys along the northern shore
of Government Island in the waters adjacent to the I-205 Bridge, common-
ly referred to as Commodore’s Cove, as marked;

(h) Within 100 feet of the Landing Boat Club at RM 15, Willamette
River.

(2) No person shall operate a watercraft in excess of a “slow-no
wake” speed in:

(a) The Ross Island Lagoon; and
(b) The Holgate Channel from a line extending northeast from the

north side of the Ross Island Lagoon mouth to the east side of the channel,
and to a line extending from the southern (upstream) tip of Ross Island due
south to the Oregon Yacht Club.

(c) This restriction does not apply to:
(A) Federally documented commercial vessels required to be inspect-

ed under Federal law, including those operated for sand and gravel opera-
tions, with the exception of passenger vessels of less than 100 gross tons,
which are subject to the restriction;

(B) Safety launches while accompanying an organized rowing or pad-
dling program, club or school.

(3) No person shall operate a boat in excess of a “slow-no wake”
speed on the Columbia River within 300 feet of shore between the Big
Eddy Wing dike and the wing dike east of the entrance to the Chinook
Landing boat Basin and within the Chinook Landing Boat Basin, as
marked.

(4) A “pass-through” zone is established in the south channel of the
Columbia River, adjacent to McGuire Island between the east end of Big
Eddy Marina and the west end of McGuire Point Marina as marked.

(a) No person shall operate a motorboat pulling a water skier or towed
device in this zone.

(b) No person shall operate a personal watercraft, as defined in OAR
250-021-0020, in continuous operation above 5 MPH in this area, except to
transit directly through this zone.

(c) No person shall operate any motorboat in excess of a “slow-no
wake” speed within 200 feet of any houseboat moorage within the “pass-
through” zone.

(5) No person shall operate a boat in excess of 3 MPH in Rooster
Rock Boat Basin.

(6) The following locations are designated racing motorboat testing
areas:

(a) On the Willamette River in Swan Island Lagoon. Testing is limit-
ed to the hours of 3–6 p.m. on Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays;

(b) On the Columbia River between the county launching ramp at
43rd Street and Buoy #18 (NOS Chart #18531). Testing is limited to the
hours of 8 am–12 noon, Tuesday through Friday.

(7) No person shall operate a motorboat on Benson Lake.
(8) No person shall operate a boat for any reason within any restrict-

ed area at any time without first obtaining permission from the District
Engineer, Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, or his duly authorized represen-
tative.

(9) At Bonneville Dam.
(a) The Waters restricted to only Government vessels are described as

all waters of the Columbia River and Bradford Slough within 1,000 feet
above and 2,000 feet below the powerhouse. The restricted areas will be
designated by signs;

(b) No person shall operate a boat, including a commercial recre-
ational tour boat subject to inspection and licensing by the U.S. Coast
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Guard, within the Boating Restricted Zone located below Bonneville lock
and dam bounded by a line commencing from the westernmost tip of
Robins Island on the Oregon side of the Columbia River and running at a
South 65 degrees West direction a distance of approximately 2100 feet to a
point 50 feet upstream of the Hamilton Island Boat Ramp on the
Washington side of the Columbia River, as marked.

(10) No person shall operate or anchor a boat in the following
described zone in Oregon Slough (North Portland Harbor):

(a) Commencing at the northwesterly corner of that tract of land
described in a Bargain and Sale Deed to RHODIA, Inc., recorded as
Document No. 98028586, Multnomah County Deed Records; Thence,
along the northeasterly line of said tract, S 47°46’ E, 513.54 feet to the
northwest corner of the Alexander Brown Donation Land Claim; Thence,
along the north line of said Claim S 48°30’ E, 764.51 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING of the SITE AREA being described herein; Thence, N
29°58’25” E, 133.84 feet; Thence, S 62°44’22” E, 461.47 feet; Thence, S
29°58’25” W, 227.76 feet to the northeasterly line of said tract; Thence,
along said northeasterly line, N 61°15’ W, 60.85 feet; Thence, along said
northeasterly line, N 52°30’ W, 115.5 feet; Thence, along said northeaster-
ly line, N 48°30’ W, 291.49 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING as marked.

(b) This area of land contains 2.0 acres (87,008 sq. Ft.), more or less.
(c) The intent of this description is to describe a line that surrounds

the limits of the sediment cap location, plus a buffer zone.
(d) Bearings based on Document No. 98028586, Multnomah County

Deed Records.
(11) No person shall anchor a boat at approximately River Mile 7 of

the Willamette River in Multnomah County described in Department of
State Lands Easement No. 31530-EA, Exhibit A — Legal Description —
Permanent Easement.

(12) No person shall operate a boat in the Willamette River:
(a) In the area beneath the temporary construction bridges or lifting

cranes used for construction of the Portland-Milwaukie Light Rail Bridge
near river mile 13.8.

(b) In excess of a “slow—no wake” speed as marked 500 feet upriv-
er and 500 feet downriver from the centerline of the bridge construction
project.

(c) In the area of the Sellwood Bridge Construction Project, from
approximately 375 feet from the west river bank and 200 feet upstream and
downstream of the bridge measured at the bridge centerline; and about 420
feet from the east river bank and about 200 feet upstream and downstream
of the bridge measured at the bridge centerline.

(d) In excess of a “slow—no wake” speed as marked 500 feet upriv-
er and 500 feet downriver from the centerline of the Sellwood Bridge con-
struction project.

(13) The Sellwood Bridge Construction rule provisions will sunset at
the completion of construction in December 2015.

(14) The Portland-Milwaukie Light Rail Bridge rule provisions will
sunset upon removal of the temporary construction bridges or no later than
September 30, 2014.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.175
Hist.: MB 23, f. 9-24-63; MB 26, f. 7-20-64; MB 51, f. 5-3-73, ef. 5-15-73; MB 61, f. 7-26-
74, ef. 7-26-74(Temp) & 8-25-74(Perm); Renumbered from 250-020-0155; MB 10-1982, f.
10-13-82, ef. 10-15-82; MB 12-1982, f. 12-29-82, ef. 12-31-82; MB 6-1983, f. 9-28-83, ef.
10-3-83; MB 17-1984, f. & ef. 12-3-84; MB 6-1985, f. & ef. 2-5-85; MB 10-1985, f. & ef.
4-24-85; MB 15-1985, f. 10-18-85, ef. 10-21-85; MB 20-1987, f. 11-4-87, ef. 11-15-87; MB
5-1990, f. & cert. ef. 7-19-90; MB 11-1992, f. & cert. ef. 9-16-92; MB 2-1993, f. & cert. ef.
2-3-93; MB 13-1996, f. & cert. ef. 12-4-96; OSMB 7-1998(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-19-98 thru
11-15-98; OSMB 7-1999, f. & cert. ef. 6-18-99; OSMB 2-2005, f. & cert. ef. 1-20-05; OSMB
8-2006, f. & cert. ef. 10-12-06; OSMB 3-2009, f. 10-21-09, cert. ef. 1-1-10; OSMB 4-2011,
f. 3-7-11, cert. ef. 5-25-11; OSMB 8-2011, f. 4-25-11, cert. ef. 6-1-11; OSMB 9-2011(Temp),
f. 5-13-11, cert. ef. 6-15-11 thru 10-31-11; Administrative correction, 11-18-11; OSMB 16-
2011(Temp), f. 11-22-11, cert. ef. 12-1-11 thru 5-28-12; OSMB 17-2011(Temp), f. 12-22-11,
cert. ef. 1-1-12 thru 5-28-12; OSMB 5-2012, f. & cert. ef. 4-20-12; OSMB 3-2013(Temp), f.
& cert. ef. 5-8-13 thru 10-31-13; OSMB 4-2013, f. & cert. ef. 6-28-13; OSMB 5-
2013(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 7-1-13 thru 10-31-13; Administrative correction, 11-22-13; OSMB
4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0282
Boat Operations in Multnomah County on Multnomah Channel

No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow-no wake”
speed on Multnomah Channel within 200 feet of boat or floating home
moorages located between Hadley’s Landing (RM 17.5) dock and the main
Willamette.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 14-1987, f. & ef. 6-15-87; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0285
Boat Operations in Multnomah and Columbia Counties

Sauvie Island Wildlife Area:
(1) It is unlawful to operate a boat on any water within the Sauvie

Island Wildlife Area from October 10 to January 20, with the following
exceptions:

(a) Persons possessing a valid Sauvie Island Hunt Permit.
(b) The Gilbert River from its mouth upstream to a point 100 feet

upstream of the Gilbert River Dock as marked.
(2) Except for the Gilbert River, it is unlawful to operate a motorboat

in excess of a “slow no—wake” speed limit on any waters within the
Sauvie Island Wildlife Area.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 7-1987, f. 4-20-87, ef. 5-1-87; OSMB 2-2002, f. & cert. ef. 4-15-02; OSMB 4-
2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0323
Boat Operations in Umatilla County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no
wake” speed within 200 feet of a designated public launching ramp or a
marked swimming area.

(2) All motorboats, including those towing waterskiers operating from
the Cold Springs and Sand Station Recreation area’s on the Columbia River
shall maintain a counter clockwise traffic pattern, including launching and
landing, as posted.

(3) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 5 MPH on Hat
Rock Creek Inlet from 100 yards south of the inlet’s confluence with the
Columbia River.

(4) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow—no
wake” speed on the Umatilla River between its confluence with the
Columbia River and the Three Mile Irrigation Dam.

(5) No person shall operate any boat for any reason within any
restricted area at any time without first obtaining permission from the
District Engineer, Corps. of Engineers, U.S. Army, or his duly authorized
representative.

(6) At McNary Dam. The waters restricted to all vessels except to
Government vessels are described as all waters commencing at the
upstream end of the Oregon fish ladder thence running in the direction of
39°28’ true for a distance of 540 yards; thence 7°49’ true for a distance of
1,078 yards; thence 277°10’ for a distance of 468 yards to the upstream end
of the navigation lock guidewall. The downstream limits commence at the
downstream end of the navigation lock guidewall thence to the Oregon
shore at right angles and parallel to the axis of the dam, as marked.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.195
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 5-1984, f. 2-14-84, ef. 2-15-84; MB 16-1987, f. & ef. 6-15-87; MB 7-1990, f. &
cert. ef. 7-19-90; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0350
Boat Operations in Wasco County

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat except those propelled by
electric motors on Rock Creek Reservoir.

(2) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 10 MPH on Pine
Hollow Reservoir, except between July 1 and the day following Labor Day,
in the area west of a buoy line.

(3) No person shall operate a boat for any reason in any restricted area
at any time without first obtaining permission from the District Engineer,
Corps. Of Engineers, U.S. Army, or his duly authorized representative.

(4) At The Dalles Dam. The waters restricted to only Government
vessels are described as all downstream waters other than those of the nav-
igation lock downstream approach channel which lie between the Wasco
County Bridge and the project axis including those waters between the
powerhouse and the Oregon shore and all upstream waters other than those
of the navigation lock upstream approach channel which lie between the
project axis and a line projected from the upstream end of the navigation
lock upstream guide wall to the junction of the concrete structure with the
earth fill section of the dam near the upstream end of the powerhouse as
marked.

(5) On Lake Bonneville in Salisbury Slough at West Mayer State
Park. No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow no—wake”
speed between May 1 and September 30 west of a line originating at the
east end of West Mayer State Park swimming beach and extending north-
east across the slough to the east end of spit of land separating the slough
from the main lake, as marked.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110, 830.175 & 830.195
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
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Hist.: MB 41, f. 9-18-68; MB 46, f. 4-15-70, ef. 4-17-70; Renumbered from 250-020-0195;
MB 8-1990, f. & cert. ef. 7-19-90; OSMB 3-1998, f. & cert. ef. 4-3-98; OSMB 3-2006, f. &
cert. ef. 3-28-06; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0360
Boat Operations on Henry Hagg Lake in Washington County

(1) All boats shall be operated at a “slow—no wake” speed when
within 200 feet of shore or marked swim area and on all waters of the lake
lying westerly of a buoyed line located as follows: From a point on the
north shore approximately 1,533 yards northwest of Scoggin Dam, to a
point on the south shore approximately 2,465 yards northwest of Scoggin
Dam.

(2) Motorboats being operated in the area east of the buoyed line and
more than 200 feet from shore shall not exceed a speed of 35 MPH and
shall at all times move in a counter-clockwise direction.

(3) No boats shall enter a buoyed or designated swim area except
boats operated by lifeguards or official police boats during emergency oper-
ations.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 65, f. 4-17-75, ef. 4-17-75(Temp), 5-11-75(Perm); Renumbered from 250-020-
0230; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-020-0385
Boat Operations in Yamhill and Marion Counties

(1) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of 5 MPH during
July and August between river miles 44.5 and 45.0, as marked during the
hours of 7–10 p.m. Thursdays through Sundays, during evenings on which
the historic Champoeg Pageant is performed.

(2) On the Willamette River from the Hwy 219 Bridge at RM 48.5 to
the upper end of Willow Island at RM 31.5, the following rules apply:

(a) No person shall operate a motorboat at a speed in excess of a
“slow—no wake” speed within 100 feet of private docks, boathouses or
moorages legally permitted by the Oregon Department of State Lands.

(b) No person shall use wake-enhancing devices, including ballast
tanks, wedges or hydrofoils or other mechanical devices, or un-even load-
ing of persons or gear, to artificially operate bow-high.

(c) Effective 12:01 am, May 1, 2014 and ending October 31, 2014,
11:59 pm, the use of wake-enhancing devices from the Hwy 219 Bridge at
RM 48.5 to RM 47 are allowed.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 9-1987, f. 4-20-87, ef. 5-1-87; OSMB 9-2008, f. 10-22-08, cert. ef. 1-1-09; OSMB
3-2014, f. & cert. ef. 1-15-14; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-030-0030
Regulations

The State Marine Board is authorized to carry out the provisions of
the Federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (PL 90-542) and the State Scenic
Waterways Act (ORS 390.805 to 390.925) under 830.175 by regulating
boat use through a permit system initiated by the Board. Authority to limit
or prohibit motorboat use is also granted by this statute. The specific regu-
lations which follow are adopted in accordance with these statutory provi-
sions:

(1) In order to meet the goals and objectives of management and
recreation plans for the subsequently named rivers, the State Marine Board
will regulate commercial and noncommercial boat use, both for non-pow-
ered boats and for motorboats, by means of a permit system. On occasion
the Board may find it necessary to establish interim boat use levels in order
to protect the riverine environment and assure to the users a quality recre-
ation experience. Such limits may be prescribed in those instances where,
in the absence of river management or recreation plans, it finds it necessary
to act to assure compliance with the objectives of appropriate federal and
state laws.

(2) It is the policy of the State Marine Board to provide for equitable
use of certain designated rivers by commercial and noncommercial boaters.
A system of permits for all boaters, whether they plan to run a river as pri-
vate individuals or as patrons of a commercial entrepreneur, may be initiat-
ed on controlled rivers when use approaches or exceeds approved levels or
capacity.

(3) No person, other than a member of the Department of State Police,
county sheriff, and governmental agencies of this state and the federal gov-
ernment having jurisdiction over the following described waters, shall use
a motor for propelling a boat for any purpose on the following described
waters, with the exceptions stated: 

(a) Deschutes River:
(A) That portion bordering the Warm Springs Reservation, no motors

year round. (ORS 830.180)

(B) Between the northern boundary of the Warm Springs Reservation
and the mouth of Buckhollow Creek (downstream from Sherars Falls), no
person shall operate a motorboat with the exception of ingress/egress by
landowners under permit issued by the Board.

(C) Between the mouth of Buckhollow Creek and Macks Canyon
Campground, no motors from June 15 to September 30, with the exception
of ingress/egress by landowners under permit by the Board.

(D) Between Macks Canyon Campground and the Heritage Landing
boat ramp, motors will be prohibited during alternating Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday periods commencing with the first Thursday to
Sunday period that falls on or after June 15, continuing until September 30.
No daily restrictions on motorized use from October 1 to June 14.

(E) Between Heritage Landing boat ramp and the confluence with the
Columbia River, no prohibitions on motors, except as stated in OAR 250-
030-0041 for a “slow—no wake” speed.

(b) Illinois River — From Deer Creek downstream to Nancy Creek,
which is located in the area immediately upstream of Oak Flat.

(c) John Day River — From State Highway 218 bridge at Clarno
downstream to Tumwater Falls between May 1 and October 1.

(d) Minam River — From Minam Lake downstream to the Wallowa
River.

(e) Owyhee River System:
(A) West Little Owyhee;
(B) North Fork Owyhee; and
(C) The mainstem Owyhee River above approximately river mile 70

at Pinnacle Rock, as marked.
(f) Rogue River — from Grave Creek downstream to the lowermost

portion of Blossom Bar Rapids approximately 250 feet upstream of the top
of Devil’s Staircase Rapids as marked, between May 15 and November 15.

(g) Sandy River — From Dodge Park downstream to Dabney State
Park.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 53, f. 9-25-73, ef. 1-1-74; MB 64, f. 2-18-75, ef. 3-11-75; MB 66, ef. 4-22-
75(Temp), 5-11-75(Perm); MB 76, f. & ef. 5-27-76; MB 79, f. 1-20-77, ef. 5-27-77; MB 89,
f. 12-27-77, ef. 1-1-78; MB 12-1984, f. 8-13-84, ef. 8-14-84; MB 12-1985, f. & ef. 7-31-85;
MB 21-1985, f. & ef. 12-4-85; MB 3-1993, f. 2-4-93, cert. ef. 5-15-93; MB 4-1994, f. & cert.
ef. 3-23-94; MB 15-1996, f. & cert. ef. 12-4-96; MB 6-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-30-97; OSMB
5-1998, f. & cert. ef. 4-3-98; OSMB 5-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-15-10 thru 6-30-10;
OSMB 10-2010, f. & cert. ef. 5-6-10; OSMB 8-2012, f. 4-24-12, cert. ef. 5-1-12; OSMB 6-
2013, f. 10-28-13, cert. ef. 11-1-13; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef. 5-1-15

250-030-0041
Special Regulation — Manner of Operation

(1) Deschutes River:
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat in excess of a “slow-no wake

speed from the Columbia River upstream to a point approximately 1,500
feet (500 yards) as marked;

(b) No person shall operate more than two round trips from Heritage
Landing Boat Ramp or Macks Canyon Boat Ramp per day, except for
emergencies;

(c) No person shall operate a motorboat with more than seven persons
on board, including the operator, with the exception of one U.S. Coast
Guard certified tour boat with a maximum of 16 persons operating under
BLM Special Use Permit between the confluence with the Columbia River
and Sherars Falls. This passenger capacity does not apply to persons oper-
ating while under landowner ingress/egress permit;

(d) A special “pass through” zone is established from the “slow-no
wake” zone below Moody Rapids and the upstream end of Rattlesnake
Rapids, as posted. No person shall stop or anchor any boat for the purpose
of picking up or discharging passengers in this zone, except in an emer-
gency.

(2) Rogue River:
(a) No person shall anchor a boat, except within ten feet of the shore-

line, in the following river segments, which are designated “anchoring pro-
hibited” zones, during the period August 1 to September 30:

(A) From a point approximately 100 yards upstream of the confluence
with the Applegate River to a point approximately 450 yards downstream
of that confluence at River Mile (RM) 94.8 as marked;

(B) From RM 93.5 to 94.5, as marked.
(C) Highway Hole — A 200 foot segment located approximately 1/2

mile upstream of Robertson Bridge (RM 86.7), as marked.
(b) No person shall anchor, stop or otherwise hold their boats position

in such a manner as to impede the safe navigation of any other craft in the
following river segments, which are designated pass through zones, during
the period August 1 to September 30;
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(c) Brushy Chutes — From a point approximately 200 feet upstream
of the island at RM 88 to a point approximately 750 feet downstream of that
island, as marked.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Stats. Implemented: ORS 830.110 & 830.175
Hist.: MB 4-1989, f. & cert. ef. 7-6-89; MB 5-1989, f. & cert. ef. 7-6-89; MB 3-1993, f. 2-
4-93, cert. ef. 5-15-93; MB 4-1994, f. & cert. ef. 3-23-94; OSMB 4-2015, f. 4-30-15, cert. ef.
5-1-15

Oregon University System, 
Southern Oregon University

Chapter 573
Rule Caption: Special Fees
Adm. Order No.: SOU 1-2015
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-6-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-6-15
Notice Publication Date: 4-1-2015
Rules Amended: 573-040-0005
Subject: The proposed rule amendments eliminate fees that are no
longer necessary and establish, increase, or decrease fees to more
accurately reflect the actual costs of instruction for certain courses
and special services not otherwise funded through the institution’s
operating budget.
Rules Coordinator: Treasa Sprague—(541) 552-6319
573-040-0005
Special Fees

The Special Fees for certain courses and general services approved by
Southern Oregon University are hereby adopted by reference. 

[Publications: Publications referenced are available from the agency.]
Stat. Auth.: ORS 351.070
Stats. Implemented: ORS 351.070 & 580-040-0010
Hist.: SOSC 4, f. & ef. 9-2-76; SOSC 10, f. & ef. 5-9-77; SOSC 6-1978, f. & ef. 6-2-77;
SOSC 8-1978, f. & ef. 12-15-78; SOSC 2-1979, f. & ef. 6-20-79; SOSC 4-1980, f. & ef. 5
20-80; SOSC 4-1980, f. & ef. 5-20-80; SOSC 2-1981, f. & ef. 6-2-81; SOSC 3-1982, f. & ef.
7-1-82; SOSC 4-1983, f. & ef. 5-26-83; SOSC 1-1984, f. & ef. 6-20-84; SOSC 4-1985, f. &
ef. 6-3-85; SOSC 9-1985, f. & ef. 12-17-85; SOSC 2-1986, f. & ef. 5-30-86; SOSC 1-1987,
f. & ef. 6-5-87; SOSC 4-1987, f. & ef. 9-4-87; SOSC 1-1988, f. & cert. ef. 5-19-88; SOSC
2-1988(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 9-2-88; SOSC 4-1988, f. & cert. ef. 11-23-88; SOSC 3-1989, f.
& cert. ef. 6-1-89; SOSC 3-1990, f. & cert. ef. 5-31-90; SOSC 3-1991, f. & cert. ef. 5-30-91;
SOSC 1-1992, f. & cert. ef. 6-3-92; SOSC 3-1993, f. & cert. ef. 5-21-93; SOSC 2-1994, f. &
cert. ef. 6-10-94; SOSC 1-1995, f. & cert. ef. 6-7-95; SOSC 1-1996, f. & cert. ef. 6-5-96;
SOU 1-1997, f. & cert. ef. 5-20-97; SOU 1-1998, f. & cert. ef. 4-23-98; SOU 2-1999, f. &
cert. ef. 5-7-99; SOU 1-2000, f. & cert. ef. 4-10-00; SOU 1-2001, f. & cert. ef. 4-4-01; SOU
1-2002, f. & cert. ef. 4-11-02; SOU 1-2003, f. & cert. ef. 4-16-03; SOU 1-2004, f. & cert. ef.
4-5-04; SOU 1-2005, f. & cert. ef. 4-11-05; SOU 1-2006, f. & cert. ef. 3-31-06; SOU 1-2007,
f. & cert. ef. 4-25-07; SOU 4-2008, f. 4-9-08, cert. ef. 4-15-08; SOU 1-2009, f. 6-4-09, cert.
ef. 6-15-09; SOU 4-2010, f. & cert. ef. 7-12-10; SOU 1-2011, f. & cert. ef. 6-13-11; SOU 1-
2012, f. & cert. ef. 5-10-12; SOU 1-2013, f. & cert. ef. 5-7-13; SOU 1-2014, f. & cert. ef. 5-
12-14; SOU 1-2015, f. & cert. ef. 5-6-15

Teacher Standards and Practices Commission
Chapter 584

Rule Caption: Amends rule related to Restricted Substitute
License.
Adm. Order No.: TSPC 4-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 4-23-2015
Certified to be Effective: 4-23-15 thru 10-18-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 584-060-0682
Subject: Extends the licensure term for restricted substitute licens-
es applied for after January 1 of the school year.
Rules Coordinator: Victoria Chamberlain—(503) 378-6813
584-060-0682
Restricted Substitute Teaching License

(1) Upon filing a correct and complete application in form and man-
ner prescribed by the Commission, a qualified applicant and a co-applying
district or districts may be granted a Restricted Substitute Teaching
License. 

(a) The Restricted Substitute Teaching License is valid for substitute
teaching at any level in any specialty to replace a teacher who is temporar-
ily unable to work. 

(b) The license is valid through June 30 of the school year for which
it is issued. For applications received after January 1, the license may be
issued through June 30 of the following school year at the request of the co-
applicant district. 

(c) Districts who did not co-apply with the applicant may request per-
mission to add the substitute to their district upon filing an additional appli-
cation and fee. 

(d) Any single assignment on this license may not exceed 10 days
consecutively under any circumstances. [See subsection (4) below for fur-
ther information.] 

(2) To be eligible for a Restricted Substitute Teaching License, the
applicant must: 

(a) Hold a bachelor’s degree or higher from a regionally accredited
institution or an approved foreign equivalent. Awarding of a higher degree
in the arts and sciences or an advanced degree in the professions from a
regionally accredited institution in the United States validates a non-region-
ally accredited bachelor’s degree for licensure; 

(b) Furnish fingerprints in the manner prescribed by the Commission
if the applicant has not been fingerprinted or has not held an active license
issued by the Commission in the past three years; 

(c) Provide a letter from the co-applicant district stating the reasons
for the license and specifying the school year(s) requested; and 

(d) Obtain a passing score on a Commission-approved test of knowl-
edge of U.S. and Oregon civil rights and professional ethics. 

(3) To be eligible for renewal of the Restricted Substitute Teaching
License an applicant must: 

(a) Submit a letter from the district requesting renewal; 
(b) Obtain a passing score as currently specified by the Commission

on a test of basic verbal and computational skills, unless the applicant has
a master’s degree; and 

(c) Complete ten (10) professional development units in accordance
with OAR chapter 584, division 90. 

(4) A district and co-applicant educator may apply for an Emergency
Teaching License for the holder of a Restricted Substitute Teaching License
if the district is unable to obtain a regularly licensed teacher for any posi-
tion lasting more than ten consecutive days. The Executive Director may
approve the Emergency Teaching License if the district and co-applicant
meet the requirements set forth in ORS 584-060-0210, Emergency
Teaching License.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 342
Stats. Implemented: ORS 342.120 - 342.430, 342.455 - 342.495 & 342.533
Hist.: TSPC 2-2009, f. & cert. ef. 3-12-09; TSPC 5-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-13-10 thru
12-31-10; TSPC 9-2010, f. 12-15-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; TSPC 6-2014(Temp), f. 8-5-14, cert. ef
8-6-14 thru 2-2-15; Renumbered from 584-060-0182 by TSPC 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 11-14-
14; TSPC 4-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-23-15 thru 10-18-15

Rule Caption: Amends rule related to Restricted Substitute
License. Suspends current temporary rule.
Adm. Order No.: TSPC 5-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-15-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-15-15 thru 11-10-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Amended: 584-060-0682
Rules Suspended: 584-060-0682(T)
Subject:Amends Restricted Substitute Teaching License to change
requirements related to district assignments, terms of licensure and
other changes.
Rules Coordinator: Victoria Chamberlain—(503) 378-6813
584-060-0682
Restricted Substitute Teaching License

(1) The Restricted Substitute Teaching License is a license that per-
mits a qualified individual to substitute teach in Oregon public K–12 class-
rooms with the restriction that the individual must obtain and maintain dis-
trict sponsorship. 

(2) The Restricted Substitute Teaching License is valid for substitute
teaching assignments as follows:

(a) The Restricted Substitute Teaching License is valid for substitute
teaching in any Oregon K–12 classroom to replace a teacher who is tem-
porarily unable to work; 

(b) The Restricted Substitute Teaching License is valid for substitute
assignments in any Oregon school district, including education service dis-
tricts; and 

(c) Any single assignment on the Restricted Substitute Teaching
License may not exceed 10 days consecutively under any circumstances.
[See subsection (6) below for further information.] 

(3) The length of the term of the Restricted Substitute Teaching
License is subject to the following: 
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(a) First Restricted Substitute Teaching License: The applicant and
co-applicant district’s first Restricted Substitute Teaching License is valid
through June 30 of the school year for which it is issued. For applications
received after January 1, the first Restricted Substitute Teaching License
may be issued through June 30 of the following school year at the request
of the co-applicant district; 

(b) The Restricted Substitute Teaching License may be renewed upon
application from the applicant and co-applicant district. The renewed
Restricted Substitute Teaching License is valid for three years. The license
will expire on June 30 of the third academic year following the issuance of
the license; and

(c) The Restricted Substitute Teaching License may be continuously
renewed so long as the applicant maintains an active Restricted Substitute
Teaching License with the original sponsoring district and meets the
requirements of subsection (5) of this rule. If the renewed Restricted
Substitute Teaching License expires or the applicant co-applies with a new
district sponsor, the applicant will be issued a first Restricted Substitute
Teaching License as provided in subsection (3)(a) of this rule. 

(4) To be eligible to apply for a Restricted Substitute Teaching
License, an applicant must:

(a) Possess the personal qualifications for licensure including attain-
ment of at least eighteen years of age and possessing good moral character
and mental and physical health necessary for employment as an educator; 

(b) Hold a bachelor’s degree or higher from a regionally accredited
institution or an approved foreign equivalent. Awarding of a higher degree
in the arts and sciences or an advanced degree in the professions from a
regionally accredited institution in the United States validates a non-region-
ally accredited bachelor’s degree for licensure; 

(c) Pass all criminal and professional background checks pursuant to
OAR 584-036-0062 Criminal Records and Professional Conduct
Background Check;

(d) Obtain a passing score on a Commission-approved test of knowl-
edge of U.S. and Oregon civil rights and professional ethics;

(e) Provide a complete and correct application to the Commission. A
complete and correct application for a Restricted Substitute Teaching
License must include:

(A) A letter from the co-applicant district stating the reasons for the
license and specifying the school year(s) requested; 

(B) Fingerprints in the manner prescribed unless the applicant has
been fingerprinted and cleared by the Commission or has held an active
license issued by the Commission in the past three years;

(C) Evidence of a passing score on a Commission-approved test of
knowledge of U.S. and Oregon civil rights and professional ethics; 

(D) Transcripts evidencing a bachelor’s degree or higher consistent
with subsection (4)(b) of this rule; and

(E) Payment of all required fees as provided in OAR 584-036-0055.
(5) Renewal Requirements: To be eligible to apply for renewal of the

Restricted Substitute Teaching License, an applicant must: 
(a) Submit a letter from the district requesting renewal and affirming

continued co-sponsorship of the license; 
(b) Obtain passing score as currently specified by the Commission on

a test of basic verbal and computational skills, unless the applicant has a
master’s degree or higher; (First Renewal Only)

(c) Complete professional development units in accordance with
OAR chapter 584, division 90; and 

(d) Submit a complete and correct renewal application in the form and
manner required by the Commission.

(6) Emergency Teaching License: A district and co-applicant educator
may apply for an Emergency Teaching License with a substitute teaching
endorsement for the holder of a Restricted Substitute Teaching License if
the district is unable to obtain a regularly licensed teacher for any position
lasting more than ten consecutive days or in cases in which the applicant
has taken the test, but has not obtained a passing score on the Commission-
approved civil rights and ethics test. The Executive Director may determine
the term and approve the Emergency Teaching License if the district and
co-applicant meet the requirements set forth in OAR 584-060-0210,
Emergency Teaching License.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 342
Stats. Implemented: ORS 342.120 - 342.430, 342.455 - 342.495 & 342.533
Hist.: TSPC 2-2009, f. & cert. ef. 3-12-09; TSPC 5-2010(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 8-13-10 thru
12-31-10; TSPC 9-2010, f. 12-15-10, cert. ef. 1-1-11; TSPC 6-2014(Temp), f. 8-5-14, cert. ef
8-6-14 thru 2-2-15; Renumbered from 584-060-0182 by TSPC 9-2014, f. & cert. ef. 11-14-
14; TSPC 4-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 4-23-15 thru 10-18-15; TSPC 5-2015(Temp), f. & cert.
ef. 5-15-15 thru 11-10-15

Water Resources Department
Chapter 690

Rule Caption: Preference of Water Use for Stock Watering and
Human Consumption in Klamath County
Adm. Order No.:WRD 3-2015(Temp)
Filed with Sec. of State: 5-15-2015
Certified to be Effective: 5-15-15 thru 11-10-15
Notice Publication Date:
Rules Adopted: 690-022-0050, 690-022-0052, 690-022-0054,
690-022-0055, 690-022-0056
Subject: Oregon Governor Brown declared a drought in Klamath
County under Executive Order No. 15-03 on April 6, 2015. ORS
536.750 authorizes the Oregon Water Resources Commission, pur-
suant to a gubernatorial declaration of drought, to grant preference
of water use for human consumption and stock watering over other
uses of water regardless of priority date. Without the preference, the
use of water for human consumption and stock watering would be
subject to regulation, and as a result, surface water that would oth-
erwise be used to meet these needs would not be available. For some
water users, there are no readily available alternative sources of water
for either stock watering or human consumption.
These rules propose to grant a preference for the use of water for

stock watering and human consumption in Klamath County for a
period of 180 days, or for the duration of the declared drought,
whichever is shorter.
Rules Coordinator: Cindy Smith—(503) 986-0876
690-022-0050
Purpose and Authority 

(1) The purpose of these rules is to implement ORS 536.750(1)(c),
which authorizes the Commission, pursuant to a gubernatorial declaration
that a severe, continuing drought exists, to grant a temporary preference to
water rights for human consumption or stock watering use over other water
uses regardless of priority date.

(2) These rules address an immediate threat to the health and welfare
of the people of Oregon that would otherwise occur if regulation of senior
water rights in Klamath County curtailed or prohibited use of surface water
for human consumption and stock watering as defined in these rules.

(3) These rules are effective upon filing. During the effective period
of these rules and a drought declaration under ORS 536.740 in Klamath
County, the Commission grants a preference in Klamath County of use for
water rights for human consumption or stock watering as provided in this
rule. The temporary preference of use shall only apply to Klamath County
and shall remain in effect only during the effective time period of the
Governor’s Executive Order no.15-03 signed by Governor Kate Brown on
April 6, 2015, or 180 days, whichever is shorter.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 536.025, 536.027 & 536.750
Stats. Implemented: ORS 536.750
Hist.: WRD 3-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-15-15 thru 11-10-15

690-022-0052
Definitions 

Unless the context requires otherwise, the words and phrases used in
division 22 have the following meaning: 

(1) “Commission” means the Oregon Water Resources Commission.
(2) “Department” means the Oregon Water Resources Department.
(3) “Human Consumption” means the use of water for the purposes of

drinking, cooking, and sanitation.
(4) “Stock Watering” means the use of water for consumption by

domesticated animals and wild animals held in captivity as pets or for 
profit.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 536.025, 536.027 & 536.750
Stats. Implemented: ORS 536.750
Hist.: WRD 3-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-15-15 thru 11-10-15

690-022-0054
Applicability of Preference for Stock Watering

During the effective period of a drought declaration under ORS
536.740 in Klamath County, and notwithstanding any provision of law to
the contrary, the Commission grants a temporary preference for stock
watering as follows:

(1) The preference described in this rule applies only to the diversion
or use of water within Klamath County.
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(2) Uses of water for stock watering, to the extent authorized under a
water right certificate, permit, decree, or findings of fact and order of deter-
mination issued in an adjudication subject to ORS Chapter 539, are grant-
ed a preference over all other water uses regardless of the priority date of
the water right for stock watering.

(3) Water users in the Klamath Basin who want to exercise the stock
water preference shall provide a notice to the Watermaster on a form pre-
scribed by the Department. The notice shall identify the water right or
determined claim authorizing stock water use along with the authorized
point of diversion(s) that will be used to deliver the stock water and other
information as required.

(4) Water diverted for stock water is limited to the amount appropri-
ate for the specific number of livestock it serves, and only the conveyance
amount necessary to provide water to the place of use.

(5) The diversion of water under the stock water preference shall not
result in the complete dewatering of a stream.

(6) Water right holders exercising the stock water preference estab-
lished in this rule shall assure curtailment of water uses unrelated to the
preference.

(7) The option for a water right holder to exercise the stock watering
preference only applies to a water right holder being regulated by the water-
master in order to satisfy a senior water right. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 536.025, 536.027 & 536.750
Stats. Implemented: ORS 536.750
Hist.: WRD 3-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-15-15 thru 11-10-15

690-022-0055
Applicability of Preference for Human Consumption 

During the effective period of a drought declaration under ORS
536.740 in Klamath County, and notwithstanding any provision of law to
the contrary, the Commission grants a temporary preference for human con-
sumption as follows:

(1) The preference described in these rules applies only to the diver-
sion or use of water within Klamath County.

(2) Uses of water for human consumption, to the extent authorized
under a water right certificate, permit, decree, or findings of fact and order
of determination issued in an adjudication subject to ORS Chapter 539, are
granted a preference over all other water uses regardless of the priority date
of the water right for human consumption.

(3) Water right holders exercising the human consumption preference
shall use the most efficient means of delivery available to them and divert
the minimum amount necessary to meet the human consumption watering
needs. 

(4) Water right holders exercising the human consumption preference
established in this rule shall assure curtailment of water uses unrelated to
the preference.

(5) The option for a water right holder to exercise the human con-
sumption preference only applies to a water right holder being regulated by
the watermaster in order to satisfy a senior water right.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 536.025, 536.027 & 536.750
Stats. Implemented: ORS 536.750
Hist.: WRD 3-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-15-15 thru 11-10-15

690-022-0056
Regulation of Water under Preferences 

(1) The Department will regulate water rights in Klamath County in
accordance with the preference for water rights for stock watering and
human consumption use as provided in OAR 690-022-0054 and OAR 690-
022-0055.

(2) The preferences established under this rule division do not author-
ize a water right holder exercising the preference to make a call for water.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 536.025, 536.027 & 536.750
Stats. Implemented: ORS 536.750
Hist.: WRD 3-2015(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 5-15-15 thru 11-10-15
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101-010-0005 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-010-0005(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
101-015-0005 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-015-0005(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
101-020-0002 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-020-0002(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
101-020-0005 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-020-0005(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
101-020-0012 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-020-0012(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
101-020-0015 12-31-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
101-020-0045 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-020-0045(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
101-030-0010 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-030-0010(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
101-030-0015 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-030-0015(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
101-030-0020 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
101-030-0020(T) 5-12-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
104-010-0005 12-15-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
111-020-0010 3-13-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
111-030-0011 4-28-2015 Adopt(T) 6-1-2015
123-021-0010 1-26-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
123-021-0090 1-26-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
123-021-0110 1-26-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
123-052-1000 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1100 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1200 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1300 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1400 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1500 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1600 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1700 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1800 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-1900 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-2000 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-2100 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-2200 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-2300 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-052-2400 2-24-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
123-630-0000 2-12-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
123-630-0030 2-12-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
123-630-0050 2-12-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
125-120-0000 4-5-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
125-120-0100 4-5-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
125-120-0120 4-5-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
125-120-0130 4-5-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
125-120-0150 4-5-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
125-120-0160 4-5-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
125-120-0180 5-4-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
125-246-0110 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-246-0165 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-246-0170 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-246-0316 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-246-0318 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-246-0330 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015

125-246-0333 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-246-0350 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-246-0351 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-247-0110 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-247-0200 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-247-0287 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-247-0296 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-247-0690 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-247-0805 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-248-0100 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
125-248-0270 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
137-046-0130 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-047-0260 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-047-0265 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-047-0270 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-047-0300 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-047-0450 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-047-0560 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-048-0130 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-048-0210 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-048-0220 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0100 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0120 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0130 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0380 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0600 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0610 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0620 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0630 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0640 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0650 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0660 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0690 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-049-0820 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
137-050-0740 2-4-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
137-050-0740 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
137-050-0740(T) 3-30-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
137-055-1090 1-5-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
137-055-2160 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
137-055-3495 3-30-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
137-055-3500 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
137-055-5030 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
137-055-5110 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
137-130-0001 2-23-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
137-130-0001(T) 2-23-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
137-130-0005 2-23-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
137-130-0005(T) 2-23-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
137-130-0010 2-23-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
137-130-0010(T) 2-23-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
137-130-0110 2-23-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
137-130-0110(T) 2-23-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
137-130-0210 2-23-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
137-130-0210(T) 2-23-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
141-088-0002 6-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
141-088-0006 6-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
141-088-0007 6-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
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141-088-0008 6-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
141-088-0195 6-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
141-088-0200 6-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
141-088-0205 6-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
141-102-0020 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
141-102-0030 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
150-294.311(30) 1-1-2015 Renumber 2-1-2015
150-305.265(11) 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
150-306.265 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
150-307.130-(B) 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
150-307.145 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
150-308.057 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
150-308.059-(A) 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
150-308.149(6) 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
150-309.115(2)(b) 1-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 2-1-2015
150-311.670(1) 1-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 2-1-2015
150-311.672(1)(a) 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
150-314.515(2) 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
150-317.131 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
150-457.440(9)-(B) 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
161-001-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-006-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-006-0155 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-006-0160 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-008-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-010-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-010-0035 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-010-0045 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-010-0065 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-010-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-010-0085 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-015-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-015-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-015-0015 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
161-015-0025 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
161-015-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0015 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0035 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0045 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0055 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0065 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0070 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0090 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
161-020-0110 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0120 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0130 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-020-0150 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-025-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-025-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-025-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-025-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-025-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-030-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-040-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-050-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015

161-530-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
161-570-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
165-020-2033 2-13-2015 Adopt(T) 3-1-2015
165-020-2034 2-24-2015 Adopt(T) 4-1-2015
165-020-2035 3-3-2015 Adopt(T) 4-1-2015
165-020-2036 3-10-2015 Adopt(T) 4-1-2015
165-020-2037 3-12-2015 Adopt(T) 4-1-2015
166-200-0200 1-27-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
166-200-0235 1-27-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
166-200-0260 1-27-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
166-200-0350 1-27-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
166-200-0370 1-27-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
166-200-0375 1-27-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
166-200-0380 1-27-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
170-061-0015 1-22-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
213-060-0010 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0020 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0030 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0050 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0060 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0070 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0080 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0095 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0130 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
213-060-0140 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
230-001-0000 2-9-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
230-001-0005 2-9-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
230-001-0010 2-9-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
230-030-0150 2-9-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
230-140-0030 2-9-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
250-010-0010 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-010-0025 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-010-0164 5-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
250-010-0175 5-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
250-010-0180 5-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
250-010-0185 5-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
250-010-0190 5-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
250-010-0195 5-1-2015 Renumber 6-1-2015
250-010-0200 5-1-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
250-010-0205 5-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
250-010-0206 5-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
250-010-0210 5-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
250-010-0215 5-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
250-010-0225 5-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
250-010-0230 5-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
250-010-0235 5-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
250-010-0270 5-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
250-020-0032 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0033 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0041 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0043 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0051 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0062 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0065 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0091 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0102 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
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250-020-0151 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0161 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0201 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0202 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0203 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0204 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0211 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0221 4-10-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
250-020-0221 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0231 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0239 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0240 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0243 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0250 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0260 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0270 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0280 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0282 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0285 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0323 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0350 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0360 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-020-0385 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-030-0030 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
250-030-0041 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
255-030-0013 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
255-032-0022 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-008-0005 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-008-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
259-008-0010 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-008-0011 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
259-008-0011 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-008-0015 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
259-008-0025 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-008-0060 1-5-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
259-008-0060 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-008-0060(T) 1-5-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
259-008-0069 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
259-008-0078 3-24-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
259-009-0005 12-31-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
259-009-0015 12-29-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
259-009-0015 1-15-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
259-009-0059 12-31-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
259-009-0062 12-31-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
259-009-0070 12-31-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
259-020-0010 12-30-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
259-020-0015 12-30-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
259-060-0010 1-5-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
259-060-0010 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-060-0060 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-060-0120 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-060-0130 1-5-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
259-060-0130 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-060-0135 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-060-0145 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-060-0300 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015

259-060-0450 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-061-0005 1-5-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
259-061-0190 3-24-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
259-061-0240 1-5-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
259-061-0260 1-5-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
259-061-0300 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
259-070-0010 12-30-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
259-070-0010(T) 12-30-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
274-005-0040 3-26-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
274-005-0045 3-26-2015 Adopt(T) 5-1-2015
291-016-0020 12-3-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
291-016-0020(T) 12-3-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
291-016-0120 12-3-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
291-016-0120(T) 12-3-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
291-055-0005 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0010 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0010(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-055-0014 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0014(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-055-0019 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0019(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-055-0020 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0020 3-20-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
291-055-0020(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-055-0025 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0025(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-055-0031 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0031(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-055-0040 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0040(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-055-0045 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0045(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-055-0050 12-29-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
291-055-0050(T) 12-29-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
291-078-0010 2-25-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
291-078-0010(T) 2-25-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
291-078-0020 2-25-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
291-078-0020(T) 2-25-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
291-078-0026 2-25-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
291-078-0026(T) 2-25-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
291-078-0031 2-25-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
291-078-0031(T) 2-25-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
291-082-0100 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-082-0105 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-082-0110 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-082-0115 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-082-0120 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-082-0130 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-082-0135 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-082-0140 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-082-0145 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-104-0111 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-104-0116 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-104-0125 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-104-0135 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-104-0140 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
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291-109-0120 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
291-109-0140 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
291-109-0150 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
291-109-0160 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
291-109-0170 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
291-109-0180 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
291-109-0200 11-19-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
291-130-0005 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-130-0006 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-130-0011 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-130-0016 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
291-130-0019 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
291-130-0020 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
309-019-0125 3-25-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
309-019-0170 3-25-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
309-031-0010 12-12-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
309-114-0005 12-1-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
309-114-0005 4-24-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
309-114-0010 4-24-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
309-114-0015 4-24-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
309-114-0020 4-24-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
309-114-0025 12-1-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
325-005-0015 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
330-070-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0013 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0014 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
330-070-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0021 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0022 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0026 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0027 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0029 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0045 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0059 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0062 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0063 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0064 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0070 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0073 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0073(T) 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
330-070-0076 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
330-070-0078 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
330-070-0089 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
330-070-0091 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
330-090-0160 3-23-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
330-230-0150 3-23-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
331-410-0050 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
331-800-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-800-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-810-0010 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
331-810-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-810-0025 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
331-810-0030 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015

331-810-0031 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
331-810-0038 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
331-810-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-810-0050 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
331-810-0055 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-810-0060 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
331-820-0010 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
331-820-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-830-0005 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
331-830-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-830-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-840-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-840-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-840-0030 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
331-840-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-840-0050 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
331-840-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-840-0070 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
331-850-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
332-015-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
332-015-0025 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
332-015-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
332-015-0030 1-2-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
332-015-0070 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
332-020-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
332-020-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
332-025-0020 1-2-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
332-025-0110 1-2-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
332-025-0125 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
332-030-0000 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
333-008-1010 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1020 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1040 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1050 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1060 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1070 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1080 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1090 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1100 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1110 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1120 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1150 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1160 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1170 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1180 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1190 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1200 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1210 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1220 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1225 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1230 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1260 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1275 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-008-1280 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-014-0040 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
333-014-0040(T) 12-17-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
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333-014-0042 12-17-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
333-014-0042(T) 12-17-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
333-014-0080 12-17-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
333-014-0080(T) 12-17-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
333-014-0090 12-17-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
333-014-0090(T) 12-17-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
333-014-0100 12-17-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
333-014-0100(T) 12-17-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
333-018-0110 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
333-018-0127 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
333-019-0010 1-7-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
333-028-0220 5-6-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
333-072-0215 1-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-072-0215(T) 1-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
333-102-0203 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-102-0305 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0045 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0055 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0060 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
333-106-0201 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0205 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0210 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0215 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0220 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0225 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0240 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0245 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0301 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0325 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0601 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0700 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0735 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-106-0750 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-116-0130 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-116-0190 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0041 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0050 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0070 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0100 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0110 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0120 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-119-0130 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-120-0200 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-120-0670 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-121-0001 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-121-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015

333-121-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-122-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
333-500-0010 2-6-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-500-0010 2-20-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
333-500-0010 3-24-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
333-500-0025 2-6-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-500-0025 2-20-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
333-500-0025 3-24-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
333-500-0027 3-24-2015 Adopt(T) 5-1-2015
333-525-0000 2-6-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-700-0004 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-700-0017 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-700-0120 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
333-700-0130 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
334-001-0012 7-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
334-001-0055 7-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
334-001-0060 7-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
334-010-0018 7-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
334-010-0033 7-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
334-020-0005 7-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
334-040-0010 7-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
335-005-0026 11-17-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
337-010-0007 5-8-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
337-010-0011 3-10-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
337-010-0011(T) 3-10-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
339-010-0006 11-20-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
339-010-0006 3-27-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
339-020-0010 3-6-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
340-041-0002 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-041-0007 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-041-0028 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-041-0033 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-041-0124 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-041-0310 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-041-0315 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-041-8033 1-7-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-071-0140 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
340-100-0001 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-100-0002 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-100-0003 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-100-0004 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-100-0010 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-101-0001 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-101-0030 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-102-0010 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-102-0011 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-102-0041 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-102-0065 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-102-0070 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-103-0010 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-104-0001 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-104-0145 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-104-0149 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-105-0001 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-105-0140 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-106-0001 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
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340-109-0001 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-111-0010 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-111-0070 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
340-200-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0025 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0035 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-200-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-200-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0200 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0220 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-202-0225 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-204-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0080 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0090 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-204-0300 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-204-0310 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-204-0320 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-206-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-206-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-206-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-206-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-206-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-206-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-206-8010 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-206-8020 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-206-8030 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-206-8040 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-208-0005 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-208-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-208-0100 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-208-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-208-0200 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-208-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-208-0300 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-208-0310 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-208-0320 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015

340-208-0450 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-208-0600 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-209-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-209-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-209-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-209-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-209-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-209-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-209-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-209-0080 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0205 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0215 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0225 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0230 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0240 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-210-0250 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0005 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-212-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0140 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0150 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0200 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0220 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0230 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0240 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0250 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0260 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0270 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-212-0280 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0005 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-214-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0114 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0200 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0220 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0300 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0310 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0320 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0330 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0340 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0350 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0360 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-214-0400 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-214-0410 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-214-0420 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
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340-214-0430 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-216-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0025 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0052 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0054 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0056 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0062 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0064 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0066 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0068 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0082 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0084 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0090 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-0094 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-8010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-216-8020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0080 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0090 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0140 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0150 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0160 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0170 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0180 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0190 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0200 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0220 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0230 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0240 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-218-0250 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-220-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0030 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-220-0040 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-220-0050 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-220-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0080 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0090 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015

340-220-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0140 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0150 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0160 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0170 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0180 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-220-0190 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0041 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0042 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0043 4-16-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
340-222-0045 4-16-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
340-222-0046 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-222-0048 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-222-0051 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-222-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0070 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-222-0080 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-222-0090 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-224-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-224-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-224-0025 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-224-0038 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-224-0045 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-224-0055 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-224-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-224-0080 4-16-2015 Am. & Ren. 6-1-2015
340-224-0245 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0250 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0255 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0260 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0270 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0500 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0510 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0520 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0530 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-224-0540 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-225-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-225-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-225-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-225-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-225-0045 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-225-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-225-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-225-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-225-0090 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-226-0005 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-226-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
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340-226-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-0140 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-0200 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-226-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-0310 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-0320 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-0400 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-226-8010 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-228-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0200 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0300 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-228-0400 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0410 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0420 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0430 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0440 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0450 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0460 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0470 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0480 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0490 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0500 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0510 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0520 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-228-0530 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-230-0010 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-230-0020 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-230-0030 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-230-0415 4-17-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-230-0500 4-17-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-232-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0080 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0090 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0140 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0150 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0160 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0170 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0180 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0190 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015

340-232-0200 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0220 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-232-0230 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0005 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-234-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0140 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0200 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0220 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0240 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0250 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0270 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0300 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0310 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0320 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0330 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0340 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0350 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0360 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0400 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0410 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0420 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0430 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-234-0500 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0510 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0520 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0530 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-234-0540 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-236-0005 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-236-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-0100 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0110 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0120 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0130 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0140 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0150 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0200 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0210 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0220 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0230 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0310 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-0320 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-0330 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-0400 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-0410 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-0420 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-0430 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-236-0440 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-0500 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-236-8010 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-238-0040 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-238-0060 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-238-0090 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
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340-240-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0050 4-16-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
340-240-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0140 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0150 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0160 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0170 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-240-0180 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0190 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0210 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0220 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0230 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-240-0250 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0300 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0310 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-240-0320 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0330 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0340 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0350 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0360 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0400 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0410 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0420 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0430 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0440 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0510 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0550 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0560 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-240-0610 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0400 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0410 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0420 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0430 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0440 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0500 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0510 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0520 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0600 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0610 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0620 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0630 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-242-0700 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0710 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0720 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0730 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0740 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0750 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0760 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0770 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0780 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-242-0790 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-244-0020 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015

340-244-0030 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0220 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0232 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0234 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0236 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0238 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0239 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0240 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0242 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0244 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0246 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0248 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-244-0250 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-246-0230 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-253-0000 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0040 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0060 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0100 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0200 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0250 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0310 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0320 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0330 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0340 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0400 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0450 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0500 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0600 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0620 2-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-253-0630 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-0650 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-1000 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-1010 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-1020 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-1030 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
340-253-1050 2-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-253-2000 2-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-253-2100 2-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-253-2200 2-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-253-3010 2-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 2-1-2015
340-253-3020 2-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 2-1-2015
340-253-3030 2-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 2-1-2015
340-253-3040 2-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 2-1-2015
340-253-3050 2-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 2-1-2015
340-253-8010 2-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-253-8020 2-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-253-8050 2-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
340-262-0450 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0040 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0050 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0060 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0070 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
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340-264-0075 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0078 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0080 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0100 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0110 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0120 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0130 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0140 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0150 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0160 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0170 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0175 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0180 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-264-0190 4-16-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
340-268-0010 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-268-0020 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
340-268-0030 4-16-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
407-007-0210 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0220 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0230 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0240 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0250 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0275 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0277 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0280 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0290 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0290 2-3-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-007-0300 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0315 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0330 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0335 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0340 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0350 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
407-007-0600 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
407-007-0610 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
407-007-0620 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
407-007-0630 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
407-007-0640 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
407-025-0000 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0010 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0020 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0030 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0040 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0050 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0060 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0070 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0080 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0090 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0100 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
407-025-0110 2-11-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
409-035-0020 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
409-035-0040 2-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
409-055-0010 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
409-055-0030 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
409-055-0040 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
409-055-0045 2-1-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015

410-050-0861 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
410-050-0861(T) 12-1-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
410-120-0000 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-120-0006 3-19-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
410-120-1340 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
410-120-1340 3-4-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
410-120-1340(T) 3-4-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
410-121-0030 12-12-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
410-121-0030 12-12-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
410-121-0030 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
410-121-0030 3-3-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
410-121-0030 4-18-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
410-121-0030(T) 12-12-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
410-121-0040 12-12-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
410-121-0040 12-12-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
410-121-0040 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
410-121-0040 2-3-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
410-121-0040 4-18-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
410-121-0040(T) 12-12-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
410-121-2000 2-18-2015 Renumber 4-1-2015
410-121-2005 2-18-2015 Renumber 4-1-2015
410-121-2010 2-18-2015 Renumber 4-1-2015
410-121-2020 2-18-2015 Renumber 4-1-2015
410-121-2030 2-18-2015 Renumber 4-1-2015
410-121-2050 2-18-2015 Renumber 4-1-2015
410-121-2065 2-18-2015 Renumber 4-1-2015
410-122-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
410-122-0187 1-29-2015 Adopt(T) 3-1-2015
410-122-0187 4-15-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
410-122-0187(T) 4-15-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-122-0202 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
410-122-0209 3-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
410-122-0520 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
410-123-1220 2-17-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
410-123-1220 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
410-123-1220(T) 5-1-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
410-123-1260 2-17-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
410-123-1260 5-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
410-123-1260(T) 5-1-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
410-130-0160 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
410-130-0160 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-130-0160(T) 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-130-0200 3-10-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
410-130-0200(T) 3-10-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
410-130-0220 12-24-2014 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
410-130-0220 3-10-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
410-130-0220(T) 3-10-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
410-130-0240 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
410-141-0060 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
410-141-0060 3-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
410-141-0060(T) 3-1-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
410-141-0280 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-0280 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-0280 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-0300 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-0300 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
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410-141-0300 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-0420 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
410-141-0420(T) 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
410-141-0520 12-31-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
410-141-0520 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
410-141-0520 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-0520(T) 12-31-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
410-141-0520(T) 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-141-3060 12-27-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
410-141-3060 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
410-141-3060 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
410-141-3060 3-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
410-141-3060(T) 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
410-141-3060(T) 3-1-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
410-141-3268 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-3269 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-141-3269 5-1-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
410-141-3269(T) 5-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-141-3280 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-3280 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-3280 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-3300 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-3300 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-3300 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-141-3420 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
410-141-3420(T) 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
410-143-0020 3-10-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
410-143-0040 3-10-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
410-143-0060 3-10-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
410-165-0000 2-3-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
410-165-0000 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-165-0000(T) 4-8-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-165-0020 2-3-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
410-165-0020 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-165-0020(T) 4-8-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-165-0040 2-3-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
410-165-0040 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-165-0040(T) 4-8-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-165-0060 2-3-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
410-165-0060 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-165-0060(T) 4-8-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-165-0080 2-3-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
410-165-0080 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-165-0080(T) 4-8-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-165-0100 2-3-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
410-165-0100 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
410-165-0100(T) 4-8-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
410-172-0000 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0010 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0020 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0030 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0040 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0050 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0060 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0070 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0080 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015

410-172-0090 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0100 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0110 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0120 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0130 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0140 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0150 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0160 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0170 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0180 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0190 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0200 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0210 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0220 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0230 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0240 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0250 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0260 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0270 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0280 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0290 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0300 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0310 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0320 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0330 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0340 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0350 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0360 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0370 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0380 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0390 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0400 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0410 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0420 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0430 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0440 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0450 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0460 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0470 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0480 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0490 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0500 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0510 1-1-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
410-172-0600 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0610 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0620 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0630 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0640 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0650 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0660 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0670 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0680 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0690 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0700 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0710 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0720 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
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410-172-0730 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0740 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0750 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0760 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0770 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0780 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0790 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0800 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0810 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0820 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0830 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0840 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-172-0850 1-1-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
410-200-0010 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0010(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0015 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0015(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0100 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0100(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0105 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0105(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0110 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0110(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0111 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0111(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0115 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0115(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0120 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0120(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0125 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0125(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0130 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0130(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0135 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0135(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0140 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0140(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0145 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0145(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0146 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0146(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0200 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0200(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0205 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0205(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0210 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0210(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0215 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0215(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0220 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0220(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0225 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0225(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0230 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0230(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0235 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015

410-200-0235(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0240 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0240(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0305 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0305(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0310 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0310(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0315 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0315 3-1-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
410-200-0315 4-22-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
410-200-0315(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0315(T) 4-22-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
410-200-0400 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0400(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0405 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0405(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0410 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0410(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0415 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0415(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0420 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0420(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0425 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0425(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0435 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0435(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0440 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0440 4-2-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
410-200-0440(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0500 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0500(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0505 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0505(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
410-200-0510 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
410-200-0510(T) 1-30-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-015-0100 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-015-0100 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
411-015-0100(T) 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
411-020-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0002 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0015 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0085 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0100 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0110 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0120 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0123 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-020-0130 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
411-030-0040 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
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411-030-0040 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
411-030-0040(T) 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
411-032-0050 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-032-0050(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-035-0010 3-9-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-035-0010(T) 3-9-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
411-035-0015 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-035-0015 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
411-035-0015(T) 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
411-035-0025 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-035-0025 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
411-035-0025(T) 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
411-035-0040 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-035-0040 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
411-035-0040(T) 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
411-035-0055 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-035-0055 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
411-035-0055(T) 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
411-035-0070 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-035-0070 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
411-035-0070(T) 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
411-035-0085 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-035-0085 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
411-035-0085(T) 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
411-050-0602 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-050-0625 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-050-0640 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-050-0645 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-050-0655 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-050-0665 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-054-0005 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
411-054-0012 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
411-054-0090 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
411-054-0093 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
411-054-0120 1-29-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
411-054-0200 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
411-054-0300 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
411-070-0005 3-9-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-070-0027 3-9-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-070-0035 3-9-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-070-0043 3-9-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-070-0091 3-9-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-085-0005 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0010 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0013 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0015 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0030 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0040 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0060 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0310 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0350 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0360 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-085-0370 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-088-0050 3-2-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
411-088-0060 3-2-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
411-089-0010 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015

411-089-0020 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0030 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0040 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0050 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0070 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0075 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0100 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0110 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0120 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0130 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-089-0140 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
411-300-0100 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0110 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0110(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0120 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0120 3-12-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-300-0120 4-10-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
411-300-0120(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0130 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0130(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0140 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0150 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0150(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0155 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0165 2-16-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
411-300-0165(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0170 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0170(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0175 2-16-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
411-300-0190 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0190(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0200 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0200(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0205 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-300-0205(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0210 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-300-0220 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-308-0010 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0010 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0020 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0020 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0030 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0030 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0030(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0040 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0040 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0050 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0050 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0050(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0060 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0060 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0060(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0070 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0070 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0070(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
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411-308-0080 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0080 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0080(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0090 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0090 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0100 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0100 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0100(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0110 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0110 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0120 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0120 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0120(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0130 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0130 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0130(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0135 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-308-0135 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0135(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-308-0140 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0140 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-308-0150 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-308-0150 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-317-0000 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-317-0000(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-318-0000 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-318-0000(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-318-0005 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-318-0005(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-318-0010 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-318-0010(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-318-0015 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-318-0015(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-318-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-318-0025 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-318-0025(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-318-0030 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-318-0030(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0020 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0040 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0040(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0060 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0060(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0070 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0080 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0080(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0090 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0090(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0100 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0100(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0110 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0110(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0120 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0120(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0130 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015

411-320-0130(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0160 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0170 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0170(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0175 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0175(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-320-0190 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-320-0200 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0010 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0010(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-323-0020 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-323-0030 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0030(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-323-0035 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0035(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-323-0040 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0050 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0050(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-323-0060 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0060(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-323-0070 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-323-0070(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0020 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0060 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0060(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0110 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0110(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0120 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0120(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0180 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0185 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0230 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0300 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0300(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0320 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0330 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0360 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0390 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0390(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0400 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0430 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0430(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-325-0460 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-325-0460(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0550 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0560 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0560(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0570 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0620 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0630 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0640 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0650 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0660 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0680 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
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411-328-0690 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0700 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0700(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0710 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0715 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0720 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0720(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0740 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0750 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0750(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0760 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0760(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0770 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0770(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0780 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0790 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-328-0790(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-328-0800 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0020 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0030 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0030(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0040 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0040(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0050 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0050(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0060 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0060(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0065 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0070 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0070(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0080 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0080(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0090 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0090(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0100 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0100(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0110 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0110(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0130 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-330-0130(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-330-0140 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0020 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0050 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0060 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0060(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0080 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0090 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0100 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0100(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0110 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0110(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0120 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0120(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0125 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015

411-340-0130 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0130(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0135 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-340-0135(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0140 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0150 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0150(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0160 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0160(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0170 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-340-0170(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-340-0180 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0010 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0010(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0020 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0025 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0025(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0027 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-345-0027(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0030 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0030(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0050 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0050(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0085 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-345-0085(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0090 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0090(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0095 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0095(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0100 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0110 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0110(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0130 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0130(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0140 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0140(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0160 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0160(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0170 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0170(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0180 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0180(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0190 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0190(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0200 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0200(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0230 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0230(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0240 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0240(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0250 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0250(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0260 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-345-0260(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-345-0270 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
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411-345-0270(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-346-0110 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-346-0110(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-346-0150 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-346-0150(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-346-0180 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-346-0180(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-346-0190 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-346-0190(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-346-0210 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-350-0010 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0020 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0020(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0030 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0030 3-12-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-350-0030 4-10-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
411-350-0030(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0040 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0040(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0050 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0050 3-12-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
411-350-0050(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0075 2-16-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
411-350-0075(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0080 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0080(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0085 2-16-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
411-350-0100 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0100(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0110 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0110(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0115 2-16-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
411-350-0115(T) 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0118 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-350-0120 2-16-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
411-360-0020 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-360-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-360-0030 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-360-0130 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-360-0140 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-360-0140(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-360-0170 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-360-0170(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-360-0190 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-360-0190(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-360-0250 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-360-0250(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-360-0275 12-28-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
411-360-0275(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0000 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-375-0000(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0010 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-375-0010(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0020 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-375-0020(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0030 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015

411-375-0030(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0040 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-375-0040(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0050 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-375-0050(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0060 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-375-0060(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0070 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-375-0070(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
411-375-0080 12-28-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
411-375-0080(T) 12-28-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-010-0180 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-010-0185 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-010-0310 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-015-0115 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-0115(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-015-0400 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-0409 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-0409(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-015-0415 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-0415(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-015-0420 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-0420(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-015-0432 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-0432(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-015-0450 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-0540 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-0540(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-015-1105 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-1105(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-015-9000 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
413-015-9020 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
413-015-9030 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-9040 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-015-9040(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-070-0063 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-070-0069 1-21-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
413-070-0072 1-21-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
413-070-0410 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-070-0430 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-070-0450 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-070-0470 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-070-0480 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-070-0490 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-070-0505 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-070-0620 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-070-0655 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-070-0905 1-21-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
413-070-0905 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-070-0905 2-1-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
413-070-0905(T) 1-21-2015 Suspend 3-1-2015
413-070-0905(T) 2-1-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
413-070-0917 1-21-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
413-070-0949 1-21-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
413-090-0110 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-090-0120 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
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413-090-0133 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-090-0133 2-5-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
413-090-0135 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-090-0136 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-090-0140 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-090-0150 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-090-0150 2-5-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
413-090-0210 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
413-120-0010 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-120-0195 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-120-0510 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-120-0710 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
413-200-0414 12-24-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
413-200-0414(T) 12-24-2014 Repeal 2-1-2015
413-300-0200 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
413-300-0210 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
413-300-0220 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
413-300-0230 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
413-300-0240 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
413-300-0250 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
413-300-0260 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
413-300-0270 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
413-300-0280 3-6-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
414-061-0000 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0010 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0020 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0030 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0040 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0050 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0060 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0065 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0070 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0080 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0090 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0100 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0110 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-061-0120 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0000 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0010 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0020 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0035 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0040 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0055 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0065 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0075 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0085 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0090 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0100 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0110 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0120 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0130 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0140 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0150 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0160 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-205-0170 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-300-0005 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015

414-300-0015 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-300-0070 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-350-0030 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-350-0050 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-350-0090 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
414-400-0000 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-400-0010 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-400-0020 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-400-0031 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-400-0033 11-25-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
414-400-0040 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-400-0050 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-400-0060 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-400-0080 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-400-0090 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
414-400-0095 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
414-700-0000 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0010 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0020 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0030 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0040 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0050 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0060 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0070 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0080 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
414-700-0090 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
416-070-0010 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-070-0020 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-070-0030 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-070-0040 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-070-0050 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-070-0060 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-260-0010 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-260-0015 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-260-0020 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-260-0030 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-260-0040 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-260-0050 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-260-0060 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
416-260-0070 2-19-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
418-010-0010 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-010-0020 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-010-0030 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-010-0040 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-020-0010 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-020-0020 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-020-0030 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-020-0040 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-020-0050 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-020-0060 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-030-0000 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-030-0010 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
418-030-0020 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
423-045-0005 11-25-2014 Am. & Ren. 1-1-2015
423-045-0010 11-25-2014 Am. & Ren. 1-1-2015
423-045-0015 11-25-2014 Am. & Ren. 1-1-2015
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436-009-0004 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0005 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-009-0005 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0008 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0010 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0018 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0020 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0023 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0025 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0030 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0035 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0040 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0060 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0080 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0090 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0110 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-009-0998 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
436-010-0005 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-010-0280 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-030-0003 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-030-0005 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-030-0020 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-030-0034 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-030-0035 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-030-0065 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-030-0135 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-030-0165 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0005 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0006 3-1-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
436-035-0007 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0008 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0012 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0013 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0014 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0016 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0018 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-035-0250 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-050-0003 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
436-050-0175 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
436-105-0500 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-105-0520 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-110-0350 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
436-120-0005 3-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
437-001-0015 1-1-2016 Amend 5-1-2015
437-001-0700 1-1-2016 Amend 5-1-2015
437-001-0704 1-1-2016 Adopt 5-1-2015
437-002-0060 1-5-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
438-006-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
438-013-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
441-035-0005 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
441-035-0070 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0080 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0090 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0100 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0110 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0120 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015

441-035-0130 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0140 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0150 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0160 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0170 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0180 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0190 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0200 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0210 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0220 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-035-0230 1-15-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
441-860-0085 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
441-860-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
441-875-0075 1-1-2015 Am. & Ren. 2-1-2015
459-007-0009 11-21-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
459-007-0009 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
459-007-0320 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
459-007-0330 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
459-035-0070 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
459-050-0076 11-21-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
459-050-0076 1-8-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
459-050-0120 11-21-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
459-050-0120 1-8-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
459-070-0001 1-30-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
459-080-0250 3-30-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-001-0000 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-101-0010 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-110-0210 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-110-0430 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-115-0016 3-31-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-115-0050 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-115-0050(T) 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
461-115-0071 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
461-115-0071(T) 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
461-125-0190 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
461-125-0370 12-8-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
461-125-0370 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
461-125-0370(T) 12-8-2014 Suspend 1-1-2015
461-135-0405 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-135-0407 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-135-0780 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
461-135-0834 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-140-0040 3-19-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-145-0050 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-145-0088 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-145-0120 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-145-0130 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-145-0200 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
461-145-0220 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
461-145-0530 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-145-0910 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-145-0930 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-155-0150 3-23-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
461-155-0180 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
461-155-0250 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
461-155-0270 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
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461-155-0290 3-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-155-0291 3-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-155-0295 3-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-155-0300 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
461-160-0015 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
461-160-0015(T) 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
461-160-0055 3-10-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
461-160-0580 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
461-160-0620 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
461-165-0030 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-165-0030(T) 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
461-165-0180 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
461-165-0180(T) 2-1-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
461-170-0101 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
461-175-0210 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-175-0210(T) 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
461-190-0211 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
461-193-0031 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
461-195-0301 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-195-0303 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
461-195-0321 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
462-150-0030 11-21-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
462-200-0700 2-2-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
462-210-0010 3-25-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
543-010-0034 3-23-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
573-040-0005 5-6-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
574-050-0005 2-12-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
577-050-0050 1-23-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
579-020-0006 12-1-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
581-015-2000 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-015-2245 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-015-2320 3-11-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
581-018-0133 12-4-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
581-020-0060 12-4-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
581-020-0065 12-4-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
581-020-0065 1-26-2015 Am. & Ren. 3-1-2015
581-020-0070 12-4-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
581-020-0075 12-4-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
581-020-0080 12-4-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
581-020-0080 1-26-2015 Am. & Ren. 3-1-2015
581-020-0085 12-4-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
581-020-0090 12-4-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
581-021-0061 3-11-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
581-021-0500 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
581-022-0102 7-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
581-022-1130 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-022-1131 7-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
581-022-1133 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-022-1133 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-022-1134 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-022-1210 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-022-1610 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-022-1620 7-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
581-022-1661 12-4-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
581-026-0065 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-026-0130 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015

581-026-0210 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-026-0505 12-17-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
581-045-0586 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
582-001-0003 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
582-001-0005 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
582-001-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
582-050-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
583-001-0000 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-001-0005 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-001-0015 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
583-030-0005 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0009 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0010 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0011 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0015 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0016 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0020 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0025 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0030 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0032 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0035 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0036 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0038 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0039 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0041 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0042 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0043 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0044 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0045 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0046 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-030-0049 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-040-0005 3-17-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
583-040-0010 3-17-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
583-040-0025 3-17-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
583-050-0006 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-050-0011 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-050-0014 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-050-0016 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-050-0026 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-050-0027 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-050-0028 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-050-0036 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-050-0040 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-070-0002 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-070-0011 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-070-0015 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
583-070-0020 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
584-001-0010 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
584-010-0006 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-010-0090 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-017-1026 2-10-2015 Adopt(T) 3-1-2015
584-017-1028 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-017-1030 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-017-1032 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-017-1035 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-018-0110 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
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584-018-0115 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-018-0120 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-018-0130 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-018-0140 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-018-0150 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-018-0165 2-10-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
584-018-0305 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-018-1070 4-15-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
584-019-0002 2-10-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
584-019-0003 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-020-0060 2-10-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
584-023-0005 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-036-0055 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-036-0070 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-036-0080 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-036-0083 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-038-0003 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-042-0008 2-10-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
584-042-0008 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
584-042-0021 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-042-0022 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-042-0036 2-10-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
584-042-0036 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
584-042-0044 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-042-0051 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-050-0021 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-052-0027 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-060-0062 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
584-060-0181 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-060-0181 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
584-060-0210 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-060-0635 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-060-0682 4-23-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
584-060-0682 5-15-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
584-060-0682(T) 5-15-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
584-065-0001 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-065-0060 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-065-0070 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-065-0080 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-065-0090 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-065-0120 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-066-0010 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-066-0020 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-066-0025 2-10-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
584-066-0030 4-15-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
584-070-0120 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-070-0132 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-070-0310 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-080-0152 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-080-0171 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-090-0100 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-090-0100 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
584-090-0115 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-090-0120 4-15-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
584-100-0006 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-100-0007 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015

584-100-0016 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-100-0026 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
584-100-0036 2-10-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
603-011-0610 2-23-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
603-011-0615 2-23-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
603-011-0620 2-23-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
603-011-0630 2-23-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
603-011-0800 12-30-2014 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
603-011-0810 12-30-2014 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
603-011-0820 12-30-2014 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
603-011-0830 12-30-2014 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
603-011-0840 12-30-2014 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
603-011-0900 1-28-2015 Adopt(T) 3-1-2015
603-011-0910 1-28-2015 Adopt(T) 3-1-2015
603-011-0920 1-28-2015 Adopt(T) 3-1-2015
603-011-0930 1-28-2015 Adopt(T) 3-1-2015
603-011-0940 1-28-2015 Adopt(T) 3-1-2015
603-024-0017 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
603-024-0211 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
603-048-0010 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0050 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0100 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0110 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0200 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0250 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0300 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0400 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0500 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0600 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0700 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0800 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-0900 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-048-1000 1-29-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
603-052-0860 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0861 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0862 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0870 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0880 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0882 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0884 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0886 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0888 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-052-0921 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
603-057-0388 2-27-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
603-095-0100 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
603-095-0120 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
603-095-0140 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
603-095-0160 1-29-2015 Repeal 3-1-2015
603-095-0180 1-29-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
632-030-0025 1-7-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-003-0003 4-27-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-003-0085 4-27-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-004-0215 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-004-0275 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
635-004-0275 3-10-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-004-0275(T) 3-10-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
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635-004-0350 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-004-0355 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
635-004-0355 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-004-0355(T) 1-15-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
635-004-0375 4-25-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-004-0505 1-16-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-004-0585 4-28-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-005-0355 2-6-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-005-0465 11-25-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
635-005-0480 3-16-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-005-0485 11-25-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
635-006-0209 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
635-006-0209 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-006-0209(T) 1-15-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
635-006-0212 4-27-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-006-0212 5-1-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-006-0212 5-1-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-006-0212(T) 4-27-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
635-006-0213 4-27-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-006-0215 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-006-0215 5-1-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-006-0225 5-1-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-006-0232 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-011-0100 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-011-0104 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-013-0003 4-27-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-013-0004 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-013-0007 4-27-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-014-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-014-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-014-0090 4-1-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-016-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-016-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-017-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-017-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-017-0095 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-018-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-018-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-018-0090 4-15-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-019-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-019-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-019-0090 5-20-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-021-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-021-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-021-0090 5-20-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-023-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-023-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-023-0095 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-023-0095 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
635-023-0095 5-12-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-023-0125 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-023-0125 3-1-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-023-0125 3-5-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
635-023-0125 4-10-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-023-0125 5-2-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-023-0125 5-6-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015

635-023-0125(T) 3-5-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
635-023-0125(T) 4-10-2015 Suspend 5-1-2015
635-023-0125(T) 5-2-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-023-0125(T) 5-6-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-023-0128 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-023-0130 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-023-0134 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-023-0134 5-2-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-023-0140 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-039-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-039-0080 3-10-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-039-0085 4-28-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-039-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-039-0090 1-15-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-039-0090 1-15-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
635-039-0090 4-28-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
635-039-0090(T) 3-10-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
635-041-0063 11-25-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
635-041-0063(T) 11-25-2014 Suspend 1-1-2015
635-041-0065 2-2-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-041-0065 2-20-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
635-041-0065 3-12-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
635-041-0065 5-5-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-041-0065(T) 2-20-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
635-041-0065(T) 3-12-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
635-041-0525 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
635-042-0022 3-31-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-042-0022 4-7-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-042-0022 5-4-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0022 5-6-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0022 5-12-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0130 2-2-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-042-0145 2-9-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-042-0145 3-9-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
635-042-0145 3-24-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
635-042-0145 4-21-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0145 5-4-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0145 5-12-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0145(T) 3-9-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
635-042-0145(T) 3-24-2015 Suspend 5-1-2015
635-042-0145(T) 4-21-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-042-0145(T) 5-4-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-042-0145(T) 5-12-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-042-0160 2-9-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-042-0160 4-21-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0160 5-4-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0160(T) 4-21-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-042-0160(T) 5-4-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-042-0170 2-9-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-042-0170 4-21-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0170 5-4-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0170(T) 4-21-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-042-0170(T) 5-4-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-042-0180 2-9-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
635-042-0180 4-21-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
635-042-0180 5-4-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
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635-042-0180(T) 4-21-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-042-0180(T) 5-4-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
635-043-0151 1-15-2015 Adopt(T) 2-1-2015
635-043-0151(T) 1-15-2015 Suspend 2-1-2015
635-048-0005 12-10-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
635-053-0100 2-25-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
635-053-0105 2-25-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
635-053-0111 2-25-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
635-053-0125 2-25-2015 Repeal 4-1-2015
635-065-0001 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-065-0011 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-065-0015 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-065-0090 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-065-0401 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-065-0625 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-065-0705 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-065-0705(T) 1-6-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
635-065-0740 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-065-0760 1-1-2015 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
635-065-0765 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-066-0000 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-067-0000 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-067-0015 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-067-0032 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-067-0034 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-068-0000 2-26-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-069-0000 2-26-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-070-0000 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
635-070-0020 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
635-071-0000 4-8-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
635-071-0010 1-7-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
635-072-0000 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-073-0000 2-26-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-073-0015 2-26-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-075-0001 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-075-0005 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-075-0010 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-075-0020 1-6-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
635-075-0022 1-6-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
635-095-0100 2-25-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-095-0105 2-25-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-095-0111 2-25-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-095-0125 2-25-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
635-440-0001 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
635-440-0005 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
635-440-0010 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
635-440-0015 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
635-440-0020 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
635-440-0025 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
635-440-0030 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
635-440-0035 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
647-010-0010 7-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
660-004-0023 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-004-0040 4-27-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
660-024-0030 3-25-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
660-024-0040 3-25-2015 Amend 5-1-2015

660-027-0070 4-27-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
660-029-0000 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0010 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0020 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0030 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0040 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0050 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0060 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0070 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0080 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0090 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0100 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0110 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-029-0120 4-27-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
660-032-0000 3-25-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
660-032-0010 3-25-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
660-032-0020 3-25-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
660-032-0030 3-25-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
660-032-0040 3-25-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
660-033-0120 4-9-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
660-033-0130 4-9-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
690-020-0000 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
690-020-0022 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
690-020-0023 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0025 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
690-020-0029 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
690-020-0035 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
690-020-0036 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0037 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0038 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0041 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0042 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0043 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0044 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0047 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0048 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0050 3-17-2015 Am. & Ren. 5-1-2015
690-020-0055 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0060 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0065 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0070 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0080 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0100 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
690-020-0120 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0150 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0200 3-17-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
690-020-0250 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0300 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0350 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-020-0400 3-17-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
690-022-0050 5-15-2015 Adopt(T) 6-1-2015
690-022-0052 5-15-2015 Adopt(T) 6-1-2015
690-022-0054 5-15-2015 Adopt(T) 6-1-2015
690-022-0055 5-15-2015 Adopt(T) 6-1-2015
690-022-0056 5-15-2015 Adopt(T) 6-1-2015
690-025-0010 3-16-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
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690-033-0120 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
690-200-0005 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
690-210-0310 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
690-210-0340 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
690-215-0045 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
690-240-0005 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
690-240-0035 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
690-240-0046 11-25-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
690-310-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
690-325-0010 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0020 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0030 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0040 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0050 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0060 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0070 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0080 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0090 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0100 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-325-0110 11-25-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
690-340-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
690-340-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
690-382-0400 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
710-010-0000 11-30-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
715-001-0030 1-20-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
715-001-0035 1-20-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
715-010-0015 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
715-013-0005 3-16-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
715-013-0020 3-16-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
715-013-0025 7-1-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
715-013-0040 7-1-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
715-045-0007 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
715-045-0009 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
715-045-0012 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
715-045-0018 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
715-045-0190 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
715-045-0200 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
715-045-0220 12-18-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
731-090-0000 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0010 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0020 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0030 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0040 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0050 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0060 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0070 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0080 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
731-090-0090 7-1-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
734-035-0010 12-8-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
734-035-0040 12-8-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
734-035-0200 12-8-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
734-035-0200(T) 12-8-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
734-059-0015 12-19-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
734-059-0020 12-19-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
734-059-0025 12-19-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
734-059-0040 12-19-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015

734-059-0220 12-19-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
734-060-0000 12-19-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
734-060-0007 12-19-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
734-060-0175 12-19-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
734-060-0190 12-19-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
734-074-0010 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
734-074-0060 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
734-075-0045 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
734-076-0135 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
734-078-0030 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
734-082-0037 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
735-001-0040 12-19-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
735-022-0065 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-028-0110 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
735-028-0120 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
735-028-0125 4-21-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
735-028-0130 4-21-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
735-028-0140 4-21-2015 Repeal 6-1-2015
735-028-0150 4-21-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
735-062-0005 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0007 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0010 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0015 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0030 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0040 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0096 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0110 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0125 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-062-0200 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
735-150-0040 4-20-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
735-150-0041 4-20-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
735-150-0120 4-20-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
735-170-0000 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-170-0010 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-170-0015 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-170-0020 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-170-0035 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-170-0040 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-170-0045 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-170-0105 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-174-0000 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-174-0020 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-174-0030 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-174-0040 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-174-0045 7-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
735-176-0000 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0010 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0017 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0019 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0020 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0021 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0022 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0023 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0030 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0040 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
735-176-0045 7-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
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735-176-0100 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0110 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0120 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0130 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0140 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0150 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0160 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0170 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0180 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0190 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0200 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
735-176-0210 7-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
800-001-0000 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-010-0015 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-010-0017 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-010-0020 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-010-0025 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-010-0030 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-010-0040 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-010-0050 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-015-0005 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-015-0010 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-015-0015 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-015-0020 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-020-0015 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-020-0022 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-020-0030 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-020-0031 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-025-0010 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-025-0023 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-025-0025 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-025-0030 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-025-0040 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-025-0060 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-025-0070 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-030-0030 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
800-030-0050 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
801-001-0000 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-001-0005 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-001-0015 1-8-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
801-001-0020 1-8-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
801-001-0035 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-005-0010 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0010 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0045 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0050 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0060 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0065 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0073 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0078 1-8-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
801-010-0079 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0080 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0100 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0110 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0120 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0125 1-8-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015

801-010-0130 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-010-0345 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-030-0005 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-030-0010 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-030-0015 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
801-030-0020 1-8-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
804-003-0000 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-010-0000 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-010-0010 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-010-0020 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-020-0001 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-020-0003 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-020-0005 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-020-0010 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-020-0015 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-020-0030 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-020-0045 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-022-0000 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-022-0015 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
804-040-0000 11-19-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
806-001-0003 7-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
808-001-0008 3-24-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
808-003-0040 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
808-003-0045 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
808-003-0065 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
808-003-0065 2-1-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
808-003-0065 2-12-2015 Amend(T) 3-1-2015
808-003-0231 12-1-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
808-008-0425 12-1-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
809-001-0015 12-5-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
809-040-0001 12-5-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
809-050-0020 12-5-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
809-050-0050 12-5-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
809-050-0050(T) 12-5-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
811-010-0085 3-20-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
811-015-0005 4-10-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
813-013-0035 2-26-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
813-044-0040 3-11-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
813-044-0045 3-11-2015 Adopt(T) 4-1-2015
813-055-0001 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-055-0095 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-055-0105 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-055-0115 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0005 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-090-0005(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0010 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-090-0010(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0015 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-090-0015(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0027 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0031 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-090-0031(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0036 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-090-0036(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0037 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-090-0037(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
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813-090-0039 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-090-0039(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0055 12-2-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
813-090-0064 12-2-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
813-090-0080 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-090-0080(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0095 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-090-0110(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-110-0005 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-110-0005(T) 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-110-0010 3-18-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
813-110-0015 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-110-0020 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-110-0021 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-110-0026 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-110-0027 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-110-0030 12-2-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
813-110-0031 12-2-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
813-110-0032 12-2-2014 Renumber 1-1-2015
813-110-0034 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-110-0040 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
813-110-0045 12-2-2014 Repeal 1-1-2015
818-035-0025 4-17-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
818-035-0030 4-17-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
820-010-0417 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
820-010-0463 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
820-010-0505 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
820-010-0520 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
820-010-0730 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
820-015-0026 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
820-050-0010 2-3-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
824-030-0030 12-2-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
836-010-0026 3-12-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
836-011-0000 3-10-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
836-051-0210 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
836-051-0220 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
836-051-0230 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
836-051-0235 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
836-053-1404 5-12-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
836-053-1407 5-12-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
836-053-1408 5-12-2015 Adopt 6-1-2015
837-085-0260 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
837-085-0270 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
837-085-0280 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
837-085-0290 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
837-085-0300 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
837-085-0305 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
837-085-0310 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
837-095-0010 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
837-095-0020 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
837-095-0030 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
837-095-0040 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
837-095-0050 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
839-002-0065 1-6-2015 Amend(T) 2-1-2015
839-002-0065 5-15-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
839-009-0210 11-20-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015

839-009-0340 11-20-2014 Amend(T) 1-1-2015
839-010-0000 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0010 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0020 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0100 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0200 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0205 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0210 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0300 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0305 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-010-0310 1-28-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
839-025-0700 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
839-025-0700 4-1-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
847-001-0020 4-3-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
847-010-0073 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
847-023-0005 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-023-0010 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-023-0015 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-026-0000 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-035-0030 4-3-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
847-070-0005 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-070-0007 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-070-0015 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-070-0016 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-070-0019 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-070-0022 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
847-070-0045 1-13-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
848-005-0010 7-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
850-030-0195 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
850-035-0230 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
850-040-0210 4-17-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
851-002-0010 6-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
851-002-0020 6-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
851-002-0030 6-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
851-002-0035 6-1-2015 Amend 6-1-2015
851-050-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-050-0142 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0004 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0006 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0008 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0012 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0014 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0016 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0018 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0022 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-056-0026 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-061-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-061-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-061-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-061-0050 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-061-0070 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-061-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-061-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
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851-062-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-062-0016 1-1-2015 Repeal 1-1-2015
851-062-0050 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-062-0070 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0035 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0070 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0090 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0100 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
851-063-0110 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-005-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-005-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-010-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-010-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-010-0015 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-010-0015 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-010-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-010-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-010-0023 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-010-0023 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-010-0024 1-1-2015 Adopt 1-1-2015
852-010-0024 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
852-010-0051 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-010-0051 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-010-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-010-0080 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-020-0029 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-020-0029 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-020-0031 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-020-0031 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-020-0035 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-020-0035 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-020-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-020-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0001 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0001 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0006 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0006 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0012 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0012 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0013 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0013 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0014 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0014 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0016 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0016 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0018 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0018 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0021 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-050-0021 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-050-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015

852-050-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-060-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-060-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-060-0027 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-060-0027 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-070-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-070-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-070-0016 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-070-0016 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-070-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-070-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-070-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-070-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-070-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-070-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-070-0035 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-070-0035 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-070-0055 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-070-0055 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
852-080-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 1-1-2015
852-080-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-001-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-019-0100 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-019-0120 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-019-0122 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
855-019-0170 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-019-0171 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
855-019-0205 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-019-0320 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
855-021-0005 7-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-021-0010 7-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-021-0016 7-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-021-0025 7-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-021-0045 7-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-021-0050 7-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-021-0055 7-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0001 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0005 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0012 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
855-025-0015 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0020 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0030 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0035 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0040 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0050 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-025-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-031-0045 4-10-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
855-031-0055 4-10-2015 Amend(T) 5-1-2015
855-041-1120 1-1-2016 Amend 2-1-2015
855-044-0070 12-4-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
855-080-0022 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-110-0003 4-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
855-110-0005 4-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
856-010-0010 11-26-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
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856-010-0011 11-26-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
856-010-0012 11-26-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
856-010-0029 4-7-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
858-010-0010 11-17-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
858-010-0015 11-17-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
858-010-0036 11-17-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
858-010-0062 1-21-2015 Adopt 3-1-2015
858-030-0005 11-17-2014 Amend 1-1-2015
858-040-0015 1-21-2015 Amend 3-1-2015
859-001-0005 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
859-001-0010 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
859-010-0005 12-18-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
859-050-0100 12-18-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
859-050-0105 12-18-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
860-001-0020 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0070 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0140 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0150 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0160 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0170 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0180 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0300 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0310 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0340 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0350 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0390 3-3-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
860-001-0400 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0420 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0480 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-001-0540 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-016-0000 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-016-0020 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-016-0021 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-016-0025 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-016-0030 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-016-0050 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-021-0015 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-022-0005 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-022-0047 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-023-0151 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-024-0017 12-16-2014 Amend 2-1-2015
860-025-0060 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-027-0300 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-028-0070 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-029-0100 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-032-0002 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-032-0005 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-033-0006 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-034-0060 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-034-0300 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-036-0025 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-036-0605 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-037-0025 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-037-0410 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-038-0400 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-038-0420 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015

860-082-0085 3-3-2015 Amend 4-1-2015
860-085-0500 12-3-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
860-085-0550 12-3-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
860-085-0600 12-3-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
860-085-0650 12-3-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
860-085-0700 12-3-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
860-085-0750 12-3-2014 Adopt 1-1-2015
877-001-0006 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
877-015-0106 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
877-020-0000 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
877-020-0010 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
877-020-0012 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
877-020-0057 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
877-020-0060 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
918-020-0090 5-12-2015 Amend(T) 6-1-2015
918-020-0090(T) 5-12-2015 Suspend 6-1-2015
918-098-1505 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
918-098-1505(T) 1-1-2015 Repeal 2-1-2015
918-200-0025 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
918-200-0070 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
918-200-0100 1-1-2015 Amend 2-1-2015
918-225-0220 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
918-225-0345 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
918-225-0390 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
918-225-0400 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
918-225-0430 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-225-0435 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-225-0570 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-225-0600 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-225-0606 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-305-0105 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-460-0015 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-480-0010 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-750-0115 4-1-2015 Amend 5-1-2015
918-800-0010 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
918-800-0020 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
918-800-0030 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
918-800-0040 4-1-2015 Repeal 5-1-2015
943-090-0000 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
943-090-0010 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
943-090-0020 1-1-2015 Adopt 2-1-2015
945-001-0011 3-11-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
945-010-0001 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0006 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0011 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0021 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0031 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0041 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0051 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0061 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0071 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0081 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0091 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-010-0101 3-11-2015 Suspend 4-1-2015
945-020-0010 3-11-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
945-020-0020 3-11-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
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945-030-0020 3-11-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
945-030-0030 3-11-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
945-030-0035 3-31-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
945-030-0040 3-11-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
945-030-0045 3-11-2015 Amend(T) 4-1-2015
945-040-0005 3-11-2015 Adopt(T) 4-1-2015
945-050-0005 3-11-2015 Adopt(T) 4-1-2015
966-100-0700 4-1-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
966-100-0800 4-1-2015 Adopt 5-1-2015
976-001-0010 12-17-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
976-001-0020 12-17-2014 Adopt 2-1-2015
976-002-0010 3-1-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
976-002-0020 3-1-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
976-002-0030 3-1-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
976-002-0040 3-1-2015 Adopt 4-1-2015
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